GAMBLING—Cont.
Commission—Cont.
gambler administrator 9.46.080
appointment 9.46.040
audits, payments for 9.46.060
bonds 9.46.050
chairman 9.46.050
counsel, payments for 9.46.060
expenses 9.46.050
hearings, power 9.46.140
inspections and audits, by 9.46.130
law enforcement agency for purposes of chapter 9.46.210
meetings 9.46.050
members 9.46.040
powers and duties of 9.46.070
quorum 9.46.050
removal 9.46.050
report 9.46.090
rules and regulations 9.46.080
staff 9.46.080
subpoena power 9.46.140
vacancies, filling of 9.46.040
state lottery establishment, operation 67.67.030
hearings, rights relative to 67.67.050
Common gambler, defined as vagrant, penalty 9.87.010
Contest of chance, defined 9.46.020
Contract termination of lease if premises used for 4.24.080
void as evidence of gambling debt 4.24.090
Conveyances, validity as evidence of gambling debt 4.24.090
Damages, money, due to violations, action for, attorneys’ fees, class action, interest 9.46.260
Definitions 9.46.020
Devices, gambling defined 9.46.020
owner, buying, selling of 9.46.230
seizure or disposition of 9.46.230
Enforcement 9.46.210
Enticing persons to gamble, penalty 9.47.120
Fishing derby, defined 9.46.020
Gambling, defined 9.46.020
Gambling device, defined 9.46.020
Gambling information, defined 9.46.020
Gambling premises, defined 9.46.020
Gambling record, defined 9.46.020
Horse racing pari-mutuel 67.16.060
prohibited practices 67.16.060
Information, gambling, transmission or receiving as violation, penalty 9.46.240
Injunctions 9.46.150
Inspection and audit of premises, paraphernalia, books and records, reports 9.46.130
Invalidity of contract and debts defense 4.24.090
recovery of losses by action 4.24.070
Jenny Lind, when deemed kept for hire 67.14.100
Lease termination if premises used for 4.24.080
Legislative declaration 9.46.010
Lessor’s recovery of possession if premises used for 4.24.080
Licenses
legal authority, exception 9.46.295
permits or certificates, voiding of 9.46.150
licensing and regulation of gambling activity, chapter exclusive 9.46.285
loaning money for gambling purposes, penalty 9.47.120
Losses, action for recovery of 4.24.070
Lotteries, See STATE LOTTERY
Lottery, defined 9.46.020

GAMBLING—Cont.
Military property, prohibition of gambling, penalty for disobedience 38.32.120
Minors, admission to places of prohibited, penalty 26.28.080
Nonprofit organization, defined 9.46.020
Person, “whoever”, defined 9.46.020
Personnel, operation or management, restrictions as to 9.46.120
Pigeon-hole, when deemed kept for hire 67.14.100
Places of abatement as nuisance 7.48.240
public nuisance, penalty 9.66.010
Player, defined 9.46.020
Possession of professional gambling device, proof of as evidence 9.46.260
Professional gambling, defined 9.46.020
Property or premises common nuisance, abatement 9.46.250
termination of mortgage, contract or leasehold interest 9.46.250
Public nuisance to maintain place for, penalty 9.66.010
Pull tabs defined 9.46.020
restrictions as to 9.46.110
Punch cards defined 9.46.020
restrictions as to 9.46.110
Raffle, defined 9.46.020
Reports for department of revenue of inspections and audits 9.46.130
Restrictions leased premises 9.46.120
personnel, management or operation 9.46.120
pull tabs, as to 9.46.110
punch cards, as to 9.46.110
Revolving fund, gambling, created, disbursement, receipts, use 9.46.100
Self-incrimination, player not excused from testifying 9.47.130
Social card game, defined 9.46.020
State lottery, (See also STATE LOTTERY) chapter 9.46 RCW not applicable 9.46.290
Swindling by sleight of hand, etc., penalty 9.45.030
Taxation exclusive authority for taxing gambling activities 9.46.270
gambling activities, limitations 9.46.110
"Thing of value", defined 9.46.020
Violations, penalties activities, conducting without license 9.46.160
causing organization to violate chapter 9.46.180
false or misleading entries or statements 9.46.170
fraud or deceit, relating to 9.46.190
information, gambling, transmitting or receiving of 9.46.240
obstructing public servant in administration or enforcement of chapter 9.46.195
professional gambling 9.46.220
records, refusal to produce 9.46.170
"Whoever", defined 9.46.020

GAME AND GAME FISH
Areas for hunting and fishing (See also GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Lands)
acquisition of land for 77.12.200
allocation of resident fishing license receipts for hunting and fishing areas 77.32.120
exchange agreements for additional land acquisition, authority and procedure 77.12.000
Arrest without warrant 77.12.080
Bag limits defined 77.08.010
fixing of, authority of director 77.12.150
notice of change, publication 77.12.160
possession in excess of 77.16.030
Bait, carcasses, use of for trap bait permitted 16.68.190
Bear, tag or seal required, penalty 77.32.020
Beaver beaver tags 77.20.015, 77.20.016
cooperative agreements with land owners for taking of costs paid from state game fund 77.20.020
disposal of skins taken 77.20.030
maximum number regulation 77.20.020
proceeds paid to land owners and state game fund 77.20.030
sale of skins at auction 77.20.030
tagging and preserving skins 77.20.050
 DAMAGES caused by, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Damages caused by game fur-bearing animal, declared to be 77.20.010
hunting, trapping, killing, or possession of authorized 77.20.010, 77.20.015
penalty for violations 77.20.060
protected fur-bearing animal, declared to be 77.20.010
rules and regulations as to 77.20.020
tagging and preserving skins 77.20.050
trapping of beaver doing damage by commission 77.20.040, 77.20.045
by owner authorized 77.20.045
disposal of skins taken 77.20.040
proceeds paid to state game fund 77.20.040
tagging and preserving skins 77.20.050

Birds

game birds, nongame birds, harmless birds, song birds, power of commission to adopt rules and regulations concerning 77.12.040
nongame birds, hunting or trapping or destroying nests 77.16.120
Blind persons, fishing license free to 77.32.230

Bonds
scientific collector 77.32.240

Bounties
amounts 77.24.020
bobcat 77.24.020
cougar 77.24.020
coyote 77.24.020
lynx 77.24.020
marking predator before return to taker 77.24.030
minimum aggregate claim allowed 77.24.080
persons who may kill and claim 77.24.010
proof of kill or taking 77.24.020

Brood ponds
control over 77.12.210
ower to acquire properties for 77.12.200
Brown trout, classification 77.08.020

Buildings
power to acquire 77.12.200
search of, power to conduct 77.12.120

Bull trout, classification 77.08.020

Buying or selling game or game fish, exception as to game farmer 77.16.040

Camp, search without warrant 77.12.090
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Canals, ditches and drains

- diversion of water permits required 75.20-.050

- fish guards must be provided, regulations 77.16.220

Carasses

- use of for trap bait permitted 16.68.190

- wasting 77.16.090

Carp, or rough fish in lakes within irrigation and rehabilitation districts, control of district over taking of 87.84.061

Catfish, classification 77.08.020

Certificates

- land transfer agreements 77.12.220

- sale of real property 77.12.210

Claims

- See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Damages caused by game

- classification 77.08.020

- Closed seasons (See also GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Damages caused by game)

- game commission, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Game commission

- Contest for hunting or catching game or game or waste of game

- Carry loaded firearms 77.16.250

- Contested, procedure 77.12.300

- director, authority, generally 77.04.020

- appointment 77.16.010

- chief assistants 77.17.040

- membership on agricultural pesticide advisory board 17.21.230

- oath 77.17.030

- pollution control commission, member of 90.48.021

- powers and duties 43.17.030, 77.04.080

- qualifications 77.04.020

- salary, how fixed 77.12.060

- thermal water plant site evaluation council, member 80.30.030

- vacancy 77.12.060

- water pollution control commission, member 90.48.021

- ecological commission meetings, notice and attendance 43.21A.170

- game commission, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Game commission

- offices maintained at state capitol 43.17.050

- rules and regulations 43.17.060

- water rights, application for 90.30.020

- youth development and conservation committee, representation upon 43.51.520

Dogs

- field trial, regulations 77.16.100

- game reserves, taking in prohibited 77.16.110

- molesting game birds or animals 77.16.100

- not permitted in areas during nesting time 77.16.100

- public nuisances 77.16.100

- seizure without warrant 77.12.100

- unlawful uses and penalties 77.16.100, .110

- in use of deer or elk hunting prohibited 77.16.100

- Dolly Varden trout, classification 77.08.020

- Drugs prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060

- Dynamite, unlawful use of 77.16.060

- Eastern brook trout, classification 77.08.020

- Eggs, permit to take fish eggs 77.16.120

- Elk

- damages caused by, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Damages caused by game

- dogs

- pursuing, attacking, etc., deer and elk, taking and destruction of, immunity 77.12.315

Decoys

- sale after forfeiture 77.12.110

- seizure without warrant 77.12.100

Deer

- damage 77.12.240, 77.12.260

- damages caused by, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Damages caused by game

- Dogs

- pursuing, attacking, etc., deer and elk, taking and destruction of, immunity 77.12.315

- enforcement provisions

- aid from peace officers 77.12.060

- arrest without warrant 77.12.080
GAME AND GAME FISH
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Fish derbies, unlawful without permit 77.16.020
Game farmers
access of director to premises and records of game farmers 77.28.110
buying or selling game or game fish, except as to game farmers 77.16.040
common carriers, transportation of game shipped by game farmer licensee 77.28.090
eggs of game birds and fish, authority to deal in 77.28.070
licenses
application 77.28.030
corporate applications 77.28.040
fee 77.28.020
issuance 77.28.050
renewal 77.28.020
required 77.28.010
revocation procedure 77.28.120
rights acquired by 77.28.060
reports to director required, contents 77.28.200
revocation of licenses, procedure 77.28.120
tagging of products 77.28.080
Game farms
acquisition of land for game farms 77.12.200
exchange agreements for additional land acquisition, authority and procedure 77.12.220
Game fish
defined 77.08.020
Game fish reserves, defined 77.08.010
Game protectors
appointment 77.04.020
assistant to 77.12.060
Powers
arrest without warrant 77.12.080
enforce law 77.12.070, 77.16.270, 77.28.110
search without warrant 77.12.090, 77.12.130, 77.28.110
seize without warrant 77.12.100, 77.12.130
serve and execute warrants 77.12.060
to demand license 77.32.250
resisting or obstructing 77.16.130
trespass, immunity from action for 77.12.250
Game reserves
defined 77.08.010
dogs, use of within prohibited 77.16.110
firearms, use of within prohibited 77.16.110
fishing in 77.16.020
hunting in 77.16.020
predatory animals and birds, permits to hunt for 77.16.110
rifles and gun clubs, permits to use 77.16.110
rules and regulations concerning 77.12.040
trapping in 77.16.020
traps, use of within prohibited 77.16.110
Gifts and grants
acceptance of 77.12.320
disposition by commission 77.12.140
power to acquire 77.12.140, 77.12.200, 77.12.320
Gill net law 77.16.060
Goats, mountain, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitile Mountain goats
Golden trout, classification 77.08.020
Governor
appointment of game commission by 77.04.030
execution of deed for land exchange 77.12.220
Gun clubs on game reserves 77.16.110
Guns, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitile Firearms
Hatcheries
acquisition of land for hatcheries 77.12.200
Hatcheries—Cont.
hatcheries, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitile Licenses
exchange agreements for additional land acquisition, authority and procedure 77.12.220
Hatcheries—Cont.
hatcheries, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitile Licenses
exchange agreements for additional land acquisition, authority and procedure 77.12.220
Hunting
after sunset prohibited 77.16.050
archery permit 77.32.020
assault and battery to shoot another 9.11.020
bear, deer, elk, mountain goat, mountain sheep, wild turkey, tags or seals required, penalty 77.32.020
closed season or area prohibited 77.16.020
defined 77.08.010
dogs, use of in deer or elk hunting prohibited 77.16.100
forest fire protection, suspension of hunting season and privileges authorized 76.04.200
highways, shooting from or across 77.16.260, 77.16.300
Indians, hunting rights when excluded from state jurisdiction 37.12.060
intoxicated person hunting, penalty 77.16.070
licenses, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitile Licenses
lights prohibited 77.16.050
muzzle-loading rifle permit 77.32.020
posted land against hunting, refusal of game damage claim because of 77.12.300
setting fire while hunting, penalty 9.40.080
sex of animal or bird, mutilation of carcass to conceal 77.16.090
shooting another, assault and battery, penalty 9.11.020
special hunting seasons 77.12.150
state lands, hunting rights reserved in lease of 77.01.460
posting upon approval of department 77.01.460
posting upon approval of department of natural resources 79.01.244
state park.s, violations 43.51.180
trespass on unposted land, penalty 9.83.060
University of Washington lands, hunting rights reserved in lease of, posting upon approval of department 288.20.328
upland birds, permit 77.32.020
Washington State University lands, hunting rights reserved in lease of, posting procedure 288.30.325
wasting carcass of game 77.16.090
Importation of wild animals and fish, duty of game commission to regulate and license 77.12.030
Injuries on outdoor recreational land, limitation on liability of landowner 4.24.200-4.24.210
Interstate cooperation with Idaho authority 77.12.450
concurrent jurisdiction 77.12.470
licenses, honoring by each state 77.12.480
purpose, restrictions on areas, licensees may fish or hunt 77.12.490
unlawful acts 77.12.460
Jurisdiction of superior courts and justices of the peace as to violations 77.16.240
Justices of the peace
forfeiture of license, power as to 77.32.260
jurisdiction 77.12.100, 77.16.240
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Fish restoration and management projects, federal act, assent to by state 77.12.440
Fishing
defined 77.08.010
explosives, poison, drugs, etc., prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060
licenses, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitile Licenses
nets prohibited 77.16.060
state lands, fishing rights reserved upon lease of, posting upon approval of department 77.01.460
posting upon approval of department of natural resources 79.01.244
University of Washington lands, fishing rights reserved upon lease of, posting procedure 288.20.328
Washington State University lands, fishing rights reserved upon lease of, posting procedure 288.30.325
Fishing guides
license required 77.32.225
reports and records 77.32.225
Fishways and protective devices inadequate, removal, relocation, reconstruction by director, authorized 75.20.061, 77.16.221
Forest fire protection, suspension of hunting season and privileges 76.04.200
Forfeitures
articles unlawfully sold 77.12.100
bail, disposition 77.12.170
license upon convictions 77.32.260
return of seized devices, etc. 77.12.100
sale of forfeited articles 77.12.100
scientific collector's permit 77.32.240
seized game and devices 77.12.100
Fresh water fish, classification as game and game fish by commission 77.08.020
Funds, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle State game fund
Fur-bearing animals, rules and regulations concerning, adoption 77.12.040
Fur dealers
license 77.32.210
reports and records 77.32.220
Fur farming Ch. 16.72
Game animals, rules and regulations concerning, adoption 77.12.040
Game birds, rules and regulations concerning, adoption 77.12.040
Game commission
appointment of members 77.04.030
classification of game fish by rule and regulation 77.08.070
wild life 77.12.020
expenses and per diem 77.04.060
fish cultural stations and laboratories, agreements with United States as to establishment and maintenance 75.16.060
importation of wild animals and fish, duty to regulate and license 77.12.030
meetings 77.04.060
offices 77.04.060
propagation and protection of wild life, duty to regulate 77.12.030
qualifications of members 77.04.040
removal of members 77.04.050
reports 77.04.060
rules and regulations 77.12.040
adoption procedure 77.12.050
publication 77.12.050
use in evidence 77.12.050
terms of office 77.04.030
United States, fish cultural stations and laboratories, agreements with as to establishment and maintenance of 75.16.060
vacancies in office 77.04.060
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Justices of the peace—Cont.
suspension of fine or sentence, powers 77.32.270

Juvenile training program as condition precedent to obtaining hunting license 77.32.015

Killer whales permit 77.32.245

Killing or removal of predators by director, distribution of meat to state or charitable institutions 77.12.240

Lands
acquisition for hatcheries, game farms, etc. 77.12.200

lease of state lands in Yakima and Kittitas counties 77.12.400, 77.12.410

local improvement district assessment against 77.12.230

payments to counties and permanent school fund in lieu of property taxes, relinquishment of fines 77.12.201–77.12.205

rights of way for roads or utilities, authority to issue 77.12.210

sale or lease of land or materials 77.12.210

shooting grounds, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Shooting grounds use of state land for game purposes 77.12-360, 77.12.400

withdrawal of state lands from lease for game purposes 77.12.360–77.12.390, 77.12.410

Licenses, See also GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Permits
alien, defined 77.32.005
applications, information required 77.32.070
definitions 77.32.005
duplicate 77.32.225
enforcement provisions, suspension of sentence 77.32.270
fees
collection and payment to director 77.32.010

disposition of receipts 77.32.120, 77.32-185

fishing areas, allocation of resident license receipts for hunting and fishing areas 77.32.120

combination resident county hunting and fishing 77.32.110

combination resident state hunting and fishing 77.32.100

disposition of receipts 77.32.120, 77.32-185

exemptions
blind persons 77.32.230

minors under sixteen years 77.32.010

residents over seventy years 77.32.010

veterans over sixty-five years 77.32.230

free to veterans over sixty-five and blind persons 77.32.230

guides 77.32.225

minors under sixteen years exempted 77.32.010

nonresident state 77.32.150

nonresident temporary seven days 77.32-160

required 77.32.010

resident county 77.32.113

residents over seventy years exempted 77.32.010

forfeiture for violations 77.32.260

form 77.32.090

free to veterans over sixty-five and blind persons 77.32.230

fur dealers 77.32.210

required 77.32.010

game farmers, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Game farmers

GAME AND GAME FISH—Cont.

Licenses, —Cont.
hunting
combination resident county hunting and fishing 77.32.100

deer, elk and mountain goat tags or seals required, penalty 77.32.020

exemptions
 predator hunting 77.32.010

veterans over sixty-five years 77.32.230

free to veterans over sixty-five 77.32.230

juvenile training program as condition precedent to obtaining 77.32.015

nonresident state 77.32.130

required 77.32.010

resident state 77.32.103

importation of wild animals and fish, duty of game commission to license 77.12.030

issuance
charge by dealer allowed 77.32.010

general rules for 77.32.010

issuer’s compensation 77.32.010, 77.32.050, 77.32.060

rules and regulations as to 77.32.010

who may issue 77.32.010

lost or destroyed, duplicate 77.32.225

nonresident, defined 77.32.005

nontransferable 77.32.250

reports and records by licenses 77.32.080

resident, defined 77.32.005

revocation for shooting person or livestock 77.32.280

taxidermy 77.32.200

required 77.32.010

trapping 77.32.190

Lights
public nuisance, deemed to be when used for hunting 77.12.130

sale after forfeiture 77.12.110

seizure without warrant 77.12.100

unlawful use 77.16.050

using in big game hunting prohibited 77.16-050


Limits, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Bag limits

Livestock, penalty for shooting 77.32.280

Local improvement district assessment against game and game fish lands 77.12.230

Lockers, power to search 77.12.120

Managed marine mammals capture and taking of, rules, permits 77.12-.510

defined 77.08.050

Marine mammals discount 77.24.050

Waterfowl, hunting, regulation of 77.08.080

Minimum water flows and levels, establishment by department of water resources to protect fish and game fish 90.22.010

Minors
fishing areas, setting aside areas for 77.12-330

fishing license exemptions 77.32.010

hunting, juvenile training program 77.32.015

Mosquito control, effect on 70.22.050

Motor vehicle or conveyance firearms, carrying loaded 77.16.250

power to search without warrant 77.12.090

Mountain goat tag or seal required, penalty 77.32.020

Mountain sheep, tag or seal required 77.32.020

Nests, permits required to take 77.16.120

Net permits required to use 77.16.060

prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060

seizure without warrant 77.12.100, 77.12.130

Nonresident
fishing license 77.32.150

hunting license 77.32.130

temporary fishing license 77.32.160

GAME AND GAME FISH—Cont.

Notices
bag limit charges 77.12.160

closing or shortening of seasons, publication of notice 77.12.160

damage caused by game 77.12.290

Ocean beach highways, control of traffic on 43.51.680

Office, storage and garage facilities acquisition of property for 77.12.340

construction of facilities 77.12.350

Official state fish, steelhead trout 1.20.045

Open season, defined 77.08.010

Peace officers, duty to aid and enforce 77.12-060, 77.12.070

Pelts
beaver, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Beaver

predator, disposition of 77.24.060

sale 77.16.030, 77.16.230, 77.24.060

tagging requirements 77.20.050

Perch, classification 77.08.020

Permits
fish derbies 77.32.010

fish reserves
predatory animals and birds, permits to hunt for 77.16.110

rifles ranges and gun clubs, permits to use 77.16.110

issuer’s fee 77.32.060

planting fish or spawn 77.16.150

releasing of animals or birds 77.16.150

scientific purpose taking and collection of game and game fish, etc. 77.32.240

Person, defined 77.08.010

Planting fish or spawn, permit required 77.16-150

Plumage, possession and sale of 77.16.030

Poison
endangered game by use of 77.16.080

prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060

Policy of protection 77.12.010

Possession
bag limit, possession in excess of 77.16.030

closed season, possession of game or fish during 77.16.030

with intent to buy or sell 77.16.040

Posted land against hunting, refusal of damage claim because of 77.12.300

Posting of land not owned by person posting, penalty 77.16.190

Predators
bounties
amounts of 77.24.020

bobcat 77.24.020

cougar 77.24.020

coyote 77.24.020

lynx 77.24.020

marking predator before return to taker 77.24.030

minimum aggregate claim allowed 77.24-080

persons who may kill and claim 77.24.010

proof of kill or taking 77.24.020

classification 77.24.040

cooperative programs to control 77.24.090

disposition of skins and specimens of employed hunters 76.24.060

employment of hunters and trappers 77.24-.050

game reserve hunting for, permits required 77.16.110

killing or removal by director, distribution of meat to state or charitable institutions 77.12.240

misinformation as to taking of predatory bounty game 77.16.140

persons who may kill and claim bounty 77.16.140

rules and regulations as to bounty killing or taking 77.12.310
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Predators—Cont.

rules and regulations concerning 77.12.040
United States fish and wild life service
authority and power not delegated
against 77.24.070
cooperation of department of agriculture
with 77.24.100
disposition of skins and specimens taken
by hunters and trappers 77.24.120
expenditures for cooperation with 77.24.
110
Predatory birds, rules and regulations con­
cerning adoption 77.12.040
Propagation, acquisition of specimens, etc., for
77.12.140
Propagation and protection
agreements with other public bodies as to
77.12.320
cooporation with Oregon as to aquatic pro­
ducts 77.12.325
wild life, duty of game commission to regu­
late 77.12.030
Protected wildlife, rules and regulations con­
cerning 77.12.040
Public hunting or fishing, agreements with
land owners or lessees for 77.12.500
Public nuisances
definition 77.12.130
dogs as 77.16.100
hydraulic projects 77.16.210
seizure of without warrant 77.12.130
waterway obstructions as 77.16.210
Publications
bag limit changes 77.12.160
notice of change or shortening of seasons
77.12.160
private publication of game laws prohibited
77.16.200
Records, licensees 77.32.080
Reports
biennial 77.04.060
fur dealers 77.32.220
game farmers 77.28.100
license dealers 77.32.010
license holders 77.32.080
licensees 77.32.080
person killing damage causing animals or
birds 77.16.230
taxidermist 77.32.220
Resident
combination resident state hunting and
fishing license 77.32.100
fishing license 77.32.105
hunting license 77.32.103
Resisting or obstructing game or peace officials
77.16.130
Right of entry of director and employees to
enforce game laws 77.12.250
Rights-of-way
acquisition, use of license moneys for 77.32.
.120
acquisition of, power of 77.12.200
Rules and regulations
adoption procedure 77.12.050
beaver trapping 77.20.020
bounty killing or taking 77.12.310
damages caused by game, claims as to 77.
.130
agency commission 77.13.050
game director 43.17.060
issuance of licenses 77.32.010
power of commission to adopt 77.12.040
publication 77.12.050
use in evidence 77.12.050
Sales
animals, birds, fish, etc. 77.12.140, 77.16.
.030, 77.16.230, 77.32.240
beaver pelts 77.20.010
forested articles 77.12.110
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Violations concerning—Cont.
beaver regulations 77.20.060
birds, nongame birds, hunting or trapping 77.16.110
buying or selling game or game fish, exception as to game farmer 77.16.040
canals, ditches and drains, fish guards must be provided, regulations 77.16.220
carcasses of game or game fish, wasting 77.16.090
closed areas
fishing in 77.16.020
hunting in 77.16.020
trapping in 77.16.020
closed seasons
fishing during 77.16.020
hunting during 77.16.020
possession of game or game fish during exemptions 77.16.030
trapping during 77.16.020
closed waters, fishing in 77.16.020
closed waters, hunting in 77.16.020
closed waters, trapping in 77.16.020
field trials, regulations 77.16.100
fishing in private waters 77.16.200
fishing in public waters 77.16.210
fishing in private waters during closed seasons 77.16.200
fishing in public waters during closed seasons 77.16.210
firearms, use of within prohibited 77.16.110
dam or obstruction, fishways and protective devices must be provided, abatement as public nuisance 77.16.210
dog, field trials, regulations 77.16.100
game reserves, taking in prohibited 77.16.110
molesting game birds or animals 77.16.100
not permitted in areas during nesting time 77.16.100
use in deer or elk hunting prohibited 77.16.100
drugs, prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060
explosives, prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060
firearms
ripping up and using loaded shotgun or rifle in vehicle 77.16.250, 77.16.270-77.16.300
highways, shooting from or across 77.16.260, 77.16.300
fish derbies, unlawful without permit 77.16.010
fish ladders, guards, traps, injuring 77.16.160
formaldehyde, prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060
game derbies, unlawful without permit 77.16.010
game reserves
dogs, taking within prohibited 77.16.110
firearms, use of within prohibited 77.16.110
hunting in 77.16.020
trapping in 77.16.020
traps, use of within prohibited 77.16.110
general penalty 77.16.240
highways, shooting from or across 77.16.260-77.16.300
hunting
after sunset 77.16.050
intoxicated 77.16.070
lights 77.16.050
jurisdiction of superior courts and justices of the peace over 77.16.240
lights, using in big game hunting 77.16.050
nets, prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060
payment of costs of confinement to counties 77.12.00
planting fish or spawn without permit 77.16.150
poison
endangering game by use of 77.16.080
poisoning in game fishing 77.16.060
possession with intent to buy or sell 77.16.040
GAME AND GAME FISH—Cont.
Violations concerning—Cont.
poaching contrary to law 77.16.090
poaching game, monetary penalties 77.16.140
private publication of game laws prohibited 77.16.200
resisting or obstructing game or peace officers 77.16.130
sex of animal or bird, mutilation of carcass to conceal 77.16.090
signs, destroying or mutilation 77.16.180
traps, robbing or injuring 77.16.170
trot lines, prohibited in game fishing 77.16.060
Warrants
arrest without 77.12.080
search 77.12.090, 77.12.120
Water pollution, See WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS, subtitle Pollution
Waters
disturbing stream bed 75.20.100
diversion requirements 77.16.220
fish protective devices required 77.16.210
fish reproductive devices required 77.16.210
juvenile 77.16.330
permit to construct over 77.16.220
power to acquire 77.12.200
Wolves, killer whale permits 77.32.245
Wild turkey, tag or seal required, penalty 77.16.060
Wildlife, classification of 77.12.020
Wildlife agent, defined 77.08.060
Wildlife restoration, federal act, acceptance of 77.12.430
GAMES (See GAMBLING)
GARAGES
Abandoned motor vehicles, reimbursement for towing and storage 46.52.111
State automotive pool Ch. 43.91
GARbage (See also SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT)
GARBAGE (See also SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT)
GARBAGE—Cont.
Disposal—Cont.
rates and charges 55.08.010
Disposal dumps
county acquisition and use 36.58.010, 36.58.020
townships' power to acquire 45.12.020
Eminent domain by cities for garbage dumps 8.12.030
Garbage disposal sites, permit requirements under solid waste management 70.95.170
Industrial insurance, classification of garbage works 51.20.430
Quarantine of garbage fed animals 16.36.020
Sanitary districts for, See SANITARY DISTRICTS
Sewer districts, See SEWER DISTRICTS
GARBAGE AND REFUSE COLLECTION COMPANIES (See also TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES, subtitle Garbage and refuse collection companies)
Construction of phrase "garbage and refuse" 81.77.015
Fees 81.77.080
Not public service company for purpose of securities regulation 81.08.010
transfers of property 81.12.010
Supervision and regulation by commission 81.77.030
Temporary certificates 81.77.110
GARDENS
Gardener’s peddler’s license exemption 36.71.090
Malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.040
GARFIELD COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.120
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.064
GARNISHMENT
Accounts and accounting, branch bank accounts 7.33.140
Affidavit of application for writ by 7.33.040
banks and banking, identification of defendant required, effect of failure 7.33.100
original action still pending, prevents dismissal 7.33.270
person other than officer serving writ, affidavit of qualifications 7.33.130
reply by defendant 7.33.250
reply by plaintiff to, 7.33.240
Amount garnishee is required to hold, determination 7.33.090
Answers
claim of defendant against garnishee 7.33.300
costs, default judgments, reopening 7.33.190
default judgment on failure to answer 7.33.190
discharge of garnishee on 7.33.180
dismissal, when judgment satisfied 7.33.310
dismissal by clerk, time, notice 7.33.270
filing 7.33.150
forms must accompany writ or service of writ, invalid 7.33.130
issues formed 7.33.260
perjury, subject to 7.33.150
reopening default judgment, costs 7.33.190
reply to 7.33.240
reply to by defendant 7.33.250
requisites of 7.33.150
service with writ 7.33.130
signature of garnishee attest to the truth of his answer 7.33.150
state and political subdivisions 7.33.070
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**GARNISHMENT—Cont.**

**Answers—Cont.**
- time for contesting answer of garnishee 7.33.180
- time to reply 7.33.240
- writ contents concerning 7.33.050
- writ requirements concerning 7.33.130

**Application for writ 7.33.040**

**Attachment**
- continuing lien on wages 7.33.120

**Attorneys at law**
- delivery of writ to plaintiff's attorney 7.33-.110
- endorsement of name and address on writ 7.33.120
- fees 7.33.120
- taxing of 7.33.290
- wrongful garnishment 7.33.340
- name and address endorsed on writ 7.33.120
- service of answer of garnishee upon 7.33-.150

**Banks and banking**
- answer, service with writ, form 7.33.100
- branch bank, proper place for service, effect 7.33.130
- identification of defendant, required, effect of failure 7.33.110
- service of writ on branch bank, proper place for service 7.33.130
- effect 7.33.100
- requisition 7.33.130

**Bills of lading**
- garnishment of goods 81.32.241
- nonnegotiable bill, rights of transferee defeated by garnishment 81.32.331

**Bonds**
- discharge of writ by 7.33.170
- garnishment bond 7.33.030

**Citations, identity of defendant doubtful, procedure 7.33.330**

**Cities and towns**
- answer 7.33.070
- enforcement against 7.33.060
- issuance of writ against 7.33.070
- service of writ against 7.33.080
- subject to, when 7.33.060
- venue 7.33.070
- writ contents 7.33.080

**Clerks of court**
- answer of garnishee filed with 7.33.130
- authorized 7.33.050
- compliance with answer form required 7.33-.260

**Clerks of court—Cont.**
- continuing lien on wages 7.33.360
- authorized 7.33.350
- compliance with answer form required 7.33-.260

**Clerks of court—Cont.**
- continuing lien on wages—Cont. effective date 7.33.390
- lien continues to subsequent earnings 7.33-.370
- priority 7.33.380
- termination 7.33.370

**Corporations, defense against claim of defendant 7.33.300**

**Costs**
- bond to discharge writ, effect of 7.33.170
- default judgments, on 7.33.190
- garnishment bond 7.33.030
- judgment, inclusion in 7.33.290
- judgment against garnishee 7.33.200
- satisfaction of 7.33.210
- taxing of 7.33.290

**Counties**
- answer 7.33.070
- enforcement against 7.33.060
- issuance of writ against 7.33.070
- service of writ against 7.33.080
- subject to, when 7.33.060
- venue 7.33.070
- writ contents 7.33.070

**Courts, issue formed under direction of**
- bank or banking association 7.33.050
- branches of courts, when 7.33.070

**Defenses**
- grounds for writ 7.33.170
- answer of garnishee filed with 7.33.130
- uncontroverted answer denying to discharge garnishee 7.33.180
- unmoved debts, procedure 7.33.200
- writ requirement as to answer concerning 7.33.050

**Default judgments**
- decree to deliver up effects 7.33.220
- default judgments, deposits in court not paid 7.33.200
- garnishee's failure to answer 7.33.190
- reopening default judgment, costs 7.33.190

**Defendants**
- identification required, when service upon bank or banking association 7.33.100
- right to reply to answer of garnishee 7.33-.250

**Defenses**
- claim of defendant against garnishee 7.33-.300
- dismissal for plaintiff's failure to give security for costs 4.84.230
- failure to serve copy of writ on defendant, when 7.33.320
- judgment for defendant in principal action 7.33.310
- satisfaction of judgment in principal action 7.33.200

**Delivery**
- decree to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.200
- failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230
- deposit, deposit in form of cash or check must accompany writ or service of writ is invalid 7.33.130

**Deposits**
- in court garnishee, by 7.33.200
- proceeds of sale, perishable property 7.33-.220
- unmatured debts, deposit not made at original time 7.33.200

**Discharge**
- bond to discharge writ 7.33.170
- garnishee defendant, upon answer 7.33.180
- judgment for defendant in principal action 7.33.200
- payment by garnishee 7.33.200

**Dismissing affidavits**

**Dismissing affidavit**
- that principal action still pending, prevents dismissal for lack of diligence 7.33.270
- by clerks of court, when, notice 7.33.270
- failure to serve copy on defendant 7.33.320
- order of court, when, plaintiff judgment is satisfied 7.33.310

**Dockets 7.33.050**

**Employers and employees**
- discharging employee because of, unlawful, exception 7.33.160
- dismissal because of garnishment, not to affect defendants right to unemployment compensation 50.20.045
- statement concerning status in application for writ 7.33.160
- unemployment compensation, right to not affected by discharge because of wage garnishment 50.20.045

**Executions**
- judgment against defendant 7.33.210
- garnishee 7.33.210
- plaintiff 7.33.210
- other compensation 7.33.280
- personal property, against 7.33.220
- sale of property 7.33.200
- sales under of personal property 7.33.220
- wages and salaries 7.33.280

**Exemptions**
- police pensions in first class cities 41.20.180
- public assistance payments 74.04.280
- public assistance payments 74.08.210
- state employees' retirement rights 41.40.380
- teachers' retirement system rights 41.32.590
- veterans' bonus Ch. 73.32
- wages and salaries 7.33.280
- wages and salaries of prisoners on work release program 72.65.050
- Fees 7.33.040

**Fees 7.33.040**
- attorneys at law, taxing of 7.33.290
- collection by superior court clerk 36.18.020

**Filing**
- answer of garnishee 7.33.150
- bond to discharge writ 7.33.170
- fines, contempt for failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230

**Form of garnishment**
- answers 7.33.150
- wage garnishment 7.33.110

**Form of writ**
- banks and banking 7.33.100
- contents 7.33.100
- dating, attestation, endorsement of name and address of plaintiff or attorney 7.33-.120
- mutual savings bank 7.33.100
- savings and loan associations 7.33.100
- Garnishee, amount required to hold, determination 7.33.090
- Garnishee, statement of in application for writ 7.33.040

**Identity of defendant doubtful, procedure 7.33.330**

**Impersonation**
- contempt for failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230

**Indorsements on writ 7.33.120**
GARNISHMENT — Cont.

Industrial insurance, payments exempt from legal process 51.32.040
Insurance company liquidation, stay of 48-3170
Interest

default judgments, on 7.33.190
inclusion in amount subject to garnishment 7.33.090
judgments against garnishee 7.33.200
satisfaction of 7.33.210
Issues, formation of 7.33.260
Joint stock companies, defense against claim of defendant 7.33.300
Judges of superior court, enforcement against state and political subdivisions 7.33.060

Judgments

cost, inclusion in 7.33.290
decree to deliver up effects 7.33.220
default judgments 7.33.190, 7.33.230
deposits in court not paid 7.33.200
discharge of garnishee 7.33.180
garnishee's failure to answer 7.33.190
reopening, costs 7.33.190
unatured debts not deposited when due 7.33.230

dismissal

on proper motion, when 7.33.310
when motion to dismiss is proper 7.33.310

dismissal upon motion, when proper, liability of plaintiff for failure to make when required 7.33.130
execution of judgment against defendant 7.33.210
garnishee, against 7.33.200
plaintiff 7.33.210
garnishee, against state and political subdivisions 7.33.060

Grounds for issuance of writ

cost, inclusion in writ 7.33.010

Jurisdiction

justices of the peace, state, and political subdivisions as subject to 7.33.060
state, cities, counties, school districts, as garnishee 7.33.060
Justice and other inferior courts, garnishment act applicable to 7.33.020

Justices of the peace

enforcement against state and political subdivisions 7.33.060
jurisdiction as to state and political subdivisions as to 7.33.060

Labor

discharging employee because of garnishment unlawful, exception 7.33.160
unemployment compensation, employee's right to receive not affected by dismissal because of wage garnishment 50.20.045

Law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' retirement benefits, not subject to garnishment 41.26.180

Liability

plaintiff's, liability for failure to dismiss when dismissed is called for 7.33.310
wrongful garnishment 7.33.340

Motion

liability of plaintiff for failure to dismiss when required 7.33.310
motions to dismiss, when proper, liability for failure to make when required 7.33.310

show cause for failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230

Municipal corporations

answer 7.33.130
against 7.33.060
issuance of writ against 7.33.070
service of writ against 7.33.080
writ contents 7.33.070

Mutual savings banks

answer, service of with writ 7.33.100

GARNISHMENT — Cont.

Mutual savings banks — Cont.
branch banks, proper place for service, effect 7.33.140
identification of defendant required, effect of failure 7.33.100
service of writ on branch banks, proper place for service 7.33.130
effect 7.33.100

Names, similarity

citation to person to whom garnishee is indebted 7.33.330
identity of defendant doubtful, procedure 7.33.310

Notice, dismissal by clerk of court one year after last action taken, time for notice 7.33.270

Orders of court

deposits in court 7.33.200
dismissal, when proper, plaintiff's liability for failure to dismiss 7.33.310
establishment of amount subject to garnishment 7.33.090
sale of perishable property 7.33.220

Payment

defense of garnishee on 7.33.300
deposits in court by garnishee 7.33.200
judgment against garnishee 7.33.200
state and political subdivisions, by 7.33.060
unmatured debt 7.33.200

Perishable property, sale of, deposit of proceeds in court 7.33.200

Perjury, answer of garnishee subject to 7.33-150

Personal property
decree to deliver to sheriff 7.33.200
defense of garnishee, conformity to judgment 7.33.300
execution sales 7.33.200
failure to deliver to sheriff 7.33.230
perishable property, sale of 7.33.220
return to defendant 7.33.220
service of writ bar to delivery 7.33.140
statement concerning in application for writ 7.33.040
uncontroverted answer denying to discharge garnishee, time 7.33.160

Pleadings

dismissal by clerk of court, one year after last action taken, notice 7.33.270

dismissal of action, when 7.33.310
formation of issues 7.33.260
requirements for 7.33.310

Public assistance child support 74.20.020
Punishment, contempt for failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230
Reopening default judgment, costs 7.33.190

Reply to answer of garnishee, affidavit, time 7.33.240

Reply to answer of garnishee by defendant 7.33.250
Return, failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

Salaries

wages, exemption 7.33.280
wrongful garnishment, liability 7.33.340

Sales, stock, effect of service of writ on 7.33-130

Satisfaction of judgments

judgment for defendant in principal action 7.33.200
judgments against defendant 7.33.200, 7.33.210


garnishee 7.33.210
judgments in favor of defendant 7.33.210
satisfaction of judgment in principal action 7.33.200

Savings and loan associations

answer, service with writ, form 7.33.100

GARNISHMENT — Cont.

Savings and loan associations — Cont.
branch banks, service of writ on, effect 7.33.130
identification of defendant, required, effect of failure 7.33.100
service of writ on branch bank, proper place for service 7.33.130
effect 7.33.100

School districts

answer 7.33.070
enforcement against 7.33.060
issuance of writ against 7.33.070
service of writ 7.33.080
subject to, when 7.33.060
venue 7.33.070

writ contents 7.33.070

Security for costs 4.84.210
bond in lieu of separate security for costs 4.84.220
dismissal for failure to give 4.84.230
judgment on 4.84.240
standing bond for numerous actions 4.84-220

Service

answer forms, must be with writ, effect of failure 7.33.130
answer of garnishee 7.33.150
banks and banking associations 7.33.100
copy to be served on defendant, effect of failure 7.33.320
deposit of cash or check with writ, requirement 7.33.130
invalid without answer forms 7.33.130
manner of service 7.33.130
mutual savings banks 7.33.100
persons who may serve 7.33.130

savings and loan associations 7.33.100
state or political subdivisions, against 7.33-080
writs of garnishment

affidavit of person serving when other than officer 7.33.130
answer to accompany 7.33.130

banks and banking associations 7.33.100
branch bank, effect 7.33.140
deposit to accompany 7.33.130

effect of 7.33.140

exempt portion of debts, effect of service of writ 7.33.130

fee 7.33.130
manner of service 7.33.130
mutual savings banks 7.33.100
persons who may serve 7.33.130
return 7.33.130

savings and loan associations 7.33.100

Sheriffs

decree to deliver personal property to 7.33-220
detention of personal property prior to judgment 7.33.220
fees, service of writ 7.33.130

perishable property, sale of 7.33.200
return on failure to deliver effects to 7.33-230
sale of personal property 7.33.220
service of writ by 7.33.130

Show cause order, failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230

Signatures

answer of garnishee 7.33.150
reply to answer 7.33.240

reply to answer by defendant 7.33.250
return of service of writ 7.33.130

State employees' retirement system rights, exemption from 41.40.380

State of Washington

answer 7.33.070
enforcement against 7.33.060
issuance of writ against 7.33.070
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GEN. ADMIN., DEPT. OF—Cont.

Housing for state offices, departments and institutions—Cont. acquisition of property and construction of buildings—Cont. bond issues 43.82.040 general administration bond redemption fund 43.82.110 bond redemption guarantee fund 43.82.120 construction fund 43.82.090 management fund 43.82.120, 43.82..125 investment of bond proceeds 43.82.090 issuance and sale 43.82.040 lease of property 43.82.110 legal investments of state and municipal corporation funds 43.82.060 lien on rentals 43.82.110 not state obligation 43.82.080 registration 43.82.070 sale 43.82.060 seal 43.82.050 signatures 43.82.050 terms and conditions 43.82.040 eminent domain powers 43.82.030 exceptions 43.82.010 public works law, application, when 43.82.010 rental charges to agencies 43.82.010 state capitol committee, when approval of required 43.82.020 federal agencies joint state and federal activities authority to provide housing for 43.82.010 lease of property, authority 43.82.110 lease of property to, authorized 43.82.110 insurance on buildings 43.82.140 joint state and federal offices, authority to provide housing for 43.82.010 lease of property to state agencies and others 43.82.110 powers and duties of director 43.82.130

Occupancy of buildings, structures and facilities by state agencies billing 43.01.090 general administration facilities and services revolving fund, transfers and use to pay costs 43.01.090, 43.19.500 rates 43.19.090 reimbursement for costs 43.01.090 rules and regulations 43.19.500 Office located at state capitol 43.17.050 Purchasing acceptance of gifts or benefits prohibited, penalties 43.19.1917 bids bond of bidder 43.19.1915 competitive, bids, sealed bids, required, exceptions 43.19.1906 letting of contract 43.19.1911 lowest bidder 43.19.1911 notices 43.19.1908 rejection grounds 43.19.1913 solicitation 43.19.1908 violations concerning, penalty 43.19.1939 central stores, central stores revolving fund 43.19.1931 compliance by state officers, employees, etc., required 43.19.200 data processing equipment, leasing, except., when 43.19.1901 division of purchasing, powers and duties as to 43.19.1903 emergency purchases by state officers, etc. 43.19.200 estimates, required of state officers, etc. 43.19.200 insurance procurement 43.19.1935 leasing, included in definition of purchasing 43.19.1901

GEN. ADMIN., DEPT. OF—Cont.

Purchasing—Cont. official bonds procurement 43.19.1935 purchasing, defined 43.19.1901 records of state purchases shall be available to members of the legislature, the legislative committees and legislative staff upon request 43.19.1917 state purchasing advisory committee creation 43.19.1902 powers and duties 43.19.1904 Purchasing committee. See GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle State purchasing advisory committee Purchasing division central stores advance payments of agencies to 43.19.1925 central stores revolving fund 43.19.1923, 43.19.1927 combined purchases 43.19.1925 exchange of property between agencies 43.19.1921 repair and maintenance of equipment 43.19.1921 warehouses, establishment and maintenance 43.19.1921 federal surplus property acquisition of surplus property authorized 39.32.020 care and custody over 39.32.035 eligible institution, defined 39.32.010 purchase procedures 39.32.035, 39.32.040 requisition by political subdivisions 39.32.040 rules and regulations 39.32.060 selling procedures 39.32.040 surplus property purchase revolving fund 39.32.030, 39.32.035, 39.32.050 list of institution—made goods 72.60.220 preferences to goods produced by institutions 72.60.190 supervisor appointment 43.19.180 powers and duties 43.19.190 Record of state equipment 43.19.1917 Records, inventory records, duties of the budget director concerning 43.19.1918 Rules and regulations 43.17.060 Savings and loan associations confidentiality of information, penalty 43.19.120 supervisor appointment 43.19.100 powers and duties 43.19.110 qualifications 43.19.100 State property record of equipment 43.19.1917 sale, exchange of unneeded personal property 43.19.1919 State purchasing advisory committee creation 43.19.1902 membership 43.19.1902 powers and duties 43.19.1904 Veterans' loan insurance division duties transferred to 43.19.015 funds relating to, duties concerning Ch. 73.12

GENERAL ASSISTANCE (See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE)

GENERAL CONTRACTORS (See CONTRACTORS)

GENERAL ELECTION (See ELECTIONS)

GEORGE KICK RESOURCES

Prohibited acts, changing local usage or naming unnamed geographic features without approval of board 43.126.080 Purpose of chapter 43.126.010 State board adoption of names, procedure, effect 43.126.050 approval required for change or new name 43.126.080 expenses of members 43.126.070 meetings 43.126.060 members, chairman 43.126.020 policy and criteria for determination of names and orthography 43.126.040 powers and duties 43.126.030 procedure for adoption of names 43.126.050 prohibition against naming without board approval 43.126.080 publication of names adopted 43.126.060 rules and regulations, adoption of 43.126.060

GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS

Conservation department, powers and duties transferred to natural resources department 43.27A.120, 43.27A.130 Geological survey of the state, provisions for Ch. 43.92 Natural resources department, powers and duties of conservation department, transferred to 43.27A.120, 43.27A.130 Right of entry upon lands for purpose of making 43.92.080

GEOLOGY DIVISION (See CONSERVATION, STATE DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Geology division)

GEOThermal RESOURCES

Administration, department of natural resources 79.76.050 Authority of department 79.76.180 Combining orders, unitization programs, and well spacing, authority of department 79.76.160 Confidentiality of records 79.76.230 Damages, recovery procedure 79.76.260 Definition 79.76.030 Drilling permits applications 79.76.070 criteria for granting 79.76.080 fees 79.76.070 hearing 79.76.070 Drilling records and logs, inspection, filing 79.76.200 Employment of personnel by department 79.76.190 Evidence, records 79.76.230 Injunctions 79.76.270 Judicial review 79.76.280 Legislative declaration 79.76.010 Performance bond or other security 79.76.130 termination, when 79.76.140 Production records, filing 79.76.220 Records as evidence 79.76.230 confidentiality of 79.76.230 removal, destruction, alteration of, prohibited 79.76.240 Scope of chapter 79.76.060 Service of process, designation of resident agent 79.76.170 Severability 79.76.900 Short title 79.76.020 Sui generis determination 79.76.040 Violations aiding or abetting 79.76.300 modifications, departmental orders 79.76.250
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES—Cont.

Violations—C. cont.

Wells
abandonment or suspension of operations, notice, procedure 79.76.120

casing requirements 79.76.090

completion, abandonment or suspension of operations, filing of records with department 79.76.210

plugging and abandonment
judicial or administrative transfer to department of ecology, when 79.76.100

requirements 79.76.100

sale, exchange, transfer, notification of 79.76.150

suspension of drilling, shut-in or removal of equipment for authorized period 79.76.110

unlawful abandonment 79.76.110

GIFTED STUDENTS (See SUPERIOR STUDENTS DIVISION)

GIFTS

Alien banks, regulation of 30.42.170

Banks and trust companies, authority to make gifts to charitable, religious, etc., societies 30.04.340

Commerce and economic development department, acceptance 43.31.140

Corporate gifts for charitable, religious, scientific purposes authorized, restrictions 23A-08.020

Counties, planning agencies, acceptance of 36.70.300

Creditors, gifts in trust for grantor void as to 19.36.020

Fire protection districts, acceptance of 52.16.150

Game and game fish
acceptance of gifts 77.12.320

disposition by commission 77.12.140

power to acquire 77.12.140, 77.12.200, 77.12.320

Gifts in trust for grantor void as to creditor 19.36.020

Husband or wife acquiring property by separate property 26.16.010

Insurance, gifts as illegal inducements, limitations on value 48.30.150

Joint committee on education, gifts and grants to 44.33.340

Joint committee on urban area government, gifts and grants to 44.36.160

Judges' retirement fund, to 12.21.050

Libraries, gifts of money or property to 27.12.300

Mailed goods, when unauthorized are gifts 19.56.020

Realty to minors, Washington act Ch. 21.25

Securities to minors, uniform act Ch. 21.24

Statute of frauds, gifts in trust for grantor void as to creditors 19.36.020

Superintendent of state hospitals for mentally ill, receipt and use of 72.23.050

Unauthorized gifts, when mailed are gifts 19.36.020

Wife's separate property 26.16.010

GLASS—Cont.

Highways, along, duty of highway commission to secure collection and removal of 47.40.090

Industrial insurance

plugging, beveling, setting in factories, classification 51.20.290

installation, classification 51.20.050

manufacturing, classification 51.20.350

Motor vehicles, safety glass, approved types, commission on equipment to publish list 46.37.430

Safety glass, approved types, commission on equipment to publish list 46.37.430

Tinted glass, where unlawful 46.37.430

GLASS DOORS

Safety glazing material required, penalty Ch. 70.89

GOATS

Brands and marks Ch. 16.57

Diseased goats, sale of milk or milk products from unlawful 15.32.160

Entry upon land of another unlawful 16.12.090

 Estrays Ch. 16.12

Livestock Ch. 16.12

Separating estrays from herd at large Ch. 16.28

Trespass on state lands, penalty 79.40.050, 79.40.060

Trespass upon cultivated lands, damages Ch. 16.04

GOLD (See also MINES AND MINING)

Counterfeiting uncoined gold 9.26.030

Incorporated towns on United States land, rights of claimants 58.28.130

Mining corporations, See MINES AND MINING, subtitle Corporations

Misrepresentation as to carat or fineness, penalty 9.16.140

GOLF

Business and occupation tax, charge or service as retail sale 82.04.050

Country clubs, intoxicating liquor, class H licenses 66.24.420

GOLF COURSES

Cities and towns, acquisition and control 35-21.020

County, authority to construct, regulate and charge for use of 36.68.090

GONORRHEA (See VENEREAL DISEASES)

GOOD FAITH PURCHASER (See also SALES, subtitle Good faith purchaser)

Community property
recording claim to community realty by husband or wife, failure to record, effect 26.16.100

title and rights 26.16.095, 26.16.100

Fraudulent conveyances, creditors rights against 19.40.090

Stolen property, does not divest owner of rights 10.79.090

Supplemental proceedings
relation back of receiver's title, exception as to good faith purchaser 6.32.340
transferee of judgment debtor, effect 6.32.070

GOODS (See also WAREHOUSES, subtitle Grain and terminal warehouses)

Bills of lading, goods deliverable to order of buyer 63.04.210

Personal property, See PERSONAL PROPERTY

Sales of, See SALES

GOODS IN TRANSIT

Property tax exemption 84.36.300

GOVERNMENTAL CONTINUITY DURING EMERGENCY PERIODS

Authority of legislature to enact legislation Const. Art. 2 § 42 (Amend. 39)

Provisions suspended during emergency legislature, quorum and passage of bills Const. Art. 2 § 42 (Amend. 39)

seat of government Const. Art. 2 § 42 (Amend. 39)

state records Const. Art. 2 § 42 (Amend. 39)

succession to governor Const. Art. 2 § 42 (Amend. 39)

GOVERNOR

Acquisition and disposition of highway property, governor's powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.12

Actions against state, power to direct attorney general to appear for state 43.06.010

Administrative board, chairman of 43.17.080

Appointing power
accountancy board 18.04.020

administrator for the courts, submission of list for appointment from advisory board of accountants 18.37.100

advisory board of accountants 18.106.110

advisory committee on vendor rates 74.32.100

advisory council on vocational education 288.50.245

aeronautics commission 14.04.030

agricultural pesticide advisory board 17.21.230

air pollution control board 70.94.300

architects board of registration 18.08.120

Asian-American affairs commission, executive director 43.117.040

barber examining committee 18.15.051

basic science examining committee 43.74.010

beef commission 16.67.060

board of dental examiners 18.32.035

electrical examiners 19.28.123

forest practices appeals board 76.09.210

industrial insurance appeals, policyholders members 51.52.010

registration for landscape architects 18-96.040

registration of professional engineers and land surveyors 18.43.030
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GOVERNOR—Cont.
Appointing power—Cont.
board of
GOVERNOR—Cont.
Appointing power—Cont.
GOVERNOR—Cont.
Appointing power—Cont.
GOVERNOR—Cont.
Appointing power—Cont.
GOVERNOR—Cont.
Appointing power—Cont.
Executive conflict of interest act, See PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Executive conflict of interest act
Extradition proceedings
application for requisition for return of personal property filed by 10.88.410
demand for 10.88.400
demand from another state
investigation report of attorney general or prosecuting attorney 10.88.230
requirements 10.88.220
issue of warrant to agent 10.88.400
power and duties as to 10.34.030
Federal funds and programs
acceptance, administration and disbursement 43.120
expenses of agencies created to meet federal requirements 43.06.130
report to legislature concerning 43.06.140
Filings, executive conflict of interest act, filings of findings and decisions of head of agency and of governor 42.18.310
Fines, power to remit Const. Art. 3 § 11
Firearms, limitations on use during state of emergency 43.06.220
Forfeitures, power to remit Const. Art. 3 § 11
Funds, receipt of by state, agent 43.79.260
Governor-elect, expenses of office, appropriation by legislature for 43.06.055
Highway common
budget of, to receive 47.05.070
money of governor to appoint members of 47.01.020
removal of members of, grounds 47.01.030
Highway construction bonds and coupons, governor to sign 47.10.030, 47.10.170, 47.10.300, 47.10.430, 47.10.708
Highway toll facility property sale, deed executed by 47.56.252, 47.56.255
Highways, acquisition and disposition of property for, sale of real property, execution of deed 47.12.290
Highways director, governor to fix salary 47.01.130
Impeachment Const. Art. 5 § 2
Indians, assumption of state jurisdiction, proclamation by governor 37.12.021
Information in writing may be required from state officers Const. Art. 3 § 5
Interstate compact on juveniles, duties 13.24- .010
Interstate oil compact commission, joinder by 43.06.015
Joint committee on education, report to 44.-33.330
Joint committee on urban area government, report to 44.36.120
Judges' retirement applications, doctors' examination report, approval and filing of 2.12.020
Judicial officers, extension of leave of absence of Const. Art. 4 § 8
superior court, assignment to another county by Const. Art. 4 § 5, Const. Art. 4 § 7
Labor and industries, department, biennial report to governor 43.22.330
Legal holidays
designation of 1.16.050
proclamation process, applicability to courts 2.28.100
Legislature
extra session, may convene Const. Art. 3 § 7
messages to Const. Art. 3 § 6
Lieutenant governor
notification of absence 43.06.040
powers and duties of acting governor 43.06-.050
Marketing agreements or orders, annual audit of financial affairs under, governor to receive reports of 15.65.490
Mental retardation facilities and community health centers, state participation in federal program, governor's duties Ch. 71.16
Mentally retarded, state and local services for, designation of agency to administer 71.20-.030
Messages to legislature Const. Art. 3 § 6
Militia and military affairs
commander-in-chief of militia Ch. 47
commander-in-chief of militia 47.08.020
compacts with other states for guarding boundaries 38.08.100
-duty of organized militia prescribed by 38.08.080
-eminent domain for military purposes 8.04-.170, 8.04.180
-martial law, proclamation by, when 38.08.030
-officers, commissioned by Const. Art. 10 § 2
-personal staff 38.08.070
-rules and regulations promulgated by 38.08-.900
-strengthening composition, training, etc. prescribed by 38.04.040
Motor vehicle administration report to by director 46.01.290
Notary public
appointment of 42.28.010
-signing of commission by proxy 43.06.100
-OASl, agreement of state for participation of state and political subdivision, employees duties concerning 41.48.030
-Oath of office 43.01.020
-Official bonds, approval of 42.08.100
-Pardons
-power to grant 10.01.120
-report to legislature of Const. Art. 3 § 9, Const. Art. 3 § 11
-restrictions prescribed by law Const. Art. 3 § 11
-Paroles, governor may revoke 9.95.160
-Powers and duties, generally 43.06.010
-Priority programming for highway development
-budget presented to governor 47.05.070
-proclamations
-authority of governor to issue 43.06.010
-elections, power to issue 43.06.010
-expense of publishing, paying 43.06.060
-state of emergency 43.06.210
-Program planning and fiscal management, office of advisory or coordinating councils, authority to establish and appoint 43.41.120
-in office of governor 43.41.050
-transfers to, certification of division of authority under 43.41.960
-Prosecuting attorney, annual report to 36.27-020
-Prosecution of as adults sixteen year olds and over who violate provisions of 43.06.260
-Public disorder, state of emergency definitions 43.06.200
-power to suspend 43.06.010
-powers 43.06.220
-proclamations, issuance 43.06.210
-Public printing bills, requisition approved by governor 43.78.040
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, transfers to, certification of division of authority under 43.41.960
-Remission of fines and forfeitures Const. Art. 3 § 11
-Remission of fines and forfeitures Const. Art. 3 § 11
-report to legislature with reasons Const. Art. 3 § 11
-Removal of appointive officers
-filling vacancy caused by 43.06.090
-grounds 43.06.070
-power of 43.06.070
-removal of, statement of grounds, filing of 43.06.080
-Report of to legislature regarding federal funds and programs 43.06.140
-Reports to accountant's board 18.04.110
-advisory committee on vendor rates, reports on rates for hospital charges 74.32.130
-agricultural marketing agreements or orders, audits and financial reports 15.65-.490
-agricultural marketing legislation recommendations 15.64.010
-agriculture director 43.23.130
-American revolution bicentennial commission 43.125.020
-annual report by state officers, etc., period covered 43.01.035
-associations, municipal corporations 44.04-.170
-attorney general's biennial report 43.10.100
-board of prison terms and paroles 9.95.265
-commerce and economic development director 43.31.160
-community college state board 28.80.070
-coordinating council for occupational education 28.8.010
-council on higher education 28.8.80.100
dental examining board 18.32.060
-director of program planning and fiscal management 43.41.100
-economic assistance authority 43.31.330
-independent study board 43.31.A.200
-engineers and land surveyors board of registration 18.43.035
-enrollment forecasts 43.62.050
-fisheries director 75.08.020
-highway commission 47.01.141
-budget for expenditures from urban arterial trust account 47.26.440
-horse racing commission 67.16.015
-institutional industries commission 72.60-.280
-interagency committee for outdoor recreation, recreation trails 67.32.120
-joint committee on education 44.33.330
-joint committees on higher education 44.30-.070
-joint committee on urban area government 44.36.150
-judges of the supreme court to report defects or omissions in laws to 2.04.230
-judicial council 2.52.050
-labor and industries director 43.22.330
-motor vehicle administration, director of 46.01.290
-municipal corporations, associations 44.04-.170
-natural resources administrator 43.30.200
-operational activities, recommendations for future operations, highway commission 47.01.141
-power of governor to demand 43.06.010
-prosecuting attorneys, annual report to 36-.27.020
-public assistance medical care division 74.09.140
-public pension commission 41.52.040
-retirement system actuarial reports 41.04-.060
-revenue department, director 82.01.060
GRAND JURY
GRAND JURY—Cont.
Criminal investigations—Cont.
evidence
subpoenas to witnesses 10.27.140
testimony of witnesses privileged 10.27.090
use and availability of 10.27.090
extension of sessions 10.27.110
foreman, appointment of 10.27.070
grand jury, defined 10.27.020
guard, appointment of 10.27.070
indictment
defined 10.27.020
number necessary for 10.27.150
presented to court 10.27.150
inquiry as to offenses 10.27.070
jurors, personal knowledge of crime, shall
declare 10.27.100
legal advisers 10.27.070
members, selection of 10.27.040
oath and affirmations of witnesses, adminis­
tered by 10.27.070
personal knowledge of jurors of crime, shall
declare 10.27.100
persons authorized to attend 10.27.080
principal, defined 10.27.020
prosecuting attorney, duty to attend and
advise 10.27.020
public attorney, defined 10.27.020
purposes 10.27.010
quorum 10.27.070
report, release to public, when 10.27.160
secrecy
privileged testimony 10.27.090
proceedings 10.27.090
secrecy enjoined 10.27.090
secretary, appointment of 10.27.070
sessions, duration, extension of 10.27.110
short list 10.27.010
special inquiry judge
defined 10.27.020
selection of 10.27.050
special prosecutor, appointment of, proce­
dure 10.27.070
summoning 10.27.030
witness, defined 10.27.020
witnesses 10.27.070
Depositions, disclosure of, penalty 9.51.060
Disclosing transactions, penalty 9.51.050
on order of superior court only Const. Art.
I § 26
Immunity from prosecution on basis of self­
derivation 10.27.130
Indictment, motions to set aside, grounds 10.
40.070
Inquests, See CORONERS, subite Inquests
Jury
acting after challenge allowed, penalty 9.51.
040
Legal advisers, prosecuting attorney 36.27.020
Oath, form of 10.27.070
Prosecuting attorney
special deputies 36.27.040
Right to counsel 10.27.120
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Secrecy, oath of secrecy 10.27.070
Self incrimination, privilege against 10.27.120
Summon power to Const. Art. 1 § 26
Transcript of testimony, disclosure of, penalty
9.51.060
Witnesses, attorneys at law, entitled to 10.27.
080
GRAND JURY REPORT
Criminal investigations, release to public, when
10.27.160
GRAND LARCENY (See LARCENY)
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GRANDCHILDREN
Industrial insurance, dependent, defined 51.08.050
GRANDPARENT
Industrial insurance, dependent, defined 51.08.050
GRANGES
Incorporation
articles of incorporation
contents 24.28.010
filings 24.28.010
bylaws 24.28.010
filings
articles of incorpora tion 24.28.010
bylaws 24.28.010
"grange", use of name restricted 24.28.040
injunction against use of name, "grange" 24.
28.040
objects and purposes 24.28.020
officers 24.28.010
rights and liabilities 24.28.030
injunction against use of name, "grange" 24.
28.040
Name, use of restricted 24.28.040
GRANT COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.130
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.065
GRANTED LANDS (See PUBLIC LANDS, subite State lands)
GRANTOR AND GRANTEE
Conveyances of fee title by state or political
subdivision, recording by grantor at time
derivat, effect 24.28.010
of delivery required, effect 65.08.095
United States reclamation areas, rights of
grantee preserved 89.12.071
GRANTS (See also GIFTS)
Quo warranto proceedings, annulment or va­
cation of grant 7.56.150
GRANTS-IN-AID
Cities and towns, housing authorities, authori­
ty to accept 35.82.200
Regional planning commissions 35.63.070, 36.
70.060
GRAVEL
County or city pits, tax exemptions 82.04.415,
82.08.030, §2.12.030
County roads and bridges, See COUNTY
ROADS AND BRIDGES, subtitle Crushed rock, gravel and other road
building material
Industrial insurance, quarry, defined 51.08.170
GRAVES (See also CEMETERIES, BURIAL
AND INTERMENT)
Defined 68.04.150
Opening, penalty 68.08.140
Stealing bodies from 68.08.140
Unlawful damage to civil liability 68.48.020
exceptions 68.48.030
penalty 68.48.010
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.140
Southwest Washington fair commission, abol­
ished 36.90.020
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.062
GRAZING
State granted lands
fees 79.28.060
improvement of grazing ranges, agreements
79.28.070, 79.28.080
indemnity or lieu lands 79.28.040, 79.28.050
permits 79.28.050
State land, low priority use, sale for develop­
ment as irrigated agricultural lands, except­
tions, adoption of standards 79.01.301
State parks, rental for grazing 43.51.060
GREEN HILL SCHOOL (See also REFORMA-
TORY)
Close security institution, designation as 72.
05.130
Curriculum 72.16.070
Establishment 72.16.010
Generally Ch. 72.16
Purpose of school 72.16.020
Reports 72.16.090
State department of institutions, children and
youth services division, cont. of 72.05.
010
GREEN STAMPS
Trading stamp regulations Ch. 19.84
GRIST MILLS
Classification of crime as 9.01.020
Dogs, taking, concealing, injuring, killing, etc.
9.08.060
Jurisdiction of justices of the peace 3.20.040, 3.66.060
superior courts Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Punishment when not fixed by statute 9.92.020
GROUP TRAINING HOMES (See RESI-
DENTIAL SCHOOLS, subite Group training homes)
GUARANTEE
Insurance guarantee of dividends prohibited
48.30.100
Liens, rent guaranteed from farm crops 60.12.
020
GUARANTOR AND GUARANTEE
Business and occupation tax, when guarantor
 deemed successor 82.04.190
GUARANTY FUND (See INSURANCE, subite Title insurers)
GUARANTY STOCK
Savings and loan associations, See SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, subite Guaranty stock savings and loan associa­
tions
GUARDIAN AD LITEM
Adoption from minor parent, guardian ad
litem appointed for 26.32.070
Awards, in lieu of homestead, appointment for
minor children or incompetents 11.52.014
Commercial waterway district improvement
proceedings 91.04.350
Eminent domain proceedings by cities, guardian
ad litem appointed for infants or mentally ill 8.12.160
GUARDIAN AND WARD—Cont.
Investment of trust funds—Cont.
estate guardian funds are trust funds 30.24-010
existing, unaffected 30.24.060
governed by this chapter 30.24.010
holding of trust property although not quali-
fied investment 30.24.060
ineligible securities 30.24.080
instrument
authorized investment, defined 30.24.070
deviation upon court permission 30.24-
.040
"legal investment", defined 30.24.070
terms control 30.24.070
investment trust or company securities, au-
thorized investment 30.24.035
jurisdiction of court 30.24.040
prudent man rule 30.24.020
savings accounts
collateral security 30.24.030, 30.24.037
federally insured 30.24.030, 30.24.037
authorized investment 30.24.030
self-dealing prohibited 30.24.090
Investment of trust funds in life assurance, authorized 30.24.120
Investments
housing authority bonds, legal investments 35.82.220
sale, lease, or mortgage of property to make 11.92.090
United States corporation bonds, legal invest-
ments 39.60.010
Judgments
Jurisdiction, transfer of 11.88.130
Jurisdiction, when challenged, guardianship or ward rela-
tionship ground for implied bias 4.44.180
Justice of peace, guardian or next friend if minor is in need of, appointment of 12.04-
.140
Juvenile court
arrested juvenile released to guardian, cont-
temt for failure to produce child for hearing 13.04.120
consent required to remove from custody, exceptions 13.04.140
estate or property rights of child not affect-
ed by guardian appointed under 13.04-
.110
individual or association to act as guardian when a child placed in care of 13.04.140
institutional placement or transfer, notice to 13.04.190
liability of guardian for support 13.04.105
Lease of estate property
broker's fees, allowance of 11.92.125
law governing 11.92.110
petition for, contents 11.92.100
Mortgage of estate property
broker's fees, allowance of 11.92.125
governing 11.92.110
petition for, contents 11.92.100
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Costs
exempted from schedule of costs on appeals 4.88.260
in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.250
Court of appeals
federal questions raised by pleadings 7.36-.140
power to grant writ 7.36.040
Criminal charges, allegation of new matter 7.36.110
Discharge
limitation on 7.36.130
notice to interested person 7.36.160
orders of commitment, from 7.36.150
orders of discharge, obedience to, officer
immunity to civil liability 7.36.180
restraining party, when 7.36.120
Emergency, Sunday acts authorized 7.36.230
Evidence
authority to restrain party for hearing 7.36-.100
new matter 7.36.110
Exceptions
return, to 7.36.110
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable
injury 7.36.210
Federal questions, supreme court or court of
court of appeals, state to 7.36.170
Fees, in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.150
Filing, in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.250
Good faith, in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.250
Grounds 7.36.010
Guardian and ward, granting of writ to
Guardian 7.36.020
Hearings
adjournments 7.36.110
determination of 7.36.110
determination of cause 7.36.120
production of authority to restrain 7.36.100
production of party at 7.36.100
summary procedure 7.36.120
Holidays, issuance of writ on 2.08.010
Holidays, issuance of writ on Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
In forma pauperis 7.36.250
Insane persons 7.36.020
Judges
court of appeals, power to grant writ 7.36-.040
supreme court
bail 7.36.150
criminal charge, investigation of 7.36.150
determination of cause, powers 7.36.170
determination of cause 7.36.120
discharge 7.36.150
hearings
adjournment of 7.36.110
summary procedure 7.36.120
limitation on inquiry 7.36.130
power to grant writ 7.36.040
power to grant writ Const. Art. 4 § 4
recommitment 7.36.150
return, determination of 7.36.110
return of writs and process, specification of
time 7.36.240
temporary orders 7.36.220
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable
injury 7.36.190
witnesses 7.36.150
compelling attendance of 7.36.170
Judgments
limitation on inquiry into 7.36.130
summary determination 7.36.120
Justice, orders of commitment 7.36.150
bail 7.36.150
Justice, supreme court, power to grant writ 7.36.040
Legal holidays, hearing applications and issuance
upon 2.28.100
Limitation on inquiry 7.36.130
Martial law, habeas corpus writs suspended
during 38.08.030
Minors and infants 7.36.020
Ne exeat, remedy available to defendant 7.44-.050
Nonjudicial days, issuance and service on
Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Notes, person interested in prisoner, to 7.36-.160
Orders of court
commitment orders
discharge from 7.36.150
limitation 7.36.130
recommitment 7.36.150
in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.250
orders of discharge, obedience to, officer
immunity to civil liability 7.36.180
temporary orders 7.36.220
Parent and child, granting of writ to parent 7.36.020
Parties
production of, adjournment of hearing until 7.36.110
production on hearing 7.36.100
Peace officers, orders of commitment 7.36.150
bail 7.36.150
discharge from 7.36.150
recommitment 7.36.150
Persons who may prosecute writ 7.36.010, 7.36.020
Petitioners, fees and costs in appeals to
supreme court or court of appeals, state to pay, when 10.01.112
Petitions
allegation constitutional rights violated, effect 7.36.130
application for writ by 7.36.030
supreme court may issue writs of 2.04.010
writ of habeas corpus, for, federal questions 7.36.140
Pleadings 7.36.110
federal questions raised by 7.36.140
Process
amendments 7.36.240
defective, effect 7.36.240
issuance 7.36.240
limitation on inquiry into 7.36.130
return 7.36.240
seal 7.36.240

HABEAS CORPUS—Cont.

Judges—Cont.
supreme court—Cont.
hearings
adjournment of 7.36.110
summary procedure 7.36.120
limitation on inquiry 7.36.130
power to grant writ 7.36.040
power to grant writ Const. Art. 4 § 4
recommitment 7.36.150
return, determination of 7.36.110
return of writs and process, specification of
time 7.36.240
temporary orders 7.36.220
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable
injury 7.36.190
witnesses 7.36.150
compelling attendance of 7.36.170
Judgments
limitation on inquiry into 7.36.130
summary determination 7.36.120
Justice, orders of commitment 7.36.150
bail 7.36.150
Justice, supreme court, power to grant writ 7.36.040
Legal holidays, hearing applications and issuance
upon 2.28.100
Limitation on inquiry 7.36.130
Martial law, habeas corpus writs suspended
during 38.08.030
Minors and infants 7.36.020
Ne exeat, remedy available to defendant 7.44-.050
Nonjudicial days, issuance and service on
Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Notes, person interested in prisoner, to 7.36-.160
Orders of court
commitment orders
discharge from 7.36.150
limitation 7.36.130
recommitment 7.36.150
in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.250
orders of discharge, obedience to, officer
immunity to civil liability 7.36.180
temporary orders 7.36.220
Parent and child, granting of writ to parent 7.36.020
Parties
production of, adjournment of hearing until 7.36.110
production on hearing 7.36.100
Peace officers, orders of commitment 7.36.150
bail 7.36.150
discharge from 7.36.150
recommitment 7.36.150
Persons who may prosecute writ 7.36.010, 7.36.020
Petitioners, fees and costs in appeals to
supreme court or court of appeals, state to pay, when 10.01.112
Petitions
allegation constitutional rights violated, effect 7.36.130
application for writ by 7.36.030
supreme court may issue writs of 2.04.010
writ of habeas corpus, for, federal questions 7.36.140
Pleadings 7.36.110
federal questions raised by 7.36.140
Process
amendments 7.36.240
defective, effect 7.36.240
issuance 7.36.240
limitation on inquiry into 7.36.130
return 7.36.240
seal 7.36.240
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Process—Cont.
return of writ 7.36.090
service of writ 7.36.070
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable injury directed to sheriff 7.36.190
enforcement of return of writ 7.36.210
writ directed to other than sheriff 7.36.070
retention of 7.36.110
bail 7.36.150
criminal charge, investigation of 7.36.150
determination of case, powers 7.36.170
determination of cause 7.36.120
discharge 7.36.150
HABEAS CORPUS—Cont.
Superior courts—Cont.
charges—cont. 7.36.240
preliminary hearing 7.36.110
summary procedure 7.36.120
in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.250
jurisdiction, original Const. Art. 4 § 36 (Amend. 28)
limited by inquiry 7.36.130
power to grant writ 7.36.040
recommitment 7.36.150
return, determination of 7.36.110
return of writ and process, specification of time 7.36.240
temporary orders 7.36.220
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable injury
apprehension of offending party 7.36.200
issuance 7.36.190
restraint person brought before 7.36.210
witnesses 7.36.150
compelling attendance of 7.36.170
Superior courts' power to issue Const. Art. 4 § 36 (Amend. 28)
Supreme court
bail 7.36.150
criminal charge, investigation of 7.36.150
determination of case, powers 7.36.170
determination of cause 7.36.120
discharge 7.36.150

HABEAS CORPUS—Cont.
Superior courts—Cont.
views—cont. 7.36.100
signing of 7.36.100
verification of 7.36.100
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Seals, writs and process 7.36.240
Security for costs, in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.240
Service
person not found or refuses admittance to sheriff 7.36.080
process service 7.36.240
return attachment for refusal 7.36.090
contents 7.36.100
required 7.36.090
signing of 7.36.100
verification of 7.36.100
Writs of habeas corpus 7.36.240
Sheriffs
delivery of writ to, when 7.36.060, 7.36.070
immunity to civil liability for obeying writ or order 7.36.180
return of writ 7.36.090
service of writ 7.36.070
person not found or refuses admittance 7.36.080
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable injury directed to sheriff 7.36.190
execution of 7.36.210
Sickness and infirmity, effect if allegation true 7.36.110
Signatures
applications for writ, on 7.36.030
return of writ 7.36.100
Superior courts
bail 7.36.150
criminal charge, investigation of 7.36.150
determination of case, powers 7.36.170
determination of cause 7.36.120
discharge 7.36.150

HABEAS CORPUS—Cont.
Sunday issuance and service 7.36.230
Public officers and employees, immunity to civil liability for obeying writ or order 7.36.180
Restraint of liberty
application contents concerning 7.36.030
discharge of party, when 7.36.120
ground for prosecution of writ 7.36.010
limitation on inquiry 7.36.130
return of writ to state authority or cause of return 7.36.100
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable injury contents 7.36.190
issuance 7.36.190

HABEAS CORPUS—Cont.
Return
before whom Const. Art. 4 § 4
process service 7.36.240
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable injury 7.36.210
writs of habeas corpus 7.36.240
Retrieval of writ
amendment of 7.36.110
attachment for refusal 7.36.090
before whom Const. Art. 4 § 4
contents 7.36.100
controversing of 7.36.110
determination of 7.36.110
exceptions to sufficiency of 7.36.110
required 7.36.090
signing of 7.36.100
verification 7.36.100
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Seals, writs and process 7.36.240
Security for costs, in forma pauperis proceeding 7.36.240
Service
person not found or refuses admittance to sheriff 7.36.080
process service 7.36.240
return attachment for refusal 7.36.090
contents 7.36.100
required 7.36.090
signing of 7.36.100
verification of 7.36.100
writs of habeas corpus 7.36.240

HAIRDRESSING
Handicapped
Buildings, handicap symbol, design, display 70.92A.060
Handicap symbol design 70.92A.060
display, on qualified buildings 70.92A.060
Handicapped persons vocational rehabilitation and services for Ch. 28A.10
Interpreters for handicapped persons involved in legal proceedings, See INTERPRETERS, subtitle Impaired persons involved in legal proceedings, for Poison prevention packaging, packing standards, exceptions 70.108.110
Public buildings, provisions for handicapped buildings to which applicable 70.92A.020
enforcement, responsibility for 70.92A.050
handicap symbol, design, display 70.92A-060
remodeling 70.92A.040
specifications and plans for public buildings, provisions for handicapped persons Ch. 70.92, 70.92A.010
Sheltered work shops for handicapped, tax exemptions 92.04.385, 84.36.350
Sheltered work shops for handicapped goods and services, purchase by state agencies authorized, fair market price 43.19.530
definitions 43.19.525
legislative intent 43.19.520
Sidewalks
curb ramps for physically handicapped required 35.68.075
Standards to be adopted, exceptions 70.92A-030
HANDICAPPED

HANDICAPPED—Cont.

Streets and alleys
curb ramps for physically handicapped
required 35.68.075

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN (See CHILDREN, subtitle Handicapped)

HANGING

Death penalty executed by 10.70.090

HARBOR AREAS

Area reserved Const. Art. 15 § 1 (Amend. 15)
Cities and towns
leases in, assessment 35.44.150
lying in two or more counties, transfer of
territory Ch. 36.08
rental, disposition of 79.16.180
reservation to cities to assume lease 79.01-504
streets, improvement of slopes 79.16.410
City streets, improvement of slopes 79.16.410
Counties, reservation to assume lease 79.01-504
Defined 79.01.012
Establishment of harbor lines Const. Art. 15 § 1 (Amend. 15)
Improvement, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Harbor Improvement; RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENT DIS­TRICTS
Improvements, distrant or sale of improvements for taxes, time limitation 79.01.716

HARBOR AREAS—Cont.

Lease of applications for 79.01.508–79.01.516
appraiser 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
authority of commissioner of public lands to lease 79.01.504
bond of lessee 79.01.508
cities and towns, assessment 35.44.150
county assessor’s valuation upon application for 79.01.520
department of natural resources valuation
upon application for 79.01.520
deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
improvements 79.01.508
distrant or sale of improvements for taxes, time limitation 79.01.716
legislature to provide for wharves, docks, etc.
Ch. 36.08
new lease for construction of wharves, docks, etc. 79.01.522
person, defined 79.01.532
persons qualified to lease 79.01.088
port districts
lease of state harbor areas by districts to others Ch. 53.32
re-lease
advertisement of lease sale 79.01.524
application for 79.01.516
county assessor’s valuation upon application for 79.01.520
investigation 79.01.516
maximum period of 79.01.516
notice to applicant 79.01.524
publication of notice of lease sale 79.01-524
rental, how fixed 79.01.516
time limit for accepting 79.01.524
valuation of area
county assessor’s 79.01.520
valuation board, compositions, appeal to 79.01.520
renewal application for 79.01.516

HARBOR AREAS—Cont.

Lease of—Cont.
renewal—Cont.
department of natural resources valuation
upon application for 79.01.520
valuation of area 79.01.520
rental payments 79.01.508
rentals, disposition of
cities and towns 79.16.180
county harb or development fund 79.16-180
port districts to receive, when 79.16.180
reservation to state, port districts, counties
and cities to assume lease 79.01.504
terms of leases 79.01.508
valuation of area
appeal 79.01.520
county assessor’s 79.01.520
department of natural resources 79.01.520
valuation board, composition, appeal to 79.01.520
wharfage and dockage rates and tolls, regulation of 79.01.528
wharves, docks, etc.
legislature to provide for 79.01.516
Local and other improvements and assessments against, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
Local improvements and assessments against, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Harbor areas
Purchase, See HARBOR AREAS, subtitle Sale of
Reservation for landings, wharves, streets, etc. 79.01.012
Restriction on sale of lands or rights in Const. Art. 15 § 2 (Amend. 15)
Sale of
advertising expenses 79.01.192
advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 79.01.212
applications for
appraisal 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
conduct of sales 79.01.204
confirmation of sale 79.01.212
corporations qualified to purchase 79.01.088
deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
hours of sale 79.01.196
lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution 79.01.188
memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204
minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200
notice contents 79.01.184
persons qualified to purchase 79.01.088
places of sale 79.01.196
procedure 79.01.184
proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01-188
public auction or sealed bids required, exception 79.01.200
publication of sale notice 79.01.184
readvertisement of land not sold 79.01.208
reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196
report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.204

HARBOR LINES

Commission to establish Const. Art. 15 § 1 (Amend. 15)
Inner harbor lines, relocation 79.01.424
Outer harbor lines defined 79.01.088
state prohibited from selling or leasing beyond 79.01.008

HARBOR LINES COMMISSION

Board of natural resources to constitute 43-30.150
Legislature to provide for Const. Art. 15 § 1 (Amend. 15)
Waterway excavation through state tidelands and shorelands must be approved by 79-16.440

HARBORING

Escaped prisoners, penalty 9.31.050

HARBORS (See also HARBOR AREAS)
Acquisition and operation, See PORT DISTRICTS
Area to be reserved for landings, etc. Const. Art. 15 § 1 (Amend. 15)
Cities and towns lying in two or more counties, transfer of territory Ch. 36.08
Improvement, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Harbor Improvement; RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENT DIS­TRICTS
Leases on, assessment 35.44.150
Port districts, See PORT DISTRICTS
Public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Regulation and control, See PORT DISTRICTS
State harbor areas, See HARBOR AREAS

HARMLESS ERROR

Disregarded 4.36.240

HATCHERIES

Blasting explosives near, restrictions 70.74.250

HAWKERS (See also PEDESTLERS)
Licenses
counties 36.71.070, 36.71.080
townships 45.12.100
HIAY (See also WAREHOUSES, subtitle Grain and terminal warehouses) Arson, setting fire to 9.09.020 Commercial feed, unground hay excluded as R.C.W. II AY II AY Ar, on, setting fire to 9.09.020 Storage requirements where grade A raw milk produced 15.36.170 Weighmasters for, See AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Weighing commodities in highway transport—weighmasters

HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS Speed limits, lower required due to 46.61.400

HEAD OF FAMILY Power of legislature to exempt from taxation Const. Art. 7 § 1 (Amend. 14)

HEALTH, STATE BOARD OF (See also SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, subtitle Division of health) Bakery workers, health certificates, duties concerning 69.12.070 Birth certificates (See also VITAL STATISTICS, subtitle Births and birth certificates) additional information 70.58.200 form of 70.58.200 Certificates, birth, death, marriage, divorce, annulment of marriage, separate maintenance 70.58.200 Chairman, section of 43.20.030 Child welfare agencies, health protection duties 74.14.060 Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Health departments Cold storage food locker employees, health certificates issued by 19.32.110 Contagious diseases abatement 70.04.040 definition 70.04.040 report of local officers and physicians 70.06.060 Contagious or infectious diseases, exclusion of persons having from school premises, board to make rules and regulations 28A-31.010 Control of pet animals infected with diseases communicable to man 16.70.030 cooperation between departments, concurrent powers 16.70.060 rules and regulations 16.70.040 violations, penalty 16.70.050 Cooperation in federal programs 70.01.010 Counties, See COUNTIES, subtitle Health departments County hospitals approval 36.62.020 inspections 36.62.240 Created Const. Art. 20 § 1 Death, certificates, See VITAL STATISTICS, subtitle Death certificates Disease, powers as to 43.20.050 Environmental conditions, powers as to 43.20.050 Farm housing, rules and regulations concerning 70.54.110 Food and beverage service workers' permits, prescribed by 69.06.010 Food and food products, powers as to 43.20.050 Furniture and bedding licensing, rules and regulations concerning 18.45.480 Health board of cities and towns, reports 70.04.080 Hospitals (See also HOSPITALS) advisory council, See HOSPITALS, subtitle State advisory council disclosure of information 70.41.150 HEALTH, STATE BOARD OF—Cont. Hospitals—Cont. local health department, rules of construction 70.41.100 rules and regulations for 70.41.030 Labor camps, rules and regulations concerning 70.54.110 Local health officer, annual conferences 43.20.060 Macaroni workers, health certificates, duties 69.16.115 Maternity homes, supervision over Ch. 18.46 Membership 43.20.030 Migratory farm workers' housing, rules and regulations concerning 70.54.110 Narcotic addicts, duties concerning Ch. 69.32 Phenylketonuria, duties as to 70.83.030 Physicians, regulation of professional services 70.41.180 Powers and duties, generally 43.20.050 Public facilities, powers as to 43.20.050 Public health, threats to access, right of entry and examination of director of state board 43.20.150 attorney general, duty to enforce 43.20.190 communicable diseases, power of director as to 43.20.150 enforcement of health laws and regulations, request for help by local health officers 43.20.180 food, powers of director as to 43.20.150 grant-in-aid payment to local health department 43.20.200 investigative powers of director of state board 43.20.150 local health department, grant-in-aid to 43.20.200 local health officer, requests for help in enforcing local and state health laws and regulations 43.20.180 notice to violators 43.20.190 orders prohibiting sale or disposition of food or other items pending investigation 43.20.160 superior court enforcement, injunction, etc. 43.20.170 prosecuting attorneys, duties to enforce 43.20.190 religious rights of individuals, prayer healing, preservation of 43.20.210 reports of violations, duty of attorney general and prosecuting attorneys to enforce 43.20.210 sampling of articles, power of director of state board 43.20.150 subpoena power to enforce 43.20.150 superior court, enforcement of orders, jurisdiction 43.20.170 violations, remedies 43.20.170 water supply, power as to 43.20.150 Quarantine, powers as to 43.20.050 Repayment of costs of enforcement locally, by local health department 43.20.050 Report to governor 43.20.100 Reports, contagious diseases 70.05.110 Reports from health officers of cities and towns 70.04.030 Rules and regulations, duty of public officers to enforce, penalty 43.20.050 Secretary of social and health services, chairmanship of 43.20A.120 Sewage and waste disposal, powers as to 43.20.050 Shellfish sanitation control, See FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH, subtitle Shellfish Townships, supervisors of 45.24.030 Venereal diseases generally Ch. 70.24 laboratory examinations 70.24.050 rules and regulations 70.24.040

HEALTH, STATE BOARD OF—Cont. Vital statistics, See VITAL STATISTICS Food and water supply, treatment, storage and distribution of, powers as to 43.20.050 Water supply for milk rooms and dairy barns, to set standards for 15.36.200 Wiping rag, sterilization 70.72.020

HEALTH, STATE DEPARTMENT OF (See HEALTH, STATE BOARD OF; SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Division of Health)

HEALTH AND SAFETY (See also ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS AND DUMB­WAITERS)

Air pollution, See AIR POLLUTION CONTROL Alcoholism, generally Ch. 70.96 Asbestos use containers for asbestos enforcement 49.26.040 legislative declaration 49.26.010 products, containers 49.26.030 regulations 49.26.040 standards 49.26.020 Bakeries, health certificates required 69.12.070 Bakery workers, employment of diseased persons prohibited 69.12.070 Boilers, See BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS Buildings doors to swing outward 70.54.070 earthquake resistance standards Ch. 70.86 inspection 43.22.050 Canals and ditches, safeguards designing 35.43.040, 35.43.045, 35.44.045, 36.88.380-36.88.400, 87.03.480, 87.03.526 Cerebral palsy, See CEREBRAL PALSY Children, handicapped (See also CHILDREN, subtitle Handicapped) registration 70.58.300, 70.58.310 Cities and towns filling lowlands Ch. 35.55, Ch. 35.56 first class cities, preservation of 35.22.280 metropolitan municipal corporations, See METROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS second class cities power to provide for 35.23.440 providing for 35.23.440 towns, ordinances to provide for 35.27.370 unincorporated towns Ch. 35.70 urban renewal Ch. 35.81 water pollution, generally Ch. 35.88 City health department, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Health departments Coal mining, See COAL MINING CODE Cold storage food locker employees, diseased person not to be employed 19.32.110 Commercial waterway districts, See COMMERCIAL WATERWAY DISTRICTS Compressed air work, See LABOR, subtitle Compressed air work Control of pet animals infected with diseases communicable to man 16.70.030 cooperation between departments, concurrent powers 16.70.060 rules and regulations 16.70.040 violations, penalties 16.70.050 Conveyances for recreational activities, generally Ch. 70.88 Counties county hospitals, See COUNTIES, subtitle County hospitals health department, See COUNTIES, subtitle Health departments Dairy farms, milk plants health officer to be notified of em­ployees having communicable diseases 35.36.520
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### HEALTH AND SAFETY

**Dairy farms, milk plants**—Cont.

- Procedure when infection from employees suspected: 15.36.530
- Dangerous occupations, regulation: Const. Art. 4, § 35
- Dead animals, disposal in watersheds: 70.54-030
- Death, See DEATH
- Diiking districts: See DIKING AND DRAINAGE

**Diseases (See also DISEASES)**

- Animals, See ANIMAL HEALTH
- Bakers, employment of diseased persons prohibited: 49.12.070
- Cancers
  - Duty to bury: 16.68.020
  - Swine, feeding carcass: 16.68.150
- Cold storage food locker employees, employment of diseased persons prohibited: 19.32.110
- Contagious diseases
  - Funeral directors and embalmers to report: 28A.31-.010
- Dead animals, disposal in watersheds: 28A.31-.030
- Dumping districts: See DIKING AND DRAINAGE
- Endangering life and property: 18.36.060
- Exclusions of infected persons: 28A.31-.030
- Funerals
  - Directors and embalmers to report: 28A.31-.010
- Health care services, See INSURANCE, subtitle Health care services
  - Health districts, See HEALTH DISTRICTS
- Health officers
  - Cities and towns: See CITIES AND TOWNS
  - Subtitle Health departments, county: See COUNTIES, subtitle Health departments
  - Defined, for purposes of fluid milk act 15.36.060
- Milk and milk products, delivery to diseased residents controlled by officer: 15.36.490
- Pasteurization plants, health officer to examine employees of 15.36.425
- Hearings, of children: correction Ch. 70.50
- Hospitals
  - See HOSPITALS
  - Hotels
  - Generally, See HOTEls
  - Inspections
  - Supervision over: 43.22.050
- Industrial safety and health
  - See INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT
  - Industrial safety and health division of labor and industries
  - Electrical apparatus, rule and regulation duties concerning: 43.22.050
  - Inspection buildings 43.22.050
  - Electrical plants 43.22.050
  - Factories 43.22.050
  - Gas plants 43.22.050
- Hotels
  - Supervision over: 43.22.050
  - Mills 43.22.050
  - Public utilities 43.22.050
  - Storehouses 43.22.050
  - Stores 43.22.050
  - Street railways 43.22.050
  - Telegraph lines 43.22.050
  - Telephone lines 43.22.050
  - Water systems 43.22.050
  - Workshops 43.22.050
- Safety standards administered for mills, factories and workshops 43.22.050

**SAFETY--Cont.**

- Insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Group Health care services
- Labor, See LABOR, subtitle Safety; LABOR, subtitle Women and minors; LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, subtitle Safety standards
- Epidemics, state director of health, powers as to: 15.36.490
- Explosives (See also EXPLOSIVES)
  - Endangering life and property: 70.74.270

**Flammable fabrics, children's sleepwear, See FLAMMABLE FABRICS**

- Food and beverage workers' permits required, penalty: Ch. 49.12
- Food and food products, threats to public health: 43.20.150, 43.20.160
- Funeral directors and embalmers to report contagious diseases, funeral restriction: 18.39.160
- Furniture and bedding: See FURNITURE AND BEDDING
HEALTH AND SAFETY--Cont.
Poison prevention packaging--Cont.
special packaging, defined 70.106.080
standards for packaging 70.106.100
technical advisory committee 70.106.130
Pollution of water (See also WATERS AND
sta be to be offered 41.04, QUAR
Sewer districts, See SEWER DISTRICTS
Sexual psychopaths, See PSYCHOPATHS
Shellfish sanitation control, See FOOD FISH
Sheriffs, duty in regard to 36.28.010
Shoddy, sale or use of Ch. 70.70
Sliding glass doors, safety glazing material re-
quired, penalty Ch. 70.89
State board of health, See HEALTH, STATE
State department of health, See HEALTH, STATE
State institutions, See STATE INSTITU-
State safety council, See STATE SAFETY
Steam engines and boilers, negligent use of
Steaming, negligence of 70.98.080
Telephones, emergency calls on party lines Ch. 70.85
Underground workers, generally Ch. 49.24
Utility poles, attachments of objects to
Penalty 70.54.100
prohibition 70.54.090
Vehicle equipment safety compact 46.38.010-
46.38.090
Venerable diseases (See also VENEREAL DIS-
EASES) minors, treatment of, parental consent not
required 70.24.110
Vital statistics, See VITAL STATISTICS
Water (See also WATERS AND WATER
RIGHTS)
Arbitration, compensation, expenses 46.99.120
bargaining units 46.99.060
board of arbitration 46.99.090, 46.99.100,
46.99.110
definitions 46.99.020
policy 46.99.060
procedures 46.99.080
remedial orders 46.99.070
strikes 46.99.060
unfair labor practices 46.99.040, 46.99.050

HEALTH CARE CONTRACTORS--Cont.
Contract, municipal, and political subdivision
employees, contracts with health care serv-
ices contractors to provide hospitalization
and medical aid authorized, choice of plan to
be offered 41.04, QUA
Disqualification against chiropractic, prohibi-
ted, legislative finding and declaration 18-
25.120
Health care programs and insurance for state
employees Ch. 41.05
Newborn infant coverage 48.44.212

HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
Declaration of public policies 70.37.010
Definitions 70.37.020
Purposes 70.37.010
Washington health care authority
advancements, contributions by political
subdivisions 70.37.110
bond issues
proceedings of special fund 70-
37.080
payments 70.37.070
special trust fund 70.37.070
bonding authority 70.37.040
chairman 70.37.030
established 70.37.030
expenses 70.37.030
financing, requests for 70.37.050
leasing, selling authority 70.37.040
mem. ers 70.37.030
powers 70.37.040, 70.37.100
project plan or system 70.37.050
projects, investigation and financing costs,
payment 70.37.090
revenue onds 70.37.040
special fund authorized 70.37.050
special funds 70.37.040
terms 70.37.090
vacancies 70.37.030
Washington health care facilities
bond issues
administration of special trust fund 70-
37.070
legal investment for 70.37.060
payment 70.37.040
terms 70.37.090
bonding authority 70.37.050

HEALTH DISTRICTS
Board of health
powers and duties 70.46.060, 70.46.100
representation 70.46.020, 70.46.030, 70.46-
050
Boarding home licensing, administration by,
when 18.20.100
Cities over 100,000 inclusion within 70.46.020,
70.46.030, 70.46.040, 70.46.050, 70.46.080
Defined 70.12.030
Definition 70.46.010
Disincorporation of in class AA or class A
 COUNTIES
assets, disposition of 57.90.040
authorized, when 57.90.010
indebtedness, retirement of 57.90.050
order of county commissioners, disincorpo-
rati on upon 57.90.030
petition method 57.90.020
resolution method 57.90.020
Fees for issuance or renewal of license or per-
mit authorized, limitations 70.46.120
FUNDS
public health pooling fund, generally
Ch. 70.12
Generally Ch. 70.46
Health officer, generally 70.46.070
Health services
contracts for sale or purchase of health
services authorized 70.46.085
HEARINGS—Cont.

Animal remedy act, under Ch. 15.65
Agricultural enabling act of 1961, under Ch. 15.65
Agricultural enabling act of 1955, under Ch. 15.65
Banking refusal by supervisor of banking to approve executed and acknowledged articles of incorporation 30.08.040
Board of tax appeals, generally Ch. 82.03
Board of legislative ethics 44.60.060
Cemetery districts 68.16.030, 68.16.050
Cemetery property abandonment 68.36.030, 68.36.050
Certiorari proceedings 7.16.110, 7.16.330
Judicial depositions 7.16.120
Charitable solicitations advertisements false, misleading or deceptive 19.09.250
false, misleading or deceptive advertisements 19.09.250
registration rejection of application for 19.09.110
Child custody proceedings 26.09.230
Cities and towns, local improvements and assessments
assessments rolls 35.44.070
hearing on 8.12.300, 8.12.330
hearings by superior court 35.44.250
County bridges, franchises 36.55.050
Criminal procedure, material witnesses, hearing on materiality 10.52.040
Design public hearing, metropolitan public mass transportation systems 35.58.273
Director of highways, removal, hearing on 47.01.120
Emergency medical care and transportation services designation of planning and services areas 78.73.060
Erotic material, sale or distribution to minors, hearing on nature of material 9.68.060
Executive conflict of interest act 42.18.270
Fire protection districts, service charges 52.18.060
Gambling commission, state lottery 67.67.050
Highway railroad crossings, alteration or change of crossing petition, notice, waiver 81.53.060
Homesteads, notice of contents, service 6.12.060
Horticultural plants and facilities—inspection and licensing of, denial, suspension, revocation of license 15.13.350
Horticultural produce commodity plants in planting stock area, permit for 15.14.090
infected produce as nuisance, abatement hearing 15.08.200, 15.08.210
infected produce, disinfection cost as lien 15.08.140, 15.08.150
planting stock areas, establishment of 15.14.080
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Hearings
Injunctions, motion to reinstate 7.40.210
Insurance generally Ch. 48.04
health care services 48.44.170
Insurance premium finance companies, refusal of commissioner to issue license 48.56.040
Intercounty rural library districts, local improvement districts 27.14.040
Intercountry school districts, creation of original boundaries 28A.21.020
Judges, superior court, habeas corpus adjournment of 7.36.110
summary procedure 7.36.120
Judicial council 2.52.070

HEARINGS—Cont.

Justices of the peace contempt 3.28.020
criminal procedure 10.04.030
Juvenile court arrest child, procedure 13.04.120
closed to public 13.04.091
record of proceeding 13.04.091
special sessions for 13.04.030
summary proceedings 13.04.070
time and place 13.04.091
Lakes, outflow regulation, hearings on 90.24.040
Law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' system, retirement board 41.26.220, 41.26.230
Legislature, See LEGISLATURE, subtitle Hearings and inquiries
Lighting devices for motor vehicles, revocation of certificate of approval, hearing on 46.37.330
Limited access facility establishment 47.52.135
Liquor licenses, suspension or cancellation of 66.24.010
Livestock markets 16.65.445
Local improvement districts, fire protection districts, formation hearing, notice 52.20.020
Local utility districts procedure to establish public utility districts 54.16.140
sewer districts 56.20.030
Lost or destroyed records, application for replacement of court records lost or destroyed 5.48.030
Mandanmus 7.16.240, 7.16.250
Meat inspection custom slaughtering license, limited 16.49.454
Medical disciplinary board 18.72.170, 18.72.220
Milk, cream and skim milk for animal food consumption, under Ch. 15.37
Milk and milk products, fluid milk act, under 15.36.580
Minimum water flows and levels hearing to establish, notice 90.22.020
Motor vehicle law, under drivers' training schools instructor's certificate, denial, suspension or revocation of 46.82.230, 46.82.270
license to conduct, denial, suspension or revocation of 46.82.070
Motor vehicle wreckers' licenses, hearing on refusal, suspension or revocation of 46.80.110
Motor vehicles, director of department, rejection of application for registration by organization making charitable solicitations 19.09.110
Notice of to parties after appearance 4.28.220
Obstructions on highway rights of way, hearings relating to Ch. 47.32
Oil and gas conservation committee conduct 78.52.031
generally 78.52.025
petition for 78.52.070
witnesses for 78.52.033
unit operation, plan findings and orders 78.52.410
notice 78.52.390, 78.52.400
requirement 78.52.380
Parks and recreation districts, creation of original boundaries 36.69.040
local improvement districts 36.69.250
Parole—on-site parole hearing, requirement 9.95.121

HEARINGS—Cont.

Parole—Cont.
on-site parole violation hearing right to 9.95.121
Pharmacy, state board of, licenses 18.64.005
Physicians and surgeons, refusal of licenses 18.71.140
Pollution control hearings board, See POLLUTION CONTROL HEARINGS BOARD, subtitle Hearings
Port districts, boundaries 53.16.020
Public assistance 74.08.070
Public mass transportation system, corridor public hearings, municipal public transportation systems 35.58.273
Public officers and employees, executive conflict of interest act 42.18.270
Railroad crossings, alteration or change of 81.53.070
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Schools and school districts name change for school district, on 28A.58.061
non-high school district plan for capital fund aid to high school district under Ch. 28A.56.
State limited access facility through city or town, hearings on 47.52.131–47.52.190
State lottery 67.67.050
Toll facility aid districts, hearing on resolution to establish 47.57.320–47.57.350
Trust companies executed and acknowledged articles of incorporation, refusal by supervisor of banking to approve 30.08.040
Vehicle dealers', salesmen's and manufacturers' licenses, denial, revocation, suspension 46.70.101, 46.70.102, 46.70.111
Water resources department, review of administrative determinations 43.27A.200
Weighmaster's license, relating to Ch. 15.80
Wheat commission act, removal of commissioner 15.63.100

HEARSES

Cities and towns, authority to provide 68.12.030
Counties, authority to provide 68.12.030

HEIRS (See also DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION; PROBATE)

Adverse possession, See ADVERSE POSSESSION, subtitle Heirs
Declaratory judgments 7.24.040
Definition, probate 11.02.005
Descent and distribution, posthumous, considered as living for descent and distribution 11.02.005
Ejectment and quieting title actions action by known heirs after ten years possession 7.28.010
unknown heirs, quieting title action against 7.28.010
Execution against property in custody of, writ contents 6.04.040
Homesteads 6.12.080
Limitation of actions, See LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Limitations of actions against executor or administratrix for mismanagement of estate 4.16.110
Not to be determined by special law Const. Art. 2 § 28
Posthumous, considered as living for purposes of descent and distribution 11.02.005
Pretended heir, production of, penalty 9.45.010
Representation, posthumous children considered as living 11.02.005
## HEIRS

**HEIRS — Cont.**
- Real of judgment tolls limitation on action 4.16.240
- Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
- Unknown, quittting title action against 7.28.010
- Unknown heirs in real property actions 4.28.140
- judgment, effect of 4.28.160
- service of process against by publication 4.28.130, 4.28.150

**HERBICIDES** (See PESTICIDE APPLICATION)

**HERD LAWS**
- Designation of stock restricted areas Ch. 16.24
- Livestock, separating estrays from herds at large 16.28.160, 16.28.170
- fines, disposition 16.28.160

**HERRING (See FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH, subtitle HERRING, commercial fishing for)**

**HIGH SCHOOLS** (See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle High schools)

**HIGHER EDUCATION, JOINT COMMITTEE ON** (See JOINT COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION)

**HIGHER EDUCATION PERSONNEL SYSTEM**
- Appeal to state board
  - classification of exempt status, concerning 28B.16.120
  - from order of reduction, dismissal, suspension, or demotion after completion of probationary period 28B.16.120
- hearing examiners may preside 28B.16.170
  - judicial review 28B.16.140
  - procedural rules 28B.16.130
  - written findings of state board, time, contents, notice, order 28B.16.140
- superior court
  - grounds for 28B.16.150
  - time 28B.16.150
  - transcript of transcript 28B.16.150
  - supreme court or court of appeals 28B.16.160
- Application of act 28B.16.030
- Certification of payrolls 28B.16.190
- Classified service, exempt position, temporary appointment in, effect 28B.16.050
- Collective bargaining, effect of upon 28B.16.220
- Community college state board, supervision and control, generally 28B.16.080
- Compliance with act required 28B.16.190
- Construction of act, severability 28B.16.930
- Costs, allocation between units 28B.16.200
- Definitions 28B.16.020
- Demotion, appeal to state board 28B.16.120
- Director
  - appointment 28B.16.060
  - powers and duties, generally 28B.16.060
- Dismissal, appeal to state board 28B.16.120
- Exemptions
  - exempt classification, appeal to board concerning 28B.16.120
  - generally 28B.16.040
  - temporary appointment in, effect, upon member of classified service 28B.16.050
- Federal requirements, construction when state act conflicts with 28B.16.900

### HIGHER EDUC. PERS. SYSTEM — Cont.

Hearings called by chairman or majority 28B.16.070
generally 28B.16.070
- hearing examiners, duties, generally 28B.16.170
- majority concurrence required 28B.16.070
- notice of hearings 28B.16.070
- procedural rules 28B.16.130
- Higher education personnel board service fund
  - creation 28B.16.200
  - disbursements, by warrants 28B.16.200
- Judicial review
  - authority 28B.16.160
  - time, grounds 28B.16.150
- Notice of hearings 28B.16.070
- Oaths, administration at hearings 28B.16.070
- Personnel officer
  - appointment at institutions and related boards 28B.16.080
  - joint officer, authority 28B.16.080
  - powers and duties 28B.16.080
- Purpose 28B.16.010
- Reinstatement of terminated employee, rights, duties 28B.16.180
- Rules and regulations
  - adoptions, procedure, notice 28B.16.090
  - criteria 28B.16.100
  - employee participation 28B.16.090
  - salary schedules, rates 28B.16.110
  - standards for rules 28B.16.110
  - strikes, no right to strike granted 28B.16.100
  - subject matter 28B.16.100
  - suspensions 28B.16.120
  - transfer of rules and regulations, classifications, etc., from state civil service plan, effective until superseded 28B.16.210
- Salary schedule and compensation plan, rates 28B.16.110
- Short title 28B.16.910
- State board
  - appointment of director by 28B.16.060
  - appointment of members 28B.16.060
  - compensation 28B.16.060
  - creation 28B.16.060
  - expenses and per diem 28B.16.060
  - hearing examiners, appointment, compensation fixed by 28B.16.060
  - limitations on members 28B.16.060
  - majority must concur in findings following hearing 28B.16.070
  - meetings 28B.16.070
  - members
    - confirmation by senate 28B.16.060
    - qualifications 28B.16.060
    - term 28B.16.060
    - officers 28B.16.060
    - quorum 28B.16.060
    - rules and regulations
      - adoptions, procedure, notice 28B.16.090
      - criteria 28B.16.100
      - term of members 28B.16.060
      - written public record of proceedings required 28B.16.060
- State civil service system, transfer of classification 28B.16.210
- Strikes, right to make not granted 28B.16.100
- Suspension
  - appeal to state board 28B.16.120
  - cause, penalty, notice 28B.16.120
- Transfer of classification from state civil service system 28B.16.210
- Unfair labor practices provisions applicable 28B.16.230

### HIGHWAY COMMISSION

**HIGHWAY COMMISSION (See also HIGHWAYS, subtitle Department of)**
- Abatement of certain structures, signs or devices on city streets, county roads or state highways as public nuisances, commission duties relating to 47.36.180
- Abating as public nuisance signs erected or maintained contrary to highway advertising control act of 1961, commission duties relating to 47.42.080
- Acquisition and disposition of highway property, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.12
- Additional Columbia river bridge (Vancouver Portland), commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.330
- Allocation of funds for highways, under sole charge of 47.08.010
- Appeal to from urban arterial board 47.26.290
- Approach roads or other appurtenances on highway rights of way, permits to build and maintain, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.32
- Arterial highways designated by 46.61.195
- Bond issues for highway construction, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.10
- Bridging Columbia river in vicinity of Astoria-Megler, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.640
- Bridging Puget Sound, Hood Canal, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.350
- Budget for expenditures from urban arterial trust account, submission to governor and legislature 47.26.440
- Buildings and facilities for commission and department
  - appointment 47.02.110
  - approval of plans required 47.02.010
  - authorized 47.02.010
  - bond issue
    - amount 47.02.020
    - denominations 47.02.050
    - highway bond retirement fund
      - payment of bonds from 47.02.090
      - transfers to from motor vehicle fund 47.02.090
    - issuance and sale 47.02.020
    - legal investment for state funds 47.02.050
    - maturity 47.02.030
    - motor vehicle fuel excise taxes pledged to pay 47.02.070, 47.02.080
    - motor vehicle fund
      - appropriation from 47.02.110
      - proceeds deposited in 47.02.060
      - transfers to highway bond retirement fund 47.02.090
      - negotiability 47.02.040
      - not general obligation of state 47.02.070
      - prior redemption, excess amounts in highway bond retirement fund to be used for 47.02.100
      - proceeds of issue, deposit and use 47.02.060
      - registration of bonds 47.02.040
      - sale, manner and terms 47.02.050
      - signatures 47.02.040
      - terms and conditions 47.02.030
- Chairman 47.01.080
- City or town streets
  - aid by commission in construction, repair or maintenance of 47.24.050
  - as part of state highway system, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.24
  - fund, commission may investigate illegal use of and proceed to correct 47.08.100
  - improvements, commission may maintain to agreed standard and be reimbursed therefore 47.08.090

**HIGHWAY COMMISSION INDEX — p 409**
HIGHWAY COMMISSION—Cont.

Classification of highways, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.04
Closing or restricting of traffic on highways, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.48
Columbia river bridge at Biggs Rapids, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.450, 47.56.500
Construction and maintenance of highways, commission duties relating to Ch. 47.28
Cooperation with other governments and agencies, commission empowered to join financially or otherwise 47.04.080
County road fund, commission may investigate illegal use of and proceed to correct 47.08.100
County road improvement funds, commission to approve resolution for 47.08.080
Created 47.01.020
Cross sound transportation study 47.60.045
Division of toll facilities created 47.56.034
powers and duties 47.56.034
Expenditures of motor vehicle fuel taxes and bond proceeds for urban a ea construction 46.68.150
Federal acts, commission to act for state with respect to 47.04.060
Ferry vessels, acquisition under urban mass transportation act of 1964, duties Ch. 47.61
Franchises on state highways and permits for short distance facilities, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.44
Highway and branches route signs and designations authority of commission to establish 47.36.095
filling with secretary y of state 47.36.097
Lake Washington bridge as part of p imary state highway, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.270
Limited access facilities, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.52
Long range needs studies coordination with urban arterial board 47.01.240
nonurban needs data to be supplied 47.01.203
Long range plan, six yea program, biennial budget, adoption, submittal 44.40.070, 44.40.080
Meetings 47.01.080
notice of 47.01.090
Members compensation and expenses 47.01.040
qualifications 47.01.030
removal, grounds 47.01.030
terms 47.01.020
Motor vehicle fund distribution to cities and towns and counties, commission duties relating to Ch. 47.44
Naches Pass tunnel, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.570-47.56.600
Motor vehicle law, size, weight, and load limits, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.44
Naches Pass tunnel, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.04
Obstructions on highway right of way, commission powers and duties relating to the removal thereof Ch. 47.32
Payment of reserved funds, contractor's bond 60.28.070
Powers and duties contracting without bid or bond, when 47.01.210
director, commission to appoint 47.01.100
director's prior duties on board, commission, etc., to delegate 47.01.070
generally 47.01.050, 47.01.060

HIGHWAY COMMISSION—Cont.

Powers and duties—Cont.
report on highway needs through legislative committee 47.01.220
specific 47.01.160
Priority programming for highway development
adoption and revision of long range plan for highway improvements 47.05.030
budget, preparation and presentation to governor and legislature 47.05.070
commission authorized to conduct 47.05.020
comprehensive highway construction program and financial plan
adoption and revision 47.05.040
biennial revision after consultation with legislative transportation committee and senate and house transportation and utilities committees 47.05.040
Public works projects, commission may expend highway funds to cooperate in 47.08.070
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.60
Purchase of bridges or ferries by toll bridge authority, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.050
Quorum 47.01.090
Reciprocity commission, designee of highway commission member of 46.85.030
Reports to governor and legislature
operational activities 47.01.141
recommendations for future operations 47.01.141
summary of proposed construction 47.01.141
Reports, study, availability to legislators upon request 47.01.145
Right of entry 47.01.170
Roadside improvement and beautification, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.40
Rules and regulations for use and control of roadside areas, adoption of 47.38.010
Scenic and recreational highways, development by commission and parks and recreation 47.39.030
School buses, regulations for design, marking and mode of operation, commission to advise on 46.40.080
Seattle–Tacoma–Everett facility, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.10
Secretary 47.01.080
Speed limits
auto stages, notice, effective date 46.61.405, 46.61.410
highways, increased to 70 by highway commission 46.61.410
increase of 46.61.410
lowering of maximums 46.61.405
State limited access facility through city, town or county, board of review to review plan, commission to appoint members of 47.52.150
Streets as state highways, speed, parking and traffic control devices subject to approval of highway commission 47.24.020
Study reports, availability to legislators upon request 47.01.145
Tacoma Narrows bridge as part of primary state highway, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.270
Tacoma–Seattle–Everett express highway, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.390
Toll bridge authority
commission members as members of 47.56.020
commission to act for authority with respect to state ferries, when 47.56.032

HIGHWAY COMMISSION—Cont.

Toll bridge authority—Cont.
payment and expenses of members 47.56.023
Toll bridges
construction, maintenance, operation and insuring of, commission powers and duties relating to, generally Ch. 47.56
improvement of existing bridge and construction of new bridge as single project, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.55
Toll roads, commission to approve plans and specifications for 47.56.070
Traffic control devices at railroad–highway grade crossings, commission may erect 47.36.080
Traffic control devices for highways, commission powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.36
United States survey markers, commission to aid in restoration of 47.36.010
Urban area construction, expenditure of funds 46.68.150
Urban public transportation systems declarer of public policy 47.04.083
definition 47.04.082
highway funds may be expended for 47.08.070
participation in 47.04.081
Vehicles with movable tracks, commission to issue permits for movement of 46.37.420

HIGHWAY DISTRICTS

Bonds, mutual savings banks, investment in 32.20.110

HIGHWAYS (See also BRIDGES; COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES; MOTOR VEHICLES)

Abandonment
transfer to counties, procedure 36.75.090
waters backed over 90.28.020
Acquisition and development of property for lease of unused highway land, limitation of zoning ordinance 47.12.120
Acquisition and disposition of property for (See also HIGHWAY COMMISSION, subtitle Eminent domain)
aquisition
acquisition of land outside highway right of way to minimize damage 47.12.160
authorized, generally 47.12.010
for relocation of displaced facility of United States or a municipal or political subdivision of state 47.12.150
generally 47.12.010
in advance of programmed construction
advance right of way acquisition, delineated 47.12.242
approprations for 47.12.244
creation 47.12.244
expenditures from without app opration 47.12.244
federal funds, deposit in 47.12.244
reimbursement of from other funds 47.12.246
agreements with state finance commitee
authorized 47.12.200
scope 47.12.210, 47.12.220
warrants pursuant to agreement 47.12.210, 47.12.220, 47.12.230, 47.12.240
authorized 47.12.180, 47.12.190
condemnation authorized 47.12.190
hearing required 47.12.180
maintenance of property purchased in advance 47.12.248
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HIGHWAYS——Cont.
Acquisition and disposition of property for
acquisition——Cont.
lands of county or political or municipal
subdivision of state, acquisition procedure 47.12.040
sale or exchange of rights or land not
needed for highway purposes as payment
47.12.060
work on remaining land as payment
47.12.050
limited access facilities 47.52.050
purchase options authorized 47.12.011
state lands, rights and materials, acquisition
procedure, compensation 47.12 .020
sale or exchange of rights or land not
needed for highway purposes as payment
47.12.060
work on remaining land as payment
47.12.050
air space corridor 47.52.050
conveyances to the federal government Ch.
47.08
engineering costs
in advance of programmed construction
advance right of way acquisition, de­
fined 47.12.242
advance right of way revol­ving fund,
creation 47.12.244
creation 47.12.244
agreements with state finance commit­	ee authorized 47.12.200
scope 47.12.210, 47.12.220
warrants pursuant to agreement 47.12 .210,
47.12.220
authorized 47.12.180
exchange of land with abutting owner au­
thorized 47.12.060, 47.12.130, 47.12.160
granting of franchises on toll facility prop­
erty 47.56.256
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
sale of to­governmental entities 47.56.252
sale of to­governmental entities 47.56.252
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
sale of authorized 47.56.254, 47.56.255
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
Acquisition of property for preservation of
beauty, historic sites, viewpoints and rest
areas, exception 47.12.220
Advertising, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle High­
way advertising control
Alley
defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.020
Approaches
construction by port districts 53.34.010
county roads and bridges 36.75.130–36.75 .150
Arterial highways 47.10.020
defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.030
designated 46.61.195
Automobile pool Ch. 43.91
Bicycle routes
establishment, authorized, directed 47.26.305
legislative declaration 47.26.300
long range arterial construction plans, to
in­clude plans for 47.26.315
Bicyclist facilities to be provided 47.30.020
Bond issues
additional bonds, construction and im­
provement—1967 act
appropriation from motor vehicle fund
47.10.760
bond proceeds, deposit and use of 47.10 .755
bonds, form and terms 47.10.753
declaration of necessity 47.10.751
form and term of bonds 47.10.753
highway bond retirement fund, creation,
generally 47.10.758
issuance and sale of limited obligation
bonds 47.10.752
legal investment for state funds 47.10.754
nature of obligation, not general obliga­
tions of state 47.10.756
sale of bonds, legal investment for state
funds 47.10.754
source of funds for payment of principal
and interest of bonds 47.10.757
surplus sums, use of 47.10.759
taxes, pledged, not general obligation of
state 47.10.756
terms of bonds 47.10.753
Agate pass bridge construction reimburse­
ment
bonds not general obligation 47.10.040
form and terms of bonds 47.10.030
highway bond retirement fund estab­
lished, use 47.10.080, 47.10.090
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used,
reimbursement 47.10.020
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47 .10 .060
sale of bonds 47.10.050
source of funds for payment of interest
and principal 47.10.070
taxes pledged 47.10.040
Echo lake route
additional bonds—1957
bond issue authorized 47.10.420
bonds not general obligation 47.10.440
declaration of necessity 47.10.410
form and terms of bonds 47.10.430
HIGHWAYS——Cont.
Bond issues——Cont.
Echo lake route——Cont.
additional bonds—1957—Cont.
highway bond retirement fund, use of
47.10.480, 47.10.470
motor vehicle fund moneys may be
used, reimbursement 47.10.420
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47­
10.460
sale of bonds 47.10.450
source of funds for payment of interest
and principal 47.10.470
taxes pledged 47.10.440
bond allocation to 47.10.270
bond issue authorized 47.10.160
bonds not general obligations 47.10.180
declaration of necessity 47.10.150
form and terms of bonds 47.10.170
highway bond retirement fund, use of
47.10.220, 47.10.230
motor vehicle fund moneys may be
used, reimbursement 47.10.160
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47­
10.200
sale of bonds 47.10.190
source of funds for payment of interest
and principal 47.10.210
taxes pledged 47.10.180
farm to market roads
additional bonds—1953
bond allocation to 47.10.260
bond issue authorized 47.10.160
bonds not general obligations 47.10.180
declaration of necessity 47.10.150
form and terms of bonds 47.10.170
highway bond retirement fund, use of
47.10.220, 47.10.230
motor vehicle fund moneys may be
used, reimbursement 47.10.160
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47­
10.200
sale of bonds 47.10.190
source of funds for payment of interest
and principal 47.10.210
taxes pledged 47.10.180
additional bonds—1955
allocation of bonds to counties 47.10.390
bonds not general obligation 47.10.310
declaration of priority 47.10.280
form and terms of bonds 47.10.300
highway bond retirement fund, use of
47.10.350, 47.10.380
issuance and sale of bonds 47.10.290,
47.10.320
restriction on issuance 47.10.390
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47­
10.330
sale of bonds 47.10.290, 47.10.320
source of funds for payment of interest
and principal 47.10.340
reimbursement by counties 47.10.360,
47.10.370
taxes pledged 47.10.310
additional bonds—1965
allocation of bonds to counties 47.10.737
appropriation 47.10.738
bonds not general obligation 47.10.729
declaration of priority 47.10.726
form and terms of bonds 47.10.728
highway bond retirement fund, use of
47.10.733
issuance and sale of bonds 47.10.727
restrictions on issuance 47.10.737
prior redemption, use of excess sums
for 47.10.736
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47­
10.731
sale of bonds 47.10.730
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HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Bond issues—Cont.
additional bonds—1965—Cont.
source of funds for payment of principal and interest 47.10.732
reimbursement by counties 47.10.734
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.729, 47.10.733
bond allocation to 47.10.100
bond issue authorized 47.10.020
time restriction 47.10.100
bonds not general obligations 47.10.040
form and terms of bonds 47.10.030
highway bond retirement fund established, use 47.10.080, 47.10.090
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used, reimbursement 47.10.020
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.060
sale of bonds 47.10.050
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.070
reimbursement by counties, when 47.10.070, 47.10.100
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.040
first priority highway project enumerated 47.10.010
allocation of bonds to 47.10.100
Pasco to Kennewick bridge
bond allocation to 47.10.100
bond issue authorized 47.10.020
bonds not general obligation 47.10.040
form and terms of bonds 47.10.030
highway bond retirement fund established, use 47.10.080, 47.10.090
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used, reimbursement 47.10.020
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.060
sale of bonds 47.10.050
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.070
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.040
primary state highway No. 1 construction additional bonds—1953
bond allocation to 47.10.240
bond issue authorized 47.10.160
bonds not general obligations 47.10.180
declaration of necessity 47.10.150
form and terms of bonds 47.10.170
highway bond retirement fund, use of 47.10.220, 47.10.230
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used, reimbursement 47.10.160
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.060
sale of bonds 47.10.190
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.210
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.180
primary state highway No. 1 reconstruction bond allocation to 47.10.100
bond issue authorized 47.10.020
bonds not general obligations 47.10.040
form and terms of bonds 47.10.030
highway bond retirement fund established, use 47.10.080, 47.10.090
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used, reimbursement 47.10.020
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.060
sale of bonds 47.10.050
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.070
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.040
reserve funds for highway, street and road purposes—1967 act—Cont.
appropriation from motor vehicle fund 47.10.771
bond retirement fund 47.10.765
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Bond issues—Cont.
reserve funds for highway, street and road purposes—1967 act—Cont.
bonds
generally 47.10.763, 47.10.764
proceeds of, deposit and use 47.10.765
federal aid funds, pledge of 47.10.768
issuance and sale of limited obligation bonds 47.10.762
legal investment for state funds 47.10.764
obligation of state, when 47.10.767
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.765
purpose 47.10.761
reimbursement 47.10.767
source of funds, motor vehicle fuel excise and use taxes 47.10.766
surplus sums, use of 47.10.770
taxes, source of funds 47.10.766
Snoqualmie Pass four lane construction additional bonds—1953
bond allocation to 47.10.250
bond issue authorized 47.10.160
bonds not general obligation 47.10.180
declaration of necessity 47.10.150
form and terms of bonds 47.10.170
highway bond retirement fund, use of 47.10.220, 57.10.230
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used, reimbursement 47.10.160
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.200
sale of bonds 47.10.190
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.210
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.180
bond allocation to 47.10.100
bond issue authorized 47.10.020
bonds not general obligation 47.10.040
form and terms of bonds 47.10.030
highway bond retirement fund established, use 47.10.080, 47.10.090
motor vehicle fund moneys may be used, reimbursement 47.10.020
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.060
sale of bonds 47.10.050
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.070
fRCW
taxes pledged 47.10.040
Tacoama–Seattle–Everett facility appropriation from motor vehicle fund, amount 47.10.724
bond issue and sale authorized 47.10.706, 47.10.710
bonds not general obligations 47.10.714
declaration of necessity 47.10.700
facilities as part of federal highway system, federal standards to be met 47.10.708
facilities route 47.10.704
form and terms of bonds 47.10.708
highway bond retirement fund, use of 47.10.720, 47.10.722
proceeds from sale, deposit and use 47.10.712
sale of bonds 47.10.710
source of funds for payment of interest and principal 47.10.716
pledge of federal funds as additional security for payment 47.10.718
urban areas, county and city arterials bond retirement fund 47.26.426
bonds
generally 47.26.421, 47.26.422
nature of obligation 47.26.424
proceeds, deposit and use 47.26.423
surplus sums, use 47.26.427
declaration of purpose 47.26.420
designation of funds to repay 47.26.425
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
urban areas, county and city arterials—Cont.
issuance and sale of general obligation bonds 47.26.400, 47.26.420
legal investment for state funds 47.26.422
pledge of excise taxes to repay 47.26.424
reimbursement procedure 47.26.426
urban areas, state highways bond retirement fund 47.26.406
bonds
designation of funds to repay 47.26.405
generally 47.26.401, 47.26.402
nature of obligation 47.26.404
pledge of excise taxes to repay 47.26.404
proceeds of bond sales, deposit and use 47.26.403
reimbursement procedure 47.26.406
surplus funds, use 47.26.407
declaration of purpose 47.26.400
expenditures from first taxes and bond proceeds, exceeding amount appropriated to a region 47.26.410
legal investment for state funds 47.26.402
 Bridges, See BRIDGES
Bridges, across, when necessary 90.28.030
Buffer zones, acquisition of property for 47.12.210
Buildings and facilities for commission and department appropriation 47.02.110
approval of plans required 47.02.010
authorized 47.02.010
bond issue amount 47.02.020
denominations 47.02.050
highway bond retirement fund payment of bonds from 47.02.090
transfers to motor vehicle fund 47.02.090
issuance and sale 47.02.020
legal investment for state funds 47.02.050
maturity 47.02.030
motor vehicle fuel excise taxes pledged to pay 47.02.070, 57.02.080
motor vehicle fund appropriation from 47.02.110
proceeds deposited in 47.02.060
transfers to highway bond retirement fund 47.02.090
negotiability 47.02.040
not general obligation of state 47.02.070
prior redemption, excess amounts in highway bond retirement fund to be used for 47.02.100
proceeds of issue, deposit and use 47.02.060
registration of bonds 47.02.040
sale, manner and terms 47.02.050
signature 47.02.040
terms and conditions 47.02.030
Camas slough closure 88.28.055
Center line, defined 47.04.010
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.100
Center of intersection, defined 47.04.010
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.110
motor vehicle law 46.04.110
City street, defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.120
Civil service for employees 41.06.330
Classification of 47.04.020
Closing of or restricting traffic on closure authorized on highways, streets and county roads 47.48.010
disobedience of closure or restricting notice unlawful, civil liability 47.48.040
for urban transportation system 47.48.010
notice of 47.48.020
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Columbia river to Petrosen’s Point acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement 79.16.173 declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.170, 79.16.171 declared public recreation area 79.16.172 reserved for public use 69.16.172
Combination highway routes Ch. 47.22 Commercial waterway districts, property within 91.16.010
Commission, See HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Condemnation, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Eminent domain
Construction (See also HIGHWAYS, subtitle Priority programming for highway development) indemnification for negligence related to actions for labor and materials used in, contract, by

HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Construction and maintenance of—Cont.
new or limited access highway established by state agency, route to be recorded 47.28.025 new or limited access highway established by state agency, width to be recorded 47.28.025 compliance required of contractors performing work 47.36.210 indemnification for negligence related to, rental of equipment with driver authorized 47.28.030 indemnification for negligence related to, equipment with driver authorized 47.28.030 indemnification for negligence related to, workmen on job to obey signs or flagmen 47.36.220
"special highway construction equipment," exemption of from vehicle licensing 46.16.010 surveying, testing, drilling, other exploratory engineering, without bid 47.28.030 trails and parks provision for required 47.30.020 severance, alternative or reconstruction 47.30.100 width of right of way minimum 47.28.020 new or limited access highway established by state agency, width to be recorded 47.28.025 Construction delayed, payment of contractors 40.28.070 Contractors bond 47.28.100, 47.28.110 exemption from contractors' licensing act 18.27.090 payment from reserved funds, conditions 60.28.070 Conveyances, transfer to counties, procedure 36.75.090 Corridor highway, Auburn to Bothell, hearing and study 47.16.220 Counties, open spaces Ch. 36.89 County commissioners' powers in regard to 36.32.120 County roads (See also COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES) approaches penalty for violations 36.75.150 permission of county commissioners 36.75.130 regulations for construction, supervision 36.75.140 defined 47.04.010 for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.150 motor vehicle law 46.04.150 not to be maintained or improved as temporary route of new highway or extension by highway commission 47.04.100 Crimes relating to altering, defacing, injuring, knocking down or removing any traffic control signal, device or railroad signal or signal 47.36.130 constructing or maintaining facilities on highway right of way without franchise or short distance permit 47.44.050 creating disturbance upon 9.27.020 damaging roadside improvement or beautification 47.40.070 destroying native flora on state lands or on adjoining highways and parks 47.40.080 disregarding notice of closure or traffic restriction on highways, streets or county roads 47.48.040 erecting or maintaining business places on highway right of way 47.32.120 erecting or maintaining merchandise (receiving, delivering or vending) structures on highway right of way 47.32.110 erecting or maintaining signs contrary to highway advertising control act of 1961 47.42.080

HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Crimes relating to—Cont.
destruction or maintenance of certain structures, signs or devices on or near city streets, county roads or state highways, as public nuisance 47.36.180 failure to comply with stop sign 47.36.110 fines and forfeitures, disposition 47.08.030 illegal use of county road or city street funds, penalty 47.08.100, 47.08.110 limited access facilities, violations relating to enumerated, penalty 47.52.120 livestock running at large upon 16.24.070 maintaining or occupying obstructions on highway right of way 47.32.010 obstructing or interfering with, public nuisance 9.66.010 shooting from or across 77.16.260, 77.16.280—77.16.300
ingestation of signs or flagmen at thoroughfare work sites, relating to 47.36.200-47.36.230 Cross sound transportation study 47.60.045 Crosswalk, defined 47.04.010 for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.160 Curves, reduction of speed required 46.61.400 Damon's Point to Quilts acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement of 79.16.173 declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.160, 70.16.161 declared public recreation area 79.16.172 reserved for public use 79.16.172 Department of authorized to operate ferry service between Port Townsend and Keystone, when 47.60.282 civil service employees 41.06.090 created 43.17.010 defined 36.75.010 director of Agate Pass bridge construction, bond issue for reimbursing motor vehicle fund, director to determine allotments, use 47.10.100 appointment 43.17.020, 47.01.100 assistant for state aid, design standards on county roads 36.86.080 assistant in charge of state aid, design standards and qualifications for 57.78.020 certification of abandonment 36.75.090 chief assistants 43.17.040 conveyance to county roads, procedure 36.75.090 county road budgets, estimate of available funds 36.82.150 defined 36.75.010 duties 47.01.010 farm to market roads in Columbia Basin project, director's duties relating to Ch. 47.10 mine to market roads, right-of-way construction 78.48.050 motor vehicle fund, cost of audit of county road engineer 36.80.080 oath 43.17.030 powers and duties 43.17.030 prior duties on board, commission, etc., delegable 47.01.070 qualifications for 47.01.110 removal, grounds, hearing 47.01.120 reports, annual, county highway operations 36.75.260 salary 47.01.130 state commission on equipment, member 43.17.010 state design standards committee, assistant state director of highways in charge of state aid, member of 43.32.010 subdivision approval 58.16.040
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HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Department of—Cont.
director—Cont.
term 47.01.120
toll bridge age authority, director as ex officio member of 47.56.040
toll bridges, improvement of existing bridge and construction of new bridge as single project, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.58
traffic safety commission, member of 43.59.030
University of Washington campus approach highway, director's power and duties relating to 47.20.590-47.20.635 vacancy 43.17.020, 43.17.040
Washington State University stadium highway, director's powers and duties relating to 47.20.580, 47.20.600-47.20.630
district engineer, may award contract for work, when 47.28.030
employees, civil service 41.06.330
flood control commission, See FLOOD CONTROL, subtitile Districts interstate commercial vehicles, single cab cards
application of chapter 46.86.010
certificate of compliance, prerequisite, to be issued by respective departments 46.86.050
compliance with other regulations pending issuance of single cab card 46.86.060
definitions 46.86.020
effect on other laws 46.86.120
expiration date of single cab cards, annual renewal 46.86.090
fees, temporary permits 46.86.070
distribution 46.86.080
joint cooperation between departments, highways, motor vehicles, state patrol, utilities and transportation adoption of rules, conformity to administrative procedures act 46.86.030
certificate of compliance, prerequisites 46.86.050
single cab cards
alternative compliance 46.86.100
cancellation, when 46.86.050
compliance with other rules and regulations pending issuance of single cab card 46.86.060
definition 46.86.020
placement of other cards, permits, etc. 46.86.040, 46.86.100
fees, temporary permits, rules and regulations 46.86.070
temporary permits 46.86.100
issuance 46.86.050
standardization of qualifications and requirements with other states 46.86.110
temporary permits, fees, rules and regulations 46.86.070
offices maintained at state capital 43.17.050
Puget Sound ferry operations account created 47.60.530
transfer of excess fund 47.60.540
use 46.50.330
records, informalities, effect 36.75.100
recreational trails systems, participation in 47.32.140
rules and regulations 43.17.060
trails and paths, duties concerning 47.30.060
Designated as scenic areas under highway advertising control act of 1961 47.42.140

HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Director
Agate Pass Bridge construction, bond issue for reimbursing motor vehicle fund, director to determine allotments, use 47.10.100
appointment 43.17.020, 47.01.100
assistant for state aid, design standards on county road 46.86.080
assistant in charge of state aid, state design standards committee 35.78.020
certification of abandonment 36.75.090
chief assistant 43.17.040
conveyance to county roads, procedure 36.75.090
county road budgets, estimate of available funds 36.82.150
defined 36.75.010
duties 47.01.100
farm to market roads in Columbia Basin project, director's duties relating to Ch. 47.10
mine to market roads, right-of-way construction 78.48.050
motor vehicle fund, cost of audit of county road engineer 36.80.080
oath 43.17.030
powers and duties 43.17.030
prior duties on board, commission, etc., delegateable 47.01.070
qualifications for 47.01.110
removal, grounds, hearing 47.01.120
reports, annual, county highway operations 36.75.260
salary 47.01.130
state design standards committee, assistant state director of highways in charge of state aid, member of 43.32.010
state safety council
subdivision approval 58.16.040
term 47.01.120
toll bridge authority, director as ex officio member of 47.56.020
approval of new bridge or construction of new bridge as single project, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 47.58
University of Washington campus approach highway, director's powers and duties relating to 47.20.590-47.20.635 vacancy 43.17.020, 43.17.040
Washington State University stadium highway, director's powers and duties relating to 47.20.580, 47.20.600-47.20.630

HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Eminent domain—Cont.
set-off for benefit to remaining property lien creation 8.25.220
satisfaction or release 8.25.230
owner's options 8.25.220
Eminent domain, against, railroad and canal companies, relocating expenses 81.36.010
Eminent domain by cities for 8.12.030
Employees, civil service 41.06.330
Environmental impact of construction environmental review statement, preparation, transmission to highway department 47.04.130
purposes 47.04.110
report on 47.04.120
state policy 47.04.110
Equestrian facilities to be provided 47.30.020
Equipment, chains or studded tires, when may be required by highway commission 46.37.420
Exclusive lanes, reserved for use by public transportation vehicles and car pools 46.61.165
Explosives damages by 70.74.020
stored near, quantity and distance tables 70.74.030
Express lanes, exclusive use by public transportation vehicles and car pools 46.61.165
Federal aid highway system acquisitions, awards, consideration of supplemental rent payments in determining public assistance 46.37.170
Fees, certain, used exclusively for Const. Art. 2 § 40 (Amend. 18)
Fences, temporary fence across highway permitted 16.60.080
Ferries (See also PUGET SOUND FERRIES AND TOLL BRIDGE SYSTEM) contracts for repairs to, negotiation, when 47.56.030
no smoking areas, authorized 47.56.730
Puget Island—Westport, payments for operation and maintenance 47.56.720
Fines and forfeitures, disposition 47.08.030
Flood control benefits liability for 86.09.529
payment for protection 86.05.700
Franchise on toll roads, granting 47.56.256
Franchise on state highways application for, conditions 47.44.010
authority of highway commission to grant 47.44.010
franchises across bridges jointly owned or operated 47.44.040
hearing on application for 47.44.020
notice of 47.44.010
liability of franchise holder 47.44.020
limitations on granting 47.44.020
limited access highways when joint governmental facilities franchise rights Bowing from 47.52.090
permissible grantees 47.44.010
permits for short distance facilities 47.44.050
removal of franchise facilities, reimbursement, when 47.44.020-47.44.031
renewal procedure 47.44.020
state highways in cities and towns 47.24.020
violations relating to, penalties 47.44.060
Fringe and corridor parking facilities motorist transferring from public transportation or car pool vehicles acquisition of property for 47.12.270
Functional classes of highways, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Priority programming for highway development
Glass bottles, duty of highway commission to
Guideposts along, township powers Ch. 45.68
Highway advertising control
General provisions
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Highway advertising control—Cont.
signs prohibited by statute, resolution or
ordinary 47.42.048
signs prohibited in protected or scenic areas
47.42.030
signs visible from highway systems prohibi-
ted, exceptions 47.42.040
study and report on outdoor advertising by
joint fact-finding committee directed
47.42.150
tourist facilities signs 47.42.045
Highway commission (See also HIGHWAY COMMISION)
corridor highway, Auburn to Bothell, hear-
ing and study 47.16.220
duties, collection and removal of glass bot-
tles from highways 47.40.090
Highway route numbers Ch. 47.17
Historic sites, acquisition of property for 47-
.12.250
Hunting, shooting from or across 77.16.260-
77.16.300
Improvement, cooperation with county 36.75-
020
Junkyards adjacent to highways
Intersections or entrances to county roads
Intersection area, defined 47.04.010
Intersection center marker, defined 47.04.010
Intersection control area, defined 47.04.010
Intersection entrance marker, defined 47.04-
.010
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.240
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.250
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.220
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.230
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.210
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.200
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.190
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.180
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.170
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.160
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.150
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.140
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.130
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.120
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.110
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.100
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.090
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.080
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.070
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.060
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.050
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.040
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.030
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.020
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.010
Laned highway, defined 47.04.010
Laned highway, defined for purposes of
limited access facilities—Cont.
right devolving from 47.52.090
right to right of way vested in state 47.40-
.040
Glass bottles, duty of highway commission to
Guideposts along, township powers Ch. 45.68
Highway advertising control
General provisions
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
HIGHWAYS—Cont.
HIGHWAYS—Cont.

Limited access facilities—Cont.

state facilities through city, town or county—Cont.

request for hearing on disapproval of final plan by city or county 47.52.139
Tacoma—Seattle—Everett facility as, bond issues for Ch. 47.10 violations on specified, penalty 47.52.120

Littering

glass bottles, duty of highway commission to provide for collection and removal 47.40.030
Livestock running at large upon, unlawful, impounding and sale 16.24.070
Local improvements and assessments against highway lands

payment from motor vehicle fund 79.44.160 powers and duties of highway commission as to 79.44.150
Logging toll roads and facilities Ch. 76.24
Malicious mischief or injury to 9.61.010
Manette bridge 47.20.570
Marked crosswalk, defined 47.04.010 for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.290
Motor vehicle fund, See MOTOR VEHICLE FUND
Multiple lane highway, defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.350
Numerating system
authority of commission to establish 47.36-095 filing with secretary of state 47.36.097
route numbers Ch. 47.17

Obstructions on highway right of way

approach roads or other appurtenances on highway rights of way permit to build 47.32.150, 47.32.160 removal of installations upon default of permit conditions or violation of commission regulations 47.32.170 rules and regulations for 47.32.160 business places on highway right of way public nuisance, as 47.32.120 unlawful, when 47.32.120 dangerous objects and structures on highway right of way as public nuisance 47.32.130 logs on highway right of way or in drainage ditch as public nuisance 47.32.130
merchandising structures (receiving, delivery or vending) on highway rights of way permits required 47.32.110 unlawful when 47.32.110 nuisances 7.48.010, 7.48.120, 9.66.010, 47.32.120, 47.32.130
obstructions unlawful 47.32.010
railroad grade crossings, brush, timber and signs at responsibilities for clearance divided 47.32.140
signs, signboards and billboards prohibited 47.32.140
removal, generally
action in rem upon failure to remove obstructions 47.32.030 complaint contents 47.32.040 service of notice of 47.32.050 execution of writ to dispose of property, return, disposition of unsold property 47.32.070
hearing, findings, order, appeal 47.32.060 affidavits of proof of posting returned 47.32.020
order to remove 47.32.010
reclaiming confiscated property affidavit to reclaim property 47.32.080

HIGHWAYS—Cont.

Obstructions on highway right of way—Cont.
removal, generally—Cont.
reclaiming confiscated property—Cont.
bond requirement 47.32.080
duration 47.32.100
sureties to justify 47.32.090
structures and buildings to be removed posted with notice to vacate 47.32.020 temporary fences 16.60.090
Ocean beaches, control of traffic on 43.51.680
Open spaces, counties Ch. 36.89
Opening or altering by special legislation prohibited, except state and military roads Const. Art. 2 § 28
Overseers of, See TOWNSHIPS, subtitle Overseers of highways

Paths and trails
incorporation in highway design 47.30.020 severance or destruction, alternative or re-construction 47.30.010
Pedestrian
defined 47.04.010
for motor vehicle purposes 46.04.400
Pedestrian facilities to be provided 47.30.020
Penalties, fines and forfeitures, disposition 47.08.030
Personnel board, transfer to state personnel board 41.06.310
Plat book, county road engineer, keeping of 81.53.040
Platting, subdivision, dedication of land, notice of proposed subdivision required 58.17.080
Port districts
approaches, construction 53.34.010 barriers and tunnels 53.34.010 toll facilities, contracts for money, services and materials 53.34.180
Primary highways

informational panels, contents 47.42.047 routes (See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Routes)
Priority programming for highway development
budget, presentment to governor and legislature 47.05.070
classification, criteria for determining 47.05.020
classification of highways according to function and importance 47.05.020
collector state highway system, defined 47.05.020 comprehensive highway construction program and financial plan
adoption and revision 47.05.040 contents 47.05.050 criteria 47.05.050
criteria for determining classification 47.05.020 engineering and traffic analysis of highway system 47.05.020
factors to be used in determining the long range plan for highway improvements 47.05.030
functional classification of highways 47.05.020
legislature, legislative transportation committee and senate and house transportation and utilities committees, consultation with in developing the comprehensive highway construction by highway commission 47.04.040
long range plan for highway improvements, contents and objectives 47.05.030
major state highway system, defined 47.05.020
other state highway system, defined 47.05.020
principal state highway system, defined 47.05.020

HIGHWAYS—Cont.
Priority programming for highway development—Cont.

purpose 47.05.010
review and revision of classifications 47.05.020
Private road or driveway, defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.420
Public highways
cities and towns, streets over tidelands 35-21.230
defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.431
trespass to repair, damages 64.12.040
Public nuisances concerning 7.48.140, 9.66.010, 47.32.120, 47.32.130
Public waterway districts, bridges for, cost 91.08.110
Queets to Flattery acquisition of lands reserved 79.16.173 declared public recreation area 79.16.172
reservation for public use 79.16.172
Railroad crossings
abandonment or vacation laws not affected 81.53.230
abatement of illegal crossings 81.53.190
alteration or change of crossing costs 81.53.130
employment of engineers, etc., expenses of 81.53.250
hearing 81.53.060, 81.53.070
notice 81.53.060
petition 81.53.060
waiver of hearing 81.53.060
appeals from orders or findings 81.53.170
authority from utilities and transportation commission required for grade crossing 81.53.020
canals 81.36.030
city streets, franchise to cross 35.22.340
consent of highway commission required for construction of, when 81.53.240
costs
acquisition of property for crossings 81.53.130
alteration or change of crossings 81.53.130
apportionment 81.53.130
arbitration 81.53.130
duty of railroad to ring bell or sound whistle 81.48.010
eminent domain, exercise of in relation to 81.53.180
grade separation required 81.53.020
hearing for alteration of crossings 81.53.060, 81.53.070
highway across railroad change of highway route 81.53.040, 81.53.050
cost apportionment 81.53.110
hearings 81.53.030, 81.53.040
order of utilities and transportation commission as to 81.53.030
petition for 81.53.030
highway, defined 81.53.010
illegal crossings, abatement of 81.53.190
industrial crossings

costs 81.54.030
definitions 81.54.010
fees 81.54.030
inspection 81.54.020
penalty for violations 81.54.030
reports to commission 81.54.030
injunction against construction of illegal crossings 81.53.190
intersecting or connecting with other railroad authorized Const. Art. 12 § 13
limitation on contribution by state and political subdivision 81.53.275
location of highway change, permission of highway commission required 81.53.240
HIGHWAYS—Cont.

Roadside areas, acquisition of property for

HIGHWAYS—Cont. Reserved lanes, exclusive use by public transporta-

tion, or branches designations 47.36.095

route and branches designations 47.36.095

filing with secretary of state 47.36.097

specific information panels, business signs,
directional information 47.42.046

Sound buffer zones, acquisition 47.12.250

Special mobile equipment exemption of from
vehicle licensing 46.16.010

Speed limits
alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
auto stages 46.61.405, 46.61.410
cities and towns
alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
maximums 46.61.400, 46.61.440
exceeding to pass slower vehicle 46.61.425

minima may be set 46.61.425
county roads, maximums 46.61.400, 46.61.440

curves, reduction of speed 46.61.400

exceeding maximum speed limit to pass ve-

hicle driving below maximum speed limit 46.61.425

hazardous conditions, lower speed required 46.61.400

highways, increase to 70 by highway com-

mission 46.61.410

impeding traffic by slow speed, violation 46.61.425

increase of
local authorities 46.61.415
power of highway commission 46.61.410
intersections, reduction of speed 46.61.400

lowering of maximums, power of highway commission 46.61.405
maximums specified 46.61.400

exceeding to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425

minimum speeds
highway commission may set 46.61.425
local authorities may set 46.61.425

rules for operation 46.61.425

pedestrian traffic, reduction of speed 46.61.400

playground crosswalks 46.61.440

railroad crossings, reduction of speed 46.61.400

reasonable and prudent rule 46.61.400

reduction of speed
hazardous conditions 46.61.400
local authorities 46.61.415
school crosswalks 46.61.440
seventy miles per hour, increase to by high-

way commission 46.61.410

signs
alterations effective when signs posted
46.61.410, 46.61.415
schools or playground crosswalks, effect of posting 46.61.440

Standards, county roads, compliance with 36.86.020

State highway, defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.560

State of emergency, limitations on

Larry selling, impounding, sale 16.24.070
failure to obey yield signs, prima facie evi-
dence of violation 47.36.110

intersections, right of way given to vehicles
on right 47.61.180

title to certain rights of way vested in state
47.04.040

toll bridge and facility construction 47.56.100, 47.56.110

Right of way across for given for erection of toll

bridges and related facilities, compensation
47.56.100, 47.56.110

Right of way of sprayers (See also PESTICIDE
APPLICATORS) generally Ch. 17.21
license required 17.21.070, 17.21.090

Roadside areas
information centers may be established in,

services which may be performed by 47.38.040

limitations on use 47.38.020

penalties for violations of rules and regula-
tions 47.38.030

rules and regulations for use and control of,
adoption by highway commission 47.38.010

Roadside improvement and beautification as proper highway purpose 47.40.010

commission funds may be spent inde-

pendently or in conjunction with others
47.40.020

damaging roadside project unlawful, excep-
tions 47.40.070

destroying native flora on state lands or on

or adjoining highways and parks unlawful
47.40.080

permits to private persons for 47.40.030

agreement to maintain project upon

granting of permit 47.40.060

application contents 47.40.040

survey and report on, grant or refusal of

permit 47.40.050

Roadway, defined 47.04.010

motor vehicle law 46.04.500

Routes, state route numbers Ch. 47.17

filing with secretary of state 47.36.097

numbering system 47.36.095

routes, state route numbers Ch. 47.17

Rules of the road, See MOTOR VEHICLES,
subtitle Rules of the road

Safety rest areas, acquisition of property for

47.12.250

Safety zone, defined 47.04.010

motor vehicle law 46.04.510

Scenic and recreational highways—1967 act
allocation of costs 47.39.030

creation 47.39.010
designation of portions of existing highways
as part of system 47.39.020
designation of system on maps, etc. 47.39.
.060
development and maintenance of system,
by highway commission and state parks 
and recreation commission 47.39.030

informational panels, contents 47.42.047
planning and design standards establish-
ment by office of community affairs 47.39.
.040
facilities and factors to be considered 47.
39.050

Sewer pipes along, sewer districts 56.08.010

Signs informational, contents 47.42.046

prohibited by statute, resolution or ordi-
nance 47.42.048

route numbers Ch. 47.17

Signs—Cont.

route and branches designations 47.36.095
filing with secretary of state 47.36.097
specific information panels, business signs,
directional information 47.42.046
Sound buffer zones, acquisition 47.12.250
Special mobile equipment exemption of from
vehicle licensing 46.16.010

Speed limits alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
auto stages 46.61.405, 46.61.410
cities and towns
alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
maximums 46.61.400, 46.61.440
exceeding to pass slower vehicle 46.61.425

minima may be set 46.61.425
county roads, maximums 46.61.400, 46.61.
440
curves, reduction of speed 46.61.400

exceeding maximum speed limit to pass ve-

hicle driving below maximum speed limit 46.61.425

hazardous conditions, lower speed required 46.61.400

highways, increase to 70 by highway com-

mission 46.61.410

impeding traffic by slow speed, violation 46.61.425

increase of
local authorities 46.61.415
power of highway commission 46.61.410
intersections, reduction of speed 46.61.400

lowering of maximums, power of highway commission 46.61.405
maximums specified 46.61.400

exceeding to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425

minimum speeds
highway commission may set 46.61.425
local authorities may set 46.61.425

rules for operation 46.61.425

pedestrian traffic, reduction of speed 46.61.
400

playground crosswalks 46.61.440

railroad crossings, reduction of speed 46.61.400

reasonable and prudent rule 46.61.400

reduction of speed
hazardous conditions 46.61.400
local authorities 46.61.415
school crosswalks 46.61.440
seventy miles per hour, increase to by high-

way commission 46.61.410

signs
alterations effective when signs posted
46.61.410, 46.61.415
schools or playground crosswalks, effect of posting 46.61.440

Standards, county roads, compliance with 36.
86.020

State highway, defined 47.04.010
motor vehicle law 46.04.560

State of emergency, limitations on use of
during 43.06.220

State parks, commission authorized to con-

struct and maintain within 47.01.180

State purchasing advisory committee, mem-

bership upon 43.19.1902

State route numbers Ch. 47.17

State safety council, See STATE SAFETY
COUNCIL

State timber, acquisition of access road 76.16.
.030

Stop and "yield" signs on streets, roads and

highways, generally 47.36.110

Streets (See also STREETS AND ALLEYS)

abandoned state highway as 36.75.090

aid in construction and maintenance of by

state or county, procedure 47.24.050
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Streets—Cont.

as state highways, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle City streets.
city street fund established, use 47.24.040
highway commission may acquire rights of way 47.24.030
used in temporary route pending construction of new highway, not to be maintained or improved as temporary route by highway commission 47.04.100

Streets as state highways
construction and maintenance 47.24.010
designation 47.24.010
franchises across bridges jointly owned or operated with state 47.44.040
jurisdiction, control and duties of city or town and state with respect to 47.24.020
return of to city or town 47.24.010
speed, parking and traffic control regulations, subject to approval of highway commission 47.24.020
Tacoma–Seattle–Everett facility Ch. 47.10
Telephone and telegraph companies’ use of right of way 80.36.040
Toll bridge See BRIDGES, subtitle State toll bridges
Toll facility aid districts, See TOLL FACILITY AID DISTRICTS
Toll bridge authority
contributions to project by city or town, county or political subdivision authorized 47.56.250
credit permits for vehicular traffic on authorized 47.56.247
cash deposit bond requirement 47.56.248
defined 47.56.010
granting of franchises on authorized 47.56.254
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
legislature must authorize before toll bridge authority approves 47.56.075
liquidation of accounts 47.56.256
permits, leases and licenses to governmental entities to use facilities authorized 47.56.253
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
plans and specifications for approved by highway commission 47.56.070
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, toll roads as a part of Ch. 47.60
sale of property
execution and delivery of deed 47.56.255
sale of property authorized, execution, delivery of deed 47.56.254
disposition of money received 47.56.257
sale of unneeded property to governmental entities, execution, delivery of deed 47.56.252
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
satisfaction of valid claims 47.56.243
Tacoma–Seattle–Everett express highway authorized 47.56.380
chapter 47.56 RCW applicable 47.56.400
right of way, procedure for acquiring 47.56.380
toll bridge authority powers and duties relating to 47.56.400
tolls, duration for 47.56.390
toll bridge authority not to grant concessions on road right of way 47.56.077
toll bridge authority powers and duties relating to, generally 47.56.030, 47.56.070
toll facility aid districts, See TOLL FACILITY AID DISTRICTS
transfer of surplus sums 47.56.242
Toll tunnels, See TUNNELS, subtitle Toll Town plats, platted streets as 58.08.035, 58.08.050

TOWNSHIPS—Cont.

town plats, platted streets as state highways
highway commission may acquire rights of way 47.24.030
used in temporary route pending construction of new highway, not to be maintained or improved as temporary route by highway commission 47.04.100

Traffic control devices for city limit signs 47.36.120
county roads and bridges, standards for signs, signals, and guideposts 36.86.040
directional, caution and stop signs on streets, roads and highways, generally 47.36.100
forbidden structures, signs or devices on city streets, county roads or state highway, as public nuisance 47.36.180
highway commission to erect traffic devices on state highways 47.36.050, 47.36.053
merging with signs prohibited 47.36.130
railroads crossing state highways at grade to be posted 47.36.050
highway commission may erect signs at highway–railroad grade crossing 47.36.080
procedure upon failure to post 47.36.070
signs or flagmen at thoroughfare work sites required 47.36.200
compliance required of contractors performing work 47.36.210
penalty 47.36.220
workmen on job to obey signs or flagmen 47.36.220
standard federal road markers to be placed on state–interstate highways 47.36.090
standard traffic devices to be manufactured and furnished to cities, towns and counties at cost 47.36.040
stop and "yield right of way" signs on streets, roads and highways, generally 47.36.110
traffic devices on county roads and city streets, duty to erect and maintain 47.36.060
uniform system to be adopted, standards for 47.36.020, 47.36.030
Trails and paths
establishing of, factors to be considered 47.30.030
expenditures deemed to be for highway, road and street purposes 47.30.060
expenditures of available funds authorized 47.30.030
minimum amount 47.30.050
when 47.30.030
factors to be considered when establishing 47.30.040
incorporation into highway design 47.30.020
powers and duties of state highway department 47.30.060
restrictions on use of paths and trails 47.30.060
severance or destruction, alternative or reconstruction 47.30.010
Transfer to counties
abandoned state highways 36.75.090
used for ten years, effect 36.75.080
worked by county for seven years effect 36.75.070
Two–lane
slow moving vehicles to turn off roadway, when 46.61.427
University of Washington arboretum and botanical gardens, reconveyance for state highway purposes 288.20.356, 288.20.364
University of Washington campus highway authorized 47.20.590
Urban area construction, expenditure of funds for 46.68.100
Urban arterial board
long range plan, six year program, biennial budget, adoption, submittal 44.40.070, 44.40.080

Urban arterial construction
additional projects, authority, procedure, evaluation of priority 47.26.430
allocation of funds, rules and regulations governing 47.26.460
appeal from board to highway commission 47.26.290
apportionment of funds 47.26.280
biennial adjustments 47.26.060
by regions 47.26.050, 47.26.190
manatee and basin 47.26.060
priority programming, long range objectives 47.26.280
arterial, defined 47.26.090
bicycle routes
establishment, authorized, directed 47.26.305
legislative declaration 47.26.300
pilot programs 47.26.310
standards for designation of systems 47.26.310
bienium program 47.26.450
bond issues
city and county arterials in urban areas 47.26.420–47.26.440
state highways in urban areas 47.26.400–47.26.410
budget for expenditures, submission to governor and legislature 47.26.440
classification of arterials and streets 47.26.180
construction project, defined 47.26.043
counties and cities
classification of arterials and streets, submission to board 47.26.180
long range arterial construction plans
preparation 47.26.170
revision 47.26.170
submission to board 47.26.170
matching fund receipt, requirements for 47.26.270
six year program
preparation of, selection of priority projects 47.26.220
rating factors 47.26.220
review by board 47.26.240
definitions
arterial 47.26.090
city 47.26.100
construction project 47.26.043
preliminary proposal 47.26.042
urban areas 47.26.090
urban arterial 47.26.110
division of arterials and roads into classes, submission to board 47.26.180
excess expenditures, authorized 47.26.430
executive secretary, appointment, salary 47.26.140
interpretation of statutes, liberal construction authorized 47.26.930
joint planning by cities and counties, state highways effect 47.26.230
legislative intent 47.26.010
long range arterial construction plans
bicycle routes, plans for, to be included in evaluation of priority 47.26.315
counties and cities to prepare and submit to board 47.26.170
priority programming 47.26.070
revision of 47.26.170
long range needs studies, coordination 47.01.240
matching funds, requirement for receipt of 47.26.270
preliminary proposal defined 47.26.042
priority of additional projects, standards 47.26.430
priority programming, long range planning 47.26.070
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HIGHWAYS

Urban arterial construction--Cont.
Highways--Cont.
Urban area

Removal and relocation--Cont.
Utilities on interstate highways--Cont.
Federal-aid utility relocation fund

HIGHWAYS

Cont.

HISTORICAL SITES

Highway commission authorized to acquire property for 47.12.250
Historic properties, preservation of advisory council
appointment, members, terms, vacancies
executive director 43.51.820
expenses of members 43.51.810
powers and duties 43.51.810
apportionment of grants 43.51.780
definitions 43.51.750
executive director of advisory council 43.51.820
financial and administrative services 43.51.820
participation in federal historic properties
act 43.51.760
powers and duties of director of state parks department in relation to 43.51.770
Taxation, in lieu excise taxes, public corporations, performing and fine arts programs, federal grants 35.21.755

HISTORICAL SOCIETIES

Eastern Washington historical society
board of curators 27.32.030
catalogues of collections 27.32.010
director, American revolution bicentennial commission, cooperation enjoined 43.125.030
duties 27.36.050
reimbursement for removal and relocation costs 47.44.120, 47.44.130
legislative finding 47.44.080
Water backed and held over 90.28.010, 90.28.020
Waters, certain waters declared public highways 76.28.090
Waterways as, public waterway projects 91.08.630

HISTORICAL MATERIALS

Cities and towns authorized to expend funds for preservation and exhibition for 27.48.010
Counties authorized to expend funds for preservation and exhibition for 27.48.010

State historical site board of curators 27.28.010
directors, American revolution bicentennial commission
chairman 43.125.010
cooperation enjoined 43.125.030

Historical materials, awarding custody over to 27.48.030
historical museum site and structure 27.36.020
items of interest, display by 27.36.010
loan of items by 27.36.030
museum site and structure 27.36.020
pioneer narratives 27.36.010
receipt of loaned items by 27.36.030
sale of articles by 27.36.010
state capitol association museum account
established 27.36.070
moneys deposited in 27.36.070
use 27.36.070
trustee for state, purposes 27.36.010, 27.36.030

HIGHWAYS

Cont.

Utilities on interstate highways--Cont.
removal and relocation--Cont.
federal-aid facility relocation fund created 47.44.090
moneys, unauthorized uses, limitations 47.44.110
federal-aid utility relocation fund 47.44.120
HISTORICAL SOCIETIES

State capitol historical association--Cont.
cultural and educational activities by, limitations 27.36.010, 27.36.060
director American revolution bicentennial commission, cooperation enjoined 43.125.030
duties 27.36.050

Display open to public 27.36.010
disposal of items by 27.36.010
duties 27.36.010
expenditures of members of board payable
interest on 27.36.020
expenses of members of board payable
interest on 27.36.020

HOAX

Bomb threats, hoax no defense 9.61.170

HOG CHOLERA

Livestock market examination and testing for 16.65.340

HOGS (See SWINE)

HOISTS

Coal mines, See COAL MINING CODE, subtitle Hoists and hoisting

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE

State capitol association museum account
established 27.36.070
moneys deposited in 27.36.070
use 27.36.070
trustee for state, purposes 27.36.010, 27.36.030

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE

State capitol association museum account
established 27.36.070
moneys deposited in 27.36.070
use 27.36.070
trustee for state, purposes 27.36.010, 27.36.030

HISTORY

Schools to teach 28A.05.010, 28A.05.050

HITCHHIKING

Regulation of 46.61.255

HOAX

Bomb threats, hoax no defense 9.61.170

HOG CHOLERA

Livestock market examination and testing for 16.65.340

HOGS (See SWINE)

HOISTS

Coal mines, See COAL MINING CODE, subtitle Hoists and hoisting

HOLDER (See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Holder)

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE (See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Holders in due course)
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HOLDING CORPORATIONS

Banks and trust companies, restriction upon holding stock in. penalty 30.04.230

HOLES

Failing to fence or cover a public nuisance 7.48.140

HOLIDAYS

Courts, judicial business prohibited, exception 2.28.100
Governor, designation of 1.16.050
Habeas corpus, power of superior court to issue writ on holiday 2.08.010
Habeas corpus, power of superior court to issue writ on holiday Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Injunctions, power of superior court to issue on holiday Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Legal holidays

- adjourments 2.28.110
- closed 2.28.100
- closed Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
- governor's proclamation may make exceptions as to 2.28.100
- judicial business prohibited 2.28.100
- designation of 1.16.050
Negotiable instruments

- last day for act, effect 62.01.194
- maturity date, effect of 62.01.085
Prohibition, power of superior court to issue writ of on holiday 2.08.010
Prohibition, power of superior court to issue writ of on holiday Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Publication of legal notices, omission, legality 65.16.100
Schools, designation of legal holidays 28A.02-.061
State offices closed 42.04.060
Time computation, exclusion from 1.12.040

- Writs that may be issued and served Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
- Writs that may be issued and served 2.28.100

HOME ECONOMICS

Counties, extension work 36.50.010

HOMELESS CHILDREN (See CHILDREN, subtitle Protection of homeless, orphaned or neglected children)

HOMEMAKER HOME SERVICES (See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Homemaker home services)

HOMES (See also DWELLING HOUSE)
Privacy of guaranteed Const. Art. 1 § 7
Soldiers not to be quartered in Const. Art. 1 § 31

HOMESTEADS (See also COUNTIES, subtitle Homestead lands)
Abandonment

- acknowledgment of declaration of 6.12.120
- effectual, when 6.12.130
- execution of declaration of 6.12.120
- filing declaration of 6.12.130
Appraisers

- appointment 6.12.180
- compensation of 6.12.270
- division of property 6.12.220
- oath 6.12.190
- qualifications 6.12.180
- report of 6.12.210
- view of premises 6.12.200

HOMESTEADS—Cont.

Area allowed 6.12.050
Attachments exempt, when 6.12.090
Award in addition to homestead 6.12.100
abandonment of children, effect on 11.52-.022
finality of decree 11.52.024
insurance, effect on 11.52.022
minor children or incompetents by deceased, effect on 11.52.022
property including insurance, effect on 11.52.022
separate property of deceased disposed by will, not taken from 11.52.024
when allowed 11.52.022
Award in lieu of abandonment of children, effect on 11.52-.022
amount permissible 11.52.010
 closure of estate, discharge of personal representative 11.52.050
effect 11.52.012
exclusions from in computing amount of 11.52.010
exemption from debts 11.52.016
finality of award 11.52.016
guardian ad litem for minor children or incompetents of deceased, appointment of 11.52.014
insurance, effect on 11.52.012
minor children or incompetents by deceased, effect on 11.52.012
notices 11.52.012
other property, effect on 11.52.012
separate property of deceased disposed by will, not to be taken from 11.52-.016
slayers, unavailable to 11.52.012
time for filing 11.52.010
unexecuted real estate contract, excluded from amount of award 11.52.010
vests title 11.52.012
Awardsing to survivor 11.52.020
Claims, recording 65.04.030
Closure of estate 11.52.050
Community property

- death of spouse 6.12.080
- homestead may be selected from 6.12.020
- Consent, homestead from either spouse's separate property, consent required 6.12.030
- consists of 6.12.010
- Contest of validity
- jurisdiction 6.12.090
- venue 6.12.090
Conveyances

- acknowledgment 6.12.110
- execution 6.12.110
Death, effect on tenure 6.12.080
Declaration

- acknowledgment required 6.12.040
- contents 6.12.060
- either spouse's consent shown by 6.12.030
- execution of 6.12.040
- filing 6.12.040
- recording 6.12.070
Description, homestead declaration to include 6.12.060
Devises and legatees 6.12.080
Discretionary with court, granting of when 11.52.012, 11.52.022
Dwelling, homestead includes 6.12.010
Effectuated, when 6.12.080
Encumbrance of

- acknowledgment required 6.12.110
- execution 6.12.110
Execution against application for appraisal

- apptmtment of appraiser 6.12.180
- authorized, when 6.12.140
- compensation of appraiser 6.12.270

HOMESTEADS—Cont.

Execut on against—Cont.
application for appraisal—Cont.
hearing 6.12.180
notice of, service 6.12.170
oath of appraiser 6.12.190
petition on contents 6.12.150
filing 6.12.160
service of copy 6.12.170
verified 6.12.150
proof of service 6.12.180
report of appraiser 6.12.210
view of premises 6.12.200
bids must exceed exemption 6.12.240
costs 6.12.280
division of property 6.12.220
Exemptions, See EXEMPTIONS FROM EXECUTION
levy 6.12.140
petition of appraisal to recite levied upon 6.12.150
proceeds of sale, distribution of 6.12.250
sale of property not divisible 6.12.230
Exemptions
from attachment, when 6.12.090
from execution, when 6.12.090
from forced sale, when 6.12.090
from forced sale, when Const. Art. 19 § 1
homestead from either spouse's separate property, consent required 6.12.020
Family
head of family, defined 6.12.290
members and persons included in family 6.12.290
Filing
award in lieu of, time limit on 11.52.010
declaration of abandonment of homestead 6.12.130
declaration of homestead 6.12.040, 6.12.070
letters patent 65.08.090
petition for homestead alienation where insane spouse 6.12.320
petition for homestead appraisal 6.12.160
Forced sale
exempt, when 6.12.090
legislature to provide exemption from Const. Art. 19 § 1
subject to, when 6.12.100
Improvements
included in 6.12.010
value I mitigation includes 6.12.050
Intent
declaration to include 6.12.060
homestead requirements 6.12.010
use as home 6.12.050
Jurisdiction, homestead exemption, contest of valuity 6.12.090
Liens

- laborers', homestead subject to execution or forced sale 6.12.100
- materialmen's, homestead subject to execution and forced sale 6.12.100
- mechanics', homestead subject to execution and forced sale 6.12.100
- vendors', homestead subject to execution and forced sale 6.12.100
Limitation on use 6.12.050
Mortgages, homestead subject to execution and forced sale 6.12.100
Partnership property, homestead laws do not apply to specific partnership property attached for partnership debts 25.04.250
Permissible value

computation of 11.52.020
exclusions from in arriving at 11.52.020
Physical representative, closure of estate, discharge of 11.52.050
Presumptions of homestead validity 6.12.090
Property subject to 6.12.020
Recording of homestead declaration 6.12.070


**HOMESTEADS**

Redemption period during
account form required 6.24.210
possession 6.24.210

Residence
homestead declaration to indicate 6.12.060
homestead requirements 6.12.010

Sales execution on
bids must exceed exemptions 6.12.240
homesteads divisible 6.12.220
proceeds, disposition 6.12.250
exempt from forced sale, when 6.12.090
new homestead exempt 6.12.090
proceeds from sale
disposition of 6.12.260
process, protection from 6.12.260
proceeds exempt 6.12.090

_selection from either spouse's separate estate
6.12.030

Separate property
death of owner 6.12.080
homestead may be selected from, when 6.12.020, 6.12.030
Subject to execution, when 6.12.100
Subject to forced sale, when 6.12.100
Survivor, awarding to in probate 11.52.020
Survivorship 6.12.080

Use requirements and limitations 6.12.050
Value
declaration to include estimate 6.12.060
homestead limitations 6.12.050
punish for appraisal to show excessive value 6.12.150

Value limitations 6.12.050

Venue
by which held 6.12.080
homestead exemption contest of validity 6.12.090

Wife need not join husband as party in actions concerning 4.08.030

**HOMICIDE**

Coroner's inquest authority 36.24.020
Death, proof of as independent fact required 9.48.020

Defined and classified 9.48.010

Excusable when by accident or misfortune 9.48.150

_Inquests, See CORONERS, subtitle Inquests

Justifiable

private person
defense of family or others 9.48.170
defense of home 9.48.170

_self-defense 9.48.170

public officer
apprehension of felon 9.48.160
escaped felon prisoner, retaking of 9.48.160
execution of court process 9.48.160
obedience of court judgment 9.48.160
suppression of a riot 9.48.160

Manslaughter
defined 9.48.060
explosives, keeping unlawfully 9.48.140
killing unborn quick child
administering drugs or using instruments 9.48.080

injuring mother 9.48.070
killing mother 9.48.080
pregnant woman, taking drugs or using instruments 9.48.090

overloading vessel, death caused by 9.48.110
physicians and surgeons, acting while intoxicated or under narcotic drugs 9.48.130
steam engine or boiler, bursting or killing person 9.48.120
steamboat, reckless operation 9.48.120

_vicious animal killing person 9.48.100

**HOMICIDE**—Cont.

Muder, first degree
defined, elements 9.48.030
killing in course of robbery, rape, burglary, larceny or arson 9.48.030
premeditation 9.48.030
punishment, death or imprisonment, special verdict of jury to fix 9.48.030
railroad wrecking or obstructing 9.48.030

Muder, second degree
defined, elements 9.48.040
duellings, killing in course of 9.48.050
killing in course of felony 9.48.040

_Negligent homicide
for-hire motor vehicle certificates or operators’ permits, negligent homicide as grounds for refusal, suspension or revocation of 46.72.100

Proof of death and killing by defendant required as independent facts 9.48.020

**HONEY**

Adulterated
defined 69.28.380
sale or offer to sell unlawful 69.28.130

Clean and sound containers, defined 69.28.230
Comb-honey, defined 69.28.320
Container, defined 69.28.200

Containers
labeling 69.28.050
marking requirements 69.28.060
slack-filled, marks for 69.28.100
use of used containers 69.28.110
Crystallized honey, defined 69.28.340
Deceptive arrangement, defined 69.28.280

Director of agriculture
defined 69.28.190

Enforcement powers and duties 69.28.020
rules and regulations 69.28.030

Enforcement provisions
adulterated honey 69.28.130
inspectors 69.28.170
inspectors, defined 69.28.170
nonconforming honey 69.28.133
possession of unlawful honey as evidence 69.28.140

prosecutions 69.28.170
right of entry 69.28.040
sample taking 69.28.040
seizure and sale, notice and hearing 69.28.150

warning-tagged honey, movement prohibited 69.28.135

Extracted honey, defined 69.28.330
Floral source labels 69.28.120
Foreign honey, defined 69.28.370
Foreign material, defined 69.28.360
Forgery or false representation as to marking and labels, etc. 69.28.090

Grades and standards
purchaser to be advised of 69.28.080
rules prescribing 69.28.030

Honey, defined 69.28.310
Honeyweed, defined 69.28.350
Label, defined 69.28.250
Marked, defined 69.28.070
Mislabeled, defined 69.28.290
Mutation, destruction or removal of labels or identification devices 69.28.095
Nonconforming honey, sale or offer to sell unlawful 69.28.133
Pack or package, defined 69.28.240
Penalty for violation 69.28.180

Person, defined 69.28.260
Place, defined 69.28.300

Rules and regulations, violation of unlawful 69.28.180
Seals, price, use of proceeds 69.28.160
Section box, defined 69.28.220
Serious damage, defined 69.28.390
Short title 69.28.910

**HOOD CANAL BRIDGE**

Maintenance and revision of tolls for meeting debt service 47.64.140
Public sport fishing from permitted 47.56.366

**HOPS** (See also WAREHOUSES, subtitle Grain and terminal warehouses)
Weights and measures 19.92.240

**HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIMES** (See CONDOMINIUMS)

**HORSE MEAT**

Sale of for other than human consumption, requirements 16.68.140
Transporting, possessing, offering for sale 16.68.140

**HORSE RACING**

Appaloosa horses, horses eligible for races, registration 67.16.080
Attendants, license for 67.16.020
Broadcasting rights 67.16.110
Business and occupation tax, exemption 82-94.350

Commission for, See HORSE RACING COMMISSION

Definitions for 67.16.010
Funds
fair fund 67.16.100
state general fund 67.16.100
state trade fair fund 67.16.100

Licenses
meets 67.16.020, 67.16.050
participants 67.16.020
Motion picture rights 67.16.110
Nonprofit race meets 67.16.130

Owners, licenses for 67.16.020

Purses, additional payment to horses bred in Washington 67.16.030

Quarter horse races, horses eligible for, registration 67.16.010

Race meet duration 67.16.020

_gambling at 67.16.060
license for 67.16.020, 67.16.050
parimutuel at
percentage to commission 67.16.100

permisston for 67.16.060

public nuisance 67.16.060
rules and regulations for 67.16.020, 67.16.050

Races for local breeders appaloosa horses
limitation 67.16.090
registration 67.16.080

quarter horse races, authority for 67.16.070
quarter horses, limitation 67.16.090
registration 67.16.080
standard bred horses, authority for 67.16.070
thoroughbred horses, limitation 67.16.090

Trainers, license for 67.16.020

**HORSE RACING COMMISSION**

Bonds 67.16.012
Broadcasting and motion picture rights 67.16.110
Created 67.16.012
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HORSE RACING COMMISSION—Cont.
Employees 67.16.015
conflicts of interest 67.16.140, 67.16.150, 67.16.160
Expenses and per diem 67.16.017
Members 67.16.012
compensation and per diem 67.16.017
confirmation by senate 67.16.012
Nonprofit race meets, authority for 67.16.130
Oath of office 67.16.012
Officers 67.16.015
conflicts of interest 67.16.140, 67.16.150, 67.16.160
Purses, distribution of additional sum to horses bred in Washington 67.16.102
Race meets
regulating and licensing 67.16.040, 67.16.050
rules for 67.16.020, 67.16.050
Records 67.16.015
Report to governor 67.16.015
Rules and regulations, promulgation 67.16.020
Salaries 67.16.012, 67.16.100
Terms of office 67.16.012
Vacancies in office 67.16.012
Washington bred horses, duties with relation to purses for 67.16.102

HORSES (See also ANIMALS)
Appaloosa horses, races 67.16.080, 67.16.090
Brands and marks Ch. 16.57
identification certificates
exemption from brand inspection 16.57-.400
fees 16.57.400
mandatory brand inspection points 16.57-.380
mandatory inspection fees 16.57.390
penalty concerning 9.16.010
Damages, trespass upon cultivated land Ch. 16.04
Driving away, penalty 9.61.040
Estrays Ch. 16.13
Exemptions from execution 6.16.020
Injuring or killing without owner’s permission, penalty 9.08.030
Logs and logging, liens for services 60.24.020
Milking stable where Grade A raw milk produced, horses to be kept out of 15.36.165
Quarter horses, races 67.16.070-67.16.090
Racing, See HORSE RACING
Running at large
impounding of, sale, procedure Ch. 16.13
prohibited, penalty Ch. 16.16
stallions and jacks Ch. 16.16
Separating estrays from herd at large Ch. 16.28
Thoroughbred horses, races 67.16.090
Trespass on state lands, penalty 79.40.050, 79.40.060
Trespass upon cultivated land, damages for Ch. 16.04

HORTICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS
Nonprofit corporations, authorized 24.03.015

HORTICULTURAL PESTS AND DISEASES INSPECTION BOARD
Created, duties, powers, compensation 15.08-.180
Report 15.08.190

HORTICULTURE (See also AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Fruit, AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Grades and packs; AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Horticultural pests and diseases; AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Horticultural plants and facilities, inspection and licensing of; AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Planting stock act)
Director of agriculture’s powers and duties relating to, See AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Department of agriculture
Diseases
cooperation with other agencies 17.24.110
enumerated 15.08.010
fees for certifying nursery stock and inspection, disposition of 17.24.130
inspection of stock and products 17.24.035, 17.24.080
marking containers of imported products 17.24.040
methods of prevention, control and disinfection Ch. 15.08
penalties for violations 17.24.100
quarantine farms and stations, acquisition of lands for 17.24.120
quarantine on transporting stock and products 17.24.030, 17.24.035, 17.24.105
sealed containers for infected products in shipment 17.24.070
General provisions relating to Ch. 15.04
Horticultural inspection trust fund 15.04.100
Horticultural tax 15.08.260
basis for estimating 15.08.270
disposition of moneys received 15.08.260
Inspectors, See AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Department of agriculture
Pests
enumerated 15.08.010
methods of prevention, control or extermination Ch. 15.08
Products, sale of exempt from county peddler’s licensing 36.71.010, 36.71.090
Supervisor of, apple advertising commission, as ex officio member of 15.24.020

HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES FOR EMPLOYEES
Deductions constitute trust fund for 49.52.010
Liens against trust fund for payment 49.52.020

HOSPITAL COMMISSION (See WASHINGTON HOSPITAL COMMISSION)

HOSPITAL DISTRICTS (See also HOSPITALS, subtitle Public hospital districts; PUBLIC HOSPITAL DISTRICTS)
Election, terms for holding in class AA or class A counties 29.13.020

HOSPITAL SURVEY AND CONSTRUCTION ACT
Advisory council 70.40.050
Construction 70.40.120-70.40.140
Definitions 70.40.020
Federal funds 70.40.080, 70.40.110, 70.40.120
Generally Ch. 70.40
Inventory of facilities 70.40.060
Section of state health department, duties 70.40.030
Title 70.40.010

HOSPITALIZATION
Public employees, hospitalization and medical aid for employees and dependents, contracts with health care service contractors authorized, choice of plans to be offered 41.04.180

HOSPITALS (See also COUNTIES, subtitle County hospitals; HEALTH CARE FACILITIES; HEALTH PLANNING, STATE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN; HOSPITALS, subtitle Public hospital districts; PUBLIC HOSPITAL DISTRICTS)
Accounting and reporting procedures, See WASHINGTON HOSPITAL COMMISSION
Advisory committee on vendor rates, powers and duties, generally 74.32.130
Assessments for support of Washington hospital commission 70.39.170
Business and occupation tax deduction 84.04.430
Cities and towns
first class cities, establishment and regulation of 35.22.280
second class cities, establishment and maintenance of 35.23.440
Construction, earthquake resistance standards 70.86.020, 70.86.030
County, See COUNTIES, subtitle County hospitals
County tuberculosis, See COUNTIES, subtitle County hospitals
Crimes regarding, operating without license 70.41.170
Defined for purposes of licensing and regulation 70.41.020
Disposal of infants
advertising or offering disposal for adoption unlawful 26.36.040
unlawful without court order of relinquishment 26.36.040
Districts, See HOSPITALS, subtitle Public hospital districts
Drugs, dispensing drugs by registered nurse in emergency permitted, procedure 18.64.250
Earthquake resistance standards 70.86.020, 70.86.030
Eastern state hospital, See EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL
Eminent domain by cities for
Casualty insurance 4.16.350
Industrial insurance, 26.36.040
Information regarding, disclosure prohibited 26.36.040
Intoxicating liquor, administration and prevention of 43.74-.065
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HOSPITALS

Cont.

Public hospital districts—Cont.

contractors for material and work, bid proposal security 70.44.140
submission to vote 70.44.110
wage scale 70.44.150
contracting with other districts for joint services or facilities 70.44.240
creation 70.44.025
definitions 70.44.007
elections 70.44.020, 70.44.025, 70.44.040
funds
handing 70.44.181
payment to treasurer 70.44.171
public hospital district fund 70.44.171
treasurer’s duties 70.44.171
generally Ch. 70.44
joint services or facilities, contracts for 70.44.240
lease of property by 70.44.250
medical management 70.44.160
other health care facilities, services, defined 70.44.007
petition for 70.44.020, 70.44.030, 70.44.035
powers and duties, enumerated 70.44.060
hospital accounts receivable, power to assign or sell 70.44.060
purpose of law 70.44.005
superintendent 70.44.070–70.44.090
surplus real and personal property appraisal of real property 70.44.061
approval of voters at election, when required 70.44.061
authority to lease or sell 70.44.061
bids 70.44.061
treasurer, duties, fund 70.44.171
1974 act, construction 70.44.901
Pure ethyl alcohol, prices on 66.16.010
Rates, See WASHINGTON HOSPITAL COMMISSION
Reports to hospital commission 70.39.110
Rules and regulations enforcement by department of health 70.41.040
making by state board of health 70.41.030
Sexual psychopath, designation 70.16.040
State advisory council definition 70.41.020
duties 70.41.020
expenses 70.41.070
general provisions for appointment 70.41.050
meetings 70.41.060
purpose for 70.41.010
Tuberculosis, See COUNTIES, subtitile County hospitals
Uniform system of accounting and reporting, establishment of, criteria 70.39.100
University of Washington, regents, authority to operate 28B.20.440

HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL

Authority over patients 71.02.490
Commitment applications, court commissioners’ power to hear and determine 2.24.040
Criminal activity information available to financial responsibility for mentally ill
appeals 71.02.413
authority of department of institutions to assess charges 71.02.411
determination of ability to pay appeal 71.02.413
findings 71.02.412
modification or vacation of findings 71.02.412
notice 71.02.413
rules and regulations pursuant 71.02.412

HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL—Cont.

Financial responsibility for mentally ill—Cont.
determination of ability to pay—Cont.
standards for determination of ability to pay 71.02.412
judgment for accrued amounts of charges 71.02.414
judicial review 71.02.413
modification or vacation of findings 71.02.415
notice 71.02.413
period of responsibility 71.02.413
personal service required, when 71.02.413
service of notice 71.02.413
Hospitalization charges advance remittances 71.02.390
cessation 71.02.400
certification to court 71.02.430
change in rate 71.02.420
collection 71.02.320, 71.02.370
criminal charges 71.02.380
how computed 71.02.410
order requiring payment, modification 71.02.330, 71.02.340
responsibility for 71.02.310
statute of limitations 71.02.360
transportation charges 71.02.350
Involuntary commitment, mentally disordered persons, applicable laws 71.05.030
Mental illness effect on pending proceedings and on persons previously committed 71.05.080
officers of treatment agencies, exemptions from liability 71.05.120
prayer treatment 71.05.070
rights of persons complained against 71.05.060
treatment or evaluation, choice of physicians 71.05.090
voluntary application for mental health services 71.05.050
Minors, involuntary commitment, written authorization 71.05.030
Patients, voluntary, generally 71.12.560
Private establishments definitions 71.12.455
examination by health department, generally 71.12.510, 71.12.520
fire protection 71.12.485
improvement recommendations 71.12.530, 71.12.540
licenses application 71.12.470
examination of premises before granting 71.12.480
expiration and renewal 71.12.490
fees 71.12.470
penalty 71.12.460
requirement 71.12.460
revocation and suspension 71.12.500, 71.12.590
local authorities, standards to be prescribed by 71.12.550
patients communications by patients 71.12.570
rights 71.12.570
records of inmates 71.12.540
violations, prosecution by prosecuting attorneys 71.12.640
voluntary patients, generally 71.12.560
Psychiatric outpatient clinics, state institutions 72.06.060
Rights of involuntarily detained persons, posting of list 71.05.370
State (See also WESTERN STATE HOSPITAL; EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL; NORTHERN STATE HOSPITAL) definitions for 72.23.010
designation 72.23.020
HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL—Cont.

State—Cont.
generally Ch. 72.23
nonresidents, temporary care 72.23.280
officers and employees
jury duty 72.23.050
minor patient care, special considerations
72.23.210
patients
death
notice to court 72.23.180
report to coroner 72.23.190
escape
apprehension and return 72.23.160
notice to court 72.23.180
penalty for assisting 72.23.170
federal, authority for agreements 72.23.260
history 72.23.130
minors
confined in adult wards 72.23.200
special wards 72.23.210
parole or discharge
notice to court 72.23.180
property
delivery to superintendent as acquittance 72.23.240
funds donated to 72.23.250
management and accounting 72.23.230
transfer of 72.23.290
voluntary, See HOSPITAL FOR MENTALLY ILL, subtitle Voluntary patients
superintendent
duties 72.23.030, 72.23.040
general requirements 72.23.030
gifts, receipt and use of 72.23.060
jury duty 72.23.050
military duty 72.23.050
seal of hospital 72.23.040
witness at proceedings 72.23.050
unlawful objects, bringing into institution, penalty 72.23.300
voluntary patients (See also HOSPITAL FOR MENTALLY ILL, subtitle Patients)
application 72.23.070
authority to receive 72.23.070
charges for hospitalization 72.23.120
demotion limitations 72.23.090, 72.23.100
legal competency 72.23.100
minors, commitment procedure and requirements, rights 72.23.070
number limitations 72.23.110
records to be kept 72.23.080
review of condition and status 72.23.070
State department of institutions, cooperation with 72.06.070
Voluntary commitment, periodic review of need for further treatment 71.05.050
Voluntary treatment, rights of voluntarily committed persons 71.05.380

HOSTAGES
Holding person as, penalty 9.94.030

HOT WATER (See BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS)

HOTELS (See also TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS)
Ashes, disposition of 70.62.060
Bed linen 70.62.070
Bulk sales law, subject to 63.08.010
Business and occupation tax, charge for lodging as retail sale 82.04.050
Defined for purposes of health and safety law 70.62.010
Definitions 19.48.010

HOTELS—Cont.
Discrimination to deny public accommodations because of race, color or creed, penalty 9.91.010
Doors, fire prevention 70.62.020
Employees’ liens, See LIENS, subtitle Business selling prepared foods or drinks
Failing to pay for accommodations 19.48.110
Fire escapes 70.62.020
Fire extinguishers 70.62.040
Fire prevention 70.62.020
Fraud in obtaining accommodations, penalty 19.48.110
Fraud to avoid payment, penalty 9.45.040
Fumigation and disinfection of rooms 70.62.130
Garbage and waste disposal, rules and regulations 55.08.010
Guests’ property, liability for loss or injury to 19.48.030, 19.48.070
Health and safety regulations 70.62.130
Industrial insurance, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Inspections
supervision over 43.22.050
Intoxicating liquor, retailer’s license (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Hotels)
class A 66.24.320
class B 66.24.340
class D 66.24.350
class E 66.24.360
class F 66.24.370
class J 66.24.490
Kitchens, sanitary regulations 70.62.110, 70.62.120
Labor and industries, department, inspection duties 70.62.020
Liability for loss or injury of guests’ property 19.48.030, 19.48.070
Lien on property of guests, See LIENS, subtitle Inn keepers
Lights 70.62.020
Obtaining accommodations by fraud, penalty 19.48.110
Penalty for health and safety violations 70.62.100
Record of guests 19.48.020
Rope escapes 70.62.030
Sanitation 70.62.090
Tax for stadiums and convention centers 67.28.180
Towels
rooms 70.62.070
washrooms 70.62.080
Unclaimed property, storage, disposal 19.48.070
Unlawful occupant conducting jury duty 59.12.040
Warning gongs 70.62.050

HOURS, OFFICE
Cities and towns 35.21.175
Counties 36.16.100
State 42.04.060

HOURS OF LABOR—Cont.
Eight hour day—Cont.
1903 Act—Cont.
contracts—Cont.
stipulation in 49.28.060
policy 49.28.040
Females
Full-time employees 72.01.042, 72.01.043
Longshoremen 49.28.100, 49.28.110
penalty for violations 49.28.110
Minimum wages, generally Ch. 49.46
Motor freight carrier employees 81.80.211
Officers and employees of state institutions 72.01.042, 72.01.043
State employees, generally 49.28.010, 49.28.040
Street railway employees 81.64.160
Wages for, See SALARIES AND WAGES

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (See LEGISLATURE, subtitle House of representatives)

HOUSE TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITIES COMMITTEE
Highway needs, highway commission to report on through committee 47.01.220

HOUSEHOLDER
Defined 6.16.010

HOUSES (See DWELLING HOUSE)

HOUSES OF ILL FAME (See PROSTITUTION)

HOUSING
Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Housing authorities law; CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Housing cooperation law; CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Unfit dwellings; CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Urban renewal
Counties, comprehensive plans, elements of 36.70.350
Factory built housing and commercial structures
advisory board created 43.22.475
duties 43.22.475
expenses and per diem 43.22.475
members 43.22.475
approval of department of labor and industries required 43.22.455
compliance with laws, ordinances or regulations 43.22.455
definitions 43.22.450
delegation of inspection duties to local agencies 43.22.470
fee schedule 43.22.480
financing, mutual savings bank 32.20.460
housing built according to another state’s standards, when acceptable 43.22.485
injunctions 43.22.465
local zoning requirements retained 43.22.460
modification, approval required 43.22.455
penalty for violations 43.22.490
rules and regulations 43.22.480
Governmental projects, county property, transfer to state or U. S. 36.34.250, 36.34.260
Housing authorities law, See HOUSING AUTHORITY
Housing cooperation law, See HOUSING COOPERATION LAW
Low cost, mutual savings bank financing 32.20.450, 32.20.460
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HOUSING—Cont.
Low income, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Housing authorities law; CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Urban renewal
Rural housing projects 35.82.240-35.82.260

HOUSING AUTHORITY
Bond issues
certification by attorney general 35.82.160
coventants and pledges of 35.82.150
form and sale of 35.82.140
housing authority power in regard to 35.82-.130, 35.82.150
obligee's remedies
additional remedies 35.82.180
generally 35.82.170
Commissioners
appointment 35.82.040
interest in housing projects 35.82.050
powers 35.82.040
removal of 35.82.060
Conclusiveness of actions 35.82.030
Cooperation by cities Ch. 35.83
Cooperation with other authorities 35.82.100
Counties
advance to authorized 35.83.050
rural housing projects 35.82.240
Creation by city resolution 35.82.030
Declaration of necessity 35.82.010
Definitions 35.82.020
Farms and farmers, low income definitions 35.82.260
housing applications by farmers 35.82.250
rural housing projects 35.82.240
Federal government aid, authority to receive 35.82.200
Findings 35.82.010
First class counties
juveniles released from state institutions and developmentally disabled authority to operate group homes or halfway houses 35.82.285
Industrial insurance, local public, classification 51.20.150
Planning, zoning, and building laws, housing projects subject to 35.82.120
Powers of
bond issuance 35.82.130
eminent domain 35.82.110
specific enumeration 35.82.070
Property exemptions
assessments 35.82.210
levy and sale by execution 35.82.190
taxation 35.82.210
Rentals and tenant selection 35.82.090
Rentals and profits, policy statement 35.82.080
Reports 35.82.230
Supplemental projects 35.82.280

HOUSING COOPERATION LAW
Advances to housing authorities 35.83.050
Declaration of necessity 35.83.010
Definitions 35.83.020
Findings 35.83.010
How accomplished generally 35.83.030
Procedure, resolutions of legislative body 35.83.060
Taxation of housing authorities, payments in lieu of 35.83.040

HUMAN REMAINS—See also BURIAL AND INTERMENT; CREAMATION; FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMPLOYEES; FUNERALS; CEMETERIES; MAUSOLEUMS; CORONERS
Anatomical inquiry or instruction certificates and bonds before receiving body 68.08.080
penalty for violations 68.08.090
use for purposes of 68.08.060

HUMAN REMAINS—Cont.
Anatomical inquiry or instruction—Cont. when may be used 68.08.070
Autopsies and post mortems analysis and opinions 68.08.106
cost of 68.08.04
court petition for 68.08.102
embalming and cremating body, consent 68.08.108
industrial deaths 68.08.103
insurance company's right
disability insurance 48.20.132
jurisdiction of coroner over human remains for purposes of 68.08.010
reports and records 68.08.105
time limitation for performing 68.08.108
who may authorize 68.08.101
Burial or cremation (See also BURIAL AND INTERMENT; CREMATION) authorization for right to rely on 68.08.180
warrant of signers 68.08.170
necessity for 68.08.110
Concealment or removal of, penalty 68.08.050
Coroners jurisdiction over, when 68.08.010
notice to 68.08.020
Cost of disposing of, order of liability 68.08.160
Counties, disposal of 36.39.030
Crimes regarding (See also CRIMES, subtitle Dead bodies)
disinterring 68.08.150
holding body for debt 68.08.120
mutilation of 68.08.150
receiving stolen bodies 68.08.140
removing remains 68.08.145
stealing body 68.08.140
unlawful disposal of remains 68.08.130
Death certificates, See VITAL STATISTICS, subtitle Death certificates
Defined 64.04.020
Disposal anatomical inquiry or instruction, See HUMAN REMAINS, subtitle Anatomical inquiry or instruction by counties 36.39.030
donation for medical purposes
definitions 68.08.270
liability of institutions and physicians 68.08.280
removing parts from donated remains 68.08.290
written instruments by donor 68.08.250
written instruments by person controlling disposal 68.08.260
liability of cost 68.08.160
persons having right to control donation for medical purposes 68.08.260
order 68.08.160
right to control 68.08.160
unlawful penalty 68.08.130
Dissection (See also HUMAN REMAINS, subtitle Anatomical inquiry or instruction) unauthorized, penalty 68.08.100
when may be used 68.08.070
when permitted 68.08.100
Donation Uniform Anatomical Gift Act acceptance of donation, duties and liability of donee 68.08.560
authority to donate 68.08.510
construction of act 68.08.560
definitions 68.08.500
donee, specified donee 68.08.540
donee, who is qualified 68.08.520
immunity from suit 68.08.560
rejection of gift 68.08.550
who is authorized to donate 68.08.510
written instruments by donor 68.08.530

HUMAN REMAINS—Cont.
Holding for debt, penalty 68.08.120
Indigent persons, disposal by county 36.39.030
Infants, delivery to University of Washington medical school for autopsy 68.08.100
Insurance, disability, autopsy of insured 48.20.132
Medical purposes
Medical purposes, use for, See HUMAN REMAINS, subtitle Disposal
Morgues (See also MORGUES)
care and delivery, charges 68.08.030
placement in 68.08.010
Personal effects, listing 68.08.040
Post mortems, See HUMAN REMAINS, subtitle Autopsies and post mortems
Record of, who charged with keeping 68.08.240
Refusing to surrender custody of, grounds for revocation of funeral director or embalmers license 18.39.180
Removal
court order notice 68.08.210
procedure 68.08.200
exceptions 68.08.220
permission, order for 68.08.200
Right to control disposal of, order 68.08.160
Solicitation of human remains by embalmer or funeral director, grounds for revocation of license 18.39.180
Stealing from corpse, grand larceny 9.54.090
Temporary receiving vault, defined 68.04.180
Undisposed, rules and regulations for 68.08.230
Use of, See HUMAN REMAINS, subtitle Anatomical inquiry or instruction; HUMAN REMAINS, subtitle Disposal

HUMANE SOCIETIES
Abandoned animals, delivery to 16.54.020
Exclusive exercise of authority 16.52.020
Humane slaughter of livestock 16.50.100
certain methods inhumane 16.50.140
definitions 16.50.110
exemptions, when 16.50.120
injunctions against violations 16.50.160
ritual slaughter, humane 16.50.150
rules and regulations 16.50.130
violations, penalties 16.50.170
incorporation of 16.52.020
Members as peace officers, powers and duties 16.52.030
Prosecutions by members of 16.52.040

HUNTING
Generally 4.44.330

HUNTING (See also GAME AND GAME FISH)
After sunset prohibited 77.16.050
Assault and battery to shoot another 9.11.020
Closed season or area prohibited 77.16.020
Defined 77.08.010
Dogs, use of in deer or elk hunting prohibited 77.16.100
Forest fire protection, suspension of hunting season and privileges authorized 76.04.200
Highways, shooting from or across 77.16.260-77.16.300
Indians, hunting rights, when excluded from state jurisdiction 37.12.060
Injuries on outdoor recreational land, limitation or liability of landowner 4.24.200-4.24.210
Intoxicated person hunting, penalty 77.16.070
Licenses, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Licenses
Lights prohibited 77.16.050
HUNTING.

Posted land against hunting, refusal of game damage claim because of 77.12.300
Setting fire while hunting, penalty 94.060
Sex of animal or bird, mutilation of carcass to conceal 77.16.090
Shooting another, assault and battery, penalty 9.11.020
Special hunting seasons 77.12.150
State land leased for grazing purposes, public access, posting 79.01.244
hunting rights reserved, posting upon approval of department 72.01.460
State parks, violations 43.51.180
Trespass on unposted land, penalty 98.83.060
University of Washington land leased, hunting rights reserved, posting 28B.20.328
Washington State University lands leased, hunting rights reserved, posting procedure 28B.30.325
Wasting carcass of game 77.16.090

HUSBAND AND WIFE.

Actions and suits
between husband and wife 26.16.180
capacity to sue and be sued 26.16.150
joinder when necessary, exceptions 4.08.030
when permissive 4.08.040
wife civil disabilities abolished 26.16.160
Actions between
property rights, involving 26.16.180
wife need not join husband, when 4.08.030
Adultery, penalty 9.79.110
Agreements to community property disposition and status
Cancellation in equity 26.16.120
creditors, not to derogate from rights of 26.16.120
death, to take effect upon 26.16.120
Beneficiary of wrongful death actions 4.20.020
Bigamy
defined, penalty 9.15.010
exceptions
former marriage annulled or dissolved 9.15.010
former spouse absent and believed dead 9.15.010
unmarried consort, penalty against 9.15.020
Cemetery plots, vested right of intestate 68.32.020
Children
custody and control, equality in 26.16.125
death of father 26.16.125
divorce, provision for child support, custody and visitation 26.09.050
earnings
equality of right to 26.16.125
separate property of parent having custody of or with whom living 26.16.140
stepchildren, limitation of liability of stepparent for 26.16.205
support and education, joint liability for 26.16.205
Civil procedure
joinder necessary, exceptions 4.08.030
joinder permissive 4.08.040
Community property
agreements between husband and wife as to cancellation in equity 26.16.120
creditors, not to derogate from rights of 26.16.120
death, to take effect upon 26.16.120
deeds and conveyances
bona fide purchaser's title and rights 26.16.095
power of attorney to husband or wife, executed under 26.16.090

HUSBAND AND WIFE.

Community property
Deeds and conveyances
power of attorney to husband or wife to third person, executed under 26.16.090
real property
between husband and wife creditors not affected by 26.16.050
validity and effect 26.16.050
spouse must join 26.16.030
recording of claim by husband or wife to community realty 26.16.100
effect of failure 26.16.100
removal as cloud, grounds 26.16.110
time for recording 26.16.100
defined 26.16.030
descent and distribution 11.04.015
either may sue on behalf of, exceptions 4.08.030
liability for prenuptial debts 26.16.200
personal property
control and powers 26.16.030
disposal by will, limitation on either spouse's right to 26.16.030
purchaser protected by record title 26.16.095
real property
bona fide purchaser's title and rights 26.16.095, 26.16.100
control and management 26.16.030
deed of, spouse must join 26.16.030
deeds and conveyances between husband and wife 26.16.050
execution sales, subject to 26.16.040
judgment lien for community debts 26.16.040
labor liens, subject to 26.16.040
liens upon 26.16.040
mechanics and materialmen's liens 26.16.040
recording claim to by husband or wife 26.16.100
effect of failure 26.16.100
removal as cloud, grounds 26.16.110
time for recording 26.16.100
sale of, encumbrance, spouse must join 26.16.030
release of claim as conveyance between husband and wife 26.16.060
powers of attorney to effectuate 26.16.090
surviving spouse entitled to letters testamentary 11.28.030
testamentary disposition limitations on either spouse's right to 26.16.030
Contracts
actions, joinder permissive when 4.08.040
agreements 26.16.120
husband's separate property not subject to wife's contracts 26.16.010
wife's separate property not subject to husband's contracts 26.16.020
Conveyances, See HUSBAND AND WIFE
subtitle Deeds and conveyances
County homesteads, separation, effect 36.59.410
Coverture, disabilities abolished 26.16.160
Death of, homestead to survivor 6.12.080
Debts
antenuptial, liability for 26.16.200
husband's separate property not subject to wife's debts 26.16.010
judgement lien for community debt 26.16.040
liability of spouses for prenuptial debts 26.16.200
separate debts, liability for 26.16.200
wife's separate property not subject to husband's debts 26.16.020

HUSBAND AND WIFE.

Declaration concerning validity of a marriage maintenance order for either spouse, factors 26.09.090
temporary maintenance for either spouse 26.09.060
temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction 26.09.060
Deeds and conveyances
Community property
between husband and wife creditors not affected by 26.16.050
validity and effect 26.16.050
validity of previous transfers 26.16.050
bona fide purchaser's title and rights 26.16.095, 26.16.100
conversion to separate, by conveyance 26.16.050
power of attorney to husband or wife, deed executed under 26.16.090
power of attorney to third person, deed executed under 26.16.090
recording of claims by husband or wife to community realty, effect of failure 26.16.100
spouse must join 26.16.030
hospetsteads 6.12.110
real property, between husband and wife, validation of previous transfers 26.16.050
Desertion and nonsupport (See also DESERTION AND NONSUPPORT) defined, penalty 26.20.030
enforcement of support
conviction of defendant, working of, payment from county current expense fund to spouse 26.20.040
fine, payment to spouse 26.20.050
moneys due defendant from others, judgment against, application to support 26.20.050
personal effects of defendant in possession of others, order to deliver up, sale for support 26.20.050
support orders
forfeiture of recognizance for violation of 26.20.050
payment of support as condition of probation 26.20.050
violation, trial of defendant spouse 26.20.050
jurisdiction of justices of the peace 26.20.040
proof of wilfulness 26.20.080
uniform reciprocal support of dependents act Ch. 26.21

Disabilities of wife abolished 26.16.160
Dissolution of marriage
maintenance order for either spouse, factors 26.09.090
provision for child support, custody and visitation 26.09.050
temporary maintenance for either spouse 26.09.060
temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction 26.09.060
Divorce, See DIVORCE
Guardian and ward, hearing, service, notice 11.88.040
Habeas corpus writs granted in favor of spouses 7.36.020
Heirs, included in definition of 11.02.005
Homesteads, joinder not necessary in actions concerning 4.08.030
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
Insurance, application for 48.18.060
Group policies, assignments 48.18.375
Legal separation
maintenance order for either spouse, factors 26.09.090
HUSBAND AND WIFE—Cont.

Separate contract 26.09.060
temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction 26.09.060

Liabilities
antenuptial debts 26.16.200
each spouse's separate property exempt from other spouse's liability 6.16.070
family expenses and education of children.
joint liability, limitation of liability for stepchildren 26.16.205
separate debts 26.16.200
tort of spouse not liable for damages 26.16.190
wife
antenuptial debts 26.16.200
separate debts 26.16.200
torts 26.16.190
wife's separate property exempt from husband's liability 6.16.070
Life insurance, spouse's interest in 48.18.440
Marriage, dissolution of marriage, legal separation, or declaration of invalidity 26.09.050
Marriage. See MARRIAGE
Personal injuries, spouse sustaining is necessary party 4.08.030
Personal injury action survives on death of injured person 4.20.060
Place person in house of prostitution, penalty 9.79.060
Power of attorney between husband and wife as to property
community property, deeds, mortgages, leases, encumbrances under 26.16.090
control and management, for 26.16.060
separate property
acknowledgment 26.16.070
conveyance and encumbrance 26.16.070
execution of deed, conveyance, lease, encumbrance under 26.16.080
execution of power of attorney 26.16.070
Power of attorney to third person to encumber or convey
community property 26.16.090
separate property 26.16.090
Prenuptial debts, liability for, limitations 26.16.200
Privileged communications between 5.60.060
criminal proceeding for crime committed by husband or wife against child as parent or guardian, privilege does not apply 5.60.060
enforcement of support under reciprocal act, privilege does not apply 26.21.170
exceptions 5.60.060
nonsupport and desertion proceedings, privilege does not apply 26.20.071
Property agreements, status and disposal of community property 26.16.120
Savings and loan association savings accounts, payments to widow or husband 33.20.080
Separated earnings of wife minor children living separate with her 26.16.140
Separate contract 26.09.070
Separate property descent and distribution, real and personal property 11.04.015
earnings 26.16.140
husband's
antenuptial property 26.16.010
contracts of wife, not subject to 26.16.010
debts of wife, not subject to 26.16.010
deed of wife's community realty to husband, becomes separate property 26.16.050
defined 26.16.010
HUSBAND AND WIFE—Cont.
Separate property—Cont.
husband's—Cont.
gift acquired property 26.16.010
inherited property 26.16.010
personal exemption as 6.16.070
postnuptial property 26.16.010
power of attorney to third person to encumber or convey 26.16.090
power of attorney to wife to encumber or convey 26.16.070
powers of husband as to 26.16.010
wife need not join husband in action on 4.08.030
wife's
antenuptial property 26.16.020
contract of husband, not subject to 26.16.020
debs of husband, not subject to 26.16.020
deed of husband's community realty to wife, becomes separate property 26.16.050
defined 26.16.020
earnings 26.16.140
gift acquired property 26.16.020
inherited property 26.16.020
personal exemption, as 6.16.070
postnuptial property 26.16.020
power of attorney to husband to encumber or convey 26.16.070
power of attorney to third person to encumber or convey 26.16.090
powers of wife as to 26.16.020
right to acquire, hold and dispose of 26.16.150
Support, See HUSBAND AND WIFE, subitle Desertion and nonsupport
Torts, liability of separate property of other spouse 26.16.190
Transfers (See also HUSBAND AND WIFE, subtitle Deeds and conveyances)
between husband and wife as to community property 26.16.050
burden of proof as to good faith 26.16.210
community property agreement 26.16.120
Wage assignment, consent necessary 49.48.100
Witnesses, as 5.60.060
HYDRAULIC ENGINEER (See STATE HYDRAULIC ENGINEER)
HYDRAULICS SUPERVISOR
Diversion of water from streams, fish must be provided for 75.20.050
HYDROELECTRIC POWER DAMS (See POWER FACILITIES AND RESOURCES)
HYDROSTATIC TESTS
Boilers and pressure vessels 70.79.270
ICE BOXES
Abandoning where accessible to children, safeguards required, penalty Ch. 9.03
IDENTIFICATION (See STATE PATROL, subtitle Identification section)
IDENTIFICATION CARDS AND CREDIT CARDS
Cardholder, defined 9.26A.010
Cardholder agreement, defined 9.26A.010
Credit card, defined 9.26A.010
Crimes
counterfeit credit or identification cards, use and possession 9.26A.030
credit card theft 9.26A.030
IDENTIFICATION CARDS, CREDIT CARDS—Cont.
Crimes—Cont.
falsey procuring credit card 9.26A.020
identification card 9.26A.020
forgery, of credit or identification card 9.26A.040
fraudulent acceptance of forged credit or identification card by merchant 9.26A.070
fraudulently obtaining money, goods, services or anything of value through misuse of credit card or identification card 9.26A.050
identification card theft 9.26A.030
Definitions 9.26A.010
"cardholder" 9.26A.010
"cardholder agreement" 9.26A.010
"credit card" 9.26A.010
"expired credit card" 9.26A.010
"identification card" 9.26A.010
"incomplete credit card or identification card" 9.26A.010
"issure" 9.26A.010
"merchant" 9.26A.010
"participating party" 9.26A.010
"revoked credit card" 9.26A.010
Expired credit card, defined 9.26A.010
Identification card, defined 9.26A.010
Incomplete credit card, defined 9.26A.010
Identification card theft, defined 9.26A.010
Issuer, defined 9.26A.010
Merchant, defined 9.26A.010
Participating party, defined 9.26A.010
Penalties, for
counterfeit credit or identification cards, use and possession 9.26A.060
credit card theft 9.26A.030
falsey procuring credit card 9.26A.020
identification card 9.26A.020
forgery of credit or identification card 9.26A.040
fraudulent acceptance of forged, altered or expired credit or identification card by merchant 9.26A.070
fraudulently obtaining money, goods, services or anything of value through misuse of credit card or identification card 9.26A.050
identification card theft 9.26A.030
Revoked credit card, defined 9.26A.010
IDENTITY
Boats and vessels, serial number or identification, crimes relating to buying, selling or possession of vehicle with defaced or altered number, penalty 9.54.030
defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 9.54.030
Brands and marks, See BRANDS AND MARKS
Cemeteries endowment care 68.40.030
nonendowment care 68.40.080
Criminals, See STATE BUREAU OF CRIMINAL IDENTIFICATION
Garnishment, identity of defendant doubtful, procedure 7.33.330
Intoxicating liquor identification cards 66.16.040
Labels, See LABELS
Livestock identification of Ch. 16.57
Motor vehicles, serial number or identification, crimes relating to buying, selling or possession of vehicle with defaced or altered number, penalty 9.54.030

IDENTIFY
III. LEGITIMACY PROCEEDINGS — Cont.
Evidence — Cont.
testimony of deceased mother 26.24.170
Execution on judgment for support 26.24.090, 26.24.110
commitment of accused no bar 26.24.130
Hearing before justices of the peace 26.24.020
Judgments
amount and items 26.24.090
bond to secure 26.24.090
Discharge, no costs against complainant 26.24.120
enforcement, execution on 26.24.090, 26.24.110
modification 26.24.150
successive judgments 26.24.110
Jury 26.24.070
Limitation on prosecution 26.24.160
Mother's testimony, reduction to writing 26.24.050
Name of child, adjudication of 26.24.190
Prosecuting attorney, duties 26.24.030
Support and expenses chargeable 26.24.090
Support payments 26.24.090
by clerk to mother or guardian 26.24.130
default and enforcement 26.24.110, 26.24.140
Disposal by mother or guardian 26.24.130
Transcripts to superior court 26.24.020
Transmission of papers and bond 26.24.020
Trial, superior court 26.24.070
ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN (See also CHILDREN; GUARDIAN AND WARD; PROBATE)
Acknowledgment by father, effect on right to inherit 11.04.081
Adoption
action to set aside adoption conditioned upon bond to satisfy support costs 26.32.310
consent requirements 26.32.030
notice requirements to nonconsenting parent 26.32.085
parent not contesting adoption 26.32.040
parent who has surrendered child, consent not required from 26.32.040
petition to set aside adoption — liability for costs of support 26.32.320
surrender by one parent 26.37.015
petition of surrender, approved by court 26.37.015
hearing, notice requirements 26.37.015
Birth record, copies of not to disclose fact of illegitimacy, exceptions 43.20.090
 Custody
conditioned on child's welfare 26.28.110
primary rights of parents 26.28.110
Descent and distribution 11.04.081
Industrial insurance, definition of child 51.08.030
Inheritance by or from 11.04.081
Marriage, illegitimate child becomes legitimate 26.04.060
Mother's action for injury or death of notice, joined 42.44.010
ILLNESS (See also DISEASES; MENTALLY ILL; TUBERCULOSIS)
Jurors
discharge of jury without verdict because of 4.44.330
during trial, effect 4.44.290
IMITATION
Brands and marks, penalty 16.06.020
Food, drug and cosmetic act, misbranding food 69.04.250
Remedies, trademarks 19.77.140, 19.77.150

IMMIGRATION
Alone committed to state institutions, duty to notify immigration authorities 10.70.140
Bureau of statistics, agriculture and immigration 43.07.050
legislature to provide for Const. Art. 2 § 34
Immigration agent 43.07.110

IMMORAL (See OBSCENITY; PROSTITUTION; SEX CRIMES)

IMMUNITIES
Blood procurement, use, etc., immunities from implied warranty and civil liability, extent 70.24.120
Dogs pursuing, attacking, etc. deer and elk, taking and destruction of, immunity 77.12-.315
Electors privileged from arrest Const. Art. 6 § 5
Emergency services employees 38.52.060, 38.52.080
Equal to all citizens and corporations Const. Art. 2 § 12
Game protectors, trespass 77.12.250
Imprisonment for debt prohibited, exception Const. Art. 1 § 17
Irremovable grant, of prohibited Const. Art. 1 § 8
Liabilities, flood control, counties 86.12.037
Members of legislature privileged from arrest, exceptions Const. Art. 2 § 16
Military privileged from arrest at muster Const. Art. 10 § 5
Soldiers not to be quartered in homes Const. Art. 1 § 31
Special grant of prohibited Const. Art. 1 § 12
Twice in jeopardy, accused not to be put Const. Art. 1 § 9

IMMUNITY FROM PROSECUTION (See also SELF-INCRIMINATION; BAR TO PROSECUTION)
Abortion prosecution, witness not excused on ground of self-incrimination 9.02.040
Aiding police officer or other officer of the law, immunity 9.01.055
Anarchy prosecution, witnesses not excused because of self-incrimination privilege 9.05.050
Bribery, witness not excused on ground of self-incrimination 9.18.080
Bribery action, witnesses not excused on ground of self-incrimination 9.18.080
Chiropractic disciplinary board 18.26.100
Chiropractic examiners, board of 18.25.017
Criminal investigations
grand jury, perjury, immunity from prosecution not applied to 10.27.130
special inquiry judge, perjury, immunity from prosecution not applied to 10.27.130
Lawmaking, legislature to provide for 10.27.130
Militia personnel, immunity from arrest 19.77.150
Immunity agent 43.07.110
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IMMUNITY FROM PROSECUTION

Cont.
Perjury, immunity from prosecution not applied to perjury committed in self-incriminating testimony 10.52.090
Supplemental proceedings parties 6.32.200
witnesses 6.32.200
Washington state collection agency board members 19.16.330
Witnesses
criminal investigations
grand jury, not excused if given immunity from prosecution 10.27.130
special inquiry judge, not excused if given immunity from prosecution 10.27.130
not excused if given immunity from prosecution 10.52.090
supplemental proceedings 6.32.200

IMPAIRED SPEECH AND HEARING, PERSONS WITH
Interpreters for in legal proceedings, See INTERPRETERS, subtitle impaired persons involved in legal proceedings, for

IMPANELING JURY (See JURIES AND JURORS)

IMEPEACHMENT
County commissioners, refusal to act, joint commission 36.54.070
House of representatives has sole power Const. Art. 5 § 1
Officers liable to Const. Art. 5 § 2
Officers not liable to Const. Art. 5 § 3
Proceedings preserved 42.04.040
Trial by senate Const. Art. 5 § 1
chief justice presides, when Const. Art. 5 § 1

IMPERSONATION (See FALSE PERSONATION)

IMPLIED CONSENT LAW (See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle implied consent)

IMPORTATION
Game and game fish, importation of wild animals and fish, duty of game commission to regulate and license 77.12.030

IMPORTERS
Beer, license 66.24.260
Beer importers, report of sales to wholesalers 66.24.270
Intoxicating liquor license 66.24.160
malt liquors, report of sales to wholesalers 66.24.270
Motor vehicle fuel, See TAXATION, subtitle Motor vehicle fuel tax
Wines, license for 66.24.160

IMPOSTS
Appellate jurisdiction of supreme court Const. Art. 4 § 4
Legality of superior courts' jurisdiction to determine 2.08.010
supreme court jurisdiction to determine 2.04.010
Original jurisdiction of superior court Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)

IMPOUNDING
Estrays, highway right of way, sale 16.24.070
Horses, mules, assess running at large Ch. 16.13

IMPRISONMENT
(See COMMITMENT; PRISONS AND PRISONERS; GARNISHMENT, subtitle Imprisonment)

IMPROVEMENTS
See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS; LOCAL UTILITY DISTRICTS; LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
Buildings leased by cities and towns 35.42.050
Counties flood control, authority 86.12.020
labor and material claims 36.45.040
planning agency control 36.70.690, 36.70.700
County improvements for flood control causing river to change course, title and interest in abandoned channel granted to county 86.12.034
Ejection and quieting title actions
counterclaims for permanent improvements 69.04.700
counterclaims for value of 7.28.180
exclusion of use of damages 7.28.150
Grazing ranges, agreements 79.28.070, 79.28.080
Homesteads included in 6.12.010
value limitation included 6.12.050
Public lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Improvements
Real Property
agreements to indemnify for negligence related to, against public policy 4.24.115
claim arising from limitation on 4.16.310
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

INCOMPETENCY IN OFFICE
Official removable by legislature Const. Art. 4 § 8
Rights of accused to be heard Const. Art. 4 § 9
Three-fourths of each house to concur Const. Art. 4 § 9

INCOMPETENTS (See also GUARDIAN AND WARD; MENTALLY ILL; PROBATE)
Actions and proceedings, guardian is proper party to sue or be sued on behalf of incompetent 11.92.060
Administration of deceased incompetent's estate 11.88.150
Death, probate of deceased incompetent's estate 11.88.150
Disbursement to institutions for care of, application for court order for 11.92.040
False weights, limitation of action for filing of claim tolled during disability 11.08.280
Guardian ad litem, power of the court to appoint 11.88.090
Guardian for may sue in own name 4.08.020
Guardianship appointment of court's power 11.88.010
hearing, notice 11.88.040
termination by death, rights of creditors against the estate 11.88.140
termination without court order adjudication of incompetency 11.88.140
death of the incompetent 11.88.140
Probate, final report and petition for distribution, guardian ad litem 11.76.080

INCORPORATIONS (See also CORPORATIONS)
Agricultural cooperatives, See AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES
Banks, See BANKS AND BANKING, subtitle Corporations
Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Incorporation
Mutual benefit associations, See MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATIONS
Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100

INCORPORATORS
Banks, number required 30.08.010
Cooperative associations, number required 23.86.010

INCRIMINATION (See SELF-INCRIMINATION)

INCUMBRANCES (See ENCUMBRANCES; MORTGAGES; CHATEL MORTGAGES; LIENS)

INDEBTEDNESS
Banks
limitations upon, exception 30.04.150
penalty for enforcing security 30.04.160
Cemetery districts, limitation 68.16.230
Cities and towns
arterial highways
indebtedness incurred in construction and improvement of, funds allocated from motor vehicle fuel tax and use tax may be used for payment of 82.36.020
indebtedness incurred in construction and repair of, payment from motor vehicle fuel and motor vehicle fuel use tax proceeds 82.36.020, 82.40.290
bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64
cities and towns under 20,000 35.37.040
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INDEBTEDNESS——Cont.  
Cities and towns——Cont.  
city limits, exclusion from, effect on liability 35.16.060  
computation of indebtedness 39.36.030  
conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property authorized, indebtedness limitations 39.30.010  
consolidation or annexation of incorporated cities and towns, effect of on indebtedness 35.10.331  
eminent domain, contracting indebtedness to pay compensation for, reimbursement from local assessments 8.12.250  
exceeding limitations upon for water, light and sewer purposes Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
harbor in two counties, transfer of 36.08.070  
leases with or without option to purchase 39.36.040  
option to purchase, indebtedness limitation 35.42.210  
limitations upon  
allowances made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
bridges over navigable waters, second class cities 39.36.040  
contracts made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
definitions 39.36.010  
liabilities incurred in violation of, void 39.36.040  
limitations prescribed Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
limitations prescribed 39.36.020  
one percentum limitation on tax levies 39.36.020  
orders made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
payments made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
“value of the taxable property”, defined 39.36.015  
metropolitan park districts 35.61.100, 35.61-110  
public utility acquisition authority for 35.92.070  
refunding bonds not to exceed debt limitations 39.52.020  
sewerage systems Ch. 35.67  
unclassified cities 35.30.040–35.30.060  
Community colleges, bonds of common school districts for, effect on indebtedness limitation 28A.50.740  
Computation of indebtedness 39.36.030  
Conditional sales contracts by cities and towns, and library districts for purchase of property authorized, vote required if exceeds indebtedness 39.30.010  
Corporations, See CORPORATIONS, subject Liabilities  
Counties  
bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64  
bond issues authority 36.67.030  
content 36.67.040  
coupons 36.67.070  
exchange, sale 36.67.050  
payment 36.67.060  
registry of 36.67.080  
city harbor lying in two counties, transfer of territory 36.08.050, 36.08.060  
computation of indebtedness 39.36.030  

INDEBTEDNESS——Cont.  
Counties——Cont.  
conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property authorized, indebtedness limitations 39.30.010  
county commissioners, powers in regard to 36.32.120  
division, apportionment 36.09.010–36.09.040  
eminent domain to aid state or United States public works 8.08.120  
juvenile detention facilities, exceeding debt limitations authorized for 13.16.060  
limitations upon  
allowances made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
contracts made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
definitions 39.36.010  
juvenile detention facilities, exceeding debt limitations authorized for 13.16.060  
liabilities incurred in violation of, void 39.36.040  
limitations prescribed Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
limitations prescribed 39.36.020  
orders made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
payments made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
refunding bonds not to exceed debt limitations 39.52.020  
Debt adjusters, See DEBT ADJUSTERS  
Diking districts, See DIKING AND DRAINAGE, subtitle Diking districts  
Disincorporation of special districts, retirement of indebtedness 57.90.050  
Drainage districts, See DIKING AND DRAINAGE, subtitle Drainage districts  
Evidence of, loss or destruction 39.72.020  
cancellation of original 39.72.020  
issuance of duplicate 39.72.010  
notifications of fiscal officers 39.72.020  
records to be kept 39.72.020  
Exceeding limitations upon (See also INDEBTEDNESS, subtitle Limitations upon)  
cities and towns (See also INDEBTEDNESS, subtitle Cities and towns)  
bridges over navigable streams, second class cities 39.36.040  
water, light and sewer purposes Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
water, light and sewer purposes 39.36.020  
port districts, emergency public works 39.28.030  
school districts  
capital outlays Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
capital outlays 39.36.020  
validating indebtedness Ch. 28A.52  
Fire protection districts  
contracting for 52.08.070, 52.16.061  
limitation 52.08.070, 52.16.070  
Fish marketing associations, powers to incur debt 24.36.310  
Flood control districts  
election to incur 86.05.720  
limitation 86.05.380  
Imprisonment for prohibited, except in case of absconding debtors Const. Art. 1 § 17  
Insurance in connection with, credit transactions, generally Ch. 48.34  
Interest rate, debts of public bodies declared illegal regardless of interest rate 39.90.060  

INDEBTEDNESS——Cont.  
Irrigation districts, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters  
Library districts, conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property authorized, indebtedness limitations 39.30.010  
Limitations upon  
allowances made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
cemetery districts 68.16.230  
cities and towns Ch. 39.36  
refunding bonds not to exceed debt limitations 39.52.020  
contracts made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
counties Ch. 39.36  
refunding bonds not to exceed debt limitations 39.52.020  
county park and recreation service areas 36.68.520  
definitions 39.36.010  
liabilities incurred in violation of, void 39.36.040  
limitations prescribed Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
limitations prescribed 39.36.020  
municipal park districts Ch. 39.36  
municipal corporations Const. Art. 7 § 2 (Amend. 17), Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)  
orders made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
payments made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
pest districts 17.12.100  
port districts Ch. 39.36  
emergency public works, exceeding indebtedness for 39.28.030  
refunding bonds of counties and cities and towns not to exceed debt limitations 39.52.020  
rural county library districts 27.12.070  
school districts Ch. 39.36  
validating indebtedness, bond issues 28A-52.010  
state debt Const. Art. 8 § 1 exceptions Const. Art. 8 § 2, Const. Art. 8 § 3  
timber value to be included in calculation 84.33.090  
towships Ch. 39.36  
water distribution districts 87.60.100  
“value of the taxable property”, defined 39.36.015  
weed districts 17.04.260  
1969 validation of previously issued bonds 39.36.900  
Metropolitan park districts (See also METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS, subtitle Indebtedness)  
conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property authorized, indebtedness limitations 39.30.010  
Municipal corporations  
bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64  
computation of indebtedness 39.36.030  
extinguishment by special act prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 28  
fifty mill limitation on tax levies Const. Art. 7 § 2  
fifty mill limitation on tax levies 82.52.050  
limitations upon  
contracts made in violation of, void 39.36.040  
definitions 39.36.010  
liabilities incurred in violation of, void 39.36.040  
limitations prescribed Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend. 27)
INDEBTEDNESS — Cont.
Municipal corporations — Cont.
limitations upon — Cont.
limitations prescribed 39.36.020
"value of the taxable property", defined 39.36.015
power to incur debts Const. Art. 8 § 6
(Amend. 27)
limit of power Const. Art. 8 § 6 (Amend.
27)
private property not to be taken for debt
of Const. Art. 11 § 13
One percentum limitation on tax levies Const.
Art. 7 § 2 (Amend. 17)
One percentum limitation on tax levies 84.52-
.050
Port districts, toll facilities, effect 53.34.130
Private property not to be taken in payment
of Const. Art. 11 § 13
Public hospital districts
excess levy elections 70.44.110
limitation on indebtedness 39.36.020, 70.44-
110
power to contract 70.44.060
Public utility districts, See PUBLIC UTILITY
DISTRICTS, subittle Fiscal matters
Rural county library districts
limitation upon 27.12.070
power to contract for 27.12.060
School districts (See also SCHOOLS AND
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subittle Indebted-
ness)
community college facilities effect on inde-
btedness, limitations 28B.50.740
special meetings of voters to determine if
district will incur 28A.58.370
validating indebtedness Ch. 28A.51, Ch.
28A.52
Sewer districts, See SEWER DISTRICTS,
subittle Fiscal matters
State, bonds, notes and other evidences of in-
debtedness, See STATE
State special publication of notice Const. Art.
8 § 3 (Amend. 48)
Taxing district relief act Ch. 39.64
Townsheets, See TOWNSHIPS, subittle Fiscal
matters
Trust companies
limitations upon, except 30.04.150
penalty for incurring violation 30.04.160
Unclassified cities 35.30.040-35.30.060
University of Washington, limitation upon re-
gents incurring 28B.20.145
Water distribution districts, limitation 87.60-
100
Water districts, See WATER DISTRICTS,
subittle Fiscal matters

INDECENCY — Cont.
Nuisances, ground for 7.48.010, 7.48.120
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

INDECENT ASSAULT
Defined as sex offense 71.06.010

INDECENT EXPOSURE
Defined, elements, penalty 9.79.080
Defined as sex offense 71.06.010

INDECENT LANGUAGE (See PROFANI-
TY)

INDECENT LIBERTIES
Defined, elements 9.79.080

INDEMNITY — Cont.
Irrigation districts, See IRRIGATION DIS-
TRICTS, subittle Fiscal matters
Replevin, claim of immediate delivery, claims
of third parties, against 7.64.100
justice court proceeding 12.28.100

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Legal holiday, designation as 1.16.050

INDEX
Abstract of, admissible in action to replace
executions 2.32.110
farm crops, filing and indexing claims with
county auditor 46.52.110
Motor vehicle drivers, index cross-reference
validating indebtedness Ch. 28A.58, Ch.
28B.20

INDIAN LANDS
Sale of land or materials, consent of congress,
authorization 64.20.030

INDIAN LANDS
School children residing on Indian lands, at-
school tuition free 28A.58.210

INDIAN LANDS — Cont.
Adoption proceedings, assumption of state jur-
sisdiction 37.12.010
Census, exclusion of persons not taxed Const.
Art. 2 § 3
Children residing on Indian lands, attendance
at schools tuition free 28A.58.210
Civil jurisdiction over
adoption proceedings 37.12.010
assumption by state 37.12.010, 37.12.040
compulsory school attendance 37.12.010
dependent children 37.12.010
domestic relations 37.12.010
effective date 37.12.040
hunting and fishing rights excluded 37.12-
.060
juvenile delinquency 37.12.010
limited by federal law 37.12.050, 37.12.060
mental illness 37.12.010

INDIANS — Cont.
Civil jurisdiction over — Cont.
probate not to apply 37.12.060
procedure for assumption of state jurisdic-
tion 37.12.021
proclamation of governor as to assumption
by state 37.12.021
property rights excluded 37.12.060
public assistance 37.12.010
request for state assumption of 37.12.021
tribal ordinances and customs applicable
37.12.070
Compulsory school attendance, assumption of
state jurisdiction 37.12.010
Covenants, sale of land or materials, au-
thorization 64.20.030
Criminal jurisdiction over
assumption by state 37.12.010, 37.12.030
effective date of assumption of jurisdiction
37.12.030
hunting and fishing rights excluded 37.12-
.060
motor vehicle violations 37.12.010
procedure for assumption of state jurisdic-
tion 37.12.021
proclamation by governor 37.12.021
request for state assumption of 37.12.021
state jurisdiction limited by federal law 37-
12.050, 37.12.060
Domestic relations, assumption of state juris-
diction 37.12.010
Eastern Washington historical society to col-
lect Indian data 27.32.010
Economic Assistance Act of 1972, grants and
loans to amounts available 43.31A.090
authorized 43.31A.070
projects, priority 43.31A.080
purposes 43.31A.070
Effective date of assumption of jurisdiction by
state 37.12.030, 37.12.040
Elections, inducing noncitizen Indian to vote
29.85.150
Graves examination of permitted 27.44.020
muttlation or destruction prohibited, penal-
ty 27.44.010
removal of record or materials to museum,
permission required 27.44.020
Inducing noncitizen Indian to vote, penalty
53.34.130
Interlocal cooperation act, tribe as public
agency under 39.34.020
Juvenile delinquency, assumption of state ju-
sisdiction 37.12.010
Lands d sla mer of state to title to Const. Art.
26 § 2
jurisdiction of state, assumption of Const.
Art. 26 § 2
jurisdiction of state, assumption of Ch. 37-
.12
taxation, exemption from, when Const. Art.
26 § 2
weeds, duty to destroy 17.04.170
Mental illness, assumption of state jurisdiction
37.12.010
Motor vehicle violations, state jurisdiction 37-
12.010
Public assistance assumption of state jurisdiction 37.12.010
special work projects, application to 74.22-
.040
Puuyallup, See PUYALLUP INDIANS
Sale of land or materials, consent of congress,
authorization 64.20.030
School children residing on Indian lands, at-
tendance 28A.58.210
State historical society to collect data 27.28-
.010
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INDICTMENTS—Cont.
Motion to set aside—Cont.
Persons improperly before grand jury 10.40.070
sustaining motion, no bar to future prosecution 10.40.090
Name, inserting true name during trial 10.46.060
Obscene literature, describing 10.37.130
Parties, naming of 10.37.054
Perjury, description of 10.37.140
Plea to
former conviction or acquittal 10.40.150
form of 10.40.160
Guilty 10.40.150
Defendant only in open court may plead guilty 10.40.170
form of 10.40.160
Substitution for at any time 10.40.175
not guilty 10.40.150
denies each and every allegation in indictment or information 10.40.180
form of 10.40.160
Necessary and proper relief plea of not guilty entered 10.40.190
Poison or dangerous drug proceedings 69.40.120
Presumptions of law, averments 10.37.150
Probation, dismissal of indictment after probation completed 9.95.240
Public nuisance, authorized 7.48.200
Resubmission, bail answerable for appearance for 10.40.130
custody over defendant 10.40.130
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Separation into counts 10.37.060
Signed by foreman, not signed, ground for motion to set aside 10.40.070
Statutes
exact wording not necessary 10.37.160
private, how pleaded 10.37.170
Sufficiency requirement 10.37.050
Time limitation for filing 10.37.020
Time of offense
how pleaded 10.37.180
must state within limitation of action on offense 10.37.180
"True bill", indorsed as, not so indorsed, ground for finding at 10.37.170
Untried indictment against imprisoned person, See DETAINERS, INTERSTATE
Untried indictments against imprisoned person Ch. 9.100
final disposition of Ch. 9.98
Variances
dismissal for, not a bar 10.40.125
no bar to subsequent prosecution 10.43.050
Warrant of arrest issued on 10.31.010

INDICTMENTS—Cont.
Taxation
exempt from when Const. Art. 26 § 2
not taxed, not allowed elective franchise Const. Art. 6 § 1 (Amend. 5)
Witness, competency of 10.52.020

INDEXES

INDICTMENTS—See INDEX

INDICTMENTS
Animals, description of 10.37.070
Bail, information or indictment, to answer to 10.19.025
Certainty required 10.37.054
Charge must be by indictment or information, exceptions 10.37.015
Charge must be by indictment or information, exceptions Const. Art. 1 § 25
Consolidation 10.37.060
Construction statutes, equivalent words may be used 10.37.160
words and phrases used in 10.37.190
Contempt of court, indictment for same offense 7.20.120
Contents, necessary 10.37.052
Copy to defendant 10.46.030, 10.46.040
Copy to defendant Const. Art. 1 § 22 (Amend. 10)

Defects and imperfections deemed immaterial 10.37.056
Defects in no bar to subsequent prosecution 10.43.050
Defendants
joinder of 10.37.060
naming of 10.37.054
Defined as to criminal law 9.01.010
Demurrer to
grounds 10.40.110
overruling demurrer
failure to plead over, judgment on demurrer 10.40.140
pleading of defendant 10.40.140
sustaining demurrer when final judgment, discharge of defendant 10.40.120
when not final, not bar to subsequent prosecution 10.40.125
Dismissal for, untimely filing 10.37.020
First pleading of state 10.37.025
Forgery, description of instrument subject to which is destroyed or withheld 10.37.080
Form of 10.37.040
Grand jury
criminal investigations
number of members necessary for returning 10.27.150
presented to court 10.27.150
motions to set aside, grounds 10.40.070
motion to set aside for not signing 10.40.070
motion to set aside for not indorsing 10.40.070
Injury to person, erroneous allegation as to person injured material 10.37.090
Joinder of defendants 10.37.060
Judgments, pleading of, facts as to jurisdiction need not be pleaded in 10.37.100
Larceny, description of money or securities 10.37.100
Libel, how pleaded at 10.37.120
Motion to set aside
grounds 10.40.070
irregularities in grand jury selection, etc. 10.40.070
not available to defendant held to answer before indictment 10.40.075
not indorsed "true bill" 10.40.070
not presented 10.40.070
not signed by foreman 10.40.070
overruling motion, effect 10.40.100
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Accident fund—Cont.

penalties—Cont.
estimate of payroll and payments, omission 51.48.010
payments, failure to make 51.48.010
pensions, failure to furnish 51.48.010
workmen hours, failure to furnish 51.48.010
penalties relating to safeguards 51.48.070
pensions, additional payments to prior pensioners 51.32.070
premium liability when contract 51.12.070
premium rates 51.16.020
premises class change 51.16.100
legal structure change 51.16.110
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
promulgation by director 51.16.010
reversion by director 51.16.010
time for payment 51.16.010
workman not liable 51.16.140
refunds, ceasing as employer 51.16.110
reserve fund deficiency, how overcome 51.44.080
loan to 51.44.090
record of transfer to 51.44.080
surplus to accident fund 51.44.080
transfer to 51.44.070
sanctuary, penalty for violations 51.48.070
self-supporting, neither more nor less 51.16.100
state treasurer's liability 51.44.120
statistics, obligations 51.04.020
statutory construction of invalidity 51.04.090

Accidents

catastrophes costs 51.16.130
described 51.16.130
class change to distribute burden 51.16.100
cost of care, industry to bear 51.16.010
cost of further accident or disease 51.16.120
death from other cause after accident, award 51.32.090
deadly injury 51.32.090
declaration of war 51.12.010
default in contributions 51.16.100
deduction, state treasurer's liability 51.44.120
deficiency, state treasurer's liability 51.44.120
deficiency, how overcome 51.44.120
deficiency, statistics, obligations 51.04.020
deficiency, statutory construction of invalidity 51.04.090
deficiency, weighing 51.44.120
declaration of war 51.12.010
deficiency, state treasurer's liability 51.44.120
deficiency, statistics, obligations 51.04.020
deficiency, statutory construction of invalidity 51.04.090
deficiency, weighing 51.44.120
deficiency, state treasurer's liability 51.44.120
deficiency, statistics, obligations 51.04.020
deficiency, statutory construction of invalidity 51.04.090
deficiency, weighing 51.44.120

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Abandonment of spouse, when not a beneficiary 51.08.020
Accident fund actions at law assignment to state 51.24.010
compromise or settlement 51.24.010
liability of fund 51.24.010
lien of department 51.24.010
subrogation of department 51.24.010
adjustment of rates or classes 51.16.100
amounts paid in and out, reports 51.04.020

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Adjustment of rates or classes 51.16.100
amounts paid in and out, reports 51.04.020

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

AnCOPYRIGHT © 2023 WESTPAC CORPORATION
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### INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

**Actions—Cont.**

- Benefit payments are in lieu 51.32.010
- Compensatory payments are in lieu 51.32.010
- Compromise, settlement, of law action 51.24.010
- Depositions, prosecution of law action 51.24.010
- Election to sue, when 51.24.010
- Employers
  - Action against when intentional injury 51.24.020
  - Default in payments, action by state 51.16.150
  - Injunctions, employer's default in payment, by state 51.16.150
  - Intentional injury, against employer 51.24.020
- Law actions authorized, when 51.24.010
- Lien
  - Commencement 51.16.170
  - Foreclosure 51.16.170
- Premiums and penalties 51.16.160
- Property subject 51.16.170
- Limitation of, time for, computations 51.04.100
- Minor sui juris, third person restricted 51.04.070
- Penalty collections 51.48.090
- Rules of practice on appeals 51.52.140
- Subrogation of department, action at law 51.24.010
- Testimony of physician not privileged 51.04.050
- Third parties
  - Actions at law against 51.24.010
  - Compromise, settlement of action at law 51.24.010
- Prosecution by department, at law 51.24.010
- Withdrawn from private controversy 51.04.010

**Additional payments to prior pensioners**

- Premium liability of workman and employer 51.32.073
- Supplemental pension fund 51.44.033
- Transfers between funds to make additional payments 51.44.160

**Administrators, notice to department of appointment**

51.16.160

**Adopted child**

- Definition 51.32.005
- Definition of child 51.08.030

**Advertisements**

- Signs and billboards, classification 51.20.050
- Age, definition of child 51.08.030

**Aggravation**

- Application for adjustment 51.32.160
- Compensation adjustment 51.32.160
- Permanent partial disabilities, compensation schedule 51.32.080
- Procedure, compensation, adjustment 51.32.160
- Time for adjustment application 51.32.160

**Agricultural, extrahazardous employment**

- Enumerated 51.12.010
- Agricultural ammonia fertilizer, delivery and application, classification 51.20.110
- Agricultural workers, elective adoption 51.20.080

**Agriculture**

- Coverage 51.12.020
- Defined 51.08.014
- Excluded from mandatory coverage, when 51.12.020
- Air conditioning, classification 51.20.050
- Airplane manufacturing, classification 51.20.340

### INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

**Alcohol, manufacturing classification 51.20.370**

**Aliens**

- Beneficiary in unauthorized country 51.32.140
- Beneficiary's compensation, nonresident 51.32.140
- Compensation of nonresident beneficiary 51.32.140
- Death
  - Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
  - Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
- Dependent, defined 51.08.050
- Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
- Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
- Permanent total disabilities
  - Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
  - Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
- Aluminum reduction plants, rolling mills, classification 51.20.180
- Ammonia, manufacturing, classification 51.20.370

**A count, defined** 51.08.010

**Amputation**

- Compensation schedule 51.32.080
- Disability without amputation 51.32.080
- Monthly payments, when, interest 51.32.080
- Second injuries, permanent partial 51.32.080
- Amusement devices, electrical, servicing of, classification 51.20.060

**Annuites**

- Beneficiaries, conversion to lump sum when out of state 51.32.130
- Conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- When beneficiary out of state 51.32.130
- Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
- Reserve fund
  - Calculations 51.44.070
  - Surplus, disposition 51.44.080
- Apartment houses, employees, classification 51.20.490
- Apartments, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
- Appeals 51.12.010
- Action of department, service 51.52.050
- Additional evidence
  - Before appeal 51.52.060
  - Continuance of board hearing 51.52.010
- Cross-examination 51.52.102
- Rebuttal 51.52.102
- Additional evidence before appeal 51.52.060
- Administrative fund, attorney's fees, when 51.52.130
- Admission of fact at conference 51.52.095
- After decision of board 51.52.110
- Agreements at conference 51.52.095
- Amendments to notice or pleadings 51.52.095
- Appearance before board, refusal 51.52.100
- Appearance for conference with board 51.52.095
- Attorney fees
  - Administrative fund expense, when 51.52.130
  - Before department, board 51.52.120
  - Court appeal 51.52.130
- Review by court 51.52.120
- Taxed as costs 51.52.130
- Unlawful when 51.52.132
- Attorney general's powers 51.52.140
- Attorney to receive decision 51.52.106
- Authorized 51.52.050
- In court 51.52.110

### INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

**Appeals—Cont.**

- Award
  - By department 51.52.050
  - In court, compensation schedule 51.52.115
  - Modification, reversal before appeal 51.52.060
- Notice of appeal 51.52.060
  - Of department, service 51.52.050
  - Style 51.52.050
- Board
  - Conferences on or before hearing 51.52.095
  - Decision, order 51.52.106
  - Findings, prima facie correct in court 51.52.115
- Hearing
  - Continuance 51.52.102
  - De novo 51.52.100
  - Place of 51.52.100
- May deny, when 51.52.080
- Notice of court appeal 51.52.110
- Of industrial insurance appeals
  - Appointment 51.52.010
- Attorney general legal advisor 51.52.140
- Bar association represented 51.52.010
- Chairman 51.52.010
- Composition 51.52.010
- Copies of rules 51.52.020
- Decision by board only 51.52.020
- Decision making duties not delegeable 51.52.020
- Employers represented 51.52.010
- Established 51.52.010
- Expenses 51.52.010
- Full time duties 51.52.010
- Hearing on removal of member 51.52.040
- Labor represented 51.52.010
- List of nominees 51.52.010
- Name 51.52.010
- Office 51.52.010
- Orders rendered only by board 51.52.020
  - Printing rules 51.52.020
  - Removal of member 51.52.040
  - Rule making power 51.52.020
- Salary 51.52.010
- Seal 51.52.010
- Superior court, tribunal, removal of member 51.52.040
- Term 51.52.010
- Testimony, interpretation by board only 51.52.020
- Vacancies 51.52.010
- Proceedings before 51.52.100
- To give notice of the appeal 51.52.060
- To order hearing, when 51.52.080
- Board's decision, order, mailing 51.52.106
- Board's record
  - Contents 51.52.110
  - Service, filing in court appeal 51.52.110
  - Bond by employer in court appeal, when 51.52.110
  - Bond not required in court appeal, when 51.52.110
  - Burden of proof in court 51.52.115
  - Change before appeal, effect 51.52.060
  - Civil practice rules apply 51.52.140
  - Compensation schedule, award in court 51.52.115
- Conclusions of board 51.52.106
- Conduct of board hearing 51.52.100
- Conferences with board
  - Admissions of fact 51.52.095
  - Agreements 51.52.095
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Appeals—Cont.

(e) evidence in court limited
denial, when
appeal.

(f) evidence, additional before appeal in
appeal at conference 51.52.095
court limited 51.52.115
evidence in conference held preceding or
during 51.52.095
issues, simplification 51.52.095
notice of appeal, amendments 51.52.095
order of action at conference 51.52.095
pleadings, amendments 51.52.095
record, to contain conference action 51.52.095
settlement 51.52.095
simplification of issues 51.52.095
subsequent proceedings, effect on 51.52.095
time for, before or during hearing 51.52.095
witnesses, limitation of expert 51.52.095

(g) contempt at board hearing 51.52.100
continuance of board hearings 51.52.102
costs 51.52.150
cross-appeal, time 51.52.060
decision and order of hearing, examiner 51.52.040
decision of board
mailing 51.52.106
record in court appeal 51.52.110
decision of department
contents 51.52.050
service 51.52.050
decision prima facie correct in court 51.52.115
decisions
finality at conference 51.52.095
modification, reversal before appeal 51.52.060
notice of appeal 51.52.060
order of board 51.52.106
style 51.52.050

denial by board 51.52.080
denial deemed, when 51.52.090
denial on modification 51.52.060
department, notice of appearance in court 51.52.110
departmental appearance in board appeal 51.52.115
departmental costs 51.52.150
department's right of appeal, when 51.52.115
depositions, board hearings 51.52.100
direct, notice of court appeal 51.52.110
disability, statutory percentage stated in decision 51.52.106
disposal of appeal matters at conference 51.52.095
documents, admission, at conference 51.52.095
evidence, additional before appeal 51.52.060
evidence at board hearing 51.52.102
evidence in court limited 51.52.115
examination, board hearings 51.52.100
exceptions to decision and order of hearing 51.52.104
expenses 51.52.150
extension of time for 51.52.090
fees, attorneys
administrative fund expense, when 51.52.130
before department, board 51.52.120, 51.52.130
in court 51.52.130
unlawful when 51.52.132
filing notice of appeal 51.52.060
Appeals—Cont.

Applications—Cont.

court fees

bonds

fees—Cont.

attorneys in court appeal 51.52.130

filing notice with clerk 51.52.110

findings of board prima facie correct 51.52.115

hearings de novo 51.52.115

irregularities before board, evidence 51.52.115

issues 51.52.115

jury trial 51.52.115

modification, reference back to department 51.52.115

modification by court 51.52.115

notice of 51.52.110

proceedure [sic] in trial 51.52.115

proceedings are informal 51.52.115

proof, burden of 51.52.115

record of board

contents 51.52.110

service, filing 51.52.110

removal of board of appeal member 51.52.040

reversal, reference back to department 51.52.115

reversal by board, departmental appeal 51.52.110

reversal by court 51.52.115

rules of civil practice apply 51.52.140

serving notice of 51.52.110

stay not in effect 51.52.110

testimony limited 51.52.115

time for 51.52.110

trial by jury 51.52.115

venue 51.52.110

witness fees, when administratue fund expense 51.52.130

supreme court

board of appeal, removal of member 51.52.040

removal of member of board of appeal 51.52.040

supreme court appeal 51.52.140

testimony, refusal before board 51.52.100

testimony at board hearing 51.52.100, 51.52.102

testimony in court limited 51.52.115

time

extension of 51.52.090

notice of appeal 51.52.060

when denied 51.52.090

time for, department to board 51.52.050

time for court appeal 51.52.110

time for cross appeals 51.52.060

transcribing testimony before board 51.52.100

transmittal of departmental record to board 51.52.070

trial by jury 51.52.115

venue, court appeal 51.52.110

withdrawal 51.52.060

witness costs 51.52.150

witness fees, when administrative fund expense 51.52.130

witnesses

board hearings 51.52.100

limitation of expert at conference 51.52.095

Applications, mechanical, medical aid 51.36.020

Applications, agricultural compensation adjustment 51.32.160

time limit 51.32.160

beneficiaries, compensation 51.28.030

claims lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
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INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Beneficiaries—Cont.

injuries, claims, applications, time for 51.28.050

intentional injury, action against employer 51.24.020

interstate commerce 51.12.090

invalid surviving spouse, death benefits 51.32.050

lien of department, actions at law 51.24.010

lump sum conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

application for change in compensation 51.28.040

application for compensation 51.28.030

applications

aggravation, application for compensation 51.32.160

lump sum, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

time for 51.28.050

attorney fees

when administrative fund expense 51.52.130

when unlawful 51.52.132

attorney fees before department, board 51.52.120, 51.52.130

attorney fees in court 51.52.130

benefit when action at law 51.24.010

burial expenses 51.32.050

claims, time for 51.28.050

claims closed on lump sum 51.32.135

compensation

aggravation application 51.32.160

aliens

conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

nonresident 51.32.140

application for change 51.28.040

lump sum, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135

lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135

lump sum when beneficiary out of state 51.32.150

occupational disease same as injury 51.32.180

payment when in unauthorized country 51.32.140

when entitled 51.32.010

when not entitled 51.32.020

compensation application 51.28.030

compromise of law action 51.24.010

conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

spouse's consent 51.32.135

conversion to lump sum closes claim 51.32.135

conversion to lump sum when out of state 51.32.150

definition 51.04.020

department may convert to lump sum 51.32.130

diminution

application for compensation adjustment 51.32.160

time limit for application 51.32.160

election to sue, when 51.24.010

effective adoption, occupational disease, benefits same as injury 51.32.180

employers benefits, when 51.32.030

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Benefits—Cont.

aliens, nonresident beneficiary 51.32.140

amputation 51.32.080

application on aggravation 51.32.160

beneficiaries

lump sum conversion, out of state 51.32.150

nonresident alien 51.32.140

beneficiary in unauthorized country 51.32.140

burial expenses 51.32.050

conversion to lump sum out of state beneficiary 51.32.150

dead 51.32.050

diminution, application for adjustment 51.32.160

during course of employment

mandatory 51.32.015

medical aid 51.36.040

elective adoption procedure 51.12.110

employer not to waive 51.04.060

employers' right to 51.32.030

expenses, medical examinations 51.32.110

federal employees, exclusion 51.12.060

intentional injury, action against employer 51.24.020

jobsite

available on 51.32.015

medical aid 51.36.040

lump sum, beneficiaries out of state 51.32.150

lunch period

available during 51.32.015

medical aid 51.36.040

medical aid

jobsite 51.36.040

lunch periods 51.36.040

medical examinations

expenses, traveling 51.32.110

refusal to submit 51.32.110

submission required 51.32.110

medical treatment, refusal, effect 51.32.110

monthly payments, when, interest, permanent partial disabilities 51.32.080

occupational disease

authorization 51.16.040

benefits same as injury 51.32.180

pensions, additional payments to prior pensioners 51.32.070

permanent partial disabilities

amputation 51.32.080

disability without 51.32.080

compensation schedule 51.32.080

defense lump sum to dependent 51.32.080

installments

conversion to lump sum 51.32.080

lump sum on death 51.32.080

monthly payments, when, interest 51.32.080

permanent total following permanent partial, compensation 51.32.080

second injuries 51.32.080

specified 51.32.080

unspecified 51.32.080

permanent total disabilities

compensation schedule 51.32.060

defense payments 51.32.050

lump sum, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135

lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135

prosecution delay from injury 51.32.100

premiums

accident fund 51.16.020

medical aid 51.16.030

proration, when other provisions made 51.12.050

railroads, liability 51.12.080

recovery from injury, delay by workman 51.32.110

remarriage of surviving spouse 51.32.050

second injuries

pension available despite prior lump sum 51.32.060

permanent partial 51.32.080
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Bonds—Cont.
cancellation on ceasing as employer 51.16.110
delinquent employers 51.16.150
employer's default in making payments 51.16.150
employers, cancellation on ceasing as 51.16.110
legal investment for funds 51.44.100
medical aid contractors 51.40.020
premiums, new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
state treasurer's liability on 51.44.120
surety on employer's default bond 51.16.150
Books:
compelling production before department 51.04.040
inspection by department 51.48.040
penalty for refusing inspection 51.48.040
Booming and rafting logs, classification 51.20.500
Bowling, automatic pinsetting machine, classification 51.20.370
Bowling alleys classification 51.20.340
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Breweries classification 51.20.370
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Brick buildings, classification 51.20.050
Brick manufacturing, classification 51.20.350
Brick work, construction N.O.S., classification 51.20.050
Bridge and trestle work, railroads, classification 51.20.020
Bridge building, classification 51.20.020
Bridge foundations and approaches, classification 51.20.020
Bridge tenders, electrically operated bridges, classification 51.20.130
Briquettes, manufacturing, classification 51.20.350
Brooms, manufacturing, classification 51.20.380
Brother, dependent, defined 51.08.050
Brushes, manufacturing, classification 51.20.380
Building and street decorating, classification 51.20.050
Building construction excavations, back filling, classification 51.20.050
temporary, elective adoption 51.20.480
Building industry chimneys, classification 51.20.050
premium rates 51.16.050
Building industry operations, all, classification 51.20.050
Building material N.O.S. classification 51.20.310
warehouse warehousing, classification 51.20.310
Building permits, city, town or county not to issue, when 51.12.070
Buildings building industry, premiums 51.16.050
concrete and brick, classification 51.20.050
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Claims—Cont.

Claims

action upon 51.32.210
benefit acceptance, effect 51.32.210

catastrophes, cost, distribution and computation 51.16.130
closed by lump sum conversion 51.32.210
correction acceptance, effect 51.32.210
confidence of files and records 51.28.070
death closed by lump sum conversion 51.32.135
correction to lump sum 51.32.130
employer entitled to payment, when 51.32.030
employees, inspection of claim records 51.28.070
injuries, time for filing 51.28.050

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Claims—Cont.

Claims

action upon 51.32.210
benefit acceptance, effect 51.32.210

catastrophes, cost, distribution and computation 51.16.130
closed by lump sum conversion 51.32.210

correction to lump sum 51.32.135
correction acceptance, effect 51.32.210

cost distribution, cost of 51.16.130
cost experience correction to distribute burden 51.16.100
costs for further accident or disease 51.16.120
costs, how distributed 51.16.130
costs, when not entitled 51.20.040
costs, when entitled 51.32.010
deficit, assessments 51.16.010
deficits, assessments 51.16.010
disease, further accident or disease 51.16.120
dividend to distribute burden 51.16.100

division to distribute burden 51.16.100

each year of employment 51.20.060
each year of employment 51.20.060

each year of employment 51.20.060
each year of employment 51.20.060

each year of employment 51.20.060
each year of employment 51.20.060

each year of employment 51.20.060
each year of employment 51.20.060

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

advertising signs and billboards 51.20.050
agricultural ammonia fertilizer, delivery and application 51.20.110
agricultural workers, elective adoption 51.20.480
air conditioning, installation and repair 51.20.050
airplane, manufacturing 51.20.340
airports, landing strips, runways and taxiways, construction and repair 51.20.010
alcohol, manufacturing 51.20.370
aluminum reduction plants, rolling mills 51.20.180
ambulance drivers, helpers 51.20.140
ammonia, manufacturing 51.20.370
amusement devices, servicing of electrical 51.20.060
apartment hotels N.O.S. 51.20.490
apartment houses, employees 51.20.490
approaches and trestles 51.20.020
articles, manufacturing N.O.S., repairing, servicing 51.20.340
asbestos products, manufacturing 51.20.310
asphalt mixing 51.20.010
paving 51.20.010
storage 51.20.340
assaying, chemical laboratories 51.20.370
auto freight transportation 51.20.110
automatic pinsetting machine 51.20.060
automatic sprinklers, installation 51.20.050
automobiles outside salesmen, demonstrators, collectors, elective adoption 51.20.480
reparis, wrecking, parts, storage, etc. 51.20.340
service stations, no repairs 51.20.340
tire sales and service 51.20.340
upholstering 51.20.380
woodworking 51.20.340
awnings, tents, shades, manufacturing 51.20.380
back filling excavations, building construction 51.20.050
incidental to pipe laying, sewers, trenches and conduit construction 51.20.010
well drilling or digging 51.20.010
bakeries 51.20.390
barrels kegs, pails, manufacturing 51.20.290
manufacturing 51.20.290
basket manufacturing 51.20.290
battery manufacturing 51.20.340
bellmen 51.20.490
bells, erection of shafting 51.20.060
bicycle repair shop 51.20.340
billboards and advertising signs 51.20.050
bitumen storage 51.20.340
bituminous paving, all types 51.20.010
blacksmith shops 51.20.340
blast furnaces 51.20.180
blinds, venetian, manufacturing 51.20.290
blinds and shades, venetian 51.20.050
block paving 51.20.010
boat building steel hulls 51.20.090
wooden hulls 51.20.090
boiler works 51.20.340
boilers 51.20.050
booming, rafting logs 51.20.500
bottling works 51.20.370
bowling, automatic pinsetting machine 51.20.060
bowling alleys 51.20.340
installation (excludes automatic pinsetting) 51.20.050
boxes, packing cases, manufacturing 51.20.290
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE——Cont.

Classification——Cont.

breakers and construction 51.20.020
breweries 51.20.370
brick, manufacturing 51.20.350
brick buildings 51.20.050
brick, construction, N.O.S. 51.20.050
bridge building 51.20.020
bridge foundations and approaches 51.20-.020
bridge tenders, electrically operated bridges 51.20.130
bricquettes, manufacturing 51.20.350
brooms, manufacturing 51.20.380
brushes, manufacturing 51.20.380
building and street decorating 51.20.050
building construction
  excavations and back filling 51.20.050
  temporary, elective adoption 51.20.480
building industry operations
  all 51.20.050
  chimneys 51.20.050
building materials
  manufacturing N.O.S., warehousing 51.20.310
  N.O.S. 51.20.310
buildings
  concrete and brick 51.20.050
  installing electrical apparatus 51.20.060
  ornamental metalwork 51.20.050
  washing inside or outside 51.20.050
buildings and houses
  fixtures and equipment 51.20.050
  moving and wrecking 51.20.050
buildings or structures
  painting 51.20.050
  wiring 51.20.060
bulkhead, construction, water hazard 51.20-.020
bunker operations 51.20.010
bunkhouses 51.20.390
bus drivers, schools 51.20.140
bus operation, cities 51.20.140
business machines, maintenance and repair 51.20.410
butane, propane gas, wholesale and retail
  merchandising 51.20.340
butter N.O.S., handling, processing 51.20-.390
  cabinet works 51.20.290
  cable, coaxial, overhead 51.20.050
  cable railways, construction 51.20.050
  canals, ditches 51.20.010
  candy, manufacturing 51.20.390
  canneries
  fruit and vegetables 51.20.390
  meat products 51.20.430
  canning
  fruits 51.20.390
  oyster, crab and clam, cold packing 51.20-.330
  cans, manufacturing 51.20.340
  card and sign printing and painting, inside 51.20.410
  caretakers N.O.S. 51.20.480
  carpenter work 51.20.050
  carpet, rug cleaning 51.20.220
  carpet laying 51.20.050
  causeways and roads elevated, spans, N.O.S., monoliths, structures 51.20.020
  ceilings, metal 51.20.050
  cement
  manufacture 51.20.310
  staves, manufacturing 51.20.310
  cesspools, construction 51.20.010
  chambermaids 51.20.490
  changes by director 51.16.100
  charcoal burning 51.20.350
  cheese making 51.20.400
  chemical
  assaying laboratories 51.20.370
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INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Classification—Cont.
1. Elective adoptions—Cont.
outside occupations N.O.S. 51.20.480
subclasses 51.20.480
electricity, power plants 51.20.130
electric railways 51.20.050
electric systems, N.O.S. 51.20.130
electrical apparatus, installing in buildings
51.20.060
electrical installations, servicing, repairs, N.O.S. 51.20.060
electricity, power plants 51.20.410
elevator operators 51.20.490
elevators
commercial grain 51.20.210
fire or passenger elevators 51.20.060
elevators and warehouses, grain 51.20.050
engines, installation 51.20.060
engraving
jewelry 51.20.410
photo-engraving 51.20.410
equipment and fixtures, houses and buildings 51.20.050
installed 51.20.005
establishments, food and drink 51.20.390
excavations, N.O.S. 51.20.010
excavations and back filling, building construction 51.20.050
excavations and foundation work 51.20.050
excavators manufacturing 51.20.290
explosives and chemicals, combined, manufacturing 51.20.470
feed and grain stores 51.20.210
feed mills 51.20.210
fences, erection and repair 51.20.010
fires, operations 51.20.140
fertilizer, manufacturing 51.20.430
fibre, wooden ware, manufacturing 51.20.290
fire alarms, installation 51.20.060
fire clay products, manufacturing 51.20.350
fire proof doors and shutters 51.20.050
fireworks, manufacturing 51.20.460
fish canneries 51.20.330
fish markets, power driven machinery 51.20.370
fish oil, manufacturing 51.20.330
fish products 51.20.330
fish rearing ponds, construction 51.20.010
fish receiving and wholesaling 51.20.330
fish reduction plants 51.20.330
fish traps 51.20.330
fixtures and equipment in houses or buildings 51.20.050
flooring 51.20.050
floor mills 51.20.210
food or drink, restaurants, taverns, clubs 51.20.390
foodstuffs N.O.S. 51.20.390
for hire driving 51.20.140
forestry 51.20.450
forests manufacturing 51.20.480
forestry and logging 51.20.050
foundries 51.20.040
freight, auto transportation 51.20.110
freight or passenger elevators 51.20.060
frescoing 51.20.050
frozen fruits, vegetables, commercial wholesaling 51.20.390
fruit
canneries 51.20.390
commercial warehouses 51.20.210
frozen, commercial wholesaling 51.20.390
warehouses, commission 51.20.210
fuel oils, merchandising 51.20.340
fuel wood, cutting in woods, commercial 51.20.500
furniture
jewelry 51.20.410
photo-engraving 51.20.410
installation, setting, factories 51.20.290
installation 51.20.050
manufacturing 51.20.350
glazing, beveling and setting, factories 51.20.110
glass
maintenance 51.20.350
manufacturing 51.20.350
grading, beveling, setting glass, shops and factories 51.20.290
glue manufacturing 51.20.430
grading, N.O.S. 51.20.010
grading highways 51.20.010
grading roads 51.20.010
gratings of streets, highways, roads 51.20.010
grain and feed stores 51.20.210
grain elevators and warehouses 51.20.050
grain warehouses, elevators, commercial 51.20.210
gravel production, commercial 51.20.080
gypsum, manufacturing 51.20.310
hardwood, manufacturing 51.20.340
hanging, general, N.O.S. and trucking 51.20.110
hay, custom bailing 51.20.390
heating systems, installation 51.20.050
highway, street, road construction 51.20.010
highway construction, retaining walls 51.20.010
highway department of counties and cities, maintenance 51.20.080
highway lighting 51.20.060
hotel employees 51.20.470
hotel employees, N.O.S. 51.20.490
hot house construction and repair 51.20.050
houses, ready-made, plant fabrication 51.20.290
houses and buildings fixtures and equipment 51.20.050
moving and wrecking 51.20.050
housing authorities, local public 51.20.150
ice
artificial 51.20.440
natural 51.20.440
ice cream, manufacturing 51.20.400
incinerators 51.20.430
industries 51.16.035
inside occupations N.O.S., elective adoption 51.20.480
inside salesmen, demonstrators, N.O.S. elective adoption 51.20.480
installation of paving, steam pressing equipment 51.20.050
instructors, manual training, public schools 51.20.290
insulation material, manufacturing 51.20.310
iron and steel structures (not bridges) 51.20.050
iron mining 51.20.180
iron or tin work, galvanized, roof or cornice 51.20.050
irrigation ditches 51.20.080
jewelry 51.20.490
theatre 51.20.450
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Classification—Cont.
manuring—Cont.
glue 51.20.430
 gypsum 51.20.310
 hardware 51.20.340
 ice cream 51.20.400
 insulation materials 51.20.310
 jewelry 51.20.410
 lime 51.20.310
 matches 51.20.380
 N.O.S., repairing, servicing articles 51.20 .340
 neon, illuminating signs 51.20.340
 nitrogen 51.20.370
 oxygen 51.20.370
 paints and varnishes 51.20.350
 paper products 51.20.240
 peat fuel 51.20.350
 plastic materials 51.20.350
 plastic products 51.20.340
 porcelain ware 51.20.350
 pottery 51.20.350
 powder works 51.20.460
 sand, dust, etc. 51.20.290
 shakes 51.20.100
 staves
 barrel, tub 51.20.290
 cement 51.20.310
 tents, awnings, shades 51.20.380
 terra cotta 51.20.350
 textiles 51.20.380
 tile 51.20.350
 trailers, repairs 51.20.340
 venetian blinds 51.20.290
 wood pipe 51.20.290
 wooden and fibre ware 51.20.290
 marble, tile, terra cotta, application 51.20 .050
 marinas 51.20.340
 marine railways, construction 51.20.020
 masses 51.20.100
 mass manufacturing 51.20.380
 meat, fish, poultry markets, power driven machinery 51.20.430
 meat canneries 51.20.430
 mercantile establishments, employees 51.20 .490
 merchandise wholesalers, warehouse operations 51.20.010
 metal, stamping, plating, polishing 51.20.340
 metal ceilings 51.20.050
 metal erection and repair, chimneys 51.20.050
 metal mines, shaft sinking 51.20.170
 metal or tin, stamping 51.20.340
 metal weather stripping, installation 51.20 .050
 metal works, sheet 51.20.340
 metalwork, ornamental, in buildings 51.20 .050
 mines (other than coal) 51.20.170
 mining, open cut 51.20.170
 monoliths, spans, structures, causeways, and roadways elevated 51.20.020
 motor delivery N.O.S. 51.20.110
 motorcycle repair shop 51.20.340
 moving and wrecking, houses and buildings 51.20.050
 moving picture operators, theatres, stage employees, janitors 51.20.450
 multiple occupations in establishment, premiums 51.16.080
 neon, illuminating signs, manufacturing 51.20 .340
 nitrogen, manufacturing 51.20.370
 occupational disease, premiums and benefits 51.16.040
 occupations 51.16.035
 office buildings, employees 51.20.490

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Classification—Cont.
office employees N.O.S., elective adoption 51.20.460
 office employees of nonemployers, elective adoption 51.20.480
 office employees on premises 51.20.490
 oil refineries 51.20.050, 51.20.340
 oil wells 51.20.340
 open hearth furnaces 51.20.180
 ore reduction 51.20.170
 ornamental metalwork in buildings 51.20 .340
 outside occupations N.O.S., elective adoption 51.20.480
 outside salesmen, demonstrators, collectors using automobiles, elective adoption 51.20 .480
 overhead crossings 51.20.020
 oxygen, manufacturing 51.20.370
 oyster, crab, clam canning, cold packing 51.20.330
 oyster beds 51.20.330
 packing, boxes, cases, manufacturing 51.20.290
 packing houses 51.20.430
 padding on steam pressing equipment, installation 51.20.050
 pails, barrels, kegs, manufacturing 51.20.290
 painting building or structures 51.20.050
 signs, inside and outside work 51.20.050
 paints and varnishes, manufacturing 51.20 .350
 paper
 hanging 51.20.050
 mills 51.20.240
 products, manufacturing 51.20.240
 working in 51.20.240
 passenger or freight elevators 51.20.060
 pattern shops, independent 51.20.290
 paving 51.20.010
 paving blocks, cutting 51.20.310
 peeling, after cutting, commercial 51.20 .390
 peace officers, city and county 51.20.150
 peat fuel, manufacturing 51.20.350
 peat moss 51.20.430
 photo-engraving, engraving 51.20.410
 pier, wharf, operation 51.20.210
 pier and wharf construction 51.20.020
 pile, pole, treating works 51.20.100
 pipelite, mixer, automatic 51.20.060
 pipe manufacturing, concrete blocks, tiles 51.20 .050
 pipe cutting 51.20.101
 pit, crusher, bunker operations, road construction 51.20.010
 placer or hydraulic mining 51.20.170
 planking mills 51.20.100
 plank roads and streets, construction 51.20 .010
 plant fabrication, ready-made houses 51.20.290
 plastic materials, compounding or manufacturing 51.20.350
 plastic products, manufacturing 51.20.340
 plumbing work 51.20.050
 plywood, commercial production 51.20.290
 pole, pole treating works 51.20.100
 pole yard (not logging), N.O.S. 51.20.100
 poles, metal, transmission and distribution lines 51.20.050
 porcelain ware, manufacturing 51.20.350
 porters 51.20.490
 potatoes, sorting, commercial 51.20.390

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Classification—Cont.
pottery, manufacturing 51.20.350
 poultry markets, power driven machinery 51.20.430
 poultry N.O.S., handling, processing 51.20 .390
 power works, manufacturing 51.20.460
 power electric light plants 51.20.130
 steam heat plants 51.20.130
 premiums, multiple occupations in establishment 51.20.080
 printing 51.20.410
 probation officers, cities and counties 51.20 .150
 processors, handlers, butter, eggs, poultry N.O.S. 51.20.390
 propane, butane gas, wholesale and retail merchandising 51.20.340
 pulp mills 51.20.240
 pulpwood cutting 51.20.500
 quarries 51.20.170
 quarry hazard, stone cutting 51.20.170
 quonset huts, erection, dismantling 51.20.050
 radio station technicians 51.20.450
 radio technicians 51.20.450
 railroads bridge and trestle work 51.20.020
 construction work 51.20.010
 dismantling 51.20.060
 grading 51.20.010
 maintenance and repair 51.20.010
 tunnels 51.20.010
 railways cable 51.20.050
 construction, marine 51.20.020
 electric 51.20.050
 grading and construction, street 51.20.050
 rearrangement by director 51.16.100
 reduction plants, rolling mills, aluminum 51.20.180
 refrigeration, cold storage plants 51.20.440
 refrigeration systems, installation and repair 51.20.050
 restaurants 51.20.390
 retail, wholesale merchandising, butane and propane gas 51.20.340
 retail merchandising, gas, oil, fuel oils 51.20 .340
 retail solid fuel yard 51.20.110
 retaining walls, road construction 51.20.010
 rip-rapping, water hazard 51.20.020
 road construction 51.20.010
 road surfacing 51.20.010
 roads, logging 51.20.500
 rock walls, and rockeries, erection and repairing 51.20.050
 rolling mills 51.20.180
 reduction plants, aluminum 51.20.180
 roof or cornice, galvanized iron or tin work 51.20.050
 roof work 51.20.050
 rubber, N.O.S. 51.20.380
 runways and taxi ways (airports), construction and repair 51.20.010
 safes and vaults, installation and removal 51.20.050
 sand, commercial production 51.20.080
 sash, door, etc., manufacturing 51.20.290
 saw and door factories 51.20.290
 sawmills and tie mills 51.20.100
 school bus drivers 51.20.140
 schools colleges and universities, employees 51.20.490
 manual training instructors 51.20.290
 seed cleaning 51.20.210
 septic tank cleaning 51.20.110
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.</th>
<th>INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification—Cont.</td>
<td>Classification—Cont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automobile repairs 51.20.340</td>
<td>vehicular blinds, manufacturin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no repairs 51.20.340</td>
<td>51.20.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sewage disposal plants, construction 51.20-010</td>
<td>venetian blinds and shades, installation 51.20.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sewer pipe cleaning 51.20.050</td>
<td>ventilating systems, installation 51.20.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sewers 51.20.010</td>
<td>viaducts 51.20.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| shades, awnings, tents, manufacturing 51.20.380 | warehouse operations, merchandise whole-
| shades and blinds, venetian 51.20.050 | sellers N.O.S. 51.20.210 |
| shaft sinking               | warehouses                    |
| metal mines 51.20.170       | commercial fruit 51.20.210  |
| N.O.S. 51.20.120           | commission and vegetable 51.20.210 |
| sheets, manufacture 51.20.100 | storage, commercial 51.20.210 |
| sheet metal works 51.20.340 | grain 51.20.050             |
| single bolt cutting 51.20.300 | warehousing wholesale, building materials  |
| single mills 51.20.100      | N.O.S. 51.20.310            |
| shipbuilding                | washing buildings, inside or outside 51.20.050 |
| steel hulls 51.20.090       | water mains, construction and repair 51.20.010 |
| wooden hulls 51.20.090      | waterworks 51.20.150        |
| shoe repair shops, leather 51.20.380 | weather stripping, metal 51.20.050 |
| shutters and doors, fireproof 51.20.050 | welding, shop work 51.20.340 |
| sidewalks, plank 51.20.010 | well drilling, digging 51.20.010 |
| signs                       | wharf, pier, operation 51.20.420 |
| card printing and painting, inside 51.20-010 | wharf and pier construction 51.20.020 |
| neon and illuminating, manufacturing 51.20.340 | whitewashing 51.20.050 |
| painting, inside and outside 51.20.050 | wholesale, retail merchandise, butane and propane gas 51.20.340 |
| slate work 51.20.050        | wholesale and retail lumber yards 51.20.110 |
| slaughter houses 51.20.430  | warehouse merchandise, gas, oil, fuel oils 51.20.340 |
| smelters 51.20.180          | wholesalers, merchandise, warehouse operations N.O.S. 51.20.210 |
| melting 51.20.180           | windowills 51.20.050        |
| soap making 51.20.430       | window washing 51.20.050    |
| food and drink processing, classification 51.20.050 | wineries 51.20.370 |
| solid fuel yard, retail 51.20.110 | wires, placing in conduits 51.20.060 |
| spans, monoliths, structures, caseways and roadways elevated 51.20.020 | wiring, buildings 51.20.060 |
| spars 51.20.100             | wood                     |
| spraying and fumigation, chemical, commercial 51.20.050 | cutting fuel in woods, commercial 51.20.050 |
| sprinklers, automatic, installation 51.20.050 | kindling 51.20.290 |
| stage driving 51.20.140     | wood pipe, manufacturing 51.20.290 |
| stage employees, theatre 51.20.450 | wood veneer, commercial production 51.20.290 |
| stair building 51.20.050    | wood working             |
| stamping tin or metal 51.20.340 | car building 51.20.340 |
| staves, unenumerated employees, boards, commissions, inside 51.20.490 | N.O.S. 51.20.290 |
| cement, manufacturing 51.20.310 | wooden, fibre ware, manufacturin 51.20.290 |
| manufacturing 51.20.290    | 51.20.050                   |
| stage driving 51.20.140     | clay                     |
| steam heat power plants 51.20.130 | clay, defined 51.08.130 |
| steam pipe covering, installation 51.20.050 | quarry, defined 51.08.170 |
| steam pressing equipment, installation of padding 51.20.050 | clay pits N.O.S., classification 51.20.170 |
| steam power boilers 51.20.050 | clay products, processing, classification 51.20.080 |
| steel, structural, N.O.S. 51.20.050 | clerks N.O.S., elective adoption 51.20.480 |
| steel and iron structures (not bridges) 51.20.050 | cloth, classification 51.20.380 |
| steel, manufacturing 51.20.180 | clothing, manufacturing, classification 51.20.380 |
| stock yards 51.20.430       | clubs, extraehazardous employment enumerat-
| stone cutting               | ed 51.12.010                |
| away from quarry 51.20.310  | clubs, food and drink, classification 51.20.390 |
| quarry hazard 51.20.170     | clubs with sleeping accommoda-
| stone products, processing 51.20.080 | tions, employees N.O.S., classification 51.20.490 |
| storage and transfer, drainage 51.20.110 | coal                  |
| storage warehouses, commercial (including drivers) 51.20.210 | coal, defined 51.08.130 |
| stores, employees 51.20.490 | quarry, defined 51.08.170  |
| street and building decorating 51.20.050 | coal mines, classification 51.20.160 |
| street construction 51.20.010 | coaxial cable            |
| street railways, grading and construction 51.20.050 | overhead, classification 51.20.050 |
| structural steel, N.O.S. 51.20.050 | underground construction, classification 51.20.010 |
| structures, spans, monoliths, causeways and roadways elevated 51.20.020 | coke ovens, classificatio 51.20.160 |
| upholstery, automobiles 51.20.380 | cold packing, oyster, crab, clam, classification 51.20.330 |
| vaults and safes, installations and removals 51.20.050 | cold storage operations, warehousing operations, classification 51.20.210 |
| vegetable canneries 51.20.390 | 51.20.050               |
| vegetable warehouses, commission 51.20.210 |                |
| vegetables, frozen, commercial wholesaling 51.20.390 |                |
| vending machines 51.20.060   |                |
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Coverage, and other agencies, dependent.

Corporation reports, penalty for failure to make 51.48 .030

Custody

ailment for failure to make 51.48 .030

Custody, children, temporary total disabilities 51.32 .090

Contracts

children, temporary total disabilities 51.32 .090

Custody

Clothing, manufacturing, classification 51 .20.100

Costs

Court reporter, costs on appeal 51.52.010

Cross-appeals

Court reporter, costs on appeal 51.52.010

Cross-appeals

Court reporter, costs on appeal 51.52.010

Custody

Conversion of payments to lump sum 51.32 .130

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases

Creditors

Custody

Cases
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Death—Cont.

intentional—Cont.
who not entitled to payment 51.32.020
invalid surviving spouses, benefits available 51.32.050
lump sum beneficiaries out of state 51.32.150
conversion to 51.32.130
lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
monthly pay, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

occupational disease benefits accorded 51.32.180
compensation same as injury 51.32.180
effective adoption benefits same as injury 51.32.180
other cause of death after accident, award 51.32.040

permanent partial disabilities, lump sum to dependents 51.32.080
permanent total disabilities, lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
permanent total disability, death during payments 51.32.050
premium rate considerations 51.16.0200
proof, director's powers 51.04.020
remarriage of surviving spouse 51.32.050
reserve fund, transfer from accident fund 51.44.070

spouse's consent on conversion to lump sum 51.32.135

Decision and order, review by board 51.52.106

Decision appeals, order of board 51.52.106
appeals from, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals
holding in abeyance before appeal 51.52.060
modifications before appeal, affect 51.52.060
reversal before appeal, affect 51.52.060

Decorating, street and building, classification 51.20.050

Deeds, delinquency, sales on execution 51.16.180

Default in payments, notices, enforcement 51.48.150

Definitions
accredited school 51.08.012
acting in course of employment 51.08.013
adopted child 51.32.005
amount 51.08.010
beneficiary 51.08.020

child 51.08.030, 51.32.005

contribution 51.08.010
department 51.08.040
dependent 51.08.050, 51.32.005
director 51.08.060
employer 51.08.070
engineering work 51.08.080

factories 51.08.090

hand man 51.20.050

injury 51.08.100
invalid 51.08.110
invalid child 51.32.005
janitor 51.20.050

job site

for benefits available 51.32.015

medical aid 51.36.040

lunch period, for benefits available 51.32.015

lunch period established by employer, medical aid 51.36.040

maintenance man 51.20.050

meaning of words used 51.08.010

mill 51.08.120

mines 51.08.130
N.O.S. 51.20.005

not otherwise specified 51.20.005

occupational disease 51.08.140

payment 51.08.010

permanent partial disability 51.08.150

INDEX

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Definitions—Cont.

permanent total disability 51.08.160
posthumous child 51.32.005

premium 51.08.010

quarry 51.08.170

stepchild 51.32.005

workmen 51.08.190

workshop 51.08.190

Dehydrators, classification 51.20.390

Deinquent employers

action against, by state 51.16.150

actions for premiums, penalties 51.16.160

bond after default 51.16.150

injunction against after default 51.16.150

liens for premiums, penalties 51.16.160

penalty for default in payments 51.16.150

property acquired by state on execution, sales 51.16.180

property liens 51.16.170

surety on default bond 51.16.150

Dentists, classification 51.20.130

Department of labor and industries (See also LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT)

accident fund

collection of penalties, deposit 51.48.090

transfer to reserve fund 51.44.070

actions at law

compromise 51.24.010

lien 51.24.010

prosecution 51.24.010

settlement 51.24.010

subrogation 51.24.010

actions, payslows, recovery of payments, certificates 51.16.160

administrative fund

attorney fees, when 51.52.130

witness fees as administrative expense 51.21.20.050

aggravation

application for compensation adjustment 51.32.160

time limit for application 51.32.160

aliens

conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

nonresident beneficiary 51.32.140

annuities, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

appeal costs 51.52.150

appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals

appearance at board hearing 51.52.100

applications

aggravation, compensation 51.32.160

beneficiaries, compensation 51.28.030

compensation 51.28.020

beneficiaries, compensation 51.28.030

change in 51.28.040

lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130

assistants, inspection of employer's employment records 51.16.070

attorney fees 51.52.120, 51.52.130

administrative fund expense, when 51.52.130

compromise, settlement of law action 51.16.070

doing in court 51.52.130

when unlawful 51.52.132

attorney general legal adviser 51.52.140

award, modification, reversal before appeal 51.52.060

beneficiaries, lump sum when out of state 51.32.130

bonds, appearance at 51.32.100

books

inspection of 51.48.040

penalty for refusing inspection 51.48.040

certificates, action to recover payments due on payroll 51.16.160, 51.16.170
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INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Department of labor and industries—Cont.

- Injuries—Effect of delay of recovery by pre-existing disease 51.32.100
- Inspection of books, records, payrolls 51.48-040
- Jobsites, benefits available 51.32.015
- Liens
  - Actions at law, subrogation against recovery 51.24.010
  - Duration 51.16.170
  - Filing claim 51.16.170
  - Filing claim of, time and place 51.16.170
  - Foreclosure 51.16.170
  - Penalty 51.16.160, 51.16.170
  - Premiums 51.16.160, 51.16.170
- Lump sum
  - Beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
  - Further accident after payment 51.32.120
- Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
- Lump sum, conversion when beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
- Lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
- Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.130
- Lunch periods, benefits available 51.32.015
- Medical aids
  - Artificial substitutes 51.36.020
  - Appliances, mechanical 51.36.020
  - Dental aids 51.36.020
- Medical examinations
  - Compensation, suspension, reduction, grounds 51.32.110
  - Expenses, traveling 51.32.110
  - Mandatory 51.32.110
- Medical treatment, effect of refusal 51.32.110
- Monthly payments, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- New business 51.16.110
- Notices
  - Accident 51.28.010
  - Administrators, of appointment 51.16.160
  - Assignees, of creditor, of appointment 51.16.160
  - Liens, filing claims 51.16.170
  - Recipients, of appointment 51.16.160
- Orders
  - Modification, reversal before appeal 51.52.010
  - Review of 51.52.106
- Payroll reports 51.16.060
  - As basis to close account 51.16.060
- Payrolls
  - Action to recover payments, certificate 51.16.160, 51.16.170
  - Inspection of 51.48.040
  - Lunch period time 51.32.015
  - Penalty for misrepresentation in 51.48.020
  - Penalty for refusing inspection 51.48.040
- Penalties
  - Collection of, deposit 51.48.090
  - Compensation, reduction, removal of safeguard 51.48.070
  - Employer's responsibility for safeguard 51.48.070
  - Insufficiency of payrolls, records, refusal of 51.48.040

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Department of labor and industries—Cont.

- Penalties—Cont.
  - Medical aid, illegal collections 51.48.050
  - Misrepresentation in payroll 51.48.020
  - Payrolls, payments, failure to make 51.48.010
  - Physician's failure to report, comply with law 51.48.060
  - Records, failure to keep 51.48.030
  - Reports, failure to make 51.48.030
  - Rule violations 51.48.080
  - Safeguards, employer's responsibility, removal by workman 51.48.070
  - Waiver of 51.48.100
  - Workman's removal of safeguard 51.48.070
- Pensions
  - Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
  - Lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
- Permanent partial disabilities
  - Death, lump sum to dependents 51.32.080
  - Installments, conversion to lump sum 51.32.080
  - Permanent total following permanent partial, computation 51.32.080
- Permanent total disabilities
  - Beneficiaries out of state 51.32.150
  - Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
  - Lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
  - Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
- Penalties
  - Basic 51.16.020
  - Credit to employer for payment when fund deficient 51.44.110
  - Legal structure of employer, change 51.16.030
- Penalties against employer for illegal collections 51.48.050
- Petition
  - For recovery of 51.16.160
  - Credit to employer for payment when fund deficient 51.44.110
  - Legal structure of employer, change 51.16.110
- Solicitation
  - Of unenumerated occupations, rate of contributions 51.12.030
  - Waiver of penalties 51.48.100
  - Witness fees, when administrative fund expense 51.52.130
- Dependants
  - Action at law, when 51.24.010
  - Adopted child, defined 51.32.005
  - Aliens, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
  - Annuities, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
  - Appeals, see INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
  - Subtitle
    - Appeals
      - Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
      - Time for 51.28.050
      - Attorney fees before department, board 51.52.120, 51.52.130
      - In court 51.52.130
      - When administrative fund expense 51.52-130
      - When unlawful 51.52.132
      - Beneficiary, when 51.08.020
      - Claims, time for filing, injuries 51.28.050
      - Claims closed on lump sum conversion 51.32.135
      - Compensation
        - Aliens, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
        - Authorized 51.32.010
        - Child, when no payment 51.32.020
        - Custody of minor 51.32.010
        - Invalid child, when no payment 51.32.020
        - Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
        - Lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
        - Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32-135
        - Lump sum when beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
        - Minors
          - Who entitled 51.32.010
          - Who not entitled 51.32.020
          - Occupational disease, same as injury 51.32.180
          - Payments in lieu of action 51.32.010
          - Stipulation, when no payment 51.32.020
          - Who entitled 51.32.010
          - Who not entitled 51.32.010
          - Compromise of law action 51.32.010
          - Conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
          - Spouse's consent 51.32.135
          - Conversion to lump sum closes claim 51.32-135
          - Conversion to lump sum when out of state 51.32.150
          - Death
            - Conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
            - Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32-135
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Dependents—Cont.
death
lump sum when beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
death benefits 51.32.050
death of workman from other cause after
accident 51.32.040
defined 51.08.050
department may convert to lump sum 51.32.130
election to sue, when 51.24.010
elective adoption, occupational disease, as
same as injury 51.32.180
injuries, time for application 51.28.050
intentional injury, action against employer
51.24.020
interstate commerce 51.12.090
invalid child, defined 51.32.065
invalid surviving spouses, death benefits
51.32.060
lien of department, actions at law 51.24.010
lump sum converted to 51.32.130
lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
monthly pay, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
nonresidents, awarded when death from other
cause after accident 51.32.040
occupational disease
benefits accorded 51.32.180
compensation as for injury 51.32.180
elective adoption, benefits as injuries 51.32.180
other cause of death after accident 51.32.040
parents, death benefits 51.32.050
pensions
additional for prior pensioners 51.32.070
lump sum conversion, beneficiary out of
state 51.32.150
lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
permanent partial disabilities
amputation 51.32.080
disability without 51.32.080
compensation schedule 51.32.080
death, lump sum to dependent 51.32.080
installments, conversion to lump sum 51.32.080
monthly payments, when, interest 51.32.080
permanent total following permanent
partial, compensation 51.32.080
second injuries 51.32.080
specified 51.32.080
unspecified 51.32.080
permanent total disabilities
compensation schedule 51.32.060
death during, payments 51.32.050
lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
policy for certain relief 51.04.010
posthumous child, defined 51.32.005
proof, director's powers 51.04.020
proof of dependency 51.28.060
railroads, liability under act 51.12.080
remarriage of surviving spouse, lump sum
51.32.135
settlement of law action 51.24.010
spouse's consent on conversion to lump sum
51.32.135
stepchild, defined 51.32.005

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Dependents—Cont.
temporary total disabilities
compensation schedule 51.32.090
prerequisites 51.32.090
witness fees, when administrative fund ex­
penditure 51.52.130
Deportations, law applicable to funds 51.44.120
Depositions
appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle
Appeals
board hearings on appeal 51.52.100
Deposits
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
premiums, new business, resumed opera­
tions 51.16.110
refund, ceasing as employer 51.16.110
Diamond drilling, classification 51.20.010
Diminution
application for adjustment 51.32.160
compensation adjustment 51.32.160
procedure, compensation adjustment 51.32.160
time for adjustment application 51.32.160
Director
accident fund, amounts paid in and out 51.32.040
accidents, proof of 51.04.020
administrative fund, attorney, witness fees,
when 51.52.130
aggravation
application for compensation adjustment
51.32.160
time limit for application 51.32.160
appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle
Appeals
applications, aggravation, application for
compensation 51.32.160
attorney fees
before department 51.52.120, 51.52.130
in court 51.52.130
when administrative fund expense 51.52.130
when unlawful 51.52.132
beneficiaries, proof of dependency 51.28.060
bonds, delinquent payments 51.16.150
catastrophe account, report to legislature
51.04.020
certificates, benefits 51.04.020
chief assistants 43.17.040
classes
changes by 51.16.100
consolidation by 51.16.100
corrections by 51.16.100
rearrangement by 51.16.100
revision by 51.16.100
classifications and subclassifications 51.20.005
compensation, aggravation application 51.32.160
cost experience, legal structure change, ef­
ect 51.16.090
death, proof of 51.04.020
defined 51.08.060
delinquent employers, procedure 51.16.150
dependency, proof of 51.04.020
dependents, proof of dependency 51.28.060
diminution
application for compensation adjustment
51.32.160
time limit for application 51.32.160
elective adoption, powers 51.12.110
employers
benefits for, payroll notice 51.32.030
bond for default 51.16.150
delinquent payments 51.16.150
property acquired by state, execution sale,
deel 51.16.180
surety on default bond 51.16.150

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Director—Cont.
employer's employment record, inspection
51.16.070
hospital treatment, supervision 51.04.020
inclusion as extrahazardous after hearing
51.12.040
information, division of statistics 51.04.020
inspection of payroll, records, effect of refu­
sal 51.48.040
investigations 51.04.020
jurisdiction agreements with other states
and Canada where employment contract
in one state and injury received in an­
other 51.04.020
legislature, reports to 51.04.020
maritime occupations, segregation of pay­
rolls 51.12.100
medical aid contracts (See also INDUS­
TRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical
aid contracts; INDUSTRIAL INSUR­
ANCE, subtitle Supervisor of industrial
insurance)
rules as to transfer from contract doctor
51.40.070
transfer from contract doctor 51.40.070
medical treatment, supervision 51.04.020
minor, payment of lump sum 51.04.070
new business, procedure 51.16.110
notices
employer on payroll 51.32.030
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
resumed operations, new business 51.16.110
oath 43.17.030
payroll reports, approval 51.16.060
payrolls, notice that employer is on 51.32.030
penalties, waiver of 51.48.100
penalty for refusing inspection, payrolls, re­
payments 51.48.040
pensions
additional payments to prior pensioners
51.32.070
lump sum conversion, spouse's consent
51.32.135
lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
monthly payments, when interest 51.32.080
permanent following permanent
partial, compensation 51.32.080
second injuries 51.32.080
specified 51.32.080
permanent total disabilities
compensation schedule 51.32.060
death during, payments 51.32.050
lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130
lump sum conversion, spouse's consent
51.32.135
lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
policy for certain relief 51.04.010
posthumous child, defined 51.32.005
proof, director's powers 51.04.020
lost and found 51.32.040
railroads, liability under act 51.12.080
remarriage of surviving spouse, lump sum
51.32.135
settlement of law action 51.24.010
spouse's consent on conversion to lump sum
51.32.135
stepchild, defined 51.32.005
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Director—Cont.

witness fees, when administrative fund expense 51.52.130

Disability compensation, subject to lien and order to deliver for support payments 74.20A.260

Discrimination, medical aid 51.04.030

Diseases

occupational disease, defined 51.08.140

preexisting, effect of delay of recovery from injury 51.32.120

second injury or disease, costs 51.16.120

Disasters N.O.S., classification 51.20.370

Distribution, transmission lines, construction, classification 51.20.050

Ditches, and canals, N.O.S., classification 51.20.010

Division of industrial insurance (See also LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, subtitle Industrial insurance division)

aggravation

application for compensation adjustment 51.32.160

time limit for application 51.32.160

applications, aggravation, application for compensation 51.32.160

aggravation, application for compensation 51.32.160

creation 43.22.010

dimination

application for compensation adjustment 51.32.160

time limit for application 51.32.160

elective adoption, powers, procedure 51.12.030

inclusion as extrahazardous occupation 51.12.040

medical aid contracts, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical aid contracts, INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Supervisor of industrial insurance

medical aid powers 51.04.030

orders, forwarded to claimant only 51.04.080

orders, forwarded to claimant only 51.04.080

powers and duties 43.22.030

supervisor 43.22.020

termination

application for compensation adjustment 51.32.160

time limit for application 51.32.160

time limit on aggravation application 51.32.160

warrants forwarded to claimants only 51.04.080

Division of industrial safety and health (See also LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, subtitle Safety division)
experience, administrative 51.16.105

Division of statistics, creation 51.04.020

Docks

engineering work, defined 51.08.080

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

piles, concrete, classification 51.20.020

Domestic servants, excluded, when 51.16.020

Door, sash, etc., manufacturing, classification 51.20.290

Door and sash factories, classification 51.20.290

Doors and shutters, fireproof, classification 51.20.050

Drageage

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.20.110

transfer and storage, classification 51.20.110

Dredges, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.20.010

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Drivers

bakeries, classification 51.20.390

bottling works, classification 51.20.370

brewhouses, classification 51.20.370

butane, propane gas, classification 51.20.340

cheese making, classification 51.20.400

cold storage plants, refrigeration, classification 51.20.440

commercial storage warehouses, classification 51.20.210

condensed milk, classification 51.20.400

creameries and dairies, classification 51.20.400

dye works and cleaners, classification 51.20.220

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

fertilizer manufacturing, classification 51.20.430

garbage works, classification 51.20.430

gas and oil, fuel oils, classification 51.20.340

ice, artificial, classification 51.20.440

ice cream manufacturing, classification 51.20.400

incinerators, classification 51.20.430

lard making, classification 51.20.430

laundries, classification 51.20.220

meat, fish, poultry markets, classification 51.20.430

meat canneries, classification 51.20.430

natural ice, classification 51.20.440

packing houses, classification 51.20.430

slaughter houses, classification 51.20.430

soap making, classification 51.20.430

stock yards, classification 51.20.430

sugar refineries, classification 51.20.390

tallow making, classification 51.20.430

tanneries, classification 51.20.430

winneries, classification 51.20.370

Druggists, fee bill, medical aid 51.04.030

Dye works and cleaners, classification 51.20.430

Eating houses

classification 51.20.390

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Elevator operators

classification 51.20.490

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Elevators

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

freight or passenger, classification 51.20.060

milk, defined 51.08.120

Elevators and warehouses

commercial grain, classification 51.20.210

Elevators and warehouses

commercial grain, classification 51.20.050

Employee, defined 51.08.185

Employers

accident fund, computation if act invalid 51.04.040

accidents, notice 51.28.010

acting in course of employment, defined 51.08.013

action against for intentional injury 51.24.020

appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Board of industrial insurance appeals

benefits

during course of employment, medical aid 51.36.040

job site, medical aid 51.36.040

lunch period, medical aid 51.36.040

not to be waived 51.04.060

bond

delinquency in payments, when required 51.16.130

medical aid contractor 51.40.020

surety on default bond 51.16.150

books

inspection of 51.48.040

penalty for refusal of inspection 51.48.040

bonds not to be evaded 51.04.060

catastrophes

costs, how distributed 51.16.130

described 51.16.130

ceasing as employer, refunds 51.16.110

claim records, inspection 51.28.070

classification, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Classification, classification change 51.16.100

compensation

authorized for employers, when 51.32.030

during course of employment, medical aid 51.36.040

job site, medical aid 51.36.040

lunch period, medical aid 51.36.040

occupational disease same as injury 51.32.180

confidentiality of claim records 51.28.070
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Employers—Cont.

contribution, cost experience rating 51.16.110
contract, workman, defined 51.08.180
contractor, when 51.08.070

contribution, credit for payment when fund deficient 51.44.110
cost experience

legal structure change 51.16.110
effect 51.16.090
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110

permanent partial disability, installment interest borne by class 51.32.080
unfavorable, no evasion 51.16.090
costs of injury, industry to bear most 51.16.090

injury, industrial 51.16.130
deficient contract service, emergency treatment 51.40.060
distribution when further accident or disease 51.16.120
costs of injury, industry to bear most 51.16.090

crimes

medical aid, illegal collections 51.48.060
misrepresentation in payroll 51.48.020
refusal to permit payroll record inspection 51.48.040
defined 51.08.070
delinquency

actions in superior court 51.16.160
bond after default 51.16.150
collection by state 51.16.150
default in payments, procedure, penalty 51.16.150
injunction after default 51.16.150
lien for premiums, penalties, priority 51.16.160

payroll, actions to recover payments 51.16.160
penalty for default 51.16.150
premiums, liens, priority, actions on 51.16.160
property acquired by state on execution 51.16.180
surety on default bond 51.16.150
transfer of plant invalid 51.16.150
disease, costs for further accident or disease 51.16.120
during course of employment, medical aid 51.36.040
election

occupation disease benefit, same as injury 51.32.180
procedure 51.12.110
experience rating, change in legal structure 51.16.090

federal employees, exclusion 51.12.060
first aid, requisites 51.36.030
funds, liability for deficiency 51.44.110
further accidents or disease, distribution of costs 51.16.120
governmental entity premium liability 51.12.050
incorporation change, experience rating 51.16.110

industrial safety and health division, administrative expenses 51.16.105
inspection of claim records 51.28.070
inspection of payrolls, records, refusal of 51.48.040

intentional injury, action against 51.24.020
interstate commerce 51.12.090
jobsites

benefits available, when 51.32.015
defined, medical aid 51.36.040
defined for benefits 51.32.015
medical aid benefits payable 51.36.040
legal structure change 51.16.110

cost experience 51.16.090
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Employers—Cont. 

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont. 
premiums—Cont. 
bond, new business or resumed opera-
tions 51.16.110 
building industry 51.16.090 
change in legal structure 51.16.110 
delinquency 
bond after default 51.16.150 
collection by state 51.16.150 
injunction after default 51.16.150 
penalty for default 51.16.150 
surety on default bond 51.16.150 
transfer of plant invalid 51.16.150 
liens, when delinquent 51.16.160, 51.16.
.170 
limitation on actual rate 51.16.020 
lunch periods, medical aid 51.36.040 

medical aid, penalty for illegal collections 51.48.010 
medical aid rates 51.16.030 
new business, resumed operations 51.16.
.110 

occupational disease 51.16.040 
penalty for misrepresentation in payroll 51.48.020 
rate for accident fund 51.16.020 


previous injury or disease, costs for further 51.
16.120 
products, lien for delinquencies 51.16.170 

property, liens for delinquent payments, penalties 51.16.170 
railroad liability 51.12.080 
records 

claim files, inspection 51.28.070 
confidentiality 51.16.070 
employment 51.16.070 

inspection of 51.16.070, 51.48.040 
payment for keeping 51.48.030 
penalty for refusal of inspection 51.48.040 
refund on ceasing as 51.16.110 


reports 

lunch period time, medical aid 51.36.040 
penalty for failure to make 51.48.030 
resumed operations, procedure 51.16.110 
safeguards 

removal by workman, effect on penalties 51.48.070 


responsibility for, penalties 51.48.070 
second injuries, distribution of costs 51.16.
.120 
stock transfer, experience rating 51.16.110 
taxes, money payments as 51.08.015 
temporary total disabilities 
compensation schedule 51.32.090 
duration of payments 51.32.090 
nearings during disability 51.32.090 

prerequisites 51.32.090 
time lapse required 51.32.090 


wages received during disability 51.32.090 
wages, temporary total disability computa-
tion, effect 51.32.090 
waiver of penalties by director 51.48.100 
withdrawal as, refunds 51.16.110 

workman hours 

lunch period time, medical aid 51.36.040 
new business or resumed operations 51.
.16.110 

Employment 
classifications, See INDUSTRIAL INSUR-
ANCE, subtitle Classifications 
covered under act 51.12.010 


during course of, medical aid 51.36.040 

effective adoption procedure 51.12.110 
excluded from 51.12.020 
excluded if other provision made, when 51.
.12.050 
exclusions from coverage enumerated 51.
.12.010 
extrahazardous enumerated 51.12.010 
inclusion after hearing 51.12.040 
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Fixtures and equipment, houses and buildings, classification 51.20.050

Flooring, classification 51.20.050

Flour mills, classification 51.20.210

Food and drink establishments, classification 51.20.290

Foodstuffs N.O.S., classification 51.20.390

Forklifts, classification 51.20.140

Extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Freight, auto transportation, classification 51.20.110

Frescoing, classification 51.20.050

Frozen fruits and vegetables, commercial wholesaling, classification 51.20.390

Fruit warehouses, commission, classification 51.20.210

Fruits, frozen, commercial wholesaling, classification 51.20.390

Fuel oils, merchandising, classification 51.20.340

Fuel wood, cutting in woods, commercial, classification 51.20.500

Fumigation and spraying, chemical, commercial, classification 51.20.050

Funds (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Accident fund; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Reserve fund; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical aid fund; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Catastrophe injury account)

accident fund established 51.44.010

catastrophe injury account established 51.44.050

collection of penalties, deposit 51.48.090

depository laws applicable 51.44.120

disbursements 51.44.110

medical aid fund established 51.44.020

penalties, collection of, deposit 51.48.090

reserve fund established 51.44.030

second injury account established 51.44.040

state treasurer's liability for custody 51.44.120

Funerals, burial expenses 51.32.050

Furnace assembly, classification 51.20.340

Furnaces, installation, classification 51.20.050

Furnaces, open hearth, classification 51.20.180

Furniture, manufacturing, repair, classification 51.20.290

Further accident after lump sum payment

Grading highways, classification 51.20.100

Grading streets, highways, roads, classification 51.20.100

Grain and feed stores, classification 51.20.210

Grave elevators and warehouses, classification 51.20.390

Gravel, quarry, defined 51.20.390

Grave production, commercial, classification 51.20.800

Guardians, minor workman 51.04.070

Gypsum, manufacturing, classification 51.20.310

Hail damages, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Extrahazardous employment

Hearings

appeals (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals)

conference preceding or during hearing, classification 51.20.340

board of appeals, removal of member 51.52.040

inclusion as extrahazardous employment, classification 51.12.010

medical aid contract complaint procedure

physicians testimony not privileged 51.04.050

Heating systems, installation, classification 51.20.050

Highway, street, road construction, classification 51.20.010

Highway departments, counties and cities, maintenance, classification 51.20.080

Highway lighting, classification 51.20.060

Highways, engineering work, classification 51.08.080

Hospital associations, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical aid fund; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical aid contracts

Hospital hospital treatment

inadequate and speedy required 51.36.020

authorized in addition to compensation 51.36.040

cost, industry to bear most 51.16.010

director to supervise 51.04.020

duration, extent 51.36.010, 51.36.020

fee bill, medical aid services 51.04.030

mechanical aids 51.36.020

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

medical aid contracts

approval, disapproval by supervisor 51.40.020

bond by contractor 51.40.020

cancellation, surplus fund use 51.40.040

duration 51.40.020

employer-employee rights of administration 51.40.020

expiration, surplus fund use 51.40.040

grounds for disapproval by supervisor 51.40.020

levy for surplus fund 51.40.040

obligation of contractor is continuing 51.40.040

reserve for surplus fund 51.40.040

surplus fund, created, uses 51.40.040

medical aid, penalty, illegal collections 51.48.050

medical aid fund liable 51.36.010

medical aid contracts

occupation, benefits same as injury 51.32.180

physicians, choice of 51.36.010

speedy and adequate required 51.36.020

transportation costs 51.36.020

Hospitals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical aid fund; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Medical aid contracts; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Hospital treatment

Hotel employees N.O.S., classification 51.20.490

Hotels, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Hothouse construction and repair, classification 51.20.050

House and building moving and wrecking, classification 51.20.050

Houses, ready-made, plant fabrication, classification 51.20.290

Houses and buildings, fixtures and equipment, classification 51.20.050

Housing authorities, local public, classification 51.20.150

Husband or wife temporary total disability of worker, able-bodied husband 51.32.090

Ice

artificial, classification 51.20.440

natural, classification 51.20.440

Ice cream manufacturing, classification 51.20.400

Illegal child, definition of child 51.08.030

Improvements, engineering work, defined 51.08.080

Incinerators, classification 51.20.430

Information

claim records confidential 51.28.070

confidence, emplo ment records 51.16.070

employer's record of employment 51.16.070

expenses, inspection of claim files 51.28.070

inspection of employment records 51.16.070

Injunctions

delinquent employers 51.16.150

employers, delinquent 51.16.150

Injuries

acting in course of employment, defined 51.08.013

actions at law, when 51.24.010

applicat ions, time for filing 51.28.050

benefits not to be waived 51.04.060

burdens not to be exempted 51.04.060

catastrophes

costs, how distributed 51.16.130

described 51.16.130

claims, time for filing 51.28.050

compensation

who entitled 51.32.010
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Interurban railroads

Instructors, manual training, public schools, installation of padding, steam pressing equipment.

Interest

Invalid surviving spouses

Invalids

Instructions, jury 51.04.050

Inspection

Inside salesmen, demonstrators, N.O.S., electrical work, defined 51.08.080

Insolvency

insurance commissioner

annuities, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

lump sum to beneficiary out of state 51.32.130

lump sum, conversion to, annuities 51.32.130

Interest

delinquent employers, payment 51.16.150

employees, payment by delinquent 51.16.150

reserve fund 51.44.080

Interurban railroads

engineering work, defined 51.08.080

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Irrevocably invalids

additional payments for prior pensioners 51.32.070

death benefits 51.32.050

Invalids

child defined 51.32.005

defined 51.08.110

permanent total disability benefits 51.32.060

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Invalids—Cont.

permanent total disability payment to workman, spouse 51.32.060

spouse of workman, permanent total disability benefits 51.32.060

Investigations, director’s general powers 51.04.040

Investments

accident fund 51.44.100

obligations secured by deferred forest taxes 84.32.100

medical aid fund 51.44.100

reserve fund 51.44.090, 51.44.100

Iron and steel making, classification 51.20.050

Iron and steel works, galvanized, roof or cornice, classification 51.20.050

Iron or tin work, galvanized, roofing or cornice, classification 51.20.050

Iron works, galvanized, manufacturing, classification 51.20.340

Irrigation ditches, classification 51.20.080

Janitors

classification 51.20.490

defined 51.20.050

extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

theatre, classification 51.20.450

Jetties, classification 51.20.020

Jewelry

engraving, classification 51.20.410

manufacturing, classification 51.20.410

Jobsites

acting in course of employment, defined 51.32.080

benefits available when 51.32.015

defined, medical aid 51.36.040

defined for benefits 51.32.015

medical aid benefits payable 51.36.040

Judgments, delinquency, property acquired by attachment 51.16.170

county auditor, filing claim 51.16.170

duration 51.16.170

filing claim of 51.16.170

foreclosure 51.16.170

penalties

actions 51.16.160, 51.16.170

priorities 51.16.160, 51.16.170

property subject 51.16.170

third party interest 51.16.170

premiums

actions 51.16.160, 51.16.170

priorities 51.16.160, 51.16.170

third party interest 51.16.170

property subject 51.16.170

third party interest, priority 51.16.170

receivers, notice to department of appointment 51.16.160, 51.16.170

Lime, manufacturing, classification 51.20.310

Limitation of actions (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Statutes)

aggravation, diminution, termination of disability, compensation 51.32.160

application for compensation adjustment, aggravation 51.32.160

claims

injury application 51.28.050

occupational disease application 51.28.055

computation of time 51.04.100

injuries, time for filing claims 51.28.050

occupational disease, time for filing claims 51.28.055

Linoleum or composition coverings, classification 51.20.050

Linotype operators, classification 51.20.410

Lithographing, classification 51.20.410

Loading lumber, classification 51.20.100

Log roads, engineering work, defined 51.08.080

Log scaling bureaus, classification 51.20.490

Logging, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Logs and logging

booming and rafting, classification 51.20.300

classification, operation, maintenance, trucks 51.20.300

pulpwood cutting 51.20.500

roads, classification 51.20.500

shingled roof cutting, classification 51.20.500

tie cutting, classification 51.20.500

trucking, classification 51.20.500
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Lump sum
11. Dl'S TRIAL INSURANCE
Lumber hauling, classification 51.20.100
Lumber inspectors, classification 51.20.100
Lumber yards, wholesale and retail, classification 51.20.110
Lumbering, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Lump sum
aliens, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
annualities, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
application for conversion to 51.32.130
beneficiaries out of state 51.32.150
claims, conversion to, spouse's consent 51.32.150
claims closed on lump sum conversion 51.32.135
compensation
aliens, conversion to 51.32.130
conversion to 51.32.130
spouse's consent 51.32.135
conversion to closes claim 51.32.135
claim when beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
death, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
department may convert to 51.32.130
fiber accident after payment, compensation 51.32.120
medical aid, extent, duration 51.36.010
monthly pay, conversion to 51.32.130
pensions, lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135
spouse's consent 51.32.135
permanent total disabilities, conversion to 51.32.130
second injuries after payment, compensation 51.32.120
spouse's consent on conversion to 51.32.135
Lunch periods
benefits, medical aid 51.36.040
benefits available during 51.32.015
defined for benefits available 51.32.015
established by employer, medical aid 51.36.040
medical aid benefits payable 51.36.040
payroll computation, medical aid 51.36.040
payroll reports 51.32.015
Macaroni making, classification 51.20.390
Machine shops N.O.S., classification 51.20.340
Machinery
engineering work includes when power driven 51.08.080
factories, where power driven 51.08.090
installation, servicing, classification 51.20.060
Maintenance, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
private home, excluded, when 51.12.020
Maintenance man, defined 51.20.050
Maintenance men N.O.S., classification 51.20.490
Manel setting, classification 51.20.050
Manual training instructors, public schools, classification 51.20.290
Manufacture of shoes, classification 51.20.100
Manufacturing
airplane, classification 51.20.340
alcohol, classification 51.20.370
ammonia, classification 51.20.370
artificial ice, classification 51.20.440
asbestos products, classification 51.20.310
barrels, kegs, pails, classification 51.20.290
baskets, classification 51.20.290
battery, classification 51.20.340
boxes and packing cases, classification 51.20.320
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Medical aid—Cont.
contract—Cont.
safety educational standards effective during contract 51.40.030
supervisors consent to transfer 51.40.010
surplus fund, created, uses, levy 51.40.040
transfer from contract doctor 51.40.070
orders, contract complaints 51.40.010
transportation provisions in effect during contract 51.40.030
workman's acceptance upon employment 51.40.060
crutches, expense 51.36.020
delinquency, property acquired by state on execution 51.16.180
delinquent premiums, custody of judgment priority 43.43.030
departmental functions, generally 51.04.030
discrimination 51.04.030
division of industrial insurance, powers 51.04.030
druggists, maximum charges 51.04.030
duration, execution 51.36.010, 51.36.020
during course of employment, benefits payable 51.36.040
elective adoption, occupational disease benefits as injuries 51.32.180
elective adoption procedure 51.12.110
employer's liability for illegal collections 51.48.050
extent 51.36.010
eyeglasses, expense 51.36.020
fee bill 51.04.030
rejection 51.04.030
filings, contract complaints 51.40.050
first aid, requisites 51.36.030
fund, charge against limited 51.04.030
hearings, contract complaint procedure 51.40.030
hospitals, etc., maximum charges 51.04.030
index cards for employers 51.36.020
jobsite, benefits payable 51.36.040
lenses, expense 51.36.020
limbs, artificial, expense 51.36.020
lunch period time, benefits payable 51.36.040
mechanical aids 51.36.020
minor is sui juris 51.04.070
notice, contract complaints 51.40.050
occupational disease
benefits accorded 51.32.180
compensation same as injury 51.32.180
elective adoption, benefits same as injuries 51.32.180
order of continuance 51.36.010
orders, contract complaints 51.40.050
payrolls, lunch period time 51.36.040
penalty for illegal collections 51.48.050
permanent partial disabilities, duration of medical services 51.36.010
permanent total disability, duration of medical services 51.36.010
physician, choice of 51.36.010
physicians, etc., maximum charges 51.04.030
premiums
acting in course of employment, defined 51.08.013
delinquency, property acquired by state on execution 51.16.180
ever illegal collections 51.48.050
lunch periods 51.36.040

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Medical aid—Cont.
records of disability 51.04.030
reports, lunch period time 51.36.040
rules, care and treatment 51.04.030
speedy, adequate care required 51.36.020
supervisor of industrial insurance
continuation order 51.36.010
order of continuance 51.36.010
treatment, standards 51.04.030
violation of principles 51.04.030
workman hours, lunch periods 51.36.040

Medical aid contracts
acceptance of upon employment 51.40.060
appeal from complaint decision 51.40.050
appeals, emergency treatment continues during 51.40.060
approval, disapproval by supervisor 51.40.020
artificial substitute provisions in effect during contract 51.40.030
assessments, not made during contract 51.04.030
assignment, when allowed 51.40.010
authorized 51.40.010
bond by contractor 51.40.020
cancellation, surplus fund use 51.40.040
cancellation, surplus fund use 51.40.040
complaint proceedings 51.40.050
consent of workman 51.40.010
costs, deficient contract service, emergency treatment 51.40.060
costs of complaint, appeal 51.40.050
deficient treatment under, procedure 51.40.060
duration 51.40.020
emergency treatment when contract treatment deficient 51.40.060
employer-employee rights of administration 51.40.020
expense of 51.40.010, 51.40.020
expense when contract treatment deficient 51.40.060
expiration, surplus fund use 51.40.040
filing, complaint procedure 51.40.050
grounds for disapproval by supervisor 51.40.020
hearing on complaint 51.40.050
invalid, when 51.40.010
lenses provisions in effect during contract 51.40.030
levy for surplus fund 51.40.040
name designation 51.40.010
notice of complaint 51.40.050
obligation of contractor is continuing 51.40.040
order of termination 51.40.050
premiums, not required during contract 51.40.030
reserve for surplus fund 51.40.040
rules as to transfer from contract doctor 51.40.070
safety educational standards, effective during contract 51.40.030
supervisors consent to transfer 51.40.010
surplus fund, created, uses, levy 51.40.040
transfer from contract doctor 51.40.070
transfers, when allowed 51.40.010
transportation provisions effective during contract 51.40.030
workman's acceptance upon employment 51.40.010
workman's liability upon employment 51.40.010
liability of fund
judgment 51.48.010
appeal costs 51.48.010
attachment of payments barred 51.32.040
board of appeal expenses 51.52.030
claims, charges against limited 51.04.030
classes, not kept by 51.16.030
collections, liability of employer when illegal 51.48.050
continuation of medical aid, when 51.36.010
contract work, premium liability 51.12.070
costs on appeal 51.52.150
defined as trust fund, budget and accounting system 43.88.180
delinquency, property acquired by state on execution, proceeds of sale 51.16.180
delinquent payments by employer 51.16.150
depository laws applicable 51.44.120
disbursements 51.44.110
elective adoption procedure 51.12.110
employers
ceasing as, refund 51.16.110
delinquent payments 51.16.150
legal structure change 51.16.110
refunds, ceasing as 51.16.110
established 51.40.020
excess funds, investment 51.44.100
execution on payments barred 51.32.040
expenses of board of appeal 51.52.030
eyeglasses, accident fund expense 51.36.020
poundage of payments barred 51.32.040
funds, complaint, procedure 51.40.050
duration, extent 51.36.010, 51.36.020
investments authorized 51.44.100
legal process against payments barred 51.32.040
lenses, accident fund expense 51.36.020
medical aid
authorized 51.36.010
duration, extent 51.36.010, 51.36.020
medical aid contracts, complaints, costs of appeal 51.40.050
moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle funds warrants 47.12.210
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
occupational disease premiums 51.16.040
payments by employer as taxes 51.08.015
payroll reports 51.16.060
as basis to close account 51.16.060
penalties
estimate of payroll and payments, omission 51.48.010
payments, failure to make 51.48.010
payrolls, failure to furnish 51.48.010
workmen hours, failure to furnish 51.48.010
premium liability when contract work 51.12.070
premiums
building industries 51.16.050
legal structure change, employers 51.16.110
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
occupational disease rates 51.16.040
promulgation by director 51.16.010
rates 51.16.030
revision by director 51.16.010
time for payment 51.16.010
workman's liability 51.16.140
premiums, liability of employer when illegal 51.48.050
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.
Medical aid fund—Cont.
Refunds, ceasing as employer 51.16.110
State treated 51.16.110
Liability 51.44.120
Teeth, accident fund expense 51.36.020
Transportation, when not chargeable against 51.36.020
Medical examinations
Cost 51.36.070
Expenses, traveling 51.32.110
Refusal to submit, effect 51.32.110
Report 51.36.070
Workman's duty to submit 51.36.070
Must submit 51.32.110
Medical treatment
Cost 51.36.070
Refusal to submit, effect 51.32.110
Report 51.36.070
Workman's duty to submit 51.36.070
Must submit 51.32.110
Medical treatment (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitile Medical aid contracts)
Additional to compensation 51.36.010
Adequate and speedy required 51.36.020
Artificial substitutes 51.36.020
Authorized in addition to compensation 51.36.010
Cost, industry to bear most 51.16.010
Director to supervise 51.04.020
Duration, extent 51.36.010, 51.36.020
Fee bill, medical aid services paid 51.04.030
Mechanical aid 51.36.020
Penalty, illegal collection 51.48.050
Medical aid contracts, emergency treatment when contract service deficient 51.40.060
Medical aid fund liable 51.36.010
Occupational disease, benefits same as injury 51.32.180
Physicians, choice of 51.36.010
Refusal to submit, effect 51.32.110
Speedy and adequate required 51.36.020
Transportation costs 51.36.020
Mental incapacity, invalid, defined 51.08.110
Mercantile establishments
Employees, classification 51.20.490
Extra-hazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Merchandise wholesalers, warehouse operations N.O.S., classification 51.20.210
Merger, experience rating, effect 51.16.090
51.16.110
Metal, stamping, plating, polishing, classification
51.20.340
Metal ceilings, classification 51.20.490
Metal, stamping plating, polishing, classification 51.20.340
Metal weather stripping, installation, classification 51.20.050
Metalwork ornamental, in buildings, classification 51.20.050
Sheet, classification 51.20.340
Mills
Defined 51.08.120
Extra-hazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Mineral mine, defined 51.08.130
Quarry, defined 51.08.170
Mines (other than coal)
Classification 51.20.170
Open cut 51.20.170
Placer or hydraulic 51.20.170
Shaft sinking, metal 51.20.170
Tunneling, metal 51.20.170
Defined 51.08.130
Extra-hazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Quarry, defined 51.08.170
Minors
Burial expenses 51.32.050
Compensation who entitled 51.32.010
Who not entitled 51.32.020
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Payrolls—Cont.

notices, employers on payroll 51.32.030
penalty for failure to furnish 51.48.010
penalty for failure to keep records, make reports 51.48.030
penalty for misrepresentation 51.48.020
penalty for refusing inspection 51.48.040
premiums, new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
quarterly reports 51.16.060
as basis to close account 51.16.060
railroads, segregation of interstate and intrastate payrolls 51.12.080
records, penalty for failure to keep 51.48.030
recovery of payments due, certificate 51.16-160
reports
penalty for failure to make 51.48.030
quarterly 51.16.060
resumed operations, new business 51.16.110
segregation, interstate and intrastate 51.12.090
supplementary report 51.16.060
telephone systems, segregation when interstate 51.20.130
workmen's compensation, lunch periods, medical aid 51.36.040
Peace officers
classification, cities and counties 51.20.150
compensation when other benefits provided 51.12.050
Pea vining, after cutting, commercial, classification 51.20.390
Peat fuel, manufacturing, classification 51.20.350
Peat moss, classification 51.20.430
Penalties
action for recovery 51.16.160, 51.16.170
attorney fees, when unlawful 51.52.132
books, refusal to allow inspection 51.48.040
collection of, deposit 51.48.090
collections of medical aid, when illegal 51.48.050
compensation reduction for removal of safeguard 51.48.070
employer, accident fund premium, not to collect from workman 51.16.140
employer's default in making payments 51.16.150
employer's responsibility for safeguard 51.48.070
estimate of payroll and payments, omission 51.48.030
judgments, property acquired by state on execution 51.16.180
liens
action for 51.16.160, 51.16.170
priority 51.16.160, 51.16.170
property subject 51.16.170
third party interest 51.16.170
medical aid, illegal collections 51.48.050
misrepresentation in payroll 51.48.020
payment of compensation, failure to secure 51.48.015
payments, failure to make 51.48.010
penalties
failure to furnish 51.48.010
misrepresentation in 51.48.020
refusal to allow inspection 51.48.040
physicians, failure to report, comply with law 51.48.060
premiums
accident fund, workman not liable 51.16-140
illegal collection of medical aid 51.48.050
records
failure to keep 51.48.030
refusal to allow inspection 51.48.040
Pension reserve
additional payments for prior pensioners 51.32.070
lump sum conversion, out of state 51.32.150
 catastrophe, costs, how distributed 51.16-130
conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
out of state beneficiary 51.32.150
conversion to lump sums claims 51.32-135
death benefits 51.32.050
lump sum, beneficiaries out of state 51.32-150
lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32-135
lump sum conversion claims 51.32.135
lump sum conversion to 51.32.130
medical aid, extent, duration 51.36.010, 51.36-020
means, death benefit to dependent parent 51.32.050
permanent total disabilities, death during 51.32.050
permanent total following permanent partial, computation 51.32.080
premium rate considerations 51.16.020
remarriage of surviving spouse 51.32.050
second injuries, available despite prior lump sum 51.32.060
Permanent disabilities
determination of 51.32.055
medical bureau 51.32.055
medical examinations 51.32.055
Permanent partial disabilities
compensation schedule 51.32.080
defined 51.08.150
installments, conversion to lump sum 51.32-080
medical aid, extent, duration 51.36.010, 51.36-020
monthly payments, when, interest 51.32.080
permanent total following permanent partial, compensation 51.32.080
preexisting disease, effect of delay of recovery from injury 51.32-100
second injuries 51.32.080
unspecified disability 51.32.080
Permanent partial injuries
awards after death from other cause than accident 51.32.040
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### Industrial Insurance

**Permament partial injuries—Cont.**

- Death from causes other than accident, awards 51.32.040
- Other cause of death after accident, award 51.32.040

**Permanent total disabilities—Cont.**

- Accident fund, transfer to reserve fund 51.32.070
- Additional payments for prior pensioners 51.32.070
- Aliens, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- Annuiies, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- Applications, lump sum, conversion to 51.32.135
- Beneficiaries, lump sum conversion when out of state 51.32.150
- Claims closed on lump sum conversion 51.32.135
- Compensation
  - Aliens, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
  - Lump sum conversion of, spouse's consent 51.32.135
- Conversion amount 51.32.060
- Conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- Beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
- Spouse's consent 51.32.135
- Conversion to lump sum claims 51.32.135
- Death conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- Conversion to lump sum, spouse's consent 51.32.135
- Conversion to lump sum claims 51.32.135
- Death during payments 51.32.050
- Defined 51.08.160
- Department may convert to lump sum 51.32.130
- Disease, further accident or disease, costs 51.32.160
- Further accident, pension still payable 51.32.060
- Further accident or disease, costs 51.32.160
- Lump sum conversion to 51.32.130
- Lump sum conversion, spouse's consent 51.32.135
- Lump sum conversion claims 51.32.135
- Lump sum doesn't bar pension for second injury 51.32.060
- Medical aid, extent, duration 51.36.010, 51.36.020
- Monthly payments, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
- Occupational disease, costs for further accident or disease 51.32.160
- Personal attendant, amount 51.32.060
- Preexisting disability, costs for further 51.32.160
- Premium rate considerations 51.62.020
- Reserve fund, transfer from accident fund 51.44.070
- Second injuries
  - Distribution of costs 51.32.120
  - Pension still payable 51.32.060
- Personal attendant fund
  - Additional payments for prior pensioners 51.32.070
  - Payments allowed 51.32.060
  - Penisons, additional payments for prior pensioners 51.32.070
  - Permanent total disabilities, amount allowed 51.32.060
- Personal property, liens for delinquent payments, penalties 51.32.160

**Industries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe laying</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank roads and streets</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planing mills</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic material, compounding</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic products</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile driving</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile, pole treating works</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile yard</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry markets</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry market</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry N.O.S.</td>
<td>Handling, processing</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power works</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, electric light plants</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, steam heat plants</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power lines</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power plants</td>
<td>Engineering work</td>
<td>Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Posthumous child**

- Defined 51.32.005
- Definition of child 51.08.030
- Posting, elective adoption, notices 51.12.110
- Potatoes, commercial sorting, classification 51.20.390
- Pottery, manufacturing, classification 51.20-350
- Poultry markets, power driven machinery, classification 51.20.430
- Poultry N.O.S., handling, processing, classification 51.20.390
- Powder works, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
- Powder works, manufacturing, classification 51.20.460
- Power, electric light plants, classification 51.20-130
- Power, steam heat plants, classification 51.20-130
- Power lines, engineering work, defined 51.08-080
- Power plants, engineering work, defined 51.08.080
- Extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
- Preexisting disabilities, costs for further accident or disease, distribution 51.16.120
- Preexisting diseases, delay of recovery by 51.32.100
- Premises
  - Jobjesite, defined 51.08.090
  - Mill, defined 51.08.120
  - Workshop, defined 51.08.190
- Premiums
  - Accident fund
    - Actual rate 51.16.020
    - Basic rate 51.16.020
    - Basis for determining 51.16.020
  - Bond after employer's default 51.16.150
  - Class account, condition 51.16.020
  - Class liable for own accidents 51.16.020
  - Considerations, basic rate 51.16.020
  - Cost experience 51.16.020
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Premiums—Cont.

accident fund—Cont.
depletion of 51.16.020
delinquent payments by employer 51.16-150
employer, not to collect from workman 51.16.140
limitation on total rate 51.16.020
rate for accident fund 51.16.020
workman not liable 51.16.140
acting in course of employment, defined 51.08.013
actions, liens 51.16.160, 51.16.170

basic rate classifications and subclassifications 51.20.005
new business, resumed operations 51.16.010
resumed operations, new business 51.16.110
bond, new business or resumed operations 51.16.110
bonds, delinquency 51.16.150
building industry 51.16.050

contracts, liability 51.12.070
cost experience
consolidation 51.16.110
incorporation change 51.16.110
legal structure of employer, change 51.16.110
merger 51.16.110
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
stock transfer 51.16.110
costs, industry to bear most 51.16.010

county liability 51.12.050
credit for employer's payment when fund deficient 51.44.110
deficits in class or subclass 51.16.010
defined 51.08.010
delinquency
actions in superior court 51.16.160, 51.16.170
bond after default 51.16.150
collection by state 51.16.150
injunction after 51.16.150
liens, priority, action 51.16.160, 51.16.170
penalty, procedure 51.16.150
penalty for 51.16.150
property acquired by state on execution 51.16.180
property subject to lien 51.16.170

surety on default bond 51.16.150
third party interests, liens 51.16.170
transfer of plant invalid 51.16.150
failure of employer to pay, collection 51.16.155

federal, application of act 51.12.060
fixing of rates 51.16.035
governmental liability for 51.12.050
injunction after default 51.16.150
jobsite, medical aid 51.36.040
liens
action for 51.16.160, 51.16.170
priority 51.16.160, 51.16.170
priority against third party 51.16.170
property subject 51.16.170
liens, property subject 51.16.170
lunch period time, medical aid 51.36.040
man hour computation 51.16.010
medical aid classes, fund not kept by 51.16.030
medical aid contracts, cancellations, surplus fund use 51.40-0.040
expiration, surplus fund use 51.40.040
levy for surplus fund 51.40.040
obligation of contractor continuing 51.40.040
reserve for surplus fund 51.40.040
surplus fund, created, uses, levy 51.40-0.040

cost experience 51.16.030
delinquency, custody of judgment property 43.22.030
lunch periods 51.36.040
not assessable when in effect 51.40.030
medical aid fund
bond after employer's default 51.16.150
default payments by employer 51.16.150
workman's liability 51.16.140
multiple occupations in establishment 51.16.080
municipal corporations liability 51.12.050
new business, procedure 51.16.110
occupational diseases 51.16.040
payments, time and place 51.16.010

payroll report 51.16.060
as basis to close accounts 51.16.060
penalty, failure to make report 51.48.030
penalty for default 51.16.150
penalty for failure to keep record 51.48.030
penalty for misrepresentation in payroll 51.48.020

promulgation by director 51.16.010
rates, enabling provision 51.16.010
readjustments 51.16.035
record, penalty for failure to keep 51.48-0.030
reports, penalty for failure to make 51.48-0.030
resumed operations, procedure 51.16.110
revisions by director 51.16.010
rules and regulations 51.16.035
second injury account charged to class 51.44.040
uses 51.44.040
state liability 51.12.050
taxing districts liability 51.12.050
time of payments 51.16.010
to be paid before building permit issued by city or county 51.12.070
unenumerated occupations, inclusions 51.12.030
workman hours, lunch periods, medical aid 51.36.040
workman hours, payroll 51.16.060

Printing
classification 51.20.410
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Prior pensioners additional payments 51.32.070
apprentices, payment into supplemental pension fund by state apprenticeship council 51.32.073
premium liability of workman and employer 51.32.073
supplemental pension fund 51.44.033
transfers between funds to make additional payments 51.44.160
Private home, work on, excluded, when 51.12.010

Probate—Cont.
notice to department of appointment as administrator 51.16.160, 51.16.170
premiums, penalty, lien priority 51.16.160, 51.16.170
Probation officers, classification, cities and counties 51.20.150
Proceedings, physicians testimony not privileged 51.04.050
Products, liens, property subject to on delinquency 51.16.170
Proof
accident, director's powers 51.04.020
application for compensation 51.28.020
application for compensation, beneficiary 51.28.030
beneficiary, application for compensation 51.28.030
burden of in court appeal 51.52.115
death, director's powers 51.04.020
dependency 51.28.060
director's powers 51.04.020
physician's testimony not privileged 51.04-0.050

Propane, butane gas, merchandising, classification 51.20.340
Property
employers, acquisition by state at execution 51.16.180
sales, execution, delinquency 51.16.180
Proprietors, sole, excluded, when 51.12.020
Public assistance community work and training programs, coverage by workmen's compensation enjoined 74.04.430
Public assistance recipient receiving compensation, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Industrial insurance compensation, recipient receiving
Publication, inclusion as extrahazardous, notice of hearing 51.12.040
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system employees under 47.64.070
Pulp mills, classification 51.20.240
Pulpwood cutting, classification 51.20.500
Quarries
classification 51.20.170
classification, hazard, stone cutting 51.20-1.170
defined 51.08.170
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
mine, defined 51.08.130
Quonset huts, erection and dismantling, classification 51.20.050
Radio installation, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Radio station technicians, classification 51.20.450
Railroad damage, classification 51.20.060
Railroad maintenance and repair, classification 51.20.010
Railroad tunnels, classification 51.20.010
Railroads
activities other than railroad 51.12.080
contractors liability 51.12.080
construction work, application of act 51.12-0.080
engineering work, defined 51.08.080
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
foreign commerce employees 51.12.080
interstate employees 51.12.080
Roads
bridge and trestle work, classification 51.20.020
construction work, classification 51.20.010
grading, classification 51.20.010
Railways
cable, construction, classification 51.20.050
electric, classification 51.20.050
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Railways—Cont.

logging road construction, classification 51.16.020
marine construction, classification 51.20.020
street grading and construction, classification 51.20.050

Rates

accident fund premiums 51.16.020
actual, accident fund rate 51.16.020
basic, accident fund 51.16.020
building industry 51.16.050
changes for interest of class 51.16.100
classifications and subclassifications 51.20.005
default judgments, custody and disposition of property acquired 43.22.030
deficits in class or subclass 51.16.010
elective adoption procedure 51.12.110
limitation on actual rate 51.16.020
medical aid 51.16.030
new business, resumed operations 51.16.110
occupational disease 51.16.040
promulgation by director 51.16.010
resumed operations, new business 51.16.110
revenue by director 51.16.010
Real estate, liens for delinquent payments, penalties 51.16.170

Receipts, money received by department 51.04.020

Receivers, notice to department of appointment 51.16.160

Recording, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Filing

Records

appeals, transmittal to board 51.52.070
claim files, confidential 51.28.070
compelling production before department 51.04.040
confidentiality of claim files 51.28.070
confidentiality of employment records 51.16.070
disabilities 51.04.030
division of statistics 51.04.020

Employers

inspection of 51.48.040
inspection of claim files 51.28.070
of employment 51.16.070
inspection by department 51.48.040
inspection of employers 51.48.040
inspection of employer's employment records 51.16.070
penalty, refusal to permit inspection 51.48.040
penalty for failure to keep 51.48.030
penalty for refusing inspection 51.48.040

Reduction plants, rolling mills, aluminum, classification 51.20.180
Reduction works, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Reenactment

accidents, saving provision 51.98.040
actions, saving provision 51.98.040
chapter headings not part of law 51.98.020
claims, saving provision 51.98.040
continuation of existing law 51.98.010
emergency clause 51.98.050
headings of title, chapter, section not part of law 51.98.020
invalidity of part of title, effect 51.98.030
judgments, saving provision 51.98.040
enacties, saving provision 51.98.040
proceedings, saving provision 51.98.040
repealer schedule 51.98.040
restatement of prior laws 51.98.010
rules, saving provision 51.98.040
safeguards, saving provision 51.98.040
section headings not part of law 51.98.020
severability 51.98.030
title headings not part of law 51.98.020
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Refrigeration, cold storage plants, classification 51.20.440
Refrigeration systems, classification 51.20.050
Refrigerator installation, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Rehabilitation centers
contracts with self-insurers 51.36.050
operation and control of by department 51.36.050
Relatives, dependent, defined 51.08.050
Religious or charitable organization, work for, excluded, when 51.12.020
Remedies
action at law authorized 51.24.010
assignment of law action to state 51.24.010
intentional injury, action against employer 51.24.020
Repairs
engineering work, defined 51.08.080
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Repealers, reenactment schedule 51.98.040
Reports
annual to governor 51.04.020
failure to file payroll report, procedure 51.16.155
jobite, medical aid 51.36.040
legislative 51.04.020
lunch period time, medical aid 51.36.040
medical aid, lunch period 51.36.040
penalty, for failure to make 51.48.030
violations, to governor 51.04.020
workman hours, lunch periods, medical aid 51.36.040
Representatives
claim records, inspection of 51.28.070
employer, defined as legal representative, when 51.08.070
notices only to claimant 51.04.080
orders only to claimant 51.04.080
warrants only to claimant 51.04.080
Reserve fund
accident fund
loan from 51.44.090
transfer 51.44.070
accounting by state treasurer 51.44.090
additional payments to prior pensioners 51.32.070
computation of transfer from accident fund 51.44.070
deficiency, surplus 51.44.080
depository laws applicable 51.44.120
disbursements 51.44.110
disposition of interest, earnings 51.44.080
earnings, disposition 51.44.080, 51.44.090
established 51.44.030
excess funds, investment 51.44.100
interest, dis 51.44.080
investments authorized 51.44.090, 51.44.100
loan from accident fund 51.44.090
maintenance by state treasurer 51.44.090
moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210
record of 51.44.080, 51.44.090
report to state treasurer by department, insurance commissioner 51.44.080
state fund, transfers from 51.44.080
state treasurer's liability 51.44.120
surplus, deficiency 51.44.080
transfer from accident fund 51.44.070
Residence
private, work on, excluded, when 51.12.020
Residents
aliens, nonresident beneficiary 51.32.140
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Residents—Cont.

beneficiaries, lump sum when out of state 51.32.150
beneficiary in unauthorized country 51.32.140
compensation, nonresident alien beneficiary 51.32.140
death from other cause after accident 51.32.040
dependent, defined 51.08.050
lump sum to beneficiary out of state 51.32.150
Restaurants
classification 51.20.390
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Resumed operations, procedure 51.16.110
Retail merchandising
butane, propane gas, classification 51.20.340
gas, oil, fuel oil, classification 51.20.340
Retail solid fuel yard, classification 51.20.110
Retaining walls, road construction, classification 51.20.010
Review of decision and order by board 51.52.020
Rip-rapping, water hazard, classification 51.20.020
Road construction, classification 51.20.010
Rock
mine, defined 51.08.130
quarry, defined 51.08.170
Rock walls and rockeries, erection and repairing, classification 51.20.050
Rolling mills
classification 51.20.180
reduction plants, aluminum, classification 51.20.180
Roof or cornice, galvanized iron or tin work, classification 51.20.050
Roof work, classification 51.20.050
Rubber N.O.S., classification 51.20.380
Rules
administrative 51.04.020
appeals, civil practice apply 51.52.140
benefits not to be waived 51.04.060
board of appeals 51.52.020
burdens not to be exempted 51.04.060
director's powers, generally 51.04.020
generally 51.04.020
medical aid contracts, transfer of workman from contract doctor 51.40.070
medical aid standards 51.04.030
medical examinations 51.32.110
penalty for violation 51.48.080
violations 51.48.080
report to governor 51.04.020

Safeguards
employer's responsibility, penalty 51.48.070
removal by workman, effect on, penalties 51.48.070
Safes and vaults, installations and removals, classification 51.20.050
Safety, United States, application of laws 51.12.060
Safety standards, See LABOR, subtitle Safety
Salary, employers right to compensation, computation 51.32.030
Sales
delinquent employers, invalid transfer 51.16.150
employers, invalid when delinquent 51.16.150
execution sales for delinquency, proceeds 51.16.180
property acquired by state on execution, proceeds 51.16.180
Sand, quarry, defined 51.08.170
Sand production, commercial, classification 51.20.080
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Second injury fund

Seed cleaning, classification

Segregation

Self-insurer, defined

industrial insurance---Cont.

Self-insurers—Cont.

Self-insurers—Cont.  
rehabilitation centers, contracts with 51.36-...

report of injury or disease, duties, penalty 51.28.020

reserve fund, duties to make deposits in, accounts, surpluses 51.44.140

subrogation rights 51.24.010

surety liability, termination 51.14.040

termination of self-insurer status, notice, financial requirements 51.14.050

withdrawal of certification, grounds 51.14.080

Separation, spouse, when not a beneficiary 51.08.020

Sewage disposal plants, construction, classification 51.20.050

Shaffer, engineering work, defined

Shelf repair shops, classification

Shinglet, classification

Shipping, hazardous employment enumerated

Sides, manufacture, classification

Signals  
card printing and painting, inside, classification 51.20.410

neon and illuminating, manufacturing, classification 51.20.340

printing and painting, inside, classification 51.20.410

Sister, dependent, defined 51.08.050

Sites, maritime occupations, common enterprise 51.12.100

Slot work, classification 51.20.050

Slaughterhouses, classification 51.20.430

Smelters  
classification 51.20.180

ehazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Smelting, classification 51.20.180

Smoke hood, chimney cleaning, classification 51.20.050

Soap making, classification 51.20.430

Soil conservation districts, all operations, classification 51.20.010

Sole proprietors, excluded, when 51.12.020

Solid fuel yard, retail, classification 51.20.110

Spans, classification 51.20.020

Spa  
s, classification 51.20.100

Spouse  
able-bodied, permanent total disability to workman's spouse 51.32.060

beneficiary, when 51.08.020

permanent total disability payments to workman's spouse 51.32.060

surviving compensation, death from other cause after accident 51.32.040

death to injured other cause after accident 51.32.040

Spraying and fumigation, chemical, commercial, classification 51.20.050

Sprinklers, automatic, installation, classification 51.20.050

Stage driving  
classification 51.20.140

ehazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

Stage employees, theatre, classification 51.20.450

Stair building, classification 51.20.050

Stamping tin or metal, classification 51.20.340

State, actions, premiums, penalty 51.16.160, 51.16.170

actions against delinquent employers 51.16.150

actions at law 51.24.010

benefits otherwise provided, effect 51.12.050

collections from delinquent employers 51.16.150

delinquent employers, property acquired at execution sale 51.16.180

employees boards, commissions, unenumerated, inside, classification 51.20.490

enumerated, outside occupations, classification 51.20.600

employers, action against when delinquent 51.16.150

execution sale, property acquired for delinquency 51.16.180

ehazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010

injunction against delinquent employers 51.16.150

lien for premiums, penal, priority 51.16.160, 51.16.170

penalties, collection of 51.48.090

premium liability 51.12.050

premiums, lien for delinquencies 51.16.160, 51.16.170

State auditor funds, disbursement 51.44.110

State employees' retirement allowances, effect of benefits from workmen's compensation 51.40.300

State finance committee

accident fund, investments 51.44.100

medical aid fund, investments 51.44.100

reserve fund, investment 51.44.100

State fund

defined 51.08.175

transfers from 51.44.080

State institutions, invalid child, when not entitled to compensation 51.32.020

State insurance commissioner, reserve fund

calculations 51.44.070

examination 51.44.090

State treasurer

bond, liability on 51.44.120

funds, disbursement 51.44.110

liability for custody of funds 51.44.120

reserve fund

accounting 51.44.080

calculations 51.44.070

loan from accident fund 51.44.090
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State treasurer—Cont. reserve fund—Cont.

report from insurance commissioner 51-40.070

Statistics, division of 51.04.020

Statutes

accidents, saving provision on reenactment 51.98.030
actions saved on reenactment 51.98.040
chapter headings not part of law 51.08.020
claims, saved on reenactment 51.98.040
compensation otherwise provided by law 51.08.030
construction, adjudication of inapplicability 51.04.090
continuation of existing law in every enactment 51.98.010
emergency clause on reenactment 51.98.050
headings of title, chapter, section not part of law 51.98.020
invalidity of part of title on reenactment, effect 51.98.030
judgments saved on reenactment 51.98.040
limitation of actions, effect 51.04.100
penalties, saved on reenactment 51.98.040
proceedings saved on reenactment 51.98.040
reenactment construction of provisions Ch. 51.98
repealer schedule on reenactment 51.98.040
restatement of prior laws on reenactment 51.98.040
retroactivity, effect of reenactment 51.98.040
rules saved on reenactment 51.98.040
safeguards, saving provision on reenactment 51.98.040
saving provision on reenactment 51.98.040
section headings not part of law 51.98.020
severability on reenactment 51.98.030
title headings not part of law 51.98.020
violations, report of 51.04.020

Staves, cement, manufacturing, classification 51.20.310
Staves, manufacturing, classification 51.20.290
Steam heat, power plants, classification 51.20.130
Steam pipe covering, classification 51.20.050
Steam pressing equipment, installation of padding, classification 51.20.050
Steam plants, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Steamboats, operations classification 51.20.140
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Steel, structural, N.O.S., classification 51.20.050
Steel and iron making, classification 51.20.180
Steel and iron structures (not bridges), classification 51.20.050
Steeple, erection, classification 51.20.050
Stepchild, defined 51.08.030, 51.32.005
Stepparent, dependent, defined 51.08.050
Stereochemistry, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Sweeten, classification 51.20.420
Stock transfer, experience rating, effect 51.16-.090, 51.16.110
Stock yards, classification 51.20.430
Stone cutting
away from quarry, classification 51.20.310
quarry hazard, classification 51.20.170
Storage, products, processing, classification 51.20.080
Storage, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Storage and transfer, drainage, classification 51.20.110
Storage warehouses, commercial (including drivers), classification 51.20.210
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Surviving spouses—Cont.
compensation, death from other cause after accident 51.32.040
death of injured from other cause after accident 51.32.040
invalid surviving spouse, death benefits 51.32.050
remarriage, lump sum payment 51.32.050
Tailoring and alterations, classification 51.20.380
Tallow making, classification 51.20.430
Tank erection, classification 51.20.050
Tanning, classification 51.20.430
Taverns classification 51.20.390
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Taxes
defined 51.08.015
lien for premiums, penalty, on parity 51.16.160, 51.16.170
premium, penalty, lien on parity 51.16.160, 51.16.170
Taxicab driving, classification 51.20.140
Taxicabs, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Taxing districts
benefits otherwise provided, effect 51.12.050
premium liability 51.12.050
Teaming, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Tennis classification 51.12.130
Teeth, medical aid 51.36.020
Teething classification 51.20.110
Telegraph lines, maintenance, classification 51.20.130
Telegraph
plants
equipment work, defined 51.08.080
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Telegraph systems, classification 51.20.130
Telescopc, telephone systems, classification 51.20.050
Teletype lines, maintenance, classification 51.20.130
Telegraph plants
engineering work, defined 51.08.080
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Telegraph systems, classification 51.20.130
Telephone, telephone systems, classification 51.20.050
Telephone lines, maintenance, classification 51.20.130
Telegraph plants
engineering work, defined 51.08.080
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Telephone systems, classification 51.20.130
Telephone, telephone systems, classification 51.20.050
Temporary total disabilities, medical aid, extent, duration 51.36.010, 51.36.020
Temporary total disabilities, medical aid, extent, duration 51.36.010, 51.36.020
Temporary total disabilities
compensation schedule 51.32.090
continuation of benefits during vocational rehabilitation 51.32.095
duration of payments 51.32.090
exclusions during disability, loss required 51.32.090
prerequisites 51.32.090
time lapse required 51.32.090
vocational rehabilitation 51.32.095
wages, effect of receiving 51.32.090
Tents, manufacturing, classification 51.20.450
Termination
application for adjustment 51.32.160
procedure, compensation adjustment 51.32.160
time for adjustment application 51.32.160
Terra cotta, manufacturing, classification 51.20.350
Terra cotta application, classification 51.20.050
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Testimony
appeals. See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals
board hearings on appeal 51.52.100
compelling before department 51.04.040
physicians, not privileged 51.04.050
Textiles, manufacturing, classification 51.20.380
Theatres
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
moving picture operators, stage employees, janitors, classification 51.20.450
Third parties
actions at law, against 51.24.010
department
compromise or settlement of action at law 51.24.010
prosecution of action at law 51.24.010
lien of department in actions at law 51.24.010
liens
delinquent premiums, penalties, priority 51.16.170
priorities 51.16.170
property subject to 51.16.170
minor workman is sui juris 51.04.070
policy of act 51.04.010
priority of liens 51.16.170
property lien for delinquencies 51.16.170
Tie cutting, classification 51.20.350
Tiles, manufacturer, classification 51.20.350
Tiles, concrete blocks, pipe manufacturing, classification 51.20.310
Timber cruisers, classification 51.20.490
Timber engineers, classification 51.20.490
Timber surveyors, classification 51.20.490
Time loss, death from other cause after accident, residents 51.32.040
Tin or iron work, galvanized, roof or cornice, classification 51.20.050
Tin or metal, stamping, classification 51.20.340
Tin works, classification 51.20.340
Tire vulcanizing, rebuilding, recapping, classification 51.20.340
Tires, sales and service, classification 51.20.340
Tower erection, classification 51.20.050
Tower manufacturing, repairs, classification 51.20.340
Trainees or apprentices, coverage by act 51.12.130
Transfer, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Transfer and storage, drayage, classification 51.20.110
Transfers
delinquent employers, invalid when delinquent 51.16.150
employers, invalid when delinquent 51.16.150
Transmission, distribution lines, construction, classification 51.20.050
Transportation of well drilling equipment, classification 51.20.010
Tree topping, commercial, classification 51.20.010
Trenches, classification 51.20.010
Trestles and approaches, classification 51.20.020
Trials, appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals
Truck drivers and helpers, classification, time, how computed 51.20.110
Truck driving, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
Truck driving N.O.S., classification 51.20.110
TRUCKING, general hauling N.O.S., classification 51.20.110
Tub manufacturing, classification 51.20.290
Tuberculosis sanatoriums, classification 51.20.150
Tugs
extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
operations, classification 51.20.140
Tunneling, metal mines, classification 51.20.170
Tunnels, railroad, classification 51.20.010
Tunnels and approaches, N.O.S., classification 51.20.010
Undercrossings, classification 51.20.020
Underground construction (coaxial cable), classification 51.20.010
United States
aliens, nonresident beneficiary 51.32.140
application of act 51.12.060
beneficiary, nonresident alien 51.32.140
beneficiary in unauthorized country 51.32.140
compensation
aliens, nonresident beneficiary 51.32.140
beneficiary in unauthorized country 51.32.140
dependents, proof of 51.28.060
interstate commerce 51.12.090
railroads
interstate 51.12.080
liability when interstate 51.12.080
telephone systems, payroll segregation when interstate 51.20.130
Unspecified disabilities
amputation, disability without 51.32.080
compensation schedule 51.32.080
dearth, lump sum to dependent 51.32.080
installments, conversion to lump sum 51.32.080
monthly payments, when, interest 51.32.080
second injury, permanent partial 51.32.080
Upholstering, automobile, classification 51.20.380
Vaults and safes, installations and removals, classification 51.20.050
Vegetable canneries, classification 51.20.390
Vegetable warehouses, commission, classification 51.20.210
Vegetables, frozen, commercial wholesaling, classification 51.20.390
Vending machines, classification 51.20.060
Venetian blinds, manufacturing, classification 51.20.290
Venetian blinds and shades, installation, classification 51.20.030
Ventilating systems, installation, classification 51.20.050
Venue, court appeals 51.52.110
Vessels, maritime occupations, coverage 51.12.100
Viaducts, classification 51.20.020
Violations, report to governor of 51.04.020
Volunteers
coverage 51.12.035
defined 51.12.035
Wages
employers right to compensation, computation 51.32.030
temporary total disabilities
earnings during disability, loss required 51.32.090
receiving wages during disability 51.32.090
Waiver
appeals, objections not noticed or recorded 51.52.070
penalties, by director 51.48.100
WAREHOUSES
commercial fruit, classification 51.20.210
commission fruit and vegetable, classification
51.20.210
extrahazardous employment enumerated
51.12.010
mill, defined 51.08.120
Warehouses and elevators
commercial grain, classification 51.20.210
grain, classification 51.20.050
Warehousing, wholesale, building materials,
classification 51.20.310
Warrants
claimant to receive, when 51.04.080
legal process against payments barred, when
51.32.040
Washing buildings, inside or outside, classification
51.20.050
Water mains, construction and repair, classification
51.20.050
Waterworks
classification 51.20.150
extrahazardous employment enumerated
51.12.010
Weather stripping, metal, classification 51.20.050
Welding, shop work, classification 51.20.340
Wells, extrahazardous employment enumerated
51.12.010
Wharf, operation, classification 51.20.290
Wharf and pier construction, classification 51.20.420
Wholesale and retail lumber yards, classification
51.20.050
Witnesses
appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitile
Appeals
board hearings on appeal 51.52.120
compelling attendance before department
51.04.040
costs on appeal 51.52.150
physicians testimony not privileged 51.04.050
Wood
cutting of fuel in woods, commercial, classification
51.20.050
kindling, classification 51.20.290
Wood pipe, manufacturing, classification 51.20.290
Wood veneer, commercial production, classification
51.20.290
Wood working, car building, classification 51.20.340
Wood working N.O.S., classification 51.20.290
Wooden and fibre ware, manufacturing, classification
51.20.290
Words, taken when used 51.08.010
Work, going to and from, acting in course of
employment, defined 51.08.013
Work process, acting in course of employment,
defined 51.08.013
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Workman
accident fund, premiums, no liability for
51.16.140
accidents, notice of 51.28.010
acting in course of employment, defined 51.08.013
action at law
lien of department 51.24.010
prosecution by department 51.24.010
when 51.24.010
actions, compensation is in lieu 51.32.010
aggravation
application for compensation adjustment
51.32.160
time limit for application 51.32.160
aliens, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
annuities, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
appeals, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitile
Appeals; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitile Board of
industrial insurance appeals
applications
aggravation, application for compensation
51.32.160
compensation 51.28.020
beneficiary 51.28.030
change in 51.28.040
injuries, time for 51.28.050
lump sum conversion to 51.32.130
occupational disease, time for 51.28.055
time for, injuries 51.28.050
assignment of law action to state 51.24.010
attorney fees, when unlawful 51.52.132
attorney fees before department, board
51.52.120, 51.52.130
attorney fees in court 51.52.130
benefit
during course of employment, medical aid
51.36.040
jobsite, medical aid 51.36.040
lunch periods, medical aid 51.36.040
benefits available during course of employment
51.32.015
benefits not to be waived during course of employment
51.32.015
benefits not to be waived 51.04.060
bonds, medical aid contractor 51.40.020
burial expenses 51.32.030
compromise of law action 51.24.010
compromise of law action 51.24.010
department conversion to lump sum 51.32.135
costs, deficient contract service, emergency
treatment 51.40.060
department may convert to lump sum 51.32.130
dependents, proof of dependency 51.28.060
dimunition
application for compensation adjustment
51.32.160
time for application 51.32.160
during course of employment, medical aid
51.36.040
election to sue, when 51.24.010
exclusive adoption
notice of by employer 51.12.110
notice of by employer 51.12.110
rejection by workman 51.12.110
occupational disease benefits as injuries
51.32.100
procedures 51.12.110
payment to workman 51.12.110
expenses, medical examination 51.32.110
first aid, requisites, training 51.36.030
further accident after lump sum, compensation
51.32.120
further accident or disease, distribution of
claims 51.32.120
hospital care
duration, extent 51.36.010
speedy and adequate 51.36.020
transportation, costs 51.36.020
injuries, claims, time for 51.28.050
intentional injury, action against employer
51.24.020
interstate commerce 51.12.090
jobsite
benefits available 51.32.015
defined, medical aid 51.36.040
medical aid benefits payable 51.36.040
lien of department, action at law 51.24.010
lump sum conversion to lump sum 51.32.135
conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
permanency 51.32.110
medical aid, duration, extent 51.36.010
spouse's consent to conversion 51.32.135

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE—Cont.

Workman—Cont.
compensation—Cont.
lunch period, medical aid 51.36.040
medical aid is additional 51.36.010
medical examinations, refusal to submit,
effect 51.32.110
occupational disease, same as injury 51.32.180
payments in lieu of law action 51.32.010
permanent total disability, amount 51.32.060
preexisting disease, effect of delaying
recovery 51.32.100
reduced for removal of safeguard 51.48.070
suspension, reduction, refusal of medical
examination, treatment 51.32.110
who entitled 51.32.010
compensation, who not entitled 51.32.020
compromise of law action 51.24.010
confidentiality of claim records 51.28.070
contractors 51.08.180
contractors' liability 51.12.070
conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
conversion to lump sum closes claim 51.32.135
costs, deficient contract service, emergency
treatment 51.40.060
department may convert to lump sum 51.32.130
dependents, proof of dependency 51.28.060
dimunition
application for compensation adjustment
51.32.160
time for application 51.32.160
during course of employment, medical aid
51.36.040
election to sue, when 51.24.010
exclusive adoption
notice of by employer 51.12.110
notice of by employer 51.12.110
rejection by workman 51.12.110
occupational disease benefits as injuries
51.32.100
procedures 51.12.110
payment to workman 51.12.110
expenses, medical examination 51.32.110
first aid, requisites, training 51.36.030
further accident after lump sum, compensation
51.32.120
further accident or disease, distribution of
claims 51.32.120
hospital care
duration, extent 51.36.010
speedy and adequate 51.36.020
transportation, costs 51.36.020
injuries, claims, time for 51.28.050
intentional injury, action against employer
51.24.020
interstate commerce 51.12.090
jobsite
benefits available 51.32.015
defined, medical aid 51.36.040
medical aid benefits payable 51.36.040
lien of department, action at law 51.24.010
lump sum conversion to lump sum 51.32.135
conversion to lump sum 51.32.130
permanency 51.32.110
medical aid, duration, extent 51.36.010
spouse's consent to conversion 51.32.135
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### INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

**Workman—Cont.**

#### Lunch Period

- Benefits available 51.32.015
- Benefits during, medical aid 51.36.040
- Employer establishes, medical aid 51.36-040

- **Name occupations 51.12.100**

- **Medical aid**
  - Additional to compensation 51.36.010
  - Adequate, speedy care 51.36.020
  - Artificial substitutes 51.36.020
  - Benefits payable 51.36.020
  - Braces 51.36.020
  - Casts 51.36.020
  - Compensation additional 51.36.010
  - Crutches 51.36.020
  - Duration, extent 51.36.010, 51.36.020
  - During course of employment, benefits payable 51.36.040
  - Eyeglasses 51.36.020
  - First aid, requires, training 51.36.030
  - Illegal collections, penalty, against employer 51.48.050
  - Index cards, contents 51.36.020
  - Jobsite, benefits payable 51.36.040
  - Lenses 51.36.020
  - Limbs, artificial 51.36.020
  - Lunch periods, benefits payable 51.36.040
  - Mechanical aids 51.36.020
  - Physician, choice of 51.36.010
  - Return to work, continuance of 51.36.010
  - Speedy, adequate care 51.36.020
  - Supervisors continuance order 51.36.010
  - Teeth 51.36.020
  - Transportation costs 51.36.020

- **Medical aid contracts**
  - Acceptance of upon employment 51.40.060
  - Appeal from complaint decision 51.40.050
  - Appeal, emergency treatment continues during 51.40.060
  - Approval, disapproval by supervisor 51.40.050
  - Assessments not made during contract 51.40.030

- **Assignments, when allowed 51.40.010**

- **Bonds, by contractor 51.40.020**

- **Cancellation, surplus fund use 51.40.040**

- **Claim unreasonable 51.40.020**

- **Consent of workman 51.40.050**

- **Disability without 51.32.080**

- **Disability with 51.32.080**

- **Duration, extent 51.36.010**

- **Emergency treatment when contract deficiency 51.40.060**

- **Employee-employee rights of administration 51.40.020**

- **Expense of 51.40.010, 51.40.020**

- **Expense when contract treatment deficiency 51.40.060**

- **Expiration, surplus fund use 51.40.040**

- **Filing, complaint procedure 51.40.050**

- **Grounds for disapproval by supervisor 51.40.020**

- **Hearing on complaint 51.40.050**

- **Invalid, when 51.40.010**

- **Lens provisions effective during contract 51.40.030**

- **Levy for surplus fund 51.40.040**

- **Name designation 51.40.010**

- **Notification of complaint 51.40.050**

- **Obligation of contractor is continuing 51.40.040**

- **Order of termination 51.40.050**

- **Premium not required during contract 51.40.030**

- **Reserve for surplus fund 51.40.040**

### INDUSTRIAL LOAN COMPANIES

**Workman—Cont.**

#### Premiums

- Industry to bear most 51.16.010
  - Liability for 51.16.140

- Railroads, liability under act 51.12.080

- Records, confidentiality of claim files 51.28.070

- Recovery, delay by workman 51.32.110

- Remarriage of surviving spouse, child payments continue 51.23.050

- Residents, death from other cause after accident 51.32.040

- Safeguards, penalty for removal 51.48.070

#### Second Injuries

- Further accident after lump sum 51.32.120
  - Pension available despite prior lump sum 51.32.060

- Second injuries, distribution of costs 51.16.120

- Subrogation of department, actions at law 51.24.010

- Surgical treatment, refusal, effect 51.32.110

- Temporary disability, duration, extent of medical aid 51.36.010, 51.36.020

- Temporary total disabilities
  - Compensation schedule 51.32.090
  - Duration of payments 51.32.090
  - Earnings during disability, loss required 51.32.090

- Time lapse required 51.32.090

- Wages, effect of receiving 51.32.090

- Termination
  - Application for compensation adjustment 51.32.160
  - Time limit for application 51.32.160
  - Time limit on aggravation application 51.32.160

- United States employees 51.12.060

- Waiver of penalties by director 51.48.100

- Witness fees, when administrative fund expense 51.52.130

### Workmen's compensation advisory committee

51.04.110

### Workmen's compensation insurance

- Casualty insurance, as part of 48.11.070

- Loss expense, defined 51.24.050

- Terms, definition 51.24.050

- Compensation schedule 51.32.080

- Death, lump sum to dependent 51.32.080

- Duration, extent of medical aid 51.36.010

- Installments, conversion to lump sum 51.32.080

- Monthly payments, when, interest 51.32.080

- Permanent total following partial, compensation 51.32.080

- Preexisting disease, effect of delaying recovery 51.32.100

- Second injuries 51.32.080

- Specified 51.32.080

- Unspecified 51.32.080

- Permanent total disabilities
  - Claims closed on lump sum conversion 51.32.135
  - Compensation amount 51.32.060
  - Conversion to lump sum 51.32.130

- Death during, payments 51.32.050

- Duration, extent of medical aid 51.36.010

- Lump sum, conversion to 51.32.130

- Lump sum conversion closes claim 51.32.135

- Payments when spouse a workman 51.32.060

- Personal attendant 51.32.060

- Personal attendant payments 51.32.060

- Physicians, choice of 51.36.010

- Preexisting disability, costs for further 51.16.120

- Preexisting disease, effect of delay of recovery 51.32.100

---
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INDUSTRIAL LOAN COMPANIES—Cont.
Assets, when judgment considered as
Bonds of officers and employees 31.04.200
Books and records to be kept 31.04.150
Borrowing by officer or employee, personal liability 31.04.220
Capital
installment payments 31.04.060
paid-in requirements, minimum 31.04.060
Capital stock
amounts required, classes of cities 31.04.080
increase and reduction
limitations upon 31.04.080
meeting for 31.04.080
procedure 31.04.080
vote required 31.04.080
one class 31.04.080
par value of shares 31.04.080
Cash reserve, amount 31.04.110
Certificate of authority
content 31.04.070
filing 31.04.070
issuance 31.04.070
Certificate of forfeiture, filing and recording of
Choses in action, permits of supervisor authorizing issuance and disposal of 31.04.230
Conviction of crime precludes engaging in industrial loan business 31.04.220
Crimes relating to advertising falsely prohibited 31.04.150
borrowing by officer or employee, personal liability 31.04.220
conviction precludes engaging in industrial loan business 31.04.220
false swearing, perjury 31.04.150
foreign industrial loan companies, doing business for 31.04.250
general penalty 31.04.220
loans, receiving gratuity or reward for procuring 31.04.220
oaths during examinations, false swearing, perjury 31.04.150
perjury for false swearing during examinations 31.04.150
prediction precludes engaging in industrial loan business 31.04.220
receiving money while insolvent 31.04.220
Debts, bad, charging off 31.04.210
Dividends 31.04.130
Examination by supervisor
cost, amount, loan company to pay 31.04.160
duty to make 31.04.150
failure to allow, grounds for possession and liquidation by supervisor 31.04.230
oath in making, false swearing, perjury 31.04.150
powers of supervisor 31.04.150
Examinations of
cost of, collection 30.04.070
official communications of supervisor of banking as to must be submitted to board of directors 30.04.270
Existence
commencement of 31.04.050
term of 31.04.050
Failure to commence business
extension of time for 30.08.070
filing and recording certificate of forfeiture 30.08.070
forfeits articles 30.08.070
Fees
filing 31.04.040
payment before issuance of articles 31.04.050
schedule 31.04.040
Filings
articles of incorporation 31.04.050
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT
Administration 49.17.270
Appeal to board citation 49.17.140
IND. SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT

INFAMOUS CRIME
Conviction of vacates public office 42.12.010

INFANTS (See also CHILDREN; PARENT AND CHILD; GUARDIAN AND WARD; ADOPTION)
Body of deceased infant, delivery to University of Washington medical school for autopsie 68.08.010
Desertion and nonsupport, See DESERTION AND NONSUPPORT

INFECTIONS (See DISEASES)

INFERIOR COURTS (See also JUSTICES OF THE PEACE; JUSTICE AND INFERIOR COURTS ACT OF 1961)
Contempt of court, by disobeying order of superior court 7.20.010
Jurisdiction and powers Const. Art. 4 § 1, Const. Art. 4 § 12, Const. Art. 4 § 10 (Amend. 28)
Legislature to provide for Const. Art. 4 § 12
Superior court appellate power over 208.08020
Superior court appellate power over Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)

INFERMIARIES (See also HOSPITALS)
Counties, hospital separate from 36.62.020

INFORMATION AND RESEARCH SERVICES
Contracting for or purchasing of by school districts and intermediate school district superintendents of schools 28A.58.530

INFORMATIONS
Animals, description of 10.37.070
Bail, information or indictment, to answer to court 10.19.025
Certainty required 10.37.054
Charge must be by information or indictment, exceptions 10.37.015
Charge must be by information or indictment, exceptions Const. Art. 1 § 25
Consolidation 10.37.060
Construction of statutes, equivalent words may be used 10.37.160
words and phrases used in 10.37.160
Certainty required 10.37.054
Charge must be by information or indictment, exceptions 10.37.015
Charge must be by information or indictment, exceptions Const. Art. 1 § 25
Consolidation 10.37.060

INFORMATIONS--Cont.
First pleading of state 10.37.025
Forgery, description of instrument subject to which is destroyed or withheld 10.37.080
Injury to person, erroneous allegation as to person injured immaterial 10.37.090
Inserting true name during trial 10.46.060
Intoxication, enforcement of laws, sufficiency of complaints and information 66-44.040
Jailer of defendants 10.37.060
Judgments, pleading of facts as to jurisdiction need not be pleaded in 10.37.100
Larceny, description of money or securities 10.37.110
Libel, how pleaded 10.37.120
Motion to set aside grounds 10.40.080
not marked filed 10.40.080
not signed by prosecuting attorney 10.40.080
not verified 10.40.080
overruling motion, effect of 10.40.100
sustaining motion, no bar to future prosecution 10.40.090
Name, inserting true name during trial 10.46.060
Nuisances, contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.080
Obscene literature, describing 10.37.130
Offenses may be prosecuted by Const. Art. 1 § 25
Parties, naming of 10.37.054
Perjury, description of 10.37.140
Plea to former conviction or acquittal 10.40.150
form of 10.40.160
guilty 10.40.150
defendant only in open court may plead guilty 10.40.170
form of 10.40.160
substitution for at any time 10.40.175
not guilty 10.40.150
not guilty 10.40.150
denies each and every allegation in indictment or information 10.40.180
form of 10.40.160
refusal to answer, plea of not guilty entered 10.40.190
Poison or dangerous drug proceedings 69.40.120
Preliminary examination and commitment, statement of prosecuting attorney if information not filed as result of preliminary examination 10.16.110
Presumptions of law, averments 10.37.150
Probation, dismissal of information after probation completed 9.95.240
Prosecution may be by information 10.37.026
Public nuisance, authorized 7.48.200
Quo warranto proceedings annul or vacate patent, certificate or deed 7.56.140, 7.56.150
contents of information 7.56.030
escheats and forfeitures, recovery of 7.56.120
filed on relation of private person, costs 7.56.130
grounds for filing 7.56.010
information filed by prosecuting attorney, costs 7.56.130
persons against whom may be filed 7.56.010
persons who may file 7.56.020
requisites when ground is usurpation of office 7.56.040
Resubmission bail answerable for appearance for 10.40.130
custody over defendant 10.40.130
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Separation into counts 10.37.060
INFORMATION—Cont.

Statutes
exact wording not necessary 10.37.160
private, how pleaded 10.37.170
Sufficiency requirements 10.37.050
Time limit for filing 10.37.020
Time of offense
how pleaded 10.37.180
must state within limitation of action on offense 10.37.180
Untried informations against imprisoned person, final disposition of provided for (See also DETAINERS, INTERSTATE)
Untried informations against imprisoned person, final disposition of provided for Ch. 9.98, Ch. 9.100
Variances
dismissal for, not a bar 10.40.125
no bar to subsequent prosecution 10.43.050
Verification of 10.37.035
Warrant of arrest issued on 10.31.010

INHERITANCE (See also PROBATE; WILLS; DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION)
Adoption, effect upon inheritance 26.32.140
Defined for purpose of alien land law 64.16-010
Illegitimate children
by 11.04.081
from 11.04.081
Real property, technical words of, fee simple
untried informations against imprisoned persons, how pleaded 10.37.170
must state within limitation of action on offense 10.37.180
Times of offenses 10.37.180

INHERITANCE TAX (See TAXATION, subtitle Inheritance tax)

INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM
Alternative or substitute measure for initiative to legislature
ballot title 29.79.290, 29.79.300, 29.79.320
certification to next election 29.79.280
initiative rejected or not acted upon 29.79.280
treated as referendum bill 29.79.280
Amendment by legislature Const. Art. 2 § 41
Appeals
ballot title 29.79.060
petitions to legislature, initiative, appeal from count of signatures 29.79.210
refusal to file petition 29.79.170
Ballot titles
appeal 29.79.060
copy to proponents 29.79.070
filing of 29.79.050
formulation by attorney general 29.79.040
initiative rejected or not acted upon by legislature
substitute measure 29.79.280-29.79.300, 29.79.320
treated as referendum 29.79.270
printing on ballots
forms 29.79.310, 29.79.320
order and form 29.79.300
referred by legislature 29.79.260
statement and caption 29.79.040
Ballots
printing
alternative measures 29.79.320
appeal or rejection 29.79.310, 29.79.320
ballot titles 29.79.300-29.79.320
where conflicting measures are submitted
Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
Certificate of review, initiative measures 29.79.015
change or amendment of, prohibition against Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)

INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM—Cont.
Cities and towns
cities with commission form of government, ordinances subject to 35.17.220, 35.17.240
first class cities, charter provisions 35.22.200
ordinances by petition, commission government cities 35.17.260-35.17.360
Code reviser
certificate of review, initiative measures 29.79.015
Conflicting measures, method of submitting to popular vote Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
Contributors, statement of 29.79.130
County reclassification, seventh, eighth, and ninth class counties 36.13.080
Crimes relating to
advertising 29.79.490
gratuity or promise, signing or declining to sign because of 29.79.490
interfering with voters 29.79.490
offering reward or promise for votes 29.79.490
officers violating provisions 29.79.480
residence falsification 29.79.440
ware or gratuity for to influence signers 29.79.490
voter's pamphlet Ch. 29.81

INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM, subtitle Voters' pamphlets
Filing, See INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM, subtitle Filings
form 29.79.110
signatures, number required 29.79.120
signatures, number required Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 30)
Petitions generally
filing, See INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM, subtitle Filings
requirements 29.79.080
signatures
counting of 29.79.200-29.79.220
statistical sampling techniques 29.79.220
number required 29.79.120
number required Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 30)
statistical sampling, limitation on use 29.79.200
statistical sampling techniques 29.79.200
specifications 29.79.080
Petitions to legislature, initiative filing, See INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM, subtitle Filings
form 29.79.090
preceudence over other bills Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
rejection or not acted upon by legislature Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
ballon titles for rejected initiatives 29.79.290, 29.79.300, 29.79.320
substitute measure 29.79.280
treated as referendum 29.79.270
signatures
appeal from count of 29.79.210
counting of 29.79.200, 29.79.210
number required 29.79.120
transmission to legislature 29.79.200
transmission to legislature Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
Petitions to people, initiative certification to county auditors 29.79.230
filing, See INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM, subtitle Filings
form Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
form 29.79.100
reservation by the people of the power of Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
signatures
counting of 29.79.220
number required 29.79.120
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INJUNCTIONS—Cont.
Engineers and land surveyors, licensing, injunctions against, prohibited acts 18.43.120.
Fees 18.43.120.
Escrow agent registration act, remedy 18.44.160, 18.44.170.
Factory built housing and commercial structures, injunction against installation of substandard housing 43.22.465.
Filled dairy products act, under 15.38.040.
Fines for violation of, disposition, state general fund 10.82.070.
Fish marketing associations, contracts 24.36.050.
Food, drug and cosmetic act, false advertising 28.18.440.
Jurisdiction to grant 7.40.010.
Labor disputes (See also LABOR, subtitle Injunctions) generally Ch. 49.32, grounds for 49.32.072, 49.36.015.
Legal holidays, hearing applications and issuance 2.28.100; issuance of on 2.08.010.
Issuance of on Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28).
Legal separation, temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction 26.09.060.
INJUNCTIONS—Cont.
Malicious structures 7.40.030.
Mandatory injunctions, malicious erection of structures 7.40.030.
Maternity hospitals, operating without license may be enjoined 18.46.130.
Medici e surgery, injunction to prevent practice until certificate secured 18.71.025.
Milk and milk products for animal food act, under 15.37.130.
Miners and mining, injunction against operation of unsafe mine 43.22.210.
Modification, motion, by 7.40.020.
Money, on default on stay of proceedings, disposition of 7.40.140.
Motions dissolve or modify injunction 7.40.020, 7.40.180.
Notices, application for injunction required 7.40.050.
service of, effect 7.40.130.
motion to dissolve or modify injunction 7.40.180.
Nuclear energy and radiation, compliance 47.16.010.
Orders of court
issuance of on Const. 47.40.
Stay of judgment 7.40.110.
Rule to show cause why contempt should be enjoined 16.36.110.
Temporary injunction court commissioners, bond approval power 2.24.040.
Tolling statute of limitations of action 4.16.230.
INJUNCTIONS—Cont.
Real estate brokers act, violations 18.85.350.
Real property, malicious erection of structures 7.40.050.
Registered nurses, injunctions to prevent unauthorized practice 18.88.265.
Release of errors in judgment on stay of proceedings 7.40.110.
Rents and profits, damages for on dissolution of injunction staying proceedings 7.40.200.
Restraint orders bond for damages and costs 7.40.080.
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0.
Savings and loan supervisor, power to enjoin violations 33.04.050.
Securities act violations 21.20.390.
Seed law—1969 act, violations of, authority to issue injunctions to enforce 15.49.460.
Service contempt for disobedience 7.40.150.
notice of application, effect 7.40.130.
order of injunction 7.40.100.
un necessary, when 7.40.130.
Sheriffs, contempt for disobedience, service of attachment or order 7.40.150.
Show cause, contempt for disobedience 7.40.150.
Soft tree fruits, violations relating to, injunction remedy available 15.28.280.
State board for registration of landscape architects, enforcement of act 18.96.180.
State health department, regulation of hospitals 70.41.160.
State human rights commission 49.60.290.
State not required to furnish bond 4.92.080.
Stay of proceedings, damages for rents and waste 7.40.200.
state of judgment 7.40.110.
damages on dissolution 7.40.190.
disposition of money collected 7.40.140.
Storage warehousemen violations 81.92.050.
Superior courts
original jurisdiction of Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28).
power to grant 7.40.010.
power to grant Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28).
Supplemental proceedings 6.32.120.
service of 6.32.130.
Sureties bond for damages and costs 7.40.080, 7.40.130.
bond on contempt for disobedience 7.40.170.
Surface mining violations 78.44.160.
Swine, feeding garbage to, violator may be enjoined 16.36.110.
Tax collection, when permitted 82.32.150.
Temporary, court commissioners, power to issue 2.24.040.
Temporary injunction court commissioners, bond approval power 2.24.040.
power to issue 2.24.040.
grounds 7.40.020.
places of prostitution, assignation, or lewdness, against as nuisance 7.48.060.
Terms and conditions may be imposed 7.40.070.
Thermal power plant sites, injunctions against 80.50.150.
Time of granting 7.40.040.
Trade mark imitation or counterfeit 19.77.150.
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INJUNCTIONS—Cont.
Unfair business practices act 19.86.090
Unauthorized practice of law 24.8.180
Utilities and transportation commission actions 80.04.260, 81.04.260
Vacation or modification of superior court judgment or orders, injunction to suspend Proceedings 4.72.070
Verdicts, stay of proceedings after, damages on dissolution 7.40.200
Veterinary license violation, injunction against 18.92.250
Warehouses for storage of agricultural commodities enjoining of violations 22.09.540
intervention with duties of director, injunction against 22.09.350
Washington pesticide control act generally 15.58.340
stop sale, generally 23.72.020
Washington state milk pooling act 15.35.290
Waste damages for dissolution of injunction staying proceedings 7.40.200
redemption period, during 5.10.350
Water pollution control commission's powers limitation on liability of landowner for dur­ 17.24.030
ance of 94.18.100
Water pollution control commission's powers holding, discretionary 15.58.170
Washington state milk pooling act 15.35.290
Waste damages for dissolution of injunction staying proceedings 7.40.200
redemption period, during 5.10.350
Water pollution control commission's powers 90.48.037
Wheat commission act under 15.63.230
Writs of injunction, issuance not required 7.40.100
INJURIES (See also PERSONAL INJURIES; DAMAGES; STATE SAFETY COUNCIL: INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE)
Industrial insurance, jurisdiction agreements with other states and Canada where employment contract in one state and injury occurred in another 51.04.020
Limitation on liability of landowner for during outdoor recreation use 4.24.200-4.24.210
INJURIES TO PROPERTY (See DAMAGES; REAL PROPERTY; PERSONAL PROPERTY)
INMATES (See PRISONS AND PRISONERS)
INN KEEPERS (See HOTELS; LIENS, sub­ title Inn keepers)
INNER HARBOR LINE Defined 79.01.016
INNS (See also HOTELS; TRANSIENT AC­ COMMODATIONS)
Unlawful occupant conducting 59.12.040
INOCULATIONS Animals, See ANIMAL HEALTH
Livestock, See ANIMAL HEALTH
INQUESTS (See also GRAND JURY)
Fee of county coroner 36.18.030
Holding, discretionary 36.24.020
Jurors for authorized 2.36.020
defined 2.36.160
duty 36.24.040
jurisdiction 2.36.160
jurors number 2.36.160
qualifications 2.36.160
penalty for nonattendance 36.24.030
verdict 36.24.070
INQUESTS—Cont.
Physicians and surgeons, power to employ 36- 24.060
Procedure accused at large 36.24.100
accused under arrest 36.24.090
Property of deceased delivery to county treasurer 36.24.130
delivery to representatives 36.24.150
treasurer's duty 36.24.140
Recognition and inquisition, delivery to superior court 36.24.090
Testimony required to writing 36.24.080
Verdict of jury 36.24.070
Warrants of arrest form 36.24.110
issuance 36.24.100
service 36.24.120
Witnesses power to summon 36.24.050
testimony reduced to writing 36.24.080
INSANE (See MENTALLY ILL; HOSPI­ TALS FOR MENTALLY ILL)
INSECT PESTS Cooperation between agencies 17.24.110
Fees for certifying nursery stock and inspection, disposition of 17.24.130
Forests and forest products, See FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS, subtitle Diseases and insect pests
Horticultural pests and diseases Ch. 15.08
Inspection of stock and products 17.24.035, 17.24.080
Liens for control of, See LIENS, subtitle Agriculture and veterinary
Agricultural dusting and spraying
Marking containers of imported products 17- 24.060
Penalties for violations 17.24.100
Quarantine farms and stations, acquisition of lands for 17.24.120
Quarantine on transporting stock and products 17.24.030, 17.24.035, 17.24.080
Sealed containers for infected products in shipment 17.24.070
INSECTICIDES AND HERBICIDES (See PESTICIDE APPLICATION)
INSECTS (See LADYBUGS)
INSIGNIA
Militia, unlawful wearing of 38.40.140
INSOLVENTS AND INSOLVENCY Agricultural cooperatives, receivership proceedings 24.32.260
Assignee, sheriff disqualified as 30.44.110
Assignment for benefit of creditors, See AS­ SIGNMENT FOR BENEFIT OF CRED­ ITORS
Bank deposits and collections, insolvent bank, effect 62A.4-214
Banks (See also BANKS AND BANKING, subtitle Liquidation and winding up) federal deposit insurance company may be appointed as receiver for 30.44.270
insolvent banks receiving deposit 9.24.030 preferences prohibited, penalty 30.44.110
receiving deposit while insolvent officer or employee personally liable Const. Art. 12 § 12
penalty 30.44.120, 9.24.030
slander of financial institution as to its sol­ vency 9.58.100
transfers in contemplation of insolvency void, penalty 30.44.110
Conveyances by insolvent 19.40.040
INSOLVENTS AND INSOLVENCY—Cont.
Corporations preferences action to recover, time limitation 23.72- 020
admiralty proctor, transfers or payment to, recovery as preference 23.72.050
attorneys, transfert or payment to, recovery as preference 23.72.050
equity solicitor, transfers or payment to, recovery as preference 23.72.050
set-offs and counterclaims of mutual debts and credits 23.72.040, 23.72.060
set-offs of creditor against recovery as preference 23.72.040
voidable preference, when recoverable 23.72.030
receivers, appointment of 7.60.020
redemption of redeemable shares 23A.16-090
Declaratory judgments 7.24.040
Fraudulent conveyances Ch. 19.40
Industrial insurance lien for premiums, penalty, priority 51.16- .160, 51.16.170
notice to department of labor and industries of appointment as assignee, receiver 51- 16.160
Industrial loan company receiving money while insolvent, penalty 31.04.220
Insurance, surplus line brokers, placing business with, penalty 48.15.090
Insurance companies (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Liquidation) claims against, time for filing 48.31.310
Jurisdiction over superior courts Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
superior courts 2.08.010
supreme court Const. Art. 4 § 4
Mutual savings banks 
bank's right to contest supervisor's possess­ ion 32.24.060
ground for liquidation 32.24.050
insolvent banks receiving deposit, penalty 9.24.030, 32.04.120
liquidity procedure Ch. 32.24
slander of financial institution as to its sol­ vency, penalty 9.58.100
transfers of assets while insolvent, void as to creditors, penalty 32.24.080
Ne exeat 7.44.040
Negotiable instruments notice of dishonor, parties to be notified 62.01.101
protest of bill of exchange 62.01.158
Police pensions in first class cities as exempt from operation of 41.20.180
Port and other districts, dissolution 53.48.060
Pref erences banks, preferences prohibited, penalty 30- 44.110
corporations, recovery of 23.72.020, 23.72-050
insolvent corporation making, recovery of 23.72.050
slander of financial institution as to its sol­ vency, penalty 9.58.100
transfers of assets while insolvent, void as to creditors, penalty 32.24.080
Receivers appointment of 7.60.020
slander disqualified as 7.08.180
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Savings and loan associations, transfers for preference of creditors prohibited, penalty 33.36.030
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INSTALL. SALES, GOODS & SVCS.

INSTALL. SALES, GOODS & SVCS.—Cont.

Retail agreement—Cont.—Retail installment contract

assignment does not cut off rights 63.14.020
blank spaces, seller not to obtain signatures of buyer until filled in, exception 63.14.070
continuation, procedure 63.14.154
catalog of seller, contract based upon, requirements 63.14.060
contained in more than one document, when permitted 63.14.050
contained in single document 63.14.020
dating of required 63.14.020
definition 63.14.010
delivery or mailing copy to buyer
acknowledgment of delivery by buyer, size of type requirement for acknowledgment, exception for mail order catalogue sales 63.14.030
buyer not obligated to pay other than cash price until receives copy 63.14.030
description or identification of goods sold or services furnished to be included 63.14.040
excess service charges, declaratory judgment to establish 63.14.152
extension or deferment of payments, agreement, charges 63.14.156
items to be included in 63.14.040
mail, contracts negotiated and entered into by 63.14.060
maximum service charge 63.14.040
mortgage on real property may be in separate document 63.14.020
names of seller and buyer to be included in 63.14.040
place of business of seller to be included in 63.14.040
print or typed portion, size of type requirement 63.14.020
promissory note secured by chattel mortgage, note may be separate instrument 63.14.020
refinancing agreement, costs, contents 63.14.158
service charge, maximum 63.14.040, 63.14.130
signing by retailer buyer required 63.14.020
Retail installment transaction, defined 63.14.014
Retail seller, defined 63.14.010
Revolving charge agreement, defined 63.14.010
Seller, defined 63.14.010
Service charge, advising buyer by required 63.14.120
contract to contain 63.14.040
defined 63.14.010
excessive, declaratory judgment to establish 63.14.152
extension or deferment 63.14.156
maximum, contract to contain 63.14.040
payment of total unpaid balance, seller to advise buyer of rights 63.14.120
prepayment, allowable charge 63.14.080
subsequent purchases 63.14.110
violation of act by seller bars recovery of, exception 63.14.180
what charges may be included in maximum 63.14.130

INSTALL. SALES, GOODS & SVCS.—Cont.

Subsequent purchases
allocation of payment 63.14.110
consolidation with previous contracts 63.14.110
items to be stated 63.14.110
memorandum to be provided by seller 63.14.110
title or lien of seller in previously purchased goods included in consolidation, allocation of payments 63.14.110
Telephone catalogue orders, contracts negotiated and entered into by 63.14.060
Time balance, defined 63.14.010
Venue, agreements concerning, effect 63.14.150
Violations
assurance of discontinuance of violations, acceptance by attorney general, failure to perform terms of assurance 63.14.200
attorney general or prosecuting attorney may bring action to restrain and prevent 63.14.190
bars recovery of service charge, official fees, or delinquency or collection charges, exception 63.14.180
civil penalty 63.14.210
criminal penalty 63.14.170
Violations, penalty 63.14.170
Waiver, act or agreement of buyer cannot waive provisions of act or other remedies 63.14.160

INSTALLMENTS
Criminal procedure, payment of costs in installments 9.92,070
Sales
defective deliveries as material breach 63.04.460
duty of buyer to accept delivery in 63.04.460

INSTITUTE OF FOREST PRODUCTS
Provisions relating to Ch. 76.44

INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIES COMMISSION
Board, members 72.60.200
Creation 72.60.030
Funds, See INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIES COMMISSION, subtitle Institutional industries revolving fund
General provisions 72.60.040-72.60.060
Goods and services
kind, quantity, and quality determination 72.60.120
markings on containers 72.60.140
prices of goods 72.60.150
profits from 72.60.180
public use restrictions 72.60.130
state agencies and departments
lists of goods 72.60.220
preferences for 72.60.190
questioning of vouchers 72.60.210
state agencies and subdivisions, purchasing 72.60.160
unlawful sale 72.60.170
Industrial enterprises, limitation 72.60.080
Inmates
civil rights of 72.60.100
compensation for 72.60.090
employment according to needs of state 72.60.110
Institutional industries revolving fund creation 72.60.240
excess moneys 72.60.270
expenses payable from 72.60.260
generally 72.60.250

INST. INDUSTRIES COMM.—Cont.

Police power, declaration of 72.60.230
Powers and duties 72.60.070
Purpose of law 72.60.020
Reports to governor 72.60.280
State purchases, preferences 72.60.190
Violations of law 72.60.210

INSTITUTIONS

Blind, state school for, admittance, who 72.40.040
Closure of, See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Economic impact act
Correctional institution for women, See CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
Deaf, state school for, admittance, who 72.40.040
Department, residential schools, group homes, authority of department with relation to 72.33
Hospitals for insane, commitment applications, court commissioners' powers to hear and determine 2.24.040
Interlake school, See EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL
Narcotic and dangerous drug rehabilitation and treatment center 72.49.020
State school for the blind, admittance, who 74.40.040
State school for the deaf, admittance, who 72.40.040

INSTITUTIONS, STATE DEPARTMENT OF
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, subtitle Division of institutions)

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Defined for certain purposes 28B.10.015

INSTRUCTION (See also SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle Courses, studies and instruction; COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES)

Voters, instructions to 29.39.160

INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (See SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION)

INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY

Additional instructions, procedure 4.44.320
Criminal actions, no inference of guilt because of accused not testifying 10.52.040
Criminally insane 10.77.040
Eminent domain by counties 8.08.050
Harmless error disregarded 4.36.240
Industrial insurance 51.52.115
Legal holidays, giving to jury on 2.28.100
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

INSTRUMENTS (see also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS; DEEDS; CONVEYANCES)

Affecting title, validation by special act forbidden Const. Art. 2 § 28
Exemptions from execution 6.16.020
Filing of, See RECORDING AND FILING
Pleadings, justices of the peace, how pleaded 4.36.040, 12.08.060
Probate, pre-executed, application and construction of chapter 117, laws of 1974 11.02.080
Recording of, See RECORDING AND FILING
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
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INSTRUMENTS—Cont.
Telegraphic communications of authorized, when 5.52.030, 5.52.050 effect 5.52.040 evidence, as burden of proof as to execution or genuineness 5.52.050 prima facie effect of copy 5.52.050 genuineness or execution challenged 5.52-.040 original preserved 5.52.040 prima facie effect of copy 5.52.030 recording of copy 5.52.030 Written certain, nonresident, deemed to be 11-.02.090 pleading of 4.36.040

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
Effect 4.56.150 Nonsuit, ground for 4.56.120

INSUFFICIENT FUNDS
Bank check, issuing knowing, penalty 9.54.050

INSUFFICIENT PROPERTY
Executions on attached property 7.12.220

INSURANCE
Accident and health insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Disability insurance

INSURANCE—Cont.
Adjusters—Cont.
license—Cont.

INSURANCE—Cont.
Agents, brokers, and solicitors—Cont.
agents serving member of firm, temporary license, when granted 48.17.510 appointment of, fee 48.14.010 banks, power to act as insurance agent, restriction 30.08.140 brokers (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Agents, brokers, and solicitors, surplus line brokers) accounting for funds 48.17.480 agent, may also be 48.17.270 authority of 48.17.260 bond 48.17.250 commissions, right to receive 48.17.260 defined 48.17.020 funds, fiduciary capacity, duty to account 48.17.480 legal guardian, temporary license, when granted 48.17.510 license number required 48.17.200 qualifications for, specific 48.17.150 required 48.17.060 scope of 48.17.240 temporary duration, powers under 48.17.510 grounds for 48.17.510 whom granted to 48.17.510 may also be 48.17.270 nonresident licensing of in certain situations 48.17-.330 process against 48.17.340 premium, accounting for 48.17.480 qualifications for, specific 48.17.150 scope of 48.17.240 spouse or next of kin, temporary license, when granted 48.17.510 surviving member of firm, temporary license, when granted 48.17.510 commissions, sharing of 48.17.490 controlled business 48.17.080 corporation as, license 48.17.180 countersignature by, fees, when 48.05.230, 48.05.240 disciplinary 48.17.110 examination of transactions of 48.03.020 examinations for license disciplinary 48.17.110 exemption from 48.17.110 fee 48.14.010 form and time 48.17.130 generally 48.17.110 manual for applicants 48.17.120 scope of 48.17.120 fines against, commissioner may levy 48.17-.560 fire and casualty insurance company agents, business and occupation tax 92.04.280 firm as, license 48.17.180 funds accounting for 48.17.480 fiduciary capacity, duty to account 48.17-480 misappropriation of 48.17.480 general appointment 48.05.310 licensing of 48.05.310 powers 48.05.310 general agents, See INSURANCE, subtitle Agents, brokers, and solicitors, surplus line brokers health care services 48.44.011 license application for 48.17.090 denial grounds for 48.17.530 number of 48.17.300 content of 48.17.170 display of 48.17.460 expiration of 48.17.500
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Assignment of interests under group policies

Autopsy of the insured, disability insurance

Attorney-in-fact, reciprocals, See Insurance, subtitle

Bail bond insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Bail bond insurance

Bonds

Bail bond insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Bail bond insurance

Brokers, See INSURANCE, subtitle Agents, brokers, and solicitors

Buildings leased by cities and towns 35.42.050

Burial and interment, insurance laws apply

Business and occupation tax, exemption 82-04.320

Business practices act, unfair, application to insurance 19.86.170

Bylaws
domestic mutuals in general 48.09.130

fileg 48.05.070

organization of insurers, filing 48.06.040

policies, how included in policies 48.18.160

Canadian securities, investment in 48.13.180

Cancellation of policies

car insurance policies 48.18.291—18.297
discrimination based on sex or marital status prohibited 48.30.280

commissioner 48.18.310
disability insurance, optional standard provisions for 48.20.242
disability policies 48.18.299

release of premium, when 48.20.013

insured 48.18.300

insurer 48.18.290

nonpayment of premium finance company charges, procedure 48.56.110

when 48.18.310

Capital
disability insurance for 48.20.013

definition 48.18.299

infused 48.18.300

nonpremium finance company charges, procedure 48.56.100

when 48.18.310

Cash surrender, See INSURANCE, subtitle Surrender value

Casualty insurance

assigned risk plan 48.22.020

automobile insurance
cancellation 48.18.291

exceptions permitted 48.18.296

"private passenger automobile", defined 48.18.297

discrimination based on sex or marital status prohibited 48.30.280

"private passenger automobile", defined 48.18.297

notice of cancellation 48.18.291

notice of nonrenewal 48.18.292

Agent of the insured, disability insurance 48.20.132

Aviation, limitation of liability for group life 48.24.210

industrial life 48.25.230

life insurance 48.23.260

Award in addition to homestead, effect of insurance on life of deceased 11.52.022

Baggage insurance, who may sell 48.17.190

Bail bond insurance

definition 48.11.080

Banks

burglary, theft, robbery, insurance against required 30.12.030

group—plan life insurance for officers and employees 30.12.200

to act as insurance agent, restriction 30.08.140

Beneficiaries


disability insurance

change of 48.20.152

standard provision regarding 48.20.152

benefit societies 48.36.060

life insurance 48.24.160

industrial life insurance, standard provision regarding 48.25.150

life insurance, generally 48.18.440

Binders

agent's liability on 48.18.240

defined 48.18.230
INSURANCE—Cont.

CITIES AND TOWNS

Community colleges, officers, employees and commissions, sharing 48.17.070
Community property, life insurance, determination of community interest in certain circumstances 48.18.440
Compacts prohibited 48.30.020
Companies (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Insurers) business and occupation tax, when deemed successor 82.04.320
Claim adjustment of, necessity for certificate of authority 48.05.030
administration of, waiver, when 48.18.470
false, penalty 48.30.230
forms, standard provision for 48.20.092
insurer, time for filing 48.31.310
investigation, effect of commencing 48.18.470
Liquidation, See INSURANCE, subtitle Liquidation
notice of, standard provision for 48.20.082
notice of, standardization provisions 48.18.020
penalty of, insurer furnish forms 48.18.460
receipt of, effect of acknowledgment 48.18.470
rehabilitated or liquidated insurers, assessments to pay 48.31.320
Code actions and proceedings 48.01.130
commissioner's proposed amendments, report to legislature 48.02.170
constitutionality 48.01.090
credit insurance provisions 48.34.020
definitions for, generally Ch. 48.01
effective date 48.01.170
forms, existing 48.01.120
general provisions regarding Ch. 48.01
licensure, existing 48.01.110
officers, existing 48.01.100
penalties for 48.01.080
publication and sale of 48.02.180
rule of construction, particular provisions prevail 48.01.150
scope 48.01.020
supplements, publication and sale of 48.02.180
time limit for 48.01.010
violations, duty of commissioner to certify 48.02.080
Collateral loans, See INSURANCE, subtitle Investments
Colleges and universities, officers, employees and students 28B.16.660
Combination policies, generally 48.18.250
Combinations in restraint of trade 48.03.020
Commissioner (See also INSURANCE COMMISSIONER) for foreign and alien insurers 48.05.200
examination of health care services agreements 48.44.020
examinations by, See INSURANCE, subtitle Examinations
hearings, See INSURANCE, subtitle Hearings
Commissions, sharing 48.17.490
Common stocks, investments in, See INSURANCE, subtitle Investments
Community colleges, officers, employees and students 28B.10.660
Community property, life insurance, determination of community interest in certain circumstances 48.18.440
Compacts prohibited 48.30.020
Companies (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Insurers) business and occupation tax, when deemed successor 82.04.320
INSURANCE—Cont.
Companies—Cont.
destroyed vehicles, company settling claim to notify director of motor vehicles 46-12.070
double liability of stockholders Const. Art. 12 § 11 (Amend. 16)
Competition, unfair prohibited 48.30.010
Conditions, breach prior to loss, effect 48.18.350
Condominiums, See CONDOMINIUMS, subtitle Insurance
Conflict of interests, prohibition 48.02.090
Consolidations, generally 48.31.010
Construction of contracts, tender offers 48.31A.010
contributions, noncomplying 48.18.520
Contingent liability mutuals, members as asset 48.09.250
in general 48.09.230
liquidation, See INSURANCE, subtitle Liquidation
reciprocal/subscribers aggregate liability 48.10.290
assessments in general 48.10.270
time limit for 48.10.280
in general 48.10.250
judgments 48.10.260
liquidation, See INSURANCE, subtitle Liquidation
Contractor's amounts 18.27.050
required 18.27.050
Contracts (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Insurance contracts) disability insurance, dependents continuing coverage when dependents are handicapped or retarded 48.20.420
continuing coverage when dependents are retarded or handicapped 48.20.420
group disability insurance, dependents, continuing coverage of dependents when retarded or handicapped 48.21.150
health care service contract, dependents, continuing coverage when dependents are retarded or handicapped 48.44.200
Contributions, political, prohibited 48.30.110
Control of domestic insurers holding company systems, definitions 48.31A.010
bonds
Disaster services agreements 48.21.030
disaster services insurance 48.21.030
domestic insurer 48.01.050
agents, independent 48.17.050
alien insurer 48.05.010
assets 48.12.010
bail bond insurance 48.11.080
binders 48.18.230
blanket disability insurance 48.21.040
broker 48.17.020
capital funds 48.05.060
casualty insurance 48.11.070
charter 48.05.050
commissioner 48.02.010
controlled business 48.17.080
credit accident and health insurance 48.34.030
credit insurance 48.11.070
creditor 48.34.030
debtor 48.34.030
disability insurance 48.11.030
domestic insurer 48.05.010
employees domestic insurer 48.21.020
employer, domestic insurer 48.24.020
employer, group insurance 48.21.020
encumbrance 48.13.130
family expense disability insurance 48.20.340
fidelity insurance 48.11.080
foreign insurer 48.05.010
franchise plan 48.20.350
fraternal benefit society 48.36.010
group disability insurance 48.21.010
health care groups 48.21.030
illegal inducements 48.30.150
indebtedness 48.34.030
indemnity 48.20.340
indemnity insurance 48.25.020
insurable interest personal insurance 48.18.030
property insurance 48.18.040
insurance 48.01.040
policy 48.18.140
insurance transactions 48.01.060
insurer 48.01.050
liabilities 48.12.030
life insurance 48.11.020
life insurer, fraternal benefit society subject to variable contract act 48.36.440
lodge system 48.36.020
loss expense 48.12.140
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INSURANCE — Cont.
Definitions—Cont.
loss—Cont.
payments 48.12.140
marine and transportation insurance 48.11.050
maritime protection and indemnity insurance 48.11.050
national association of insurance commissioners 48.02.140
ocean marine and foreign trade insurance, defined 48.14.050
person 48.01.070
policy 48.18.140
premium 48.18.170
property insurance 48.11.040
reciprocal insurance 48.10.010
insurer 48.10.020
reciprocating state 48.07.150
representative form of government, fraternal benefit societies 48.36.030
service representatives 48.17.030
solicitor 48.17.030
surety insurance 48.11.080
surplus funds, domestic stock insurers 48.08.030
surplus line insurance 48.15.040
title insurance 48.11.100
twisting 48.30.180
unfair practices, generally 48.30.010
uniform insurers liquidation act 48.30.110
delinquency proceeding 48.30.110
domiciliary state 48.30.110
foreign country 48.30.110
general assets 48.30.110
insurer 48.30.110
preferred claim 48.30.110
recovery 48.30.110
recipient state 48.30.110
secured claim 48.30.110
special deposit claim 48.30.110
state 48.30.110
United States 48.05.010
vehicle insurance 48.11.060
Delinquency proceeding, defined—uniform insurers liquidation act 48.30.110
Delivery of policies, generally 48.18.260
Dental care. Group disability policies for 48.21.030
Depositaries, funds of domestic insurers 48.07.110
Deposit acceptance by commissioner, grounds for 48.16.010
commissioner's receipt 48.16.050
depostaries, designation of, banks and trust companies 48.16.070
dividends and interest on, insurers' right to 48.16.070
eligibility of securities for 48.16.030
exchange of securities 48.16.090
execution upon prohibited, creditors and claimants 48.16.130
existing, release of 48.16.110
record of 48.16.050
release of existing deposits 48.16.110
generally 48.16.100
safekeeping, state responsible 48.16.080
securities eligible for 48.16.030
substitution of securities 48.16.090
title insurers, See INSURANCE, subtitle Title insurers
Transfer of securities 48.16.060
trust fund for policy holders, as 48.16.020
voluntary deposits, limit of and release 48.16.120
DeSTRUCTION of property, wilful 48.30.220

INSURANCE — Cont.
Development credit corporations, membership in 31.20.070
Directors
membership, domestic insurers 48.07.050
concourse presumed 48.30.130
misconduct of 48.30.120
qualified, domestic mutuals 48.09.160
residence, domestic insurers 48.07.050
Disability insurance actions on, for time for 48.20.142
age limits 48.20.312
misstatement of 48.20.182
effect 48.20.312
assignment of, generally 48.18.360
autopsy of insured 48.20.132
beneficiary, rights, changes of standard provision 48.20.152
benefits basic, minimum conditions and terminology for 48.18.120
death from any cause 48.20.360
for services performed by licensed dentists 48.20.416
licensed optometrists 48.20.410
payment of on simultaneous deaths 48.18.390
blanket policies, See INSURANCE, subtitle Group disability insurance
conciliation, by the insurer 48.20.242, 48.18.299
chiropracticians rendering medical or surgical services, benefits not to be denied because of 48.20.390
chiropractic services included 48.20.412
claims forms 48.20.092
notice of 48.20.082
payment of 48.20.122
proofs of loss 48.20.102
time of payment 48.20.112
conditions and terminology, minimum standards for 48.18.120
conformity with state statutes 48.20.252
contract, entire, changes 48.20.042
contracts, dependents, continuing coverage for dependents when retarded or handicapped 48.20.420
credit charges to debtor 48.34.110
commencement of term 48.34.080
debtor's right to furnish own insurance 48.34.120
limitation on amount 48.34.070
policies content 48.34.090
filing 48.34.100
purpose of provisions 48.34.010
refunds 48.34.110
small loan act, effect 48.34.910
substitute insurers 48.34.090
termination date of term 48.34.080
when subject to law 48.34.020
death from any cause, benefit for 48.20.360
defined 48.11.030
dentists' services included 48.20.416
defined 48.20.416
dependents, contract provision required which continues coverage of dependents when dependents are retarded or handicapped 48.20.420
domestic mutuals, qualifications 48.09.081
drugs, use of, effect 48.20.272
termination of the insured 48.20.132
excess insurance 48.20.192
exemption of proceeds 48.18.400
exemptions from rate filing 48.19.010
extended disability benefit 48.20.360
extended health, for aged agents, brokers, solicitors 48.21.040
annual reports 48.21.060

INSURANCE — Cont.
Disability insurance — Cont.
extended health, for aged — Cont.
application of remedies to other law 48.21A.080
cancellation, when 48.21A.030
commissioner's powers and duties relating to 48.21A.060
defensive name or advertising prohibited 48.21A.070
definitions 48.21A.020
documents filed 48.21A.070
federal, state benefits, policy adjustment 48.21A.060
insurers may join in association 48.21A.030
minimum group policy, as 48.21A.030
policy holder, who may be 48.21A.030
policy provisions, generally 48.21A.060
powers and duties of association 48.21A.050
purposes 48.21A.010
rates 48.21A.060
reduced benefit provision 48.21A.030
withdrawal of approval 48.21A.060
false statements in application, effect 48.18.090
family expense disability insurance, defined 48.20.340
forms, See INSURANCE, subtitle Disability insurance
insurers may join in association 48.21A.030
reinstatement 48.21A.060
coverage 48.20.022
life insurance, authority to transact disability insurance 48.03.330
narcotics 48.20.272
newborn infant coverage 48.20.430
nonrenewal 48.18.298
nonrenewal in state, exemptions for 48.18.010
one person, limitation to 48.20.012
payment of insurance 48.20.242
cancellation 48.20.172
generally 48.20.162
illegal occupations 48.20.262
insurance with other insurers 48.20.212
insurance with other insurers, provision of service or expense incurred basis 48.20.202
intoxicants and narcotics 48.20.272
issuance by insurer for delivery in other states 48.20.02
life insurer, authority to transact disability insurance 48.05.330
narcotics 48.20.272
newborn infant coverage 48.20.430
nonrenewal 48.18.298
nonrenewal in state, exemptions for 48.18.010
one person, limitation to 48.20.012
optional standard provisions cancellation 48.20.242
change of occupation 48.20.172
generally 48.20.162
illegal occupations 48.20.262
insurance with other insurers 48.20.212
insurance with other insurers, provision of service or expense incurred basis 48.20.202
intoxicants and narcotics 48.20.272
misstatement of age 48.20.182
other insurance in this insurer 48.20.192
relief of earnings to insurance 48.20.22
unpaid premium 48.20.232
payment discharges, insurer 48.18.370
payroll deductions by public employees 41.04.20
policies format of 48.20.012
issuance by insurer for delivery in other states 48.20.02
provisions, order of certain 48.20.282
proof, forms for 48.20.092
proof of loss, time for filing 48.20.102
psychologist services included 48.20.414
registered nurses rendering health care services, benefits not denied 48.20.411
reinstatement 48.20.072
requirements of other jurisdictions 48.20.302
INSURANCE—Cont.

Disability insurance—Cont.

reserves for 48.12.060
return of premium upon cancellation, right
when 48.20.015
scope of provisions 48.20.002
simultaneous death of insured and benefi-
ciary, disposition of proceeds, uniform act
11.040.040
standard provisions (See also INSUR-
ANCE, subtitle Disability insurance,
optional standard provisions)
captions for 48.20.032
change of beneficiary 48.20.152
claim forms 48.20.092
effective date of 48.20.322
entire contract, changes 48.20.042
generally 48.20.032
grace period 48.20.062
legal actions 48.20.142
notice of claim 48.20.082
payment of claims 48.20.122
physical examination and autopsy 48.20-
.132
proofs of loss 48.20.102
reinstatement 48.20.072
requirements 48.20.032
substitutions for 48.20.032
time limit on certain defenses 48.20.052
time of payment of claims 48.20.112
waiver of 48.18.130
statements in application, how deemed 48-
.18.090
terminology, standards for 48.18.120
third party ownership 48.20.292
time, payment of claims 48.20.112
violation of law by insured, effect of 48.20-
.262
Washington life and disability insurance guaranty
association act Ch. 48.32A

Disability insurers
general casualty insurers authorized to con-
duct 48.05.350
joinder with other insurers to offer residents
over sixty-five years disability insurance, extended
health Ch. 48.21A

Discounts, unlawful practice with premiums
48.30.140

Discrimination
prohibited on automobile insurance based
on sex or marital status 48.30.280
unfair
against insureds 48.18.480
prohibited, against competitors 48.30.020

Dividends
annuities and pure endowment contracts
48.23.190
dealing in, life insurer 48.23.330
domestic mutuals, in general 48.09.300
group disability, application of 48.21.120
group life, application of 48.24.260
guarantee of prohibited, policy dividends
and savings 48.30.100
health care services 48.44.130
illegal dividends, domestic stock insurers
48.08.040
industrial life insurance 48.25.090
life insurance
generally 48.23.070
payment to beneficiary 48.23.320
mutuals, domestic 48.09.300
participating policies 48.08.070
payable to real party, participating policies
48.18.340
reciprocal 48.10.310
stock insurers, domestic
generally 48.08.030
on reduction of capital 48.08.020

Documents
copies of, fee for 48.14.010
failure to file, penalty 48.08.190

INSURANCE—Cont.

Domestic insurers—Cont.
stock, See INSURANCE, subtitle Stock in-
surers
stock insurers (See also INSURANCE, subti-
le Stock insurers)
par value of shares, minimum 48.06.200
stockholder meetings, duty to inform of
matters to be presented, proxies 48.08-
.090
uniform liquidation act 48.31.120-48.31.140
Domiciliary state, defined—uniform insurers
liquidation act 48.31.110
Double indemnity, life insurance 48.23.250
Drivers' training schools, operators to have li-
ability insurance coverage 48.62.090
Employee welfare trust funds (See also IN-
SURANCE, subtitle Health care services)
annual statement of fund 48.52.030
definitions 48.52.010
enforcement of chapter 48.52.050
examination of trust funds, costs 48.52.020
exemptions 48.52.070
bearing and review 48.52.060
insurers and health care contractors, con-
tacts and fees, filing, inspection, de-
struction 48.52.040
newborn children coverage 48.52.090
penalties 48.52.080
records, accounts, reports, trustees' duties,
inspection, destruction 48.52.030
trustees to register fund with commission
48.52.015

Employees
defined
group disability insurance 48.21.020
life insurance 48.24.020

Employer, defined
group disability insurance 48.21.020
life insurance 48.24.020

Employers
Employer group life insurance, trust group
48.24.070

Encumbrance, defined 48.13.130

Endorsements
effect of, contraction of policies 48.18.520
form of
disapproval, grounds for 48.18.110
filing, approval 48.18.100
validity of, noncomplying 48.18.510
not to conflict with standard provision 48-
.18.130

Endowment contracts
benefits, calculation of 48.23.360
liability under, limitation 48.23.260
standard provisions 48.23.140
value, calculation of 48.23.360

Endowments, pure, See INSURANCE, subti-
te Annautes

Equipment trust obligations, investments in,
See INSURANCE, subtitle Investments

Escrow agreements, organization of insurers,
See also INSURANCE, subtitle Investments

Evidence
application for insurance as 48.18.080
certificate of the commissioner as 48.02.130
fraternal benefit society's constitution, cop-
ies as 48.36.220
records of commissioner 48.02.130

Examinations
adjusters (See also INSURANCE, subtitle
Adjusters)
records of 48.03.020
advisory examining board 48.17.135
advisory organizations, in general 48.03.010
agents, brokers, and solicitors, records of
48.03.020
examining bureaus, in general 48.03.010
expense of, generally 48.03.060
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INSURANCE—Cont.

Examinations—Cont.
Decedent, insurance holding company system, register-ers, in general 48.31.100
inquiry, in general 48.03.010
joint underwriting or reinsurance organizations 48.03.010
license, See INSURANCE, subtitle Agents, brokers, sureties, reinsurance agencies, examination of 48.03.010
management organizations 48.03.020
promoters 48.03.020
proxy holders 48.03.020
rating organizations, in general 48.03.010
records
access to 48.03.030
correction of 48.03.030
report of examination in general 48.03.040
withholding of 48.03.050
witnesses, in general 48.19.410
Examining board members
generally 48.17.135
powers and duties 48.17.135
Examining bureaus
examination of 48.03.010
generally 48.19.410
Exchange of business, agents, brokers, solicitors, general 48.17.400
Execution sale, redemption from, credit, as 6.24.190
Exemption from nonprofit corporation act 24.
48.03.015
Exemption of proceeds
annuities 48.18.430
disability insurance 48.18.400
group life insurance 48.18.420
life insurance 48.18.410
Exhibiting false accounts, advertisements prohibited 48.06.190
Expenditures, vouchers for, domestic insurers 48.07.100
Expense experience
recording of 48.19.370
reporting of, rate making purposes 48.19.
370
Expenses, limitation of, of domestic mutuals 48.
09.180
Experience, schedule of, of liability and workmen's compensation insurance 48.12.110
False arrest
fishermen employees 75.08.203
False exhibits and advertisements, organization of insurers 48.06.190
False or misleading information, prohibition against gaining 48.19.390
Family expense disability insurance 48.20.340
Farm labor contractors required to have liability insurance 19.30.030
Federal deposit insurance corporation, See FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Federal home loan banks
borrowing from authorized 30.32.030
depository for its funds, may designate as 30.32.040
Fees
refunds of 48.14.070
schedule of 48.14.010
Fidelity insurance
casualty insurers authorized to conduct 48.
05.350
defined 48.11.080
Filing fees, generally 48.14.010
Financial
condition, advertisement of in general 48.
30.070
statements, insurers, false 48.30.030
Finance company, insurance premium, See INSURANCE, subtitle Premium finance company
FINANCE
INSURANCE—Cont.
Filing fees, generally 48.14.070
Fertility insurance
credit unions may secure on real property 41.31.1290
executive, proceeds from exempt property exempt 6.16.050
firemen's pension fund, payment of premium tax into 41.16.050
Fines, generally 48.19.200
Fire, willful destruction of property by, penalty 48.30.220, 9.91.090
Fire departments, blanket disability insurance 48.21.040
Fire insurance
credit union may secure on real property securing loan 31.12.290
execution, proceeds from exempt property exempt 6.16.050
Firemen's pension fund, payment of premium tax generally, See INSURANCE, subtitle Property insurance
independent general agents, business and occupation tax 82.04.280
loss report by adjusters 48.17.440
mutual savings banks
agent for bank property, power to act as 32.08.140
restrictions upon conducting 32.08.160
premium tax
distribution, basis for 41.16.050
payments into firemen's pension fund 41.
16.050
volunteer firemen's relief and pension fund, payment into 41.24.030
rate filing by rating bureau 48.19.050
standard policy form 48.18.120
Fire losses
report of by adjusters 48.17.440
report of by insurers 48.05.320
Fire marshal, See FIRE MARSHAL, STATE
Fire policy forms, standard form, promulgation of 48.18.120
Fire protection districts liability insurance for district personnel 52.08.090
Fire risks, limit of 48.11.140
Fisheries employees 75.08.203, 75.08.206
For-hire vehicle operators, public liability insurance policies for 46.72.050
Foreign country, defined—uniform insurers' title 48.31.100
Foreign insurers
additional funds and surplus requirements 48.05.340
certificate of authority, mandatory revocation or suspension, when 48.05.130
conservation of assets of, order of 48.31.080, 48.31.100
defined 48.05.010
deoff, of certificate of authority 48.05.080
investments of 48.13.360
liability, ancillary, order of 48.31.100
nonassessable policies
mutuals 49.09.270
reciprocals 48.10.300
possession and maintenance of uninsured paid in capital stock required 48.05.340
premium tax, liability for payment of after withdrawal from state 48.14.100
process against commissioner, attorney for 48.05.200
service of 48.05.210
retaliatory provision 48.14.040
unimpaired basic surplus required 48.05.340
Foreign securities, investments in, See INSURANCE, subtitle Life insurance
in foreign countries
Foreign trade insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Ocean marine and foreign trade insurance
Forfeiture
annuity contracts, See INSURANCE, subtitle Nonforfeiture law
life insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Standard nonforfeiture law
Franchise plan, disability insurance 48.20.350
Fraternal benefit societies
accident and health, war veterans' societies (World War I), exemptions for 48.36.310
accident benefits provided only, exemptions for 48.36.300
admission of foreign society, requirements 48.36.160
annual reports 48.36.230
to members 48.36.230
articles of association or incorporation as part of certificate 48.36.080
articles of incorporation
amendments of 48.36.130
contents and filing 48.36.120
beneﬁciaries
change of, in general 48.36.060
rights of, of, vested interest 48.36.060
who may be 48.36.060
beneﬁts
exemption from local process 48.36.210
provided, in general 48.36.050
bylaws, power to make 48.36.120
beneﬁts
assignment of 48.36.340
contents in general 48.36.080
minimum standard of valuation 48.36.230
of qualiﬁcation 48.36.120
valuation of 48.36.090
annual report of 48.36.230
charter, part of certificate 48.36.080
constitution
amendment of 48.36.130
filing with commissioner 48.36.220
printed copies as evidence. 48.36.220
power to make 48.36.120
representative form of government 48.36.
030
waiver of 48.36.200
contributions
payment of 48.36.050
segregation on failure to reduce deﬁciency 48.36.240
deficienecy in funds, extra contributions to cure 48.
36.240
in reserves
creditor reduction of 48.36.240
segregation of contributions on failure to reduce 48.36.240
deﬁned 48.36.010
disability beneﬁts
age limit 48.36.050
may provide, in general 48.36.050
reserve basis for 48.36.090
separate fund for 48.36.230
war veterans' societies (World War I), exemptions for 48.36.310
discharge of society on payment of beneﬁts 48.36.340
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In this document, the subject is insurance, specifically focusing on fraternal benefit societies. The text is organized into sections that discuss various topics such as laws, amendments, extended coverage, paid-up protection, funds, foreign societies, meetings, elections, and more. Each section is numbered and provides detailed information on specific aspects of insurance, particularly those related to fraternal benefit societies. For example, there is a section on contracts and dissolution proceedings, another on the definition of the lodge system, and yet another on the computation of general assets.

Additionally, the document includes references to other sections and years, such as legislative declaration for 1975, which might indicate changes or updates to the insurance laws and regulations. Overall, the content is comprehensive, covering a wide range of topics relevant to the insurance industry.
INSURANCE—Cont.

Group life insurance—Cont.

contract 48.24.130

conversion

death pending 48.24.200

dependents of employees 48.24.030

on termination of eligibility 48.24.180

grace period 48.24.190

credit union groups

defined 48.24.035

qualifications 48.24.035

death pending conversion 48.24.200

debtor groups, defined 48.24.040

defined, generally 48.24.010

dependents of employees

authorized 48.24.030

conversion rights 48.24.030

eligibility 48.24.030

dividend exemptions 48.18.340

dividends, application of 48.24.260

employee groups

defined 48.24.020

dependents of, eligibility 48.24.030

exclusions from 48.24.010

exemption of proceeds 48.18.420

financial institutions, depositors, qualifications 48.24.095

fire protection district personnel, power of district to provide 52.08.030

grace period 48.24.110

incontestability 48.24.120

insurability 48.24.140

labor union groups, defined 48.24.050

labor union members, dependents of, eligibility 48.24.030

limitation of liability 48.24.210

participation in by banks, trust companies, savings and loan associations, etc., authorized 30.12.200

payment discharges insurer 48.18.370

premiums

defined 48.18.170

redjustment of 48.24.240

reduction, application of 48.24.260

public employee association members, dependents of, eligibility 48.24.030

public employee associations

defined 48.24.060

maximum amounts 48.24.060

representations 48.24.130

spouse of insured employee, maximum amount 48.24.030

standard provisions

age, misstatement of 48.24.150

beneficiary 48.24.160

certificates 48.24.170

contract 48.24.130

conversion

death pending 48.24.200

on termination of eligibility 48.24.180

policy 48.24.190

grace period 48.24.110

incontestability 48.24.120

insurability 48.24.140

representations 48.24.130

required 48.24.160

requirements, generally 48.24.100

state patrol groups, defined 48.24.090

trustee groups, defined 48.24.070

variable contracts, See INSURANCE, subtile Life insurance, variable contracts

Washington state patrol members, dependents of, eligibility 48.24.030

Group or blanket disability insurance, registered nurses rendering health care services, benefits not denied 48.21.141

Guaranteed stocks or shares, investments in, See INSURANCE, subtile Investments

INSURANCE—Cont.

Guaranty association

Washington, insurance guaranty association act Ch. 48

Washington life and disability insurance guaranty association act Ch. 48.32A

Health and accident insurance, See INSURANCE, subtile Disability insurance

Health care groups, defined 48.21.030

Health care programs and insurance for state employees Ch. 41.05

Health care services (See also INSURANCE, subtile Employee welfare trust funds)

agent

defined 48.44.011

fee, renewal 48.44.045

agents, registration requirements 48.44.015

exemptions of proceeds 48.44.015

suspension, revocation or refusal to issue license generally 48.44.162

notice 48.44.164

procedure 48.44.162

agreement for services 48.44.020

agreements, disapproval, grounds 48.44.020

alcoholism treatment benefits 48.44.240

bonds or sureties for 48.44.030

certificate of registration

effect as endorsement 48.44.150

revocation or suspension

grounds 48.44.160

hearing 48.44.160

confusing names 48.44.090

contractor, suspension, revocation or refusal to renew registration, procedure 48.44.166

contracts, individual, rescission within ten days 48.44.230

contracts of participation

definitions 48.44.010

dependents, extending limiting age when dependents are handicapped or retarded 48.44.210

dependents, retarded, or handicapped, extension for limiting age of coverage 48.44.200

filing with commissioner 48.44.070, 48.44-080

termination notice 48.44.080

definitions 48.44.010

dependents

newborn infant coverage 48.44.212

retarded or handicapped

continuing coverage when dependent 48.44.200

extension when dependent 48.44.200

extension on account of race, religion or national origin prohibited 48.44.220

dividends or refunds 48.44.130

enforcement 48.44.180

false advertising 48.44.110

financial condition of contractors, inaccurate statements 48.44.100

financial statement, annual, requirement 48.44.095

hearings and appeals 48.44.170

indemnity undermined by policy 48.44.030

insolvency 48.44.145

investigation and examination 48.44.145

misleading comparisons 48.44.140

misrepresentation of benefits 48.44.120

newborn infant coverage 48.20.430, 48.44-212

nonprofit corporation act, application 24-03.015

optometrist, services performed by, reimbursement 48.44.025

penalties for violation of registration and agent registration requirements 48.44.015

penalty for violations 48.44.060

INSURANCE—Cont.

Health care services—Cont.

prohibited acts 48.44.020

registration of health care service contractor 48.44.015

registration with commissioner 48.44.040

rules and regulations 48.44.050

submission of contract to commissioner for examination 48.44.020

suspension, revocation or refusal to issue license, procedure 48.44.162

unfair practices, generally, See INSURANCE, subtile Unfair practices

vision care, performed by optometrist, reimbursement 48.44.025

Health insurance, payroll deductions by public employees 41.04.020

Hearings

adjournment of 48.04.060

appeals from, See INSURANCE, subtile Appeals

demands for 48.04.010

general powers of commission 48.02.060

grounds for 48.04.010

health care services 48.44.170

nonattendance, effect of 48.04.070

notice of show cause 48.04.050

place of 48.04.030

procedure, application of administrative procedure act 48.52.060

public, when 48.04.030

stay of action pending 48.04.020

when to be held 48.04.010

witnesses 48.03.070

Homesteads, award in lieu of, effect of insurance on life of deceased spouse 11.52.012

Hospital insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Disability insurance

Hospitalization and medical aid for public employees and dependents, contracts with health care service contractors, choice of plan or policy to be offered 41.04.180

Housing for state offices, departments and institutions, insurance on buildings 43.82.140

Hypothecation of notes prohibited 48.30.200

Illegal inducements, defined 48.30.150

Impairment of capital, domestic stock insurers 48.08.050

Impairment of surplus

domestic mutuals 48.99.340

reciprocals 48.10.340

Incontestability

after reinstatement 48.23.270

annuities and pure endowment contracts 48.23.160

disability insurance, noncancellable policies 48.20.380

group life insurance 48.24.120

industrial life insurance 48.25.070

life insurance 48.23.050

Independent adjusters, See INSURANCE, subtile Adjusters

Indemnification to insurance, illegal 48.30.150

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Industrial life insurance

age, misstatement of 48.25.080

aideration of contract 48.25.140

assignment of 48.18.360

beneficiary, designation of 48.25.150

cash surrender value 48.25.110

compliance required, date effective 48.25.030

correction

monthly premium policies 48.25.190

weekly premium policies 48.25.180

definition of 48.25.020

disease, preexisting 48.25.220

dividends 48.25.090

entire contract 48.25.060
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Insurance contract—Cont.

Insurance contract—Cont.

Insurance contract—Cont.
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INSURANCE—Cont.
INSURANCE—Cont.

Insurers—Cont.

records
false or incomplete entries 48.30.120
losses 48.12.070
required 48.05.280
unauthorized insurance, subject to examination 48.15.170
schedule of experience, liability insurance 48.12.110
service of process against, generally 48.05-210
state, preemption of field 48.14.020
stock, See INSURANCE, subtitle Stock insurers
taxes on, generally 48.14.020
unauthorized, See INSURANCE, subtitle Unauthorized insurers
underwriter combinations, liability 48.18-250
unfair practices, See INSURANCE, subtitle Unfair practices
unlawful, See INSURANCE, subtitle Unlawful
use of name 48.30.060
withdrawal from state reinsurance on 48.05.290
waiver of reinsurance 48.05.290
Insuring powers
additional
capital or surplus for, generally 48.11.120
domestic mutuals, qualification, in general 48.09.090
limit of risk 48.11.140
reciprocals 48.10.050
Interinsurance exchanges, See INSURANCE, subtitle Reciprocals
Interinsurers, See INSURANCE, subtitle Reciprocals
Investigations
commission's power to make 48.02.060
court powers in conducting 48.03.070
power of commissioner to make 48.02.060
Investments
alien insurers 48.13.360
approval of 48.13.340
authorization of 48.13.340
board of directors' approval 48.13.340
bonds
generally 48.13.040, 48.13.050
ineligible, disposal of 48.13.290
valuation of 48.12.170
Canadian securities 48.13.180
capital prejudiced investments for 48.13.260
chattel mortgages, auxiliary 48.13.150
collateral loans 48.13.230
common stock, major acquisition, criteria 48.10.270
corporate obligations 48.13.050
deeds of trust, single family residence 48.13.125
eligibility
date as of which determined 48.13.010
general qualifications 48.13.020
generally 48.13.010
engaging in business of acquired company 48.13.220
equipment trust obligations 48.13.100
fixed charges, defined 48.13.060
fore ign
alien insurers 48.13.360
securities 48.13.180
ineligible securities, disposal of 48.13.290
institution, defined 48.13.060
insurance stocks 48.13.210
mortgage bonds
mortgaged
reorganized institutions—application of earnings test to 48.13.070
securities, ineligible disposal of, etc. 48.13.170
miscellaneous limitations 48.13.240
mortgage bonds
appraisal of property 48.13.140

INSURANCE—Cont.

Investments—Cont.
mortgage bonds—Cont.
authority 48.13.110
encumbrances, defined 48.13.130
insurance on property 48.13.140
limitation 48.13.120
mortgage loans
appraisal of property 48.13.140
encumbrance, defined 48.13.130
generally 48.13.110, 48.13.120
insurance on property 48.13.140
limitation 48.13.120, 48.13.140
single family residence 48.13.125
net earnings
defined 48.13.060
merged and reorganized institutions 48.13.070
notes and contracts
appraisal of property 48.13.140
authority 48.13.110
encumbrances, defined 48.13.130
insurance on property 48.13.140
limitation 48.13.120
notice of intention to acquire majority of common shares 48.13.220
obligation, defined 48.13.060
policy loans 48.13.190
preferred or guaranteed stocks 48.13.080
prohibition 48.13.270
property
ineligible, disposal of 48.13.290
valuation of 48.12.190
public obligations 48.13.040
purchase money mortgages
generally 48.13.110
valuation of 48.12.200
real estate contracts 48.13.110
appraisal of property 48.13.140
encumbrance, defined 48.13.130
insurance on property 48.13.140
real property
amounts secured by restricted 48.13.265
disposal of, time limit for 48.13.170
home office and branch office building 48.13.160
disposal of real property, time limit for 48.13.170
owned by insurer 48.13.160
valuation 48.12.190
receiver's obligations 48.13.090
record of 48.13.350
repurchase agreements, prohibition 48.13-280
required investments for capital and reserves 48.13.260
reserves, required investments for 48.13.260
savings accounts 48.13.200
savings and loan share accounts 48.13.200
secured by real property, amount restricted 48.13.265
securities
ineligible, disposal of 48.13.290
merged and reorganized institutions 48.13.070
securities on one entity, limitation on 48.13.030
special consent investments 48.13.250
stocks
common 48.13.220
ineligible, disposal of 48.13.290
insured 48.13.210
preferred or guaranteed 48.13.080
valuation of 48.12.180
title insurance 48.29.130
trustee obligations 48.13.090
underwriting securities prohibited 48.13.280
United States corporation bonds, valid investment for public and trust funds 39.60.010

INSURANCE—Cont.

Investments—Cont.
valuation of bonds 48.12.170
purchase money mortgages 48.12.200
stocks 48.12.180
variable contracts, voting securities 48.18A-020
withholding or repurchase agreements, prohibition 48.13.280
Irrigation districts, purchase of 87.03.160
liability insurance for officials and employees, purchase authorized 87.03.162
Joint reinsurance, rate provisions, applicability 48.19.360
Joint underwriting or joint reinsurance examination of 48.03.010
rate provisions, applicability 48.19.360
Judicial bonds, premiums as recoverable cost 48.28.030
Jurisdiction
contract of insurance within state submits out of state resident or nonresident to state jurisdiction 4.28.185
liquidation mergers and rehabilitation 48.31.190
provisions in policies concerning 48.18.200
Labor unions
group disability insurance Ch. 48.21
group life insurance 48.24.050
group insurance, trustee groups 48.24.070
Liabilities
(See also INSURANCE, subtitle Contingent liability)
credit for reinsurance in alien insurers 48.05.300
in general 48.12.160
deduction of special deposits, alien insurers 48.05.270
defined 48.12.030
double liability of stockholders Const. Art. 12 § 11 (Amend. 16)
immutual insurers, subscribers 48.09.220
reciprocal insurers, subscribers 48.10.250–48.10.290
reserves, See INSURANCE, subtitle Reserves
Liability insurance
annulment of policies void, when 48.18.320
college and university officers, employees and students 28B.10.660
loss expense, defined 48.12.140
loss payments, defined 48.12.140
loss reserve, computation of 48.12.090
noxious weed control board, purchase for officials and employees, authorized 17-10.270
probate, filing claims in 11.40.011
public utility districts officials and employees 54.16.095
purchase by irrigation districts for officials and employees, authorized 87.03.162
schedule of experience 48.12.110
unallocated loss expense, distribution of 48.12.100
Licenses
adjusters, See INSURANCE, subtitle Adjusters
agents (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Agents, brokers, and solicitors)
brokers 48.17.090
variable insurance contracts, special requirements 48.18A.060
brokers (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Agents, brokers, and solicitors)
scope of 48.17.240
examination bureaus 48.19.410
examination for, See INSURANCE, subtitle Examinations
existing at time of code adoption, continuation of 48.01.110
fees 48.14.010
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INSURANCE—Cont. 
Licensing—Cont. 
fraternal benefit societies 48.36.150 
general agents, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
General agents 
inquiry to commissioner, prompt reply 48. 
17.479 
terrogatories of the commissioner, disclo 
sure of information, requirement 48.36. 
020 
limited purpose 48.17.190 
solicitors, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
Agents, brokers, and solicitors 
variable life insurance annuity contracts, 
special requirements 48.18A.040 
Life expectancy, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
Mortality tables 
Life insurance (See also INSURANCE, subtitle 
Industrial life insurance; INSUR 
ANCE, subtitle Group life insurance; IN 
SURANCE, subtitle Life insurers) 
acciual death, additional indemnity 48. 
23.250 
adjusted premium 48.23.350 
age, misstatement of 48.23.060 
annuities, See INSURANCE, subtitle An 
nuity contracts 
assignment of 48.18.360 
aviation, limitation of liability as to 48.23. 
260 
beneficiary designation, consent of spouse 
preumed, when 48.18.440 
cash surrender value, computation of 48. 
23.350 
college and university faculty, officers, and 
students 28B.10.660 
community property interests in 48.18.440 
credit 
charges to debtor 48.34.110 
commencement of term 48.34.080 
developer's right to furnish own insurance 
48.34.120 
group policy, limitation on amount 48.34. 
060 
individual policy, limitation on amount 
48.34.050 
policies 
contract 48.34.090 
filling 48.34.100 
purpose of provisions 48.34.010 
refunds 48.34.110 
small loan act, effect 48.34.910 
substitute insurer 48.34.090 
termination date of term 48.34.080 
when subject to law 48.34.020 
defined 48.11.020 
dividends 48.23.070 
dealing in 48.23.330 
domestic mutuals, qualifications 48.09.081 
double indemnity, rules and regulations 48. 
23.250 
duties of insurer issuing both participating 
and nonparticipating policies 48.23.370 
entire contract 48.23.040 
exemption of proceeds 48.18.410 
exemptions from rate filing 48.19.010 
false statements in application, effect 48.18. 
090 
foreclosure, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
Standard nonforfeiture law 
forms, See INSURANCE, subtitle Standard 
provisions 
grace period 48.23.030 
grace period, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
Group life insurance 
group life, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
Group life insurance 
illegal inducements 48.30.155 
incontestability 48.23.050 
after reinstatement 48.23.270 
INSURANCE—Cont. 
Life insurance—Cont. 
industrial life insurance, See INSURANCE, 
subtitle Industrial life insurance 
industrial policies, mortality tables 48.23. 
350 
limitation of liability 48.23.260 
minor 
effectuation of insurance on, insurable in 
terest 48.18.060 
right to insure 48.18.020 
insurance proceeds, payment of to bene 
ficiary 48.23.320 
mortality tables 48.12.150, 48.23.350 
nonforfeiture options 48.23.100 
provisions 48.23.350 
value, calculation of 48.23.350 
options, table of 48.23.090 
participation in surplus 48.23.070 
payment discharges insurer 48.18.370 
payroll deductions for public employees 41. 
04.020, 41.04.030 
policy, loans, standard provision 48.23.080 
settlement on proof of death 48.23.300 
power to hold under agreement 48.23.290 
proceeds 
deduction of indebtedness from 48.23.310 
 exemption of proceeds 48.18.410 
indebtedness deducted from 48.23.310 
miscellaneous 
definition 48.23.320 
payment 48.23.320 
payment on, simultaneous deaths 48.18. 
390 
prohibited plans 
mathematical groupings and survival 
plans 48.23.340 
tontine plans 48.23.340 
reciprocal insurer, prohibited from transact 
ing life insurance 48.05.330 
reinstatement incontestability after 48.23. 
120, 48.23.270 
reserves, valuation of policies 48.12.150 
scope of provisions 48.23.010 
settlement on proof of death 48.23.130 
simultaneous death of insured and benefi 
ciary, disposition of proceeds, uniform 
act 11.05.040 
small loan company, restrictions on insur 
ce on life of borrower 31.08.175 
spouse's rights in 48.18.440 
standard nonforfeiture law 48.23.350 
standard provisions 
age, misstatement of 48.23.060 
entire contract 48.23.040 
grace period 48.23.030 
incontestability 48.23.050 
nonforfeiture options 48.23.100 
participation in surplus 48.23.070 
policy loans 48.23.080 
reinstatement 48.23.120 
required 48.23.020 
settlement on proof of death 48.23.130 
table of installments 48.23.110 
table of values and options 48.23.090 
standard valuation law 48.12.150 
table of values and options 48.23.090 
settlements in application, how deemed 48. 
18.090 
surrender of policy 48.18.300 
trust, death, See INSURANCE, subtitle 
Trusts, general 
trustee, designating as beneficiary in will, 
payment of proceeds to trustee 48.18. 
452 
INSURANCE—Cont. 
Life insurance—Cont. 
trusts—Cont. 
failure of trustee to make claim, disposi 
tion of proceeds 48.18.452 
payment of proceeds to trustee authorized 
48.18.450 
valuation of policies 48.12.150 
variable contributions 
accounting procedure 48.18A.020 
agents, licensing requirements 48.18A.060 
assets, sale, exchange or transfers of 48. 
18A.020 
authority of insurers to establish fixed or 
variable accounts 48.18A.020 
commissioner, authority to regulate issu 
ance and sale of 48.18A.070 
contract, required provisions 48.18A.030 
federal requirements, compliance with 48. 
18A.030 
insurer, licensing requirements to be 
complied with 48.18A.040 
investments 
attribution 48.18A.020 
valuation of 48.18A.020 
mandatory and permissive provisions 48. 
18A.050 
optional modes of settlement 48.18A.020 
other laws applicable 48.18A.050 
proceeds applied under dividend options 
48.18A.020 
reserve required 48.18A.020 
trustee, insurer, not to set self out as 48. 
18A.020 
valuation of investments 48.18A.020 
war risks, limitation as to 48.23.260 
Washington life and disability insurance 
guaranty association act Ch. 48.32A 
Life insurance, charter, founders, coupon pol 
licies 
charter policies, prohibited 48.25A.020 
coupon policy 
prior approval of commissioner required 
48.25A.040 
definitions 48.25A.010 
founders policies, prohibited 48.25A.020 
prohibited sales 48.25A.020 
revocation of certificate of authority for vi 
olation of chapter 48.25A.050 
vioactions, penalty 48.25A.050 
Life insurers 
availability to grant annuities and transact 
disability insurance 48.05.330 
fraternal mutuals 48.36.420 
policy plans, types prohibited 48.23.340 
Limit of risk 48.1.140 
Limitation of actions 
disability policies, standard provision for 
48.20.052, 48.20.142 
officers' salaries, domestic mutuals 48.09.210 
policies, provisions in concerning 48.18.200 
Liquidation (See also INSURANCE, subtitle 
"Uniform insurers' liquidation") 
alien insurers 
ancillary liquidation, order of 48.31.100 
conservation of assets of order of 48.31. 
090, 48.31.100 
generally 48.13.070 
ancillary liquidation, foreign or alien insur 
ers, order of 48.31.100 
attachment or garnishment of assets during 
48.31.170 
borrowing on assets 48.31.240 
claims 
contingent claims, allowance 48.31.300
INSURANCE—Cont.
Mutual insurers—Cont.
domestic—Cont.
   contingent liability of members—Cont.
   lien on reserves 48.09.260
   officers against 48.09.230
   stipulation of 48.09.110
   conversion of 48.09.350
   corporate meetings, proxies 48.09.150
directors, qualifications 48.09.160
disability insurers, additional insuring powers 48.09.090
distribution of assets upon liquidation 48.09.360
   dividends, generally 48.09.300
   expenses, limitation of 48.09.180
   penalty for violation 48.09.190
   impairment of surplus 48.09.340
   limit of risk 48.11.140
   members
   generally 48.09.110
   proxies 48.09.150
   rights of 48.09.120
   share of assets 48.09.120
   names 48.06.200
   nonassessable policies in general 48.09.270
   policies included 48.09.280
   qualifications on issuance of nonassessable policies 48.09.280
   revocation of authority to issue 48.09.290
   nonparticipating policies, in general 48.09.310
   officers’ salaries, limitation of actions on 48.09.210
   property insurers, additional insuring powers, qualifications 48.09.090
   qualification, in general 48.09.010
   reinsurance of, acceptance of, assessment of 48.06.070
   reinsurance of, acceptance of, assessment of funds, generally 48.09.250
   reorganization as stock insurer 48.09.350
   surplus
   additional requirements 48.09.090, 48.09.100
   impairment of 48.09.340
   minimum 48.09.100
   fraternal mutual life insurers 48.36.420
   fraternal mutual property insurers 48.36.410
   life insurers, qualifications 48.09.081
   liquidation, distribution of assets 48.09.360
   nonassessable policies 48.09.270
   organization of (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Organization of insurers)
   application to form 48.06.160
   qualifications, generally 48.09.081
   surplus required
   vehicle insurers, qualifications 48.09.081
   Mutual savings banks, See MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle Insurance
   Mutualization, domestic stock insurers 48.08.080
Names
   health care services 48.44.090
   misleading, prohibited 48.30.060
   mutual insurers, use of 48.06.200
   reciprocal insurers, use of 48.10.060
   underwriter policies, liability for use 48.18.270
   use of by insurers 48.05.190
National association of insurance commissioners, defined 48.02.140
Nonassessable policies
   mutuals, generally 48.09.270
   policies included 48.09.280
   reciprocals 48.10.300
   revocation of power 48.09.290
Nonparticipating policies, domestic mutuals.
   generally 48.09.310
Notes, hypothecation of prohibited 48.30.200

INSURANCE—Cont.
Ocean marine and foreign trade insurance defined 48.14.050
   nondelivery in state, exemptions for 48.18.010
   taxation of 48.14.020
   unauthorized insurers may write 48.15.160
Officers
   misconduct of 48.30.120
   salaries, limitation of actions on, domestic mutuals 48.09.210
Offices, existing, continuation of 48.01.100
Orders of the commissioner
   appeal from, See INSURANCE, subtitle Appeals
Organization of insurers
   defacement of proposed insurers prohibited 48.30.080
   escrow of funds, withdrawal on failure to complete organization 48.06.120, 48.06.170
   failure to complete 48.06.170
   false exhibits 48.06.190
   filing fees 48.14.010
   illegal inducements 48.30.150
   insurance applications for, contents 48.06.160
   liability of organizers 48.05.130, 48.05.140
   organization expenses 48.06.130
   promoters, liability of 48.06.130, 48.06.150
   solicitation permit application
   contents 48.06.040
   examination 48.06.050
   as inducement 48.06.080
   bond for 48.06.110
   contents 48.06.070
   deposit for 48.06.110
   expiration 48.06.070
   issuance 48.06.060
   modification 48.06.100
   required 48.06.030
   revocation 48.06.100
   solicitations under, license for 48.06.090
   surety bond 48.06.110
   stock
   forfeiture for nonpayment 48.06.150
   issuance of, conditions for 48.06.150
   payment for 48.06.150
   type of insurers permitted 48.06.010
   type-insurance of property 48.27.010
   Participating policies, dividends
   mutus 48.09.300
   payable to real party in interest 48.18.340
   recoupals 48.10.310
   stock insurers, domestic 48.08.070
Penalties
   failing to file information, documents or reports, daily fine 48.08.190
   general 48.01.080
   Permanent and total disability, life insurance 48.23.250
Permits
   solicitation (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Organization of insurers)
   application, contents 48.06.040
   examination 48.06.050
   endorsement by commissioner, construction of 48.06.080
   organization of insurers, generally 48.06.030
   solicitation permit to organize insurer 48.06.030
   Person, defined 48.01.070
Pesticide applicator
   insurance requirements 17.21.160
   liability insurance 17.21.160, 17.21.170
   suspension of license concerning 17.21.180
Physical examinations, generally 48.20.132, 48.21.100

INSURANCE—Cont.
Physicians examining, misrepresentations by in applications for insurance 48.30.210
Policies
   abandonment, presumption of, when 63.28.090
   annulment retroactively, prohibition 48.18.320
   applications for, generally, See INSURANCE, subtitle Applications for insurance
   binders, generally 48.18.230
   breach of conditions or warranties, effect of intervening breach 48.18.350
   bylaws, how included 48.18.160
   cancellation
   automobile insurers 48.18.291
   exceptions permitted 48.18.296
   "private passenger automobile", defined 48.18.297
   disability policies 48.18.299
   insured, effectuation of 48.18.300
   insurer, effectuation of 48.18.290
   notice, automobile insurers 48.18.291
   procedure for 48.18.290, 48.18.300
   cancellation by commissioner 48.18.310
   combination policies, generally 48.18.250
   construction of 48.18.520
   laws applicable 48.18.200
   provisions in policy regarding 48.18.200
   contents in general 48.18.140, 48.18.150
   countersignature of, fees, when 48.05.230, 48.05.240
   credit life, accident and health 48.34.040, 48.34.090
   definition 48.18.140
   delivery of 48.18.260
   disability, right of cancellation with full return of premium, when 48.20.013
   duplicates
   coverage of third persons or property of, statement 48.18.260
   generally 48.18.260
   endorsements
   disapproval, grounds for 48.18.110
   filing and approval 48.18.100
   entire contract 48.18.190
   examination by examining bureau 48.19.410
   execution of facsimile signatures 48.18.210
   generally 48.18.210
   obsolete signatures, effect upon validity 48.18.210
   exemption of proceeds
   annuities 48.18.430
   disability insurance 48.18.400
   group life insurance 48.18.420
   life insurance 48.18.410
   form existing at time of code adoption, continuation of 48.01.120
   form numbers 48.20.012
   form of
   disapproval, grounds for 48.18.110
   filing and approval 48.18.100
   standard forms 48.18.120
   validity of noncomplying 48.18.510
   format, disability insurance 48.20.012
   group, assignment of interests under 48.18.375
   insured named, interest controls 48.18.050
   lapses, unlawful inducement 48.30.180
   life insurance, standard valuation law 48.12.150
   limitation of actions in 48.18.200
   loans on, limitation 48.13.190
   lost, cancellation by insured, procedure 48.18.300
   misrepresentation of, prohibition 48.30.090
   modifications, writing required 48.18.190
   motor vehicle uninsured motorist to be provided, exception 48.22.030
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INSURANCE—Cont.
Surrender value—Cont.
standard nonforfeiture law 48.23.350
standard provision for 48.23.090, 48.23.350,
48.25.110, tables of 48.23.090

Taxes
computation of, generally 48.14.020
failure to pay 48.14.060
fire or casualty insurance company inde­
pendent agent, business and occupation tax 82.04.280
fraternal benefit societies 48.36.320
payment of 48.14.020
premium tax 48.14.020
amount of direct premium taxable in this state 48.14.090
foreign or alien insurer, withdrawal from state 48.14.100
in lieu of other forms 48.14.080
pension, annuity or profit-sharing plans exempt under internal revenue code.
rate of tax 48.14.021
profits tax, ocean marine and foreign trade insurance 48.14.020
refund of 48.14.070
reliatory provisions 48.14.020
state preemption 48.14.020
surplus lines 48.15.120
failure to pay 48.15.130
tax statement 48.14.030
failure to file 48.14.060
title insurers 48.29.150
Washington insurance guaranty association.
exemption 48.32.130
Washington life and disability insurance guaranty association act, insurer members 48.32A.100
ticket policies, agent's license for 48.17.190
title insurance
credit union may obtain on real property to secure loan 31.12.290
exemptions from rate filing 48.19.010
savings and loan association may purchase for mortgaged property 33.24.130
title insurers
abstractors exempted 48.29.010
business and occupation tax, charge or service as retail sale 82.04.050
ceding of reinsurance permitted 48.05.330
defined 48.11.100
guaranty fund
additional counties 48.29.040
amount of 48.29.030
deposit
condition of 48.29.090
termination of 48.29.100
execution upon 48.29.070
impairment 48.29.060
termination, release of securities 48.29.110
investments by 48.29.130
premium rates, supervision of 48.29.140
prohibited from transacting other kinds of insurance 48.05.330
qualification of, generally 48.29.020
scope of provisions 48.29.010
special reserve fund 48.29.120
stock insurer, designated as 48.05.330

taxation of 48.29.150
Title of code 48.01.010
Toll bridge projects, insurance for 47.56.230
toll bridges, authority to carry insurance on 47.56.050, 47.56.060
toll bridges, where improvement of existing bridge is located on single project 47.58.050
toll facilities, Insurance for authorized, generally 47.56.070
tontine plans prohibited, life insurance 48.23-
340
travel insurance, who may sell 48.17.190

INSURANCE—Cont.
Trust companies, burglary, theft, robbery, insur­ance against required 30.12.030
Trustee groups, group life insurance 48.24.070
Trustees, power to insure trust property 30.99-
070
Trustees or receivers obligations, investments in, See INSURANCE, subtitle Investments
Twisting, defined, prohibited 48.30.180
Unallocated loss expense, distribution of liability insurance 48.12.100
workmen's compensation 48.12.130
Unauthorized insurers (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Surplus line coverage) contracts illegally effectuated, validity of 48.15.030
exempt lines 48.15.160
insurance in, records of insured subject to examination 48.15.170
reciprocal law regarding 48.07.150
solicitation by, prohibition 48.15.020
Underground storage of natural gas, public li­ability insurance required 80.40.040
Underwriters policies, generally 48.18.250
Unemployment, See UNEMPLOYMENT
Unfair competition
Unfair competitive practice, definition by commissioner 48.30.010
in general, See INSURANCE, subtitle Un­fair practices
prohibited 48.30.010
Unfair practices
advertisements false or deceptive 48.30.040
financial condition, must correspond with stated condition 48.03.070
must show name and domicile of insurer 48.30.050
alteration of application 48.18.070
business practices, unfair, application to insurance 19.86.170
combinations in restraint of trade 48.30.020
comapacts prohibited 48.30.020
defamation of insurers 48.30.080
definition by commissioner 48.30.010
desist orders 48.30.030
discrimination as 48.18.480, 48.30.020
discrimination on automobile insurance based on sex or marital status 48.30.280
dividends not to be guaranteed 48.30.100
domestic insurers, corrupt practices at meetings 48.07.060
false advertising in organization of company 48.06.190
false claims or proofs 48.30.230
financial condition, advertising of 48.30.070
financial statements, false 48.30.030
free insurance 48.30.15
hypotheocation of notes 48.30.200
inducements, illegal 48.30.150
interlocking ownership or management 48.30-
250
misleading comparisons, twisting 48.30.180
misrepresentation generally 48.30.040
in applications 48.30.210
of policies 48.30.090
name, insurer's name by noninsurer prohib­ited 48.30.060
over insuring interest 48.27.010
political contributions prohibited 48.30.110
premiums, illegal dealing in 48.30.190
prohibited in, general penalty 48.30.010
property insurance, debts or loans 48.30.260
rate control by compact 48.30.020
rate wars 48.30.240
rebates, acceptance by insureds 48.30.140, 48.30.170
regulations regarding 48.30.010
representation, false, misleading, prohibi­ted 48.30.040

INSURANCE—Cont.
Unfair practices—Cont.
slayers, benefit from insurance proceeds prohibited 11.84.100
solicitation for unauthorized insurers 48.15-
020
twisting 48.30.180
willful destruction of vessel to injure insurer, penalty 9.91.070
willful destruction, secretion, injury, etc., to property 9.91.090, 48.30.220
Uniform insurers' liquidation act 48.31.110-
48.31.160
definitions for 48.31.090
generally 48.31.120
United States, defined 48.05.010
Valuation law, standard, life insurance 48.12-
150
Valuation of property 48.12.190
purchase money mortgages 48.12.200
stocks 48.12.180
Variable contract act Ch. 48.18A
fraternal benefit societies as life insurers 48.36-
440
Vehicle insurance
assigned risk plan 48.22.020
defined 48.11.060
destroyed vehicle, company settling claim to notify director of licenses 46.12.070
domestic mutuals, qualifications 48.09.081
order of operator, furnishing to insurance company 46.52.130
reciprocals 48.10.070
transaction of additional kind of insurance without special surplus prohibited 48.05-
360
Venu actions against insurers 48.05.220, 48.18.200
liquidation, rehabilitation, proceedings in 48.31.210
Violations
cease and desist order 48.02.080
duty of commissioner to certify 48.02.080
surety insurance on public buildings or constru­ction 48.30.270
Vouchers for expenditures, domestic insurers 48.07.100
Warehouse licensee for storage of agricultural commodities, insurance requirement 22.09-
.110
Warrants
intervening breach, effect of 48.18.350
negotiation of insurance contracts 48.18.090
representations, in general 48.18.090
Washington insurance guaranty association act Ch. 48.32
actions to prevent insolvency 48.32.110
board of directors 48.32.050
claims, order of recovery 48.32.100
creation of association 48.32.040
definitions 48.32.030
duties and powers of the commissioner 48-
32.080
effect of paid claims 48.32.090
examination by the commissioner 48.32.120
insolvency, prevention of 48.32.110
insurers' insolvency pool, termination, dis­tribution 48.32.170
no liability for performance of powers and duties under this chapter 48.32.150
nonduplication of recovery 48.32.100
plan of operation for the association 48.32-
.070
powers and duties 48.32.060
purpose 48.32.010
rates to recoup assessments paid by member insurer 48.32.140
scope of act 48.32.020
short title 48.32.900
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INSURANCE—Cont.
Washington insurance guaranty association act—Cont.
stay of all proceedings against insurer 48.32.160
tax exemption 48.32.130
Washington life and disability insurance guaranty association act Ch. 48.32A business solicitation, reference to chapter's protection prohibited 48.32A.110 certificates of contribution 48.32A.090
creation, composition, management, supervision 48.32A.040 definitions 48.32A.030
duplication of benefits prohibited 48.32A.070
guaranty funds 48.32A.080
guaranty fund assessments 48.32A.080
insurer members assets, certificates of contribution 48.32A.090 distributions to stockholders prohibited until assessments are paid in full 48.32A.090 recipients' liability for repayment 48.32A.120 recoverable, when 48.32A.120 tax liability and exemptions 48.32A.100 powers of the association 48.32A.050 purpose 48.32A.010 reinsurance guaranty of policies, contracts 48.32A.060 scope 48.32A.020 short title 48.32A.900
Water districts, liability insurance for officers and employees, providing for 57.08.105 Wilful destruction, secretion, injury, etc., of property insured against fire, casualty, etc., penalty 9.91.090, 48.30.220 Withholding agreements, prohibition against 48.13.280
Witnesses expense for 48.03.070 subpoena of 48.03.070 Workmen's compensation insurance casualty insurance, as part of 48.11.070 loss expense, defined 48.12.140 loss payments, defined 48.12.140 loss reserve 48.12.120 schedule of experience 48.12.110 unallocated loss expense, distribution of 48.12.130
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Actions and proceedings, commissioner's duty to bring 48.02.080 Actions by or against, duty of attorney general and prosecuting attorney 48.02.080 Adjuster's report of loss, duty to make to 48.17.440 Annual report of 48.02.170 Attorney for foreign or alien insurers, appointment of commissioner as 48.05.200 Bond of 48.02.030 Cease and desist orders 48.02.080 Certificates issued by, generally 48.02.130 Certificates of authority, See INSURANCE, subtitle Certificates of authority Certificates of, fee for 48.14.010 Code, publication of 48.02.180 Control of domestic insurers tender offers disapproval of acquisition 48.31A.050 filing requirements 48.31A.030 Cooperation with other states 48.02.140 Credit transaction insurance, approval 48.34.110 Definition 48.02.010 Deposits of insurers, generally Ch. 48.16 Deputies, generally 48.02.090
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER—Cont.
Discrimination on automobile insurance based on sex or marital status, powers and duties 48.30.290 Domestic insurers, organization of, generally Ch. 48.06 Duties delegation of 48.02.100 generally 48.02.060 publication of material 48.02.180 special 48.02.160 Election of 48.02.010 Employees and deputies conflict of interests 48.02.090 delegation of duties to 48.02.100 employment, generally 48.02.090 Enforcement of orders 48.02.080 Examinations (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Examinations) duty to conduct, generally Ch. 48.03 general power to make 48.02.060 insurance holding company system, registered insurers 48.31A.100 Examining board appointments to by 48.17.135 ex officio member of 48.17.135 False or misleading information to, prohibition 48.19.390 Fees to be collected, schedule 48.14.010 Fines levy of by 48.17.560 payment of proceeds of 48.17.570 Fire losses, report of insurers 48.05.320 Fire marshal (See also FIRE MARSHAL, STATE) duties, generally Ch. 48.48 Fraternal benefit societies, attorney for service in regard to 48.32A.120 Health care services duties in regard to 48.44.090 generally Ch. 48.44 Hearings (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Hearings) general power to hold 48.02.060 Industrial insurance annuities, conversion to lump sum 51.32.130 annuities, lump sum to beneficiary out of state 51.32.150 Injunctions by 48.02.080 Insurance company liquidations, additional security bond, when required 48.31.190 Insurance holding company system insurer members, extraordinary dividends or distribution, approval or disapproval 48.31A.090 registered insurers, examination of 48.31A.100 reports, confidentiality of, when publication may be made 48.31A.110 rule making authority 48.31A.130 Interest in insurance companies limited 48.02.090 Interstate cooperation 48.02.140 Investigations, power to make 48.02.060 Investments, special consent, order of approval 48.13.250 Licenses expiration and renewal of, duties 48.17.500 temporary, when granted 48.17.510 Liquidation of insurers 48.31.050-48.31.070 Liquidation proceedings, authority of commissioner 48.31.190 Mortality tables, duty to obtain and publish 48.02.160 Oath of office 43.01.020 Office location 48.02.110 Orders cease and desist 48.02.080 enforcement of 48.02.080 Powers delegation of 48.02.100
INSURANCE COMPANIES (See INSURANCE)
INTANGIBLE PROPERTY
Unclaimed property, abandonment, presumptions of 63.28.120
INTENT
Burglary making or possession of tools, prima facie evidence of 9.19.050 presumption of 9.19.030 Fraud, intent to defraud any person sufficient 10.38.040 proof 9.01.010 Homesteads declaration to include 6.12.060 requirements 6.12.010 use as home 6.12.050 Intoxicating liquor, intent to sell when possession evidence of 66.44.170 Intoxication considered in determining intent 9.01.114, 66.44.060
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INTENT—Cont.
Logging liens, error in claim intent to defraud 60.24.160
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
Mutual savings banks, investment in obligations of 32.20.215

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION
All-terrain vehicles (ATV) refunds administered by 46.09.170
use permit fees in outdoor recreation account distributed by 46.09.110
Chairman membership on advisory council on nuclear energy and radiation 70.98.070
thermal power plant site evaluation council 87.98.070
Commitment, limitation 43.99.126
Comprehensive plan for development of outdoor recreation resources 43.99.122
Created, membership, terms, expenses 43.99.110
Duties Ch. 43.99
Federal funds and programs limitations on 43.99.120
participation on 43.99.124
Recreation facilities, appropriation of state and local improvements revolving account to, outdoor recreation account, administration of 43.83C.040
Recreation trails system, duties Ch. 67.32
State departments to assist, assistance enumerated 43.99.130
Terms 43.99.110

INTERCOUNTY RIVER IMPROVEMENT FUND (See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Counties)

INTERCOUNTRY RURAL LIBRARY DISTRICTS (See LIBRARIES, subtitle Intercountry rural library districts)

INTERDIRECTION
Drunkards 66.20.130-66.20.137

INTEREST
Banks and trust companies, payment of interest on savings deposit from net profits 30.04.190
Banks designated as depositaries, contracts as to 35.38.040
Bond issues
airport funding or refunding bonds 14.08.114
city and town funds, refunding bonds 39.52.020
city and town eminent domain costs 8.12.400
colleges and universities buildings and facilities 28B.10.310
bond issues for 28B.10.325
funding and refunding bond issues 28B.10.315
state colleges, refunding bonds 28B.40.710
University of Washington 1957 bond issue act 28B.20.715
refunding bonds 28B.20.730
University of Washington old university grounds 28B.20.396
Washington State University 1961 bond issue act 28B.30.730
commercial waterway districts 91.04.490
community college building and facilities 28B.50.350

INTEREST—Cont.
Bond issues—Cont.
community college refunding bonds 28B.50.390
contingency, toll bridge assistance 36.76.140
county city and town school districts, port districts, metropolitan park district bonds 39.44.010, 39.44.030
hospital bonds 36.62.070
refunding bonds 39.52.020
revenue bonds 36.67.530
funding and refunding 36.67.560
road improvement districts 36.88.200, 36.88.140
roads and bridges 36.76.090
diking and drainage bond issues 85.06.270, 85.07.070
districts 85.05.300
extraordinary circumstance bonds 85.05.480
improvement districts 85.16.180
refunding bonds 85.06.321
fire protection district bonds 52.16.100
fire protection districts 52.16.061
local improvement district bonds 52.20.060
flood control districts—1937 act 86.09.580
flood control utility revenue bonds 86.09.598
housing authority bonds 35.82.140
intercounty public library districts 27.12.223
irrigation district
refunding bonds 87.22.150, 87.19.030
revenue bonds 87.28.020
irrigation districts 87.03.020
metropolitan municipal corporation revenue bonds 35.58.460
metropolitan municipal corporations funding and refunding bond issues 35.58.470
general obligation bonds 35.58.450
metropolitan park district bonds 35.61.170
metropolitan park districts maximum rate 39.44.030
payment of 39.44.010
mosquito control districts 17.28.260
municipal airport bonds 14.08.112
municipal bonds, sold to United States government 39.44.010
municipal revenue bonds 35.41.030
municipal sewerage system indebtedness bonds 35.67.080
municipal water redemption bonds 35.89.020
port district revenue bonds 35.40.110, 35.40.130, 35.40.030
port district toll facilities, revenue bonds 53.34.060, 53.34.030
port district toll facility revenue bonds 53.34.040
port districts
funding and refunding bonds 53.44.020
national emergency revenue bond issues 53.39.030
public utility district refunding bond issues 54.24.090
public utility district revenue bonds 54.24.060
public utility general indebtedness bonds 35.92.080
public utility revenue bonds 35.92.100
public waterway districts 91.08.480
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system 47.60.060
reclamation districts coupon bonds 89.30.520
reclamation districts general obligation bonds 89.30.418
refunding bonds of counties and cities and towns 39.52.020

INTEREST—Cont.
Bond issues—Cont.
revenue bonds, issuance at greater interest rate than that contained in ballot, resolution or ordinance, authorized 39.90.050
river and harbor improvement districts 88.32.140
school bond issues 28A.51.010, 28A.51.030
school district bonds, validated indebtedness 28A.52.050
school districts, validated indebtedness 28A.52.055
school refunding bonds 28A.51.180
sewer districts, general obligation bonds 56.16.040
sewer districts, revenue bonds 56.16.060
sewerage system revenue bonds 35.67.140
state toll bridge bonds 47.58.040
toll bridge bonds 47.56.140
urban renewal bonds 35.81.100
Washington State University buildings and facilities 1961 act, refunding bonds 28B.30.760
water districts, general obligation bonds 57.20.010
water districts, revenue bonds 57.20.020
water pollution control facilities 90.50.010
Cities and towns
bonds, interest on, paid out of the general revenues of the city 35.45.030
improvement bonds, interest on payment from general revenues 35.45.065
local improvement assessments interest on delinquencies 8.12.470
limitations upon 35.49.030
lowland filling 35.55.100
local improvement guaranty fund 35.54.030
public utility bonds 35.92.150
refunding bonds 39.52.020
water redemption bonds 35.89.070
Colleges and universities, state colleges of education and facilities bonds 28B.40.730
Corporate shares of dissenting shareholder, payment of, interest upon 23A.24.040
County bond issues
county roads and bridges 36.76.120
coupon interest payment on registered bonds 39.44.010
maximum rate 39.44.030
refunding bonds 39.52.020
County depositaries, interest provisions payment of 39.44.010
refunding bonds 39.52.020
County warrants
interest rate 39.56.020
payment by county treasurer 36.29.010
Credit union deposits, maximum interest 31.12.190
Crop credit association loans, maximum interest on 31.16.130
Debts, contracts and obligations of state, colleges and political subdivisions, declared legal regardless of interest rate 39.90.060
Depository interest fund, distribution of interest 43.85.241
Depositories
public, qualified, rate, how fixed 43.85.190
state land commissioner's funds, rate 43.85.160
notice, publication 43.85.050
prohibition by federal statute, effect 43.85.220
rate, how fixed 43.85.050, 43.85.190
time deposits 43.85.230
Ejection and quieting title actions action against tenant on failure to pay rent 7.28.250
counterclaims for permanent improvements and taxes paid 7.28.160, 7.28.180
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INTEREST—Cont.
Eminent domain against state lands, interest on verdict 8.28.040
Eminent domain by state, immediate posses-
sion proceeding 8.04.092
Excise tax refunds and credits 82.32.060
Execution, redemption from sales on, interest
Fleet vehicles, proportional registration, inter-
state on payments and fees 46.45.190
Foreign judgments, enforcement of, uniform
act 6.36.140
Garnishment
default judgment, on 7.33.190
judgments against garnishee 7.33.200
satisfaction of 7.33.210
General obligation bond issues of municipal
corporations, cities and towns, counties, metropoli-
tan park districts, port districts, school dis-
ctricts 39.44.010, 39.44.030
Industrial insurance
delinquent employers, payment 51.16.150
reserve fund 51.44.080
Inheritance tax refunds 83.44.080
Insurance premium financing, generally Ch.
48.56
Joint operating agencies, advancements to
agency by members 43.52.391
Judgments
bond to stay execution to cover 6.08.020
rate 4.56.110
writ of execution to include 6.04.040
Judgments or orders, vacation and modifica-
tion of, denial of, interest on former judg-
ment or order 4.72.090
Judicial sale, announcement of 6.24.060
Local improvement bond issues, cities and
towns 35.45.020
Local improvement guaranty fund 35.54.030
Maximum rate 19.52.020, 31.08.200
small loan companies 31.08.150
Motor vehicle fuel tax delinquent payments
Negotiable instruments
loan made outside of state
penalty 19.60.060
Pawn brokers, rate of, penalty 19.60.060
Pawnbrokers' rate of interest, penalty 19.52.034
Penalties 79.01.260
permissible, service charge 63.14.
130
Sales, recovery of 63.04.710
School bond issues 28A.51.010, 28A.51.030,
28A.52.055
School buildings and plants bond issues, See
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtil-	e Buildings and plants, state aid
School fund, application of Const. Art. 9 § 3
Shorelands, deferred payments on sale of 79.01.
216
Small loan company contracts, maximum rate
31.08.160
State debts interest to be provided for Const.
Art. 8 § 3
State depositaries 43.85.050, 43.85.190
State–wide city employees' retirement system
funds 41.44.080
Teachers' retirement funds 41.32.190
surplus funds interest from 41.32.203
Teachers' retirement system salary deductions
31.42.460
Tidelands, sale of, interest on deferred pay-
ments 79.01.216
Usury
agent, effect on principal 19.52.030
application to loan made outside of state
consumer protection act, application to
19.52.036
declaratory judgment to establish by debtor
19.52.032
defense of, limitations on use by corpora-
tions, trusts, associations, and partner-
ships 19.52.080
penalty 19.52.030
penalty for frivolous suit 19.52.032
time for bringing 19.52.032
defense of, limitations on use by corpora-
tions, trusts, associations, and partner-
ships 19.52.080
penalty 19.52.030
penalty for frivolous suit 19.52.032
time for bringing 19.52.032
Penalties 79.01.260
Permanant common school fund interest
deposited in
common school construction fund 28A.
.40.100
interest not earned in
common school construction fund until July 1,
1967 28A.41.020
losses borne by state, interest 28A.40.020
Price or rates in excess of published rates, in-
terest on overcharges 19.52.060
Property tax foreclosure, redemption before
day of sale 84.64.070
Public debts, contracts and obligations, de-
clared legal regardless of interest rate 39.
58.060
Public deposits, interest on deposits 39.58.
120
Qualified public deposits 43.85.190
rate of
contracted or stipulated 19.52.020
maximum 19.52.020
not specified 19.52.010
small loan companies 31.08.160
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INTERLOCAL COOPERATION

INTERLOCAL COOPERATION

Actions and proceedings, real party in interest
39.34.040
Agreements
component agencies' responsibilities, effect on
the agreement 39.34.030
cooperative action, requirement, effect 39.
34.030
effect 39.34.030
filing 39.34.040
joint action, requirement, effect 39.34.030
submission to office of community affairs, comments
39.34.120
to state agencies or offices 39.34.050
Air pollution control, authorities, application
39.34.020
Alcohol and drug programs, department of
social and health services, agreements au-
thorized 69.54.050
Appropriation of funds by participating agen-
cies 39.34.060
Budget director, duties related to fiscal proce-
dures 39.34.140
Community affairs, office of, requirement of
submission of certain agreements to, comments
by 39.34.120
Component agencies, responsibilities, effect on
the agreement 39.34.030
Constitutionally prohibited powers not
granted 39.34.110
Contracts
perform governmental activities which each
agency has power to perform 39.34.080
power regarding contracts for electricity
and utilities not affected 39.34.090
Definitions 39.34.020
Discrimination, processing of complaints by
state board against 49.50.226
Drug and alcohol programs, department of
social and health services, agreements au-
thorized 69.54.050
Effect of agreement on component agencies
39.34.030
Electricity, contracting powers concerning
preserved 39.34.090
Federal loans and grants, power to accept 39.
34.070
Filing agreements 39.34.040
Financing of joint projects 39.34.070
Fire protection districts
application 39.34.020
state or municipally owned property in or
adjacent to, contracts for fire protection
services 52.36.020
Fiscal
advanced funds, limitation on use 39.34.160
advancement of funds to other agencies, author-
ity 39.34.150
construction of fiscal policies 39.34.170
reimbursement of advanced funds, except-
ion 39.34.130
reimbursement procedures, transfers on
books in state treasurer's office 39.34.140
Funds appropriated by participating agency
39.34.060
Grants, authority to receive 39.34.070
Indian tribe as public agency under 39.34.020
Interstate agreements, status as interstate
compacts 39.34.040
Loans, authority to accept 39.34.070
Parties in interest, actions and proceedings
39.34.040
Powers
contracting for electricity or utility, preser-
vation of 39.34.090
contracts to perform governmental activities
each agency authorized to perform 39.
34.080
joint powers 39.34.030
Meetings
Organization 28A.21.050
Nine member boards, terms 28A.21.030
Claims against nonhigh districts certified by
Intermediate school districts
Employees
Local school district superintendents to advise
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
Status of interstate agreements as interstate
Purpose 39.34.010
Submission of agreements to
Utility contracting powers of agencies not af­
Responsibilities of component agencies, effect
INTERLOCAL
assisting state board of education 28A.04-
vacancies, filling 28A.21.035, 28A.21.037
number 28A.21.030, 28A.21.035
qualifications 28A.21.030
restricted from employment or service on
Local school district superintendents to advise
28A.21.220
Meetings
regular and special 28A.21.090
who may call special 28A.21.090
Members
commencement of terms 28A.21.0305
elected from board–member district 28A.
.21.030
election
filing, time of, proper auditor 28A.21.0302
temporary notice, conduct 28A.21.0301
number 28A.21.030, 28A.21.035
oath of office 28A.21.050
qualifications 28A.21.030
restricted from employment or service on
local board, or service on state board
28A.21.0306
terms 28A.21.0303
travel expenses and subsistence, reimburse­
ment for 28A.21.060
vacancies, filling 28A.21.0305, 28A.21.037
Nine member boards, terms 28A.21.0304
Organization 28A.21.050
Powers and duties
assisting state board of education 28A.04-
.145
assisting superintendent of public instruction
28A.03.028
budgets of intermediate school districts, ap­
proval and certification 28A.21.090
bylaws and regulations, own govern­
ment, adopt 28A.21.090
compliance with rules and regulations 28A.
21.086
contracts, employing consultants, legal cunsel 28A.21.090
cooperative service programs 28A.21.086
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT BD.——Cont.
Powers and duties—Cont.
depository and distribution center 28A.21.
.086
deputy and assistant intermediate school
district superintendents and other staff, board
approval of appointments 28A.21.100
filling vacancies in school district directors
28A.21.090
generally Ch. 28A.
intermediate school district headquarters
office, designation by 28A.21.120
intermediate school district superintendent's
bond, fixing 28A.21.090
intermediate school district superintendent's
personnel and clerical staff, assist in se­
lection 28A.21.090, 28A.21.100
meetings, regular and special 28A.21.090
naming chairman when more than one
county or intermediate district superin­
tendent in office in district 28A.21.070
pass upon intermediate districts superin­
tendent's recommendations for circulat­
ing library rules and regulations 28A.21.
.090
school district transportation commission,
representation 28A.24.080
traveling expenses and subsistence of superin­
tendent, assistants, approval 28A.21.
.130
Quorum 28A.21.050
Return to seven member board 28A.21.035
Secretary, superintendent as 28A.21.110
Vice chairman, election of 28A.21.050
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
(See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS)
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Actions against officers, employees or agents of
school district, defense, cost, fees, payment
of obligation 28A.58.620
Apportionment of state funds to Ch. 28A.48
Assistant superintendents, qualifications, ap­
pointment, duties 28A.21.100
Attendance officers under compulsory atten­
dance law, appointment 28A.27.040
Boundaries, changes in 28A.21.020
Budgets
approval and certification by intermediate
school district board of education 28A.
.21.090
approval by district board of education
28A.21.170
board of education travel expenses and
subsistence paid from 28A.21.060
examination and revision by superintendent
of public instruction 28A.21.140
salaries of deputy superintendent, assistant
superintendents and other staff from
28A.21.100
traveling expenses and subsistence of superin­
tendent, assistants, from 28A.21.130
Chief executive officer, superintendent as
28A.21.110
County superintendents, organization of as
affecting 28A.21.070
Creation 28A.21.020
Deputy superintendent, appointment, duties
28A.21.100
Election costs, payment 28A.21.180
Employees
actions against, defense, costs, fees, payment
of obligation 28A.58.620
insurance to protect and hold personally
harmless 28A.28.530
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Election costs, payment 28A.21.180
Employees
actions against, defense, costs, fees, payment
of obligation 28A.58.620
insurance to protect and hold personally
harmless 28A.58.630
Funds
allocations of funds to from county com­
missoners, termination of county par­
ticipation 28A.21.180
district general expense fund 28A.21.140
expenditure, procedure 28A.21.140
intermediate school district institute fund, costs
from teachers' institutes, workshops and in-service training from 28A.
.71.100
state funds, allocation to, procedure 28A.
.21.140
transfer to district general expense fund
28A.21.140
Headquarters office 28A.21.120
transfer of records to 28A.21.120
Information and research services, contracting
for 28A.58.530
Insurance to protect and hold personally
harmless officers, employees or agent of
school districts or intermediate school dis­
tricts 28A.58.630
Intermediate school district board, See IN­
TERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD
Intermediate superintendents, organization of as
affecting 28A.21.070
Legal service
prosecuti g attorney, authority to contract
with 28A.21.195
superintendent responsible for 28A.21.195
Number of, changes in 28A.21.020
Officers
actions agai st, defense, costs, fees, pay­
ment of obligation 28A.58.620
insurance to protect and hold personally
harmless 28A.58.630
School district to be in board–member district of
intermediate school district 28A.21.040
State-wide plan as affecting 28A.21.020
Superintendent
appointment, discharge 28A.21.070
attendance officer under compulsory atten­
dance law, superintendent as 28A.27.040
bond 28A.21.090
certain corrupt practices by, penalty 28A.
.87.090
county high school levy against nonhigh
school districts, superintendent's duties
28A.21.20
delegation of board powers to 28A.21.095
deputy superintendent, assistant superin­
tendents, staff, appointment by 28A.21.
.100
district funds disbursed upon order of 28A.
.21.200
districts using unauthorized textbooks, devi­
ing from study courses, hiring unqual­
ified teachers, superintendent to with­
hold funds from 28A.87.170
division for handicapped children, coopera­
tion with 28A.13.020
division of recreation, cooperation with
28A.14.020
education of pupils in other than own
school district, superintendent to au­
thorize 28A.58.225
employees
adverse change in contract status, procedure
28A.21.106
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INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
--- Cont.
Superintendent—Cont.
employees—Cont.
assisting in travel expenses and subsistence 28A.21.130
contracts with certificated employees, requirements 28A.21.105
nonrenewal of contracts, procedure 28A.21.105
first class school districts, accounts and records of, inspection by 28A.59.150
high schools, list of certified to by 28A.44.020
initial appointments 28A.21.070
instructional materials committee, as member of 28A.58.103
legal services, responsibility to provide 28A.21.195
local school district superintendents to advise 28A.21.220
nonhigh school district plan for capital fund aid to high school district, duties relating to 28A.56.040, 28A.56.050
nonresident attendance credit, superintendent's duties 28A.48.050
notice to of change in office of school district superintendent or chairman of board 28A.60.070
office 28A.21.120
personnel and clerical staff 28A.21.090, 28A.21.100
powers and duties
aid by nonhigh districts 28A.21.113
annual report on compliance with compulsory attendance laws 28A.27.080
apportionment, duties 28A.48.030
assisting state board of education 28A.04.145
assisting superintendent of public instruction 28A.03.028
board of supervisors, as member of 28A.60.210
capital fund aid by nonhigh districts, duties Ch. 28A.56
certification of data as basis for apportionment purposes by Ch. 28A.44
compulsory attendance 28A.21.113
compulsory attendance law, enforcement by Ch. 28A.27
coorperation with handicapped children program 28A.13.020
coorperation with recreation division program 28A.14.020
distribution of funds to school districts by Ch. 28A.49.030
generally 28A.21.110
hygiene, failure of school directors to provide for teaching of, superintendent's duties 28A.87.100
penalty upon superintendent's failure to enforce 28A.87.110
intermediate school district transportation commission, as member of 28A.24.080
oaths and affirmations, administer and file 28A.21.112
organization, reorganization of school districts, duties Ch. 28A.57
record keeping 28A.21.111
reports 28A.21.111
school district budgets, assisting in preparation 28A.21.113, Ch. 28A.65
school district organization 28A.21.113
transportation commission member 28A.24.080
qualifications 28A.21.080
experience as county or intermediate superintendent or deputy as qualification 28A.21.080

INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
--- Cont.
Superintendent—Cont.
recommendations on manuals, courses of study and rules and regulations 28A.21.090
reports to, private schools, reports from 28A.48.055
salary 28A.21.070
school district name change recorded with 28A.58.603
secretary of intermediate school district board 28A.21.110
special meetings of intermediate school district board of education, calling 28A.21.090
teachers' annual report, duties respecting 28A.67.040
teachers' certification, superintendents' duties Ch. 28A.70
teachers' institutes, workshops, in-service training, duties relating to 28A.71.100
teachers' training, duties relating to 28A.71.100
travel expenses and subsistence 28A.21.130
vacancies on school board, filling of, superintendent's duties 28A.57.326
Transportation, agreements with other governmental agencies to serve students and/or public 28A.24.180
Treasurer, county treasurer shall be ex officio treasurer of the district, duties 28A.21.200

INTERMENT (See BURIAL AND INTERMENT)

INTERNAL REVENUE
Lien, See LIENS, subtitle Internal revenue taxes

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
Mutual savings banks may invest in obligations of 32.20.210

INTERNATIONAL OR FOREIGN BANKING INSTITUTIONS
Banks or trust companies
investments in capital stock and surplus, authorized 30.04.380
investments in stock or ownership, authorized 30.04.390
Trust companies and banks
investments in capital stock and surplus, authorized 30.04.380
investments in stock or ownership, authorized 30.04.390

INTERNMENT BY ENEMY
Federal missing persons act, written finding of

INTERPLEADER—Cont.
Substitution and interpleader 4.08.150
Trial of issue on conflicting claims 4.08.180
Uniform Commercial Code, conflicting claims to documents of title 62A.7-603

INTERPRETATION (See RULES OF CONSTRUCTION)

INTERPRETERS
Impaired person involved in legal proceedings, for appointment of 242.030
compensation, expenses, costs of interpreters 242.040
definitions 242.020
legislative declaration 2.42.010
oath 2.42.050

INTERROGATORIES
Judgment debtor, required to answer 6.32.015
Legislative hearings and inquiries 44.16.060
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Secretary of state, to corporations 23A.44.020
Special
special verdict controls over general verdict 4.44.440
special verdict rendered on 4.44.430

INTERSECTION
Reduction of speed required at 46.61.400

INTERSTATE
Common carrier charges for interstate travel, See TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES, subtitle Common carriers
Ferries, privately owned, county contribution 36.53.150
Telephone and telegraph company charges for interstate calls or messages, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Telegraph companies

INTERSTATE AGREEMENTS
Interstate compact for education, See COMPACTS
Interstate parole and probation hearing procedures, See PROBATION AND PAROLE, subtitle Interstate parole and probation hearing procedures
Qualifications of educational personnel agreement, contents 28A.93.010
contract file, to be kept by superintendent of public instruction 28A.93.030
designated state official, superintendent of public instruction, duties 28A.93.020
superintendent of public instruction, is designated as "designated state official" 28A.93.020

INTERSTATE AGREEMENTS ON DETAINERS (See DETAINERS, INTERSTATE)
Interstate agreements on detainers Ch. 9.100

INTERSTATE CIVIL DEFENSE AND DISASTER COMPACT (See EMERGENCY SERVICES, subtitle Interstate civil defense and disaster compact)

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
Corporations, application of Title 23A to foreign and interstate commerce 23A.44.130
Intoxicating liquor transportation 66.12.030
Motor freight carriers engaged in, authority of utilities and transportation commission to regulate 81.80.381
INTERSTATE COMMERCE—Cont.

Motor vehicle fees, operating interstate, highway user tax structure for, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Fleets operating interstate, highway user tax structure for, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Interstate Fleets, highway user tax structure for, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Interstate

Motor vehicles in combination, maximum length permissible, 46.46.030
Washington state milk pooling act, cooperation to assure uniformity of milk control, 15.35.090

INTERSTATE COMPACT COMMISSION

Agreements and compacts not binding until ratified

INTERSTATE COMPACT COMMISSION

Application of chapter 46.86.100
Certificate of compliance, prerequisite, to be issued by respective departments, 46.86.050
Compliance with other regulations pending issuance of single cab card, 46.86.060
Definitions, 46.86.020
Effect on other laws, 46.86.120
Effective date, 46.86.130
Expiration date of single cab cards, annual renewal, 46.86.090
Fees, temporary permits, 46.86.070
distribution, 46.86.080
Joint cooperation between departments—highways, motor vehicles, state patrol, utilities and transportation agencies, rules, conformity to administrative procedure act, 46.86.030
certificates of compliance, prerequisites, 46.86.050
Single cab cards
alternative compliance, 46.86.100
cancellation, when, 46.86.050
Compliance with other rules and regulations pending issuance, 46.86.060
defined, 46.86.020
Displacement of other cards, permits, etc., 46.86.040, 46.86.100
Effect on other laws, 46.86.120
Expiration date, annual renewal, 46.86.090
issuance, 46.86.050
Standardization of qualifications and requirements with other states, 46.86.110
temporary permits, fees, rules and regulations, 46.86.070

INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUC.

Agreements
Commission for education, See INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR EDUCATION

Governor as representative to commission, 28A.92.020
Implementation of, state officers to aid in, 28A.92.070
Legislative members as representatives to commission, 28A.92.020
Powers, 28A.92.010
Purpose, 28A.92.010
Withdrawal from compact, 28A.92.010

INTERSTATE COMPACT ON JUVENILES

Court appointed counsel or guardian, fees, 13.24.050
Generally Ch. 13.24
Juvenile compact administrator
financial arrangement authority 13.24.040
office created, appointment of 13.24.020
power to enter into supplemental agreements 13.24.030
Public officers and employees, responsibilities 13.24.060
Short title, 13.24.900

INTERSTATE COMPACT ON PLACE­MENT OF CHILDREN

"Appropriate authority of the receiving state", defined, 26.34.040
"Appropriate public authorities", defined 26.34.030
Authority of state officers and agencies to enter into agreements with other states, 26.34.050
Compact administrator 26.34.010
appointment of 26.34.070
Compact enacted, 26.34.010
Conditions for placement, 26.34.010
Construction and severability 26.34.010
Definitions 26.34.010, 26.34.030, 26.34.040
Enactment and withdrawal 26.34.010
"Executive head", defined, 26.34.070
Financial responsibility, 26.34.020
Governor as executive head, 26.34.070
Institutional care of delinquent children, 26.34.010
Interstate agreements, approval of director of program planning and fiscal management, 26.34.050
Jurisdiction of courts 26.34.060
Limitations, 26.34.010
Penalty for illegal placement, 26.34.010
Provisions 26.34.010
Purpose and policy, 26.34.010
Retention of jurisdiction, 26.34.010
Violations, 26.34.080

INTERSTATE COMPACTS

Interstate placement of children compact, Ch. 26.34
Pacific marine fisheries compact, Ch. 75.40
Pest control compact, Ch. 17.34

INTERSTATE LIBRARY COMPACT

Compact administrator
deputy compact administrators, to appoint, 27.18.030
Library agreements submitted to 27.18.030
state librarian as 27.18.030
withdrawal, administrator to send and receive notices, 27.18.050
Compact enacted, provisions 27.18.020
Definitions 27.18.010
Deputy compact administrators, appointment 27.18.030
Library agreements under as subject to tax and bonding laws, submitted to administrator, 27.18.030

INTERSTATE LIBRARY COMPACT—Cont.
Withdrawal from, administrator to send and receive notices, 27.18.050

INTERSTATE NUCLEAR COMPACT (See WESTERN INTERSTATE NUCLEAR COMPACT)

INTERSTATE OIL COMPACT COMMISSION
Governor may join 43.06.015

INTERSTATE OREGON-WASHINGTON BOUNDARY COMPACT
Generally, Ch. 43.58

INTERSTATE TAX COMPACT (See MULTISTATE TAX COMPACT)

INTERURBAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Exempted from motor freight carrier laws, 81.80.040

INTERVENTION
Child custody proceeding, when permitted, 26.09.180
Civil actions how accomplished, 4.08.190
practice in, 4.08.200
Costs, 4.08.200
County boundary determinations, affected residents, 36.05.030
Declaratory judgments, bond issue validity, 7.25.020
Fees, collection by superior court clerk, 36.18.020
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Utilities and transportation commission where rule or order involved, judgment void if not notified, 80.04.420, 81.04.420

INTESTATE SUCCESSION (See DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION)

INTIMIDATION
Coercion by threats or force to intimidate, 9.33.060
Juror, penalty, 9.69.050
Legislative member, penalty, 9.55.010

INTOXICATING LIQUOR (See also ALCOHOLISM)
Administrative procedure act, application, 66.08.150
Advertising, restrictions on liquor control board, 66.08.060
Agents for, 66.24.310
permitted activities, restrictions, 66.24.310
Aircraft and vessels, dining places on, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subrite Dining places on vessels and aircraft
Airport terminal, license, schedule, fees, 66.24.420
Analyst, appointment of, 66.12.070
Armory vicinity, license for sale of prohibited without permission of adjutant general, 38.32.120
Arrest without warrant, 66.44.010
Banthquets clubs, permit, 66.24.481
permits for purchase and consumption, 66.20.010
public places, permit, public place, defined, 66.24.481
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Beer (See also BEER) 
license fee, class G, special occasion, society 
or organization 66.24.380 
purchase restriction 
foreign beer 66.24.270 
out-of-state beer 66.24.270 
restrictions 66.28.070 
retail sales excise tax 82.08.150 
served on brewer's premises, employees and 
visitors 66.28.040 
strong beer, retail sales tax 82.08.150 

Beer importers 
distiller's interest in, restrictions 66.28.020 
license for 66.24.260 
report of sales to wholesalers 66.24.270 

Beer wholesalers 
distiller's interest in, restrictions 66.28.020 
gallonage tax 66.24.290 
importer's report of sales to 66.24.270 
license for 66.24.250 
manufacturer's report of sales to 66.24.270 
report of sales to licensees 66.24.290 
revenue stamp 66.24.290, 66.24.300 

Books and records 
inspection to financial dealings 66.08.140 
inspection as to goods possessed or shipped 
66.08.130 

Bowling alleys, liquor sales, service, consumption 
66.24.010 

Brewers and breweries 
distiller's interest in, restrictions 66.28.020 
gallonage tax 66.24.290 
industrial insurance 
classification of breweries 51.20.370 
extra-hazardous employment enumerated 
51.20.010 

license for 66.24.240 
report of sales to wholesalers 66.24.270 
revenue stamps 66.24.290, 66.24.300 
sales returns, records 66.08.030 
serving beer to employees and visitors 66.28.040 
taxation, gallonage tax 66.24.290 
wholesaler's conduct, responsibility for 
66.28.030 

Cards of identification, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Identification cards 

Children 
admission to places where sold prohibited, 
penalty 26.28.080 
leaving child unattended in parked automobile 
to enter tavern, penalty 9.91.060 
selling or giving to 26.28.080 

Cities and towns 

defense of laws 66.44.010 
fines, use of money collected from 66.44.010 

first class, enforcement of state laws 35.22- 
280 

law violations, annual report of prosecutions 
35.21.170 

licenses, objections to liquor board granting of 
66.24.010 
second class cities, regulation of 35.23.440 

state presidente 66.08.120 
vendor appointments 66.08.050 

Civic centers, class H licenses for dining 
rooms at 66.24.400 

Class H licenses, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses 

Clubs 
buquet permits 66.24.481 
bottle club, defined 66.24.480 

consumption without license 66.24.481 
license requirements 66.24.481 
retailer's license 
class A 66.24.320 
class C 66.24.340 
class D 66.24.350 
class E 66.24.360 
class F 66.24.370 

INTOXICATING LIQUOR—Cont. 

Clubs—Cont. 
retailer's license—Cont. 
class H 66.24.400 
special qualifications 66.24.450 
Coal mines, prohibitions 78.40.618 
Cocktails and drinks on premises, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses 
Common carriers, inspection of books and 
records 66.08.130 

Commodities, vendor appointments in 
66.08.040 

Complaints, sufficiency 66.44.040 
Construction of law, generally Ch. 66.98 

Consuming in public places, penalty 66.44.100 

Contempt at control board hearings, procedure 
66.24.010 

Control board, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Liquor control 

Counties 
action to abate nuisances 66.36.010 
enforcement of laws 66.44.010 
fines, use of money collected from 66.44.010 

Crimes and offenses (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Crimes and offenses) 

Criminal prosecution 

Definitions 

Dining places on vessels and aircraft, retailer's 

license 

class A 66.24.320 
class C 66.24.340 
class D 66.24.350 
class E 66.24.360 
class F 66.24.370 
class H 66.24.400 

Distillers (See also DISTILLERIES) 

interest in beer wholesalers, wine wholesalers 
or beer importers or wine importers 
66.28.020 

license for 66.24.140 

liquor warehouse receipts, fraud concerning, 
penalty 9.45.160, 9.45.170 

reports, monthly 66.28.060 

Drug stores 

retailer's license 

class A 66.24.320 
class D 66.24.350 
class E 66.24.360 
class F 66.24.370 

sale of liquor, record to be kept, restrictions 
18.64.243 

 Elections 

local option, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Local option 
purchases on day of by candidates, certain purposes, prohibited 66.24.265 
sales on day of prohibited, exceptions 66.44.260 

Employees 

conduct prescribed by board 66.08.030 
consumption of liquor on store premises 
66.16.070 
fidelity bonds 66.08.030, 66.08.050 
liability of board for actions 66.08.100 
power to sell 66.16.040 
sale of liquor 66.08.090 

Enforcement of laws (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Crimes and offenses; INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Search and seizure) 

arrest without warrant 66.44.010 
complaints and information, sufficiency of 
66.44.040 

law enforcement officers, prosecution of violations 
66.44.010 

liquor control board's authority 66.44.010 

liquor enforcement officers, powers 66.44.010 

procedural matters 
certified analysis as proof 66.44.070 

complaints, sufficiency 66.44.040 
ox offenses, description of 66.44.050 
proof of intent 66.44.060 

service on corporations 66.44.080 

Ethyl alcohol, special provisions for sale 66.16.010
INTOXICATING LIQUOR--Cont.
Exemptions to law
denature alcohol 66.12.060
medicinal preparations, unpalatable 66.12.070
patent medicine 66.12.060
personal import 66.12.110
pharmaceutical preparations 66.12.060
sacramental liquor or wine 66.20.020
sales of liquor to board 66.20.020
storage by manufacturer 66.12.030
toilet and culinary preparations
analysis of 66.12.070
authority for exemption 66.12.070
transshipment in interstate or foreign commerce 66.12.030
Financial dealings
distiller's interest in
beer importers 66.28.020
beer wholesalers 66.28.020
brewery 66.28.020
wine importers 66.28.020
wine wholesalers 66.28.020
liquor control board 66.08.080
liquor control board's power to inspect records
manufacturers in retail businesses 66.28.010, 66.28.025
wholesalers in retail businesses 66.28.010, 66.28.025
First class cities, enforcement of state laws 35.22.280
Forfeiture, adjudication of 66.32.040, 66.32.070
Funds, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Liquor revolving fund
Game and game fish, unlawful use of firearms while intoxicated 77.16.070
Giving away, prohibition 66.28.040
Hearing, right to
66.08.150
Home preparation and use, exemptions for
66.12.010
Hotels, retailer's license
class A 66.24.320
class B 66.24.330
class C 66.24.340
class D 66.24.350
class E 66.24.360
class F 66.24.370
class H 66.24.400
Identification cards (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Minors)
definition 66.20.160
false identification cards, use or possession of 66.20.200
holder, signature on statement 66.20.190
legal age, evidence of 66.20.170
presentation of 66.20.180
transfer of 66.20.200
unauthorized cards, use of 66.20.200
unlawful use 66.20.200
use for purchase 66.16.040
Illegal purchases, penalty 66.44.150
Importers license
wine (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Wine importer) 66.24.160
wine 66.24.204
Inspection of licensed premises, authority for 66.28.090
insurance, disability policies, optional standard provisions regarding losses while using 48.20.272
Interdicted persons
cancellation of permit 66.20.135
denial of permit 66.20.130
reivation of decree 66.20.137
Inspection in public places, penalty 66.44.110
Labels
malt liquor 66.28.120
INTOXICATING LIQUOR--Cont.
Labels--Cont.
spirits 66.28.100
wine 66.28.110
Leaving children unattended in parked automobile to enter tavern, penalty 9.91.060
Licensees (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses)
class H
purchase of liquor 66.24.440
rights 66.98.060
sale to women 66.28.410
cancellation of 66.44.310
defined 66.20.160
statements from persons of questionable age defense 66.20.210
procedure 66.20.190
Licenses
acting without, penalty 66.44.090
agents 66.24.310
assignment 66.24.010, 66.24.025
beer importers 66.24.260
beer wholesalers 66.24.250
board's action in regard to, review 66.08.150
bowling alleys, sales, service, consumption 66.24.455
brewers 66.24.240
class A, serving to standing or walking patron, permitted 66.28.130
class B, serving to standing or walking patron, permitted 66.28.130
class C, serving to standing or walking patron, permitted 66.28.130
class D, serving to standing or walking patron, permitted 66.28.130
class E, service to standing or walking patron, permitted 66.28.130
class H
additional class I license for special occasions 66.24.490
airport terminal, master license, fee 66.24.420
business districts, confinement to 66.24.420
cubs, special provisions for 66.24.450
discussion of board in granting 66.24.420
distribution of funds 66.08.180-66.08.220
establishments issued to 66.24.410
fees, schedule 66.24.420
licensee
purchase of liquor 66.24.440
rights 66.24.420
limited on number 66.24.420
liquor control board, regulation power 66.98.070
local option elections
authority for 66.40.030
effect 66.40.130
restaurant, defined 66.24.410
serving to standing or walking patron, permitted 66.28.130
terms, defined for 66.24.410
class I, special occasion 66.24.490
class J, wine retailer's special occasion license 66.24.500
cubs (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Clubs)
books and records 66.08.030
conditions for issuance 66.08.030
county
requirement 67.14.020
retail 67.14.040
wholesale 67.14.050
distillers 66.24.140
domestic wineries 66.24.170
drug stores, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Drug stores
duration 66.24.010
fees, regulation of 66.08.030
hotels, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Hotels
INTOXICATING LIQUOR--Cont.
Licenses--Cont.
inspection of premises 66.24.010, 66.24.020
issuance generally 66.24.010
restrictions on 66.24.010
liqour by drink, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses, class H
liqour importers 66.24.160
location considerations 66.24.010, 66.24.010
manufacturers 66.24.150
mixed drinks, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses, class H
nondomestic wineries 66.24.170
notification of local authorities 66.24.010
posting 66.24.010
railroads, dining, club, buffet cars 66.24.390
residence requirements 66.24.110
restaurants, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Restaurant's retailers
beer
class A 66.24.320
class B 66.24.330
class D 66.24.350
class E 66.24.360
class G 66.24.380
sale by minor between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one, limitation 66.44.130, 66.44.340
wine
class C 66.24.340
class F 66.24.370
minors, delivery off premises by, limitation 66.44.340
sale by minors between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one years, limitation 66.44.340
soda fountains, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Soda fountains
special occasion, class I license issued to class H licensee for 66.24.490
statutory restrictions 66.24.010
suspension or cancellation of hearing requirements 66.24.010
notice of 66.24.010
procedure for hearing 66.24.010
vacation of 66.24.120
taverns, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Taverns
transfer 66.24.010, 66.24.025
surviving spouse 66.08.025
vessels and aircraft, dining places on, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Dining places on vessels and aircraft, retailer's license
wine
class H, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses, class H
class J, special occasion license 66.24.500
wine importers 66.24.204
wine importers 66.24.160
wine wholesalers 66.24.200
Liquor advertising by board 66.08.060
brands and varieties at stores 66.08.030
carrying charges 66.08.030
delivery, regulations 66.08.030
exemptions to law, beer or wine for home use 66.12.010
export, premise regulation 66.08.030
prescription, kinds and quantities 66.08.030
price lists 66.08.030
purchase by board 66.08.030
purchase restrictions 66.08.070
sale by employees, restrictions 66.08.090
sale of records 66.08.030
regulation 66.08.030
shipment, regulations 66.08.030
stamps and seals 66.08.030
INTOXICATING LIQUOR—Cont.

Liquor control board
administration of laws 66.08.020
administrative expenses
defined 66.08.026
payment of 66.08.026
administrative procedure act, application
66.08.150
advertising liquor 66.08.060
agency vendors ineligible for state employees
tirement system membership 41.41.012
audits of records 66.08.024
authority to enforce law 66.44.010
bond and oath 66.08.014
class H retailers' licenses
discretion in granting 66.24.420
special powers 66.98.070
counsel, attorney general as 66.08.022
declaration of war 66.08.012
devotion of time to duties 66.08.014
employees of
generally 66.08.016
representation of manufacturer or wholesaler 66.08.075
gratuity restrictions 66.08.080
hearing, contempt, procedure 66.24.010
immunization of books and records
financial dealings 66.08.140
goods possessed or shipped 66.08.130
interest in manufacture or sale 66.08.080
justification of action against 66.08.100
license suspension or cancellation, hearing
powers 66.24.010
local option elections
effect 66.40.140
generally Ch. 66.40
manufacturers, representation before board
restrictions 66.08.075
manufacturers and wholesalers, representa-
tion by officers or employees 66.08.075
permit and license actions, review 66.08.150
personal liability for damages 66.08.100
powers, enumeration, generally 66.08.050
prosecuting attorneys, annual report to 36.
27.020
purchase of liquor, restrictions 66.08.070
regulations
advertising liquor 66.08.060
power to make 66.08.030
public records 66.08.030
publishing and distribution 66.08.030
purpose and effect of 66.08.030
scope of 66.08.030
removal from office 66.08.014
reports, generally 66.08.028
review of action 66.08.150
salaries 66.08.012
seizure of illegal liquor 66.08.030
terms of office 66.08.014
vacancies in office 66.08.014
warehouse acquisition, limitation 66.08.160
Liquor enforcement officers, generally 66.44.
010
Liquor excise tax fund
creation 82.08.160
deposit to 82.08.160
distribution to cities and towns and counties 82.
08.170
Liquor revolving fund
budget and accounting act, effect 66.08.170
creation 66.08.170
definition 66.04.010
distribution
alcoholic rehabilitation centers for 66.08.
180
cities and towns 66.08.190, 66.08.210
counties 66.08.190, 66.08.200
state 66.08.190

INTOXICATING LIQUOR—Cont.

Liquor revolving fund—Cont.
Liquor stores
beer and wine sales to licensed retailers 66.
16.050
brands of liquor at 66.08.030
cash sales 66.16.040
consumption of liquor on premises 66.16.
070
control and management 66.08.030
employees (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR,
subtitle Employees)
employees consumption on store premises 66.16.
070
equipment and management 66.08.030
establishment by board 66.16.010
ethyl alcohol, special prices on 66.16.010
hours 66.08.030
identification cards 66.16.040
leasing of premises 66.08.050
local option units voting against sale of li-
quor, effect on 66.40.140
locality determination 66.08.050
packages sealed with official seal 66.16.
060
permissions for 66.08.030
records of individual purchases, confidential
nature 66.16.090
Sunday closing 66.16.080
vendor in charge of 66.16.030
Local option
local option election
class H license election
authority for 66.40.030
effect of 66.40.130
pernicious or inhibiting 66.08.014
concurrent liquor elections 66.40.150
election
authority to hold 66.40.020
ballot form 66.40.110
canvass of vote 66.40.120
certification of results to board 66.40.140
petition for
check of 66.40.100
contents 66.40.040
filing 66.40.040
filing fees 66.40.040
public document 66.40.040
signatures 66.40.040
withdrawal of signature 66.40.040
manufacturers within unit, effect of election
66.40.140
units for 66.40.010
Malt liquor, labeling of 66.28.120
managers
advancing money to retailers 66.28.010
board's action
proclamation by officers or employees
public document 66.40.040
signatures 66.40.040
withdrawal of signature 66.40.040
manufacturers within unit, effect of election
66.40.140
units for 66.40.010
Malt liquor, labeling of 66.28.120
managers
advancing money to retailers 66.28.010
board's action
proclamation by officers or employees
public document 66.40.040
signatures 66.40.040
withdrawal of signature 66.40.040
manufacturers within unit, effect of election
66.40.140
units for 66.40.010
Malt liquor, labeling of 66.28.120
managers
advancing money to retailers 66.28.010
board's action
proclamation by officers or employees
public document 66.40.040
signatures 66.40.040
withdrawal of signature 66.40.040
manufacturers within unit, effect of election
66.40.140
units for 66.40.010
Military installations
abatement of places of sale as nuisance 38.
32.120
permits for purchase and consumption 66.
20.010

INTOXICATING LIQUOR—Cont.

Military property
license for sale of prohibited in vicinity
without permission of adjutant general
38.32.120
prohibition of sale, penalty for disobedience
38.32.120

Minors
admission to places where sold, penalty 26.
28.080
application for permit 66.44.280
delivery off premises, limitation on 66.44.
340
frequenting of taverns 66.44.310
furnishing liquor to 66.44.270
identification of, See INTOXICATING LI-
QUOR, subtitle Identification
misrepresentation of age 66.44.300, 66.44.
310
purchase of or attempt to purchase liquor by unlawful, penalty 66.44.290, 66.44.
291
sale by minors, limitation on 66.44.340
sales to as felony 66.44.320
sales to minors by license or employees, transcript of hearings as evidence against minor 66.44.292
selling or giving to 26.28.080
selling or giving to any person in public places 66.44.300
Motor vehicles, operating under influence of intoxicants or drugs 9.91.020
Nuisances
militia post or encampment, abatement of sale 38.32.120
places where liquor unlawfully kept
abatement after criminal conviction 66.
36.010
actions to abate 66.36.010
closure of establishment 66.36.010
declaration as 66.36.010
public nuisance, when 7.48.140
Official seal
regulation and prescribing by board 66.08.
030
requirement of 66.32.010
unlawful use of 66.44.120
Packages
labeling of 66.28.100
sealing with official seal 66.32.010
Penalties for violations of law 66.44.175, 66.
44.191
Permission to sell, local, See INTOXICAT-
ING LIQUOR, subtitle Local option
Permits
(See also INTOXICATING LIQ-
UOR, subtitle Identification cards)
aplications
false names on 66.20.020
signatures on 66.20.040
banquets 66.20.010
boards' action in regard to, review 66.08.150
cancellation or suspension
procedure for 66.20.070
prohibition on purchases 66.20.150
reissuance 66.20.140
return of suspended permit 66.20.080
surrender of suspended or canceled permit 66.20.080
classification 66.20.010
duration 66.20.060
false or fictitious names on 66.20.020
filing 66.08.030
forms 66.08.030
interdicted persons
cancellation 66.20.135
denial of 66.20.130
revocation 66.20.137
issuance 66.20.010
scientific purposes 66.20.010
signatures on 66.20.040
transferability 66.20.020
wrongful presentation, retention 66.20.090
INTOXICATING LIQUOR—Cont.

Sales—Cont.
local permission, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Local option records of individual sales, confidential nature 66.16.090 regulation of 66.08.030 university grounds, prohibition 66.44.190 wines 66.24.210 to wine wholesalers and liquor control board 66.24.210 Schools to teach effect of 28A.05.010 Search and seizure (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Enforcement of laws) claimants' rights 66.32.060 destruction of liquor 66.32.070 disposition of property 66.32.070 forfeiture actions as bar to criminal proceeding forfeiture of liquor 66.32.040 hearing 66.32.050 judgment of forfeiture 66.32.070 law enforcement officers, duty to board 66.32.090 liquor control board's power of seizure 66.32.090 penalty 66.32.090 receipt for seized property 66.32.030 warrant 66.32.020 return 66.32.020, 66.32.050 service 66.32.030
Retailers, licenses, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Taxation
Retailers' licenses, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Licenses
Revenue stamps
Sacramental liquors or wine, exemption for 66.20.020
Sale by drink, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Class H licenses
Sales
all wines to wine wholesalers and liquor control board 66.24.210 board exemptions 66.12.020 cash payment 66.16.040 drink or bottle, penalty 66.44.130 employees of board, restrictions 66.08.090 employees of stores 66.16.040 intent to sell, when possession evidence of 66.44.170 intoxicated persons, prohibition 66.44.200

INTOXICATION
Crimes, no defense to 9.01.114 Drunkards, sales to, penalty 66.44.200 Effect on competency of witnesses 5.60.050 For hire motor vehicle certificates or operators' permits, interdependence as grounds for refusal, suspension or cancellation of 46.72.100 Operating railroad, steamboat, or vehicle while intoxicated, penalty 9.91.020

INTOXICATING LIQUOR--Cont.
Unlawful keeping (See also INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Search and seizure) closure of establishments bond to reopen 66.36.010 order for 66.36.010 declared as nuisance 66.36.010
Vendors
appointment in cities and towns 66.08.050 liquor stores, in charge of 66.16.030 state civil service law, exempted persons 41.06.070
Warehouse receipts, fraud concerning, penalty 9.45.160, 9.45.170
Warehouses
authority for acquisition 66.08.160 board's power in regard to 66.08.050 receipts, fraud concerning, penalty 9.45.160, 9.45.170
Wholesalers
advancing money to retailers 66.28.010 retail businesses, interest in 66.28.010, 66.28.025 retail sales 66.28.010
Wine importer
Wine retailer's, class J, special occasion license 66.24.500 Wine wholesalers, license for 66.24.200 Wineeries (See also WINES AND WINERIES)
Wines (See also WINES AND WINERIES)
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INTOXICATION—Cont.

Pawn broker receiving property from intoxicated person, penalty 19.60.060

Physicians and surgeons acting while intoxicated, death results, manslaughter 9.48.130

Pistols, delivery to prohibited 9.41.080

Places of, abatement as nuisance 7.48.240

Poisons, sale of to prohibited, penalty 69.40.080

Public places, punishments for 71.08.010

Sales to intoxicated persons, penalty 66.44.200

Second-hand dealers receiving property from right of entry 69.04.820

Voluntary intoxication no defense except where intent a prerequisite 9.01.114

INUREMENT (See CREMATION)

INVESTIGATION—Cont.

Food, drug and cosmetic act, investigation by director of agriculture 69.94.780

factories, warehouses and vehicles, right of entry 69.04.820

records administrative agencies, inspection of 69.04.800

common carriers, inspection of 69.04.810

samples owner may obtain part of sample 69.04.790

right of entry to obtain 69.04.780

Industrial insurance, director's general powers 51.04.020

Insurance commissioner, power to make 48.02.060

Oil and gas conservation committee, power to investigate 78.52.150

Plats and platting subdivisions, determination of public use and interest 58.16.060

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

INVESTIGATIONS—Cont.

INVESTIGATION BOARD (See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Investment boards)

INVESTMENT COMPANIES

Economic assistance act of 1972, industrial projects, loans, legal investment for 43-.31A.270

INVESTMENTS—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.

third class cities 35.24.380–35.24.400

Cities of first class employees' retirement fund 41.28.080

Common school building bond reserve accounts, investment of surplus funds authorized 28A.47.784

Common school construction bonds—1967 act, legal investment for state and municipal funds Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 44)

Common school construction bonds—1967 act, legal investment for state and municipal funds 28A.47.789

Common trust funds, uniform act Ch. 30.28

Counties limitations 36.29.020

surplus funds 36.33.180

tax refund warrants 36.33.070–36.33.100

United States bonds 36.33.190

Credit unions authorized investments, restrictions 31.12.090

surplus capital 31.12.260

Endowment care cemeteries, records of 68.40.040

Executors and administrators

metropolitan municipal corporation obligations 35.58.510

urban renewal obligations 35.81.110

United States corporation bonds authorized, in 39.60.010

Federal home owner's loan corporation bonds, valid investment for public and trust funds 39.60.010

Fiduciaries by, See INVESTMENTS, subtitle Trust funds by fiduciaries

Fireman's pension board, investments by 41-16.040

Fish marketing associations 24.36.330

Franchise investment protection act See UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT, subtitle Franchise investment protection act

Fraternl benefit societies, insurance funds 48.36.100

Funds, public or trust 39.60.050

Guardianship estate property, sale, exchange, lease or mortgage of property to make investments 11.92.090

Housing authority bonds, authorized as legal investments 35.82.220

Industrial insurance accident fund 51.44.100

obligations secured by deferred forest taxes 84.32.100

medicai aid fund 51.44.100

reserve fund 51.44.090, 51.44.100

Insurance, life, authorized to be purchased with trust funds 30.24.120

Insurance commissioner, special consent, order of approval 48.13.250

Insurance companies, See INSURANCE, subtitle Investments

Law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' funds, duties of retirement board 41.26.060

Life insurance, authorized to be purchased with trust funds 30.24.120

Metropolitan municipal corporation obligations, authorized for public deposits 35.58.510

Metropolitan municipal corporations, legal investments for surplus funds 35.58.520

Mutual savings banks, authorized investments, See MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle Investments

Partition proceedings, proceeds of sale of property, See PARTITION, subtitle Investments

Port district toll facility bonds and notes as legal investments 55.34.150
INVESTMENTS

Probate estates, See PROBATE, subtitle Investment of estate

Public funds in savings and loan associations authorized 35.20.010

investment in bonds and securities of United States, state, counties, cities and towns and school districts Ch. 43.84

instruments (Amend. 29) "qualified public depositories," deposit of public funds with for investment purposes 39.58.130

Public, pension and retirement funds, authorized investments Const. Art. 29 § 1 (Amend. 49)

Public utility district revenue obligations as authorized investments Const. Art. 29 § 1 (Amend. 49)

Retirement and pension funds, authorized investments Const. Art. 29 § 1 (Amend. 49)

Retirement and pensions, cities of first class, employees' retirement fund 41.28.080

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

Savings and loan associations (See also SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, subtitle Investments)

funds of state, counties, cities, municipal corporations, investment in savings and loan associations authorized 33.52.010

Schools and school districts bonds, investment of permanent school fund in Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 1) insurance fund of first class district 28A.19.030, 28A.19.040

State and political subdivisions

State patrol retirement fund 30.24.010

Savings and loan associations (See also SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, subtitle Investments)

funds of state, counties, cities, municipal corporations, investment in savings and loan associations authorized 33.52.010

Schools and school districts bonds, investment of permanent school fund in Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 1) insurance fund of first class district 28A.19.030, 28A.19.040

State and political subdivisions 39.60.050

State employees' retirement funds 41.40.075

State patrol retirement fund 43.43.170

State--wide city employees' retirement system funds 41.44.100

Title insurance, how authorized 48.29.130

Trust companies, authorized investments, See TRUST COMPANIES, subtitle Investments

Trust companies and banks

international or foreign banking institutions capital stock and surplus, authorized 30.04.380

international or foreign banking institutions stock ownership, authorized 30.04.390

Trust funds

liability of persons acting for designated trustee 30.24.130

life insurance purchase, authorized 30.24.130

Trust funds by fiduciaries application of chapter 30.24.050 authorized investments Ch. 30.24 buying or selling for self or affiliate prohibited 30.24.090

commercial accounts 30.24.037
criterion to be followed 30.24.020

defaultered securities in default ineligible 30.24.080

development from instrument, court permission 30.24.040

eligible securities Ch. 30.24.

estate guardian funds are trust funds 30.24.015

existing, unaffected 30.24.060
governed by this chapter 30.24.010

holding of trust property although not qualified investment 30.24.060

ineligible securities 30.24.080

instrument creating trust controlling authority invested, defined 30.24.070

development upon court permission 30.24.070

legal investment, defined 30.24.070
terms control 30.24.070

instruments of trust or company securities, authorized investment 30.24.035

INVESTMENTS--Cont.

Trust funds by fiduciaries--Cont.

jurisdiction of court 30.24.040

metropolitan municipal corporation securities 35.08.310

prudent market 30.24.020

savings accounts

collateral security 30.24.030, 30.24.037

federally insured 30.24.030, 30.24.307

securities issued by the fiduciary 30.24.060

self-dealing prohibited 30.24.090

United States corporation bonds valid investment 39.60.010

urban renewal obligations 35.81.110

Trustees

persons acting in place of, liability 30.24.130

powers as to investment 30.99.070

United States corporation bonds, valid investment for public and trust funds 39.60.010

Urban arterial bonds 47.26.402, 47.26.422

Urban renewal bonds 35.81.110

Veterans' guardianship, investment of funds of ward 73.36.130

Volunteer firemen's relief and pension fund 41.24.030

INVOICES

Common carrier transporting motor vehicle fuel 82.36.010

Making false invoice, penalty 9.91.080

Second-hand invoices, invoice requirements 19.60.080

IRRATIONALITIES

Orders of court, irregularities in, new trial 4.76.020

Perjury, in administering oath no defense 9.72.050

IRRIGATION

(See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS: WATER AND WATER RIGHTS)

Appropriation of water for 90.40.020

Easements or right of way over state land for purposes of 79.01.396-79.01.404

Public utility districts

acquisition of property and rights 54.16.020, 54.16.030

survey and plans for 54.16.010

Public utility tax, deductions 82.16.050

Railroads, authority to construct irrigation canals and ditches 81.36.130

United States use for 90.40.030, 90.40.040

Use of waters for, deemed public use Const. Art. 21 § 1

Water rights, See WATER AND WATER RIGHTS

IRRIGATION AND REHABILITATION DISTRICTS

(See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Irrigation and rehabilitation districts)

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS

(See also IRRIG ATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Irrigation and rehabilitation districts)

Board of control

cooperation with other districts 87.76.010

Board of control cooperation with other districts 87.76.010

Bonds (See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscally matters)

elections 87.03.200

generally 87.03.200

Proposed works, generally 87.03.200

Boundaries

change of 87.03.555

change of to add lands to district, procedure 87.03.565

Certification of bonds, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscally matters

Claims, crop damage claims, limitation, procedure 87.03.440

Claims against Ch. 53.52

Columbia basin division, membership upon 43.49.010

Columbia basin project, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle United States reclamation areas

Connection with lower district, generally 87.03.700-87.03.715

Consolidation, generally 87.03.530-87.03.550

Construction funds for 87.03.445

general procedure 87.03.435

Contractors' registration, exemption from 18.27.090

Contracts with other irrigation districts, authority 87.03.015

Contracts with United States (See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle United States reclamation areas)

assessment payment

board of equalization, meeting 87.68.030

collection 87.68.050

collection by county treasurer 87.68.040

collection by county treasurer 87.68.040

discounts, when 87.68.020

election in certain districts 87.68.060

resolution to fix time of 87.68.010

audit of records 87.68.100

board of control funds 87.68.110

power to sue 87.68.140

property disposal 87.68.140

canal, contract for use 87.68.120

contract to operate works 87.68.130

deposit of funds, board of control's powers 87.68.070

permissible provisions 89.12.050

Sunnyside Division, Yakima Project, deposits of funds 87.68.070

Coordination with other districts 87.76.010

dams across streams, authority for 90.28.170

Depositories of irrigation district funds, publication of deposits prerequisite to receiving 30.20.080

Diking, drainage, and irrigation districts, diking and drainage districts reorganized as, generally Ch. 85.22

Diking and drainage improvement districts benefit to 85.08.380

merger with 85.08.830-85.08.890
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS—Cont.

Director divisions
additional land added, when 87.04.055
assessment elections 87.04.100
county commission, duty to divide 87.04.030
directors, redistriuction of land addition 87.04.050
elections 87.04.070, 87.04.080
federal works or contracts
assessment limitation 87.04.100
levy limitations when involved 87.04.090
levy limitation, when 87.04.090
number 87.04.010
petition for
petition on 87.04.040
hearings 87.04.070
when required 87.04.010

Directors. See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS.

Disincorporation of in class AA or class A counties
assets, disposition of 57.90.040
authorized, when 57.90.010
indebtedness, retirement of 57.90.050
order of county commissioners, disincorporation upon 57.90.030
petition method 57.90.020
resolution method 57.90.020
Disposal or sale of property, preference rights of adjacent owners 87.03.820

Dissolution
generally Ch. 53.48
insolvent districts
appeal 87.56.225
appointment of assets 87.56.230
assessment for remaining debts 87.56.160
claims
unpaid 87.56.090
unmatured 87.56.100
creditors
notice to 87.56.080, 87.56.085
trustees for 87.56.180, 87.56.203
decree of dissolution 87.56.220, 87.56.240
election for 87.56.010, 87.56.020
funds, collection and disbursement 87.56.250
initially 87.56.030-87.56.065
judgment upon stipulation 87.56.170-87.56.190, 87.56.205, 87.56.210
plan of liquidation 87.56.120, 87.56.155, 87.56.160
receiver 87.56.065, 87.56.070
report of receiver
final 87.56.230
initial 87.56.120-87.56.145
when deemed 87.56.010
with bonds
assessments for unpaid obligations 87.53.140
authority 87.53.010
bondholders' consent 87.53.010, 87.53.020
consent of state 87.53.150
court proceedings 87.53.080, 87.53.090
election 87.53.040-87.53.060
financial statement 87.53.070
order of dissolution, effect 87.53.130
petition 87.53.030
sale of assets 87.53.110, 87.53.120
trustees, appointment 87.53.100
without bonds—1897 Act
authority 87.52.010

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS—Cont.

Dissolution—Cont.
without bonds—1897 Act—Cont.
election 87.52.030, 87.52.040
petition 87.52.015
trustees for 87.52.060
without bonds—1939 Act
authority 87.52.050
election 87.52.090
petition 87.52.080
Ditches, limitation on number 90.28.040
Division, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS,
director's divisions
Domestic water services
rates 87.28.080
revenue bonds (See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters)
generally Ch. 87.28
Drain systems, revenue bonds, generally Ch. 87.28
Drainage and irrigation improvement districts, digging and drainage districts reorganized as, generally Ch. 85.22
Easements or right of way over state land 79.01.349-79.01.404
Elections
ballots 87.03.075
bond issues 87.03.200
only one qualified candidate nominated, no election required 87.03.075
organization, generally 87.03.020, 87.03.030-87.03.034
petitions of nomination 87.03.075
post-organization 87.03.085-87.03.110
proposed works 87.03.190
voter qualifications
districts less than two thousand acres 87.03.050-87.03.070
districts of two hundred thousand acres 87.03.045
Electric power services
rates 87.28.090
revenue bonds (See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters)
generally Ch. 87.28
Electrical energy
income from sale of 87.03.450
power to generate and sell 87.03.015
Eminent domain
against cities and towns 35.29.190
generally 87.03.140-87.03.150
Employees, insurance, liability, purchases for, authorized 87.03.162
Federal reclamation areas, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Federal reclamation areas
Fences, rivers and streams, crossing 90.28.160
Fiscal matters
assessments
claims 87.03.440
collection 87.03.270
contracts with United States cancellation procedure 87.03.280
generally Ch. 87.68
county treasurer's fees for handling funds 36.29.180
delinquency charge, when 87.03.270
delinquency list 87.03.310
deputy secretary for 87.03.245
director divisions 87.04.030
evidence of 87.03.420
how made 87.03.240, 87.03.250-87.03.260
joint control, when 87.80.180
lien of 87.03.265

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS

Fiscal matters—Cont.

assessments—Cont.
local improvement districts 87.03.495
payment 87.03.275
property, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Property
public lands 87.03.020
purchase of property 87.03.325
redemption of property 87.03.340-87.03.350
refunded bonds 87.22.230-87.22.250
sale of property for 87.03.315, 87.03.320, 87.03.330, 87.03.335, 87.03.425
secretary
assessments, collection procedure 87.03.272
collection agent, when, bond 87.03.272
delinquency list 87.03.272
monthly statement to treasurer 87.03.272
segregation 87.03.285-87.03.305
special 87.03.470
tolls as 87.03.445
treasurer, county
collection agent 87.03.270
duties, generally 87.03.440
bond issues
certification of construction expenditures 87.25.140
director's report
attachment 87.25.050
contents 87.25.040
supplemental report 87.25.060
expenses of proceeds 87.25.100
expenses 87.25.090
form of 87.25.070, 87.25.130
generally Ch. 87.25
installment certification 87.25.125
investigation 87.25.010
legality of 87.25.030
request for information 87.25.020
resolution for 87.25.010
transcript of investigation 87.25.030
work inspection 87.25.120
federal agencies, rights to 87.03.235
generally 87.03.200, 87.03.210, 87.03.215, 87.03.430
judicial confirmation of proceedings 87.03.780-87.03.805
lien enforcement 87.03.215
limitation of actions on 4.16.060
local improvement districts 87.03.515
mutual savings banks, investment in 32.13.100
mutual savings banks, investment in 32.13.120
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IRRIGATION DISTRICTS—Cont.

Fiscal matters—Cont.

bond issues—Cont.

refunding—1929 Act—Cont.

foreclosed land, sale or lease of 87.22.260
form 87.22.150
generally Ch. 87.22
hearing 87.22.090, 87.22.070
institution of proceedings, when 87.22.020
irrigable acreage, determination 87.22.085
judgments 87.22.100–87.22.110
judicial confirmation 87.22.280
notice 87.22.060, 87.22.065
payment 87.22.150–87.22.165, 87.22.210, 87.22.215
petition 87.22.030
priority 87.22.200
registration 87.22.175–87.22.190
transfer 87.22.170, 87.22.195
restr. 87.19.070

revenue bonds

authority 87.28.010
election for 87.28.103
form and terms 87.28.020
generally Ch. 87.28
legality 87.28.120
not general debt of district 87.28.040
payment limitations 87.28.030, 87.28.110
registration 87.28.105
resolutions for 87.28.120
sale 87.28.070
special fund

amount payable to 87.28.035, 87.28.100
payment from 87.28.030
sale or pledge of 87.03.210
state ownership, adjustment of indebtedness, generally Ch. 87.64

coupons and bonds, payment of 87.03.430
crop damage claims, limitations, procedure 87.03.440
depositories, surety bonds for 87.03.442, 87.03.445

funds

board of control 87.68.110
construction and operating 87.03.445
indemnity fund 87.48.030, 87.48.040
joint control fund 87.80.190, 87.80.200
local improvement district guarantee fund 87.03.510

temporary 87.03.441
income from sale of electricity, generally 87.03.450
indebtedness 87.03.475

adjustment of

assessments and taxes, cancellation 87.64.060
claims for money expended by state 87.64.040
contracts to sell land to pay debts 87.64.020

generally Ch. 87.64

power of district in regard to 87.64.070
powers to increase 87.03.475
state authority when owning entire bond issue 87.64.010
state authority when owning part of bond issue 87.64.020

local improvement districts costs 87.03.505

property requisition for assessments, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters, assessments revenue bonds, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters, bond issues
tolls, when levied 87.03.445
treasure, duties, generally 87.03.440

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS—Cont.

Formation election

conduct 87.03.035, 87.03.040
generally 87.03.020, 87.03.030–87.03.034
notice 87.03.020

hearings 87.03.020
proposing 87.03.005
purposes for 87.03.010

Generally Ch. 87.03

Highway purposes, irrigable lands acquired for, compensation 87.03.810, 87.03.815

Indebtedness (See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters)

bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64

Indemnity contracts

federal 87.48.020
state 87.48.010

Inland bodies of water, rehabilitation districts, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Rehabilitation districts

Insurance

liability, board of directors may purchase for employees and officials 87.03.16

purchase 87.03.160

Irrigation and rehabilitation districts

additional purpose for organization 87.84.050
directors, irrigation district directors’ powers, rights and authority vested in 87.84.060
eligibility of irrigation district to become 87.84.010

lakes within boundaries of fish, control over taking of carp or rough fish 87.84.061
mosquito control, expending funds for 87.84.061

pollution control 87.84.061
regulation and control of 87.84.061

municipal corporation, powers of 87.84.110
provisions not to be construed to restrict city, town, or county powers and functions 87.84.120

purpose 87.84.005

rule making authorized 87.03.160
rules and regulations, penalty for violations 87.84.090

sheriffs, enforcement of rules and regulations of 87.84.090

special assessments inferior to existing city or town L.I.D. assessments 87.84.071

water rights of irrigation district transferred to irrigation and rehabilitation district 87.84.060

Joint control

board

authority for 87.80.010
compensation 87.80.120
creation 87.80.090

generally 87.80.100, 87.80.110
levy power 87.80.170
powers 87.80.130

financing matters

assessments, priority 87.80.180

budget

adoption 87.80.140, 87.80.150

district levy for 87.80.160

funds, control fund 87.80.190, 87.80.200

formation

hearing

conduct and scope of 87.80.070
notice of 87.80.050, 87.80.060

setting date of 87.80.040

petition to create 87.80.020–87.80.040

Judicial confirmation of bonds and contracts, generally 87.03.780–87.03.805

IRRIGATION DISTRICTS—Cont.

Land settlement contracts

indemnity to state

approval of contract 87.48.020

assessments 87.48.030

authority 87.48.010

expenses and losses 87.48.040

generally Ch. 87.48

indemnity fund 87.48.030

state obligation 87.48.020

Liability insurance for officials and employees, purchase authorized 87.03.162

Local and other improvements and assessments against public lands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against

Local improvement districts, generally 87.03.480–87.03.520

Location, United States reclamation districts, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle United States reclamation areas

Maps, making and filing 87.03.775

Merger with diking and drainage improvement districts 87.08.380–87.08.390

Merger with drainage districts, generally 87.03.720–87.03.745

Nonirrigable land, exclusion when state holding bonds, generally 87.03.750–87.03.770

Officers
directors and employees

board organization 87.03.115

compensation 87.03.460

contract interest 87.03.465

coordination with other districts 87.76.010

declaration of candidacy 87.03.075

director divisions, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Director divisions
generally 87.03.080–87.03.082

petition of nomination 87.03.075

qualifications, districts with two hundred thousand acres 87.03.045

secretary

collection of assessments when, bond, procedure, delinquency list 87.03.272

monthly statement to treasurer 87.03.272

Officials, insurance, liability, purchase for, authorized districts 87.03.140

Plan approval 87.03.175–87.03.190

Powers

change of name 87.03.130

condemnation 87.03.140–87.03.150

crossing other properties 87.03.455
electrical energy generation and sale 87.03.015

eminent domain 87.03.140–87.03.150

general enumeration 87.03.015

generally 87.03.140

property, sale or lease of 87.03.135

sanitary sewers, sewage disposal or treatment plants 87.03.015, 87.03.120, 87.03.125

Property

acquisition for assessment costs 87.03.325

adding lands to districts of two hundred thousand acres 87.03.615–87.03.640

generally 87.03.560–87.03.610

exclusion of lands from, generally 87.03.645–87.03.695

quieting title to 87.03.375–87.03.415

redemption by delinquent owners 87.03.340–87.03.355

sale or disposal, preference rights of adjacent owners 87.03.820

tax deeds

actions attacking, limitations 87.03.365

application for 87.03.360

effect of, generally 87.03.370
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IRRIGATION DISTRICTS—Cont.

Property of irrigation district constituting right of way, abandonment, rights of adjacent owners 57.90.100

Property owned by, condemnation by cities and towns 35.92.190

Proposed works

bond issues for 87.03.200

general procedure for 87.03.165–87.03.195

Public utility districts, restrictions on utility operations 54.04.030

Reclamation, cooperation for 87.76.040

Refunding of bonds, See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters

Rehabilitation districts

assessments, generally 87.84.070

authority for 87.84.010

conversion of irrigation districts

notice and election 87.84.040

petition for 87.84.020, 87.84.030

directors, powers and duties 87.84.060

purpose of organization 87.84.050

rights, generally 87.84.060

Revenue bonds (See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters)

generally Ch. 87.28

Sanitary sewer and sewage disposal system or treatment plants, revenue bonds, generally Ch. 87.28

Sewerage improvement districts

benefit to 85.08.380

merger with 85.08.380–85.08.890

State lands within federal reclamation projects, generally Ch. 87.28

State lands within federal reclamation projects, generally Ch. 87.12

State losses on land settlement contracts, See also IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Land settlement contracts

State reclamation districts, contracts with United States

State association of Washington irrigation districts

Conversion of irrigation districts

authority for 87.84.010

for 85.08.830–85.08.890

merger with 85.08.830–85.08.890

Benefit to 85.08.380

Treatment plants, revenue bonds, generally Ch. 87.28

United States reclamation areas

Issues--Cont.

Fact, issue of—Cont.

raised in same action with issue of law 4.40.030

right to jury trial 4.44.100

trial, by whom tried 4.40.060, 4.40.070

Garnishment, formation of 7.33.260

Kinds, of

fact 4.40.010

law 4.40.010

Law, of

arises how 4.40.020

court to decide 4.44.080

kind of issue 4.40.010

may be brought to trial by either party 4.44.030

notice of 4.44.020

raised in same action with issue of fact 4.40.030

trial, by whom tried 4.40.050

Multiple issues in same action 4.40.030

Partition proceedings, issues triable 7.52.070

Petition to vacate or modify superior court judgment or order 4.72.040

Reference by consent 4.48.010

Reference without consent 4.48.020

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

Trial of, action against joint debtor after judgment 4.68.060

ITINERANT PEDDLERS

Drugs, licenses 18.64.047

JACKS (See STALLIONS AND JACKS)

JAIL DISTRICTS (See JAILS, subtitle Districts)

JAILS (See also PENITENTIARY; REFORMATORIES; PRISONS AND PRISONERS)

Cities and towns

authority to build and maintain 35.21.330

city and county jail act of 1974 definitions 36.63A.020

purpose 36.63A.010

eminent domain for 8.12.030

first class cities, establishment and regulation of 35.22.280

jail commission, city and county, statewide membership, appointment, staff 36.63A.030

joint operation with counties authority for 36.63.150

powers 36.63.160

second class cities, regulation and control of 35.23.440

separation of prisoners 35.66.050

State-wide city and county jail commission abolition, effective date 36.63A.905

duties 36.63A.050

per diem and travel expenses 36.63A.040

standards, detention and correctional institutions, formulation of 36.63A.060

working of prisoners 9.92.130

City and county jail act of 1974 definitions 36.63A.020

purpose 36.63A.010

short title 36.63A.900

Commitment to (See also COMMITMENT) fees, justices of the peace 3.16.070

Counties

aliens committed to, notification of immigration authorities 4.10.70.140

camps for confinement 36.63.210, 36.63.230, 72.64.100

industrial insurance 72.64.065

city and county jail act of 1974 definitions 36.63A.020

purpose 36.63A.010
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JAILS---Cont.

Counties—Cont.

JAIL.

1. Joint acquisition and operation with cities.
2. County jail commission, city and county, state-wide.
3. Register, content and keeping of laws and regulations.
4. Inspection by department of institutions.
5. State-wide city and county jail commission.
6. Joint jails, city and county.
7. Sheriff, powers.
8. Inspection by department of institutions.
10. Grand jury to be informed of decisions.

JAILS, subtitle Districts.

2. Authority to establish.
3. Commitment.
4. Funds and regulations.
5. Superintendent, powers.
6. Prisoners.

Jailer, deputy sheriff.

Joint acquisition and operation with cities.

County.

Powers.

Jail commission.

City and county.

State-wide.

Superior court judges.

Boundaries.

Witnesses.

Register of costs.

Challenges to jurors.

JOINER.

Cont.

Civil procedure.

Challenges to jurors.

JOINER.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.

Authority to accept gifts and grants.

Citizen subcommittees.

Committee.

Cooperation with legislative council.

Created.

Executive secretary.

Powers.

Recommendations to governor.

Rules of procedure.

Subcommittees.

Studies.

Terms of office.

Witnesses.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION.

Appointment of members.

Chairman.

Signing expense voucher claims.

Creation.

Definitions.

Duties.

Executive secretary.
JT. COMM., HIGHER EDUC.——Cont.
Liaison with legislative council, legislative budget committee, joint committee on education, and other public agencies 44.30-060
Members
appointment 44.30-020
limitations on, political affiliation 44.30-025
terms 44.36-030
vacancies 44.30-035
Powers and duties
authority to receive gifts, grants, etc. 44.30-075
generally 44.30-055
recommendations to the governor and the legislature 44.30-070
Recommendations to the governor and the legislature 44.30-070
Report, to governor and legislature, contents 44.30-070
Subcommittees, authority to appoint, expenses of members 44.30-065
Terms 44.30-030
Vacancies 44.30-035

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HIGHWAYS (See LEGISLATIVE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE)

JOINT COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR ENERGY
Appointment of members 44.39.015
Chairman, approval of expense voucher claims for members 44.39.050
Composition 44.39.015
Creation 44.39.010
Director's compensation 44.39.040
employment of 44.39.040
Duties 44.39.035
Employees 44.39.040
Expenses and per diem
approval by chairman 44.39.050
members 44.39.045
Information and assistance 44.39.040
Liaison with governor's advisory council on nuclear energy and radiation 44.39.035
Liaison with state office of nuclear energy development 44.39.035
Meetings 44.39.030
Members
appointment 44.39.015
expenses and per diem 44.39.045
meetings 44.39.030
vacancies 44.39.025
Powers and duties, generally 44.39.040
Reports to the legislature 44.39.035
Studies 44.39.035
Technical and policy information to be supplied by the office of nuclear energy development 44.39.040
Terms 44.39.020
Terms of members 44.39.020
Vacancies in office 44.39.025

JOINT COMMITTEE ON URBAN AREA GOVT.
Chairman 44.36.070
Created 44.36.020
Definitions 44.36.010
Executive secretary 44.36.080
Expenses and per diem 44.36.090
Gifts and grants to 44.36.160
Legislative budget committee, consultation with 44.36.120
Legislative council consultation with and advice to committee, duties concerning 44.36.130
expenses 44.36.140
Meetings 44.36.020

JOINT COMMITTEE, URBAN AREA GOVT.—Cont.
Cont.
Membership 44.36.030
Political party representation limited 44.36.040
Powers 44.36.110
Recommendation to governor and legislature 44.36.150
Reports to governor 44.36.150
Subcommittees 44.36.070
Terms of office 44.36.050
Vacancies in office 44.36.060
Witnesses, private examination 44.36.100

JOINT COOPERATION (See INTERLOCAL COOPERATION)

JOINT COUNTY JAIL DISTRICTS (See JAILS, subtitle Districts)

JOINT DEBTORS (See also DEBTS AND DEBTORS)
Confession of judgment by enforcement 4.60.030
who may confess 4.60.030
Procedure to bind after judgment
affidavit to accompany summons 4.68.030
answer 4.68.040
defenses 4.68.040
new complaint not necessary 4.68.020
pleadings, what constitutes pleading 4.68-050
summons
contents 4.68.020
procedure 4.68.010
service 4.68.020
trial 4.68.060

JOINT DEFENDANTS (See DEFENDANTS, subtitle Joint)

JOINT DEPOSITS
Banks
payment to either 30.20.010
with right of survivorship 30.20.015

JOINT DRAWEEES
Negotiable instruments, presentment for acceptance 62A.3-504

JOINT FACT-FINDING COMMITTEE ON HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES
Highway commission to report to on Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system plans, progress and financing 47.60.470
Naches Pass tunnel and cut-off, committee duties relating to 47.56.570, 47.56.580
Study and report on outdoor advertising by committee directed 47.42.150

JOINT FERRIES (See FERRIES, subtitle County owned)

JOINT FIDUCIARIES

JOINT LIABILITY
Attachment, assignors having an interest 7.12-060
Children, liability of parents for 26.16.205
Confession of judgment
enforcement 4.60.030
who may confess 4.60.030
Confession of judgment by joint debtor enforceable against 4.60.030
Contracts
procedure to bind joint debtors after judgment Ch. 4.68
service of process and judgments 4.28.190
Family support 26.16.205
Joint debtors, procedure to bind after judgment
affidavit to accompany summons 4.68.030

JOINT LIABILITY——Cont.
Joint debtors, procedure to bind after judgment——Cont.
answer 4.68.040
defenses 4.68.040
new complaint not necessary 4.68.020
pleadings, what constitutes 4.68.050
summons
contents 4.68.020
procedure 4.68.010
service of 4.68.020
trial 4.68.060

Partners 25.04.150
Stepchildren, limitation of liability of stepparent after divorce 26.16.205

JOINT OBLIGORS

Ne exeat proceedings available to 7.44.040

JOINT OPERATING AGENCIES (See also POWER FACILITIES AND RESOURCES, subtitle Joint operating agencies)
Advancement to agency by members, interest 43.52.391
Appeals 43.52.360, 43.52.430
Board of directors auditor 43.52.375
executive committee 43.52.373
expenses and per diem 43.52.370
funds 43.52.375
members 43.52.370
officers 43.52.370
quorum 43.52.370
records 43.52.370
seal 43.52.370
treasurer 43.52.375
voting 43.52.370

Bond issues advertisement of 43.52.343
bidding 43.52.343
powers as to 43.52.341
sale of 43.52.343

Cities, contracts or compacts with agency for electric energy or falling waters 43.52.410
Dissolution 43.52.360

Electric energy apportionment basis 43.52.380
member's preference to buy 43.52.380
surplus 43.52.380
Eminent domain powers 43.52.391
Fiscal controls 43.52.375
Formation application for 43.52.360
authorized 43.52.360
order creating 43.52.360
publication of application 43.52.360
Membership in 43.52.360
Powers and duties 43.52.391
Preservation of rights 43.52.450
Public utility district properties, restriction on acquiring 43.52.391
State power commission, powers and duties of vested in 43.52.391
Steam, sale of 43.52.391
Taxation, in lieu of taxes, amount 43.52.460
United States, contracts with for power 43.52-391
Utilities and transportation commission not to govern rates 43.52.450
Validation of preexisting agencies 43.52.470
Validity of organizations, actions questioning 43.52.470
Warrants, powers as to 43.52.341
Water, sale of 43.52.391

JOINT OWNERS

Municipal local improvement assessments, payment by one 35.49.090
Receivers, appointment of 7.60.020
JOINT TENANCY
Judgment liens on real property
Methods of creation

JOINT BANK ACCOUNTS
Bank accounts
Corporations, shares of
Credit union shares and deposits, rights of

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
Combinations by forbidden Const. Art. 12 § 64.08.010

JOINT ESTATE
Bank accounts
Corporations, shares of
Credit union shares and deposits, rights of

JOINT RIDING
Motor vehicles, taking without permission, larceny

JUDGES
Absence from state vacates office Const. Art. 4 § 8
Adjudgmen, power of 2.28.120
Averting or receiving bribe, penalty 9.18.020
Attorney, may act as when 2.28.040
Bribery 9.18.010, 9.18.020, 9.18.110
Certiorari proceedings, service of writ on
Charging jury, not to comment on facts Const. Art. 4 § 16
Cities and towns, second class cities, police courts
Contempt of court (See also CONTEMPT, subtitle Judicial officers)
Disobedience of order of superior court

JOINT TENANCY (See also SURVIVORSHIP)
Bank accounts
creation of joint tenancy not to affect joint tenancy in 64.28.030
Cemetery plots 68.32.070-68.32.090
Certificates of stock, transfer to survivors 23A.08.320
Choses in action, effect upon 64.28.030
Community property agreements, effect upon 64.28.030
Corporations, shares of 23A.08.320
Credit union shares and deposits, rights of survivor 31.12.140
Creditors' rights saved upon creation of 64.28-030
Ejectment and quieting title actions, action by joint tenant against co-tenant 7.28.240
Execution of judgment on personal property 6.04.120
real property 6.04.110
Incidents of joint tenancy 64.28.010
Inheritance taxes, See TAXATION, subtitle Inheritance taxes
Judgment liens on real property 6.04.110
Methods of creation 64.28.010
Mutual savings bank deposit, effect, payment to either or survivor 32.12.030
Property tax foreclosure certificate of delinquency, redemption before day of sale 64.64.070
Registration of land titles, manner of application 65.12.005
Right of survivorship, authorization 64.28.010
Safe deposit boxes, See SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Court of appeals
Certiorari proceedings, service of writ on

JUDICIAL OFFICERS
Actuarial review system
Actuarial review system--Cont.

JUDICIAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Actuarial review system
Actuarial review system--Cont.

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Court of appeals
Certiorari proceedings, service of writ on

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Court of appeals
Certiorari proceedings, service of writ on

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Court of appeals
Certiorari proceedings, service of writ on
JUDGES—Cont.

Juries, not to charge as to matters of fact Const. Art. 4 § 16

Jury terms

discretion as to calling 2.36.090
jurors, drawing 2.36.090

Magistrates

definition of 2.20.010
judges who are 2.20.020
Washington association of, selection of member on judicial council 2.52.010

Marriage, solemnization, authorized by

Offering or giving bribe, penalty 2.23.010

Night courts

Magistrates

National guard and air national guard, excepted from 2.23.010

Powers

removal for incompetency, rights of accused judges who are 2.20.050
Superior courts--Cont.

Jurisdiction Const.

Stipulation Const. 2.71.020

Judges, disqualified Const. 2.26.040

Judges--Cont.

Superior courts--Cont.

habeas corpus bail 3.76.150
criminal charge, investigation of 3.76.150

determination of case, powers 7.36.170
determination of cause 7.36.120

discharge 7.36.150
hearings 7.36.110

summary procedure 7.36.120

limitation on inquiry 7.36.133

power to grant writ 3.76.040

power to grant writ Const. Art. 4 § 6

recommitment 7.36.150
return, determination of 7.36.110
return of writs and process, specification of time 7.36.240

returnable to 2.04.010
temporary orders 7.36.220

warrant to prevent removal or irremovable injury 7.36.190

witnesses 7.36.150

compelling attendance of 7.36.170

ineligible to other office or employment Const. Art. 4 § 15

injunctions Ch. 7.40

judicial gowns 2.04.110

judges, not to charge as to matters of fact Const. Art. 4 § 16

jurisdiction Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
injunctions 7.40.010

restraining orders 7.40.010

jurers, discretion as to calling of 2.36.090

jury districts

creation of, procedure 2.36.060
evidence of 2.36.060

certification 2.36.060

creation of, procedure 2.36.060

filing 2.36.060

legal aid county committee, member of 2.50.070

magistrates, are 2.20.020

matters heard outside of judicial district 2.08.200

member of association of superior court judges 2.16.010

nonpartisan primary

later filing period, nominee for, dies or disqualified 29.21.360

majority vote nominee to be printed on ballot 29.21.150

reopening of filings, nominee for, dies or disqualified 29.21.370

write-in candidates 29.21.150

not to practice law 2.48.200

not to practice law Const. Art. 4 § 18

oath of office 2.08.080

oath of office Const. Art. 4 § 28

powers 2.36.080
each invested with powers of all Const. Art. 4 § 5

in counties of his judicial district 2.08.190

may sit in any county Const. Art. 4 § 5

to issue writs 2.08.010

practice of law prohibited Const. Art. 4 § 19

forejudice of affidavit of prejudice 4.12.050

ground for change of venue 4.12.050

ground for change of venue 4.12.050

grounds for change of venue, 2.28.030

waiver 2.28.030

duty to excuse unft juror 2.36.110

election of 2.08.060

election of Const. Art. 4 § 5

certificate of election issued by secretary of state 29.27.110

nonpartisan primary

ballots, form 29.21.120

designation of positions to be filled 29.21.110

majority vote nominee to be printed on ballot 29.21.150

nonpartisan office 29.21.070

write-in candidates 29.21.150

eligibility Const. Art. 4 § 17

examining committee of court reporters, member of 2.32.180

family court, designation of 26.02.00

forfeiture of office for late decisions 2.08.240

grand jury

guardian ad litem, power of court to appoint 11.88.090
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JUDGES—Cont.
Superior courts—Cont.
rendition of accused persons act—Cont.
order for return of accused person to demanding court, judge or magistrate, issued by 10.91.030
preliminary hearing upon arrest of accused person 10.91.020
advise right to confront witnesses against him 10.91.020
may waive hearing and agree to be returned to demanding state 10.91.020
set time and place of hearing 10.91.020
warrant for arrest of accused person violating terms or release, issued by 10.91.010
report to judges of supreme court as to defects or omissions in statutes 2.08.250
report to judges of supreme court as to defects or omissions in statutes Const. Art. 4 § 14
reporters
appointed by in Class A counties 2.32.180
power to appoint 2.32.180
removal of 2.32.180
retirement Const. Art. 4 § 3 (Amend. 25)
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
salaries 2.08.090
salaries Const. Art. 4 § 13, Const. Art. 4 § 14
affidavit of compliance with administrator for the courts, salary withheld until 2.08.040
apportionment to counties 2.08.110
payment conditioned on affidavit of judge 2.08.100
sessions of court
may be held in any county on request Const. Art. 4 § 7
may prescribe time 2.08.030
simultaneous sessions of same court, effect of 2.08.160
state bar membership 2.48.021
state bar membership Const. Art. 4 § 17
supreme court judge pro tempore, appointment of superior court judge as 2.04.240
terms of office 2.08.070
terms of office Const. Art. 4 § 5
transcripts of test mony, ordering for public criminal defendant and juvenile 2.32.240
two appointed to judicial council 2.52.010
terms of office 2.52.020
uniform rules, to establish 2.08.230
vacancies
how filled 2.08.120
resulting from creation of additional judgeships 2.08.069
term of appointee 2.08.120
term of electee 2.08.120
visiting judges
appointed under administrator for the courts act, expenses when under appointment 2.06.070
expenses of 2.08.170
governor to appoint when requested 2.08.140
request for by judge or judges 2.08.150
requests for to governor 2.08.140
simultaneous sessions of same court, effect of 2.08.160
written notice may be issued by Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Supreme court
acknowledgment of instruments 64.08.010
affidavit as condition to salary 2.04.090
annual conference of judges 2.56.060

JUDGES—Cont.
Supreme court—Cont.
chief justice
appointing power, Washington state bar association members to judicial counsel 2.52.010
chairman of judicial council 2.52.030
member of judicial council 2.52.010
term of office 2.52.020
selection of Const. Art. 4 § 3
classification by Const. Art. 4 § 3
clerk appointed by Const. Art. 4 § 22
decisions to be in writing with grounds stated Const. Art. 4 § 2
deduction for judges' retirement fund 2.12.050
defects or omissions in law, reporting to governor Const. Art. 4 § 25
defined, as judicial officer 2.28.030
ineligible to other than judicial office Const. Art. 4 § 15
disqualification of 2.28.030
election of 2.04.071
election of Const. Art. 4 § 3
nonpartisan primary
ballots, form 29.21.120
designation of positions to be filled 29.21.110
majority vote nominee to be printed on ballot 29.21.150
nonpartisan office 29.21.070
write-in candidates 29.21.150
eligibility Const. Art. 4 § 17
in banc hearings, how ordered 2.04.150
habeas corpus
bail 7.36.150
criminal charge, investigation of 7.36.150
determination of case, powers 7.36.160
discharge 7.36.150
hearings
adjournment of 7.36.110
summary procedure 7.36.120
limitation on inquiry 7.36.130
powers to grant writ 7.36.040
power to grant writ Const. Art. 4 § 4
recommitment 7.36.150
return, determination of 7.36.110
return of writs and process, specification of 7.36.220
warrant to prevent removal or irreparable injury 7.36.190
apprehension of offending party 7.36.200
writs, issuance authorized Const. Art. 4 § 4
Unfinished private law business 2.48.200
Use of sound-truck similar device in or near residence of, obstructing justice by, penalty 9.27.015
Veterans, reemployment rights 73.16.041
Visiting judges, assigned under administrator for the courts act, duty to obey, salary withheld 2.56.040
Witnesses, power to compel attendance, prepayment or tender of fees, subsistence allowance, and travel allowance 5.56.010

JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Supreme court—Cont.
recall, judges as subject to Const. Art. 1 § 33 (Amend. 8)
report to by judges of superior court concerning defects or omissions in laws 2.08.250
report to by judges of superior court concerning defects or omissions in laws Const. Art. 4 § 25
report to governor on defects or omissions in laws 2.04.230
reporter, appointment of Const. Art. 4 § 18
retirement plan, See RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
salaries 2.04.090
salaries Const. Art. 4 § 13, Const. Art. 4 § 14
selection of representative to judicial counsel 2.52.010
state bar membership 2.48.021
state bar membership Const. Art. 4 § 17
term of office 2.04.071
term of office Const. Art. 4 § 3
vacancy
appointee to fill 2.04.100
electee to fill 2.04.100
how filled 2.04.100
term of appointee 2.04.100
term of electee 2.04.100
venue change of superior court judge due to prejudice, appointment by 4.12.040
writs, issuance authorized Const. Art. 4 § 4
Unfinished private law business 2.48.200
Use of sound-truck similar device in or near residence of, obstructing justice by, penalty 9.27.015
Veterans, reemployment rights 73.16.041
Visiting judges, assigned under administrator for the courts act, duty to obey, salary withheld 2.56.040
Witnesses, power to compel attendance, prepayment or tender of fees, subsistence allowance, and travel allowance 5.56.010

JUDGES OF ELECTIONS (See ELECTIONS)
JUDGMENT ROLL (See JUDGMENTS)
JUDGMENTS (See also DECREES)
Abstracts, of contents 4.64.090
entry in execution docket 4.64.120
indexing of 4.64.120
Actions for recovery of possession of personal property 4.56.080
Adoption proceedings, See ADOPTION, subtitle Decree of adoption
Affect real property, filing with county auditor, notice 65.04.070
Agreed cases
courts power to render 4.52.010
enforcement 4.52.010
entering in judgment book 4.52.020
judgment roll requisites 4.52.020
Amount, abstract of judgment entry 4.64.090
Appeals
execution docket entry of appeal 4.64.080
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Arbitration
appeals 7.04.220
authorized, when 7.04.190
docketing 7.04.200
effect 7.04.210
enforcement of 7.04.210
Assignee of can sue in own name 4.08.080
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JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Assignment for benefit of creditors, except
to claims 7.08.080
Assignment of
acknowledgment of 4.56.090
execution in name of assignee 6.04.070
filing 4.56.090
notice of, procedure 4.56.090
Attachment (See also ATTACHMENTS)
default not due 7.1.150
defendant, for, effect 7.12.240
redelivery bonds, on 7.12.260
Attorney's lien upon 60.40.010
Assignment for or against any party or parties 4.56.030
Bail forfeiture 10.19.100
Banks or trust companies holding, when cease
to be assets 30.04.130
Bar to another action, when
challenge to sufficiency of evidence 4.56.150
merits, decision on 4.56.120
official bonds 42.08.040
Certified abstracts of, liens commencing on
(RCW 60.08.050
Constructive service, reopening after judgment
Banks or trust companies holding, when cease
to be assets 30.04.130
Bar to another action, when
challenge to sufficiency of evidence 4.56.150
merits, decision on 4.56.120
official bonds 42.08.040
Certified abstracts of, liens commencing on
(RCW 60.08.050
Counties, execution against 6.04.140
Cities and towns
second class, power to pay 4.28.200
judgment and sentence 7.20.090
Decisions of superior courts, time limit for
presentation 4.72.080
Declaratory judgments, See DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS
Default—Cont.
court commissioners power to enter 224-
.040
notice and summons as to 4.28.040
permitted, when 4.56.160
procedure to obtain 4.56.160
proof of cause or demand 4.56.160
proof of service of process 4.56.160
redemption rights on mortgage foreclosure
lost where property abandoned, rights not lost where deficiency judgment 61-
.12.094
relief or scope of judgment 4.56.160
justice court civil actions 12.20.020
set-off or counterclaim, default judgment
for amount greater than 4.56.160
justice court civil action 12.20.020
set-off or counterclaim, default judgment
for amount greater than 4.56.160
justice court civil action 12.20.020
time required before default entered 4.28-
.060
unanswered amended complaint 4.32.160
vacation of, defendant not personally served
4.28.200
Defendants, against, one or more au-
thorized 4.56.040
Defenses, See DEFENSES
Defined 4.56.010
Dinging and drainage improvement districts, judgment liability, levy for 85.08.460
Discharge of, execution docket entry 4.64.080
Dismissal
absence of party from trial 4.44.030
grounds 4.56.120
Discharge of, execution docket entry 4.64.080
Dissolution of marriage, decree of dissolution
26.09.030
Divorce, final decree nunc pro tunc 26.09.290
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol.
0
Ejectment and quieting title actions
action by known heirs after ten years pos-
session to quiet title 7.28.010
action by person in possession against un-
known heirs and presumed deceased persons 7.28.010
actions to quiet title and recover real prop-
erty 7.28.010
appointment of trustee to carry into effect
7.28.010
action by person in possession against un-
known heirs and presumed deceased persons 7.28.010
actions to quiet title and recover real prop-
erty 7.28.010
announcement of to treasurer 8.12.360
appeals not to affect 8.12.350
acting against landlord, when 7.28.130
counterclaims for permanent improvements
and taxes paid 7.28.180
lis pendens, effect on 7.28.260
plaintiff's right to possession expires before
7.28.190
quieting title against outlawed mortgage
7.28.300
Elections, contest of election, judgment con-
firming or setting aside election 29.65.050
Eminent domain, set-off for benefits to re-
main ing property, judgment limitations
8.25.240
Eminent domain against state lands, filing
with commissioner of public lands 8.28.010
Eminent domain by cities
acceptance of award waives appeal 8.12.200
assessments for local improvements
appeals not to affect 8.12.350
certification of to treasurer 8.12.360
effect of judgment 8.12.350
lien of 8.12.350
entry of 8.12.160
final, effect 8.12.190
Eminent domain by corporations
damages, for 8.20.080
depreciation of 8.20.090
filing 8.20.090
railroad right-of-way action 8.20.140
recording 8.20.090
waiver of appeal, effect 8.20.120
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JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Eminent domain by counties
appropiations, judgment for 8.08.060
damages, judgment for 8.08.060

Eminent domain by school districts
damages for 8.16.110
degree of appropriation 8.16.110
entry 8.16.110

Eminent domain by state
appeal waived 8.04.150
buildings, supplemental judgment for lien of
costs of moving 8.04.114
ingry of judgment of appropriation 8.04.120
immediate possession proceedings 8.04.094
recording of judgment of appropriation 8.12.000

Eminent domain proceedings (See also EMINENT DOMAIN)
effect on unknown interests parties 4.28.

Enforcement of
action for damages against Puget Sound
ferry and toll bridge system, limitation
on enforcement of 47.60.270
agreed cases 4.52.020
arbitration judgments 7.04.210
by parties 2.44.010
confessed judgments of persons jointly lia-
bile 4.60.090
conveyance of real property Ch. 6.28
execution
assignee of judgment 6.04.070
clerk's duties 6.04.050
contents of writ 6.04.040
delivery of property 6.04.030
executors and administrators, by 6.04.070
exemptions, See EXEMPTIONS FROM EXECUTION
form of writ of execution 6.04.040
franchises subject to sale on execution
6.04.080-6.04.095
homesteads, against, See HOMESTEADS
judgment 6.20.050
justice court actions Ch. 12.24
levy and sale
generally 6.04.100
joint property, on
personal property 6.04.120
real property 6.04.110
justice court proceeding 12.24.160
partnership property, personal property
6.04.120
tenancy in common, on real property
6.04.110
particular cases 6.04.030
payment of money 6.04.030
personal property, bond to retain posses-
sion 6.04.130
personal representatives, by 6.04.070
public corporations, against 6.04.140
attachments, when 6.04.150
sheriff's duties 6.04.050
time limitation 6.04.010
justice court proceedings 12.24.140
writ in certain cases 6.04.030

exemptions from execution, See EXEMP-
TIONS FROM EXECUTION
foreign judgments, uniform act—Cont.
foreign judgments, uniform act—Cont.
forum without jurisdiction of judgment
developer, notice to last known address
6.36.050
interest 6.36.140
judgment creditor, former rights pre-
served 6.36.160
levy on property of judgment debtor
6.36.060
orders setting aside a registration, effect
6.36.100
registration 6.36.020, 6.36.030
sale under levy 6.36.130
satisfaction of judgments, effect 6.36.150
set-off 6.36.080
summons 6.36.040
juvenile court orders, time limitation for
enforcement 13.04.105
power of courts 2.28.010
procedure to bind joint debtors after judg-
ment Ch. 4.68
supplemental proceedings, See SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEEDINGS
Enforcement of attachment, See ATTACH-
MENTS
Entry in journal, requisites 4.64.030
Entry of
confessed judgments 46.0.070
confession of judgment statement in writing
to authorize 46.0.060
execution docket
proof of executor or administrator for ex-
ecution of judgments in name of 6.04.070
proof of representative for execution of
judgments in name of 6.04.070
expiration of lien measured from 4.56.210
fees, justice of the peace 3.1 6.070
final judgment quasi in rem 6.36.120
final personal judgment, authorized when
6.36.070

JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Enforcement of—Cont.
exemptions, See EXEMPTIONS FROM EXECUTION
form of writ 6.04.040
franchises subject to sale on execution 6.04.080-6.04.095
homesteads (See also HOMESTEADS)
application for appraisal
appointment of appraiser 6.12.180
authorized, when 6.12.140
notice of hearing
contents 6.12.170
service 6.12.170
oath of appraiser 6.12.190
petition
contents 6.12.150
filing of service 6.12.160
service of copy 6.12.170
verified 6.12.150
proof of service 6.12.180
report of appraiser 6.12.210
view of premises 6.12.200
bids must exceed exemption 6.12.240
costs 6.12.280
division of property 6.12.220
exemptions, See EXEMPTIONS FROM EXECUTION
levy 6.12.140
petition of appraisal to receive levied upon
6.12.150
proceeds of sale, disposition 6.12.250
sale of property not divisible 6.12.220
justice court judgments Ch. 12.24
kinds 6.04.020
levy and sale
generally 6.04.100
personal property 6.04.120
real property 6.04.110
justice court proceeding 12.24.160
partnership property, personal property
6.04.120
tenancy in common, on real property
6.04.110
limited partner, receiver 25.08.220
particular cases, in 6.04.030
partner, collection 25.08.280
payment of money 6.04.030
personal property, bond to retain possession
6.04.130
personal representatives, by 6.04.070
property against 6.04.040
personal property, by 6.04.070
property subject to 6.04.030
justice court actions 12.24.160
public corporations, against 6.04.140
attachments, when 6.04.150
referees' power as to 2.24.060
sale under
franchises 6.04.080-6.04.095
justice court procedure 12.24.160
probate, execution sales to satisfy judg-
ment lien 11.40.130
sheriff's duties 6.04.050
subrogation, justice court actions 12.24.060
time limitation for 6.04.010
justice court procedure 12.24.100

trust property
exemption where trust from person other
than judgment debtor 6.32.250
exceptions 30.30.120
writ in certain cases 6.04.030
Execution by parties 2.44.010

Execution docket
abstract of verdict entries 4.64.100
abstract to another county 6.04.100
certificate of lien cessation entry, effect
4.64.100
entries in (contents) 4.64.080
entry of certified abstracts of judgments by
clerk 4.64.120
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Execution docket—Cont.
entry of verdict in 4.64.020
inspection of by public, when allowed 4.64-040
keeping of 4.64.060
location of 4.64.060
public record, status as 4.64.060

Executors and administrators, against
default judgment as evidence of assets 11.48-160
effect of judgment if on set-off action 4.56-010

Extension of prohibited 4.56.210
Farm crop liens
Indictments, pleading of judgments, facts as to
Filiation proceedings
Fees, collection by superior court clerk

Index of
[RCW (Ddex--p

Industrial loan companies, when considered
Injunctions—Cont.
Injunctions—Cont.

injunction to prevent proceedings on 7.40-020
obscene materials 7.42.030
stay of proceedings after judgment 7.40.110
damages on dissolution 7.40.190, 7.40.200
disposition of money collected 7.40.140
Insurance, reciprocal insurers, subscribers' liability 48.10.260
Interest on, rate of 4.56.110
Joint debtors

procedure to bind after judgment 4.64.190
affidavit to accompany summons 4.68.030
application for commitment on failure to
appear 7.33.200
bond to secure
enforcement, execution on 26.24.090, 26.24.110
modifications 26.24.150
successive 26.24.110

Final
errors reviewable by appeal to supreme
court 4.80.050
exceptions to, necessity of 4.80.050
Forfeitures
appeal from, bond 59.12.200
default by defendant 59.12.120
execution of 59.12.170
generally 59.12.170
Foreign
enforcement of, uniform act, See JUDGMENTS, subtitle Enforcement of Foreign judgments
debt
defenses available against 5.44.030
evidence, as, faith accorded to 7.33.200
enforcement of, uniform act Ch. 6.36

Forfeiture, intoxicating liquor 66.32.070

Garnishment
decree to deliver up effects 7.33.220
default judgments 7.33.220
deposits in court not paid 7.33.200
garnishee's failure to answer 7.33.190
reopening of 7.33.190

discharge of garnishee upon uncontested
answer 7.33.180
execution of judgment against defendant 7.33.210
execution of judgment against garnishee 7.33.210
garnishee, against 7.33.200

grounds for issuance of writ 7.33.010
inclusion in 7.33.290
of judgment debtor 7.12.180
state and political subdivisions 7.33.060

Habeas corpus

limitation on inquiry into 7.36.130
summary determination 7.36.120

Harmless error disregarded 4.36.240

Husband and wife, limitation on enforcement of payment of 26.32.120
Illegitimacy proceedings 26.24.080, 26.24.090,
26.24.110, 26.24.150

Impeachment, extent of judgment Const. Art. 5 1 2

Index of 4.64.070

Indictments, pleadings of judgments, facts as to jurisdiction need not be pleaded in 10.37-100

Industrial insurance, delinquency, property acquired by state on execution 51.16.180
Industrial loan companies, when considered as asset 31.04.210

Injunctions
injunction to prevent interference with 7.40-020

JUDGMENTS—Cont.

Injunctions—Cont.
judgment roll to include copy of, when 4.64.040

rulings or decisions embodied in, except-
tions need not be taken 4.64.030
judgments recorded in 4.64.030

Justices of the peace
certified transcript of
entry in execution docket by clerk 4.64-120
indexing of by clerk 4.64.120
contempt
docket entries 3.28.050
form of 3.28.050
criminal proceedings, fine and costs 10.04-110

default
failure of defendant to appear and plead as grounds for 12.20.020
release or relief on appeal 12.20.020
setting aside of default judgment, procedure 12.20.020
vacation of default judgment, procedure 12.20.020

dismissal of action without prejudice
failure of plaintiff to appear 12.20.020

used by sheriff 5.66.120

jurisdiction need not be pleaded in
acquired by state on execution

Liens

cession of certificate to another county 4.64.100
execution docket procedure 4.64.100
when 4.64.100
common property, subject to, real property

JUDGMENTS—Cont.

Liens—Cont.
community property, subject to 26.16.040
discharge of by satisfaction of judgment for
money only 4.56.100
enforcement of local improvement special assessments 4.16.030
state a party 4.92.010
expiration of 4.56.210
extension of lien prohibited 4.56.210
fines in criminal actions a lien against real
property of defendant 10.64.080
joint property subject to, real property 6.04-110
logging, order of sale 60.24.190
mechanics and materialmen's liens, personal
judgment to enforce 60.04.130
notice of entry of verdict as 4.64.020
priority 4.64.020
personal property, commencement of 4.56-190
probate
order of payment of claim 11.76.110
procedure 11.40.130
real property, on commencement of 4.56.200
creation of 4.56.190
duration 4.56.190
joint property, subject to 6.04.110
notice of entry of verdict as, priority 4.64.020
revival of 4.56.225
small claims 12.40.110
lien becomes on nonpayment 12.40.110

tenancy in common subject to real property

vacation or modification of superior court
judgments, liens preserved on modification
4.72.050

Liens upon registered land, when becomes 65.12.540

Limitation of actions on 4.16.040
Lost or destroyed, replacement Ch. 5.48

Mandamus proceedings

damages and costs, for 7.16.260
defined 7.16.020

peremptory mandate 7.16.260

Mechanics' liens 60.04.130
Medical service liens, amount authorized 60.44.010
Mentally ill, vacation or modification of judgments against 4.72.010, 4.72.030

Minors, against 4.72.010, 4.72.030
Modification of (See also JUDGMENTS, subtitle Vacation or modification of)
execution docket entry 4.64.080

Mortgage foreclosure 61.12.060
Motor vehicle financial responsibility law, payment of judgment debtor from deposit of security requirements 46.29.150
Motor vehicle traffic violations, records kept 46.52.100

Municipal local improvement assessments
foreclosure, alternative method 35.50.260
foreclosure proceedings 35.50.100

Mutual savings banks, when not asset 32.12-100

N.O.V., motion for

effect on entry of judgment 4.64.010
review of errors during 4.80.050

Non suits
challenge to, sufficiency of evidence, on 4.56.150
effect of 4.56.120

grounds 4.56.120

Nuisances
actions against places of prostitution, assig-
nation or lewdness 7.48.090
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JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Nuisances—Cont.
damages or executions on 7.48.250
execution of 7.48.020
voluntary abatement of prostitution, assignation, or lewdness, effect on 7.48.110
Official bonds, justices of the peace 3.04.070
Partition proceedings 7.52.100, 7.52.110
distribution of proceeds of sale 7.52.220
liens, unsatisfied
• certificate of county clerk 7.52.160
• existence, ascertaining of 7.52.160, 7.52.170
notice to judgment creditor on sale of property 7.52.180
petition 7.52.170
referee, appointment of 7.52.170
Partnerships
against partner
execution 6.04.120
how collected 25.04.280
receiver appointed 25.04.280
limited partner, receivership 25.08.220
Personal representatives, against default judgment as evidence of assets 11.48.160
Pleading of, manner 7.52.170
Pleadings on jury may assess amount of recovery when 4.24.045
procedure 4.56.180
when 4.56.180
Prenuptial debts, effect of community property law upon enforcement 26.16.200
Probate
default judgment as evidence of assets 11.48.160
several personal representatives considered 2.28.090
Prohibition proceedings
damages and costs, for 7.16.320
defined 7.16.020
Property owners delinquent in assessment payments, warrants acceptable 35.45.140
Quo warranto proceedings
actions to recover escheats and forfeitures 7.56.120
annulment or vacation of patent, certificate or deed 7.56.150
corporations, against 7.56.110
ouster or forfeiture 7.56.100
right to office contest 7.56.050
Real property, on affecting, filing with county auditor, notice 65.04.070
commencement of 4.56.200
conveyance, compelling real estate conveyance, attachments 6.28.080
county auditors recording notice, effect as 65.04.070
unknown heirs in property actions, effect of 4.28.160
Record index to include 4.64.070
Record of
lost or destroyed, appeal time extended, when 5.48.050
open to public 4.64.070
replacement if lost or destroyed appeal time extended 5.48.050
hearing 5.48.040
methods 5.48.020
procedure 5.48.030
Recording of. See RECORDING AND FILING
Recovery of money
attachment to enforce against public corporations 6.04.150
execution against public corporation 6.04.140
Referee's report
judgment on 4.48.090
motion for judgment on 4.48.080, 4.48.090
JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Registered land affected, memorial on certificate of title 4.56.000
Rendition date, abstract of judgment to contain 4.64.090
Rendition of, fees of salaried justices of the peace 3.16.080
Renewals, record index to include 4.64.070
Reopening by one constructively served 4.28.200
Replevin 4.56.080
Reversal of, costs on where new trial ordered 4.88.260
Reversal on appeal, eviction of judicial sale purchaser 6.24.110
Reversal tolls limitation on action of plaintiff 4.16.240
Revival of extension prohibited 4.56.210
period applicable for 4.56.225
procedure 4.56.225
time limitation on 4.56.225
Roll arbitration
contests 7.04.200
filing 7.04.200
certiorari proceedings 7.16.140
complaint, judgment roll component when 4.64.045
contents 4.64.040
identification of 4.64.050
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Satisfaction of acknowledgments, certification and taking of by inferior judicial officers 2.28.090
by judges of superior and supreme courts 2.28.124
attachment property, from insufficient property 7.12.220
proceeds from sales 7.12.210
sale under execution 7.12.210
surplus property 7.12.220
unsatisfied execution 7.12.230
attorney's authority 2.44.010
execution against public corporations required 6.04.140
execution docket entry 4.64.080
foreign judgments, enforcement of, uniform act 6.36.150
motor vehicle financial responsibility law, satisfaction of judgment 46.29.390
municipal corporations, against 6.04.150
payment of money only, procedure 4.56.100
public corporations, against 6.04.150
state, judgments against 4.92.040
Supplemental proceedings 6.32.110
Second class cities, against, power to pay 35.23.440
Securities for costs, on 4.84.240
Set-off action
dismissal motion by plaintiff barred if defendant seeks set-off 4.56.120
mutual judgments between parties, set-off of one against another, justice court procedure 12.24.070
Set-offs and counterclaims affirmative relief for defendant 4.56.075
balance due from plaintiff 4.56.075
equals to plaintiff's demand 4.56.060
executors or administrators, against 4.56.050
less than plaintiff's demand 4.56.060
Several defendants against, contribution and subrogation on judicial sale of property, procedure 6.24.120
Several defendants or plaintiffs 4.56.030
Small claims in justice court 12.40.110
State, against, satisfaction of without execution 4.92.040
JUDGMENTS—Cont.
Stay of execution
allowed, when 6.08.010
justice court proceedings 12.24.010
bail forfeiture judgment 10.19.100
bonds
amount 6.08.020
condition 6.08.020
execution on 6.08.060
filling 6.08.050
judgments against sureties 6.08.060
justice court proceedings 12.24.020
sureties
justification of 6.08.030
qualification of 6.08.030
required 6.08.000
insurance, hearings, actions pending 48.04.020
judgment against sureties 6.08.060
justice court proceedings Ch. 12.24
justices of the peace
appeal from judgment of in civil action, stays execution 12.36.030
criminal proceedings, recognizance to pay stays execution of judgment of fine 10.14.120
part of period, for 6.08.040
set-off of mutual judgments, procedure 24.080
Subrogation on execution 6.24.120
Superior courts
books to be kept 36.23.030
clerk to enter 2.32.050
must be rendered within ninety days after submission Const. Art. 4 § 20
records to be kept 36.23.030
Supplemental proceedings. See SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEEDINGS
Supreme court
clerk to enter 2.32.050
department decisions, judgments on, when 2.04.160
en banc decisions, issuance of, when 2.04.170
finality of as to parties 2.04.220
power of execution of judgments given 2.04.020
Sureties on stay of execution bond, against 6.08.060
Tax collection 82.32.220
Taxation, tax claims 82.32.220
Taxes, excise tax refund and credit 82.32.060
Tort claims against state
copy of judgments sent to budget director 4.92.040
payment of judgment, procedure 4.92.160
payment of judgment proper charge against agency or department 4.92.170
stipulation for judgment against state, authority of attorney general 4.92.150
Townships
how collected 45.64.070
tax levy for 45.64.080
Transcript of, satisfaction or release, county auditor, duty of 65.04.060
Transcripts of
fees, justices of the peace 3.16.070
record index to include 4.64.070
renewals, record index to include 4.64.070
Unknown heirs and claimants served by public notice
• publication, effect of judgment on 4.28.160
Urban renewal property, exemption from 35.81.120
Utilities and transportation commission, See UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION, subtitle Judgments
Utilities and transportation commission order review by superior court 80.04.170, 81.04.170
Vacation or modification of conditions precedent 4.72.050
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JUDGMENTS---Cont.

Vacation or modification of----Cont.

Personnel

Composition of

Procedure, rules governing 2.52.030

JUDICIAL COUNCIL---Cont.

Report to governor 2.52.050

Report to legislature 2.52.050

Reports to 2.52.060

administrator for the courts 2.56.030

Subpoena power, enforcement of 2.52.070

Vacancies in offices of 2.52.020

JUDICIAL DISTRICTS

Population under 25,000 court reporters 2.32.220

joint reporters 2.32.230

Reporters

appointment of 2.32.180

bond 2.32.180

duties 2.32.200

expenses 2.32.210

number, limitation on 2.32.180

oath of office 2.32.180

officer of the court, is 2.32.180

power of judge to appoint 2.32.180

qualifications of 2.32.180

removal of 2.32.180

salary 2.32.210

term of office 2.32.180

Superior court judges

allocation of 2.08.061–2.08.065

powers in counties within 2.08.190

salaries, apportionment to counties 2.08.110

JUDICIAL NOTICE

Administrative hearings, judicial notice of facts 34.04.100

Administrative rules 34.04.050

Cities and towns

advancement of classification 35.06.070

first class cities, charters 35.22.110

City or town ordinance 4.36.110

Foreign laws, uniform law Ch. 5.24

Mortgages, economic conditions 61.12.060

Ordnances of cities and towns 4.36.110

Private statutes, when 4.36.090

Public laws of other states and territories Ch. 5.24

Statutes, constitutions, laws of other states and territories, uniform law Ch. 5.24

JUDICIAL OFFICERS (See also JUDGES; JUSTICES OF THE PEACE)

Absence forfeits office, when Const. Art. 4 § 8

Adjournment, power of 2.28.120

Attorney, when may act as 2.28.040

Contempt, power to punish for 2.28.070

Defined 2.28.030

Disqualification of waiver 2.28.030

test 2.28.030

when 2.28.030

Fees prohibited, exception Const. Art. 4 § 13

Impeachment liability, exception Const. Art. 5 § 2

Inferior, powers 2.28.090

Oath of office Const. Art. 4 § 28

Powers of 2.28.060

Recall, not subject to Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)

Removal by legislature Const. Art. 4 § 9

JUDICIAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM

Administration of system 2.10.050

Beneficiary, defined 2.10.030

Constitutions, employee, employer 2.10.090

Coverage 2.10.040

Created 2.10.040

Definitions 2.10.030

Final average salary, defined 2.10.030

Funding of system 2.10.090

Hearings, See JUDICIAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM, subtitle Retirement board, hearings

Index, defined 2.10.030

JUDICIAL RETIREMENT SYSTEM—Cont.

Cont.

Judge

defined 2.10.030

filing of statement of income, failure to file, false statement 2.10.150

retirement

compulsory age 2.10.100

disability 2.10.120

for service 2.10.100

Judicial review 2.10.200

no bond required 2.10.210

Purpose 2.10.020

Retirement allowance

cost of living adjustments 2.10.170

defined 2.10.10

exemption from taxation and judicial process 2.10.180

for disability 2.10.120, 2.10.130

exemption from taxation and judicial process 2.10.180

procedure 2.10.120

for service 2.10.110

exemption from taxation and judicial process 2.10.180

reduction 2.10.150

survivorship benefits 2.10.030

Retirement board

actuarial evaluation 2.10.070

administration of system 2.10.050

chairman 2.10.060

defined 2.10.030

duties 2.10.070

established 2.10.050

geneneral powers and duties 2.10.050, 2.10.070

hearings

court 2.10.200

notice 2.10.190

prior to judicial review 2.10.190

required 2.10.190

meetings 2.10.060

members 2.10.060

reimbursement 2.10.070

officers 2.10.060

record of proceedings 2.10.070

request for appropriation from legislature 2.10.080

rules and regulations 2.10.050, 2.10.070

terms 2.10.060

vacancies 2.10.060

vice chairman 2.10.060

Retirement for service or age 2.10.100

Retirement fund

defined 2.10.030

funding of system 2.10.090

state treasurer

custodian of funds and securities 2.10.080

depository of 2.10.080

disbursement from 2.10.080

Salary, monthly

deductions 2.10.090

defined 2.10.030

Service, defined 2.10.030

Short title 2.10.010

Surviving spouse

benefits 2.10.140

cancellation 2.10.140, 2.10.160

cost of living adjustments 2.10.170

exemption from taxation and judicial process 2.10.180

reduction 2.10.160

defined 2.10.030

filing of statement of earnings, failure to file, false statement 2.10.160

Transfer to system from chapter 2.12 RCW 2.10.040, 2.10.220

prior service credit 2.10.220

time limit 2.10.040

to be in writing 2.10.040, 2.10.220.
JURIES AND JURORS—Cont.
Criminal cases—Cont.
challenges—Cont.
cause, for 10.49.040
panel, to 10.49.030
percentage, number 10.49.060
civil rules apply as to selection 10.49.020
communicating with juror 9.51.030, 9.18.070
contempt, disorderly or contemptuous be-
behaviors before jury, penalty Ch. 9.23
criminaly insane instructions on 10.77.040
custody of, expense of 10.49.110
defined 9.01.010
discharge, all not present when verdict
rendered to court 10.61.040
fees
amount of 10.46.190
convicted person liable for 10.46.190
grand jury, See GRAND JURY
guilty plea, waiver of, exception as to mur-
der 10.49.010
insanity cases, instructions to 10.77.040
justice of the peace 10.04.050
list of jurors delivered to defendant 10.46.
030
misconduct, new trial ground 10.67.010
number, twelve 10.49.020
justices court, number of 10.04.050
oath of 10.49.100
alternate jurors 10.49.070
panel challenges to 10.49.030
polling of 10.61.040
punishment, court to fix 10.61.050
receiving unauthorized material, new trial
ground 10.67.010
reconsideration of verdict 10.61.060
rendition of verdict 10.61.040
right of accused to impartial jury const.
Art. 1 § 22 (Amend. 10)
selected same as in civil cases 10.49.020
separation of jury 2.36.140
view of place of crime permissible 10.58.080
waiver of
guilty plea, exception as to murder 10.49.
010
permitted except in capital cases 10.01.
060
Death penalty scruples, grounds for challeng-
ing 10.49.050
Demonstration of any kind in or near resi-
dence of, obstructing justice, penalty 9.27.
015
Discharging district's improvement proceedings,
general provisions 85.05.120
Discharge of
all not present when verdict rendered to
court, criminal cases 10.61.040
challenge to sufficiency of evidence sustained
4.56.150
disagreement 4.44.330
illness of juror, because of 4.44.290
on giving verdict 4.44.460
without verdict
effect 4.44.340
when 4.44.330
Eminent domain, generally Const. Art. 1 § 16
(Amend. 9)
Eminent domain by cities, See EMINENT
DOMAIN, subtitle Cities and towns
Eminent domain by corporations
adjudication of damages 8.20.080
order directing summoning of 8.20.070
waiver of for ascertaining compensation
Const. Art. 1 § 16 (Amend. 9)
Eminent domain by counties
impaneling 8.08.050
instructions to 8.08.050
required, when 8.08.040
selection of jury 8.08.050
swearing of 8.08.050
verdicts 8.08.050
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Intimidating or threatening juror, penalty 4.44.120
Irregularity in proceedings of, new trial ground 4.44.090

Juror, defined as to criminal law 9.01.010
Juror, drawing of, of electronic data processing random selection method 2.36.093

Jury box

drawing of jurors, procedure 2.36.090
impaneling procedure 4.44.120
relocation of officer drawing, penalty 9.51-100
number of 2.36.060
number of names in 2.36.060
preparation for drawing 2.36.060

Jury districts

creation of, procedure 2.36.060
jurors selected from, number 2.36.060
jury fees, taxable cost, as 4.44.110

Jury lists

additional jurors for petit jury 2.36.130
admission 2.36.060
creation of
expenses of 2.36.060
procedure 2.36.060
electronic data processing random selection method 2.36.063
exempt persons, omission from 2.36.080
exceptions 2.36.080
filing 2.36.060

Jury of inquest

authorized 2.36.020
compensation and mileage 2.36.150
defined 2.36.160
duty 26.04.040
jurisdiction 2.36.160
jurors
number of 2.36.160
qualifications 2.36.160
master jury list 2.36.063
penalty for nonattendance 26.04.030
verdict 26.04.070

Jury room, allowing juror to leave jury room
penalty 9.51.030

Jury terms

drawing of
number of 2.36.090
procedure 2.36.090
length of service 2.36.090

Jury trials, See TRIALS, subtitle Jury trials

Justices of the peace

civil procedure

demand for jury trial 12.12.030
discharge upon disagreement 12.12.090
fee 12.12.090
fine for nonappearance 12.12.100
impaneling of 12.12.050
oath 12.12.070
qualifications 12.12.030
selection for panel 12.12.050
striking names from panel 12.12.050
summons to jurors 12.12.060

criminal procedure

demand for 10.04.050
jurisdiction in superior court, no jury permitted 10.04.050
number of jurors 10.04.050

Juvenile courts, cases tried without jury 13.04-030

Legal advisors, prosecuting attorney as 36.27-020

Legal holidays

requests for instructions 2.28.100
verdict received on 2.28.100

Mentally ill, ground for challenging of 4.44-160

Misconduct of

trial new ground 4.47.020
officer drawing, penalty 9.51.010
proof of 4.47.020

JURIES AND JURORS—Cont.

Municipal court 35.20.090

Number of jurors 4.44.120

criminal procedure 10.49.020

in courts not of record Const. Art. 1 § 21

justices of the peace

civil proceeding 12.12.030
criminal procedure 10.04.050

number necessary for verdict Const. Art. 1 § 21

Oaths 4.44.260

criminal procedure 10.49.070, 10.49.100

exercising excuse from jury service, examined under 2.36.100

grand jurors 10.27.070

justice court civil actions 12.12.070

Open venue by stipulation of parties 2.36.130

Per diem and expenses, payment by county 36.01.060

Peremptory challenges, See JURIES AND JURORS, subtitle Challenges to jurors

Petit jury

additional jurors 2.36.130
defined 2.36.050
justice court, compensation and mileage 2.36.150
number of jurors 2.36.050
selection of 2.36.050
superior court, compensation and mileage 2.36.150

Picketing or parading in or near residence of, obstructing justice by, penalty 9.27.015

Polling of 4.44.390, 4.44.400
criminal procedure 10.61.040

Promising decision or verdict, penalty 9.18.070

Punishment, court to fix, not jury 10.61.050

Refreshments, person in charge permitting, penalty 9.51.030

Religious freedom, not incompetent because of religious opinion Const. Art. 1 § 11

(Amend. 34)

Rendering verdict

criminal proceedings 10.61.040

number necessary for Const. Art. 1 § 21

number who must agree in civil actions 4.44.380

procedure 4.44.360-4.44.380

Residence of
demonstration of any kind in or near, obstructing justice, penalty 9.27.015

picketing or parading in or near, obstructing justice by, penalty 9.27.015

of sound-truck or similar device in or near residence of, obstructing justice by, penalty 9.27.015

Verdicts, See VERDICTS

View of place of crime permissible 10.58.080

View of premises by

commercial waterway district proceeding 91.04.290
procedure 4.44.270

Waiver

criminal proceedings 10.01.060, 10.49.010

for ascertaining compensation in eminent domain Const. Art. 1 § 16 (Amend. 9)

venue change, effect on in criminal cases 4.12.040

Witnesses, competency as 5.60.010

JURISDICTION

(See also VENUE)

Acquired, when 4.28.020

Action to be brought where subject matter or property is situated 4.12.010

Actions to be brought in county where cause arose 4.12.020

Alien insurers 4.08.025

Animals trespassing upon cultivated land, justice of the peace has exclusive jurisdiction 16.04.040

Assignment for benefit of creditors, assignee selection 7.08.030

Attachment

constables 7.12.330

demand for 7.12.330

justices courts 7.12.330

sheriffs 7.12.330

Board of tax appeals 82.03.130

Bodies of deceased persons 68.08.010

Certiﬁcary, exceeding jurisdiction as grounds for 7.16.040
Civil actions
Auburn General Depot, jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.260
Indians, jurisdiction of state over Ch. 37.12 justices of the peace 3.20.020, 3.20.060 restrictions on 3.20.030 migratory bird preserves, jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.230

Courts
Justices of the peace 3.20.020
Compulsory school attendance law, court jurisdiction 28A.27.100, 28A.27.120
Constables
attachment proceedings 7.12.330
limitations in class A county 3.08.070
Contractors, jurisdiction of actions against 37.08.200
Compulsory school attendance law, court jurisdiction of 3.08.070
Corrections of jurisdiction and venue after trial
Court of appeals
Appeals to
Appeal to superior court transfers jurisdiction to the supreme court, appellate jurisdiction over Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Domestic corporation without officer
Garnishment, justice courts and superior courts
Forcible entry and detainer, superior courts
Fiduciaries, investment of trust funds by, jurisdiction of Const. Art. 4 § 4
Felonies, jurisdiction of superior courts over Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Domestic corporation without officer in state upon whom process can be served 3.04.010
Ejectment and quieting title actions 7.28.010
Eminent domain by state, superior courts jurisdiction over Const. Art. 4 § 4
Escheats, public lands commissioner, jurisdiction and supervision over real property 11.08.220
Exceeding, grounds for certiorari 7.16.040
Family court, exercise of by superior court 26.12.010
Felonies, superior court jurisdiction Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Felonies, superior court jurisdiction 2.08.010
Fiduciaries, investment of trust funds by, jurisdiction of court 30.24.040
Forcible entry and detainee, superior courts Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Forcible entry and detainee, superior courts 2.08.010, 59.12.050
Game and game fish violations 77.16.240
Garnishment, justice courts and superior courts, state and political subdivisions, as to 7.33.060
Homestead exemption contest of validity 6.12.090
Human remains 68.08.010
Indians, state jurisdiction, assumption of Ch. 37.12
Industrial insurance
jurisdiction agreements with other states and Canada where employment contract in one state and injury received in another 51.04.020
United States, application of act 51.12.060
Inferior courts, legislature to prescribe Const. Art. 4 § 12
Injunctions 7.40.010
Obscene materials 7.42.010
Insurance
alien insurers 48.05.215
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JURISDICTION—Cont.
Motor vehicle reciprocal or proportional regis-
tration, jurisdiction, defined 46.85.020
Motor vehicles
control of traffic on capitol grounds 46.08-.
170
law generally 46.08.190
Municipal airports 14.08.330
Municipal courts 35.20.030
concurrent jurisdiction with justices of the peace
35.20.250
Murder, mortal injury in one county and
death in another 10.25.050
National forest, civil and criminal jurisdiction
of state preserved 37.08.220
Night courts 3.24.060
Nonresidents, actions against 4.12.026
Obscene materials, injunctions against 7.42-
Injunctions against 7.42-
Placement of delinquent children, interstate
transportation 4.12.026
National forest, civil and criminal jurisdiction
of state preserved 37.08.220
Night courts 3.24.060
Nonresidents, actions against 4.12.026
Obscene materials, injunctions against 7.42-
Olympic National Park, civil and criminal ju-
risdiction of state preserved 37.08.210
Out-of-state residents or nonresidents acts
submitting person to state jurisdiction
4.28.185
Part-time and recreation district commissioners
36.69.260
Placement of delinquent children, interstate
interstate compact 26.34.060
Pleading as to judgment 4.36.070
Political subdvision of the state, actions
against 4.96.010
Pollution control hearings board 43.21B.110
Probate proceedings
jurisdiction and powers of probate court
11.02.020
nondomestic decedent with property in more
than one county 11.16.060
superior courts 2.08.010
unclaimed estates, court retains jurisdiction
11.76.247
Public nuisance abatement procedure, transfer
from justice court to superior court 9.66-
040
Rainier National Park, civil and criminal ju-
risdiction of state preserved 37.08.200
Real property, over, justice court without for
attachment 7.12.330
Recall proceedings 29.82.160
Reciprocal enforcement of support act
not confer jurisdiction over parties in
courts in other states 26.21.260
foreign support orders 26.21.260
parties in different counties of state 26.21-
210
prosecuting attorney, duty to take action
to give court jurisdiction 26.21.110
retransmittal of documents to court having
jurisdiction 26.21.112
superior courts vested with jurisdiction of
proceedings 26.21.080
Residential landlords and tenants act 59.18-
050
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Small claims department 12.40.010
State, actions against state 4.92.010, 4.92.090
State land, acquisition by United States, cesa-
sion of jurisdiction 37.04.020
State land, acquisition by United States, cessa-
tion of jurisdiction Const. Art. 25 § 1
Superior court judges, writs returnable to
2.04.010
Superior courts Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28),
Const. Art. 27 § 10
Superior courts (See also SUPERIOR
COURTS, subtitle Jurisdiction)
appellate delineated 2.08.020
cigarette excise tax forfeiture proceedings
82.24.140
divorce actions Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
divorce actions 2.08.010

JURISDICTION—Cont.
Superior courts—Cont.
eminent domain by counties 8.08.010
eminent domain by state 8.04.010
equity 2.08.010
family court 26.12.010
felonies Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
constitutions 2.08.010
fisheries violations 75.08.270
food fish and shellfish, seizure and forfeiture
of fish, boats and appliances 75.36.040
juvenile matters 13.04.030
original jurisdiction 2.08.010
felonies 2.08.010
felonies Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
recall proceedings 29.82.160
writs returnable from supreme court
2.04.010
Supplemental proceedings 6.32.240
joint debtors, against 6.32.210
Supreme court Const. Art. 4 § 4
appeals errors reviewable by 4.80.050
final judgment, errors reviewable 4.80.050
orders, errors reviewable 4.80.050
appellate jurisdiction 2.04.010
limitations 2.04.010
improper filing, effect 2.06.030
original jurisdiction Const. Art. 4 § 4
(Amend. 28)
original jurisdiction 2.04.010
recall proceedings 29.82.160
writs 2.04.010
Taxation, state over federal areas, acceptance
by state 82.52.010
Territorial
fisheries offshore violations 75.08.280
justices of the peace 3.20.050
Third party defendants in justice court, re-
moved to acquire Ch. 4.14
Traffic control on state capitol grounds, juris-
diction over 46.08.170
United States land
acceptance of taxing jurisdiction by state
over federal areas 82.52.010
acquired from county by donation, cession
of state jurisdiction 37.16.180
over reserved lands Const. Art. 25 § 1
Venue, See VENUE

JURORS (See JURIES AND JURORS;
GRAND JURY, subtitle Jurors)
JURY BOX (See JURIES AND JURORS)
JURY LIST (See JURIES AND JURORS)
JURY TRIALS (See TRIALS, subtitle Jury
Trials)
JUS'T., INF., CTS., ACT, 1961—Cont.
Automobile violations bureau, See JUSTICE
AND INFERIOR COURTS ACT OF
1961, subtitle Traffic violations bureau
Bail for traffic violations, posting and forfeiture
procedure 3.30.090
Clerk of the district court bond 3.34.090
Clerks accounting
duty to make 3.30.070
state auditor, division of municipal corpo-
rations, to prescribe forms for 3.30-
.070
compensation 3.54.010
powers and duties 3.54.020
Construction Ch. 3.74
Costs
defense, when paid by city 3.62.070
defined 3.62.010
suspension prohibited, exceptions 3.62.010
Costs of defense at public expense, determina-
tion of 3.62.050
Courtrooms and office space
costs, determination of 3.62.050
furnishing of 3.58.050
lease or construction of courtrooms and of-
fices, authority of county commissioners
3.58.050
location limitation 3.38.022
Criminal procedure, justice and not jury to
assess punishment 3.66.065
Damage actions, $1000 or less, attorneys fees
as costs 4.84.300
Defense, public
costs of, when paid by city 3.62.070
Deferred sentencing 3.66.067–3.66.069
Definitions 3.30.010
Department, defined 3.30.010
Departments, authority of justice to organize
3.30.050
District court judges
panel of judges, second class and larger
law, practice of, admission to, required
3.54.065
District court personnel, errors and omissions
insurance expense reimbursable to county
3.34.090
District courts, may be designated justice
court 3.30.030
District judge, bond 3.34.090
Enforcement of court charges against governmen-
tal unit funds 3.62.050
determination of expenses 3.62.050
how paid 3.62.050
quarterly disbursements to pay 3.62.050
transfer from justice court suspense fund to
current expense fund 3.62.050
Fees
disposition to justice court suspense fund
3.62.020
filing fees 3.62.060, 3.62.070
Filing fees
civil cases 3.62.060
criminal cases 3.62.070
Fines
disposition 3.62.020, 3.62.040
suspension 3.62.010
Forfeitures
deposit to justice court suspense fund 3.62-
.020
disposition 3.62.020, 3.62.040
Fines
distribution percentage, computation, annual
review by state auditor 3.62.015
Garnerishment
enforcement against state and political sub-
division 7.33.060
jurisdiction as to state and public corpora-
tions 7.33.060
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JUST., INF.CTS. ACT, 1961—Cont.

JUST., INF. CTS. ACT, 1961—Cont.

Judges
designation of justices of the peace or district judges 3.30.030

effect of act upon existing judges 3.74.920

ineligible for other employment or office if full time 3.70.020

state retirement system members 3.70.010

Jurisdiction
civil

actions and proceedings enumerated 3.66.020

restrictions 3.66.030

civil process 3.66.100

criminal 3.66.060

criminal process 3.66.100

generally 3.66.010

territorial 3.66.100

Jurial trials 3.66.010

Justice court commissioners

appointment 3.42.010

compensation 3.42.040

powers restricted to criminal matters 3.42.020

qualifications 3.42.010

terms of office 3.42.010

transfer of cases to justices of the peace 3.42.030

Justice court districts

boundaries 3.38.050

establishing committee 3.38.020

membership 3.38.010

districting plan

adoption procedure 3.38.030

amendments to 3.38.040

date for ending terms of incumbents to be set 3.38.031

effective date 3.38.040

interim justices to be appointed 3.38.031

office and courtrooms of more than one district in same building, may provide 3.38.022

transitional provisions 3.38.031

establishment standards 3.38.050

Justices of the peace

appointment 3.34.020

remittance to justice court commissioner 3.34.050

remittance to state general fund 3.34.060

state treasurer, distribution to appropriate municipal departments, cities under 3.34.070

Justices of the peace—cont.
designation for full time 3.34.090

counties, second class and larger law, practice of, admission to required 3.34.065

disqualification, reasons for 3.34.110, 3.34.120

effect of act upon existing judges 3.74.920

election

joint districts 3.38.060

procedure 3.34.050

eligibility 3.34.060

exchange of justices 3.34.140

full time
designation as 3.34.040

duties, practice of law prohibited 3.34.040

ineligible for other employment or office if full time 3.70.020

number

in each county 3.34.010

in justice court districts 3.34.020

reallocation of 3.34.030

election 3.34.080

part time, duties 3.34.040

presiding judge, selection and duties 3.34.150
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JUST., INF. CTS. ACT, 1961—Cont.

Municipal departments, cities under 20,000—Cont.
bail bonds—Cont.

creditors 3.50.220

clerical mistakes and errors, correction 3.50.350

complaints

amendments 3.50.150

content 3.50.120

criminal prosecution instituted by 3.50.120

filing 3.50.130

oath, requirements as to making under 3.50.130, 3.50.140

penalty for false certifying 3.50.140

sworn to 3.50.130

continuances 3.50.260

continuation under existing law 3.50.470

conviction

corporation, against 3.50.310

execution of sentence upon 3.50.300

imprisonment for fine and costs 3.50.300

designation 3.50.010

judges

additional judges 3.50.070

appointment 3.50.040

election procedure 3.50.050

justices of the peace may serve as part time judge 3.50.040

pro tempro 3.50.090

qualifications 3.50.040

salaries, payment 3.50.080

terms of office 3.50.040

jurisdiction

civil cases 3.50.020

criminal cases 3.50.020

generally 3.50.010

jury trials

superior courts 3.50.410

when allowed 3.50.280

penalties, where no other prescribed 3.50.440

pleadings, practice and procedure laws of justice courts apply to 3.50.450

pleas of defendant 3.50.250, 3.50.320

revenue, disposition 3.50.100

sentences

corporations, against 3.50.310

deferral 3.50.320

execution 3.50.300

fine, one day for each six dollars 3.50.300

hard labor 3.50.300

jurisdiction of court continuing 3.50.330

no delay 3.50.290

plea of guilty 3.50.270

revocation of deferred or suspended sentence 3.50.340

suspension of sentence, jurisdiction of court 3.50.330

sessions 3.50.110

termination procedure 3.50.060

traffic violations bureau 3.50.030

transfers of pending matters, records, etc., to municipal court 3.50.460

venue, no change may be taken 3.50.280

warrants of arrest

arrest procedure 3.50.200

execution procedure 3.50.180

form and contents 3.50.170

issuance 3.50.160

return 3.50.190

Penalties, disposition 3.62.020, 3.62.040

Population, defined 3.30.010

Power, generally 3.66.010

Probation

of persons 9.95.210

9.92.060

Probation and parole services costs, determination of 3.62.050
JUST, INF. CTS. ACT, 1961—Cont.

JUST, INF. CTS. ACT, 1961—Cont.

Process, territorial jurisdiction to issue 3:66-.100

Public defense

costs of, when paid by city 3:62.070
determination of costs of 3:62.050

Records

form for 3:30.070

supreme court may prescribe form for 3:30-.070

Removal to su erior court—Third party defen-
dants

attached property, custody 4:14.040

authorized, when 4:14.010

custody of attached property 4:14.040

filing petition for 4:14.020

grounds for 4:14.010

joint claim, effect 4:14.010

notice of petition for 4:14.020

order 4:14.030

petition for 4:14.020

procedure for 4:14.020

removal to justice court 4:14.030

Supreme court, power of 4:14.030

JUSTICE COURT DISTRICTS (See also JUSTICE AND INFERIOR COURTS ACT OF 1961)

Jurisdictional venue in civil actions 3:20.060

Justices of the peace

clerical assistance 3:14.050

election of 3:14.020

equipment and supplies 3:14.050

office space 3:14.050

term of office 3:14.020

Transfer of pending cases of justices of the peace to 3:14.060

Transfer of records and papers of justices of the peace to 3:14.060

Vacancy in office, transfer of records 3:04.130

penalty for failure 3:04.140

JUSTICES

Salaries, supreme court justices 2:04.090

Supreme court

election of 2:04.071

judicial gows 2:04.110

marriage solemnization by 2:04.050

nonpartisan primary, nonpartisan office 29-21.070

oath of office 2:04.080

power to grant writ 7:36.040

salaries 2:04.090

term of office 2:04.071

vacancy

appointee to fill 2:04.100

election to fill 2:04.100

term of appointee, electee 2:04.100

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE (See also JUSTICE AND INFERIOR COURTS ACT OF 1961)

Actions, damages, one thousand dollars or less, attorneys' fees as costs 4:84.300

Adjournment, power of 2:28.120

Administrator for the courts

application of 2:56.080

assignment to other districts by chief justice, duty to obey 2:56.040

expenses while under assignment 2:56.070

requests for information 2:56.050

Affidavit for delivery order, contents 12:28.020

Allegations uncontroverted, effect 12:08.080

Answers, requisites of 12:08.020

Appeals from Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)

civil actions

amount in controversy required 12:36.010

authorized, when 12:36.010

bond of appellant

amount 12:36.020

costs, payment of 12:36.020

counties, cities, school districts exempted from filing 12:36.020

defective bond, no dismissal if new filed 12:36.080

filing of 12:36.020

judgment against appellant and sureties on 12:36.090

stay of proceedings 12:36.020

costs 4:84.130

execution, release of property taken on 12:36.040

files to be sent to superior court 12:36.050

judgment against appellant and surety on bond 12:36.090

notice of

filing of 12:36.020

service of 12:36.020

time limitation 12:36.020

procedure in superior court on 12:36.050

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.

Appeals from—Cont.

civil actions—Cont.

stay of proceedings 12:36.030

time limitation for 12:36.020

transcript of docket for

amendment of 12:36.070

certification of 12:36.050

failure of justice to make and certify, contempt 12:36.070

filing in superior court 12:36.050

transfer of jurisdiction, when 12:36.050

criminal actions, See JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, subtitue Criminal procedure

transcript of docket for

amendment of 12:36.070

certification of 12:36.050

failure of justice to make and certify, contempt 12:36.070

filing in superior court 12:36.050

Appearances, time for 12:04.160

Attachment of funds deposited 7:12.190

Attachments

bond amount 7:12.060

clerk of court, as 7:12.330

definitions 7:12.330

form 12:04.205, 12:04.207

jurisdiction limited 7:12.330

justice of the peace as clerk of court 12:7.330

service of writ 12:04.050

Attorney

may act as when 2:28.040

not to office with 3:04.150

Barratry, by 9:12.020

Bill of exception procedure inapplicable to 4:80.140

Change of venue, generally 3:20.110

Cities and towns

clerks 3:12.090

office space 3:12.090

Cities of 5,000 or less, number of justices 3:12.010

Cities of 5,000 or more

election of 3:12.04

number 3:12.021

number of justices 3:12.021

term of office 3:12.041

Cities of 5,000–20,000, population, practicing law permitted 3:16.002

Cities of the first class, exchange of services 3:12.080

Cities over 5,000 population, must be attorney 3:12.071

Cities over 20,000 population

time full position 3:16.004

not to practice law 3:16.004

salary allocation if also police judge 3:16.004

Civil actions

appeals, See JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, subtitue Appeals from

commencement of, how 12:04.010

ap eance and agreement, by 12:04.010

complaint and notice, by 12:04.010, 12:04.030

debt, action to recover 12:04.020

service of summons, by 12:04.010

forms 12:04.200

jurisdiction 3:20.060

vener 3:20.060

Class A counties, criminal jurisdiction limitations 3:20.120

Clerk of superior courts, disqualification for

office 3:04.040

Complaint and notice

commencement of action by 12:04.010, 12:04.030

filing of 12:04.030

form of 12:04.030

service of 12:04.040, 12:04.050, 12:04.080
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.
Complaints, requisites of 12.08.020
Constables' duties to 3.08.060
Contempt
Disobedience of order of superior court, by 7.20.010
Disobedience of order of superior court to send up proper transcript on appeal in civil cases 12.36.070
docket entries 3.28.050
fine collection process and disposition 3.28.070
grounds for 3.28.010
hearings upon 3.28.020
judgment form 3.28.050
penalty 3.28.060
punishment power 2.28.020, 7.20.140, 7.20.020, 7.20.030
summary arraignment if offender present 3.28.030
warrant of commitment for 3.28.070
warrants for
authority to issue 3.28.020
form 3.28.040
Continuances
Amended pleading causing, effect 12.08.110
criminal proceedings 10.04.060
practice in superior court applies to 12.12.010
plea of guilty
jurisdiction in superior court, no jury 10.04.110
extension for 12.12.010
Continuance to procure testimony, cost to party applying for 12.12.010
criminal procedure
frivolous complaint, paid by complainant 10.13.050
judgment for
discharge on
payment of fine and costs 10.04.110
one day in jail for every three dollars fine
not entitled to continuance 10.04.110
nonresidents, security required by 12.08.170
judgment form 7.20.040
Financial ability to keep peace, form 7.20.050
Evidence necessary to convict 10.04.080
Appeals
security to keep peace, form 12.12.010
Recognizance for stays execution 10.04.110
imprisonment until paid 10.04.110
one day in jail for every three dollars fine 10.04.110
jurisdiction 3.20.040
Public nuisance abatement, transfer to superior court 9.66.040
Restriction on in class A counties 3.20.120
Journal
Demand for 10.04.050
jurisdiction in superior court, no jury in
Number of jurors 10.04.050
warrant of arrest
Offense committed in view of justice, verbal arrest 10.04.020
Plea of guilty 10.04.070
proceedings to keep peace appeals
authorized 10.13.120
failure to prosecute 10.13.140
Arrest of person complained of 10.13.030
Arrest of person complained of 10.13.010
Complaints of threats to commit offense 10.13.020
Costs
frivolous complaint, paid by complainant 10.13.050
Taxation and collection 10.13.110
Discharge of defendant, frivolous complaint 10.13.050
Examination of witnesses 10.13.040
frivolous complaints 10.13.050
Offenses committed in presence of judge, security to keep peace may be ordered without process 10.13.150
Security to keep peace authorized 10.13.060
Failure to give, commitment to jail 10.13.070
filed in superior court 10.13.080

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.
Criminal procedure—Cont.
Arrest
Complaint, issuance of warrant of arrest on 10.04.010
offense committed in view of justice 10.04.020
Bail
10.04.040
Committing magistrate
No jury trial 10.04.050
Punishment not adequate, ordering defendant to appear in superior court 10.04.100
Complaint, issuance of warrant of arrest on 10.04.100
Continuances
10.04.060
Costs
frivolous complaint, paid by complainant 10.13.050
Judgment for
Discharge on
Payment of fine and costs 10.04.110
One day in jail for every three dollars fine 10.04.110
Not entitled to continuance 10.04.110
Nonresidents, security required by 12.08.170
Appeals
security to keep peace, form 12.12.010
Recognizance for stays execution 10.04.110
Imprisonment until paid 10.04.110
One day in jail for every three dollars fine 10.04.110
Recognizance to pay stays execution 10.04.120
Stay of execution 10.04.120
Forms Ch. 7.20.
Bail
appeal bond 4.80.140
Appeal bond 4.80.140
Bail
Appeals
Security to keep peace—Cont.
Fines and costs, judgment for 10.04.110
Appeals
Security to keep peace—Cont.
Recognizance for stays execution 10.04.120
Jurisdiction 3.20.040
Public nuisance abatement, transfer to superior court 9.66.040
Restriction on in class A counties 3.20.120
Journal
Demand for 10.04.050
Jurisdiction in superior court, no jury in 10.04.050
Number of jurors 10.04.050
Offense committed in view of justice, verbal arrest 10.04.020
Plea of guilty 10.04.070
Procedural law to keep peace
Appeals
Authorized 10.13.120
Failure to prosecute 10.13.140
Procedure in superior court 10.13.130
Arrest of person complained of 10.13.030
Authority of justice 10.13.010
Complaints of threats to commit offense 10.13.020
Costs
Frivolous complaint, paid by complainant 10.13.050
Taxation and collection 10.13.110
Discharge of defendant, frivolous complaint 10.13.050
Examination of witnesses 10.13.040
Frivolous complaints 10.13.050
Offenses committed in presence of judge, security to keep peace may be ordered without process 10.13.150
Security to keep peace authorized 10.13.060
Failure to give, commitment to jail 10.13.070
Filed in superior court 10.13.080

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.
Criminal procedure—Cont.
Proceedings to keep peace—Cont.
Security to keep peace—Cont.
Forfeiture and remission 10.13.090
Giving, discharge from jail 10.13.075
Surrender of principal by bail 10.13.100
Punishment
Fine, costs, jail until paid 10.04.110
On verdict of guilty 10.04.100
Warrant of arrest
Complaint, issuance of warrant of arrest on 10.04.100
Contempt before justice of the peace 3.28.020, 3.28.040, 3.28.070
Justices of the peace of class A counties, jurisdictional limitation 3.20.120
Offense committed in view of justice, no confinement or trial until warrant issued 10.04.020
to keep the peace, form 10.07.080
Witnesses
Enforcement of attendance 10.04.090
Necessary to convict 10.04.080, 10.04.090
Dairies and dairy products law, jurisdiction in 15.32.170
Damage actions, $1000 or less, attorneys' fees as costs 4.84.300
Debt, action to recover
Filing of claim 12.04.020
Summons
Contents 12.04.020
Issuance, form 12.04.020
Service of 12.04.020
Dismissal of action without prejudice, failure of plaintiff to appear 12.20.010
Venue wrong 12.20.010
Disqualification 2.28.030
Claim or demand previously attempted to be collected by same justice 3.04.030
Docket entries 3.04.110
Drunkards, complaint on two convictions 71.08.040
Duties to be prescribed by legislature Const. Art. 4 § 10 (Amend. 28)
Elections
Certificate of 3.04.050
Cities over 5,000 population 3.12.041
Cities under 5,000 population 3.12.010, 3.12.041
Justice court districts 3.14.020
Nonpartisan office 29.21.070
Precinct, one or more from 3.04.010
When held 3.04.010
Eligibility for office 3.04.040
Exception procedure inapplicable to 4.80.140
Exception of services in first class cities 3.12.080
Execution of judgments
Application for 12.24.100
After five years 12.24.100
Claim of third party to property levied on, procedure 12.24.200
Other remedies available to 12.24.210
Costs, execution against prevailing party to collect 12.24.190
Fees, execution against prevailing party to collect 12.24.190
Issuance
Succeding justice 12.24.110
Time limitation for 12.24.100
Renewal
Docket entry of 12.24.150
Duration and expiration 12.24.150
Effect of 12.24.150
Sale under
Method of selling 12.24.170
Notice of 12.24.160
Officer cannot purchase, sale void 12.24.180
Return of sale 12.24.170
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.
Execution of judgments—Cont.
set-offs of mutual judgments between parties
execution for balance 12.24.090
set-off of one against other, procedure 12.24.070, 12.24.080
stay of execution
authorized, when 12.24.010
execution against principal and sureties 12.24.050
period of 12.24.010
revocation or recall of 12.24.040
set-offs of mutual judgments, procedure 12.24.070, 12.24.080
subrogation of surety against principal, interest 12.24.060
third party claiming property levied on, procedure 12.24.200
other remedies available to 12.24.210
time limitation for application 12.24.100
transfer to another county
amount of judgment and costs to be noted 12.24.080
delivery of transcript 12.24.120
issuance of execution 12.24.120
reception of 12.24.140
return of service of execution 12.24.150
to whom directed, contents 12.24.130
Executions
form of 12.04.203
service of writ 12.04.050
Fees
attorneys, prevailing party entitled to 12.20.060
civil actions, limited fee schedule 3.16.090
county law library support paid from filing fees 27.24.070
execution sales, collection of fees from prevailing party, when 12.24.190
justice without jurisdiction, disposition of fees 3.20.080
limited fee schedule in civil actions 3.16.090
nonsalaried justice, unclaimed fees 3.16.070
execution sales, unclaimed fees 3.16.160
not entitled to if fails to file transcript in superior court 10.16.090
not to receive fees when Const. Art. 4 § 10 (Amend. 28)
optional fee procedure before salaried justices 3.16.080
paid justice without jurisdiction, disposition of 3.20.080
payable in advance 3.16.140
payment to county treasurer 3.16.110
prevailing party entitled to 12.20.060
prohibited, when Const. Art. 4 § 10 (Amend. 28)
quietus 3.16.160
regional law library support paid from filing fees 27.24.070
remittance 3.62.050
salaried justices
fee books 3.16.120
fees deposited in salary fund of county treasury 3.16.150
optional fee schedule 3.16.080
payable in advance 3.16.140
payment to county treasurer 3.16.110
procedure 3.16.130
remittance 3.62.050
peace treasurer, when 3.16.130
schedule of fees, nonsalaried justice 3.16.070
service of process, fees indorsed on return 12.04.070
small claims, filing 12.40.030
suspense fund 3.62.050
remittance
swine damage appraisers 16.12.060
unclaimed fees, disposition of 3.16.160
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.
Fees—Cont.
without jurisdiction, disposition of 3.20.080
Filiation proceeding, hearing before 26.24.020
Filing small claims 12.40.030
Fines, See FINES, subtitle Justices of the peace
Fisheries Violations, disposition of fines collected 75.08.230
Forms
attachments 12.04.205, 12.04.207
civil procedure 12.04.200
contempt judgment 3.28.040
contempt warrant 3.28.040
criminal procedure Ch. 10.07
Cause and game fish, jurisdiction of 77.12.100, 77.16.240, 77.32.260, 77.32.270
Garnishment 7.33.020
Garnishment (See also GARNISHMENT) answer of garnishee 7.33.150
attorney's fees where garnishee prevails 7.33.290
controversing answer of 7.33.240
costs where garnishee prevails 7.33.290
attachments for contempt for failure to deliver personal property of defendant 7.33.230
debts
grounds for writ 7.33.010
service of writ bar to delivery 7.33.140
default judgments, garnishee's failure to answer 7.33.190
defenses, claim of defendant against garnishee 7.33.300
delivery
decree to deliver up effects to justices of the peace 7.33.250
failure to deliver effects, attachment for contempt 7.33.230
service of writ bar to delivery of personal property 7.33.140
deposits in court
garnishee, by 7.33.200
plaintiff to make 7.33.040
discharge
bond of defendant discharges garnishee 7.33.170
deposit in court by garnishee 7.33.200
garnishee defendant 7.33.180
enforcement against state and political subdivisions 7.33.060
executions
judgment against garnishee 7.33.210
personal property, against 7.33.220
sale of property 7.33.220
grounds 7.33.010
identity of defendant doubtful, procedure 7.33.330
interest
default judgment, on 7.33.190
judgments against garnishee 7.33.200
issuance by justices of the peace authorized, when 7.33.010
judgments
cost, inclusion in 7.33.200
decree to deliver up effects 7.33.220
default judgments, garnishee's failure to answer 7.33.190
discharge of garnishee 7.33.180
garnishee, against 7.33.200
grounds for issuance of writ 7.33.010
statement concerning in application for writ 7.33.040
uncontroverted answer denying control of to discharge garnishee 7.33.180
plaintiff, security required by 12.04.170
set-offs of mutual judgments, procedure 7.33.140
satisfaction of judgments
judgments against defendant 7.33.200
judgments in favor of defendant 7.33.200
service of answer of garnishee 7.33.150
state and public corporations, jurisdiction as to 7.33.060
stock transfers, service of writ, effect upon transfer 7.33.140
writs of garnishment
time of application for 7.33.040
form 7.33.110
grounds for issuance 7.33.010
issuance 7.33.050
return 7.33.130
service 7.33.050, 7.33.130
banks 7.33.130, 7.33.140
effect of 7.33.140
Illegitimacy processings, hearing before 26.24.020
Increase of justices in cities, appointment to fill 3.12.051
Ineligibility for 3.04.040
Infant parties before guardian ad litem if defendant, appointment of 12.04.150
guardian or next friend if plaintiff, appointment of 12.04.140
Inferior courts provided by legislature Const. Art. 4 § 1
Interest, default judgments, on 7.33.190
Judgments
against party refusing to testify 12.16.080
certified transcripts of entry in execution docket by clerk 4.64.120
indexing of by clerk 4.64.120
contempt
docket entries 3.28.050
form of 3.28.050
criminal proceedings, fine and costs 10.04.110
default
failure of defendant to appear and plead as grounds for 12.20.020
relief or scope of judgment 12.20.020
setting aside of default judgment, procedure 12.20.020
vacation of default judgment, procedure 12.20.020
dissolution of action without prejudice
failure of plaintiff to appear 12.20.010
venue wrong 12.20.010
entry of, time of 12.20.030
execution of, See JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, subtitle Execution of judgments garnishment, See JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, subtitle Garnishment
party refusing to testify, against 12.16.080
small claims
certification of 12.40.110
conclusiveness of 12.40.110
fees as part of 12.40.040
lien, becomes on nonpayment 12.40.110
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Judgments of contempt, docket entries 12.40.110
payment of, immediately 12.40.100
supplemental proceedings on 6.32.230
transcript of docket to contain copy of
judgment 4.64.110

Judgments of contempt, docket entries 3.28.

Judicial council, selection of representative to
by Washington state magistrates’ associa-
tion 2.52.010

Judicial officers
defined 2.28.030
disqualification of 2.28.030
waiver 2.28.030
when 2.28.030

Juries (See also JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, subtitle Jury trial)
criminal cases, See JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, subtitle Criminal procedure

Jurisdiction
acquired, when 12.04.130
animals trespassing upon cultivated land
16.04.040
appeal to superior court transfers jurisdic-
tion in civil action 12.36.050
certiorari 7.16.040
cigarette excise tax forfeiture procedure 82.
24.140
civil actions 3.20.020
appeal to superior court transfers juris-
diction, when 12.36.050
attorney fees if brought in improper for-
um 3.20.070
dismissals if brought in improper forum
3.20.070
restrictions on 3.20.030
criminal actions 3.20.040
restriction on in class A counties 3.20.120
criminal conversation, restrictions on 3.20.
030
desertion or nonsupport of dependents 26.
20.040
fees paid justice without jurisdiction, dispo-
sition of 3.20.080
fisheries violations 75.08.270
food and fish violations 71.16.040
game and game fish violations 77.16.240
Justice and inferior courts act of 1961 Ch.
3.66
legend drugs
search warrant, issuance 69.41.060
legislature may prescribe Const. Art. 4 § 10
(Amend. 28), Const. Art. 4 § 12
municipal courts, effect upon 35.20.910
ne exeat 7.44.060
process, service issue in county 3.04.090
public nuisance abatement, transfer of pro-
ceedings to superior court 9.66.040
small claims department 12.40.010
territorial 3.20.050, 3.20.090
writ of prohibition, jurisdiction prohibited
7.16.300, 7.16.320

Jury trial
adjudgment to select 12.12.040
appearance, fine for nonappearance 12.12.
100
demand for 12.12.030
criminal proceedings 10.04.050
discharge upon disagreement 12.12.090
fee 12.12.030
fine for nonappearance 12.12.100
impaneling of jury 12.12.050
number of jurors 12.12.030
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Real property, title in dispute certification to superior court 12.20.070
ocket entry 12.20.070
mple claims in superior court 12.20.070
ranscript certified to superior court 12.20.
070

Record of traffic charges, justice to keep 46.
52.100

Removal to superior court, third party de-
endants attached property, custody during 4.14.040
authorized, when 4.14.040
custody of attached property 4.14.040
filling petition for 4.14.020
grounds for 4.14.010
joint claims, effect 4.14.010
notice of petition for 4.14.020
order 4.14.030
petition for 4.14.020
procedure for 4.14.020
process upon 4.14.030
repetition 4.14.030

Rendition of accused persons act designated agent must file certain docu-
ments with 10.91.010
impose conditions of release to assure ap-
ppearance at hearing 10.91.020
order for return of accused person to de-
manding court, judge or magistrate, is-
issued by 10.91.030
preliminary hearing upon arrest of accused
person advise right to confront witnesses against
him 10.91.010
advise right to counsel 10.91.020
advise right to produce evidence 10.91.
020
may waive hearing and agree to be re-
turned to demanding state 10.91.020
set time and place of hearing 10.91.010
warrant for arrest of accused person violat-
ing terms of release, issued by 10.91.010

Replevin action as basis for 12.28.010
affidavit for delivery order, contents 12.28.
020
service of 12.28.040
bond for delivery condition of delivery order 12.28.030
conditions of 12.28.040
service of 12.28.040
sureties, number 12.28.040
bond for redemption 12.28.060
justification of sureties 12.28.070
sureties, number 12.28.060
bond to indemnify officer against claims of
third parties 12.28.100
custody or keeping of property 12.28.090
form 12.24.094, 12.24.060
order for seizure and delivery 12.28.030
constable’s duties 12.28.040
execution of order 12.28.040
service of 12.28.040
sheriff’s duties 12.28.040
pleading to set-off 12.28.020
seizure of property 12.28.040
breaking into building or enclosure to seize
property 12.28.080
service of writ 12.04.050
sureties exceptions to sureties 12.28.050
justification on redemption bond 12.28.070
number on delivery bond 12.28.040
number on redemption bond 12.28.040, 12.
28.060
third party claims, indemnify officer against
12.28.100
third party claims and procedure 12.28.100
bond to indemnify officer against 12.28.
100

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.

Reports to judicial council upon request 2.52.
060
Retirement, mandatory retirement age 3.74.
030
Rules for courts of limited jurisdiction Rules
Index Vol. 0
Rules of pleading, practice, and procedure
authority of supreme court to promulgate
2.04.190
laws, effect on 2.04.190
Salaried justices duty to act 3.16.140
fee books 3.16.120
fees
disposition of 3.16.150
payable in advance 3.16.140
optional fee procedure 3.16.080
payment of fees and fines to county trea-
sury 3.16.110
procedure 3.16.120

Salaries affidavits of compliance with administrator
for the courts, salary withheld until
2.56.040
cities of 5,000–20,000 population 3.16.002
cities of 5,000–20,000 population Const.
Art. 4 § 10 (Amend. 28)
cities over 20,000 population 3.16.004
first class cities 3.16.004
increase authorized, when Const. Art. 30 § 1
(Amend. 34)
payment of 3.16.008
Search warrants, intoxicating liquor 66.32.020
Service of process and papers complaint and notice 12.04.040, 12.04.050
fees, indorsement on return 12.04.070
notice of appeals from civil actions 12.36.
020
proof of service how made 12.04.090
publication, by 12.04.110
written admission, by 12.04.120
publication, by form of 12.04.100
how made 12.04.100
proof of service, how made 12.04.110
when proper 12.04.100
return of 12.04.070
false or failure, civil penalty 12.04.190
summons 12.04.020, 12.04.050
who may serve 12.04.060, 12.04.080
writ of attachment, service of 12.04.050
Sessions, failure of, pending actions 2.28.130
set-offs greater than plaintiff’s demand and justice
court jurisdiction, effect 12.20.050
pleading of 12.08.120
reply to 12.08.020
Small claims appeals 12.40.120
assignees, cannot be filed or prosecuted by
12.04.070
attorney, self-representation without 2.48.
190
claims filing of 12.40.030
how commenced 12.40.030
notice of, service 12.40.020
requisites of claim 12.40.050
verification of 12.40.070
commencement of action in small claims
department 12.40.020
department of small claims created 12.40.
010
docket 12.30.140
fees filing of claim, for 12.40.030
service of notice of claim 12.40.040
hearing, procedure informal 12.40.080

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE—Cont.

Small claims—Cont.
judgments certification of 12.40.110
conclusiveness of 12.40.110
fees as part of 12.40.040
lien, becomes on nonpayment 12.40.110
nonpayment, procedure 12.40.110
payment of immediately 12.40.100
jurisdiction of department 12.40.010

NOTICES OF THE PEACE

appeal, to direct or suffer default 12.
40.060
claims 12.40.030
requisites of notice 12.40.060
service of 12.40.040
pleadings, informal 12.40.090
requisites 12.40.050
self-representation 2.48.190
transfer of actions to small claims depart-
ment 12.40.025
verification of claims 12.40.070
Subpoena, form of 12.04.201
Summons contents 12.04.020
issuance, form 12.04.020
service of 12.04.020, 12.04.050, 12.04.080
Superior court appellate power over 2.08.
020
Superior court appellate power over Const.
Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)

Suspension sentence 9.92.060
Swine trespassing, action for damages before
justices of the peace, Ch. 16.12
Term of office 3.04.080
Termination of offices docket, transfer of, penalty for failure to
3.04.130, 3.04.140
pending action, transfer of 3.04.130
records and papers, transfer of, penalty for
failure to 3.04.130, 3.04.140

Terrorist jurisdiction, civil actions 3.20.090
Title to real property in dispute, certification of
transcript to superior court 12.20.070
Townships (See also TOWNSHIPS, subtitle
Justices of the peace) actions by or against, limitations 45.64.030
Traffic school of city or town and county, jus-
tice may compel attendance at 46.83.050
Transcript of docket of, contents 4.64.110
Transfer of case to night court from 3.24.
070
fee 3.24.080
Trial by court 12.12.020
Trial by justice 12.12.020
Trials criminal, See JUSTICES OF THE PEACE,
subtitle Criminal procedure
jury trials, See JUSTICES OF THE
PEACE, subtitle Jury trials
Unclaimed property, duty in regard to Ch.
63.24

Undertaking to indemnify constable, form 12.
04.208
Vacancy in office cities, appointment to fill 3.12.
051
dockets, transfer of penalty for failure 3.04.
140
pending actions 2.28.130
transfer of 3.04.130

records and papers, transfer of, penalty for
failure to 3.04.140

Variance between pleadings and proof 12.08.
100
Venue 3.20.070
change of, prejudice, for 3.20.100

civil action 3.20.060

counties, motor vehicle violations 46.52.
100

Verdics, delivery to justice 12.12.080

Witnesses compelling attendance
attachment 12.16.030, 12.16.040
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Witnesses—Cont.
compelling attendance—Cont.
failure to attend, liability and damages
subpoenas, service, how and by whom
served 12.16.020
depositions
grounds for taking 12.16.100
taking and return, rules of superior court
apply 12.16.110
use of at trial, when allowed 12.16.120
failure to attend, liability for damages
fees, demandable in advance in civil actions
mileage, demandable in advance in civil actions
parties
examination in own behalf 12.16.090
may be examined as witness 12.16.060
rebuttal of testimony 12.16.070
refusal to testify, procedure 12.16.080
subpoenas
issuance, by whom 12.16.010
service, how and by whom served 12.16.020

JUSTIFICATION
Criminal procedure
bail must justify 10.19.050
officers authorized to take justification 10.19.040
Libel and slander 4.36.130
Ne exeat, bond covering damages and costs 7.44.021
Nuisances, sureties on bond to stay warrant of abatement 7.44.040
Replevin, claim of immediate delivery
sureties 7.44.070
sureties on plaintiff's bond 7.44.040
justices court proceeding 12.28.040
sureties on redelivery bond 7.44.060
justices court proceeding 12.28.070

Sureties
adverse claims to property levied on 6.20.020
bond to stay execution 6.08.030
bond to stay execution for period of time 6.08.040

JUVENILE COURT—Cont.
Child custody proceedings, investigation and report 26.09.220
Child welfare, duty of court 74.13.031
Commitment
adult convicts, not to be confined with 13.04.115
delinquent juvenile, commitment to department of institutions 13.04.095
department of institutions
commitment to based upon finding of delinquency or incorrigible dependency
13.04.095
release from custody of juveniles whose commitment not based on a finding of delinquency or incorrigible dependency
13.04.095
dependent, incorrigible, commitment with the department of institutions based on a finding of 13.04.095
destruction of records of juveniles reaching majority, when 13.04.250
grounds 13.04.095
incorrigible dependents, commitment of 13.04.095
informal disposition without filing petition 13.04.056
institutions department
ages of children for 13.04.190
discharge of child committed to custody of 13.04.095
institutional placement
court may order change or set aside, grounds, appeal 13.04.220
notice to court, parents and guardian of placement 13.04.190
petition for review of placement 13.04.210
reformation, to 13.04.200
review of placement by court 13.04.210
powers 13.04.095
jail or police station, commitment to prohibited 13.04.115
noticification of parent or guardian 13.04.053
order of 13.04.100
order rescinded when reformation complete 13.04.095
parents, to 13.04.095
persons or agencies to whom child may be committed 13.04.095
petition for 13.04.060
private agencies 13.04.095
probation officer 13.04.095
public assistance department 13.04.095
reformatory, to, sentence of minor suspended upon surrender to benevolent or charitable society 26.37.050
support during
judgment of, enforcement of, time limitation 13.04.105
parent or guardian, enforcement of support from 13.04.100
public assistance department to pay for 13.04.100
time limit for holding without order of judge 13.04.053

Contempt
failure to obey summons 13.04.070
failure to produce child by parent or guardian 13.04.120
nonappearance when summoned 13.04.070
Contributing to delinquency or dependency
penalty for 13.04.170
suspension of sentence
bond to insure carrying out conditions 13.04.170
conditions imposed 13.04.170
Convicts, not to be confined with 13.04.115

JUVENILE COURT—Cont.
Correctional institutions for juveniles (See also CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, subtitle Juveniles)
generally Ch. 72A
Correctional institutions for juveniles in King County Ch. 72A
Court commissioners
powers, duties, jurisdiction 13.04.030
review of judgments and orders by superior court 13.04.030
Court proceeding to determine delinquency of
juvenile
costs furnished 10.01.112
transcript furnished 2.32.240
Criminal cases, turning child over for trial 13.04.120
Delinquent child, defined, jurisdiction over 13.04.010
Delinquent or dependent children, judgment of not deemed conviction of crime 13.04.240
Delinquents, psychopathic Ch. 71.06
Dependent child, defined, jurisdiction over 13.04.010
Destruction of records, records of certain juveniles destroyed, when 13.04.095
Detention
informal disposition without filing petition 13.04.056
noticification of parent or guardian 13.04.053
time limit for holding without order of judge 13.04.053
Detention, places of
appointment of persons to take charge of 13.04.040
board of visitation to inspect 13.04.180
compensation of persons in charge of 13.04.040
counties authorized to provide 13.04.040
board of managers of facilities and services of class AA counties 13.20.010
bond issue for authorized 13.04.070
budgeted funds, allocation for 13.04.080
debt limitations may be exceeded 13.04.060
federal and state aid 13.04.050
private donations 13.04.050
counties to provide 13.04.135
noticification of parent or guardian 13.04.053
parole, suspended 13.04.053
prior to disposition by court 13.04.053
juvenile schools 13.04.135
Financial responsibility for costs of detention, enforcement of support 13.04.100, 13.04.060
Fingerprinting, prohibited 13.04.130
Green Hill school, See GREEN HILL SCHOOL
Guardian
arrest of juvenile released to guardian, contempt to fail to produce child for hearing 13.04.120
consent required to remove custody, exceptions 13.04.140
estate or property rights of child not affected by guardian appointed under chapter 13.04.110
individual or association child placed in care of to act as guardian 13.04.110
institutional placement or transfer, notice to guardian 13.04.190
liability of guardian for support 13.04.105
Habitable or incorrigible truants under compulsory school attendance law, delivery to probation officer 28A.27.070
Hearings
arrested child, procedure 13.04.120
closed to public 13.04.091
record of proceedings 13.04.030
JUVENILE COURT—Cont.

Hearings—Cont.

summary proceedings 13.04.070
time and place 13.04.091

Institutional placement
appeal 13.04.020
court may order change or set aside, grounds, appeal 13.04.220
notice to court, parents and guardian of placement 13.04.190
reformatory, to 13.04.200
review of placement by court 13.04.210

Intermediate compact on juveniles 13.24.010
administrator, financial arrangement au-
tority 13.24.040
court appointed counsel or guardian, fees
13.24.050
public officers and employees, responsibili-
ties 13.24.060

Jail, juveniles not to be confined in 13.04.115

Judgments
modifications of permitted 13.04.150
support of child, enforcement of, time limi-
tation for 13.04.105

Jurisdiction
delinquent or dependent children, when
wards of state 13.04.010
original jurisdiction of superior courts 13-
.04.030

Jury, cases tried without

Juvenile compact administrator, office created,
appointment of 13.24.020

Law regarding, application to juvenile institu-
tion 72.05.210

Maple Lane school, See MAPEL LANE
SCHOOL

Motor vehicle traffic records to be provided to
by motor vehicle department 46.20.283

Necessity for detention, inquiry of court into
13.16.085

Notices
arrest, proceeding upon, notice to parent or
guardian 13.04.120

commitment, notice to parent or guardian
13.04.053

institutional placement or transfer 13.04.190

parent or guardian when child summoned to
appear 13.04.070

Orders

commitment 13.04.095

reservation when reformation complete 13-
.04.090

finding of delinquency or incorrigible de-
pendency grounds for confinement with
the department of institutions 13.04.095

modification of permitted 13.04.150

support of child, enforcement of, time limi-
tation 13.04.105

Parental rights
adoption, placing child for 13.04.110

consent required to remove from custody,
exceptions 13.04.140

enforcement of support payments during
commitment 13.04.100

notice to of proceedings 13.04.070, 13.04-
.120

Parental schools, See JUVENILE COURT,
subtitle Truant schools

Parole, suspended
detention of child previously paroled 13.04-
.053

Petitions
commitment of child, petition for 13.04.060

Photographing prohibited 13.04.130

Probation

special supervision programs
application for state aid 13.06.040
computation of state aid 13.06.050

purpose 13.06.010

JUVENILE COURT—Cont.

Probation—Cont.
special supervision programs—Cont.
rules and regulations, governing, adop-
tion by department of institutions 13-
.06.030
state aid
pro rata payments when less than suffi-
cient money 13.06.050
state aid to counties for 13.06.020

Probation counselors
appointment of 13.04.040
compensation 13.04.040
expenses, approved 13.04.050
powers and duties 13.04.040
state aid
appointment of 13.07.040
definitions 13.07.010
qualifications of 13.07.040
to counties
administered by department of social
and health services 13.07.020
aid limited to six years 13.07.070
applications for aid 13.07.050
disbursement of funds 13.07.020, 13.07-
.030
payments of aid, withholding 13.07.060
purpose of aid 13.07.030
reports and accounting 13.07.060

Probation officers, habitual or incorrigible tru-
ants, delivery to 28A.27.070

Psychopathic delinquents

generally Ch. 71.06

order for petition 71.06.160

Record and report of probation officer, confi-
raulty

findings entered in 13.04.030

hearings 13.04.091, 13.16.090

released from state institutions

housing authority
first class counties
authority to operate group homes or
halfway houses 35.82.285

service of process and papers, summons
13.04.080

Summons

failure to obey, contempt 13.04.070

issuance 13.04.070

service of 13.04.080

Support during detention, liability for, en-
forcement 13.04.100, 13.16.085

Traffic school of city or town and county,
court may compel attendance at 46.83.050

Traffic violations

citation and record forwarded to director of
license 13.04.120

driving while license is suspended or re-

KITSAP COUNTY

KEGS (See BEVERAGE CONTAINERS)

KINDRAINS

Abduction, defined, elements 9.79.050

Consent, when a defense 9.52.040

Conspiracy to kidnap 9.52.020

First degree

defined, elements 9.52.010

punishment, death or imprisonment, special
verdict of jury to fix 9.52.010

Persons punishable 9.01.050

Second degree, defined, elements 9.52.010

Selling services of person kidnapped 9.52.030

Venue of proceedings 9.52.040

KILLER WHALES

Capture, permit required 77.32.245

KINDERGARTENS

Age of pupils 28A.35.010

Apportionment from current state school fund
28A.35.030

Attendance credit, how computed 28A.35.
.030

Courses of training, study and discipline
28A.35.010

Establishment and maintenance
first class districts' authority 28A.59.180

Generally 28A.35.010

General school fund, costs paid from 28A.35-
.030

Part of school system 28A.35.020

Report of attendance 28A.35.030

Rules and regulations governing 28A.35.010

Special meeting of voters to determine if dis-

KING COUNTY

Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.170

Juvenile correctional institution, generally Ch.
72.19

Superior court judges, number of 2.08.061

KINSHIP

Degree of, computation of for purposes of de-
scent and distribution generally 1.02.005

KITSAP COUNTY

Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.180

Superior court judges, number of 2.08.062
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"Pasteurized", use of in labels regulated 15-32.420
Pharmacy prescriptions, exceptions 18.64.246
Poisons — caustic or corrosive poisons 69.36.010, 69.36.040
omitting or wrongfully labeling, penalty 69.40.040
prescriptions 69.40.040
requirements 69.40.050
rodent extermination, used in 17.16.130
warnings, not giving on drugs constitutes misbranding 69.04.050
Poultry and poultry products, frozen products, labeling requirement 69.04.333
Poultry brands, requirement 16.74.340
Poultry inspection — unauthorized prohibited 16.74.400
unlawful simulation by manufacturer, printer, unlawful 16.74.390
Safety glazing materials 70.89.021
Seed law—1969 act, under, label, defined 15-49.130
Washington pesticide control act label and labeling, defined 15.58.030
labeling violations under 15.58.150
LABOR (See also EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES)
Age discrimination 49.44.090
Appeals 49.12.161
Apprentices (See also APPRENTICES) — employed on public works projects, effect of apprenticeship agreements on wages 39.12.021
minimum wage, exceptions for 49.46.060
Apprenticeship (See also APPRENTICES) — joint committees 49.04.040
on-the-job training agreements and projects 49.04.080, 49.04.090
state council 49.04.010, 49.04.030
supervisor of 49.04.030
wage scale 49.04.050
Apprenticeship programs — minority race representation 49.04.120
minimum amount required 49.04.100
Arbitration of — arbitration compensation and expenses 49.04.120
board of arbitration — finality of 49.04.080
selection 49.08.010
director of labor and industries, duties 49.08.010, 49.08.020, 49.08.050
expenses 49.08.040, 49.08.060
procedure 49.08.020
publicity to statements of parties 49.08.050
service of process 49.08.030
Association of employees, See LABOR UNIONS
Blacklisting, See LABOR, subtitle Prohibited practices
Bribery of labor representative, See LABOR, subtitle Prohibited practices
Bulk sales law, duty of vendor to list 63.08.020
Casual, defined for purposes of unemployment compensation 50.04.270
Children, See LABOR, subtitle Minors; LABOR, subtitle Women and minors
Coal mining, hours 78.40.585-78.40.594
Collective bargaining — minimum wage law, effect 49.46.110
policy 49.32.020
promises and undertakings, contrary 49.32.030
rights of, not affected 49.12.187
Combination of employees, See LABOR UNIONS

LABOR — Cont.
Compressed air work (See also LABOR, subtitle Underground work)
air chambers 49.24.130
air plant 49.24.160
electric power requirements 49.24.170
enforcement of law 49.24.070
exhaust valves 49.24.110
explosives and detonators 49.24.150, 49.24.220
fire prevention 49.24.120
inspection 49.24.180
lighting appliances 49.24.100
locks 49.24.140
medical and nursing attendants 49.24.030
penalty for violations 49.24.060
physical examination of employees 49.24.040
pressure, defined 49.24.010
safety requirements 49.24.020
Concert of action (See also LABOR UNIONS)
injunction, effect on granting 49.32.060
Conditions of employment — generally Ch. 49.12
women and minors 49.12.020
workers 49.12.020
Conspiracy, interfering with labor or tools for employment, etc., penalty 9.22.010
Contractor failing to pay for labor and materials from money received from owner, embezzlement 9.54.080
County improvement, claims 36.45.040
Day labor, county road and bridge construction 36.77.060, 36.77.070
Discharging employee because of garnishment unlawful, exception 7.33.160
Discrimination (See also DISCRIMINATION) — age 49.44.090
apprenticeship programs — failure to meet minority race representation requirements, penalty 49.04.110
minority race representation, minimum amount required 49.04.100
community college and vocational school or high school curriculum, minority representation in apprenticeship programs 49.04.120
employers requested to secure minority representation in apprenticeship programs 49.04.130
employment agencies 49.60.200
vocational educational programs, minority representation 49.04.120
wage differential due to sex 49.12.175
Diseased persons, See DISEASED PERSONS
Dismissal, garnishment as cause, not to affect defendant's right to benefits 50.20.045
Disputes — arbitration, See LABOR, subtitle Arbitration of disputes
county prisoners employed at places with 36.63.260
defined 49.32.110
definition of for purposes of injunction 49.32.110
employee replacement by out of state persons 49.44.100, 49.44.110
injunctions — generally Ch. 49.32
grounds for 49.32.072, 49.36.015
hearings and findings 49.32.072
policy 49.32.020
injunctions for, See LABOR, subtitle Injunctions
maritime employee commission, with proceedings 47.64.040
maritime employee commission to adjudicate 47.64.030, 47.64.040

KITTITAS COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.190
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.062

KLICKITAT COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.200
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.064

KNIGHTS OR PYTHIAS
Incorporation, articles, fees Ch. 24.20

KNOWINGLY
Defined for purposes of criminal law 9.01.010

KNOWLEDGE
Partnerships — interpretation of 25.04.030
partnership charged with knowledge of partner 25.04.120

LABELED
Animal remedy act, under, label, defined 15.52.010
samples labeled 15.52.070
Antifreeze Ch. 19.04
Beer 66.28.120
Blind made products, requirements 19.06.010
Butter — prints of two pounds or less to be labeled 15.32.330
processed butter to be labeled 15.32.360
reworked butter to be labeled 15.32.380
Butter substitutes, unlawful use of words or representations in 15.32.340
Commercial feed law, under feed distributed to bear labels or label to accompany by 15.53.901
label, defined 15.53.901
Controlled substance, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
Counterfeiting or forgery of, penalty 9.16.030
Drugs, See FOOD, DRUG, AND COSMETIC ACT
Eggs and egg products, See EGGS AND EGG PRODUCTS
Fireworks 70.77.385, 70.77.390
Fish canned by custom canners 75.28.325
Food, drug and cosmetic act labeling requirements, See FOOD, DRUG, AND COSMETIC ACT
Furniture and bedding Ch. 18.45
Honey, See HONEY
Horticultural plants or products, mislabeling 15.17.210
Horticultural products imported 17.24.060
Intoxicating liquor malt liquor 66.28.120
spirits 66.28.100
wine 66.28.110
Labeling requirements for improving standards and grades as purpose of marketing order 15.66.030
Legend drugs, requirements 69.41.050
Marketing agreement, order or amendment may designate uniform label 15.65.330
Milk and cream bottle caps, mislabeling violations 15.32.220
Milk and milk products 15.36.090
adulterated and misbranded milk and milk products, defined 15.36.030
mislabeling or removal of labels 15.32.700
ungraded milk, milk products labeled 15.36.070
Milk and milk products for animal food 15.37.010
Narcotics, See NARCOTICS, subtitle Labels
Nursery stock imported 17.24.060
Oleomargarine, use of certain terms, words or designs as unlawful 15.40.030
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LABOR—Cont.
Disputes—Cont.
replacement of employees 49.44.100, 49.44.110
seasonal laborers, settlement, generally 49.40.040-49.40.060
unemployment compensation

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.

LABOR—Cont.
Unfair business practices act, labor organizations.

Licensing for by department 49.48.010

General provisions.

Employment compensation.

Collective bargaining—public employees.

Rules and regulations, duty of department of labor and industries to make 49.24.370

Safety requirements, enumeration 49.24.080

Telephone systems 49.24.310

Vehicles, speed of 49.24.200

Unemployment compensation, See UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

Unfair business practices act, labor organizations exempt from, not article of commerce 19.86.070

Unions, See LABOR UNIONS

Vocational schools, apprenticeship programs, minority representation 49.04.120

Vocational handicapped, director of labor and industries to make 49.24.370

Working conditions generally 49.12.020

Workers, wages 49.12.020

Working conditions

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Department of labor and industries)

Apprenticeship, super isor of, on-the-job training agreements and projects, promulgation of 49.04.080

Apprenticeship council (See also APPRENTICES) generally 49.04.010, 49.04.030

Boiler inspections generally 70.79.100-70.79.120

Boiler inspections—Cont. special inspectors 70.79.130-70.79.160

Claims, insololvency, priority 49.56.040

Collective bargaining—public employees duties generally Ch. 41.56

retroactive date in collective bargaining agreements allowable when, 41.56.950

Unfair labor practices, enforcement authority 41.56.950

Compensation of victims of crimes, duties Ch. 76.8

Contracts, registered, list to be compiled and updated by, availability fee 18.27.120

Created 43.17.010

Director (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Director) appointment 43.17.020

assistant director, authority to appoint 43.22.005

chief assistants 43.17.040

departing directors, authority to appoint 43.22.005

Electricians

eligibility determination 18.37.040

examinations, preparation of 18.37.040

powers and duties 18.37.130

hearings, public works contractor falsifying certificate as to hourly rate paid 39.12.050

oath 43.17.030

plumbers, plumbers and wages 18.106.140

plumber's examination determination of eligibility 18.106.040

establishment of rules and regulations 18.106.040

powers and duties 13.17.030

state building code advisory council, member of 19.27.070

supervisor of division of building and construction safety inspection services, appointment 43.22.053

vacancy 43.17.020, 43.17.040

victim of crimes, compensation, duties relating to 7.68.030

vocational handicapped, provide for employment of, exempt from prevailing wage rates, procedure 39.12.022

Division of apprenticeship 43.22.010

building and construction safety inspection services creation 43.22.010

duties 43.22.010

elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters administered by 70.87.020

American standard safety code for elevators, dumbwaiters and escalators, conformity with 70.87.020

rules and regulations promulgated by 70.87.030

supervisor, appointment, duties 43.22.053

industrial insurance 43.22.010

industrial relations 43.22.010

industrial safety and health 43.22.010

Di is enons enumerated 43.22.010

Electrical advisory board, advice of director as to appointment of members 19.28.065

Electrical apparatus use and construction rules, change of, enforcement 19.29.040

Electrical installations adoption of standards 19.28.060

electrical board of appeals appointed by 19.28.270

electrical inspectors 19.28.070

enforcement duties 19.28.070

inspections 19.28.210

licensing for by department 19.28.120

standards for as inapplicable within highway rights of way 19.28.380

LABOR AND INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF. See also DIVISION OF LABOR.

办事处. See also LABOR, subtitle

Boiler inspections—Cont. special inspectors 70.79.130-70.79.160

Claims, insololvency, priority 49.56.040

Collective bargaining—public employees duties generally Ch. 41.56

retroactive date in collective bargaining agreements allowable when, 41.56.950

Unfair labor practices, enforcement authority 41.56.950

Compensation of victims of crimes, duties Ch. 76.8

Contracts, registered, list to be compiled and updated by, availability fee 18.27.120

Created 43.17.010

Director (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Director) appointment 43.17.020

assistant director, authority to appoint 43.22.005

chief assistants 43.17.040

departing directors, authority to appoint 43.22.005

Electricians

eligibility determination 18.37.040

examinations, preparation of 18.37.040

powers and duties 18.37.130

hearings, public works contractor falsifying certificate as to hourly rate paid 39.12.050

oath 43.17.030

plumbers, plumbers and wages 18.106.140

plumber's examination determination of eligibility 18.106.040

establishment of rules and regulations 18.106.040

powers and duties 13.17.030

state building code advisory council, member of 19.27.070

supervisor of division of building and construction safety inspection services, appointment 43.22.053

vacancy 43.17.020, 43.17.040

victim of crimes, compensation, duties relating to 7.68.030

vocational handicapped, provide for employment of, exempt from prevailing wage rates, procedure 39.12.022

Division of apprenticeship 43.22.010

building and construction safety inspection services creation 43.22.010

duties 43.22.010

elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters administered by 70.87.020

American standard safety code for elevators, dumbwaiters and escalators, conformity with 70.87.020

rules and regulations promulgated by 70.87.030

supervisor, appointment, duties 43.22.053

industrial insurance 43.22.010

industrial relations 43.22.010

industrial safety and health 43.22.010

Di is enons enumerated 43.22.010

Electrical advisory board, advice of director as to appointment of members 19.28.065

Electrical apparatus use and construction rules, change of, enforcement 19.29.040

Electrical installations adoption of standards 19.28.060

electrical board of appeals appointed by 19.28.270

electrical inspectors 19.28.070

enforcement duties 19.28.070

inspections 19.28.210

licensing for by department 19.28.120

standards for as inapplicable within highway rights of way 19.28.380

LABOR AND INDUSTRY, DEPARTMENT OF. See also DIVISION OF LABOR.
LABOR AND IND., DEPT.—Cont. Industrial safety and health division—

Cont. injunction against operation of unsafe mine 43.22.210

inspection of mines compelling access 43.22.210 extent of inspection 43.22.210

frequencies of inspections 43.22.210

records 43.22.210

right of entry 43.22.210, 43.22.210

unsafe mine, procedure 43.22.210

inspections

buildings 43.22.050
electrical plants 43.22.050

factories 43.22.050

gas plants 43.22.050

hotels

supervision over 43.22.050

mills 43.22.050

public utilities 43.22.050

storehouses 43.22.050

stores 43.22.050

street railways 43.22.050

telegraph lines 43.22.050

telephone lines 43.22.050

waterrooms 43.22.050

water systems 43.22.050

workshops 43.22.050

mills

inspection 43.22.050

safety standards administered by 43.22-.050

mine disasters assistance 43.22.210

compelling attendance of witnesses 43.22-.210

investigations 43.22.210

record 43.22.210

mine inspectors

applications 43.22.160

examinations 43.22.170

incompetency or malfeasance, removal grounds 43.22.210

notice of examinations 43.22.170

qualifications 43.22.170

removal, grounds, procedure 43.22.210

powers and duties 43.22.050

supervisor, appointment 43.22.040

workshops

inspection 43.22.050

safety standards administered by 43.22-.050

Industrial welfare committee furnishing statistics to 49.12.125

members 43.22.280

minimum wages for women and minors fixed by 43.22.280

Labor disputes (See also LABOR, subtitle Disputes)

arbitration of, See ARBITRATION AND AWARD, subtitle Labor disputes

Mining safety division, See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Industrial safety and health division

Mobile homes and recreational vehicles, safety, supervisor, member of advisory board and secretary 43.22.420

Oaths, power of director to administer 43.22-.300

Occupational and environmental research facility director as member of advisory committee 288.20.456

industry and labor to share costs 51.16.042

Office located at state capitol 43.17.050

 Plumbers

apprentices registration 18.106.120

work permit 18.106.120

examination, administer 18.106.050

LABOR AND IND., DEPT.—Cont. Plumbers—Cont.

temporary permits 18.106.090

Public works, prevailing wages arbitration of disputes 39.12.060

certified statement of director 39.12.040

industrial statistician to make determinations of 39.12.015

Regulation of vessels (See also WATER-CRAFT AND SHIPPING, subtitle Regulation of vessels)

generally 88.04.010

reports 88.04.280

Reports

biennial report to governor 43.22.330

regulation of vessels 88.04.280

Right of entry of director or employees, refusal, penalty 43.22.310

Rules and regulations 43.17.060

Safety division, See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Industrial safety and health division

Safety standards, See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Industrial safety and health division

Safety division created 51.04.020

supervision over 43.22.050

street railways 43.22.050

telegraph lines 43.22.050

inspection 43.22.050

arbitration of, 43.22.050

Director as member of advisory committee examination, administer 18.106.050

supervisor, appointment 43.22.040

workshops inspection 43.22.050

safety standards administered by 43.22-.050

mine disasters assistance 43.22.210

compelling attendance of witnesses 43.22-.210

investigations 43.22.210

record 43.22.210

mine inspectors

applications 43.22.160

examinations 43.22.170

incompetency or malfeasance, removal grounds 43.22.210

notice of examinations 43.22.170

qualifications 43.22.170

removal, grounds, procedure 43.22.210

powers and duties 43.22.050

supervisor, appointment 43.22.040

workshops inspection 43.22.050

safety standards administered by 43.22-.050

Industrial welfare committee furnishing statistics to 49.12.125

members 43.22.280

minimum wages for women and minors fixed by 43.22.280

Labor disputes (See also LABOR, subtitle Disputes)

arbitration of, See ARBITRATION AND AWARD, subtitle Labor disputes

Mining safety division, See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Industrial safety and health division

Mobile homes and recreational vehicles, safety, supervisor, member of advisory board and secretary 43.22.420

Oaths, power of director to administer 43.22-.300

LABOR UNIONS Authority for 49.36.010

Discrimination generally, See DISCRIMINATION unfair practices 49.60.190

Group disability insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Group disability insurance

Group life insurance, dependents of union members, eligibility 48.24.030

Group life insurance trustee groups 48.24.070

Injunctions against generally Ch. 49.32

grounds for 49.32.072, 49.36.015

Insurance group disability Ch. 48.21

group life, generally 48.24.050

Legality of 49.36.010, 49.36.030

Liability for unlawful acts 49.32.070

Marine employee commission to deal with Ch. 47.64

Port district employees Ch. 53.18

Prosecutions against 49.36.030

Public employees (See also PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Collective bargaining) agreements between agencies and bargaining unit, subject to rules and regulations of state civil service board 41.06.150

bargaining unit, determination of, by state civil service board 41.06.150

Public utility district employees, collective bargaining rights extended to 54.04.170, 54.04.180

Unemployment compensation effect of 50.20.110

services specially excepted 50.04.260

Unfair practices 49.60.190

Unlawful acts, responsibility for 49.32.070

LABORERS (See also LABOR; EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES)

Liens of (See also LIENS, subtitle Mechanics and materialmen; LIENS, subtitle Farm Labor) amendments, rights of third parties 60.12-.060

authorization 60.04.010

community property liability for 26.16.040

homestead subject to execution and forced sale to satisfy 6.12.100

Public works, claim against contractor's bond Ch. 39.08

LADYBUGS Beneficial insects, declaration as 15.61.010

Injunctions against violations when declared beneficial insects 15.61.030

Penalty for violation of act protecting 15.61.030

Regulation or prohibition of commercial movement of from state 15.61.010

LAKE UNION SHORELANDS Transfer to University of Washington 288.20-.370

LAKE WASHINGTON Lowering waters by United States, nonliability 79.16.240

Shorelands

platting of as harbor areas 79.16.405

reservation of harbor area from sale 79.16-.405

selection for public use as harbor areas, docks, wharves, streets, waterways, etc. 79.16.406

LAKE UNION SHORELANDS
LAKE WASHINGTON BRIDGE
Part of primary state highway, commission powers and duties relating to 47.56.270

LAKE WASHINGTON SHIP CANAL
Additional right-of-way 37.08.250
Consent of state given to United States to construct and operate 37.08.240
Lowering and raising waters, liability for damages 37.08.240

LAKE WASHINGTON TOLL BRIDGES (See BRIDGES)

LAKELAND VILLAGES (See also RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS)
Establishment 72.33.030
Management, state director of institutions 72.01.050
State department of institutions, children and youth services division, control of 72.05.010

LAKEFRONT DEVELOPMENT ACT—Cont.

LAND DEVELOPMENT ACT
Advertising, false finding 58.19.190
hearing 58.19.190
notice 58.19.190
order 58.19.190
Application fees 58.19.290
Application for registration, contents 59.19.060
Blanket encumbrances, lots or parcels subject to, sale of 58.19.180
Consolidation of registrations 58.19.110
Courts, jurisdiction of superior 58.19.280
Definitions 58.19.020
Director defined 58.19.020
powers and duties, additional 58.19.260
rules and regulations 58.19.260
Effective date, grace period for compliance 58.19.900
Encumbrances, blanket, lots or parcels subject to, sale of 58.19.180
Exemptions from 58.19.030
prior developments 58.19.910
False advertising finding 58.19.190
hearing 58.19.190
notice 58.19.190
order 58.19.190
Federal act, registration under 58.19.100
Hazardous conditions, notice of 58.19.300
Investigation of violations, procedure 58.19.200
Judicial review 58.19.240
Jurisdiction of superior courts 58.19.280
Legal proceeding, by or against developer, notice to director 58.19.230
Offering statement, public content 58.19.070
copies of, available to public 58.19.160
copies of, given to prospective purchasers 58.19.170
false, misleading or deceptive, suspension for, procedure 58.19.150
form, type and style 58.19.130
prohibited uses 58.19.140
purchasers, prospective, copies of statement given to 58.19.170
suspension for false, misleading or deceptive procedure 58.19.150
uses, prohibited 58.19.140
Purchaser contract, revocation of duration 58.19.050
notice 58.19.050
option of purchaser 58.19.050
revoocation 58.19.050
time for 58.19.050
Purpose 58.19.010
Registration amendments to, report required 58.19.120
application fees 58.19.290
application for, contents 58.19.060
changes, report required 58.19.120
consolidation of 58.19.110
examination of 58.19.080
federal act, under 58.19.100
fees, application 58.19.290
procedures 58.19.090
registration, order of procedure 58.19.090
rejection, order of procedure 58.19.090
required 58.19.050
requirements, enumerated 58.19.080
revoocation of cease and desist order as alternative to 58.19.220
grounds for 58.19.220
Review, judicial 58.19.240

LAND DEVELOPMENT ACT—Cont.
Rules and regulations, director 58.19.250
Short title 58.19.940
Violations injunctions 58.19.210
investigation of 58.19.200
orders, cease and desist 58.19.210
procedure 58.19.200
unfair practice subject to chapter 19.86
RCW 58.19.270
Waiver from provisions, director, by 58.19.040

LAND OFFICE RECEIPTS (See RECORDING AND FILING)

LAND POLLUTION
Municipal pollution control facilities and bonding, See POLLUTION CONTROL MUNICIPAL BONDING

LAND SURVEYS (See ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS)

LAND TITLE REGISTRATION (See REGISTRATION OF LAND TITLES)

LAND USE DATA BANK
Use and expansion of to promote multiple use concept for state lands 79.68.120

LANDLORD AND TENANT (See also LEASES, REAL PROPERTY)
Applicability of chapter 59.04 RCW 59.04.900
Cities and towns, housing authorities, rentals and tenant selection 35.82.090
Complaint, filing and service as notice to quit 59.08.080

Ejectment and quieting title actions action against tenant for possession 7.28.010
action against tenant on failure to pay rent 7.28.250
judgments, effect of 7.28.130
substitution of landlord in action against tenant 7.28.110

Execution against property in custody of tenant, writ contents 6.04.040
Farm crops, lien for rent 60.12.020

Forcible entry and detention agricultural land, holding over, effect 59.12.035
amendment conformance to proof 59.12.150
when allowed 59.12.160
appeal to supreme court stay bond 59.12.200
stay of proceedings 59.12.210
writ of restitution, suspension 59.12.220
complaint content 59.12.070
service of 59.12.070
continuance, allowance for amendment 59.12.150

damages for, actions for recovery of possess. of personal property 4.56.080
definition 59.12.010-59.12.030
detainer, forcible, defined 59.12.020
detainer, unlawful, defined 59.12.030
forcible entry defined 59.12.010
forefeiture, relief against application by tenant 59.12.190
satisfaction of conditions 59.12.190
service of notice 59.12.190

judgment appeal from, bond 59.12.200
default by defendant 59.12.120
execution of 59.12.170

generally 59.12.170
jurisdiction over, superior courts 2.08.010, 59.12.050
LANDLORD AND TENANT

Cont.

Forcible entry and detainer—Cont. jurisdiction over, superior courts Const. Art. 4 \( \frac{\text{Amdt} \; 28}{} \)

jurity trials, priority 59.12.130
parties to proceedings 59.12.060
penalty for 59.12.230
pleadings
amendment

conformance to proof 59.12.150
times allowed 59.12.160
answer of demurrer by defendant 59.12.121
issues of fact, determination by jury 59.12.130
proof, burden of plaintiff 59.12.140
practice, rules of, application 59.12.180
proof, requirement of plaintiff 59.12.140
inapplicable if property covered by Residential Landlord-Tenant Act, chapter 59.18 RCW 59.18.420

restitution, writ of
bond for 59.12.090
bond to stay 59.12.100
inapplicability to certain residential prop-
erty 59.12.091
modification of bonds 59.12.110
service of 59.12.100
suspension 59.12.220
use by plaintiff 59.12.090
restoration of property, writ of restitution 59.12.090
service of notice
made by mail 59.12.040
proof of 59.12.040
when tenant is conducting hotel, inn, etc. 59.12.040
summons
contents 59.12.080
necessity for 59.12.070
service of 59.12.080
waive, when deemed as 59.12.030

Gambling, termination of lease if premises used for 4.24.080
Judicial sale, leasehold under two years absolute 6.24.030
Jurors, challenge of, implied bias if juror landlord or tenant of party 4.44.180
Leases
for specified time, termination 59.04.030
month to month, when construed as 59.04.020
time period, limitation where in writing but acknowledged, etc. 59.04.010
year to year abolished except under written contract 59.04.010

Lien for rent. See LIENS, subtitles Rent Notice (See also LANDLORD AND TEN-
ANT, subtitle Residential Landlord—Ten-
ant Act)
complaint filing and service as 59.08.080
failure to pay rent, notice to quit premises 59.04.040
periodic tenancies, termination 59.04.020
rent default less than forty dollars, notice to quit or pay 59.08.010
termination of month to month tenancy 59.04.020
Possession gained without consent
payment of rent 59.04.050
surrender 59.04.050

Redemption
possession during redemption period 6.24-
.210
rents and profits 6.24.190
unexpired lease 6.24.210
use and occupation value 6.24.190
Rent (See also RENTS AND PROFITS)
failure to pay, notice to quit premises 59.04.040

LANDLORD AND TENANT

Cont.

Rent—Cont.
possession gained without consent 59.04.050
Rent default
hearings 59.08.060
notice to quit premises 59.04.040
under forty dollars
complaint
as notice to quit 59.08.080
sufficiency of 59.08.030
continuance of proceedings 59.08.050
fees
clerk 59.08.090
court orders 59.08.090
indemnity bond 59.08.100
notice to quit or pay 59.08.010
order for hearing 59.08.040
recall of writ of restitution 59.08.070
reinstatement of tenant's right to possession
59.08.010
service of process 59.08.040
sheriff's liability for damages 59.08.100
subsequent acceptance by landlord 59.08.010
summons and complaint as notice 59.08.010
writ of restitution 59.08.060
when constitutes unlawful detainer 59.12.030
Rent default, under forty dollars
applicability of chapter 59.08 RCW 59.08.900
inapplicability of chapter 59.08 RCW to residential property 59.08.900
Residential Landlord-Tenant Act
abandonment
landlord's duty to mitigate damages 59.18.310
landlord's remedies 59.18.310
liability of tenant 59.18.310
rent, liability for 59.18.310
tenant's liability upon occurrence 59.18-
.310
what constitutes 59.18.310
abandonment of property, landlord's rights 59.18.230
actions
deposit, recovery of, costs and fees al-
lowed, when 59.18.280
possessions of premises by tenant 59.18-
.290
unlawful detainer
defenses 59.18.180
landlord may commence, when 59.18-
.180
requirements for commencing action 59.18.180
actions and proceedings
bar to arbitration, when 59.18.320
forcible entry, writ of restitution application for 59.18.370
hearing upon 59.18.370
order for 59.18.370
forcible entry or detainer
answer 59.18.380
answer of defendant 59.18.400
bond, post—judgment by defendant 59.
18.390
bond prior to final judgment 59.18.380
costs and attorney's fees, award in
judgment 59.18.410
damages, judgment for 59.18.410
defendant's bond 59.18.390
defenses or set—off, assertion of 59.18-
.400
execution of judgment 59.18.410
forfeiture of lease or tenancy, judgment
may include 59.18.410
judgment, payment into court 59.18.410
judgment and execution 59.18.410
judgment and order 59.18.380

LANDLORD AND TENANT

Cont.

Residential Landlord—Tenant Act—Cont.
actions and proceedings—Cont.
forcible entry or detainer—Cont.
notice, bond hearing 59.18.390
rent due, inclusions in judgment 59.18-
.410
restitution, judgment for 59.18.410
satisfaction of judgment by payment into court 59.18.410
stay of order 59.18.380
writ of restitution, service of 59.18.390
notice, defendant's bond in forcible entry or
detainer action, hearing upon 59.
18.390
unlawful detainer, writ of restitution,
hearing, order, and application for 59.
18.370
affidavit, unable to pay arbitration fee,
waiver or deferral of 59.18.340
agent of landlord, designated, when 59.18-
.060
agreements, written, arbitration, relating
59.18.320
agricultural employees, seasonal, housing
exempted from chapter, when 59.18.040
agricultural land, residence thereon, ex-
empted from chapter, when 59.18.040
amount of damages, forcible entry or
detainer action, judgment for 59.18.410
answer, unlawful detainer action 59.18.380
answer of defendant
defenses or set—off to forcible entry or
detainer action 59.18.400
forcible entry or detainer action 59.18.400
appeals, arbitration decisions of, procedures
59.18.330
application for arbitration, completion and
delivery of 59.18.330
appliances, tenant, duties relating to 59.18-
.130
arbitration
agreement to, exceptions 59.18.320
appeal of decisions 59.18.330
application for 59.18.330
arbitrator
choice of 59.18.320
powers of 59.18.330
authorized, when 59.18.320
choice of arbitrator 59.18.320
completion, time for 59.18.350
contempt of court under 59.18.330
costs of, allowed to prevailing party,
when 59.18.280
costs recoverable, when 59.18.300
court action as bar, when 59.18.320
decision
appeal of 59.18.330
effect of 59.18.330
enforcement of 59.18.330
finality of 59.18.330
requirements of 59.18.330
defective condition affecting more than
one dwelling 59.18.330
defective conditions, certain, arbitration
prohibited 59.18.320
determination that landlord has failed to
carry out duties 59.18.110
enforcement of decision 59.18.330
evidence 59.18.330
exceptions to 59.18.320
fee
amount of 59.18.340
payment, by whom 59.18.340
waiver or deferral of 59.18.340
hearings, procedure 59.18.330
hearings, scheduled by arbitrator, time
requirements 59.18.330
notice, requirements 59.18.320
powers of arbitrator 59.18.330
procedural requirements 59.18.320
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Arbitration—Cont.
prohibited, when 59.18.320
recording of proceedings under 59.18.330
requirements generally 59.18.320
situations where prohibited 59.18.320
subpoena, issuance of 59.18.330
tenant wrongfully removed or excluded from premises 59.18.290
termination of tenancy, when 59.18.120
time for completion of process 59.18.350
time requirements, hearings 59.18.290
unlawful detainer action as bar to 59.18.320
written decision, requirements of 59.18.330

Attorney general, consumer protection division must approve exemptions from chapter 59.18.360

Forcible entry or detainer action, judgment may award 59.18.410
payment of, tenant, when 59.18.180
provision of no cost, not recoverable 59.18.250
reasonable, defined 59.18.030
recovered, when 59.18.230, 59.18.280
59.18.300
recovery of 59.18.250
tenant liable, when 59.18.180
bargaining position of parties, inequality of precludes exemptions from chapter 59.18.360
bids for repair of defective conditions 59.18.100
bond forcible entry or detainer, defendant's post-judgment 59.18.390
unlawful detainer action, final judgment, prior to 59.18.380
charges, damage or cleaning, withholding of 59.18.260
claims, tenant against security deposit, priority of 59.18.270
cleaning, duty of tenant 59.18.130
cleaning fees, tenant's duties affected 59.18.130
terms for charging included in rental agreement 59.18.260
condemned property, time for 59.18.350
complaint of arbitrator, time for 59.18.350
court, completion of, time for 59.18.040
contempt of court, arbitration proceeding, when 59.18.330
contract terms of, termination of tenancy 59.18.220
time of tenancy, termination of 59.18.220
corrected facilities, exempted from chapter 59.18.040

costs
paid into court, forcible entry or detainer 59.18.380
payment of, tenant, when 59.18.180
recovered, when 59.18.290, 59.18.300
recovery of 59.18.250
tenant liable for, when 59.18.180
costs of action, forcible entry or detainer, judgment may award 59.18.410
costs of suit, recoverable, when 59.18.230
county prosecutors, approval of exemptions from his chapter, when required 59.18.360
court action, bar to arbitration, when 59.18.320
damages forcible entry or detainer action, judgment for 59.18.410
burden, recovery for 59.18.040

LANDLORD AND TENANT—Cont.
Residential Landlord–Tenant Act—Cont.

Arbitration—Cont.
hold over by tenant, landlord's remedies 59.18.120
recovery for 59.18.280
tenant's for removal or exclusion from premises 59.18.290
utility services, termination of by landlord 59.18.300
decisions arbitration proceedings, time for, requirements of 59.18.330
enforcibility of from, arbitration 59.18.330
finality of arbitration 59.18.330
default in rent landlord's remedies 59.18.310
tenant's liability 59.18.310
defective conditions affecting more than one dwelling, arbitration regarding 59.18.330
arbitration, not available, when 59.18.320
fees for repair of 59.18.100
failure of tenant to remedy, landlord's remedies 59.18.160
landlord's duties concerning 59.18.060
landlord's failure to remedy, tenant's choice of actions 59.18.090
notice from tenant to landlord 59.18.070
repair, time for 59.18.110
repair authorized by court or arbitrator 59.18.110
repair by tenant 59.18.100
limitations and exclusions 59.18.100
reduction of rent 59.18.100
when 59.18.100
repairs of, liability for 59.18.180
tenant may repair, when 59.18.100
termination of tenancy, when 59.18.120
time for landlord to remedy 59.18.070
unfeasible to repair within time limits 59.18.120
vacation of premises, when, conditions for 59.18.120
definitions 59.18.030
deposit retained, statement concerning 59.18.090
return of, statement concerning 59.18.090
withholding of, terms for included in rental agreement 59.18.260
deposits action for recovery of, costs and fees allowed, when 59.18.280
recovery of, action for, costs and fees allowed, when 59.18.280
retention of, statements relating to 59.18.280
security for tenant's performance, trust account, deposit in 59.18.270
withholding of, wear and tear, normal, prohibition 59.18.280
deposits, cleaning or damage, withholding of 59.18.260
distress for rent, landlord's right to abolished 59.18.230
drayage, tenant's liability upon abandonment 59.18.310
duties, arbitration, relating to completion of 59.18.350
duties of landlord 59.18.060
failure to carry out, tenant's remedies 59.18.100
failure to perform 59.18.070
duties of tenant 59.18.130
rules, conformity to 59.18.140
dwelling unit, defined 59.18.030
electricity, termination of service by landlord 59.18.300
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notice of termination of tenancy 59.18.200
obligations 59.18.100
remedies
abandonment by tenant 59.18.310
tenant's failure to correct defective conditions 59.18.160
removal or exclusion of tenant from premises 59.18.290
releases or retaliation defined 59.18.240
prohibited 59.18.240
restitution, writ of, application for 59.18.140
removal or exclusion of tenant 59.18.230
tenant's, condition of actions 59.18.090
lease
cleaning deposit, withholding of 59.18.260
damage deposit, withholding of 59.18.260
forfeiture of, forcible entry or entry action 59.18.410
lien provision, prohibited, when 59.18.230
print, requirements 59.18.210
requirements for 59.18.210
standard form, exemptions appearing in 59.18.360
term for 59.18.210
terms of, waiver of chapter prohibited 59.18.230
validity of 59.18.210
waiver of chapter prohibited 59.18.230
written, requirement 59.18.210
liability
indemnification of landlord for, prohibited 59.18.230
landlord's
tenant's property 59.18.230
termination of utility services 59.18.300
for rent default 59.18.310
tenant's storage and drayage upon abandonment 59.18.310
lien
personal property, creation prohibited 59.18.230
prohibition against on tenant's property 59.18.230
locks and keys, landlord's duties concerning 59.18.060
maintenance of premises
certain duties of tenant 59.18.130
damage and cleaning fees, withholding of 59.18.060
tenant, certain duties of 59.18.130
maintenance of property duties of landlord 59.18.060
moneys, security deposits, deposit into trust account 59.18.270
noncompliance
landlord's, tenants' complaint concerning 59.18.240
notice of 59.18.190
tenant's complaint about landlord 59.18.240
notice of abandonment by tenant, landlord to notify of property sale 59.18.310
arbitration, requirements 59.18.320
arbitration hearings 59.18.330
deposits, retention of 59.18.290
duties of tenant, landlord may notify tenant of failure to carry out 59.18.170
entry by landlord 59.18.150
expiration of 59.18.190
forcible entry or detention, bond, defendant's post-judgment 59.18.390
hearing on defendant's bond in forcible entry or detention action 59.18.390
hearing, arbitration 59.18.330
landlord to tenant 59.18.190
sale of tenant's property upon abandonment 59.18.310
landlord to tenant of tenant's failure to carry out duties 59.18.170
noncompliance, tenant's, landlord, when notice by required 59.18.180
rent increase, rebuttal of presumption of reprisal or retaliation 59.18.250
rental agreement, modification of 59.18.140
restitution, writ of, application for 59.18.370
rules of tenancy, modification of 59.18.140
tenant's failure to carry out duties, landlord may notify 59.18.170
trust account for security deposit 59.18.270
unlawful detainer action 59.18.370
notice of defective conditions, tenant to landlord 59.18.070
notices, termination of tenancy, time for 59.18.200
nuisance, tenant's duty not to permit 59.18.130
nursing homes, licensed, exempted from chapter 59.18.040
obligation of good faith, imposed for exercise of rights and remedies 59.18.020
order, unlawful detainer action 59.18.380
owner, defined 59.18.030
parties, bargaining position of, inequality precludes exemptions from chapter 59.18.360
personal property
sale of upon abandonment of premises by tenant 59.18.310
tenant's recovery of 59.18.230
periodic tenancy
termination of 59.18.220
notice requirements 59.18.200
person, defined 59.18.030
premises
damages to, deposit, withholding 59.18.260
defect 59.18.030
exclusion of landlord by tenant 59.18.290
hold over by tenant 59.18.290
removal or exclusion of tenant from 59.18.290
vacation of
retention of deposit, statement relating to 59.18.280
return of deposit 59.18.280
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LANDLORD AND TENANT—Cont. Residential Landlord—Tenant Act—Cont. presumptions refusal of 59.18.250 refund or retaliating, when 59.18.250 procedure answer of defendant, forcible entry or de­
tainer action 59.18.400 defenses to forcible entry or detainer ac­
tion, assertion of 59.18.400 forcible entry or detainer action 59.18.380 answer of defendant 59.18.400 restitution, writ of 59.18.370 unlawful detainer, writ of 59.18.370 writ of restitution 59.18.370 procedures, arbitration, relating to 59.18.320 prohibited acts, retaliation or reprisal by landlord 59.18.240 prohibitions eviction of tenant, retaliation or reprisal, when 59.18.240 landlord's retaliation 59.18.240 waiver in lease 59.18.230 property abandonment of, landlord's rights 59.18.230 tenant's, sale by landlord, abandonment by tenant 59.18.310 property, personal abandonment, landlord's rights 59.18.230 tenant's, taking by landlord 59.18.230 proprty, tenant's, sale by landlord, distribu­
tion of proceeds 59.18.310 public lands, exempted from chapter, when 59.18.040 public policy, violation of as precluding ex­
ceptions this chapter 59.18.360 purchaser as tenant, exempted from chapter 59.18.040 reasonableness of tenant's fees, defined 59.18.030 refund, deposit, time for 59.18.280 remedies landlord's failure of tenant to remedy defective condition 59.18.160 tenant intentionally causing loss of utility services 59.18.300 landlord's for certain noncompliance by tenant 59.18.180 tenant, bar to arbitration, when exercise of constitutes 59.18.320 tenant's 59.18.070 assertion of protected 59.18.240 termination of utility services by land­
lord 59.18.300 tenant's choice upon failure of landlord to correct defective condition 59.18.090 unlawful detainer 59.18.380 rent amount due, judgment, inclusion 59.18.410 deductions from, cost of repairs 59.18.100 default by tenant 59.18.310 diminished, when 59.18.110 distress for, right to abolished 59.18.230 forcible entry or detention action, amount due may be included in judgment 59.18.410 increase presuppositions relating to 59.18.250 reprisal or retaliation, when 59.18.240 liability of tenant upon abandonment 59.18.310 nonpayment, when allowed 59.18.090 paid into court, unlawful detainer action 59.18.380 payment of duty of tenant 59.18.130 when not required 59.18.090 reduced, when 59.18.110

LANDLORD AND TENANT—Cont. Residential Landlord—Tenant Act—Cont. rent—Cont. reduction in 59.18.100 refund of, when required 59.18.090 tenant's default 59.18.310 tenant's liability upon abandonment 59.18.310 rent, payment of condition of exercise of tenant's remedies 59.18.080 exceptions 59.18.080 tenant's remedies conditioned upon 59.18.080 rental agreement cleaning fee, withholding of 59.18.260 conformance to by tenant 59.18.140 damage deposit, withholding of 59.18.260 defined 59.18.030 exemptions appearing in 59.18.360 modifications of, time effective 59.18.140 termination of, repairs, payment for 59.18.180 waivers prohibited 59.18.230 repair of property, landlord's duties concern­ing 59.18.060 repairs authorized by court or arbitrator 59.18.110 by tenant 59.18.100 emergency, during 59.18.180 interruption of utility services, when al­
lowed 59.18.300 landlord, by charged to tenant, when 59.18.180 tenant may be charged, when 59.18.180 payment for, tenant, when 59.18.180 tenant's responsibility, when 59.18.180 time for, determination by court or arbitrator 59.18.110 reprisals or retaliation defined 59.18.240 prohibited 59.18.240 restitution, judgment for, forcible entry or detainer action 59.18.410 restitution, writ of, order, hearing, and ap­
plication for 59.18.370 retaliation or reprisals defined 59.18.240 presumptions relating to 59.18.250 prohibited 59.18.240 rights, abandonment by tenant 59.18.310 rights and remedies, obligation of good faith imposed 59.18.020 rights of landlord's entry into premises, con­ditions for 59.18.150 rules of tenancy conformance to by tenant 59.18.140 effective date, time of 59.18.140 safety affected by noncompliance 59.18.180 public policy of state 59.18.360 sanitary housing, public policy of state 59.18.360 satisfaction of judgment in forcible entry or detainer action 59.18.410 services, reduction of, reprisal or retaliation, when 59.18.240 services, utility tenant intentionally causing loss of 59.18.300 termination by landlord unlawful 59.18.300 set-off, assertion of answer of defendant in forcible entry or detainer action 59.18.400 forcible entry or detainer action, answer of defendant 59.18.400 tenant's liability upon abandonment 59.18.310

tention of 59.18.280 eviction of, reprisal or retaliation, when 59.18.240 failure to comply with duties, landlord's remedies 59.18.180 failure to remedy defective conditions 59.18.160 good faith and lawful actions 59.18.240 landlord's reprisal or retaliation 59.18.250 holdover on premises, unlawful except under court order 59.18.290 noncompliance entry by landlord, when 59.18.180 notice of by landlord 59.18.190 unlawful detainer, grounds for 59.18.180 notice of termination of tenancy 59.18.200 obligations, performance of, security for, trust account 59.18.270 personal property, taken or detained by landlord 59.18.230 property, personal recovery of 59.18.230 taking by landlord 59.18.230 protection of rights and remedies 59.18.240 remedies bar to arbitration, when exercise of constitutes 59.18.320 landlord's failure to carry out duties 59.18.180 removal or exclusion from premises by landlord 59.18.290
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Remedies—Cont.
utility services, termination by landlord 59.18.300
removal or exclusion from premises remedies 59.18.290
unlawful except under court order 59.18.290
repair of defective conditions 59.18.100
rights approval by attorney of exemptions from this chapter 59.18.360
occupancy of premises 59.18.290
utility services 59.18.300
rights and remedies, protection of 59.18-240
vacation of premises, when 59.18.120
tenant, duties of, rent, payment of 59.18.080
tenant's duties 59.18.130
failure to carry out, notice by landlord, contents 59.18.170
rules, conformance to 59.18.140
tenant's property, proceeds from landlord's sale of upon abandonment 59.18.310
tenant's remedies prerequisite, payment of rent 59.18.080
rent, payment of as prerequisite of exercise 59.18.080
termination of rental agreement payment for repairs 59.18.180
retention of deposit, statement relating to required 59.18.280
return of deposit 59.18.280
tenant's removal or exclusion from premises 59.18.290
termination of tenancy defective conditions, when 59.18.120
deposits, return of 59.18.260
notice of, requirements for 59.18.200
time of 59.18.220
time for completion of arbitration 59.18.350
time limits, landlord's duties 59.18.070
time requirements, termination of tenancy 59.18.200
trust account moneys held as security deposit 59.18.270
notice of defective to tenant 59.18.270
unlawful detainer (See also LANDLORD AND TENANT, subtitle Residential Landlord–Tenant Act, actions and proceedings; LANDLORD AND TENANT, subtitle Residential Landlord–Tenant Act, forcible entry or detainer) action may be commenced, when 59.18-180
bond prior to final judgment 59.18.380
ba to arbitration, when 59.18.320
defenses 59.18.180
judgment and order 59.18.380
procedure regarding action for 59.18.370
stay of order 59.18.380
unlawful detainer action, claims under 59.18.230
utilities, time for landlord to remedy defect 59.18.070
utility services tenant intentionally causing loss of 59.18-300
termination by landlord 59.18.300
vacation of premises, time for, reasonable, determination by court or arbitrator 59.18.120
waiver fee, arbitration 59.18.340
prohibitions against, lease waiving provisions of chapter 59.18.230
water landlord's duties concerning 59.18.060

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS—Cont.

Residential Landlord–Tenant Act—Cont.
water—Cont.
termination of service by landlord 59.18-300
time for landlord to remedy defect 59.18-180
wear and tear, normal, deposit may not be withheld for 59.18.260
writ of restitution how obtained 59.18.370
service of 59.18.390
written agreement arbitration, submission to 59.18.320
exemptions from certain provisions of this chapter 59.18.360
yearly tenancies, abolished, exceptions 59.18.210
Residential property, inapplicability of chapter 59.04 RCW 59.18.060
Tenancies from month to month unlawful except under court order 59.18.050
Tenancies from year to year, arbitration unless express written contract 59.04.010
Tenancy by sufferance liability of tenant for rent 59.04.050
termination 59.04.050
when deemed 59.04.050
Termination of tenancies, when deemed 59.04.030
Unlawful entry and detainer definitions 59.16.010
parties to action 59.16.040
pleadings allegation of plaintiff 59.16.030
answer, statement of claim 59.16.020
Seal of registered landscape architect 18.96.120
reciprocity to out of state applicants 18.96.100
reexamination, application fee 18.96.080
reinstatement 18.96.110
required 18.96.010
requirements for 18.96.070
restoration of revoked or suspended license 18.96.140
seal of registered landscape architect 18.96.150
suspension, revocation or failure to renew, grounds 18.96.120
Seal 18.96.150
Suspension, revocation or failure to renew based upon findings of board, requirement 18.96.130
grounds 18.96.120
restoration of registration 18.96.140
Violations hearing by board upon 18.96.060
penalty 18.96.170
seal, unlawful use 18.96.160
use or advertising of title landscape architect, without registration 18.96.020

LANGUAGE

Schools and school districts, language of instruction 28A.05.015

LANDSCAPES

Advertising, title of landscape architect, unlawful to advertise or use 18.96.020
Annual fee 18.96.110
Board of registration creation 18.96.040
enforcement by injunction, authority of board 18.96.180
filing of charges against practitioner 18.96.130
general powers and duties 18.96.060
members appointment 18.96.040
both, filing 18.96.050
expenses and per diem 18.96.050
limitations upon 18.96.040
qualifications 18.96.040
removal 18.96.050
term 18.96.050
vacancies 18.96.050
Corporate practice prohibited 18.96.070
Definitions 18.96.030
Enforcement, criminal violations 18.96.180
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agent 9.54.010
association officer 9.54.010
attorney 9.54.010
bailee 9.54.010
contractor failing to pay for labor and materials from moneys paid by owner for that purpose 9.54.080
corporate officer 9.54.010
employee 9.54.010
executor 9.54.010
finder of lost property 9.54.010
guardian 9.54.010
pledgee 9.54.010
public officer 9.54.010
servant 9.54.010
trustee 9.54.010
False arrest for civil suit, defense of reasonable cause 424.220
False pretenses 9.54.010
False representations 9.54.010
sale of property without revealing subject to mortgage or lien 9.54.070
Fencing stolen property 9.54.010
Grand larceny 9.54.090
check or draft over twenty-five dollars knowing maker or drawer false 9.54.090
fire, taking from burning building 9.54.090
livestock, taking, concealing, slaughtering, etc. 9.54.115
livestock from range 9.54.090
public records 9.54.090
stealing from person or corpse 9.54.090
value over seventy-five dollars 9.54.090
Indictment or information for, description of, value over seventy-five dollars 9.54.090
Restoration of property to owner, officer's accountibility 9.54.130
Reward for conviction 10.85.010
Shoplifting, See SHOPLIFTING
Taking away property of another 9.54.010
Theft of certificates of title 65.12.730
Timber, removal or damaging on state lands 79.01.748
Tools, making or possessing of tools used to commit larceny, penalty 9.19.050
Trailers, serial number or identification, defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of 9.54.030
Valuation of property market value, generally 9.54.100
money instruments, face value 9.54.100

LAST ILLNESS
Nuncupative will 11.12.025

LAUNDRIES
Coin operated, situated in apartment house, hotel, motel, rooming house, trailer camp or tourist camp, not retail sale for purpose of tax 82.04.050

LAW
See STATUTES; ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS; SESSION LAWS; REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' TRAINING FUND (See PUBLIC FUNDS)

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS (See STATE PATROL; POLICE; SHERIFFS; LAWS; REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON)

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION, BOARD ON (See TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION BOARDS)

LAW LIBRARIES (See LIBRARIES)

LAW MERCHANT (See also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS)
Bills of lading, law merchant applies to 81.32.511
Sales, rules applicable to 63.04.740
Trust receipts 61.20.170

LAWNS
(See ATTORNEYS AT LAW)

LEAD Incorporated towns on United States land, rights of claimants 58.28.130

LEASEHOLD ESTATES
Corrections in assessments of 84.40A.030
Listing for taxation, Ch. 84.40A
Modification of existing leases 84.40A.050
Study of assessments and valuation 84.40A-040

LEASEHOLD IN LIEU EXISE TAX (See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes, leasehold in lieu)

LEASES (See also LANDLORD AND TENANT; FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAIN; REAL PROPERTY)
Airspace, conveyance or lease by cities of the first and second class 35.22.302
Cities and towns airspace, first and second class cities 35.22.302
leases with or without option to purchase authorized 35.42.200
off-street parking facilities 35.86.040, 35.86.050, 35.86.060, 35.86.070, 35.86.080, 35.86.120
property acquired at local improvement proceedings 35.53.030
public transportation systems, financing, lease for operation and maintenance of 35.95.050
public utilities 35.94.010-35.94.030
surplus property 35.94.040
real property in urban renewal areas 35.81.090
waterways and canals located in fill areas 35.56.220
Claims, lease of beds of navigable waters for growing of 79.01.568
Corporate franchise, lease of not to relieve from liability Const. Art. 12 § 1 Corporations, assets of 23A.24.010
Counties capital outlay equipment, purchase or lease of 36.32.272
competitive bids 36.32.240
contract awarding, procedure 36.32.250
county hospitals, competitive bids 36.32.240
purchasing department 36.32.240
County property agricultural fair land 36.34.145
generally Ch. 36.34
long term to United States 36.34.310
to federal or state government or political subdivision, authorized 39.33.010
County roads, along air space above or below, authority, limitation 36.75.040

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION, BOARD ON (See TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION BOARDS)

LAW LIBRARIES (See LIBRARIES)

LAW MERCHANT (See also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS)
Bills of lading, law merchant applies to 81.32-511
Sales, rules applicable to 63.04.740
Trust receipts 61.20.170

LAWNS
(See ATTORNEYS AT LAW)

LEAD Incorporated towns on United States land, rights of claimants 58.28.130

LEASEHOLD ESTATES
Corrections in assessments of 84.40A.030
Listing for taxation, Ch. 84.40A
Modification of existing leases 84.40A.050
Study of assessments and valuation 84.40A-040

LEASEHOLD IN LIEU EXISE TAX (See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes, leasehold in lieu)

LEASES (See also LANDLORD AND TENANT; FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAIN; REAL PROPERTY)
Airspace, conveyance or lease by cities of the first and second class 35.22.302
Cities and towns airspace, first and second class cities 35.22.302
leases with or without option to purchase authorized 35.42.200
off-street parking facilities 35.86.040, 35.86.050, 35.86.060, 35.86.070, 35.86.080, 35.86.120
property acquired at local improvement proceedings 35.53.030
public transportation systems, financing, lease for operation and maintenance of 35.95.050
public utilities 35.94.010-35.94.030
surplus property 35.94.040
real property in urban renewal areas 35.81.090
waterways and canals located in fill areas 35.56.220
Claims, lease of beds of navigable waters for growing of 79.01.568
Corporate franchise, lease of not to relieve from liability Const. Art. 12 § 1 Corporations, assets of 23A.24.010
Counties capital outlay equipment, purchase or lease of 36.32.272
competitive bids 36.32.240
contract awarding, procedure 36.32.250
county hospitals, competitive bids 36.32.240
purchasing department 36.32.240
County property agricultural fair land 36.34.145
generally Ch. 36.34
long term to United States 36.34.310
to federal or state government or political subdivision, authorized 39.33.010
County roads, along air space above or below, authority, limitation 36.75.040

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION, BOARD ON (See TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION BOARDS)

LAW LIBRARIES (See LIBRARIES)

LAW MERCHANT (See also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS)
Bills of lading, law merchant applies to 81.32-511
Sales, rules applicable to 63.04.740
Trust receipts 61.20.170

LAWNS
(See ATTORNEYS AT LAW)
LEASING—Cont.
Guardianship property—Cont.
purposes for which may be leased 11.92.090
Harbor area
assessments 35.44.150
wharves, building of Const. Art. 15 § 2
Income tax, tax credit for persons renting
homestead, generally Ch. 82.31
Local and other improvement assessments
against leaseholds and public lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Local
and other improvements and assessments against
Military property 38.12.020
Mobile homes, commercial coaches and recre-
tional vehicles, safety regulations, compliance
required 43.22.340
Motor vehicles, lessees of vehicles may apply
for reciprocal or proportional registration of vehicles 46.85.070
Multi-purpose community centers, use or operation
of facilities 35.59.080
Municipal pollution control facilities 70.95A-.060
National guard property 38.12.020
Navigable waters, lease of beds for growing of
claims 79.01.568
Off-street parking facilities, cities and towns
33.5A.120
Oyster growing, lease of beds of navigable waters
79.01.568, 79.01.576
Oyster lands, state, duties of director of fisheries 79.576
Personal property
certificate of satisfaction 61.16.040
mortgage or vendor failing to release lease
instrument, penalty 61.16.050
subject to lease or rental agreement
conversion, destruction, sale, removal, etc. to avoid, penalty 9.45.060
failure to return property, penalty 9.45-
060, 9.45.062
presumption of intent to defraud on failure to return 9.54.140
warranty, disclaimer of, merchantability or fitness limitation, exceptions 63.18.010
Port district property
generally 53.08.080
security for rent 53.08.085
Probate (See also PROBATE, subtitle Leases; PROBATE, subtitle Real Property)
administrator cannot lease property unless director 
powers and duties 60.29.060
hearing procedure 60.29.230
interim appointment of committee 60.29.240
to modify or enforce any
final order, venue 62.09.280
advice of professional personal 62.09.210
child custody
powers and duties 62.09.250
supervision by appropriate agency when necessary 62.09.250
hearing procedure 62.09.230
with court 62.09.210
investigation and report 62.09.220
modification of custody decree
grounds 62.09.260
supporting affidavit 62.09.270
priority in setting hearing 62.09.230
relevant factors in awarding custody 62.09.190
temporary custody order 62.09.200
supporting affidavit 62.09.270
vacation of temporary custody order 62.09.200
visitation rights, factors to be considered 62.09.240
Child custody hearing
payment of expenses of witnesses 62.09.230
record may be sealed 62.09.230
Child support, apportionment of expenses
26.09.100
Children as petitioners regarding validity of marriage
62.09.040
consent for psychiatric care 62.09.220
continuous supervision 62.09.250
custodian 62.09.180
custody, See LEGAL SEALATION, subtitle Custody of children; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Custody proceeding
dependent, address, ages 62.09.020
emancipation 62.09.170
legitimacy 62.09.940
molesting, temporary orders regarding
62.09.160
removal from juris, temporary orders regarding
62.09.060
residence of 62.09.180
support, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Support of children
temporary orders 62.09.200, 62.09.270
venue 62.09.180, 62.09.280
visitation, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Visitation
Civil procedures 26.09.010
Civil rules 26.09.010
Clerk of court, payments to 26.09.120
Coercion 26.09.030
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LEGAL SEPARATION

— Cont.

Cohabitation 26.09.040
Complaint. See LEGAL SEPARATION, sub­title Petition
Consanginity 26.09.040
Conversion, enforcement separation, contract 26.09.070
Conversion to decree of dissolution 26.09.150
Costs, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Litigation costs
Custodian, service, reference for 26.09.030
Designation of proceedings 26.09.250
Custody of children. See also LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Custody of children
Evidence coercion 26.09.030
Evidence modification 26.09.260, 26.09.270
Evidence for best interest 26.09.200
Evidence separation contract does not limit 26.09.040
Evidence venue 26.09.280
Evidence separation 26.09.050, 26.09.060
Evidence separation contract 26.09.070
temporary order 26.09.200
Custody proceeding. See also LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Custody proceeding
commencement 26.09.180
evidence 26.09.210
Factors to be considered 26.09.180
guardian misconduct 26.09.190
hearing 26.09.230
intervention 26.09.280
interviewing child 26.09.210
investigation reports 26.09.220
misconduct not relevant 26.09.190
notice 26.09.180
notices 26.09.180
responsive pleadings 26.09.180
suitability of parent 26.09.180
temporary 26.09.200
suit of action 26.09.010
suit of action venue 26.09.080, 26.09.280
Debts, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Liability disposition; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Obligations
Decree 26.09.010
appeals 26.09.150
changing 26.09.280
dissolution 26.09.010
finality 26.09.150
modification 26.09.070
no awards 26.09.010
reopening 26.09.170
separation contract 26.09.070
validity of marriage 26.09.040
Defendant, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Respondent
Department of social and health services, payments to 26.09.120
Dependent children, guardian ad litem 26.09.110
Designation of proceedings 26.09.010
Diagnosis, requests for 26.09.220
Dismissals 26.09.030
Disobedience of decree or order, right to appropriate court order 26.09.160
Disposition of property and liabilities, factors 26.09.080
Duress 26.09.040
Earning, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Financial resources
Employers, assignments of income 26.09.130
Enforcement separation contract 26.09.070
Evidence 26.09.280
LEGAL SEPARATION— Cont.
Failure to comply with decree or order, obligation to make payments or permit visitation 26.09.160
Family courts, returns from, transfers to 26.09.030
Family home awarding 26.09.080
temporary orders regarding 26.09.060
Fees. See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Litigation costs
Finality of decree 26.09.150
Financial resources, maintenance of spouse 26.09.090
Findings coercion 26.09.030
custody modification 26.09.260, 26.09.270
fraud 26.09.030
irreparable injury for temporary restraining order 26.09.060
marriage irretrievably broken 26.09.030
temporary custody, adequate cause 26.09.270
unfairness of separation contract 26.09.070
visitation endangering child 26.09.240
Force 26.09.040
Foreign marriage, invalidity 26.09.040
Forma pauperis, guardian ad litem 26.09.110
Fraud inducing marriage 26.09.040
inducing petition 26.09.030
Garnishment, maintenance, support 26.09.130
Guardian ad litem allowance for fees, litigation costs 26.09.110
custody 26.09.190
Income in lieu of dissolution of marriage 26.09.030
Income, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Financial resources
Income assignment maintenance, support, garnishment 26.09.130
Indigency, guardian ad litem 26.09.110
Injunction, preliminary, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Preliminary injunction
Intervention, custody proceeding 26.09.180
Judgment 26.09.010
changing venue 26.09.280
nunc pro tunc 26.09.290
reopening 26.09.170
Jury trial 26.09.010, 26.09.230
Juvenile courts, referrals to for advice 26.09.210
Law separation, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Separation, legal
Legitimacy 26.09.040
Liability disposition dissolution 26.09.050, 26.09.060
invalidity 26.09.040, 26.09.050, 26.09.060
marital misconduct 26.09.080
separation 26.09.050, 26.09.060
Liti gation costs 26.09.140
Maintenance of spouse arrangements alleged 26.09.020
maintenance, support, garnishment 26.09.130
Authority of court 26.09.090
consideration 26.09.090
Dissolution 26.09.050, 26.09.060
Financial resources 26.09.090
Invalidity 26.09.040, 26.09.050, 26.09.060
Marital misconduct notification 26.09.170
payment methods, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Payment methods
separation 26.09.030, 26.09.060
separation contract 26.09.070
Temporary 26.09.060
termination by death, marriage 26.09.170
venue 26.09.280
Marital misconduct maintenance 26.09.090
not relevant 26.09.080
LEGAL SEPARATION—Cont.
Marital misconduct— Cont.
support 26.09.100
Marital status 26.09.010
Marriage bigamous 26.09.040
irretrievably broken 26.09.030
Invalidity, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Invalidity of marriage
place 26.09.020
registration 26.09.020
validity, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Invalidity of marriage
Mental incapacity 26.09.040
Minor or dependent child, court appointed attorney to represent, payment of costs, fees and disbursements 26.09.110
Misconduct marital, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Marital misconduct of proposed guardian 26.09.190
Modification 26.09.070
change of circumstances 26.09.170
custody 26.09.260
maintenance prospective 26.09.170
property disposition 26.09.170
support prospective 26.09.170
venue 26.09.280
Motions custody modification 26.09.270
for validity 26.09.040
nunc pro tunc 26.09.290
payment methods 26.09.120
Temporary custody 26.09.200, 26.09.270
temporary orders 26.09.060
Name change, wife 26.09.150
Nunc pro tunc 26.09.290
Obligations. See also LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Liability disposition
separation contract 26.09.070
Orders, change, venue 26.09.280
Parties armed forces member 26.09.030
dissolution 26.09.020
residence 26.09.030
termination by death, marriage 26.09.140
temporary restraining order, marriage 26.09.170
remarriage 26.09.170
visitation tie in 26.09.160
Petition for, contents 26.09.020
Pleading affidavits, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Affidavits
motion, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Motions
petition 26.09.010
preliminary injunction, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Preliminary injunction
response 26.09.010, 26.09.180
show cause, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Show cause
temporary restraining order, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Temporary restraining order
Practice 26.09.100
Pregnancy, allegation in petition 26.09.020
LEGAL SEPARATION—Cont.

Preliminary injunction, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Temporary restraining order; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Temporary restraining order; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Preliminary injunction; effect, scope, termination 26.09.060

Procedure 26.09.010

Proceedings, civil practice to govern 26.09.010

Professional service, referrals to juvenile court 26.09.210

Property

community, disposition requested 26.09.020
generally 26.09.160
separate, disposition requested 26.09.020

Property disposition

by dower 26.09.080
dissolution 26.09.050, 26.09.060
invalidity 26.09.040, 26.09.050, 26.09.060
marital misconduct 26.09.080
modification 26.09.170
separation 26.09.050, 26.09.060
separation contract 26.09.070

 Provision for child support, custody and visitation 26.09.050

 Provision for disposition of property and liabilities 26.09.050

 Provision for maintenance of either spouse 26.09.050

Psychiatric information, request for 26.09.220
Reconciliation 26.09.030
Recording 26.09.070
Relief sought 26.09.020
Residence 26.09.020

Respondent
dissolution actions 26.09.030
invalidity actions 26.09.040
service of summons on 26.09.030
Response 26.09.010, 26.09.180

Separation, legal
continuance as custody 26.09.200
conversion to dissolution 26.09.150
custody 26.09.050, 26.09.060
custody proceeding 26.09.180
date of 26.09.020
decree effect 26.09.010
liability disposition 26.09.050, 26.09.060
liens of dissolution 26.09.030
maintenance 26.09.050, 26.09.060
parties 26.09.020
petition contents 26.09.020
property disposition 26.09.050, 26.09.060
support 26.09.050, 26.09.060
temporary orders 26.09.060
title of action 26.09.010
venue 26.09.280
visitation 26.09.050

Separation contracts 26.09.070
termination of payment 26.09.170

Settlement, See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Separation contract

Show cause 26.09.270

Standard of living, maintenance of spouse 26.09.090

Summons 26.09.030

Support of children (See also LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Custody; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Visitation) arrangement alleged 26.09.020
assignment of income 26.09.130
authority 26.09.100
dissolution 26.09.050, 26.09.060
invalidity 26.09.040, 26.09.050, 26.09.060
marital misconduct 26.09.100
modification 26.09.070
separation contract does not limit 26.09.070
payment method. See LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Payment methods
relevant factor 26.09.100
separation 26.09.050, 26.09.060
separation contract 26.09.070

LEGAL SEPARATION—Cont.

Support or maintenance
court order to make an assignment of wages or trust income 26.09.130
payments
clerk of court, duties 26.09.120
court order to whom paid 26.09.120
Temporary injunction (See also LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Temporary restraining order; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Preliminary injunction) termination 26.09.060
Temporary maintenance or child support 26.09.060
Temporary orders (See also LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Temporary restraining order; LEGAL SEPARATION, subtitle Preliminary injunction) custody 26.09.200
dismissals of main proceeding 26.09.200
maintenance, support, termination 26.09.060
vacation 26.09.200
Temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction 26.09.060
Termination by death of parent, emancipation 26.09.170
Termination of child support, grounds 26.09.170
Termination of maintenance obligation, grounds 26.09.170
Time limits
ninety days 26.09.030
six months, conversion of separation to dissolution 26.09.150
sixty days, report from counseling service 26.09.030
Title of actions 26.09.010
Transmittal of certificate to state registrar of vital statistics 26.09.150
Trial, jury dispensed with 26.09.010
Vacation, temporary orders 26.09.200
Validity of marriage consanguinity 26.09.040
decree effect 26.09.010
petition contents 26.09.020
title of action 26.09.010
venue 26.09.280
Venue 26.09.280
custody 26.09.180

Visitation
arrangement 26.09.020
dissolution 26.09.050
interview of child 26.09.210
invalidity action 26.09.040
modification 26.09.240
separation contract 26.09.070
rights of noncustodial parent 26.09.240
separation 26.09.050
separation contract 26.09.070
terms with payments prohibited 26.09.160
Witnesses, travel expenses 26.09.230

LEGAL SERVICES (See also ATTORNEYS AT LAW)
Bank or trust company soliciting or furnishing, penalty 30.04.260

LEGAL SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE
Challenge to, effect, procedure 4.56.150

LEGEND DRUGS
Containers, labeling requirements 69.41.050
Definitions 69.41.010
Real use, grounds for search and seizure 69.41.060
Prescription
filling order for addict or habitual user not a legal prescription 69.41.040
legitimate medical purpose, defined 69.41.040

LEGEND OF LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMITTEE

Budget and accounting system
deemed legislative branch for purposes of 43.88.230
estimates and information furnished to 43.88.090
examination of books and accounts of agencies 43.88.160
hearings, represented at 43.88.090
legislative council, information furnished to 43.88.160
legislature
information furnished to 43.88.160
report to 43.88.160
post-audit duties and report 43.88.160

Confirmation of members by senate 44.28.010
Continuation of memberships and powers 44.28.030
Created 44.28.010
Enrollment forecasts, report to 43.62.050
Expenses and per diem 44.28.040
Expenses of committee, payment procedure 44.28.050
Federal funds and programs, state acceptance and participation, notice and progress reports of to 43.88.205
Joint committee on education to consult with 44.33.310

Legislative auditor 44.28.140

Legislative council
cooperation with 44.28.150
reports to 44.28.100

Legislative members, per diem and mileage allowance 44.04.120

Management surveys and program reviews 44.28.085

program goals and objectives, conformity with legislative intent 44.28.086

Members
appointment, time of 44.28.010
expenses 44.28.040
term 44.28.020
vacancies 44.28.020

Membership 44.28.010
Mileage allowances 44.28.040
Minutes 44.28.100

Oaths, power to administer 44.28.110

Performance audits 44.28.086

Powers and duties
appropriations, examination of 44.28.080
expenses of state government 44.28.080
fiscal matters of state, examination and reports as to 44.28.080
interim duties 44.28.090

reports to legislature, legislative council, and public 44.28.100

school district attendance records audited 44.28.163

study of expenditures of state government 44.28.060

Records, books and accounts, power to examine 44.28.110

Reports, agencies to furnish 44.28.087

Rule making power 44.28.060
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LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMITTEE

---Cont.
School districts attendance records audited by
44.28.160
State auditor, review of report of, recommendations
44.28.085
Study of funds related to state transportation programs
44.40.025
Subpoena power 44.28.110
Terms of members 44.28.020
Vacancies in office, how filled 44.28.020
Witnesses
compelling attendance 44.28.110
contempt proceedings 44.28.120
depositions 44.28.110
fees 44.28.130
mileage allowance 44.28.130
oaths, power to administer to 44.28.110

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Administrative rules, review of, report to legis-
lature 34.04.160
Air pollution control, reports on to 70.94.053
Appointment of members 44.24.010, 44.24.070
of time of 44.24.020
Budget and accounting system, deemed part
of legislative branch for purposes of 43.88-
230
Creation 44.24.010
Examination of records, powers as to 44.24-
030
Executive secretary 44.24.050
Expenditures and per diem 44.24.060
Improvement of statutes, requests may be
made by 1.08.025
Interim committee on public employees collec-
tive bargaining, staff services to be pro-
vided for by legislative council 41.56.410
Joint committee on education to consult with
44.33.310
Joint committee on urban area government con-
stitutional amendments and to advise to, duties con-
cerning 44.36.130
expenses incurred in advising 44.36.140
Legislative budget committee to cooperate with
44.28.150
Legislative members, per diem and mileage
allowance 44.04.120
Meetings, committee meetings 44.24.040
Membership 44.24.010
Powers and duties 44.24.020
Records and files, delivery over to legislature
44.24.070
Reports to 44.24.020
by legislative budget committee 44.28.100
state committee on salaries 43.03.028
Rules and regulations 44.24.070
Staff assistance to the boards of legislative ethics 44.60.080
State administrative organization and proce-
dures, duty to study 44.24.020
Subpoena power 44.24.030
Terms of office 44.24.070
Vacancies in office 44.24.070
Witnesses
compelling attendance 44.24.030
contempt proceedings against 44.24.030
depositions 44.24.030
fees 44.24.030
mileage allowance 44.24.030

LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
Defined Ch. 44.07A

LEGISLATIVE ETHICS (See LEGISLA-
TURE, Subtitle Ethics)

LEGISLATIVE JOURNALS (See LEGISLA-
TURE, Subtitle Journals)
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LEGISLATURE—Cont.
Hearings and inquiries—Cont.
records of proceedings 44.16.170
service of process 44.16.020
subpoena power 44.16.010
witnesses
compulsory process 44.16.010
fees 44.16.110
mileage allowance 44.16.110
oaths, power to administer to 44.16.030
refusing to attend or testify, penalty, procedure, contempt 44.16.120–44.16.160
Higher education, joint committee on, See JOINT COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION
Highways, joint fact-finding committee, See JOINT FACT-FINDING COMMITTEE ON HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES
Homesteads to be protected from forced sale Const. Art. 19 § 1
House of representatives
apportionment among counties Const. Art. 22 § 2
districts Ch. 44.07A
allotment among counties Const. Art. 22 § 2
education commission of the states, house representation on, appointment 28A.92-020
election of members designation of positions for, when, effect 29.18.015
terms of office Const. Art. 2 § 5
times for Const. Art. 2 § 5
judiciary committee chairman, appointive power, selection, member of judicial council 25.20.010
members of judicial council 25.20.010
legislative authority vested in Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
members
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, member 43.125.010
appointees, emoluments of office 43.03-015
compensation 43.03.010
council on higher education 28B.80.040
number of Const. Art. 2 § 2
privilege from arrest Const. Art. 2 § 16
qualifications of Const. Art. 2 § 7
terms of office Const. Art. 2 § 4, Const. Art. 2 § 5
total number Const. Art. 2 § 2
powers (See also LEGISLATURE, subtitle Powers and duties)
generally Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
impeachment, sole power vested in, majority necessary to order Const. Art. 5 § 1
quorum of house Const. Art. 2 § 8
 reapportionment after each census, state or national Const. Art. 2 § 3
speaker
admission to Washington state bar association in practice of law 24.8.120
secretary of state to account for expenses and purchases to 43.07.030
statute law committee appointments 1.08-001
transportation and utilities committee contracting powers 44.40.100
grants and gifts to 44.40.100
legislative transportation committee powers delegated to 44.40.090
studies authorized 44.40.020
taxing structure for transportation programs, study 44.40.110
vacancy, how filled Const. Art. 2 § 15 (Amend. 52)

LEGISLATURE—Cont.
House of representatives—Cont.
world fair legislative committee 43.96A.050
Industrial insurance duties
pensions, additional payments to prior pension, appropriation 51.32.070
reports by director 51.04.020
unenumerated occupations, rate of contributions 51.12.030
Information service, code reviser to provide 1.08.031
Interim committee on public employees collective bargaining, membership 41.56.405
Interstate compact commission expiration of term of office if member of legislature 43.57.020
membership upon 43.57.010
Interstate compact on education, members as representatives to 28A.92.020
Intimidating member, penalty 9.55.010
Joint committee on education (See also JOINT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION)
appointment, time of 44.33.220
generally Ch. 44.23
Joint committee on higher education (See also JOINT COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION)
council on higher education, reports to 28B.80.100
Joint committee on nuclear energy, See JOINT COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR ENERGY
Joint fact-finding committee on highways, streets and bridges, See JOINT FACT-FINDING COMMITTEE ON HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES
Journals
delivery to state law librarian 40.04.090
distribution, exchange and sale of 40.04.090
each house to keep Const. Art. 3 § 11
entry of yeas and nays on demand of one-sixth Const. Art. 2 § 21
on introduction of bills later than ten days before close of session Const. Art. 2 § 23
on nominations of officers for state institutions Const. Art. 13 § 1
on passage of bill Const. Art. 1 § 22
(Amend. 10)
on proposed constitution amendments Const. Art. 23 § 1
on removal of judges, attorney general, etc., entered Const. Art. 4 § 9
printing
duties of public printer concerning 43.78-030
specifications 43.78.080
publication of, except portions requiring secrecy Const. Art. 2 § 11
sale of, price 40.04.090
secretary of state custodian of 43.07.040
votes on elections by legislature entered Const. Art. 2 § 27
Judicial council, members appointed to 2.52-010
Justices of the peace, number, powers and duties to be prescribed Const. Art. 4 § 10
(Amend. 28)
Legislative budget committee (See also LEGISLATIVE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
members
appointment 44.28.010
term 44.28.020
notification that budget director has approved creation of fund outside of state treasury 43.88.195

LEGISLATURE—Cont.
Legislative council (See also LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL)
appointment of members, time 44.24.020
Legislative district boundaries Ch. 44.07A
Legislative inquiry, See LEGISLATURE, subtitle Hearings and inquiries
Legislative records, preservation 40.14.100–40.14.180
Legislative transportation committee Ch. 44.40
Lobbying (See also LEGISLATIVE LOBBYING)
public employee, collective bargaining representative, right, effect 41.56.220
Marine recreation land act, appropriation by legislature under 43.99.150
Medicine and surgery, practice of, to be regulated Const. Art. 20 § 2
Members of
asking or receiving bribe, penalty 9.18.020
certificate of election issued by secretary of state 29.27.110
civil offices, exclusion from Const. Art. 2 § 13
committee members, per diem and mileage allowance 44.04.120
committee members, per diem and mileage allowance Const. Art. 2 § 23
compensation and mileage Const. Art. 2 § 23
contest of election of, procedure Const. Art. 2 § 8
contest of election of, procedure 44.04.100
eligibility Const. Art. 2 § 7, Const. Art. 2 § 14
expulsion of, restrictions Const. Art. 2 § 9
fluencing, gift, penalty 9.18.110
insurance for while passengers or crew members of nonscheduled aircraft flight 43.01.120
intimidation of, penalty 9.55.010
mileage allowance 43.03.010
mileage allowance Const. Art. 2 § 23
members 44.04.120
vouchers for payment of 44.04.040
warrants for payment of 44.04.040, 44.04-041
nonresidence in district where elected, grounds for vacation of office 42.12.010
number Const. Art. 2 § 2
offering or giving bribe, penalty 9.18.010
passes, use by prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 39
passes, use by prohibited Const. Art. 12 § 20
per diem 44.04.080, 44.04.090, 44.04.120
preventing attendance or voting, penalty 9.55.010
privilege from arrest, exception Const. Art. 1 § 16
from civil process, when Const. Art. 2 § 16
reapportionment after census Const. Art. 2 § 13
resignation, to whom made 42.12.020
salary
amount of 43.03.010
committee members 44.04.120
vouchers for payment of 44.04.040
warrants for payment of 44.04.040, 44.04-041
teachers
retirement, earnable compensation, limitations 41.32.4945
retirement contributions 41.32.250
vacancies
how filled Const. Art. 2 § 15 (Amend. 32)
term of person elected to fill 42.12.030
Military organization and discipline to be provided for Const. Art. 10 § 2
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Municipal research council, appointment of members of house and senate to $34.110-010$

Number of members Const. Art. 2 § 2

Officers counties and municipal corporations duties and terms of office to be prescribed Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
each house to elect its own Const. Art. 2 § 10
removable by Const. Art. 4 § 9
rights of accused officer to be heard Const. Art. 4 § 9
three-fourths of each house to concur in removal of officer Const. Art. 4 § 9
Organized crime intelligence advisory board 43.43.838-43.43.864

Powers and duties abolition of certain state offices permitted Const. Art. 3 § 25 (Amend. 31)
accountability of county and local officers to be provided for Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
accounting for state receipts and expenditures to be prescribed Const. Art. 7 § 7
bureau of statistics to be established Const. Art. 2 § 34
chaplain for penal and reformatory institutions may be employed Const. Art. 1 § 2 (Amend. 34)
charters of corporations cannot be extended Const. Art. 12 § 3 cities, incorporation by general laws to be provided Const. Art. 11 § 10
classification of counties, for purpose of prescribing compensation Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
clerk of supreme court, election may be provided for Const. Art. 4 § 22 combinations affecting prices, etc., punished not to be prescribed Const. Art. 12 § 22
compensation of county and local officers to be regulated Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
of officers not to be changed during term Const. Art. 27 § 13
regulating compensation Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
congressional districts, state to be divided into Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
constitutions, amendment may be proposed in either house Const. Art. 23 § 1
revision, convention for may be agreed upon Const. Art. 23 § 2
contested elections of state officers to be decided Const. Art. 3 § 4
convict labor to be provided for Const. Art. 2 § 29
corporate property and franchises may be taken for public use Const. Art. 12 § 10 corporations, not to be created by special act Const. Art. 12 § 1 county government, system of, to be established Const. Art. 11 § 4 (Amend. 21)
court of records, power to establish Const. Art. 4 § 11 divorces not to be granted by Const. Art. 2 § 24
drugs and medicines, sale to be regulated Const. Art. 20 § 2
duties of county officer, power to prescribe Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
elections certificates of, to be given state officers Const. Art. 3 § 4
county, township, precinct, and district to be provided for Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
LEGISLATURE—Cont.
Quorum, majority to constitute Const. Art. 2 § 8
Reapportionment after each census Const.
Art. 2 § 3
Records
classification and arrangement 40.14.130
clerk, defined 40.14.120
committee chairman, delivery of records to chief clerk or secretary of senate 40.14.130
confidentiality of bill drafting records 40.14.180
correspondence of personal papers 40.14.110
defined 40.14.100
delivery back to chief clerk or secretary of senate 40.14.130
delivery of records to chief clerk or secretary of senate 40.14.130
information and instructions for keeping 40.14.140
recordings of debate 40.14.170
research, use for 40.14.150
rules for access 40.14.160
secretary, defined 40.14.120
state of senate to keep Const. Art. 3 § 17
sound recordings of debate 40.14.170
Registration law to be enacted Const. Art. 6 § 7
Reports to administrative rules, review of by legislative council report to legislature 34.04.160
air pollution control 70.94.053
attorney general, biennial report 43.10.100
biennial, period covered by 43.01.035
board of statistics, agriculture and immigration 43.07.060
code reviser concerning administrative rules compliance 34.04.040
Columbia basin division 43.49.070
commerce and economic development director 43.31.160
commissioner of public lands, biennial report 79.01.744
ecology director 43.21A.130
economic assistance authority 43.31A.330
independent study board 43.31A.200
environmental policy, local governmental actions, compilation by office of program planning and fiscal management, contents 43.21C.140
fire commissioners association 44.04.170
governmental survey of the state 43.92.030
goVERNOR
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, report and recommendations 43.125.020
federal funds and programs 43.06.140
highway commission 47.01.141
budget for expenditures from urban arterial trust account 47.26.440
interagency committee four outdoor recreation, recreation trails 67.32.120
judicial council 2.52.050
legislative budget committee 43.88.160, 44.28.100
legislative council 44.24.020
legislative transportation committee, availability to individual legislators 47.01.145
monthly financial report of state treasurer 43.08.150
municipal corporation associations 44.04.170
natural resources administrator 43.30.200
oceanographic commission 43.94.040
operational activities, recommendations for future operations, highway commission 47.01.14
post-audit and financial affairs by state auditor 43.88.160
LEGISLATURE—Cont.
Reports to—Cont.
public assistance medical care divisions 74.09.140
public pension commission 41.52.040
retirement system actuarial reports, insurance commissioner to make 41.04.060
school district association 44.04.170
sewer district association 44.04.170
soil conservation and domestic allotment act 15.67.010
state building code advisory council 19.27.070
state committee on salaries 43.03.028
state treasurer 43.08.010, 43.08.150
summary of proposed construction, highway commission 47.01.141
superintendant of public instruction, recommendations for improvement to approval and accreditation process for private schools 28A.02.250
tort claims revolving fund, report by budget director 49.21.170
traffic safety education courses in schools, audits of superintendent to be reported to 46.81.020
uniform legislation commission 43.56.030
utilities and transportation commission 80.01.090
water district association 44.04.170
Revised code of Washington loans of sets to house and senate committees 1.060
members of legislature to receive set without charge 1.08.070
Rules of proceedings, each house to determine 2 Const. Art. 2 § 9
Salaries of county officers and certain constables to be fixed Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
Salaries of members, governor's recommendations 43.03.045
Schools and university lands, sale and confirmation to be made by Const. Art. 16 § 2
Security and protection of while in session, duty of state patrol to provide 43.43.037
Senate
advice and consent to public institutions appointments by governor Const. Art. 13 § 1
district allotment of counties Const. Art. 22 § 1
apportionment Const. Art. 22 § 1
convenient and contiguous territory required Const. Art. 2 § 6
numbering to be consecutive Const. Art. 2 § 6
representative districts not to be divided Const. Art. 2 § 6
education commission of the states, senate representation on, appointment 28A.92.020
election of members Const. Art. 2 § 6
terms of office Const. Art. 2 § 6
times for Const. Art. 2 § 6
horse racing commission, membership, confirmation by senate 67.16.012
impeachments tried by Const. Art. 5 § 1
conviction requires two-thirds vote Const. Art. 5 § 1
oath of affirmation of senators required in Const. Art. 5 § 1
judiciary committee chairperson appointive power judicial council 2.52.010
statute law committee 1.08.001
member of judicial council 2.52.010
legislative powers vested in Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
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LEWIS COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.210
Southwest Washington fair, jurisdiction and control 36.90.010
jurisdiction and control Ch. 36.90
lands conveyed to 36.90.070
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.062

LIABILITIES
Collateral security, sale by secured party, compliance with chapter 62A.9–5 RCW required 62A.9–507
Commercial waterway districts, assumption of liabilities by port districts upon acquisition of commercial waterway district 91.07.020

LIABILITY
(See also JOINT LIABILITY)
Abandoned motor vehicles, last owner of record, presumed responsible 46.52.106
Administrators, See LIABILITY, subtitle Executors and administrators
Aiding a police officer or other officer, exemption from liability 9.01.055
Antenuptial debts, community property 26.16–200
Attachment, assignor with interest 7.12.060
Bank employee receiving deposit while insolvent Const. Art. 12 § 12
Bank stockholders, See BANKS AND BANKING, subtitle Stockholders
Banks and banking, liability when service of writ of garnishment not in correct form 7.33.100
Bills of lading, See BILLS OF LADING, subtitle Liability
Blood procurement, use, etc., immunities from implied warranty and civil liability, extent 70.54.120
Bonds, liability of treasurer concerning 8.12–500
Burial costs, order for 68.08.160
Cemetery damages 68.08.190
Child abuse, report of, no civil liability 26.44.100
Cities and towns, indebtedness incurred in excess of budget appropriations, liability of city and officer for 35.33.125
Cold storage food locker owners, limitation on liability for loss of goods 19.32.160
Common carriers, See COMMON CARRIERS, subtitle Liability
Community property, liability for prenuptial debts 26.16.200
Contingent liability, security against confession of judgment statement in writing to disclose facts and sum not excessive 4.60.060
confession of judgment without suit 4.60.050
Corporations, See also CORPORATIONS, subtitle Liabilities
unauthorized assumption of corporate power 23A.44.100
Counts
depositories, treasurer's liability, effect 36.48.050
excess expenditures, county liability 36.40.130
liability insurance for protection against unauthorized 36.16.136
Criminal procedure
costs, liability of convicted person for 10.46.190
hospital charges, "criminally insane" 71.02.380
Crop credit associations
director of agriculture 31.16.280
members 31.16.280
note trustee 31.16.280
LIABILITY—Cont.
Human remains, disposal of—Cont.
donated for medical purposes, institutions' and physicians' liability 68.08.280
torts 26.16.190 wife’s separate property exempt from husband’s liability 6.16.070 Industry life insurance, limitation of liability 48.25.230 Insurance companies, See INSURANCE, subtitle Liabilities; INSURANCE, subtitle Contingent liability Insurance for, See INSURANCE, subtitle Casualty insurance; INSURANCE, subtitle Liability insurance Investment securities, registration 62A.8-404 Joint liability attachment, assigns having an interest 7.12.060 confession of judgment enforcement 4.60.030 who may confess 4.60.030 contracts procedure to bind joint debtors after judgment Ch. 4.68 service of process and judgments 4.28.190 education of child, joint liability of husband and wife, limitation of liability for step-parent after divorce 26.16.205 family support, joint liability of husband and wife, limitation of liability of step-parent after divorce 26.16.205 joint debtors, procedure to bind after judgment Ch. 4.68 partners 26.16.205 Juvenile court, liability of parent for support of child 13.04.105 Labor unions, unlawful acts 49.32.070 Landlord and tenant, rent default, sheriff's liability for damages 59.08.100 Legal separation, disposition of liabilities, factors 26.09.080 Lien, liability for service of stevedore and longshoremen 60.36.030 Limited partnership 60.36.070 Limited liability, control board, personal liability for damages 66.08.100 Livestock, railroad injuring 81.52.060 Local improvements and assessments sidewalks, first, second, and third class cities, liability of abutting property 35.69.020 Logging liens, concealment or injury to property 60.24.200 Lost and found property, liability of finder to owner 63.20.020 Mental illness, involuntary treatment, liability of person making an application 71.05.500 Militia members for acts done in line of duty 38.40.010, 38.40.020 Motor vehicles, abandoned motor vehicles, last owner of record, liable 46.52.106

LIABILITY—Cont.
Motor vehicles—Cont.
acts or omissions under chapter 46.12 RCW, state or director of licenses not liable for 46.12.200 damages for unlawful size, weight and load limits 46.64.110 legal owner not liable for acts of registered owner 46.12.190 Mutual savings banks, capital notes or debentures, limitations upon holders 30.36.050 Negotiable instruments (See also UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE) acceptance of telegram, instruments drawn by 5.52.040 several, joiner 4.08.090 Organizers of insurance companies 48.06.130 Parent for damage to property by child, limitation 4.24.190 Partners 25.04.130, 25.04.150 limited partnerships general partner 25.08.070, 25.08.090 limited partner to partnership 25.08.130 newly admitted partners 25.04.170 Partnerships, rank of liabilities for debts 25.04.400 Personal representatives accounting of final report and petition, judgment against 11.76.060 continuation of decedent's business, authority to inventory 11.48.025 damages of estate, promise to pay by, must be in writing 11.48.040 debts, promise to pay by, must be in writing 11.48.040 debts unsecured, liability for 11.48.080 embezzlement 11.48.060 executor de son tort 11.76.180 not liable for loss without fault 11.48.030 Port districts, annexation 53.04.100 Professional service corporations 18.100.070 Public works contractor's bond, liability for public officer failing to take bond 39.08.015 Puget sound ferry and toll bridge system, consent to liability for damages to property and persons by 47.60.210-47.60.240 Radio and television owner or operator liability limited as to defamatory statements 4.24.190 Radio and television owner or operator liability limited as to defamatory statements 4.24.190 Radio and television owner or operator liability limited as to defamatory statements 4.24.190 Railroad policemen, liability for unlawful acts of 81.60.060 Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0 School districts, liability for debts and judgments 28A.58.020 Secured transactions, secured party's failure to file termination statement 62A.9-404 Several attachment, assigns having an interest 7.12.060 partners 25.04.150 service of process and judgment 4.28.190 Sheriffs, misconduct or malfeasance 36.28.150 State for tortious conduct 4.92.090 State wide city employees retirement system board of trustees 41.44.080 Stepchildren, family support, joint liability of husband and wife, limitation of liability for step-parent after divorce 26.16.205 Trust funds, persons acting in place of designated trustee 30.24.130 Warehouse licenses for storage of agricultural commodities assets subject to liability 22.09.030 delivery of commodities 22.09.150 liability on bond 22.09.090 Warehouse receipts, contractual limitations on 62A.7-204 non-receipt or misdescription 62A.7-203 Wrongful garnishment, liability 7.33.340

LIBEL AND SLANDER
Action on limited to two years 4.16.100 Blackmail, threatening to publish libel 9.33.050 Burden of proof on application of defamatory matter to plaintiff 4.36.120 Corporations, injuring in business, penalty 9.58.010 Costs and disbursements, limitation on recovery by plaintiff 4.84.040 Criminal libel dead persons 9.58.010 defenses fair comment 9.58.020 justly or excused 9.58.020 privileged communications 9.58.070 privileged proceedings 9.58.050 without knowledge and retracted 9.58.040 exculpate, when 9.58.020 exposing person to hatred, etc. 9.58.010 furnishing libelous information 9.58.080 injuring person, corporation or association in business 9.58.010 justified, when 9.58.020 persons liable 9.58.040 privileged communications 9.58.070 privileged proceedings 9.58.050 publication, defined 9.58.030 retraction 9.58.040 threatening to publish, extortion, penalty 9.58.010 threatening to publish libel 9.58.090 venue of prosecution 9.58.050, 9.58.060 what constitutes 9.58.010 Criminal slander actions on collective institutions 9.58.100 woman, virtue or chastity 9.58.110 justified, when 9.58.110 proof, corroboration required 9.58.120 Indictment or information for, how pleaded in 10.37.120 Industrial loan companies, slander as to financial standing, penalty 9.58.100 Insurance companies, prohibited practices 48.30.080 Jurisdiction of justices of the peace, restrictions on 3.20.030 Justification by truth, pleading of 4.36.130 Mitigating circumstances evidence of, pleadings 4.36.130 pleading of 4.36.130 Pleading of 4.36.120 Radio, owner or operator liability limited 19.64.010 Television, owner or operator liability limited 19.64.010

LIBRARIES
Agencies, state, help in establishing by state library commission 27.04.070 Blind persons, library services for 27.04.035 Certification of librarians, fee 27.08.010 Cities and towns board of trustees, removal 27.12.190 first class cities, establishment and maintenance of 35.22.180 third class cities, establishment and maintenance 35.24.290 Conditional sales contracts by cities and towns, counties and library districts for purchase of property for libraries authorized, vote required if excess indebtedness 39.30.010 tax levy 27.16.020 County law libraries counties of first to sixth classes establishment 27.24.062 fees, discontinuance, when 27.24.090 free use of library 27.24.067 report of trustees 27.24.065 rooms for 27.24.066

LIBRARIES
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LIBRARIES—Cont.

County law libraries—Cont. — Cont. 

trustees 27.12.010
meetings 27.12.040
powers 27.12.064
report 27.12.065
terms 27.12.063
vacancies 27.12.020

counties over 300,000
establishment 27.24.010
fees, discontinuance, when 27.24.090
free use of library 27.24.060
report of trustees 27.24.040
rooms for 27.24.050
rules for use of library 27.24.060
trustees
meetings 27.24.020
members 27.24.020
powers 27.24.030
reports 27.24.040
terms 27.24.020
vacancies 27.24.020
fees
filing fees for support of 27.24.070
justice court filing fees 3.62.060
Discrimination to deny public accommodations because of race, color, or creed, penalty 9.91.010

Exemption from execution 6.16.020
filing fees in justice and other inferior courts, payment for support of library 3.62.060

Government unit, defined 27.12.010

Intercounty rural library districts
appropriations 27.12.240
board of trustees
appointment 27.12.130, 27.12.190
notice of appointment 27.12.190
organization 27.12.210
powers 27.12.170, 27.12.210
removal 27.12.190
terms 27.12.190
vacancies 27.12.190

bond issues for capital outlays 27.12.222.
control over expenditures 27.12.240
budget 27.12.210
accumulation for capital outlays permitted 27.12.220

capital outlays
accumulation of funds for authorized 27.12.220
bond issues authorized for 27.12.222, 27.12.223
excess levies for 27.12.222
control over expenditures 27.12.240

local improvement districts
approval of petition to establish or adoption of notice of intention to establish 27.14.030

assessments 27.14.020
authority to establish 27.14.020
definitions 27.14.010
dismissal of petition to establish 27.14.030
establishment procedures 27.14.020
hearings 27.14.030
on formation 27.14.035
levy of special assessments authorized 27.14.020

LIBRARIES—Cont.

Intercounty rural library districts—Cont. —Cont. 

local improvement districts—Cont.
notice of hearing upon establishment 27.14.030
owner, defined 27.14.015
petition to initiate formation 27.14.020
reputed owner, defined 27.14.015
resolution ordering formation 27.14.035
resolution to initiate formation 27.14.020, 27.14.030
name 27.12.140
tax levies authorized 27.12.150
excess levies authorized for capital outlay 27.12.222
election 27.12.222
uniform rate 27.12.150
treasurer, county treasurer to act as, duties 27.12.160

Intermediate school district circulating fund, expenditures from fund 27.16.030

Intermediate school district circulating libraries
books disapproved by state board of education and superintendent of public instruction disallowed 27.16.030
circulating school library fund 27.16.020
establishment 27.16.010
expenditures from fund 27.16.030, 27.16.040
purchase of books, by superintendent 27.16.060
tax levy 27.16.020

Interstate library compact, See INTERSTATE LIBRARY COMPACT

Legislative body, defined 27.12.010
Librarians’ certification, fee 27.08.010
Librarians’ certification board created, powers and duties 27.08.010
Library, defined 27.12.010
Local improvement districts, local and regional cooperation 27.14.050
Public libraries
allocations from state to library service 27.04.040
annual report of trustees 27.12.260
appropriations by governmental units 27.12.240
authorization to establish and maintain 27.12.020
blind, contracts to provide services for 27.04.035
charter provisions superseded 27.12.310
conditional sales contracts by cities and towns, counties and library districts for purchase of property for libraries authorized, vote required if exceeds indebtedness 39.30.010
contracts for library service 27.12.180
control over expenditures 27.12.240
definitions 27.12.010
disposition of proceeds from sale of library materials 27.12.305
establishment authorization 27.12.025
how established 27.12.030
legislative body, by 27.12.030
petition, by 27.12.030
exchanges of books with other libraries 27.12.280
free use of library 27.12.270
gifts of money or property to library 27.12.300
intercounty rural library districts, See LIBRARIES, subtitle Intercounty rural library districts
library to go to

reimbursement

levy of special assessments authorized 27.14.020
LICENCES

Child welfare agencies, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Child welfare agencies
Chiropractic Ch. 18.25
Certificate of suspension or revocation issued by disciplinary board 18.26.190
Contents of certificate 18.26.220
Issuance of new license after revocation prohibited 18.26.220
Revocation or suspension, unprofessional conduct 18.26.035
Cigarette retailers and wholesalers, unfair cigarette sales act Ch. 19.91
Circuses by townships 45.12.100
Cities and towns
Bicycles 35.75.030
Drawbridge operated as toll bridges 35.74.060, 35.74.070
Farmers exemption 35.71.090
First class cities, general power 35.22.280
Gardening, exemption 35.71.090
 Produce stands, exemption 35.23.440
Second class cities, generally 35.23.440
Third class cities 35.24.290
Towns, general power of granting 35.27.370
Unclassified cities, general power 35.30.010
Clam farm licenses 75.28.280
Clams, geoducks, commercial harvesting 75.24.100
Cold storage food locker operators Ch. 19.32
Collection agencies 19.14.110
Comic book sales and distribution Ch. 19.18
Commercial feed law, retail distributor’s commercial feed license under 15.53.9026–15.53.9034
Commission merchants, See COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Condominiums, See TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Confectioner’s permit 69.20.040
Contractors, See CONTRACTORS
Copyrights Ch. 19.24
Corporation doing business without, penalty 9.24.040
Corporations, annual license effect of failure to pay 23A.40.075
Fees
Domestic corporations 23A.40.060
Foreign corporations 23A.40.140
Surtax on 23A.40.150
Cosmetology Ch. 18.18
Counties
Auctioneers 36.71.070, 36.71.080
County commissioners, powers in regard to 36.32.120
Dog licenses, payment of damages to live-stock from 16.08.010
Dog tax, See COUNTIES, subtitle Dogs
Ferries, privately owned, See FERRIES, subtitle Privately owned
Hawkers and peddlers 36.71.080
Peddlers 36.71.010
Deposit before lien on 36.71.050
Produce selling, requirements 36.71.090
Trading stamps, generally Ch. 19.83
Crime relating to
Accountancy, false advertising 18.04.380
Acting without 9.37.030
Corporation doing business without, penalty 9.24.040
Forgery of licenses 9.44.020
Mutual savings banks doing business without 32.04.120
Pilots
Dealers, license required 9.41.100
License to carry or possess, renewal, revocation 9.41.070
CRIMES RELATING TO
Counties
Cosmetology Ch.
Confectioner’s permit
Corporation doing business without, penalty
Commission merchants, See COMMISSION
Cities and towns
Dance halls, See DANCING, subtitle Licenses
Dead animals, independent collectors, rendering plant Ch. 16.68
Debt adjusters
Fees 18.28.030
Required 18.28.020
Revocation 18.28.160
Defined 43.24.030
Drug test
Ch. 18.29
Department of, See MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF
Director of licenses (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF)
Powers, duties and functions of director and department of licenses transferred to department of motor vehicles Ch. 46.01
Dispensing opticians Ch. 18.34
Distilleries
Dental hygiene Ch.
Dentistry Ch.
Dentists
Drugstore owners Ch.
Dispensing opticians Ch.
Drivers license compact
Drug dealers 9.24.160
Electrician’s certificates 19.28.120
installers
Bond, conditions, action on, limitation 19.28.120, 19.28.180
Exemptions 19.28.200
Fees 19.28.120
required 19.28.120
Revocation or suspension, appeals, grounds 19.28.310
Suit by licensee, valid license condition precedent 19.28.190
Embalmers Ch.
Emergency services workers, licensing requirements waived during emergency
Engineers and land surveyors Ch.
Escrow officer 18.44.240
Examinations
Conduct of 43.24.060
Examining committees 43.24.060
Filing of lists of candidates and questions and answers with director of licenses 43.24.060
Handicapped persons
License plates for motor vehicles, abbreviation of "Washington" prohibited 48.14.010, 48.15.070
Insurance
Fire insurance brokers or agents, certificate required 48.14.010
Liability insurance or bonds required 48.14.010
Surety companies and insurance companies, surety bond or insurance required 48.14.010
Motor vehicle insurance, broker or agent required 48.14.010
True or fictitious names, prohibited without permission of adjutant general 38.32.120
Issuance
Notice to applicants 43.24.080
Preparation of licenses 43.24.080
Land surveyors Ch. 18.43
License, defined 43.24.030
Licenses for motor vehicles, abbreviation of "Washington" prohibited 46.16.235
Licensed public accountants Ch. 18.04
Livestock markets Ch.
Liquor dealers 75.28.280
Liquor permissory permits, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle
For-hire vehicles
Mortgage brokers, See MORTGAGE BROKERS
Motor vehicles, annotations 46.16.235
Motor vehicle insurance, broker or agent required 48.14.010
Motor vehicle operators, licenses for 48.14.010
Motor vehicle surety bonds required 48.14.010
Motor vehicle surtax, See also SURTAX
Motor vehicle titles, transfer 48.14.010
Municipal utility districts of first class Ch. 35.40
Fees
For contingent services 43.24.010
Paid to state general fund 43.79.020
Explosives dealers 70.74.130
Manufacturers 70.74.110
Farming labor contractors, See FARM LABOR CONTRACTORS, subtitle Licenses
Federal power commission, hydroelectric projects, public utility districts of first class Ch. 54.40
Fees (See also FEES)
PAID into state general fund 43.79.020
Ferries, privately owned, See FERRIES, subtitle Privately owned
Ferries, wheels, townships 45.12.100
Financial responsibility law, duties of director, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Financial responsibility law
Firearms, aliens, license required, exception 9.41.170
Fishing, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Licenses
Food fish and shellfish (See also FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH, subtitle Licenses)
Commercial salmon Gill net, license valid for other fish 75.28.160
Fishing in closed waters 75.12.010
herring 75.28.410
Court action on limitations of, effect 75.28.430
Limitation on numbers of 75.28.420
Nonresidents for, certain fees double 75.28.375
Oregon licenses on concurrent waters of Columbia river 75.28.020
Personal commercial fishing license 75.28.081
troll line license, salmon 75.28.130
Food processing plants 69.07.040
For-hire vehicles, certificates and operators’ permits, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle
For-hire vehicles
Forfeiture of, penalty 9.44.020
Forms prescribed by director of licenses 43.24.040
Fraternal benefit societies, issuance 48.36.150
Funeral directors Ch. 18.39
Furniture and bedding Ch. 18.45
Gambling, See GAMBLING
Gambling Ch. 9.46
Game and game fish, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Licenses
Game farmers Ch. 77.28
Geoducks, commercial harvesting 75.24.100
Haircutting Ch. 18.15
Hawkers, counties 36.71.070, 36.71.080
Hearing aids 18.35.020
Horse racing 67.16.020, 67.16.050
Hospitals, See HOSPITALS, subtitle Licenses
Hospitals for mentally ill, private establishments Ch. 71.12
Hotels, See TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Hunting, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Licenses
Inns, See TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Insurance (See also INSURANCE, subtitle Licenses)
Fees for 48.14.010
Surplus line coverage, brokers license fee 48.14.010, 48.15.070
Revolving of 48.15.140
Insurance commissioner
Expiration and renewal of licenses, duties 48.17.500
Temporary license, when granted 48.17.510
Insurance premium finance companies, required insurance for liquor prohibited without permission of adjutant general 38.32.120
Issuance
Notice to applicants 43.24.080
Preparation of licenses 43.24.080
Land surveyors Ch. 18.43
License, defined 43.24.030
License plates for motor vehicles, abbreviation of "Washington" prohibited 46.16.235
Licensed public accountants Ch. 18.04
Livestock markets Ch. 16.65
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Log patrols Ch. 76.40
expiration 76.40.030
fees 76.40.030
issuance 76.40.030
Macaroni and Macaroni products, distributor’s permit 69.16.050
Marriage, See MARRIAGE, subtitle Licenses
Maternity homes, See MATERNITY C.S. HOMES, subtitle Licenses
Meat inspection, See MEAT INSPECTION, subtitle Licenses
Medical disciplinary board, duties concerning licensing of physicians and surgeons Ch. 18.72
Midwife Ch. 18.50
Military and merchant marine, moratorium
Milk and milk products for animal food
Nursing home administrators Ch.
Milk plant license
Milk dealers subject to stabilization and marketing
Motor inns, See TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Motor vehicle operator, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Driver’s licenses
Motor vehicle dealers’, salesmen’s, and manufacturer’s generally Ch. 46.70
Motor vehicle driver’s training schools, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Driver’s training
Motor vehicle operator, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Driver’s licenses
Motor vehicle special fuel taxes, license requirements 82.38.090, 82.38.110-82.38.130
Motor vehicle transporters, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Motor vehicle transporters
Motor vehicle wrecker, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Motor vehicle wreckers
Motor vehicles department records relating to, destruction of 46.01.260
recorder or proportional registration, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Reciprocal or proportional registration relating to, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Licenses
Mutual savings banks doing business without, penalty 32.04.120
Narcotics manufacturers and wholesalers 69.33.240 qualifications 69.33.250 required 69.33.240 suspension or revocation 69.33.250 violations, grounds for revocation of license 69.33.360 Nuclear energy and radiation, licensing requirements and procedure 70.08.080
Nursery dealer 15.13.280 additional charge for late renewal, when 15.13.290 application 15.13.280 denial of 15.13.350 exemptions 15.13.270 expiration date 15.13.280 fee 15.13.280 posting of 15.13.280 Nurses practical nurses Ch. 18.78 registered nurses Ch. 18.88 Nursing home administrators Ch. 18.52
LIENS—Cont.
Nursing homes Ch. 18.51
Opticians, dispensing Ch. 18.34
Optometrists Ch. 18.54
Osteopathy and surgery Ch. 18.57
Oyster farm licenses 75.28.281
Pesticide application, See PESTICIDE APPLICATION
Pesticide applicators 17.21.065-17.21.100
Pesticide operators 17.21.110-17.21.190
Pharmacists, See PHARMACY
Physical therapists Ch. 18.74
Physicians and surgeons Ch. 18.71
out-of-state licensees engaged with department of social and health services, conditional licenses 18.71.095, 18.71.096
Pilots on Puget Sound 88.16.090, 88.16.100
Pilots (airmen) 14.04.230, 14.04.233
Police relief and pension fund, payment of city and town license fees into 41.20.130
Poultry slaughtering or processing plant 16-74.540
Practical nurses Ch. 18.78
renewal, fee 18.78.090
Produce peddling, exemptions 37.01.090
Proprietary vendors Ch. 18.81
Psychologists Ch. 18.83
Public accountants Ch. 18.04
Public dances, See DANCING, subtitle Licenses for public dances and dance halls
Public livestock markets Ch. 16.65
Real estate brokers and salesmen Ch. 18.85
Renewed
Renewing plants Ch. 16.68
Renewal of licenses
application for
Resorts, See TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Retail sales tax violations, grounds for cancellation 82.08.120
Revocation of licenses
committee appointed to hear 43.24.110
complaint 43.24.110
Rockets and missiles
Safety in use facilities authorized
Sales, See LIENS, subtitle Lien on personal property
Small loan companies Ch. 31.08
Storage warehouses 81.92.050
Surveyors Ch. 18.43
Toll roads, license to governmental entities to use facilities authorized 47.56.253
Traffic violations, citation and record forwarded to director of licenses 13.04.120
Using or obtaining by false pretenses, penalty 9.27.010
Vendors and peddlers, drugs 18.64.047
Veterans motor vehicle license issued free to disabled 73.04.110
peddlers and hawkers exemption from having 73.04.050
fee, counties and cities prohibited from charging 73.04.050
issuance without charge 73.04.060
Veterans’ preferences, qualifications for 73.04.090
Veterinarians Ch. 18.92
Warehouseman for storage of agricultural commodities, See WAREHOUSES, subtitle Storage of agricultural commodities
LIENS—Cont.
Water well contractor, operator 18.104.070
Waterscraft as common carriers, persons employed aboard 88.04.080
Weather modification and control, See WEATHER MODIFICATION AND CONTROL, subtitle Licenses for Weighmaster’s license 15.80.450
Wines, retailer’s 66.24.340, 66.24.370
LIENS (See also SALES, subtitle Lien on goods; SALES, subtitle Lien of unpaid seller; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Secured transactions)
Abandoned motor vehicles, fee, counties and cities prohibited from charging 46.52.114
vehicle left in storage more than five days, failure to give notice of such fact defeats lien 46.52.113
Acquisition of real property by state or political subdivision, payment of local assessments 79.44.190
Advancements, See LIENS, subtitle Transportation, storage, and advancements
Agents for owner, mechanic’s or materialmen’s lien where services or materials authorized by agent 60.04.010
Agent, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock
Agricultural dusting and spraying authority for 60.14.010
claim, content 60.14.020
filing 60.14.020
foreclosure
attorney’s fees 60.14.030
coats 60.14.030
limitation of actions 60.14.030
mechanics lien provision 60.14.020
Animals, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock
Assignment of mechanics’ or materialmen’s liens, rights and remedies of assignor 60-04.080
Attorney’s client giving security 60.40.030
conditional court order 60.40.030
creation 60.40.010
filing of notice 60.40.010
judgments 60.40.100
procedure when claimed 60.40.030
Award in lieu of homestead, effect of lien 11.52.010
Banks, notice of taking possession of bank by supervisor, no lien rights after receipt of notice 30.04.404
Biggs Rapids bridge, bonds as lien on revenue from bridge 47.56.470
utility
charges of carrier other than normal must be stated upon 81.32.261
lien of carrier 62A.7-307, 62A.7-308
negotiating bill subject to lien, penalty 81.32.471
vendor’s lien, negotiation defeats 81.32.421
Boat registration houses, See LIENS, subtitle Innkeeper
Boats and vessels
breach of contract for towing, dunnaging, or storing 60.36.060
cargo handling 60.36.030
duration 60.36.040
priority 60.36.040
creation 60.36.010
duration 60.36.010
enforcement 60.36.020
civil actions 60.36.020
law regulating 60.36.050
maritime contracts 60.36.020
enforcement, law regulating 60.36.050
liability for service of stevedores and longshoremen 60.36.030
priority 60.36.010
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Boats and vessels—Cont.
stevedores and longshoremen handling cargo 60.36.030
towing, dunnage, or stevedoring, breach of contract 60.36.060
Boom companies 76.28.040
Brand inspection, horses, unpaid fees and charges 10.57.390

Busses selling prepared foods or drinks
employee lien on earnings and property, authorization 60.34.010
enforcement
attorneys' fees 60.34.040
costs 60.34.040
personal property 60.34.040
procedure 60.34.040
real property 60.34.040
notice of claim
content 60.34.020
filing and service 60.34.020
priority
prior unfiled encumbrances 60.34.050
subsequent encumbrances 60.34.050
service of notice 60.34.030

Canal company laborer's lien
Ch. 60.32

Cities and towns—Cont.

second class cities, railroads in streets, assessments for street improvement 35.23.430
sewerage systems 35.67.200-35.67.290
sidewalks and driveways across 35.68.070
tax liens, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns
warrants against local improvement funds 35.45.130

Cold storage food locker operators and owners 19.32.170
Commission merchants, See LIENS, subtitle Transportation, storage, and advancements
Commonear (See also LIENS, subtitle Transportation, storage, and advancements)
bills of lading must state charges other than normal 81.32.261
charges of carrier 81.32.261
for freight, transportation, storage Ch. 60.60
sale of goods to satisfy, effect 81.32.271
satisfaction of lien condition to delivery of goods 81.32.111
Community property claim as notice 60.04.160
liens upon for community debt 26.16.040
Condominiums, See CONDOMINIUMS, subtitle Liens or encumbrances
Contractors, public works, wages, nonpayment or underpayment of 39.12.050
Conveyances, liens on franchises, earnings, property of certain companies, procedure of 60.32.010
Corporations, subscription for shares before authorization 60.04.010

Cemeteries, liens subordinate to dedication of property for cemetery 68.24.160

Dairy products commission, assessments by as 15.44.090
Defenses, failure to give required notice 46.52.113
Designation of amount, mechanics' and materials lien, separate pieces of property 60.04.090
Deportation, conversion, sale, removal, etc., of personal property to avoid lien. penalty 9.45.060

Dikes and ditches, drainage of tidelands or marshlands, division of costs 85.28.130
Eminent domain by state, buildings, lien of sheriff appointed as receiver 60.12.120

chattel liens
attorney's costs 60.08.090
contents 60.08.020
deficiency judgment 60.08.050
duty of auditor 60.08.060
enforcement of 60.08.040
filing notice, county auditors 60.08.060
form 60.08.020
labor performed on 60.08.010
material furnished for authority for 60.08.010
notice 60.08.020
notice and sale 60.08.040
personal judgment to foreclose 60.08.050
priority
of previous unfiled or unrecorded 60.08.030
subsequent liens 60.08.030
procedure to enforce 60.08.040
rank of 60.08.050
recording 60.08.060
surrender to owner, effect, third person acquiring title 60.08.010
time for filing action 60.08.040

Cities and towns

city property assessments
enforcement of 8.12.420
payment of 35.44.130
curb and gutter construction 35.68.070

first class cities
filing and closing of cesspools 35.22.320
lien on benefited property, payment from local improvement guaranty fund for deferred collection of assessments for economically disadvantaged persons 35.54.100

removing garbage and brush 35.22.320

garbage collection and disposal systems creation 35.21.130
notice and foreclosure 35.21.140
priority 35.21.150

local improvement of lowlands 35.55.090, 35.56.100

metropolitan park district improvements, lands adjoining 35.61.240
municipality owned utilities creation 35.21.290
enforcement 35.21.300
obstructing vegetation, debris, removal or destruction by city 35.21.310
public utilities, revenue, bond issues is a lien against 35.92.100
sanitary fills 35.73.050

LIENS—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.

foreclosure
filing of 60.48.020

Equipment suppliers, authorization of lien for 60.04.010

Execution sales, payment of liens Ch. 6.24
Family allowances, effect of liens on property 11.52.020

Farm crops
assignment 60.12.030
concealment or injury liability to lien holder 60.12.160
personal judgment 60.12.160
contents, rights of third party 60.12.060
cost allowance to lien claimant 60.12.100
county auditor, filing and indexing claims 60.12.070
deposit for possession 60.12.100
duration of 60.12.080
enforcement action nonsuited 60.12.080
error in claim
intent to defraud 60.12.120
third party owner, without notice 60.12.120
filing of claim, time period 60.12.040
foreclosure commencement while prior action pending 60.12.090
dismissal 60.12.090
joinder of parties 60.12.090
hauling restrictions 60.12.010
innocent third parties 60.12.130
judgments
attorney's fees 60.12.140
costs 60.12.140

labor, authority for 60.12.010
laborer's or landlord's claim, amendments, rights to third parties 60.12.060
landlord, authority for 60.12.020
landlord's damage claim 60.12.040
lease, recording as notice 60.12.040
limitation of actions 60.12.080

orchard crops, exceptions for 60.12.010
owners of property, bona fide, presumptions against purchaser 60.12.130

personal action for debt 60.12.170
pleadings
amendments to complaint 60.12.110
defendant's answer 60.12.110

judgment
presumption, purchasers of property subject to lien 60.12.130
rank and priority 60.12.030
receiver appointment 60.12.100
receiver of custody from sheriff 60.12.100
sale before judgment, deposit of proceeds 60.12.150

sale by sheriff, apportionment of proceeds 60.12.140

seed lien, priority 60.12.030

sheriff appointed as receiver fees 60.12.100
notice 60.12.100
work or labor done at tenant's request 60.12.010

Farm labor, lien for 60.12.010
Fine in criminal proceeding lien against real property of defendant 10.64.080

Fleet vehicles, proportional registration, lien for fees 46.85.190

Flood control districts, assessments 86.09.490

Fish and shellfish privilege and catch fees, lien for failure to pay 75.32.100

Foreclosure

generally 61.12.160

guardianship 11.92.060

judicial foreclosure
deficiency judgment 61.12.162
effect of foreclosure 61.12.162

procedure 61.12.162

redemption, right of 60.10.050
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Livestock—Cont.

services of sires—Cont.

filing of statement with auditor, contents 60.24.038
foreclosure 60.24.040
get of sires duration of 60.52.030
priority 60.52.030
owners not in possession of pedigrees 60.52.010
statement of account 60.52.030

Local improvements and assessments (See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS)

eminent domain by cities, lien of assessment against public lands, assessments against

sale before judgment, deposit of proceeds 60.24.038

Legal services discharge

settlement with tortfeasor or insurer 60.32.040

Negotiable instruments, lien on instrument

Motor vehicles, abandoned vehicles, possession

LIENS—Cont.

Logging—Cont.

sherriff appointed as receiver fees 60.24.130
notice 60.24.130
stumpage claims 60.24.080
duration of 60.24.070
price of privilege 60.24.035
towing and transportation, authority for lien 60.24.020

Logging toll roads and facilities 76.24.030

Longshoremen, See LIENS, subtitle Boats and vessels

Lumber, See LIENS, subtitle Logging

Lumber company laborer, lien on company

Manufacturing company laborer, lien on company

Materialmen, See LIENS, subtitle Mechanics and materialmen

Mechanics' and materialmen's application of proceeds 60.04.130
assignment 60.04.080
attorney's fees 60.04.130
authorization for 60.04.010
bridge construction 60.04.010

cancellation of 60.04.100
claims assignment 60.04.060
bill of particulars 60.04.060
community interest, effect 60.04.160 contents 60.04.060
designation of amount due 60.04.090
designation of property charged 60.04.090
filing 60.04.060
form for 60.04.060
joint contractors 60.04.090
number of claimants 60.04.060
separate property 60.04.090
community property subject to 60.16.040
claim as notice 60.04.160
construction financing definitions 60.04.200
duty of lender to withhold from disbursement 60.04.210
liabilities of lender and lien claimant 60.04.210
priorities 60.04.220
contractor's right to recover 60.04.110
costs 60.04.030

discharge, taking of promissory note, effect as to discharge 60.04.140
dismissal of court action 60.04.100
duration of 60.04.100
extension of credit 60.04.100
foreclosure
dismissal 60.04.120
parties to action 60.04.120
prior action pending 60.04.120
homestead subject to execution or forced sale 6.12.100
improving real property, requirement for 60.04.010
interim financing definitions 60.04.200

duty of lender to withhold from disbursement 60.04.210
liabilities of lender and lien claimant 60.04.210
priorities 60.04.220

land not subject to, court order for removal and sale 60.04.170

limitation of action 60.04.100
material furnished for use in construction, exemption from legal process, except 60.04.150
notice of possibility of claim 60.04.020
owner notice to lien claimants content 60.04.064

Medicare services discharge

settlement with tortfeasor or insurer 60.32.040

Noxious weed control, lien against owner for

Nuisances, voluntary abatement of prostitution and lewdness, effect on

notices of possibility of claim

owner notice to lien claimants—Cont.

extension of time for filing lien claims 60.04.064
recording 60.04.064
verification of 60.04.064
personal action for debt 60.04.180
personal judgment 60.04.130
priority

nursery stock 60.20.050
subsequent liens 60.04.050
promissory note, taking, when discharged 60.04.140
property subject to 60.04.030
rank of 60.04.130
recording 60.04.070
rights of owner against contractor 60.04.110
satisfaction or release, county auditor's duty as to 65.04.060
separate residential units, time for filing, commencement 60.04.067
settlement by owner with contractor 60.04.110

Mining company laborer, lien on company

Mining vehicles, abandoned vehicles, possession

Motor vehicle fuel importers use

Motor vehicles, abandoned vehicles, possession

Nuisances, voluntary abatement of prostitution and lewdness, effect on

negligible instruments, lien on instrument sufficient to constitute holder for value 62.01.027
Notice of, verdict entry as 4.64.020

Nuisances, voluntary abatement of prostitution, assignation or lewdness, effect on

Nursery stock

attorney's fees 60.20.060

claims amendment to 60.20.030
assignment 60.20.030
content 60.20.030
filing 60.20.030
LIENS—Cont. Nursery stock—Cont. claims—Cont. foreclosure suits 60.20.030 joint 60.20.030 duty of county auditor 60.20.040 foreclosure 60.20.060 labor or material for, authority 60.20.010 limitation of action 60.20.060 priority mechanics' and materialmen's, same as 60.20.050 prior unfiled encumbrances 60.20.020 subsequent encumbrances 60.20.020 recording and indexing 60.20.040 Open space, farm and timberlands—current use assessments, lien for penalties 84.34-.090 Orchards and orchard lands claims enforcement 60.16.020 filing 60.16.020 verification 60.16.020 foreclosure 60.16.020 attorney's fees 60.16.030 costs 60.16.030 limitation of action 60.16.030 time for bringing 60.16.030 labor upon, authorization for 60.16.010 pruning, spraying, etc. 60.16.010 Partition proceedings answer requisites concerning 7.52.060 cost of partition, preference over 7.52.030 costs, for 7.52.480 creditors answer requisites concerning 7.52.060 confirmation of report of referee for sale of property, effect on 7.52.210 defendants, as 7.52.030, 7.52.150 judgment creditors, notice to on sale of property 7.52.180 notice directed to 7.52.040 priority 7.52.170 proceedings for sale of property 7.52.190 purchase of property by 7.52.390 security, priority of application 7.52.230 service of notice on sale of property 7.52-.200 judgment lien unsatisfied certificate of county clerk 7.52.160 existence, ascertaining of 7.52.160, 7.52-.170 priority 7.52.170 referee, appointment of 7.52.170 payment from proceeds of sale 7.52.220 proceedings on not to delay sale 7.52.240 subject of lien after partition 7.52.030 Peddlers, county licensing of, deposit when, lien on 36.71.050 Personal property, property taxes, priority 84-.60.010 Physicians and surgeons (See also LIENS, subtile Medical services) employee benefit plans 49.52.020, 49.52.040 Pilots on vessels on Puget Sound 88.16.140 Plants, See LIENS, subtile Nursery stock Pleadings, motion for more definite and certain statement 60.12.110 Premium finance agreements, filing not necessary to perfect 48.56.130 Priority judgment liens 4.64.020 liens arising by operation of law 62A.9-310 persons who take priority over unperfected security interests 62A.9-301 previous unfiled or unrecorded liens 60.04-.050 property taxes 84.60.010 public assistance payments improperly received, penalty 74.04.300 LIENS—Cont. Priority—Cont. public works contractors, wages, underpayment or nonpayment of 39.12.050 Probate, claims involving liability or casualty insurance, etc. 11.40.011 Property tax certificate of delinquency, payment before day of sale, lien for payment 84.64.060 Property taxes error by county officer or employee in creating tax lien, return of property sold or about to be sold to rightful owner, procedure 84.64.140 priority 84.60.010 Public assistance payments improperly received 74.04.300 Public assistance recipients medical care, lien to enforce subrogation rights 79.09.182 payment improperly received, when 74.04-300 Public contractor payment of excess over lien claims 60.28-020 percentages retained from contracts 60.28-010 retained percentages 60.28.010 taxes and penalties due, trust fund priority 60.28.040 Public works acceptance of contract certificate of tax commission 60.28.050 duty of disbursing officer 60.28.050 contracts exceeding two hundred thousand dollars 60.28.010 delay due to litigation arbitration 60.28.080 contract termination 60.28.080 payment of costs 60.28.080 foreclosure, limitation of actions 60.28.030 labor and material 60.28.010 nonpayment or underpayment of wages 39.12.050 notification of tax commission certificate of 60.28.050 duty of disbursing officer 60.28.050 payments to tax commission, duty of disbursing officer 60.28.060 percentages retained from contracts contracts exceeding two hundred thousand dollars 60.28.010 time period 60.28.010 trust fund 60.28.010 pleadings, certification in answer to complaint 60.28.030 receipt of tax commission, certificate 60.28-.020 retained percentages 60.28.010 right to sue contractor or surety, limitation of actions, effect 60.28.030 taxes and penalties due from contractor, priority of liens 60.28.040 taxes due state 60.28.010 trust fund 60.28.010 creation 60.28.010 money paid to public contractor 60.28-.010 payment of reserve 60.28.020 release of 60.28.030 wages, nonpayment or underpayment of 39.12.050 Quieting title against outlawed mortgage 7.28-.300 Railroad company laborer's lien on franchises, earnings, property Ch. 60.32 Railroad construction 60.04.010 Railroads freight, transportation, storage Ch. 60.60 livestock watering and feeding, sale of 60.60.020, 81.56.120 LIENS—Cont. Railroads—Cont. Real estate sales excise tax satisfaction of, receipt evidence of, recording 28A.45.040 tax a lien on property sold, enforcement 28A.45.070 Real property boundaries, suits to establish, costs 58.04-.040 enforcement of, state a party 4.92.010 justices of the peace without jurisdiction to enforce 3.20.000 notice of, entry of verdict as, priority 4.64-.020 priority 4.64.020 property taxes, priority 84.60.010 real estate sales excise tax 28A.45.070 state a party 4.92.010 unknown claimant, service of process 4.28-.150 Recording of, See RECORDING AND FILING Redemption of, See RECORDING AND FILING Redemptor from execution sale, payment of Ch. 6.24 Registered land 65.12.400 creation upon 65.12.510 Registration of land titles 65.12.520 notation upon certificate 65.12.010 Rent destruction of property, insurance proceeds 60.72.010 enforcement 60.72.040 guaranteed from farm crops 60.12.020 limitation of 60.72.010 priority 60.72.010 private homes or residences 60.72.010 property of tenant 60.72.010 property of third person 60.72.010 removal from rented property 60.72.010 sale of tenant's property 60.72.010 writing or recording, necessity of 60.72.010 Revival of 4.56.225 Sale of property disposition of funds, inkeepers, lodging house, etc., liens 60.64.040, 60.66.020 mechanics' and materialmen's lien, application of proceeds 60.14.130 subject to lien without revealing to buyer, penalty 9.54.070 Satisfaction or release, duties of county auditor 60.64.060 Sawmill company laborer, lien on company franchise, earnings, property Ch. 60.32 Securities, issuer's lien 62A.8-103 Seed bailment contracts filing, effect 15.48.280 payments pursuant to subject to security interest and agricultural liens 15.48.290 Seeds authority for 60.12.180 crops grown from 60.12.180 notice of claim contents of 60.12.200 duties of county auditor 60.12.190 filing 60.12.190 Separate residential units, defined for purposes of mechanics' liens 60.04.067 Service of process by publication, when 4.28-.100 Service of sires, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock Sewer districts, rates and charges 56.16.100, 56.16.110 Sewerage, water and drainage systems, counties, line for delinquent charges 36.94.150 Sheep disease control 16.44.090 Shrub, See LIENS, subtitle Nursery stock State highway construction, payment of reserved funds bond of contractor 60.28.070 [RCW Index—p 558]
LIENS—Cont.
State highway construction, payment of reserved funds—Cont.
conditions 60.28.070
Stevedores, See LIENS, subtitle Boats and
vessels
Storage, See LIENS, subtitle Transportation,
storage, and advancements
Storage warehousemen, See LIENS, subtitle
Warehousemen
Surface mining, reclamation expenses of state,
lien against improved property 78.44.140
Surveys of real property 60.48.010, 60.48.020
Swine causing damage, lien upon swine
16.12.160
Taverns, labor liens on earnings and profits
60.34.010
Tax liens
certificates of discharge 60.68.030
excise taxes, priority 82.32.220, 82.32.240
fees 60.68.040
filing and indexing 60.68.020
house trailer excise tax 82.50.110
internal revenue taxes Ch. 60.68
motor vehicle fuel tax 82.36.110
motor vehicle use tax 82.40.100, 82.40.115, 82.40.140
municipal local improvement assessments
35.49.120-35.49.140
public improvement contracts, priority
60.28.040
real estate sales excise tax 28A.45.070, 28A-
.45.090
Taxation, property taxes, priority 84.60.010
Timber company laborer, lien on company
franchise, earnings, property Ch. 60.32
Timber worker. See LIENS, subtitle Logging
Toll bridge rates and charges, bond redemp-
tion and interest as lien on 47.56.240
Toll logging roads and facilities 76.24.030
Township poundmasters, keeping of animals
35.46.030
Trainers, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock
Transportation, storage, and advancements
authorized 60.60.010
livestock, notice of sale 60.60.020
notices, how given 60.60.060
perishable property, notice of sale 60.60.020
retention of possession 60.60.010
sale of property
application of proceeds 60.60.040
authorization of lien for transportation,
storage and advancements Ch. 60.60
Warehousemen
authorization of lien for transportation,
storage and advancements Ch. 60.60
Warehousemen’s lien 62A.7-209, 62A.7-310
Washington clean air act, enforcement of
penalties incurred under 70.94.431
Water company laborer, lien on company
franchise, earnings, property Ch. 60.32
Water rights, partnership ditches
90.03.450
Water supply, water districts 57.08.080
Waterway excavation through state tidelands
and shorelands, lien upon adjacent tide-
lands and shorelands 79.16.430, 79.16.460
Wharfinger, See LIENS, subtitle Warehouse-
men; LIENS, subtitle Transportation,
storage and advancements
Wills, devisee takes property subject to liens
11.12.070
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Absence of governor, to be notified 43.06.040
Deciding vote, in case of tie in senate Const.
Art. 2 § 10
Election of Const. Art. 3 § 1
Oath of office 43.01.020
Office hours regulation does not apply to 42-
.04.060
Office may be abolished by legislature Const.
Art. 3 § 25 (Amend. 31)
Powers and duties of acting governor 43.06-
.050
Presiding officer of senate Const. Art. 3 § 16
in absence, who presides Const. Art. 2 § 10
Salary, amount of 43.03.010
State capitol committee member 43.34.010
State finance committee member 43.33.010
State patrol retirement board member 43.43-
.140
Succession to office of governor Const. Art. 3
§ 10 (Amend. 6)
Term of office 43.01.010
Term of office Const. Art. 3 § 3
World fair commission, Osaka, Japan, mem-
bership on 43.96.A.040
LIFE ESTATES (See ESTATES)
LIFE INSURANCE (See INSURANCE, sub-
title Life Insurance)
LIFE PRESERVERS
Motor boats, requirement of 88.12.050
Requirement of 88.04.220
LIGHTHOUSES
Injury to, penalty 88.08.050
LIGHTS
Motor vehicles, See MOTOR VEHICLES,
supplement Equipment requirements
Public nuisance, deemed to be when used for
hunting 77.12.130
Sale after forfeiture, game and game fish vi-
olations 77.12.110
Seizure without warrant, game and game fish
violations 77.12.100
Unauthorized use, game and game fish violations
77.16.050
Using in big game hunting prohibited 77.16-
.050
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Absent or nonresident defendant 4.16.180
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS—Cont.
Accounts, mutual open accounts 4.16.150
Actions for labor and materials used in con-
struction or maintenance of highways 47-
.28.120
Actions not otherwise provided for 4.16.130
Adverse possession, See ADVERSE POSSESS-
ION
Agricultural dusting and spraying liens 60.14-
.030
Arbitration
award confirmation 7.04.150
rehearing vacation of award 7.04.160
Arson, no limitation upon action for 10.01.020
Assault and battery, action on 4.16.100
Assessments for local improvements 4.03.160
Bank deposits and collections, warranties of
customer and collecting bank, action on
62A.4-207
Bastardy proceedings 26.24.160
Breach of promise to marry 4.16.080
Bulk transfers 62A.6-111
Chattel liens 60.08.040
Child, death or injury, joinder of other parent
4.24.010
Chiropractor, professional negligence, claims
arising from 4.16.350
Cities
actions by 4.16.160
sewerage system liens 35.67.230
Cities and towns, local improvements, chal-
 lenging 35.43.100
Civil actions, by special act prohibited Const.
Art. 2 § 28
Claims against counties 36.45.030
Common carriers
baggage 81.29.020
claims against, limitation of time for filing
and institution of suit 81.29.020
rates and charges, limitation of action for
collection of over charges 81.29.270
Concealed defendant 4.16.180
Constables, against 4.16.080
Construction contracts, claims arising on
4.16.310
Contracts, contracts for sale, breach 62A.2-
725
Contracts or agreements
in writing 4.16.040
not in writing 4.16.080
Doctrine of
by new promise or acknowledgment 4.16-
.280
by part payment 4.16.270
Contracts for sale, breach 62A.2-725
Coroners, against 4.16.080
Counts
application of statute of limitations to ac-
tions by 4.16.160
claims against 36.45.030
County road improvement districts, enumera-
tion of 36.88.290
Crime victim’s application for benefits
7.68.060
Criminal actions
arson, no limitation 10.01.020
concealment, statute tolled during 10.01.020
crimes not punishable by imprisonment in
ten years 10.01.020
crimes punishable by imprisonment in peni-
tentiary, one year 10.01.020
crimes punishable by imprisonment in pendi-
tentiary, three years 10.01.020
murder, no limitation 10.01.020
out-of-state, statute tolled during 10.01.020
public officer in breach of duty or violation
of oath, ten years 10.01.020
Crop damage actions against irrigation dis-
tricts, limitation, procedure, filing claim
87.03.440
Deed, tolling of statute by 4.16.200
Deed to claimants, incorporated towns on
United States land 58.28.120
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LIMITATION OF ACTIONS—Cont.

Dentists, professional negligence, claims arising from 4.16.350

Devises and legates

ejectment and quieting title 7.28.060

mismanagement by executors and administrators 4.16.110

Disabilities

coexistent 4.16.260

enemy aliens 4.16.210

mentally ill 4.16.250

minor 4.16.220

nonresidents 4.16.180

personal disability of plaintiff 4.16.190, 4.16.250

plaintiff 4.16.250

substitution of representative 4.20.050

when must exist 4.16.250

Disclosures—Campaign financing— Lobbying—Records 42.17.410

Drainage districts, warrants, action on 4.16.050

Ejectment and quieting title actions 7.28.050, 7.28.060

quieting title against outlawed mortgage 7.28.300

Eminent domain by state, immediate possession proceedings 8.04.094

Enemy aliens 4.16.210

Escape

excepted from 4.16.080

prisoner under civil process 4.16.110

Escheated property, claims for, limitation of action 11.08.240

Excise tax recovery by taxpayer, failure to keep records bars recovery 8.22.070

Execution of judgment, time limitation for 6.04.010

court proceedings 12.24.100

Execution sale, redemption from 6.24.140, 6.24.150

accounting of rents, profits and expenses 6.24.190

redemption from 6.24.140

Executive conflict of interest act 42.18.320

Executors and administrators

actions and suits, suspended during time of special administration 11.32.050

mismanagement by executors and administrators 4.16.110

recovery of real property sold by 4.16.070

False imprisonment, action on 4.16.100

Farm crop liens 60.12.080

Filiation proceeding 26.24.160

Foreign states of limitation

application of 4.16.290

Forfeitures to the state, action on 4.16.100

Fraud 4.16.090

Generally 4.16.010

Ground for demurrer 4.32.050

how specified 4.32.060

objection by answer, when 4.32.070

Guardians, recovery of real property sold by 4.16.070

Healing arts, professional negligence, claims arising from 4.16.350

Hears, ejectment and quieting title 7.28.060

Highways, construction and maintenance, action on for labor and materials used in 47.28.120

Hospital personnel, professional negligence, claims arising from 4.16.350

Hospitals, professional negligence, claims arising from 4.16.350

Hospitals for mentally ill, hospitalization charges 7.68.08.190

Human remains, disposal of, liability for damages 68.08.190

Illegitimacy proceedings 26.24.160

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS—Cont.

Improvement to real property, claims arising on 4.16.310

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE: subtitle Limitation of actions; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Statutes

Injunctions 4.16.230

Insurance

disability, standard provisions 48.20.052, 48.20.142

limiting time for application of insurer's defenses 48.20.052

officers' sales, domestic mutuals 48.20.110

provisions, policies in concerning 48.20.120

Irrigation districts

bonds 4.16.060

warrants, action on 4.16.050

Joint debtor, action against after judgment, defense not available 4.68.040

Judgment liens on real property 4.16.190, 4.56.210

Judgments 4.56.210

execution of, time limitation 6.04.010

reversal of plaintiff's judgment 4.16.240

revival proceedings 4.56.225

vacation or modification of

minors, by 4.72.030

motion 4.72.020

persons of unsound mind, by 4.72.030

Jury

petition 4.16.040

Juvenile court judgments, time limitation for enforcement of support 13.04.105

Libel, action on 4.16.100

Liens on boats and vessels 60.36.010

Liens on farm crops 60.36.080

Local improvement districts, challenging 26.24.160

Local improvements, foreclosure of special assessments and liens thereon for 4.16.030

Logging liens 4.20.070

Marriage, breach of promise 4.16.080

Mechanics' liens 60.36.060

Medical service lien 60.44.060

Mentally ill 4.16.250

Military personnel 4.16.220

Minors 4.16.190, 4.16.250

coexistent disabilities 4.16.260

when disability must exist 4.16.250

Municipal local improvement assessment deed, cancellation 35.50.210

Municipal local improvement assessments, foreclosure proceedings 35.50.050

Municipal local improvements reassessment 35.44.340

supplemental assessments 35.44.400

Municipalities, actions by 4.16.160

Murder 10.01.200

Negligible, instruments, bills of exchange, tolling by part payment 4.16.270

New promise 4.16.280

New trials 4.76.060

discovery of grounds after verdict, report or decision, time limitation for motion 4.76.080

Nonresident defendant 4.16.180

Nursery stock liens 60.20.060

Objections only by answer or demurrer 4.16.101

Orchard and orchard land liens 60.16.030

Part payment 4.16.270

Penalties, actions on 4.16.115

Penalties to the state, action on 4.16.100

Personal injury 4.16.080

Personal property

deterioration of 4.16.080

injury to 4.16.080

recovery of 4.16.080

taking of 4.16.080

Probate

barred claims, effect 11.40.070

contest of admission or rejection of will 11.24.010

claims involving liability or casualty insurance, limitation on recovery 11.40.011

rejected claim

notice of, rejection and state time limit for suit to contest 11.40.030

sui sponte

resignation or removal of personal representative tolls limitation 11.40.150

special administration, suspended during 11.32.050

tolled by vacancy in administration 11.40.090

Professional negligence, chiropractor, dentist, healing arts, hospital person, hospitals, physician and surgeon, practical nurse, registered nurse, claims arising from 4.16.350

Public nuisance not subject to, when 7.48.190

Public officers

escape of prisoner imprisoned under civil process 4.16.110

misappropriation of funds 4.16.080

penalties or forfeitures 4.16.080

Public utility districts formation, questioning 54.08.050

Public works lien 60.28.030

Quasi-municipalities, application of statute of limitations to actions by 4.16.160

Quo warranto proceedings, action for damages 7.56.090

Real property

ejectment and quieting title actions 7.28.050, 7.28.060, 7.28.300

recovery of actions to be commenced within ten years

sold by executors, administrator, or guardian 4.16.070

rents and profits 4.16.040

tax deeds, sold under, limitation on action to recover 4.16.090

trespass 4.16.080

waste 4.16.080

Redemption from sales on execution 6.24.140, 6.24.150

accounting of rents, profits and expenses 6.24.190

Registered land 65.12.710

Registered nurse, professional negligence, claims arising from 4.16.350

Rents and profits from real estate 4.16.040

Reopening action when service by publication, time limit 4.28.200

Sale, contracts for sale, statute of limitations on 62A.2–725

Securities act violations 21.20.400

Seduction 4.16.080

Sheriffs, against 4.16.080

escape of prisoner imprisoned under civil process 4.16.110

Slander, action on 4.16.100

Special legislation prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 28

State

actions by 4.16.160
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LIMITATION OF ACTIONS

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS—Cont.
State—Cont.
against 4.92.050
Supplemental proceedings 6.32.010
Sureties, probate proceedings 11.28.235
Tax deeds, actions to cancel or set aside 4.16-090
Taxation
actions by other states 4.24.140
assessment or correction of assessment by commission, time limitation 82.32.050
Tolling of action commenced, not commenced, when 4.16.170
contested defendant 4.16.180
criminal actions 10.01.020
death 4.16.200
defendant out of state 4.16.180
disabilities
coexistent disabilities 4.16.260
when disability must exist 4.16.250
enemy aliens during war 4.16.170
injunctions 4.16.230
mentally ill
cocurrent disabilities 4.16.260
when disability must exist 4.16.250
military personnel 4.16.220
minor 4.16.190
when disability must exist 4.16.250
newly adopted child 4.16.095
nonresident defendant 4.16.180
part payment 4.16.270
personal disability of plaintiff 4.16.190
when disability must exist 4.16.250
prisoners, when disability must exist 4.16-250
probate
eresignation or removal of personal representative tolls limitation 11.40.150
vacancy in administration 11.40.090
reversal of plaintiff's judgment on error of appeal 4.16.240
statutory prohibition, by 4.16.230
taxation, actions by other states, absence from state is not tolling 4.24.140
writing signed by person to be charged 4.16.250
Transportation companies
damages 81.04.235
overcharges 81.04.235
Unfair business practices act, actions under 19.96.120
Vacation or modification of superior court judgment or order
minors, by 4.72.030
persons of unsound mind, by 4.72.030
time limitation does not apply where consent or stipulated judgment, vacation grounds based on fraud or terms and conditions of judgment not fulfilled 4.72.080
time limitation for motion for 4.72.020
Vehicle business practices act 46.70.190, 46.70.60.220
Warehouse receipts 62A.7-204
Waste 4.16.080
Wills, contest of admission or rejection of probate 1.24.010
Writing signed by person to be charged 4.16.280
LIMITATION ON LIABILITY
Aiding a police or other law officer, limitations 9.01.055
Automobile insurance
insurance commissioner, for transmittal of cause for cancellation 48.18.293
transmittal of cause for cancellation or nonrenewal from insurance commissioner 48.18.293
LIMITATION ON LIABILITY—Cont.
Community property, prenuptial debts 26.16-200
Dentist, filing charges or presenting evidence against another member 4.24.050
Disciplinary board, medical and dental disciplinary board members, in performance of their duties 4.24.240
Education of child, joint liability of husband and wife, limitation of liability for stepparent after divorce 26.16.205
Family support, joint liability of husband and wife, limitation of liability for stepparent after divorce 26.16.205
Husband and wife, prenuptial debts 26.16.200
Meat inspection act, probable cause as defense 16.49A.480
Poultry inspection, official acts 16.74.530
LIMITATIONS ON SPEED (See SPEED LIMITS)
LIMITED ACCESS FACILITIES (See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Limited access facilities)
LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAY FACILITIES (See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Limited access facilities)
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS (See PARTNERSHIPS, subtitle Limited partnerships)
LINCOLN COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.220
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.063
LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
Legal holiday, designation as 1.16.050
LIQUIDATION
Banks, See BANKS AND BANKING, subtitle Liquidation and winding up
Business and occupation tax, when liquidation taxable 82.04.130
Corporations, See CORPORATIONS, subtitle Insolvency
Crop credit associations 31.16.270
Insurance companies (See also INSURANCE, subtitle LIQUIDATION)
alien insurers
ancillary, order of 48.31.110
generally 48.31.070
mutual insurers, domestic distribution of assets 48.09.360
reciprocal insurers, distribution of assets 48.10.320
Mutual savings banks, See MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle Liquidation
Partnerships, duty to account, liquidation 25.04.210
Savings and loan associations, See SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, subtitle Liquidation
LIQUIDATION PROCEEDINGS
Corporations 23A.28.180
Credit unions
cancellation of articles 31.12.470
involuntary, grounds 31.12.440
notice, procedure 31.12.450
procedure 31.12.460
Insurance companies 48.31.190
LIQUOR
(See INTOXICATING LIQUOR)
LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD (See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Liquor control board)
LIQUOR REVOLVING FUND (See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Liquor revolving fund)
LIS PENDENS
Actions affecting title to real property cancellation 4.28.320
effect 4.28.320
procedure 4.28.320
Conveyances, actions affecting title to real property, effect on 4.28.320
Ejectment and quieting title actions, effect of 7.28.260
Inheritance taxes, See TAXATION, subtitle Inheritance taxes
Land boundary proceedings, filing 58.04.040
Registration of land titles, copy of application 65.12.100
Unknown heirs and claimants to real property actions, filing notice of lis pendens 4.28.160
LISTS
Criminal proceedings, jury list delivered to defendant 10.46.030
Dentists, licensed, list of furnished to board of dental examiners 18.32.060
Information, lists of witnesses, filing of 10.37.030
LITERARY ORGANIZATIONS
Nonprofit corporations, authorized 24.03.015
LITTER CONTROL, MODEL ACT
Administrative procedure act, application to chapter 70.93.040
Anti-litter campaign, industrial cooperation requested 70.93.210
Application of chapters 82.04 and 82.32 RCW to chapter, exceptions 70.93.160
Collection of fines and forfeitures 70.93.070
Declaration of purpose 70.93.020
Definitions 70.93.030
Department of ecology, administration of anti-litter program, guidelines 70.93.200
Enforcement of chapter 70.93.050
Legislative findings 70.93.010
Litter assessment
application to certain products 70.93.130
exemptions 70.93.170
imposed, amount, collection 70.93.120
powers and duties of department of revenue, guidelines 70.93.140
Litter bags, design and distribution by department authorized, violations, penalties 70.93.100
Litter control account creation, composition 70.93.180
distribution of funds, authorization 70.93.190
Litter receptacles, use of anti-litter symbol, distribution, placement, violations, penalties 70.93.100
Littering prohibited, penalties 70.93.060
Notice to public, contents of chapter, required 70.93.080
Removal of litter, responsibility 70.93.110
"Sold within this state", "sales of the business within this state", defined 70.93.150
Violations of chapter, penalties 70.93.230
LIVESTOCK (See also ANIMALS)
Agister lien, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock care
Agriculture, division of regulation supervision, duties as 43.23.160
Animal remedies, See AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Animal remedy act
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LIVESTOCK—Cont.

Beef commission, generally Ch. 16.67
Brand book 16.57.150
Brands and marks 43.23.160, Ch. 16.57
Crime concerning 9.16.010
Production record brand 16.57.040
Breeding, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock
Bulls
confined in stalls where grade A raw milk produced 15.36.165
open range
proportion of bulls to cows 16.20.030
purebred required 16.20.020
running at large, castration 16.20.010
Carcasses, See CARCASSES
Care, liens for, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock
Cattle
breed name, use of in trade 15.32.430
land settlers, state sales to 89.04.090
Certified copy of record of brand, fee 16.57.140
Common carrier liability, limitations upon, liability written into receipt or bill of lading void, exceptions as to baggage and livestock 81.29.020
Cows, See COWS
Damages
horse, mule, ass, running at large, damaging other animal 16.16.040
trespass on cultivated land Ch. 16.04
Dead animals, disposal, See CARCASSES
Diagnostic service program Ch. 16.38
Disease (See also ANIMAL HEALTH)
allowing at large or exposure of disease, penalty 9.08.020
sale of when diseased, penalty 9.08.020
Diseases
Diagnostic service program Ch. 16.38
duty of animal industry division 43.23.070
Dogs injuring or killing Ch. 16.08
Estrays
fees
disposition to county current expense fund 16.28.140
publication of notices 16.28.130
repossession 16.28.070
sale 16.28.100
livestock from another state as estray, reciprocal agreements 16.57.340
notice of sale, form 16.28.085
notice to owner, form, duty of sheriff 16.28.060
record of kept by sheriff 16.28.020
redemption, time limitations 16.28.120, 16.57.320
registration of finder of lost animal 16.28.040
more than one county 16.28.110
owner of lost animal 16.28.030
presumed estrays 16.28.050
repossession by owner, payment of fee 16.28.070
sale of 16.28.080, 16.28.090, 16.28.100
livestock from another state 16.57.340
separating from herds at large 16.28.160
fines, disposition 16.28.160
unbranded cattle, horses, etc., declared to be 16.57.290
unbranded or nonrecorded brand livestock.
sale of, disposition of proceeds 16.57.300
Exemptions from execution 16.06.020
Gelding animals running at large, exception Ch. 16.16
Goats, entry upon land of another unlawful 16.12.060
Herd laws, See LIVESTOCK, subtitle Stock restricted areas

LIVESTOCK—Cont.

Herd inspection, separating estrays from herds at large 16.28.160
fines, disposition 16.28.170
Horses (See also HORSES; ANIMALS, subtitle Horses)
brand inspection 16.57.380
fees 16.57.390
identification certificates
exemption from brand inspection 16.57.400
fees 16.57.400
milking stable where grade A raw milk produced, horses to be kept out of 15.36.165
running at large Ch. 16.16
impounding, sale, procedure Ch. 16.13
separating estrays from herd at large Ch. 16.28
Humane slaughter of 16.50.100
certain methods inhumane
16.50.140
definitions 16.50.110
exemptions, when 16.50.120
injunctions against violations 16.50.160
ritual slaughter, humane 16.50.150
rules and regulations 16.50.130
violations, penalties 16.50.170
Identification of Ch. 16.57, 43.23.160
Impounding
horses, mules, asses, running at large 16.13.070
stock at large on highway right of way 16.24.010
Injuring or killing without owner's permission, penalty 9.08.030
Injury to
by dogs Ch. 16.08
by horse, mule, jackass running at large 16.16.040
Liens on, See LIENS, subtitle Livestock
Livestock diseases, diagnostic service program Ch. 16.38
Mandatory brand inspection, when 16.57.160
Meat inspection, See MEAT INSPECTION
Motor freight carriers hauling, special permits 81.180.175
Mules running at large Ch. 16.16
Notices, bulls running at large 16.20.010
Preemptive rights to use of brands 16.57.105
Railroads
cattle guards 81.52.050
cruelty to livestock in transit, fine 81.56.120
feeding and watering 81.56.120
fences, duty to construct and maintain 81.52.050
liability for injury to 81.52.060
lien of company for food and care 81.56.120
prima facie negligence if inadequate fence or cattle guard 81.52.070
Range areas
highway, within, posting of sign 16.24.060
swine not permitted at large in any area 16.24.090
Registration of estrays Ch. 16.28
false certificate of registration, penalty 9.08.030
Restraint, trespassing upon cultivated land Ch. 16.04
Retail sales excise tax, exemption 82.08.030
Running at large
range areas, may run at large in 16.24.010
stock restricted areas, animals prohibited from running at large in Ch. 16.24
swine not permitted to run at large in any area 16.24.090
United States military reservation 16.04.080
Sale of horses, mules, asses impounded 16.13.060

LIVESTOCK MARKETS

Bond of licensee 16.65.200–16.65.250, 16.65.290, 16.65.300
security in lieu of bond 16.65.325
Brand inspection Ch. 16.57
consignor's fee 16.65.090
director to provide 16.65.090
purchaser's fee 16.65.100
space and facilities to be provided for 16.65.390
Brands and marks Ch. 16.57
Complaints by vendor or consignor, investigations 16.65.320, 16.65.330
Definitions 16.65.010
Examination and testing for disease charge for 16.65.110
director's authority 16.65.340, 16.65.350
Examination of hides, books, records for brands 16.57.170
Fees
licenses 16.65.030, 16.65.040
schedule of, requirements 16.65.190
Health facilities and practice facilities and sanitation requirements 16.65.360
supervision of director over 16.65.350
testing, treating and examination of livestock by director 16.65.340, 16.65.350
watering and feeding requirements 16.65.370
Hearing 16.65.445
Horses, mules, asses impounded, sale of 16.13.060
Identification of livestock Ch. 16.57
Inoculations
charge for 16.65.110
director's authority 16.65.340, 16.65.350
Interference with director 16.65.020
LIVESTOCK MARKETS—Cont.

Licenses
- appeals 16.65.080, 16.65.450
- application for 16.65.030
- denial, suspension, revocation, procedure 16.65.080, 16.65.450
- expiration 16.65.040
- fees 16.65.030, 16.65.040
- hearings in accordance with Administrative Procedure Act 16.65.030
- posting of 16.65.060
- renewal 16.65.040
- required 16.65.030

Liens, failure to disclose, penalty 16.65.150

Mortgages, failure to disclose, penalty 16.65.150

News services, information and records available to 16.65.430

Packer's interest in market limited 16.65.410

Penalty for violations of chapter 16.65.440

Proceeds from sales of
- custodial account for consignor's proceeds 16.65.140
- delivery of net proceeds to consignor or shipper, time limit 16.65.160
- failure to pay vendor or consignor, action by director to collect claims 16.65.260-16.65.310
- lienor, payment to permitted 16.65.120
- mortgage, payment to holder of permitted mortgage, payment to holder of permitted 16.65.120
- payment of net proceeds to consignor required, exceptions 16.65.120
- use of consignor's net proceeds unlawful, when 16.65.130

Purebred livestock, permits for occasional or seasonal public sales 16.65.422

Radio, information and records available to 16.65.430

Rates and charges
- schedule of, requirements 16.65.190
- unjust or discriminatory prohibited 16.65.180

Records of licensee 16.65.170

Sale dates 16.65.420
- change of 16.65.420
- horses and mules 16.65.423, 16.65.424
- purebred livestock 16.65.422

Scales, requirements 16.5.400

Security in lieu of bond 16.65.235

Supervision over 16.65.020

Weighing of livestock requirements 16.65.400

LOAN COMPANIES (See SMALL LOAN COMPANIES)

LOANS—Cont.
- Metropolitan municipal corporations, powers, money, borrowing from component city or county 35.58.480
- Pistols, regulation of 9.41.120
- Prohibition against loan of school fund to private persons or corporations Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 1)
- Savings and loan associations, See SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, subtitle Investments

State employees' retirement board officers and employees, guaranteeing loans prohibited 41.40.090

State may borrow to meet debts Const. Art. 8 § 1

Teachers retirement funds, trustees not to guarantee loans 41.32.230

Trust companies, See TRUST COMPANIES, subtitle Loans

Trustees, power to make 30.99.070

LOBBYING, LEGISLATIVE (See LEGISLATIVE LOBBYING)

LOBBYING AND LOBBYISTS (See also PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records)

County auditor, prohibition 36.22.110

LOCAL ASSESSMENTS (See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS)

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
- Bond issues mutual savings banks, investment in 32.20.120
- savings and loan associations, investment in 33.24.080

Cities and towns, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns

County park and recreation districts authority for 36.69.030
- formation, resolution of proceedings 36.69.210-36.69.230

Fire improvement districts, formation, resolution of board, authority 52.20.010

Fire protection districts authority to create 52.08.070
- authorization for 52.20.010
- formation hearing, notice 52.20.020
- judicial confirmation of Ch. 52.34 petition content 52.20.010
- dismissal or approval 52.20.020
- resolution of board, dismissal or approval 52.20.020
- sewer district law, application 52.20.025
- local improvement district fund creation 52.16.020
- warrants against 52.20.050

Intercounty rural library districts, See LIBRARIES, subtitle Intercounty rural library districts

Irrigation districts, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Local improvement districts


Port districts, authority to establish 53.08.050

Property annexed to cities, liability for indebtedness 35.13.220

Sewer districts, See LOCAL UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitle Sewer districts

Water districts,See conclusions of roll 57.16.100

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS—Cont.
- Water districts—Cont.
- assessments for—Cont.
- notice 57.16.070
- segregation 57.16.110
- authority for 57.16.050
- enlarged districts 57.16.080
- resolution or petition to form 57.16.060

LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS
- Acquisition of real property by state or political subdivision, payment of local assessments 79.44.190
- Assessment liens, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns

Assessment rolls (See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns)

- county roads, See COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES, subtitle County road improvement districts
- park and recreation districts 36.69.280
- public lands, assessments against 79.44.050

Assessments (See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns)

- LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Counties
- alternate method of computation 35.44.047
- fire protection districts 52.20.010
- local improvements, may be made by Const. Art. 7 § 9
- public utility districts 54.16.160, 54.16.165
- Bridges, authority, generally 35.43.040
- Cities and towns (See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against)
- appeal procedure appeal to supreme court or court of appeals 35.44.260
- bonds and securities, execution 35.44.220 decisions, copy to officer with assessment roll 35.44.270
- hearing by superior court 35.44.250
- how perfected 35.44.200
- notice of 35.44.210
- notice to city legal department 35.44.240
- transcripts contents 35.44.230
- fees 35.44.230

assessment districts
- basis for assessment 35.44.010
- cost items, inclusion 35.44.020
- subdivisions of 35.44.030
- what property assessed 35.44.010
- zones 35.44.030
- assessment liens attachments 35.50.010
- bridges, elevated 35.85.030
- city protection against tax liens 35.49.130
- objections or defenses 35.50.020
- priority 35.50.010
- roadways, elevated 35.85.030
- sanitary fills 35.73.050
- sidewalk construction, third class cities 35.70.080
- validity 35.50.020
- viaducts 35.85.030

assessment rolls
- amendments effect of 35.44.120
- procedure 35.44.120
- bridges, elevated 35.85.020, 35.85.030
- curb and gutter construction and repair 35.68.050
- diagram on preliminary survey, conclusive effect 35.44.060
LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont. assessment rolls—Cont.
entry of assessments against property 35.44.050
filing of 35.44.070
filing lowlands 35.55.060, 35.55.070, 35.56.070
hearings 35.44.070
modification or revision, authority of council 35.44.100
notice of hearing content 35.44.080
mailing to owner 35.44.090
publication 35.44.090
notice, publication of 35.44.090
objections to 8.12.330
timeliness 35.44.110
posting proposed roll 35.50.005
roadways, elevated 35.85.020, 35.85.030
sidewalks, third class cities
35.70.080
preparation 35.70.070
viaducts 35.85.020, 35.85.030
water rights acquisition 35.92.260
assessments
asessable units of frontage 35.44.040
bonds to pay, installments, number and due date 35.49.020
bridges, elevated 35.85.030
city and ditches, rates of, computation 35.44.045
city property
authority for 35.44.130
payment 35.49.060
transfer of money from general fund 35.49.060
treasurer, duties 35.49.060
collection by city treasurer 35.49.010
county property
authority for 35.44.140
payment 35.49.070
curbs and gutter construction and repair, method of payment 35.68.060, 35.68.070
delinquent, interest for 35.49.030
first class cities, special 35.22.280
foreclosure of, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtile Cities and towns, foreclosure of assessments
harbor area leasesholds 35.44.150
installments, failure to pay, effect 35.50.040
joint owners, payment by one 35.49.090
lands adjoining metropolitan park districts 35.61.220
liens, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtile Cities and towns, assessment liens
metropolitan park district property 35.44.170, 35.49.080
payment 35.49.080
noncontinuous improvements 35.43.050
notices of collection 35.49.010
 omitted property authority for 35.44.360
certification of roll for collection 35.44.380
continuation ordinance 35.44.380
hearing 35.44.370
law relating to 35.44.350
notice of 35.44.370
resolution of council 35.44.370
payment of installments after thirty day period 35.49.050
error in, remedy 35.49.100
joint owners 35.49.090
ordinance to prescribe time of 35.49.030
record of 35.49.110
LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont. assessments—Cont.
payment—Cont.
time for, generally 35.49.040
without interest or penalty 35.49.040
pedestrian malls 35.77.100
prepayment of installments subsequently due 35.49.050
rates per square foot 35.44.040
reassessments, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtile Cities and towns, reassessments
record of payment, duty of treasurer 35.49.110
refund of excess funds
35.45.090
protected balances 35.45.090
rights of action 35.45.090
roadways, elevated 35.85.030
rolls, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtile Cities and towns, assessment rolls
sale of property, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtile Cities and towns, assessment rolls
sanitary fills 35.73.040
segregation of assessment upon division of land 35.44.410
sidewalks and driveways across, method of payment 35.68.060, 35.68.070
sidewalks, first, second, and third class cities 35.69.030
subways 35.85.060, 35.85.070
supplemental
law relating to 35.44.350
limitation of time for 35.44.400
when authorized 35.44.390
tax lien
interest
limitation upon issue 35.45.010
lienholders remedies 35.45.080
sale of acquired property 35.48.030
subrogation of city 35.48.030
transfer of assets to 35.48.050
use of, limitation 35.48.020
boulevards and lanes, authority, generally 35.49.040
bridges, elevated, ordinance ordering improvement 35.85.020
calling in bond issues 35.45.050
certificates of delinquency for general taxes, local assessments, effect on 35.49.120
charters of first class cities superseded 35.43.030
city council, defined 35.43.010
city liability to bondholders 35.45.070
contracts, work done for assessments 35.43.190
city
conflict with municipal ordinances 35.43.030
general rule 35.43.020
conversion of local improvement district into utility local improvement district 35.43.043
county tax foreclosures, local assessments, effect on 35.49.130
curbs along streets, construction, reconstruction and repair
general authority 35.68.010
laws relating to 35.68.080
resolution required prior to undertaking contents 35.68.020
hearing 35.68.030
sidewalk construction fund 35.68.040
definition of terms 35.43.010
chart of improvement, filing 35.50.005
diagram of improvement, district lying outside city or town, formation authorized 35.43.030
divestment of jurisdiction, procedure 35.43.180
drawbridges
authority to construct 35.74.010
county commissioners notice to 35.74.020
width of draw, determination 35.74.030
franchises to construct authority to grant 35.74.010
prerequisites to grant 35.74.060
inspection upon completion 35.74.060
navigation, effect upon 35.74.040
notice to county commissioners 35.74.020
specifications 35.74.040
width of draw, determination by county commissioners 35.74.030
driveways across sidewalks, construction, reconstruction and repair
general authority 35.68.010
laws relating to 35.68.080
resolution required prior to undertaking contents 35.68.020
hearing 35.68.030
sidewalk construction fund 35.68.040
eminent domain
amount of assessments, what included 8.12.240
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LOC AL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.

eminent domain—Cont.

assessment districts 8.12.280

assessment roll

certification to treasurer 8.12.360

contents 8.12.290

continuance of hearing until notice re-requirement satisfied 8.12.320

hearings on 8.12.300, 8.12.330

judgments, effect, lien, appeals not to affect 8.12.350

modification of 8.12.340

notice of 8.12.300

proof of service of 8.12.310

publication of 8.12.300

treasurer's notice to pay, publication of, notice, penalty 8.12.370, 8.12.380


bonds

assessment fund to be kept separate 8.12.480

authorized 8.12.390

collection, enforcement by bondholders 8.12.450

installment payments of assessments 8.12.420

liability of treasurer concerning 8.12–500

maturity, interest, payment 8.12.400

notice of installment due date, penalty, interest 8.12.430

payment of, call, notice 8.12.460

proceeds, application of 8.12.410

redemption of property sold 8.12.490

delinquencies

enforcement of collection 8.12.470

interest 8.12.470

general funds, advancement from, reimbursement 8.12.250

indebtedness, contracting for to pay compensation, reimbursement 8.12.250

leasehold interests 8.12.280

lien of assessment, enforcement of 8.12.440

payment of assessments 8.12.370, 8.12.380

petition for 8.12.240

reassessments 8.12.510

set-off against compensation of unpaid assessments 8.12.190

special assessments, when 8.12.040, 8.12.230

treasurer's notice to pay penalty for default 8.12.380

publication of 8.12.370

escalators

authority for local improvement 35.43.040

petition for local improvement district when necessary 35.43.110

estimated cost and expense of improvements, filing 35.50.005

existing districts (irrigation, water supply) validated 35.92.265

field houses, authority, generally 35.43.040

filing title of improvement and diagram 35–50.005

fills, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns, sanitary fills; LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Lowlands, filling first class cities authority for special assessments 35.22.280

bonds voted by people, transfer of funds 35.22.590

special fund creation 35.22.580

refunding of balance 35.22.580

LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.

first class cities—Cont.

special fund installment transfer to other funds 35.22.590

violations of law 35.22.600

foreclosure of assessments

alternative procedure to commencement of action 35.50.220

parties and property included 35.50.230

pleadings and evidence 35.50.240

sale of property

issuance of deed 35.50.270

redeemption 35.50.270

summons and service 35.50.250

trial and judgment 35.50.260

appeals 35.50.110

authority for 35.50.030

city payment of general taxes 35.49.140

commencement of action 35.50.060

conditions precedent to 35.50.030

curbs and gutter construction and repair 35.68.070

deferral of collection of assessments for economically disadvantaged persons, authorized 35.43.250

failure to pay assessment installment, effect 35.50.040

limitation of action 35.50.040

pleadings and evidence 35.50.080

proceedings, how commenced 35.50.030

parties and property included 35.50.070

payment of delinquent installments 35.50.040

redemption of property sold 35.50.080

proceedings, when commenced 35.50.030

property acquired by city at proceedings, disposition 35.53.010–55.53.070

sale of property

authority for, generally 35.50.120

certificate of purchase

assignment and recording 35.50.180

content 35.50.170

deed to purchaser

authority for conveyance 35.50.200

cancellation of 35.50.210

conclusiveness as evidence 35.50.210

form 35.50.200

manner of 35.50.140

notice, form 35.50.130

proceeds 35.50.140

purchaser's title 35.50.150

redemption 35.50.190

report of 35.50.160

sidewalk construction, third class cities 35.70.090

sidewalks and driveways across city or town, divestment of jurisdiction 35.43.180

local improvement district lying outside city or town, divestment of jurisdiction 35.43.180

local improvement districts assessment rolls 35.43.130

bridges, elevated 35.43.140

enlargement of boundaries for special benefits 35.43.080

metropolitan municipal corporations, effect on 35.58.050

ordinances creating 35.43.080

petition for requirements of 35.43.120

sufficiency of 35.43.130

when mandatory 35.43.110

preliminary estimates 35.43.130

proceedings to establish 35.43.110

property annexed to cities, liability for indebtedness of 35.13.200

property in name of deceas ed person, effect 35.43.120

property included in 35.43.080

resolutions to initiate proceedings 35.43.110

roadways, elevated 35.85.020
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Cities and towns--Cont.

LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Local Improvement Districts.

Tunnels 35.85.060
valuation of property 35.43.130
viaducts 35.85.020
water rights acquisition 35.92.220
local improvement guaranty fund bonds, coupons, warrants, purchase of 35.54.070
certificates of delinquency, purchase of 35.54.010
interest and earnings 35.54.030
lien on benefited property, payment from 35.54.100
payment for deferred collection of assessments for economically disadvantaged persons 35.54.100
previous funds 35.54.010
rules and regulations, providing for 35.54.020
subrogation rights to assessments 35.54.040
surplus from local improvement funds 35.54.050
taxation 35.54.060
use of fund 35.54.070, 35.54.080
lowlands, filling, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Local Improvement Districts.

Local Improvement Districts

Tidelands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS.

Public lands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public Lands.

Street railways, petition, initiation by 35.43.210
proceedure 35.43.230

treads and alleys
agreements with county 35.77.020
authority, generally 35.43.040

County furnishing construction and maintenance 35.77.020
county use of road fund 35.77.030
establishing grade, procedure Ch. 35.73
grades preventing drainage, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns, sanitary fills.
sanitary fills, authority to construct 35.85.050

Supplemental assessments, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns, assessments.
tax lien on property included in

Assessment of costs 35.73.040
authority for first and second class cities 35.73.010
city declaration of intention by resolution content 35.73.020
publication 35.73.030
improvement district bonds issuance 35.73.060
payment, limitation 35.73.070
ordinance for improvement 35.73.040
protest filing 35.73.040
school lands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public Lands, against

Second class cities, providing for

Shorelands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public Lands, against

Sanitary fills

Assessment of costs 35.73.040
authority for first and second class cities 35.73.010
city declaration of intention by resolution content 35.73.020
publication 35.73.030
improvement district bonds issuance 35.73.060
payment, limitation 35.73.070
ordinance for improvement 35.73.040
protest filing 35.73.040

Tidelands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS.

Public lands, against
town council, defined 35.43.010
trust property acquired by city discharge of trust, how 35.53.020
imposition of trust 35.53.010
sale or lease of 35.53.030
taxability 35.53.010
termination of trust

Certain property, limitations to 35.53.040
complaint 35.53.050
parties 35.53.060
receiverships 35.53.070
summons 35.53.060
tunnels, authority to construct 35.85.050

Unfit dwellings

Assessments for 35.80.030
demolition assessment lien against property 35.80.030

Urban renewal
See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Urban renewal

Utility local improvement districts

Assessment rolls 35.43.130
assessments 35.43.042
authorization 35.43.030
off-street parking facilities 35.43.042
ordinances creating 35.43.080
outside city or town, divestment of jurisdiction 35.43.180
petition for, sufficiency of 35.43.130
preliminary estimates 35.43.130
procedure to establish 35.43.042
property included in 35.43.080
valuation of property 35.43.130
viaducts, ordinance ordering improvement 35.85.020
warrants
acceptance in payment of assessments 35.45.140
authorization for 35.45.130
claims and liens against improvement fund 35.45.130
interest rate 35.45.130
water rights
acquisition by purchase of shares in water users' association, etc. 35.92.263
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LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.  
Cities and towns—Cont.
  water rights—Cont.  
aquisition of 35.92.220
  areas need not be contiguous 35.92.250
Consolidated districts, purpose 35.45.160
Consolidated local improvement districts, au­
thorized, procedure 35.45.160
Contracts for appeals and towns, work done for as­
sessions 35.43.190
Counties
  assessment rolls  
  county, See COUNTY ROADS
  AND BRIDGES, subtitle County
  road improvement districts
  assessments  
  county lands assessment fund 36.33.120
  county roads, See COUNTY ROADS
  AND BRIDGES, subtitle County
  road improvement districts
  park and recreation districts  
  authority, generally 36.69.200
  segregation of 36.69.290, 36.69.300
  rentals of irrigated land, application to
  toward 36.33.170
  county road improvement districts, See
  COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES, 
  subtitle County road improvement
  districts
local improvement districts  
  county roads, See COUNTY ROADS
  AND BRIDGES, subtitle County
  road improvement districts
  park and recreation districts  
  authority, for 36.69.200
  hearings 36.69.250
  initiation of proceedings  
  petitions 36.69.210, 36.69.230
  resolutions 36.69.210, 36.69.220
  notice 36.69.240
  powers and duties of board 36.69.270
  protests 36.69.260
  park and recreation districts, generally Ch.
  36.69
  sewage, water and drainage systems
  appeal 36.94.290
  assessment roll 36.94.240
  conclusiveness of roll when approved
  36.94.280
  assessments  
  notice of filing roll 36.94.250
  unimproved, repair, removal or de­
molition costs 35.80.030
  authority, liberal construction of chapter, 
  modification of inconsistent acts 36.
  94.910
  divestment of power to order formation, 
  time limitation 36.94.240
  enlarged local district may be formed 36.
  94.270
  establishment 36.94.220
  hearing on protests, order 36.94.260
  hearings 36.94.240
  initiation of district, procedure 36.94.240
  notice of filing assessment roll 36.94.250
  purpose 36.94.900
  review 36.94.290
  segregation of special assessments, fee,
  costs 36.94.300
  utility local improvement districts, forma­
tion 36.94.220
  solid waste collection districts, See SOLID
  WASTE COLLECTION DISTRICTS
  television reception improvement districts, See
  TELEVISION RECEPTION IM­
  PROVEMENT DISTRICTS
  unfielded dwellings, demolition assessment lien
  against property 35.80.030
  County road improvement districts, See
  COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES
  Culverts, authority, generally 35.43.040
LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.  
Dikes and embankments, authority, generally
35.43.040
Diking and drainage districts (See also DIK­
ING AND DRAINAGE)
  against state lands, school lands, tidelands
  and shorelands, harbor areas, See LO­
  CAL IMPROVEMENTS AND AS­
  SESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, 
  against
Diking districts
  public lands, assessments against, See LO­
  CAL IMPROVEMENTS AND AS­
  SESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
Drainage districts
  public lands, assessments against, See LO­
  CAL IMPROVEMENTS AND AS­
  SESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
  Eminent domain, acquisition of real property
  by state or political subdivision, payment
  of local assessment 79.44.190
  Escalators, authority, generally 35.43.040
  Fire protection districts  
  assessments for 35.20.010
  local improvement districts, power to create
  of 35.20.010
  Foreclosure of assessments, See LOCAL IM­
  PROVEMENTS AND ASSESS­
MENTS, subtitle
  Public lands, against
  Irrigation districts (See also IRRIGATION
  DISTRICTS)
  against state lands, school lands, tidelands
  and shorelands, harbor areas, See LO­
  CAL IMPROVEMENTS AND AS­
  SESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
  Library local improvement districts, special
  assessments authorized 27.14.020
  Local improvement districts, consolidation
  authorized 35.45.160
  Local improvement fund, investment 35.
  55.150, 35.56.140
  Local utility districts, See LOCAL UTILITY
  DISTRICTS
Lowlands, filling
  bonds, local improvement guarantees 35.
  55.130, 35.56.140
  sale of 35.55.140, 35.56.150
  terms 35.55.120, 35.56.130
  concurrent provisions 35.56.290
  contract for improvement
  payment of contractor 35.55.170, 35.
  56.180
  when let 35.55.160, 35.56.170, 35.56.270
  contractor, payment, how 35.55.170, 35.
  56.180
  damages, proceedings to recover 35.55.
  040, 35.56.050
  eminent domain, power of 35.55.040, 35.
  56.050
  financing by city funds 35.55.020, 35.
  55.060
  first class cities, authority for 35.56.010
  payment of cost by issuance of warrants
  35.56.120
  preliminary financing 35.55.140
  reassessments 35.55.180, 35.56.280
  second and third class cities, authority for
  35.55.010, 35.56.010
LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.  
Lowlands, filling—Cont.
  special assessment method of financing
  assessment roll
  equalizing 35.55.070, 35.56.080
  hearing 35.55.070, 35.56.080
  preparation 35.55.060, 35.56.070
  board of equalization
  appeals from 35.55.080, 35.56.090
  city council as 35.55.070, 35.56.080
  boundaries of district 35.55.030, 35.56.030
  collection of assessments, liens 35.55.090,
  35.56.100
  equalization 35.55.070, 35.56.080
  estimates, generally 35.55.050, 35.56.060
  excess or deficiency in 35.55.160, 35.
  56.170
  exceptions from property 35.55.
  .030, 35.56.030
  improvement district 35.55.010, 35.56.010
  interest on assessments, limitation 35.
  55.100, 35.56.100
  plans and specifications 35.55.050, 35.
  56.060
  protests 35.56.040
  tax levy, limitation 35.56.190
  unimproved and unencumbered, damages to
  35.55.040, 35.56.050
  warrants
  issuance of local improvement fund 35.
  55.110
  sale 35.55.140, 35.56.150
  to pay cost of improvement, interest 35.
  56.120
  waterways constructed in
  abutting property
  acquisition of 35.56.240
  lease of 35.56.250
  private party 35.56.230, 35.56.260
  contract, letting for 35.56.270
  control of 35.56.210
  dock lines established 35.56.210
  leasing to private parties 35.56.220
  requirements 35.56.200
  Metropolitan municipal corporations (See also
  MÉTROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL COR­
  PORATIONS)
  local improvement districts 35.58.500
  Mosquito control districts 17.28.255, 17.28.256
  Municipal corporations, against state lands,
  school lands, tidelands and shorelands, har­
dor areas, See LOCAL IMPRO­
  VEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle
  Public lands, against
  Open canal hazards
  fences, culverts, syphons, or coverings
  assessments for 35.43.040
  authority for 35.43.040
  presumption 35.43.040
  installation of safeguards 35.43.045
  right of entry 35.43.045
  Parks and recreational areas, authority, gener­
ally 35.43.040
  Pest districts 17.12.020
  Port districts
  against state lands, school lands, tidelands
  and shorelands, harbor areas, See LO­
  CAL IMPROVEMENTS AND AS­
  SESSIONS, subtitle Public lands, against
  generally 35.08.050
  harbor improvement projects, generally Ch.
  35.20
  Public lands, against
  assessment roll, certification to state 79.
  44.100
  assignment of lease or contract to purchaser
  at foreclosure sale 79.44.100
  authority to assess 79.44.020
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Public lands, against—Cont.
consent to improvement by state required
79.44.040
enforcement against lessee or contract holder
79.44.070
lands subject to, designation 79.44.010
leasehold and contractual interests
apportionment of costs liable for 79.44.
assessment lien 79.44.070
assignment of lease or contract to purchaser at foreclosure sale 79.44.100
cancellation of default for default in payments, liability for assessments 79.44.090
cancellation upon lien foreclosure 79.44.
enforcement of assessment against 79.44.
foreclosure of assessment lien against 79.
sale of state land
assessments paid by state added to purchase price 79.01.728, 79.44.095
when assessments need not be added 79.
state's proportion of costs 79.44.020
Public utility districts, See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitle Local utility districts
Reassessments, omitted property 35.44.280
Rodent extermination 17.16.090
Sanitary fills (See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns)
lien of assessments 35.73.050
School lands, against, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
Sewer districts, local improvement districts, generally Ch. 56.20
Sewers, authority, generally 35.43.040
Shorelands, against, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
Sidewalks, authority, generally 35.43.040
Special assessments and liens, limitation on foreclosure actions 4.16.030
Special improvements, fund created, third class cities 35.24.350
Special taxation of property benefited Const.-Art. 7 § 9
State lands, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
Street lighting systems, authority, generally 35.43.040
Tidelands, against, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Public lands, against
Towns, assessments, county assessors duties 45.54.020
Trestles, authority, generally 35.43.040
Underground utility transmission lines, authority, generally 35.43.040
Utility local improvement districts cities and towns
assessments 35.43.040
authority to establish 35.43.042
procedure to establish 35.43.042
county sewage, water and drainage districts appeal 36.94.290
assessments, assessment roll 36.94.240
notice of filing roll 36.94.250

LOCAL IMP., ASSESS.—Cont.
Utility local improvement districts—Cont.
county sewage, water and drainage districts—Cont.
authority 36.94.910
conclusiveness of assessment roll 36.94.
divestment of power to order formation, time limitation 36.94.240
enlarged, local districts may be formed 36.94.270
establishment 36.94.220
hearing, improvement ordered 36.94.240
protests, order 36.94.260
inconsistent acts, modification of 36.94.
initiation of district, procedure 36.94.240
liberal construction of chapter 36.94.910
modifications of inconsistent acts 36.94.
notice of filing assessment roll 36.94.250
purposes 36.94.020
segregation of special assessments, fee, costs 36.94.300
special assessments 36.94.220
Water mains, hydrants, and appurtenances, authority, generally 35.43.040
Waterways and canals, lowland fill areas, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Lowlands, filling
Weed districts, 17.04.240
Weed extermination subdivisions 17.08.150
LOCAL OPTION (See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Local option)
LOCAL UTILITY DISTRICTS
Public utility districts
assessment rolls 54.16.160
assessments, segregation 54.16.165
authority for 54.16.120
procedure to establish financing 54.16.130
hearing 54.16.140
petition signed by majority of land owners 54.16.150
resolution or petition 54.16.130, 54.16.140
Sewer districts
assessment rolls
conclusiveness, when approved 56.20.010
additional, clerical errors 56.20.070
hearing on protests 56.20.050
notice of filing 56.20.040
preparation 56.20.030
review 56.20.080
assessments for 56.20.010
authority for 56.20.010
comprehensive plan for 56.08.020
hearing 56.20.030
local improvement powers of cities 56.20.
petitions or resolutions to form, procedure 56.20.020
Water districts, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS, subtitle Water districts
LOCATION
Mining claims 78.08.060
LOCKERS (See COLD STORAGE FOOD LOCKERS)
LOCOMOTIVES (See RAILROADS, subtitle Locomotives)
LODE (See MINES AND MINING)

LOGGING LIENS

LOGGING HOUSES (See also BOARDING AND LOGGING HOUSES, HOTELS)
Tax for stadiums and convention centers 67.
LOG BOOMS
Brands and marks, See FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS, subtitle Brands and marks
Moorings to bridge or buoy, penalty 9.61.010
Mooring, tampering with 9.61.040
Tidelands and shorelands, leasing for booming purposes 79.01.536, 79.01.540
Tow boats, lien for services 60.24.020
LOG DRIVING COMPANIES
Powers and duties of secretary of state transferred to department of natural resources 43.30.110
Provisions relating to Ch. 76.32
LOG PATROLS
Bonds, log patrol licensee's bond 76.40.030
Forestry brands and marks, log patrol revolving fund, deposit of fees in 76.36.060
Licenses
application 76.40.030
expiration 76.40.030
fee 76.40.030
Powers and duties of director of licenses and tax commission transferred to department of natural resources 43.30.120
Provisions relating to Ch. 76.40
Stickers, issuance, fee 76.40.030
LOGGING LIENS (See LIENS, subtitle Logging)
MANDAMUS
Affidavit, issued on 7.16.170
Alternative writ
form 7.16.180
issued, when 7.16.190
Answer 7.16.200
Appeals 7.16.350
county board of adjustment 36.70.890
Application by affidavit 7.16.170
Costs
execution for 7.16.260
judgment for 7.16.260
Court of appeals, limitation on jurisdiction 2.06.030
Courts having jurisdiction to issue 7.16.160
Damages
execution for 7.16.260
judgment for 7.16.260
Default writs prohibited 7.16.190
Definitions
judgment 7.16.020
mandamus 7.16.150
motion 7.16.020
order 7.16.020
Determination of damages 7.16.210
Determination of issues of fact 7.16.210
Enforcement of writ 7.16.280
Exections for damages and costs 7.16.260
Fines, enforcement of writ by 7.16.280
Fines for violation of, disposition, state general fund 10.82.070
Grounds 7.16.160, 7.16.170
Hearings 7.16.240, 7.16.250
required 7.16.190
time of 7.16.330
Judgments
damages and costs, for 7.16.260
peremptory mandate 7.16.260
Motions, enforcement of writ 7.16.280
Notice of application 7.16.190
Open public meeting law violations 42.30.130
Orders, enforcement of writ 7.16.280
Outdoor recreational facilities bond issue.
mandamus to compel transfer of funds, authorized 43.98.050
Parties, designation of 7.16.010
Penalties, enforcement of writ 7.16.280
Peremptory mandate, judgment of 7.16.260
Peremptory writ
form 7.16.180
issued, when 7.16.190
Platting, subdivision and dedication of land, enforcement 58.17.190
Railroad crossing work, enforcement by 81-53.200
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Rules of practice 7.16.340
Service of writ 7.16.270
Show cause by answer 7.16.180, 7.16.200
Superior courts' power to issue 2.08.010
Superior courts' power to issue Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Supreme court jurisdiction as to 2.04.010
Supreme court jurisdiction as to Const. Art. 4 § 4
Utilities and transportation commission actions 80.04.260, 81.04.260
MANDAMUS—Cont.
Verdict, certification of 7.16.240
Washington State University tree fruit research center, financing bondholders' and owners' rights 28B.30.612
Writ returnable, when 7.16.330
MANDATORY INJUNCTIONS (See INJUNCTIONS)
MANETTE BRIDGE
Authorized 47.20.570
MANHOLES
Electrical safety rules 19.29.010
MANICURING (See BEAUTY CULTURE AND HAIRDRESSING)
MANIFEST
Making false manifest, penalty 9.91.080
MANLIFTS (See ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS AND DUMBWAITERS)
MANSLAUGHTER
Coroner's inquest, testimony reduced to writing 36.24.380
Defined 9.48.060
Explosives, keeping unlawfully 9.48.140
For-hire motor vehicle certificates or operators' permits, manslaughter as ground for refusal, suspension or revocation of 46.72-100
Killing unborn quick child
administering drugs or using instruments 9.48.080
injuring mother 9.48.070
killing mother 9.48.080
pregnant woman taking drugs or using instruments 9.48.090
Overloading vessel, death caused by 9.48.110
Physicians and surgeons, acting while intoxicated or under narcotic drugs 9.48.130
Steam engine or boiler, bursting of 9.48.260
Steamboat, reckless operation 9.48.120
Vicious animal killing person 9.48.160
MANUFACTURERS
Controlled substances, See CONSTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
Drugs, licenses 18.64.045
Explosives, See also EXPLOSIVES generally Ch. 70.74
Furniture and bedding, certificate of registration required 18.45.050
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
Intoxicating liquor
books and records, inspection by liquor control board 66.08.130
license for 66.24.150
licensure control board's interest in 66.08.050
malt liquors, report of sales to wholesalers 66.24.270
regulation 66.08.030
retail businesses, restrictions 66.28.010, 66-28.025
storage exemptions 66.12.030
Narcotics
license required 69.33.240
MANUFACTURING
Public nuisance, when 7.48.140
Sabotage, interference or injury to manufacturing constitutes 9.05.060
Use of waters for manufacturing purposes deemed public use Const. Art. 21 § 1
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES (See also MANUFACTURING)
Labor liens, See LIENS, subtitle Franchises, earnings, property of certain companies, laborers' lien on
MAPLE LANE SCHOOL
Close security institute, designation as 72-05.130
Crimes in regard to 72.20.065
Education of girls 72.20.080
Eligibility for 72.20.070
Establishment 72.20.010
Hiring girls out 72.20.090
Management by state director of institutions 72.01.050
Parole or discharge behavior credits 72.20.050
conditional parole 72.20.060
State department of institutions, children and youth services division, control of 72.05.010
Superintendent appointment 72.20.020
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES—Cont.
duties 72.20.040
MAPS (See STATE BASE MAPPING SYSTEM)
MAPS AND MAPPING (See also SURVEY AND MAP AGENCY, PLATS AND PLATTING)
Cemeteries 68.24.020, 68.24.060, 68.24.130
Coal mining, See COAL MINING CODE, subtitle Maps and plans
Counties
comprehensive plans, required elements 36-70.340
official controls, plans and planning 36.70-560
zones and zoning 36.70.720, 36.70.730
County roads and bridges, construction 36.77-010
Evidence, copies as evidence, prima facie, when 5.44.070
Forests and forest products, forester to supply maps 76.04.050
Geological survey of the state, provisions for mapping Ch. 43.92
Irrigation districts
generally 87.03.775
proposed works 87.03.165
State flood control zones, United States quadrangles, use of 86.16.050
United States survey markers, highway commission to aid in restoration of 47.36.010
MARATHON DANCES
Exemptions 67.12.090
Penalty for violations 67.12.100
Person, defined 67.12.075
Prohibitions 67.12.080
MARES (See Horses)
MARGARINE
Weights and measures 19.94.410
MARGINAL LANDS
Industrial development, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Marginal lands; PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Industrial development districts
MARHUANA (See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT)
MARKETS AND MARKETING—Cont. Cities and towns—Cont. third class cities, establishment and regulation 35.24.290 Emminent domain by cities for public markets 8.12.030 Fish marketing associations, See FISH MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS Public, See PUBLIC MARKETS Sales, action for damages, consideration of 63.04.650

MARKS AND BRANDS (See BRANDS AND MARKS)

MARRIAGE (See also HUSBAND AND WIFE)


MARRIED PERSON (See also HUSBAND AND WIFE, COMMUNITY PROPERTY)

Contracts, wife's separate property not subject to husband's contracts 26.16.020 Corporations dividends, payment to 23A.08.310 proxy voting by, power to give 23A.08.310 share transfers by 23A.08.310 Savings and loan associations married person's accounts, rights 33.20.050
MARRIED PERSON

- Cont.
  - Savings and loan associations—Cont.
    - payment of account to widow on death of
    - holder 33.20.080

MARTENS

- Cities and towns, control of police by 35.27.240
- Fugitive circulars, preparation 72.50.080
- Towns
  - control of police department 35.27.240
  - pursuit and arrest of violators beyond town
    - limits 35.27.240

MARTIALS

- Cities and towns, filling, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS.
- subtitle Lowlands, filling
- Ditches and drains, private construction 85-28.130, 85.28.140

MARTEN

- Brands and marks
- Personal property, declared to be
- MASCULINE
- Fur fanning Ch.

MARTYRDOM

- MASSACHUSETTS TRUSTS
- Fees, payment of, computation
- Filings
- MATERIALS
- MASS TRANSIT
- Superior court judges, number of

MASON COUNTY

- Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.230
- Superior court judges, number of 2.08.065

MASONIC

- Incorporation
- articles of incorporation
  - contents 24.20.010
  - fees
    - exemption from license fees and taxes 24-20.030
    - filing 24.20.020
    - filing fee 24.20.020
    - powers 24.20.030
    - reincorporation 24.20.040

MASONIC BUILDINGS

- MASS PUBLIC TRANSIT
- Municipalities
  - authority to issue general obligation bonds 35.58.2731
  - state financial assistance, distribution formu-
    - lla (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.2793
  - use of federal funds 35.58.2731
  - use of federal funds (effective June 30, 1981)
    - 35.58.2793
  - Special motor vehicle tax (expires June 30,
    - 1981), limitation formula 35.58.2731

MARTIAL LAW

- MASS TRANSIT
- (See PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS)

MASSACHUSETTS TRUSTS

- Authorized in state 23.90.030
- Defined 23.90.020
- Fees, payment of, computation 23.90.040
- Filings
  - business name and address 23.90.040
  - trust instrument 23.90.040
  - rules and regulations as to 23.90.040
  - trustees' names and addresses 23.90.040
- POWERS AND DUTIES
- Reports, making of 23.90.040
- Rules and regulations as to 23.90.040
- Service of process upon 23.90.040
- Taxes, payment of, computation 23.90.040
- MASTER AND SERVANT
  - (See also EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE)
    - Embezzlement by servant 9.54.010

MATERIALS

- COUNTY improvement claims 36.45.040
- Public works
  - claim against contractor's bond Ch. 39.08
  - notice to contractor condition to suit on
    - bond when supplies are furnished to
      - subcontractor 39.08.065
- MATERIALMEN'S LIENS
  - (See LIENS, subtitle Mechanics' and materialmen's)
- MATERNITY HOMES
  - (See also CHILD CARE AGENCIES; PUBLIC ASSISTANCE,
    - subtitle Child welfare agencies)
- Appeals from denial, suspension or revocation of
  - license 18.46.100
- Definitions 18.46.010
- Disposal of infants
  - advertising or offering disposal for adoption
    - unlawful 26.36.040
  - agencies, licensing 74.15.100
  - unlawful without court order of relinquishment
    - 26.36.040
- Fire inspection 18.46.110
- Information confidential
- Licenses
  - applications for, fee 18.46.030
  - denial, suspension or revocation, procedure
    - 18.46.050
  - display 18.46.040
  - issuance 18.46.040
  - operating without
    - injunction 18.46.130
  - penalty 18.46.120
  - renewal, fee 18.46.040
  - required 18.46.020
- Religious organization operated homes 18.46-
  - .140
- Rules and regulations
  - promulgation of 18.46.060
  - time limit for compliance with 18.46.070

MATRON

- Police, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle
- Police matrons

MAUSOLEUMS

- Construction
  - buildings converted to 68.28.020
  - compliance with existing law 68.28.070
  - improper court costs 68.28.065
  - penalty 68.28.060
  - laws regarding 68.28.010
  - standards of
    - fireproofing 68.28.040
  - generally 68.28.030
  - ordinances and specifications, compliance
    - with 68.28.050
- Crypts or vaults, defined 68.4.160
- Death certificates
  - See VITAL STATISTICS, subtitle
    - Death certificates
  - Defined 68.04.060
- Entombment, defined 68.04.130
- Maps and plats 68.24.020
- Property, right to acquire 68.24.010

MAYHEM

- Assault, included offense 9.65.030
- Defenses, recovery from injury 9.65.030
- Definitions, injuries constituting 9.65.010

MAYHEM—Cont.

- Instrument, manner or means immaterial
  - 9.65.020

MEASURES

- (See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES)

MEAT

- (See also MEAT INSPECTION)
- Bacon, packaging requirements 69.04.205
- Beef commission, generally Ch. 16.67
- Sale of as exempted from county peddlers' li-
  - censing 36.71.010, 36.71.090
- Weights and measures 19.94.400

MEAT INSPECTION

- Administrative procedure act, application 16-
  - .49A.640
- Adulterated food products
  - adulterated, defined 16.49A.160
  - application in spite of exemption from in-
    - spection 16.49A.370
  - consent of owner to destruction 16.49A.450
  - defined, adulterated 16.49A.160
  - destruction 16.49A.420
  - embargo 16.49A.430
  - evidence, right of claimant to sample 16-
    - .49A.470
  - probable cause, defense to administrative
    - action 16.49A.480
  - public nuisance, declared to be 16.49A.420
  - sale or transport, unlawful 16.49A.330
  - withdrawal of inspection from unsanitary
    - establishments 16.49A.530
- Adulterated meats, destruction 16.49A.270
- Adulteration, embargo on entry of food into
  - plants in violation 16.49A.280
- Animal food manufacturer, defined 16.49A-
  - .120
- Appeal, mislabeling determination by director
  - 16.49A.300
- Capable of use as human food, defined 16-
  - .49A.150
- Carcasses
  - application of law 16.49A.280
  - embargo on entry into plants adulterating
    - food 16.49A.280
  - inspection labeling and destruction 16.49A-
    - 270
- Cities and towns, act does not limit or deny
  - the authority of local government 16.49A-
    - .610
- Color additive, defined 16.49A.210
- Commingling of inspected and uninspected
  - meats prohibited 16.49A.610
- Compliance with act required 16.49A.330
- Condemned carcasses, marking 16.49A.270
- Consent to destruction of adulterated or mis-
  - labeled food products 16.49A.450
- Construction
  - authority of local governmental units 16-
    - .49A.610
  - conflict with federal rules and regulations,
    - effect 16.49A.900
  - cumulative and nonexclusive interpretation of
    - act 16.49A.920
  - effect of repeal of prior act 16.49A.650
  - effect on liability under prior act 16.49A.
    - 620
- Consumer, defined 16.49A.070
- Costs, overtime meat inspection 16.49A.540
- Counties, act does not limit or deny the au-
  - thority of local government 16.49A.610
- Crimes relating to
  - bribing meat inspector, penalty 16.49A.360
  - general penalty 16.49A.630
  - generally 16.49A.330, 16.49A.340
  - 16.49A-
    - .350
  - operating without a license 16.49A.490
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MEAT INSPECTION—Cont.

Crimes relating to—Cont.

storage regulations 16.49A.380
Custom farm slaughtering defined 16.49A.430
license 16.49A.440
Custom slaughtering license, limited annual license 16.49A.454
bearings 16.49A.454
requirements 16.49A.452
Definitions 16.49A.040, 16.49A.250
application of 16.49A.030
intrastate commerce, defined 16.49A.255
Department, defined 16.49A.040
Destruction of adulterated meats, authority 16.49A.270

Joint inspection programs.

Governmental unit, defined 16.49A.260
Department, defined 16.49A.260
Food additive, defined 16.49A.260
Food products not intended for use as human food, duties relating to 16.49A.260

Embargo.

Meat food animals 16.49A.270
general penalty 16.49A.280
post mortem examination and inspection of carcasses, duty of director 16.49A.280

Meat food product, defined 16.49A.280

Adulteration and misbranding provisions.

Misbranding, defined 16.49A.190
misleading or false, prohibited 16.49A.300
usual use 16.49A.300

Liability.

duty of director, generally 16.49A.400
storage, rules and regulations 16.49A.400

Meat—canning establishment

Labeling and inspection of carcasses 16.49A.410
sanitation inspection 16.49A.410
Meat food animal 16.49A.140
inspection and labeling of carcasses 16.49A.410
Meatfood product, defined 16.49A.130
Meat packing plants

Inspection and labeling of carcasses 16.49A.410
sanitation inspection 16.49A.410
Misbranded, defined 16.49A.170
Misbranded food products, embargo 16.49A.410
Misbranding

applying in spite of exemption from inspection 16.49A.410
appeal 16.49A.300
of owner to disposition 16.49A.450
destruction of misbranded products 16.49A.420
public nuisance, declared to be 16.49A.420
sale or transport of prohibited 16.49A.330
mislabeling appeal 16.49A.300
case of owner to destruction 16.49A.450
duty of director, generally 16.49A.300
evidence, right of claimant to sample 16.49A.470
of owner to disposition 16.49A.450
destruction of misbranded products 16.49A.420

Packing houses

inspection for adulterated foods 16.49A.290
sanitation inspection 16.49A.310
Penalties

bribing meat inspector 16.49A.360
general penalty 16.49A.630
Penalty for violation 16.49A.510
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MEETING AND ASSEMBLIES

Agricultural pesticide advisory board 17.21-.260
Anarchist, unlawful 9.05.030
Chiropractic board 18.25.017
Corporations, See CORPORATIONS, subtitle Meetings
Credit unions 31.12.160
special meetings 31.12.160
Dental examining board 18.32.037
Deprivation of property, held for 9.27.080
Disguised during, penalty 9.27.090
Disturbing 9.27.010
Fish marketing associations 24.36.180, 24.36-280
Governor, state of emergency, power to suppress unlawful assembly 43.06.010
Highway commission 47.01.080
Hospitals, state advisory council 70.41.060
Joint committee on urban area government 44.36.020
Medical disciplinary board 18.72.130
Military and military affairs, advisory council 38.12.040
Mutual savings bank, trustees 32.16.040
Natural resources, board of 43.30.150
Open public meetings
actions taken in noncompliance are null and void 42.30.060
adjournments 42.30.090
application, exceptions 42.30.140
conditions for attending prohibited 42.30-.040
construction of act 42.30.910
continuances 42.30.100
definitions 42.30.020
disturbing meetings, procedure 42.30.050
emergencies 42.30.070
exceptions 42.30.070
exceptions from chapter 42.30.140
executive sessions 42.30.110
interrupting meetings, procedure 42.30.050
legislative declaration 42.30.010
meetings declared open and public 42.30-.030
notice required 42.30.060, 42.30.080
ordinances, adoption at open public meeting required 42.30.060
places for 42.30.070
rules and regulations, adoption at open public meeting required 42.30.060
short title 42.30.900
special meetings 42.30.080
times for 42.30.070
violations
civil penalty 42.30.120
injunctions against 42.30.130
mandamus actions against 42.30.130
Owner of premises allowing masked persons to assemble, penalty 9.27.100
Pharmacy, state board of 18.64.003
Property tax committee 84.40.010
Public record of minutes 42.32.030
Public meetings, open meetings act, See MEETINGS AND ASSEMBLIES, subtitle Open public meetings
Religious meetings, disturbing, penalty 9.76-.050
Remaining after warning to disperse 9.27.070
Unlawful, when 9.27.060

MEMORANDUM OF SALE

Conditional sales, necessity of 63.12.010

MEMORIAL DAY

Legal holiday, designation as 1.16.050
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT—Cont. Responsibilities 71.24.050 Rules and regulations by department of institutions 71.24.190

MENTAL ILLNESS
Action for unauthorized release of confidential information 71.05.440 damages 71.05.440 injunction 71.05.440 Alcoholics, treatment, applicable laws 71.05.030
Chronic alcoholic on drug abuse impaired, judicial commitment, grounds 71.05.040 Competency, effect of evaluation of treatment 71.05.450 Definitions 71.05.020 Detention in evaluation and treatment facility documents to be filed with the court 71.05.150 petition for initial detention 71.05.160 Detention of mentally disordered persons for evaluation and treatment, procedure 71.05.150 Drug abusers, treatment, applicable laws 71.05.030 Effect on pending proceedings and on persons previously committed 71.05.080 Effective date of law 71.05.930 Epileptics, judicial commitment, grounds 71.05.040 Evaluation and treatment facilities certification standards enforcement procedures 71.05.540 penalties for violations 71.05.540 compliance inspections 71.05.540 increased county planning and funding, state support 71.05.550 Evaluation and treatment program, adoption of rules and regulations by the department of social and health services 71.05.560 Involuntary commitment mentally disordered persons, applicable laws 71.05.030 records maintained by county clerk 71.05.140 Involuntary detention compensation of appointed counsel 71.05.110 financial responsibility 71.05.100 Involuntary detention for evaluation and treatment action to be taken when detention period is completed 71.05.210 additional treatment conditions to be met 71.05.230 detained person's rights 71.05.240 duration 71.05.230 judicial findings and order 71.05.240 probable cause hearing 71.05.240 additional rights of the detained person 71.05.250 detained person's personal property, inventory and safeguard 71.05.220 duration 71.05.210 examination and evaluation schedule 71.05.210 hospitalization for physical treatment 71.05.210 inventory of detainee's property, confidentiality 71.05.220 ment health services act—Cont.

MENTAL ILLNESS—Cont. Involuntary detention for evaluation and treatment—Cont. statement of facts, served on detainee 71.05.200 Involuntary detention in evaluation and treatment facility duration 71.05.180 notice of time of initial detention to court 71.05.170 petition, acceptance of, notice 71.05.170 Involuntary treatment additional confinement court appearance, detained person's rights 71.05.300 duration 71.05.280 filing of petition 71.05.300 grounds 71.05.280 service of petition 71.05.300 additional intensive treatment cost 71.05.320 petition for 71.05.290 court hearing on petition for additional intensive treatment burden of proof 71.05.310 right to jury trial 71.05.310 time for hearing 71.05.310 treatment during proceeding 71.05.310 early release from commitment outpatient care 71.05.340 revocation 71.05.340 excessive detention, damages 71.05.510 financial assistance to released persons 71.05.350 judicial determination of need for additional intensive treatment custody, duration 71.05.320 custody options 71.05.320 order of commitment 71.05.320 liability of persons making an application 71.05.500 notice to court of release before termination of commitment period 71.05.330 part of community mental health services program 71.05.530 petitioning for release, writ of habeas corpus 71.05.480 protection of patients' rights, department of social and health services staff 71.05.520 protection of present rights of patients 71.05.490 release before commitment period terminates right to counsel 71.05.460 right to expert examination, cost 71.05.470 rights of detained persons 71.05.360 rights of involuntarily detained persons, posting of list 71.05.370 temporary release 71.05.270 when detained person must be released, exceptions 71.05.260 Judicial commitment, grounds for, mentally deficient or retarded 71.05.040 Judicial proceedings, duty of prosecuting attorney 71.05.100 Legislative intent 71.05.010 Mentally deficient or retarded, judicial commitment, grounds 71.05.040 Mentally disordered persons, involuntary commitment, applicable laws 71.05.030 Minor, involuntary commitment, written authorization 71.05.030 Officers of treatment agencies, exemptions from liability 71.05.120 Patients, confidentiality of all records, disclosure 71.05.390 Patient's death, notification of guardian and next of kin 71.05.400 Patient's disappearance, notification of relatives and law enforcement agencies 71.05.410
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MENTALLY ILL—Cont.
Patients' records record of disclosure of information 71.05.420 statistical compilation and publication of data 71.05.430 Persons not admitted, furnishing of transportation 71.05.190 Persons not to be judicially committed 71.05.040 Prayer treatment 71.05.070 Records, involuntary commitment, maintained by county clerk 71.05.140 Release of information to patient's attorney, guardian or next of kin 71.05.400 Rights of persons complained against 71.05.060 Rules of court, to be adopted by the supreme court 71.05.570 Senile, judicial commitment, grounds 71.05.040 Treatment or evaluation, choice of physicians 71.05.090 Voluntary application for mental health services 71.05.050 Voluntary detention periodic review of need for further treatment 71.05.050 rights of voluntarily committed persons 71.05.380 MENTAL INSTITUTIONS (See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL)

MENTALLY ILL—See also GUARDIAN AND WARD; MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES; MENTAL ILLNESS; MENTALLY RETARDED, STATE AND LOCAL SERVICES
Adoption child care agency to give medical report to adopting parents 26.36.050 consent from parent not required when parent mentally ill 26.32.040 Assault and battery, when force justified 9.11.040 Award in lieu of homestead to survivor, guardian ad litem appointed for incompetents of deceased 11.52.014, 11.52.020 Bank or trust company may act as personal representative of 11.36.010 Children, See CHILDREN, subtitle Handicapped Children's center for research and training in mental retardation established at University of Washington 28.20.410 Chiropractors, as unprofessional conduct 18.26.030 Commitment applications, court commissioners' power to hear and determine 2.24.040 children, See CHILDREN, subtitle Handicapped Comprehensive community health centers 70.10.010-70.10.060 Conveyances, homesteads, where husband or wife insane 6.12.330 Criminal insane excluded from elective franchise Const. Art. 6 § 3 hospital charges, liability 71.02.380 Criminally insane—procedure acquittal, motion for, grounds of insanity bearing, finding 10.77.010 acquitted defendant, discharge hospitalization, conditional release 10.77.110 appeal, right of either party 10.77.230 competency, doubt as to, examination, report 10.77.060 conditional release application, procedure 10.77.150
MENTALLY ILL—Cont.

Criminally insane—procedure—Cont.
conditional release—Cont.
modifications of terms, procedure 10.77-
payments to persons on 10.77.170
review of case, periodic 10.77.180
terms and conditions of release, reports of
release to 10.77.160
confession of committed person, custody, hearings, discharge 10.77.120
costs, responsibility for, reimbursement 10.77.
definitions 10.77.010
discharge, final, procedure 10.77.200
evidence
admissibility 10.77.030
requirements 10.77.030
examination by an expert or professional
person, defendant’s right to 10.77.070
expert, right to
indigent person 10.77.020
when subjected to mental status exam
10.77.020
experts or professional persons as witnesses
10.77.100
insanity 10.77.030
jury, instructions to on special verdict 10.77.
legal counsel
indigent person 10.77.020
right to 10.77.020
waiver of 10.77.020
mental incapacity, person under, trial, conviction or sentencing of, not permitted
10.77.050
not guilty by reason of insanity, examination, report 10.77.060
not to be incarcerated in state correctional
facilities 10.77.200
order of commitment or treatment 10.77.020
person, committed or conditionally released
examinations, periodic 10.77.140
notice to court 10.77.140
reports 10.77.140
persons involuntarily detained or committed
right to adequate care and treatment 10.77.
records and reports on to be kept, made available
10.77.210
record, statement of facts or bill of exceptions as part of 10.77.130
right, existing, not affected 10.77.240
self-incrimination 10.77.020
stay of proceedings, grounds of incompetence, commitment, findings, extension of commitment period, alternative procedures 10.77.090
Death, administration of deceased incompetents estate 11.88.150
Declaratory judgments, effect on 7.24.040
Delegation, see EASTERN STATE HOSPITAL, subite Interlake school
Deportation 72.25.010
Exempt franchise, exclusions Const. Art. 6 § 3
Eminent domain by corporations, service on 8.20.020
State, service of notice on 8.04.020
Eminent domain proceedings by city, guardian ad litem appointed for mentally ill 12.12.180
Escheats, limitation of actions for filing claim tolled during disability 11.08.280
Financial responsibility of (See also HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL) generally 71.20.410-71.02.415
Guardian (See also GUARDIAN AND WARD, subite Appointment of guardians)
appearance in civil actions 4.08.060
appointment of 11.88.040
MENTALLY ILL—Cont.
Guardian—Cont.
eminent domain by city 8.12.180
habeas corpus writ granted to 7.36.020
may sue in own name 4.08.020
of estate, competency as witness 5.60.030
partition proceedings
consent by 7.52.470
proceeds of sale received by 7.52.460
Guardian ad litem
appearance in civil action 4.08.060
appointment for actions 4.08.060
eminent domain proceedings by city 8.12.
habeas corpus, granting of writ to guardian 7.36.020
Harrison Memorial Hospital as multiuse facility for 72.29.010
Homesteads, conveyance where husband or wife insane 6.12.300-6.12.330
Hospitalization for, See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL
Inmates, correctional institutions, transfer of to institution for mentally ill 72.68.031
Insane commitment applications, court commissioners’ power to hear and determine 2.24.040
exclusion from elective franchise Const. Art. 6 § 3
Interstate compact on mental health, See COMPACTS
Involuntary confinement to hospital, See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL, subitie Involuntary hospitalization
Judgments or orders against, vacation or modification of
ground 4.72.010
limitation of action exception
motion for 4.72.010
petition, by 4.72.030
Jurors, unsoundness of mind, ground for
challenging of 4.44.160
Marriage, insanity or feeble-mindedness as disqualification 26.04.030
Mental health and mental retardation advisory council, See MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION ADVISORY COUNCIL
Mental health services, See MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
Mental retardation facilities and community health centers, state participation in federal program Ch. 71 16
Mentally retarded, See MENTALLY RETARDED, STATE AND LOCAL SERVICES
Minor, confinement in state hospitals, special considerations 72.23.210
Necessaries, price to be paid 63.04.030
Nonresident, reciprocal exchange, generally 72.25
Partition proceedings
consent to partition by guardian 5.23.470
guardian may receive proceeds of sale 7.52.
personal representative, disqualified to act as in probate 11.36.010
Pistols, delivery to mentally ill person prohibited 9.41.080
Poisons, sale to prohibited, penalty 69.40.050
Private institutions or establishments, See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL, subitie Private establishments
Procuring of nonexistent escape of 9.31.100
Property tax certificates of delinquency, redemption by 84.64.070
Restraining of, when force is justified 9.11.040
Sanatoriums, See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL, subitie Private establishments
MERCHANTISE
MENCIALITY—Cont.
Tolling of statute of limitations of actions 4.16.190
costs, responsibility for, reimbursement
tolling of statute of limitations of actions 4.16.260
when disability must exist 4.16.250
Transfer or removal of committed or confined persons
notice of 72.68.037
record of 72.68.037
state institution or facility for care of mentally ill, defined 72.68.035
Transfer or removal of person committed to or confined in institution for mentally ill to other institution 72.68.032
Voluntary patients at state hospitals, See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL, subitie State
Witneses
effect on competency of witness 5.60.050
guardian of estate, competency as witness 5.60.030
MENTALLY RETARDED
Abuse of mentally retarded definitions 26.44.020
report by whom made 26.44.030
oral, written, contents 26.44.040
purpose 26.44.010
MENTALLY RETARDED, STATE AND LOCAL SERVICES
Agency, state, duties, generally 71.20.030
Application for state aid consideration of 71.20.080
requirements 71.20.050
Community boards, applications for state aid 71.20.050, 71.20.060
authority of boards, generally 71.20.090
authorization for 71.20.040
composition 71.20.040
confidentiality of information 71.20.075
duties, generally 71.20.040
eligibility for state funds 71.20.060
expenditures of county funds, application of county fiscal law 71.20.100
expenses 71.20.040
rules and regulations of state agency 71.20.040
services required to be performed for receipt of state aid 71.20.060
tax levy for services 71.20.110
Comprehensive community health centers 70.010-70.10.060
Developmentally disabled, defined 71.20.015
Duties of state agency 71.20.030
Expenditures of county funds, procedures 71.20.100
Federal program, participation in authorized 71.20.020
Funds or gifts, authority to accept 71.20.020
Interstate contracts, boundary counties 71.28.050
Programs 71.20.070
Purposes 71.20.010
Services 71.20.060
State department or agency selected by governor to administer designation of 71.20.030
state aid, regulations and rules, application for and eligibility for 71.20.050, 71.20.060, 71.20.080
Tax levy authorized 71.20.110
Transfer of proceeds to state to obtain federal matching funds 71.20.110
MENTRICHINSE
Concealing foreign matter in package, etc., penalty 9.45.150
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**Merchants Marine (See also Water-Craft and Shipping)**
Licenses, moratorium during service 43.24.130
Power of attorney executed by member of, effect of death 73.20.050

**Mergers**
Banks, See Banks and Banking, subtitle Merger, consolidation or conversion
Cooperative association with one or more cooperative associations or business corporations, procedure 23.86.220
Corporations Ch. 23A.20
Corporations, See Corporations, subtitle Merger
Credit unions 31.12.270
Drainage districts, merger with irrigation districts 87.03.720
Fire protection districts
Districts, duties of commissioners Ch. 52.24
Generally Ch. 52.24
Merger of part of one district with adjacent district, procedure 52.24.090
Fish marketing associations 24.36.090
Insurance companies
Generally 48.31.010
Mutuals
Reciprocals 48.10.330
Irrigation districts
Diking and drainage improvement districts 85.08.830-85.08.890
Drainage districts, merger with, generally 87.03.720-87.03.745
Lodges
Incorporation, See LODGES, subtitle Incorporation
Sewer districts 56.32.080-56.32.110
Water districts, generally Ch. 57.36

**Merit System**
Correction institutions for male felons 72.13.010
Highway department employees 47.01.160
Natural resources department employees governed by 43.30.270
Public assistance employees, employment under state merit system 74.04.011

**Merits**
Judgment on bars another action 4.56.120

**Metropolitan Municipal Corporations**
Adoption methods
Elections
calling of 35.58.080
Expenses for 35.58.430
Petition for 35.58.070
Procedure 35.58.090
Resolution for 35.58.070
Petitions for election 35.58.070
Resolutions for election
Authorized method 35.58.070
Hearings on 35.58.080
Advisory committees
Parks and parkways 35.58.030
Transportation 35.58.270
Water pollution abatement 35.58.210
Water supply 35.58.230
Annexation of included territory to a noncomponent city
Effect 35.58.300
Elections, requirements 35.58.530
Procedure 35.58.530
Requirements 35.58.530
Resolutions or petitions for 35.58.530
Annexation of other territory
Annexation to component city, effect 35.58.530

**Metropolitan Municipal Corp.**
---Cont.
Annexation of other territory---Cont.
Determination of boundaries 35.58.540
Elections
calling 35.58.540
Conduct of 35.58.550
Requirements 35.58.530
Procedure 35.58.530
Public hearings 35.58.540
Requirements 35.58.530
Resolutions or petitions for 35.58.530
Annexation of territory contiguous thereto
Authority 35.58.530
Elections, requirements 35.58.530
Procedure 35.58.530
Requirements 35.58.530
Resolution for 35.58.530
Authorization for 35.58.030
Bonds (See also Metropolitan Municipal Corporations, subtitle Fiscal matters)
General obligation bonds, submission at same election or special election 35.58.116
Boundaries 35.58.040
Comencement of functions, effective date 35.58.190
Comprehensive plan
For additional functions before authority granted for performance of additional functions, authority to 35.58.112
May not be adopted prior to authority to perform functions included therein 35.58.112
Resolution for special election to authorize additional function
election procedure 35.58.114
Hearings pursuant to 35.58.114
Pursuant to, contents of resolution 35.58.114
Consolidation into single corporation 35.58.040
Contract, power to, additional powers 35.58.180
Corridor public hearings, public transportation systems 35.58.273
 Definitions 35.58.020
Employees, See Metropolitan Municipal Corporations, subtitle Personnel
Establishment of additional functions
Authority by election 35.58.100
Authority without election 35.58.110
Procedure pursuant to comprehensive plan 45.58.114
Studies preliminary to or incident to the preparation of a recommended comprehensive plan for an additional function before authority to perform such function is granted 45.58.112
Authorized 35.58.050
Performance of, commencement date 35.58.190
Unauthorized 35.58.060
Garbage disposal, general powers 35.58.280
Hearings, corridor public hearings, public transportation systems 35.58.273
Laws relating to, liberal construction 35.58.900
Lease, power to 35.58.180
Legal investments for surplus funds 35.58.520
Local improvement districts, creation of 35.58.500
Mass public transportation
Authority to issue general obligation bonds 35.58.2731
Special motor vehicle tax (expires June 30, 1981), limitation formula 35.58.2731
State financial assistance, distribution formula (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.2793
Use of federal funds 35.58.2731
Use of federal funds (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.2793
Metropolitan council
Chairman 35.58.120
Compensation 35.58.160
Composition 35.58.120
Representative from city partially included within the boundaries of the metropolitan municipal corporation 35.58.040
First meeting 35.58.090
Members, selection 35.58.120
Organization 35.58.130
Performance of functions with appointed commission 35.58.118
powers, general grant 35.58.350
Rules and regulations 35.58.130
Selection 35.58.120
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Metropolitan council — Cont.
terms of office 35.58.140 vacancies 35.58.150
Metropolitan public transportation defined 35.58.020

Money, See METROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS, subtitle Fiscal matters

Motor vehicle excise tax, collection (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.276
Name, adoption by council 35.58.170

Open space, farm and timber land — acquisition by counties, cities and metropolitan municipal corporations for conservation purposes 84.34.200–84.34.240

Parks and parkways

general powers 35.58.2791
park board 35.58.300
Personnel
merit system for 35.58.370
prior employees
pension rights 35.58.390
sick leave and vacation 35.58.400
retention of existing 35.58.380

Revenue
additional powers 35.58.180
contract 35.58.180
eminent domain 35.58.320
garbage disposal, general grant 35.58.280
general grant 35.58.180
metropolitan council, general grant 35.58.350
money, borrowing from component city or county 35.58.480
parks and parkways, general grant 35.58.2791

planning, metropolitan comprehensive, general grant 35.58.310
property, unneeded, disposition of 35.58.340

rules and regulations
adoption of 35.58.360
enforcement of 35.58.360
sue and be sued 35.58.180

transportation 35.58.240
authorized by elections 35.58.245
rates, tolls and charges 35.58.240
water pollution abatement, general grant 35.58.200
water supply, general grant 35.58.220

Public funds, motor vehicle excise tax (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.278

Public mass transportation system

bond issues
general obligation bonds 39.33.050
revenue bonds, authority 39.33.050
exchange with political subdivision or municipal corporation authorized 39.33.050
intergovernmental disposition of 39.33.050
lease to political subdivision or municipal corporation authorized 39.33.050
motor vehicle fuel excise tax, vehicles to comply with air pollution control requirements (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.2791
parking facilities, limitation on construction from state appropriations (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.2792
pollution facilities, limitation on construction from state appropriations, vehicles to comply with air pollution control requirements (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.2791

sale to political subdivision or municipal corporation authorized 39.33.050

state assistance moneys, vehicles to comply with air pollution control requirements (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.2791

Purpose of, declaration of 35.58.010
Ratification, approval and confirmation of prior proceedings 35.58.910
Resolution for special election to authorize additional functions
contents 35.58.114
hearings 35.58.114
Retail sales tax, cities and counties, public transportation systems 82.14.045
Seal, adoption by council 35.58.170
Sewerage—water and drainage general plans, approval, when required 36.94.040
Special election to authorize additional functions, resolution for 35.58.114

Taxation
motor vehicle excise tax
authority to levy (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.273
disposition and remittance by county auditor (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.277
exemptions (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.273
schedule (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.275
motor vehicle revenue tax, pledge for payment of bonds (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.279

Taxes See METROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS, subtitle Fiscal matters

Territory
cities partially included or excluded, subsequent to formation 35.58.040
cities wholly included or excluded, at time of formation 35.58.040
inclusion or exclusion 35.58.040
within more than one 35.58.040

Transportation
city system, acquisition of 35.58.260
general powers 35.58.240
performance of function by commission or council
effect when no proposition is submitted to voters 35.58.118
submission of proposition to voters 35.58.118
privately owned public carriers
prohibition 35.58.250
purchase or condemnation of 35.58.250
transit commission 35.58.270
Utility local improvement districts, creation of 35.58.300
Use tax, cities and counties, public transportation systems 82.14.045
Validation of prior proceedings 35.58.910
Warrants See METROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS, subtitle Fiscal matters

Water pollution abatement advisory committee 35.58.210
general powers 35.58.200

METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS

Acquisition of existing transportation system, duties incident to respecting employees 35.58.265
Amusements, general power in regard to 35.61.130
Annexation of territory, authority for 35.61.250
elections favorable vote, effect of 35.61.280
method 35.61.270
petition for hearing 35.61.260
signatures 35.61.250
Assessments on property 35.44.170
Authority to create 35.61.010

Bonds
issuance 35.44.030
coupons, payment of 35.61.200
deposits by bidders 39.44.030, 39.44.060
elections to authorize certification of result 39.40.030
vote required 39.40.010

facsimile signatures

destruction of plates 39.44.100
fraud by printer or engraver, penalty 39.44.101

legal sufficiency 39.44.100

general obligation bonds

bonding procedure 39.44.030

interest payment of 39.44.010
rates 39.44.030
maturity of bonds 39.44.070
notices of sale
calling for bids 39.44.030
state finance committee to be notified 39.44.030
serial in form and maturity 39.44.010
tax levy to meet payments and interest 39.44.020

maximum rate 39.44.030
payment of 39.44.010
issuance 35.61.160
limitations 35.61.170
maturity of bonds 39.44.070
notices of sale
calling for bids 39.44.030
state finance committee to be notified 39.44.030
registered bonds, statements and signatures 39.44.102
registration 35.61.180
reirement 35.61.190
sale 35.61.160

sale of to United States at private sale
amortization 39.48.020
chapter optional 39.48.040
serial in form and maturity 39.44.010
tax levy to meet payments and interest 39.44.020
terms 35.61.170
United States, sale of bonds to at private
sale Ch. 39.48
utility revenue bonds excepted 39.44.080
City property
assumption of indebtedness 35.61.300
emergency funds 35.61.290
transfer to 35.61.290
Claims against Ch. 53.52
Condemnation of land, general power in regard to 35.61.130
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Conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property authorized, indebtedness limitations 39.30-010 election required if exceeds indebtedness limitation 39.30-010 joint execution with other municipal corporations authorized, indebtedness limitation 39.30-010 Disincorporation of in class AA or class A counties assets, disposition of 57.90.040 authorized, when 57.90.010 indebtedness, retirement of 57.90.050 order of county commissioners, disincorporation upon 57.90.030 petition method 57.90.020 resolution method 57.90.020 Dissolution of 35.61.310 generally Ch. 53.48 Elections ballots for 35.61.030 bond issues canvass 39.40.030 certification of result 39.40.030 existing election laws apply 39.40.020 vote required 39.40.010 conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property, election required if exceeds indebtedness limitation 39.30.010 council ordinances, publication 35.61.030 favorable vote, effect 35.61.040 laws governing 35.61.090 park commissioners 35.61.050-35.61.070 petitions for 35.61.020 voter eligibility 35.61.080 Eminent domain, general power in regard to 35.61.130 Employees, civil service for 35.61.140 Financial aid by city 35.61.290 First class cities, authority to create 35.61.010 Fourth class cities withdrawal from authority 35.61.010 contracts with district 35.61.330 disposition of property 35.61.330 eminent domain 35.61.340 purchase levies and assessments 35.61.320 Funds, emergency grant or loan by city 35.61.-290 General powers 35.61.130 Improvements benefit to adjoining land assessments 35.61.220 collection by assessment lien 35.61.240 objections and appeals 35.61.230 payment for 35.61.220 petition to city 35.61.220 Indebtedness computation of indebtedness 39.36.030 limit with popular vote 35.61.110 without popular vote 35.61.100 limitations upon contracts made in violation void 39.36.040 definitions 39.36.010 liabilities incurred in violation of, void 39.36.040 limitations prescribed 39.36.020 "value of taxable property", defined 39.36.015 1969 validation of previously issued bonds 39.36.900 one percentum limitation on tax levies Const. Art. 7 § 2 (Amend. 17) one percentum limitation on tax levies 84.-52.050

METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS—Cont. Conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property authorized, indebtedness limitations 39.30-010 election required if exceeds indebtedness limitation 39.30-010 joint execution with other municipal corporations authorized, indebtedness limitation 39.30-010 Disincorporation of in class AA or class A counties assets, disposition of 57.90.040 authorized, when 57.90.010 indebtedness, retirement of 57.90.050 order of county commissioners, disincorporation upon 57.90.030 petition method 57.90.020 resolution method 57.90.020 Dissolution of 35.61.310 generally Ch. 53.48 Elections ballots for 35.61.030 bond issues canvass 39.40.030 certification of result 39.40.030 existing election laws apply 39.40.020 vote required 39.40.010 conditional sales contracts for purchase of real or personal property, election required if exceeds indebtedness limitation 39.30.010 council ordinances, publication 35.61.030 favorable vote, effect 35.61.040 laws governing 35.61.090 park commissioners 35.61.050-35.61.070 petitions for 35.61.020 voter eligibility 35.61.080 Eminent domain, general power in regard to 35.61.130 Employees, civil service for 35.61.140 Financial aid by city 35.61.290 First class cities, authority to create 35.61.010 Fourth class cities withdrawal from authority 35.61.010 contracts with district 35.61.330 disposition of property 35.61.330 eminent domain 35.61.340 purchase levies and assessments 35.61.320 Funds, emergency grant or loan by city 35.61.-290 General powers 35.61.130 Improvements benefit to adjoining land assessments 35.61.220 collection by assessment lien 35.61.240 objections and appeals 35.61.230 payment for 35.61.220 petition to city 35.61.220 Indebtedness computation of indebtedness 39.36.030 limit with popular vote 35.61.110 without popular vote 35.61.100 limitations upon contracts made in violation void 39.36.040 definitions 39.36.010 liabilities incurred in violation of, void 39.36.040 limitations prescribed 39.36.020 "value of taxable property", defined 39.36.015 1969 validation of previously issued bonds 39.36.900 one percentum limitation on tax levies Const. Art. 7 § 2 (Amend. 17) one percentum limitation on tax levies 84.-52.050

MEXICAN—AMERICAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION Advisory council 43.115.050 Created 43.115.020 Duties 43.115.050 Expenses and per diem 43.115.030 Legislative declaration 43.115.010 Membership 43.115.030 Officers 43.115.040 Quorum 43.115.030 Relationships with local government and private industry 43.115.060 Rules and regulations 43.115.040 Terms 43.115.030 Vacancies 43.115.030

MICROCARD Recording instruments, authority to use 65.-04.040

MICROFILM Recording instruments, authority to use 65.-04.040

MIDWIFERY Definitions 18.50.010 Disposal of infants advertising or offering disposal for adoption unlawful 26.36.040 unlawful without court order of relinquishment 26.36.040 Duty to call physician, when 18.50.010 Examination for license 18.50.060 Exemptions 18.50.030 Gratuitous services exempted 18.50.010 License application for 18.50.040 fee 18.50.050 issuance 18.50.060 recording 18.50.070, 18.50.080

MIGRANT LABOR (See LABOR, subtitle Seasonal; FARM LABOR CONTRACTORS)

MIGRATORY BIRD PRESERVES Consent of state to acquisition of land by United States 37.08.230 Jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.230

MILEAGE (See also EXPENSES AND PER DIEM) Constables 3.16.060, 3.16.100 Courts martial witnesses 38.36.120 Judicial council members 2.52.080 Juries 2.36.150 Legislative budget committee 44.28.040 witnesses 44.28.120 Legislative committee members 44.04.120 Legislative members 44.24.060 committee members 44.04.120 vouchers for payment of 44.04.040 Magistrate association members 3.70.030 Military court witnesses 38.36.120 Optometry board members 18.54.130 Out-of-state witnesses testifying in this state 10.55.060 Presidential electors 29.71.050 Reporters of superior courts 2.32.210 Service of process amount chargeable as costs when services by others than public officer 4.84.090 disbursement, as 4.84.090 Sheriff's fees in addition to 36.18.040 State officers and employees, amount 43.03.-060 Superior court judges annual conference of judges 2.56.060 assigned by chief justice to another county or district 2.56.070 Witnesses amount 2.40.010 civil actions demandable in advance 2.40.020 justice court civil actions 12.16.030, 12.-16.050 cost bill may include, when 4.84.090 courts martial 38.36.120 criminal cases, verification under oath necessary for payment 10.01.140 legislative hearings and inquiries 44.16.110 military court 38.36.120 public land hearings 79.01.704 real estate brokers and salesmen licensing proceedings 18.85.360 summoned to testify out of this state 10.55.-020 traveling expenses in lieu of 2.40.030 utilities and transportation commission witnesses 81.04.040, 81.04.040

MILESTONES Malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.-010

MILITARY JUSTICE CODE Accused advising of charges against him 38.38.316 pleas 38.38.404 presumption of innocence 38.38.428 right to counsel 38.38.316, 38.38.376
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MILITARY JUSTICE CODE—Cont. Courts martial—Cont. burden of establishing guilt upon state 38-38.428 challenges of membership 38.38.388 contempt, penalty 38.38.416 continuances 38.38.384 defense counsel duties 38.38.376 eligibility 38.38.260 depositions 38.38.420 eligibility to serve upon 38.38.252 evidence, records of courts of inquiry, use of testimony 38.38.424 former jeopardy 38.38.400 general courts martial absence and addition of members 38.38-.268 maximum punishment jurisdiction 38.38-.180 membership 38.38.172 who may convene 38.38.240 governor may prescribe rules for trial 38.38-.368 immunity of members of court from actions brought by accused 38.38.872 influencing action of court prohibited 38.38.372 jurisdiction generally 38.38.176 presumption of 38.38.876 kinds 38.38.172 law officer, eligibility 38.38.256 new trial, petition for 38.38.572 number of votes required 38.38.432 oaths or affirmations 38.38.392 peremptory challenges of members 38.38-.385 pleas of accused 38.38.404 president, qualifications 38.38.252 presumption of innocence, instructing court 38.38.428 process of military courts 38.38.864 reasonable doubt as to degree of guilt, lower degree finding 38.38.428 reasonable doubt of guilt resolved in favor of accused 38.38.428 record of trial 38.38.440 rehearings 38.38.548 reporters and interpreters 38.38.264 restoration of rights, privileges, and property where sentence set aside or disapproved 38.38.580 review, initial action on the record 38.38.536 review of courts martial boards of review 38.38.556 error of law, effect on review 38.38.560 lesser included offenses 38.38.560 reconsideration and revision 38.38.544 rehearings 38.38.548 review counsel 38.38.564 review of records, disposition 38.38.556 right of accused to counsel before reviewing authority 38.38.564 scope of review 38.38.556 rulings 38.38.428 sentences approval by convening authority 38.38- .532, 38.38.552 cruel and unusual punishments, prohibited 38.38.480 effective dates 38.38.488 execution of confinement 38.38.492 sentence 38.38.532 finality of 38.38.584 maximum limits 38.38.484 remission and suspension 38.38.576 suspension of sentence 38.38.532 vacation of suspended sentence 38.38.568 sessions of court 38.38.380

MILITARY JUSTICE CODE—Cont. Courts martial—Cont. special courts martial absence and addition of members 38.38-.268 commissioned officer, special courts martial may not try 38.38.244 maximum punishments jurisdiction 38.38-.184 members 38.38.172 statute of limitations on offenses 38.38.396 summary courts martial informality of proceedings 38.38.248 maximum punishments jurisdiction 38.38-.188 member 38.38.172 who may convene 38.38.248 vote 38.38.432 trial counsel, eligibility 38.38.260 voting and rulings 38.38.432, 38.38.428 who may serve on 38.38.252 witnesses compelling attendance 38.38.408 opportunity for defense to obtain 38.38-. .408 refusing to attend and testify, penalty 38.38-. .412 Crimes, See MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle Punitive articles Defense counsel duties 38.38.376 not to act as judge advocate or legal officer upon same case 38.38.024 Definitions 38.38.004 Delegation of authority by the governor 38.38-.880 Depositions 38.38.420 Deserters apprehension 38.38.068 jurisdiction over 38.38.012 Dishonorable discharge approval by governor required 38.38.192 complete record required 38.38.196 Dismissal approval by governor required 38.38.192 commissioned officer 38.38.016 complete record of proceedings required 38.38.196 Disorders, authority of officers to quell 38.38-.064 Duty status other than active state duty, defined 38.38.004 Enlisted member arrest or confinement of, who may order 38.38-.072 courts martial, when eligible to serve upon 38.38.252 defined 38.38.004 Enlistment, fraudulent enlistment 38.38.652 Evidence immaterial statement tending to degrade, prohibited 38.38.312 rules of evidence 38.38.368 self-incriminating evidence prohibited 38.38-.312 statements obtained through coercion, unlawful influence or unlawful inducement prohibited 38.38.312 testimony given in courts of inquiry, reading into evidence 38.38.424 Execution of process and sentence 38.38.860 Explanation of sections required 38.38.848 Finality of proceedings, findings and sentence 38.38.584 Fines confinement instead of fine 38.38.200 payment and disposition 38.38.868 Forfeiture of pay and allowances for minor offenses 38.38.132 Former jeopardy 38.38.400
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MILITARY JUSTICE CODE

Cont. General courts martial, See MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle Courts martial
Grade, defined 38.38.004
Investigations
charges and specifications 38.38.316
right of accused to cross-examine witnesses 38.38.316
Jails, confinement in 38.38.080
Judge advocate, See MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle State judge advocate
Jurisdiction
deserters, jurisdiction over 38.38.012
general courts martial, maximum punishments 38.38.184
special courts martial, maximum punishment 38.38.184
summary courts martial, maximum punishments 38.38.188
territorial application 38.38.020
Law officer
consultation with members of court restricted 38.38.256
defined 38.38.004
detailing of to serve 38.38.256
eligibility 38.38.256
Law specialist, defined 38.38.004
Legal officer, defined 38.38.004
May, defined 38.38.004
Military court, defined 38.38.004
Military, defined 38.38.004
Minor offenses, nonjudicial punishment 38.38.132
New trial, petition for 38.38.572
Nonjudicial punishment 38.38.132
Oaths, authority to administer 38.38.844
Officer, defined 38.38.004
Persons subject to code 38.38.008
Probable cause required for apprehension or confinement 38.38.072
Process of military courts 38.38.864
Punishment
nonjudicial 38.38.132
prohibited before trial 38.38.088
Punitive articles
absence without leave 38.38.664
accessory after the fact 38.38.632
aiding the enemy 38.38.736
appointment to service, effecting unlawful appointment 38.38.656
assaulting superior commissioned officer 38.38.680
attempts 38.38.640
breach of peace 38.38.776
captured or abandoned property, misuse of 38.38.708
contempt towards officials 38.38.672
conviction of lesser included offense 38.38.636
coutsign, improper use of 38.38.724
courts martial, noncompliance with procedural rules 38.38.712
cruelty and maltreatment 38.38.692
desertion 38.38.660
disobeying superior commissioned officer 38.38.680
disrespect towards superior commissioned officer 38.38.676
drunken or reckless driving 38.38.760
dueling 38.38.768
duty status, offense must be committed while on, to be punishable 38.38.624
duties, performing 38.38.692
evasion 38.38.736
false statement or record, etc., signing 38.38.744
frauds against the government 38.38.788

MILITARY JUSTICE CODE—Cont.
Punitive articles—Cont.
Fraudulent appointment in military service 38.38.652
Enlistment 38.38.652
Separation from service 38.38.652
general article 38.38.800
insubordinate conduct 38.38.684
larceny 38.38.792
leaving post before relief 38.38.764
malingered 38.38.772
military property, losing, damaging, or destroying 38.38.748
missing movement 38.38.668
mutiny 38.38.696
officer, conduct unbecoming 38.38.796
orders or regulations, failure to obey 38.38.688
parjury 38.38.784
principals, punishable as 38.38.628
prisoners, misconduct of 38.38.740
Property other than military property, wasting or destroying 38.38.752
property other than military property, wasting or destroying 38.38.752
provoking speeches or gestures 38.38.780
rebellious 38.38.750
releasing prisoner without proper authority 38.38.704
resistance of apprehension 38.38.700
resisting arrest 38.38.700
riot 38.38.776
rules, noncompliance with 38.38.712
safeguards, forcing 38.38.728
seditious 38.38.696
self-injury, inflicting 38.38.772
separation, effecting unlawful separation 38.38.656
sleeping on post 38.38.764
solicitation 38.38.648
surrender, subordinate compelling commanding officer to surrender 38.38.720
vessels, improper hazardous operation of 38.38.756
sworn opposition to 38.38.792
Rank, defined 38.38.004
Records, dishonorable discharge, bad conduct discharge, or dismissal, complete record required 38.38.196
Redress of injuries to property 38.38.856
Rehearsals 38.38.548
Remission and suspension 38.38.576
Reports, commitment of prisoner, report to commanding officer 38.38.084
Reprimands 38.38.132
Review of courts martial
boards of review 38.38.556
error of law, must materially prejudice rights of accused to change sentence 38.38.560
initial action on the record 38.38.536
lesser included offenses 38.38.560
reconsideration and revision of finding or sentence 38.38.544
review counsel 38.38.564
review of records, disposition 38.38.556
right of accused to counsel before reviewing authority 38.38.564
scope of review 38.38.556
vacation of suspended sentence 38.38.568
Self-incrimination prohibited 38.38.312
Sentences
approval by convening authority 38.38.532
38.38.552
cruel and unusual punishments prohibited 38.38.480
effective dates 38.38.488
execution of confinement 38.38.492
sentence 38.38.532
finality of 38.38.584
maximum limits 38.38.484

MILITARY JUSTICE CODE—Cont.
Sentences—Cont.
Expiration of sentence 38.38.532
Vacation of suspended sentence 38.38.568
Shall, defined 38.38.004
Short title 38.38.084
Special courts martial, See MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle Courts martial
State judge advocate
appointment 38.38.024
assistant state judge advocates 38.38.024
defined 38.38.004
inspections 38.38.024
qualifications 38.38.024
reference of charges to for consideration and advice 38.38.324
State military forces, defined 38.38.004
Statements obtained by coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement not to be received in evidence 38.38.312
Statute of limitations on offenses 38.38.396
Summary courts martial, See MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle Courts martial
Superior commissioned officer, defined 38.38.004
Territorial application 38.38.020
Trial counsel duties 38.38.376
not to act as staff judge advocate or legal officer to reviewing authority in same case 38.38.376
Uniformity of interpretation 38.38.884
Unlawful detention of another 38.38.708
Violations, See MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle Punitive articles
Witnies
compelling attendance 38.38.408
not to act as staff judge advocate or legal officer upon same case 38.38.408
opportunity for defense to obtain 38.38.408
refusing to appear or testify, penalty 38.38.412

MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
Accounts, adjutant general to keep 38.12.020
Actions against officers and enlisted men 38.12.040
Active service, defined 38.04.010
Adjudant general
accounts kept by 38.12.030
advisory council, member of, duties 38.12.040, 38.12.050
assistant adjutant generals 38.12.015
bond 38.12.010
commissions of officers, attested by 38.12.020
divisions of department 38.12.015
executive head of militia 38.08.020
expenses, auditing and payment of 38.12.010
officer promotion board, rules for, promulgation 38.12.135
powers and duties enumerated 38.12.020
property of military under control of, disposal, loans of 38.12.020
publication of military laws 38.12.020
real property, management by, leases, easements over 38.12.020
records kept by 38.12.020
removal 38.12.010
salary 38.12.030
seal of 38.12.020
vacancy in office of, how filled 38.12.030, 38.12.050
Advisory council
duties 38.12.050
meetings 38.12.040
members 38.12.040
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Counties, acquisition of sites 36.64.050
disposition of, power of governor to make rules and regulations concerning 38.08.090
recreational use of 38.20.010
rental of 38.20.040
charges 38.20.010
rental or use of for nonmilitary purposes 38.12.050
rifle clubs, use of 38.20.010
sites

city acquisition of sites for armory, bond issues, sale or lease of 38.20.030
county authorized to acquire sites for armory 38.20.030
use of 38.20.010
veterans organization use of 38.20.010

Attorney general
eminent domain for military purposes 8.04-170, 8.04.180
to defend actions against officers and enlisted men 38.40.010

Audit and payment of claims and compensation 38.40.120

Authorized military organizations 38.40.120

Award for death or injury 38.40.030

Calling out organized militia for service causes and occasions 38.08.040, 38.08.050
decision of governor final 38.08.060
desertion for failure to obey call 38.32.080
physician making false certificate, penalty 38.32.090
preservation of order 38.08.040, 38.08.050
release from United States service, reverting to former status 38.08.010
subject to call for United States service 38.08.010

Camp duty 38.08.080

Civil defense, See CIVIL DEFENSE

Civil power, subordinate to Const. Art. 1 § 18
Commissioner-in-chief
eminent domain for military purposes 8.04-170, 8.04.180
governor as Const. Art. 3 § 8
governor as 38.08.020

Commissioned officers, See MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS, subtitle Officers

Compacts with other states for guarding boundaries 38.08.100
Compensation for death or injury 38.40.030
Composition and members of 38.04.030
Composition and members of Const. Art. 10 § 2
organized militia 38.04.040
Confinement, authorized instead of fine 38.32-140
Conformity of organized militia to federal laws and regulations 38.08.010
Corporations for social purposes 38.40.130

Counties
eminent domain 8.04.170, 8.04.180
officers exemption from militia duty 38.44-030
property transfer to state or United States 36.34.250, 36.34.260
Courts
martial articles of war, when applicable 38.32.020
Civil authorities, releasing offender to 38.32-010, 38.32.020
military code
offenses under 38.32.010
who punishable under 38.32.010
sentences, confinement 38.32.140
witnesses, fees and mileage 38.36.120

Courts martial
arrest warrants
magistrates
prosecution

Crimes (See also MILITARY JUSTICE CODE, subtitle Punitive articles)
auction sales, prohibition of, disobedience of order 38.32.120
buying or receiving military property 38.32-100
discharge from employment 38.40.050
discrimination by clubs or associations 38.40.110
disobedience of orders of commanding officer 38.32.120
enrolling officers, dereliction of duty or false certificate 38.44.040
gambling, prohibition of, disobedience of order 38.32.120
interference with employment 38.40.040
interfering with drill, encampment or other duty 38.32.120
intoxicating liquor, prohibition of sale, disobedience of order 38.32.120
penalty, generally 38.32.140
physician making false certificate 38.32.090
sentences, confinement 38.32.140
taking military property from armory 38.32-120
trespass on military grounds 38.32.120
unauthorized military organizations 38.40-120
uniforms and insignia, unlawful wearing of 38.40.140
Death or injury to officer or enlisted man, compensation and award 38.40.030
Deceased members, personal effects 38.40.160
Definitions 38.04.010
Desertion
defined 38.32.080
failure to obey call 38.32.080
physician making false certificate 38.32.090
Discharge, soldier failing to apply for, request for discharge from commanding officer 38.32-070
Discharge from employment, penalty 38.40-050
Discipline, legislature to prescribe Const. Art. 10 § 2
Disobedience of orders of commanding officer, penalty 38.40.110
Draft, See MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS, subtitle Officers

Duty notices 38.40.100

Elections, not to interfere with Const. Art. 1 § 19
Eminent domain for military purposes 8.04-170, 8.04.180
Employment
discharge from employment, penalty 38.40-050
interference with prohibited, penalty 38.40-040
military leaves for public employees 38.40-060
reemployment preferences same as U.S. army veterans 38.24.060
Enlisted men, defined 38.04.020
Enlistments
discharge from 38.16.020
period of 38.16.010
Enrollment
authority and occasions for 38.44.010
enrolling officers 38.44.010
compensation of 38.44.050
examination of public records in aid of 38.44.050
exemptions 38.44.030
exemptions Const. Art. 10 § 1, Const. Art. 10 § 6
notices to enroll 38.44.020
return of roll 38.44.020

Execution, uniforms, arms and equipment exempt from 38.40.080
Exemptions from civil arrest 38.32.030
Exemptions from civil arrest Const. Art. 10 § 5

Exemptions from service
claim of 38.44.030
county officers 38.44.030
firemen 38.44.030
policemen 38.44.030
state officers 38.44.030
United States officers 38.44.030

Federal conformity required 38.08.010

Firemen’s retirement and pensions, military service credit 41.16.220, 41.18.150

Governor
commander-in-chief Const. Art. 3 § 8
commander-in-chief 38.08.020
compacts with other states for guarding boundaries 38.08.100
duty of organized militia prescribed by 38.08.080
eminent domain for military purposes 8.04-170, 8.04.180
Martial law, proclamation by, when 38.08.030
personal staff 38.08.070
rules and regulations promulgated by 38.08-10
state of emergency, authority of governor to call in state militia 43.06.270
strength, composition, training, etc., prescribed by 38.04.040

Habeas corpus writs suspended during martial law 38.08.030
Injury or death of member, compensation 38.40.030
Interference with employment, penalty 38.40-040
Intoxicating liquor
abatement of places of sale as nuisance 38.32.120
armory vicinity, license for sale of prohibited without permission of adjutant general 38.32.120
permit for purchase and consumption 66.20.010
prohibition of sale of 38.32.120

Judges’ retirement plan, consideration of military service 2.12.010

Judiciary, members of excluded from membership in national guard or air national guard 38.12.030

Jury duty, exemption from 38.40.090
Lands, eminent domain against, notice to adjutant general 8.28.030
Leaves of absence for public employees 38.40.060

Liability of officer or enlisted man for acts who punishable under 38.40.090

National defense facilities act, acceptance 8.28.030

National guard
defined 38.04.010

Military service credit 41.16.220, 41.18.150

Militia
classes, organized, unorganized 38.04.030
composition 38.04.030
defined 38.04.010
members of national guard included in 38.04.030
National defense facilities act, acceptance 38.48.050
National guard defined 38.04.010
MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS—
Cont.
National guard—Cont.
elections, residence not lost by service in
29.01.140
rental of property 38.20.040
reserve 38.16.030
Notice for duty 38.40.100
Offenses. See MILITIA AND MILITARY
AFFAIRS, subtitle Crimes
Officers
appointment and commissioning of Const.
Art. 10 § 2
appointment and commissioning of 38.12-
.060
appointment and promotion of by officer, promotion board, exceptions
38.12.095
criteria and guidelines for promotions 38-
12.105
bonds 38.12.010
civil or criminal liability 38.40.010, 38.40-
.020
defined 38.04.020
dismissal, grounds 38.12.170
eligible to legislature, when Const. Art. 2
§ 14
eligibility requirements 38.12.060
examinations 38.12.070
national guard, transfer to 38.16.030
north 38.12.150, 38.12.160
pay of 38.24.050
retirement 38.12.180
staff officers 38.12.090
tenure 38.12.060
travel expenses 38.24.050
uniform allowances 38.12.200
Officer promotion board
appointments and promotions, made by 38-
12.095
composition 38.12.125
official acts, requirements 38.12.135
powers and duties, meetings 38.12.115
rules, promulgation 38.12.135
On active duty, defined 38.04.010
Organization and discipline Const. Art. 10 § 2
Organized militia
composition 38.04.040
defined 38.04.010
Pay and allowances
extra duty allowances for enlisted men 38-
24.050
incidental expenses 38.24.040
subsidie 38.24.030
transportation 38.24.030
travel expenses of officers 38.24.050
Payment and audit of claims and compensa-
tion 38.24.010, 38.24.020
Personal property
buying or receiving military property, pen-
alty 38.32.100
disposal of 38.12.020
loan of 38.12.020
rental of 38.20.040
surplus 38.12.020
Property is public property 38.40.150
Prosecuting attorneys, eminent domain for
military purposes 8.04.170, 8.04.180
Public arms, protection and safekeeping to be
provided Const. Art. 10 § 4
Public employees, military leaves for 38.40.060
Publication of military laws 38.12.020
Quartering soldiers in residence Const. Art. 1
§ 31
Real property
adjudant general's powers 38.12.020
easements over, adjudant general's powers
38.12.020
lease of, adjudant general's powers 38.12.020
rental of 38.20.040

MILITARY AND MILITARY AFFAIRS—
Cont.
Records maintained by adjudant general 38-
12.020
Reserves
national guard reserve 38.16.030
state guard reserve 38.16.040
Rifle ranges
acquisition and equipping of 38.20.050
rental of 38.20.040
use of 38.20.050
Right to bear arms Const. Art. 1 § 24
Salaries of adjudant general and assistant ad-
jutants general 38.12.030
Soldiers, homes, members entitled to admission,
when Const. Art. 10 § 3
Special permits for overflow and overweight
movements by 46.44.090-46.44.092
Standing army in time of peace prohibited
42.24.010, 42.24.020
Staff officers 38.12.090
Subsistence 38.24.030
Taxation, uniforms, arms and equipment ex-
empt from 38.40.080
Telegraph company employees exempt from
military duty 2.36.120
Tolling of statute of limitations against mem-
bers of 4.16.220
Transportation allowances 38.24.030
Unauthorized military organizations, penalty
38.40.120
Uniforms and insignia, unlawful wearing of
38.40.140
Vehicle operator's license, militia exempt from
obtaining 46.20.025
Venue of actions against officer or enlisted man
38.40.010
Veteran
state colleges, tuition fee exemption, limita-
tion 28B.15.380
University of Washington tuition fee exemption
28B.15.380
Washington State University tuition exemp-
tion, limitation 28B.15.380
Veterans' preference in examinations 38.12.
.040
war, defined 41.04.005
Washington air national guard
division of adjudant general's department
38.12.015
members of judiciary excluded from mem-
bership 38.12.030
salary of assistant adjudant general for 38-
12.030
vacancy in office of head of 38.12.030
Washington national guard
division of adjudant general's department
38.12.015
members of judiciary excluded from mem-
bership 38.12.030
salary of assistant adjudant general for 38-
12.030
vacancy in office of head of 38.12.015

MILK (See also AGRICULTURE AND
MARKETING, subtitle Dairies and dairy
products)
Schools, furnishing of free milk 28A.31.020
Selling of if contains poison 69.40.020
Weights and measures 19.94.420
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MINES AND MINING — Cont.
Excavations, fencing — Cont.
suit, fines and forfeitures, disposition 78.12-050
Fraud
altering samples of ore or assay certificate, penalty 9.45.210
false samples of ore or assay, penalty 9.45-220
penalties 9.45.230
placing ore in mine or representing ore as being from mine 9.45.200
Geophysical surveys, defined 78.12-010
Mining claims
inspection of 78.08-072
Geological survey to determine mining resources 43.92.020
Geological surveys defined 78.06-010
discovery shaft, equivalence to 78.08-072
Geophysical surveys, defined 78.06.010
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Mines; INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Classifications; MINORITES CODE; LABOR, subtitle Underground work
Injunction against operation of unsafe mine
Inspection
compelling access 43.22-210
right of entry for inspection 43.22-210
Leases, county lands Ch. 78.16
lodges (See also MINES AND MINING, subtitle Mining claims)
defined 78.08-075
Measurement, crimes
false or inaccurate measure 9.45.124
inducing false measure 9.45.126
Mine disasters
assistance by industrial safety and health division of labor and industries 43.22-210
investigation by industrial safety and health division of labor and industries 43.22-210
Mine to market roads
definition of 78.48.020
federal funds for 78.48.080
funds and contributions 78.48.080
generally Ch. 78.48
petition
action by commissions 78.48.040
filing 78.48.030
Washington state planning council action on petitions 78.48.040
generally 78.48.010
Mines division See CONSERVATION, STATE DEPARTMENT OF, subtitle Mines division
Mining claims
abandoned claims, relocating 78.08.090
assumption work
affidavit of work performed 78.08.081
evidence 78.08.082
road building to apply as 78.08.140
definitions for 78.06.010
diligently search, defined 78.08.060
discovery shaft activities in lieu of 78.08.070
requisites 78.08.060
survey's equivalent to 78.08.072
fraud
altering samples of ore or assay certificate 9.45.210
false samples of ore or assay 9.45.220
penalties 9.45.230
Mineral prospecting leases; PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mining contracts
delivery of 78.12.010
interference with 78.12.040
requisite 78.12.010
suits, fines and forfeiture 78.12-050
safety cage
penalty 78.12.062
regulations 78.12.061
State lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mineral prospecting leases; PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mining contracts
State mine inspectors
coal mines, See COAL MINING CODE
State parks, rental of land for mining development 43.51.060
Surface mining
act cumulative and nonexclusive 78.44.050
administration 78.44.040
appeals 78.44.170
applications for permits, contents 78.44.080
cash deposits 78.44.120
confidentiality of information 78.44.180
cooperation with other agencies 78.44.070
definitions 78.44.030
Surface mining (See SPEED LIMITS)
MINIMUM WAGES
Public buildings, service maintenance 39.12-020
MINING CODE (See COAL MINING CODE; LABOR, subtitle Underground work)
MINING DISTRIBUTIONS (See MINES AND MINING, subtitle Mining districts)
MINISTERS (See CLERGYMEN)
MINK
Brands and marks 16.72.040
Fur farming Ch. 16.72
MINORS—Cont.

Insurance
applications for 48.18.060
effectuation of insurance upon, insurable 48.18.060
power to contract for or with respect to in-
surance 48.18.020

Intoxicating liquor
admission to places, where sold, penalty 26.
28.080
application for permit 66.44.280
delivery of beer and wine purchased off
premises, limitation 66.44.340
frequenting of taverns 66.44.310
furnishing liquor to 66.44.270
identification of, See INTOXICATING LI-
QUOR, subtitle Identification cards
misrepresentation of, age 66.44.300, 66.44.
310
purchase of liquor and attempt to violate
66.44.290
hearing transcript on sale as evidence 66.
44.292
penalty 66.44.291
sale by minors between the ages of 18 and
21 years, limitation 66.44.340
sales to as 66.44.320
selling or giving to 26.28.080
 treating in public places 66.44.300

Judgments against
errors in, in ground for vacation or modifica-
tion of superior court judgment or order
4.72.010
vacation or modification of superior court
judgments or orders against
guards 4.72.010
limitations of action exception 4.72.030
petition, by 4.72.030
Justice of the peace
guardian ad litem if defendant, appointment
of 12.04.150
guardian or next friend of plaintiff, ap-
pointment of 12.04.140
Juvenile agricultural driving permits 46.20.070
Kidnapping, See KIDNAPPING
Labor, See MINORS, subtitle Employment of
Labor regulations, generally Ch. 49.12
Leaving children unattended in parked auto-
mobile to enter tavern, penalty 9.9.1060
Legal disability to sue, sale of estate by
guardian, limitation of actions on 4.16.070
Liquor sales to minors by licensee or employ-
ee, transcript of hearings as evidence
against minor 66.44.292
Marriage
capacity to make will 11.12.010
minimum ages 26.04.010
Married persons, age of majority 26.28.020
Mental illness, involuntary commitment, treat-
mint, written authorization 71.05.030
Mentally ill (See also CHILDREN, subtitle
Handicapped)
confine in state hospitals, special con-
considerations 72.23.210
state hospital, wards for 72.23.200, 72.23.210
Minimum ages for employment of 26.28.060
Motor vehicle driver's license (See also MI-
NORS, subtitle Vehicle driver's license)
designated as 46.20.102
Motor vehicle financial responsibility law, re-
lease by injured minor executed by guardi-
an, effect 46.29.120
Motor vehicles
ownership prohibited 46.12.250
unlawful to convey, sell or transfer to minor
under age of eighteen, exception 46.12.
260
Mutual savings bank deposit, payment to mi-
nor 32.12.030
Name, action for change of 4.24.130

MINORS—Cont.

Negotiable instruments, infants, effect of in-
dorsement 62.01.022
Parents action for death or injury of child
4.24.010
Partition proceedings
compensation for unequal partition 7.52.440
consent to partition by guardian 7.52.470
interest of guardian prohibited 7.52.360
payment to guardian on sale of interest
7.52.450
terms of sale to be directed by court 7.52.
280
Paw, broker receiving property from, penalty
19.60.063
Penalty for unlawful ownership or transfer of
motor vehicle 46.12.270
Personal injury action survival on death of in-
jured person 4.28.060
Personal representative, disqualified to act as
in probate 11.36.010
Pistols
delivery to minors prohibited, penalty 9.41.
.080
purchase or possession of prohibited, penalty
26.28.080
Poisons, sales to prohibited, penalty 68.40.050
Pretermitted children
intestacy as to 11.12.090
Probate
distribution of estate under one thousand
dollars 11.76.090
final report and petition for distribution,
guardian ad litem 11.76.080
support of minor children when no surviv-
ing spouse 11.52.030
Production of pretended heir, penalty 9.45.010
Property, sale or mortgage of by special act
protected Constr. Art. 5.60.030
Properly for unlawful ownership or transfer of
motor vehicle 46.12.270
Public dances, restrictions on 67.12.040
Public savings and loan associations
Prohibition of
Second-hand dealers receiving property from,
their customers 46.12.250
Seduction of child or ward, action for
4.28.005
Stepchildren, escheat avoided by inheritance
by 11.04.095
Students, educational loan contracts Ch. 26.30
Substitution of child to deceive, penalty 9.45.
.020

MISAPPLICATION OF FUNDS

MINORS—Cont.

Support
joint liability of parents 26.16.205
stepchildren, limitation of liability of step-
parent or after divorce 26.16.205
Tolling of statute of limitations of actions
4.16.190
coexistent disabilities 4.16.260
when disability must exist 4.16.250
Tort claims against cities and towns, filing Ch.
35.31
Tort claims against counties, filing Ch. 36.45
Tort claims against political subdivisions of
the state 4.96.020
Tort claims against state, filing 4.92.100
Traffic violation records, department of motor
vehicles to provide to parents and guardi-
ans 46.20.293
Trust company or bank may act as personal
representative of estate of 11.36.010
guardian of estate of 11.36.010
Under fourteen years, guardian as witness 5.
60.030
Vacation of in first class school districts
prohibited if against will of parent or
guardian 28A.59.180
Vehicle driver's license
application, conjure required 46.20.100
application, conjure required 46.20.100
generally 46.20.100-46.20.104
stamped "minor" 46.20.102
procedure when majority reached 46.20.
104
Veneer disease, treatment, parental consent
not required 70.24.110
Wills
capacity to make 11.12.010
omitted from, effect 11.12.090
Witnesses
competency as if under ten years 5.60.050
guardian as if ward under fourteen years
5.60.030
Wrongful death beneficiaries 4.20.020

MINUTES

Exceptions entered in 4.80.030
Hearing, of, entries
exceptions entered in minutes 4.80.040
objection to admission of evidence 4.80.030
offer of evidence 4.80.030
ruling on objection to admission of evi-
dence 4.80.030
Judge's
conclusions of law by parties entered in,
when 4.44.070
findings of fact by parties entered in, when
4.44.070
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Superior courts, eminent domain by state
jurisdiction 8.04.010
entry of consent to less jurors 8.04.080
order adjudicating public use recorded in
8.04.070
Trial of
consent to decrease number of jurors en-
tered in 4.44.120
entries
objection to admission of evidence 4.80.030
offer of evidence 4.80.030
ruling on objection to admission of evi-
dence 4.80.030
exceptions entered in minutes 4.80.040

MISAPPLICATION OF FUNDS
(See also EMBEZZLEMENT)
Partner, partnership bound 25.04.140
Public funds, limitation of action for 4.16.080
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MISSING IN ACTION
Power of attorney by armed forces officer, missing in action report not construed as actual knowledge of death 73.20.070

MISSING PERSONS
Federal missing persons act, written finding of federal officer prima facie evidence 5.40.030

MISTAKES
Arbitration, award modification or correction ground 7.04.170
Bills of lading, effect on validity 81.32.381
Clerks, of
to motion, by 4.72.020
petition, by 4.72.030, 4.72.040

MISDEMEANORS
Classification of crimes as 9.01.020
Impeachment for Const. Art. 5 § 2
Jurisdiction over Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28), Const. Art. 4 § 10
justices of the peace 3.20.040
superior courts 2.08.010
Prohibited acts are misdemeanors when no penalty fixed by statute 9.01.090
Punishment when not fixed by statute 9.92.030

MISDESCRIPTION
Bills of lading, misdescription of goods 81.32.231

MISMANAGEMENT
Permanent common school fund, losses due to borne by state, interest 28A.40.020

MISREPRESENTATION
Age by minor, bar to disaffirmance of contract 26.28.040
Charitable solicitations
name of another person, use prohibited, when 19.09.230
names, symbols, or statements, similar or related 19.09.240
use of similar or related names, symbols, or statements 19.09.240

Controlled substances, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT

Insurance applications for
effect in general 48.18.090
prohibited 48.30.210
health care services 48.44.120
prohibition 48.30.040, 48.30.090

Motor vehicle wreckers' licenses, refusal, suspension or revocation of, misrepresentation as grounds for 46.80.110
Name, another person's, use of charitable solicitations 19.09.230
prohibited, when 19.09.230
Names, symbols, or statements, charitable solicitation, use of similar or related 19.09.240

Narcotics, fraud or misrepresentation in obtaining prescription 69.33.380
Partnership, dissolution because of misrepresentation, rights of partner not at fault 25.04.390
Registration of water rights, penalty 90.14.121
Vehicles, certificate of license registration, grounds for refusal, suspension, or revocation of, dealer's, salesmen's, and manufacturers' licenses 46.70.101

MOBILE HOMES, etc.—Cont.
Out-of-state sales and use, exemptions 43.22-350, 43.22.380
Penalty for violation 43.22.345
Plans and specifications, submission, approval 43.22.360
Prior sales and manufactured trailers, exclusion 43.22.370
Reciprocity, foreign standards 43.22.400
Registration, rules and regulations for 46.12.290
Rules and regulations, compliance required 43.22.340
Standards for plumbing, frame design, heating and electrical equipment 43.22.340-43.22.410
Transfer of ownership, county assessor notified 46.12.105
Violations, penalty 43.22.345

MOBILE HOMES AND TRAVEL TRAILERS EXCISE TAX (See TAXATION, subtitle Mobile homes and travel trailers excise tax)

MODEL ACTS
Model business corporations act Title 23A
Model nonprofit corporation act Ch. 24.03
Uniform Commercial Code Title 62A

MODEL LITTER CONTROL ACT (See LITTER CONTROL, MODEL ACT)

MODIFICATIONS
Assessment roll, eminent domain by cities and towns 8.12.340
Judgments, See JUDGMENTS, subtitle Modification

MODULAR HOMES (See MOBILE HOMES, COMMERCIAL COACHES AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLES—SAFETY REQUIREMENTS)

MONDAY
Legal holidays on, designation of 1.16.050

MONEY
Actions for recovery of assessment of amount of recovery by jury 4.44.450
general verdicts authorized 4.44.430
special verdicts authorized 4.44.430
tender of costs, defendant to recover if tender made 4.84.110
trial of issues of fact, by whom 4.40.060
Actions to recover on contract, default judgment proceedings 4.56.160
Bond in civil actions, in lieu of 4.44.470
Cities and towns (See also CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Fiscal matters) collection or receipt by officers 35.27.210
Corporations not to issue any money except lawful money of United States Const. Art. II § 11 (Amend. 16)
Counties (See also COUNTIES, subtitle Fiscal matters) county treasurer as custodian, duties 36.29.020
Delivery of to party if subject matter of litigation enforcement of 4.44.490 when 4.44.480
Deposits into court court may order enforcement 4.44.490 when 4.44.480
custody of 4.44.500
Government survey corners, county roads and cemetery, park, etc., malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.010. 

Moneymonuments—contest. Survey, malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.010.

Temporary movement, replacement 58.24.040.

Mooring

Log booms, mooring to bridge or buoy, penalty 9.61.010.

Tampering with, penalty 9.61.040.

Morgues (see also coroners; human remains)

Counts authority to acquire 68.12.010

control and operation of 68.12.020

Death certificates, see vital statistics, subitle death certificates

Human remains

care and delivery charges 68.08.030

when under coroner's jurisdiction 68.08.010

Rules for 68.08.010.

Mortality tables

Insurance commissioner, duty to obtain and publish 48.02.160

Standard valuation law, life insurance 48.12.150.

Mortgages (see also chattels mortgages)

Acknowledgments, court commissioners' power to take 22.24.040

Agent designation by mortgagee, filing with county auditor 61.16.060

satisfaction or release by 61.16.060

Agreements or conditions, insertion by parties 61.12.020

Assignment

how made 61.16.010

recording 61.16.010

effect as notice 65.08.120

rights of assignee 61.16.010

satisfaction and discharge 61.16.010

Bills of lading

mortgagee's rights as to title of goods 81.32.431

negotiating bills subject to mortgage, penalty 81.32.471

right of mortgagee, effect of negotiation as to 81.32.431

Cancellation of court order to auditor, recordation 61.16.030

Cities and towns, housing authorities, executions by 35.82.150

Community property, spouse must join in mortgage of realty 26.16.030

Condemnations, payment and satisfaction of mortgage before first conveyance of apartment 64.32.130

Construction financing

encumbrances and liens, priorities 60.04.220

mechanics' and materialmen's liens definitions 60.04.200

duty of lender to withhold from disbursements 60.04.210

liabilities of lender and lien claimant 60.04.210

notice of potential lien 60.04.210

Conveyance, when deemed to secure 61.12.020

Copies of record as evidence 5.44.060

Corporations assets of 23A.24.010

foreign nonadmitted, powers to foreclose 25A.36.020

County auditor's fee 36.18.010

Crimes relating to bills of lading, negotiating bills subject to mortgage 81.32.471

Mortgages—cont.

Crimes relating to—cont.

livestock, failure to disclose mortgage to livestock market licensee 16.65.150

sale of mortgaged property without revealing mortgage to buyer $54,070

Debenture companies dealing in 21.20.705

Decree of foreclosure

execution procedure 61.12.090

sheriff's duty 61.12.090

Deficiency decree, waiver and complaint 61.12.070

Deficiency judgment

classification 61.12.080

how and for 61.12.080

Defined for purpose of alien land law 64.16.010

Description of land 61.12.020

Destruction of buildings, fixtures, etc. consent of mortgagee 61.12.030

penalty for violation 61.12.031

Discharge, after assignment 61.16.010

Discrimination

damages for unfair practices 49.60.225

freedom from, rights enumerated 49.60.030

restrictive covenants prohibited 49.60.224

unfair practices enumerated 49.60.222

Ejectment and quieting title actions deemed not conveyance, ejectment action 7.28.230

quieting title against outlawed mortgage 7.28.300

rents and profits deemed real property until paid 7.28.230

right of mortgagee to enter for 7.28.230

Exemptions from execution, personal property 61.12.070

Express agreements to pay sum secured, court decree for deficiency 61.12.070

Family allowances, effect of mortgage on property 11.52.020

Foreclosure

attorney fees, cases wherein allowed, court to fix amount 4.84.020

concurrent actions 61.12.120

ejectment and quieting title actions, deemed not conveyance 7.28.230

execution sales, possession during redemption periods 6.24.210

franchises subject to sale on order of foreclosure 6.04.080-6.04.095

guardians 11.92.060

installments or interest due, payment to stay proceedings 61.12.130

Judgment of 61.12.060

levy for deficiency under same execution 61.12.100

order of sale 61.12.060

payment of mortgage price 61.12.060

prosecution of other actions 61.12.120

publication of notice 61.12.100, 61.12.110

real property, justices of the peace without jurisdiction 320.030

redemption rights lost where mortgagee abandons property 320.030

agricultural property excepted 61.12.095

default decree, rights not lost by 61.12.094

deficiency judgment not allowed 61.12.094

nonadmitted foreign corporations, foreclosure of mortgage by 23A.36.020

sheriff's sale purchaser to take title free from redemption rights 61.12.093

rents and profits, deemed real property until paid 7.28.230

right of entry, right of mortgagee to enter to obtain rents and profits 7.28.230

service of process by publication, when 4.28.100

stay of proceedings 61.12.130

upset price 61.12.060
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MORTGAGES—Cont.

Foreclosure—Cont.

Notice by recording

Guardianship estate property

MORTGAGES—Continued.

Partition proceedings, mortgages on sale of property, See PROBATE, subtitle Mortgages of estate property

Other

Payment of sums due, foreclosure, stay of proceedings 61.12.130

MORTGAGES—Cont.

Personal property, See UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Secured transactions

Probate

administrator cannot mortgage property unless directory powers in will 11.28.070
mortgages of estate property, See PROBATE, subtitle Mortgages of estate property

order of payment 11.76.110
Proof of court commissioners' power to take 2.24.040

Property sale

parcel, court determination 61.12.140
whole

court order 61.12.150
disposition of proceeds 61.12.150

Prosecution of multiple actions 61.12.120
Purchase money, insurance companies, valuation 48.12.200

Recipients, appointment of 65.08.010

Recording (See also RECORDING AND FILING, subtitle Mortgages, master form provision 65.08.160
mortgages incorporating master form provision by reference 65.08.160

Recording instruments, searches by auditor 65.04.190

Redemption, guardianship estate, redemption of mortgaged property 11.92.090

Redemption rights lost where mortgagor abandons property

default decree, rights not lost by 61.12.094
deficiency judgment not allowed 61.12.094

Rolling landed

deals with 65.12.435
deemed as trust deeds 65.12.430

foreclosure of 65.12.440
title acquired through foreclosure 65.12.450

Registration of land titles, notation upon certificate 65.12.100

Remedy of mortgagee, confinement to mortgaged property 61.12.050

Removal of buildings, fixtures, etc., consent of mortgagee 61.12.030

penalty for violation 61.12.031

Requirements of 61.12.020

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 65.12.200

Sale

deficiency under same execution, notice 61.12.100, 61.12.110

nonapplication of law 63.04.750

Satisfaction

acknowledgment of 61.16.020

after assignment 61.16.010

cancellation order to auditor 61.16.030

certificate of, delivery to recording officer 61.16.040

endorsement by recording officer 61.16.040

execution of separate instrument 61.16.020

failure after request, penalty 61.16.030

fee 61.16.040

forfeiture to mortgagor, sum 61.16.030

recognition of, evidence 61.16.020, 61.16.030

Satisfaction from property of mortgage debtor, waiver and complaint 61.12.070

Satisfaction or release, county auditor, duty of 65.04.060

Savings and loan association investments in, See SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, subtitle Investments

Separate agreements for security 61.12.050

Service of process by publication, when 4.28.100

MOTIONS

Additional security in civil actions 4.44.470

Application for an order to motion 4.56.020

Arraignment

award confirmation 7.04.150

modify or correct award manner of making 7.04.180

notice 7.04.180

MOTIONS—Continued.

Sheriff, execution of foreclosure decrees 61.12.090

Small loan companies, release of on payment in full 31.08.170

Trust companies, power to buy, sell, invest in 30.08.150

Trustees, powers as to 30.99.070

United States as holder, foreclosure 61.12.061

Upset price, conditions to confirmation 61.12.060

Wills, devisee takes subject to mortgage on property 11.12.070

MORTGAGORS AND MORTGAGEES (See MORTGAGES; CHATTLE MORTGAGES)

MOSQUITO CONTROL DISTRICTS

Authority to establish, counties 17.28.020

Counties authorized to establish 17.28.020

Disincorporation of in class AA or class A counties

assets, disposition of 57.90.040

authorized, when 57.90.010

indebtedness, retirement of 57.90.050

order of county commissioners, disincorporation upon 57.90.030

petition method 57.90.020

resolution method 57.90.020

Generally Ch. 17.28

MOSQUITOES (See also INSECT PESTS)

Control

generally Ch. 70.22

state board of health, duties in regard to Ch. 70.22

Irrigation and rehabilitation districts, expenditure of funds for control of 87.84.061

MOTELS (See also HOTELS; TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS)

Business and occupation tax, charge for lodging as retail sale 82.04.050

Tax for stadiums and convention centers 67.28.180

MOTHERS

Industrial insurance, dependent, defined 51.08.050

Motions in ch. 7.04.050

Testimony in ch. 7.04.050

MOTION PICTURES

Adults only label, requirement, procedure 9.68.060

Erotic material, showing to minors, penalty 9.68.050-9.68.120

Erotic materials, distribution to minors except, for motion picture operator, when 9.68.110

Fireworks, nonprohibited acts 70.77.535

Horse races, rights for 67.16.110

Minors

erotic materials, showing to, penalty 9.68.050-9.68.120

Operators, erotic material law, exemption, when 9.68.110

Pyrotechnics, licenses and permits 70.77.250

MOTIONS

Additional security in civil actions 4.44.470

Application for an order to motion 4.56.020

Arraignment

award confirmation 7.04.150

modify or correct award manner of making 7.04.180

notice 7.04.180
MOTOR VEHICLE FUND—Cont.
Fees for special permits for logging trucks to carry excess weight to go into 46.44.047
Ferry vessel acquisition bond issue, use of 47-. .61.090
Fines for excess poundage on violation of motor vehicle gross weight limits to go into 46.44.045
Flood control districts, payment to 86.05.700
Funds from due counties withheld when certain of good practice denied 36.78.090
Funds from to offset costs in determining use as ATV fuel 46.09.160
Funds from used to pay expenses of county road administration board 36.78.110
Highway buildings and facilities bond issue, transfer to highway bond retirement fund from 47.02.090
Highway construction bond issues, use of motor vehicle fund as to Ch. 47.110
Highway land transfers, proceeds from to go into 47.12.080
Highways, acquisition and disposition of property for, sale of real property, deposit of proceeds 47.12.280
Hood Canal bridging moneys used for, repayment 47.56.360-47.56.365
Horseless carriages license fees paid into 46.16.310
Intermediate commercial vehicles, single cab cards, temporary permit fee deposited in 46.16.310
Investment in United States securities, exemption of income from reserve fund requirement 43.84.095
Lake Washington bridge bonds, reimbursement of fund upon sale of 47.56.285, 47.56.290
Lease of unused highway lands, proceeds paid into 47.12.125
License fees of motor vehicle dealers, salesmen, and manufacturers to go into 46.70-.061
Licenses of vehicles, moneys from paid into 46.68.030
Local improvements and assessments against highway land paid from 79.44.160
Logging truck excess weight permit fees to go into 46.44.047
Logs from San Juan toll bridge, moneys used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.430
Moneys accruing from fees for certificates of ownership or license registration to go into 46.68.020
accruing from sale of vehicle licenses to go into 46.68.030
from lease of unused highway lands to go into 47.12.125
from sale of timber and other personalty on state highway lands to go into 47.12.140
from transfer of highway land to United States, municipal subdivisions or public utilities to go into 47.12.080
in motor vehicle fund to be used on Astoria—Megler bridge 47.56.849
in Tacoma Narrows toll bridge county aid fund to be assigned to 47.56.276
realized from sale of confiscated property on highway right of way to go into 47-.32.060
used from for Naches Pass tunnel project purposes to be repaid 47.56.630
Motor vehicle excess weight fines paid into 46.44.045
Motor vehicle fuel importer use tax proceeds deposited in, distribution 82.37.190
Motor vehicle fuel taxes, fees and penalties, disposition 82.36.420

MOTOR VEHICLE FUND—Cont.
Motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.020, 82.36.410
Motor vehicle transporters' licensing, moneys from to go into 47.66.030
Motor vehicle use fuel tax, distribution to 82-.40.290
Naches Pass tunnel moneys used from, to be repaid 47.56.630
Net tax amount allocation 46.68.100
distributed to the state, expenditure for highway purposes 46.68.130
how arrived at 46.68.090
Payment to flood control districts 86.05.700
Puget Sound capital construction account created, use for ferry acquisition 47.60.505
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, preliminary surveys of, moneys for from motor vehicle fund, reimbursement 47.60.040
Puget Sound—Hood Canal bridging, moneys used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.360, 47.56.365
Puget Sound reserve account created, use 47.60.350
excess funds to Puget Sound capital construction account 47.60.360
investment of funds in when same not required for specific purposes 47.60.390
motor vehicle fuel importer use tax proceeds, crediting to 82.37.190
motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.020, 82.40.290
pledge to levy taxes and to deposit in account for fund 47.60.380
prior charge against funds in fixed, repayment 47.60.420
priority in the use of funds in 47.60.160
specific uses of enumerated 47.60.370
Purposes authorized for use 46.38.070
Reciprocal or proportional registration of vehicles, reciprocity identification plate fees deposited in 46.85.290
Reimbursement from Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system revenues authorized 47-.60.160
Sale, lease or license of highway lands to city or county, moneys from to go into 47.12-.070
Sale of highway lands to city or county, moneys from to go into 47.12.070
Sale of timber and personalty on highway lands, proceeds paid from into 47.12.140
Second Lake Washington bridge, deficits paid from 47.56.287
Street expenditure funds, expense of examination paid from 35.76.050
Street expenditures by cities and towns, examination expense paid from 35.76.050
Tacoma Narrows bridge county aid fund to be assigned to 47.56.276
Timber and personalty sales from highway land, proceeds paid into 47.12.140
Traffic devices on state highway routes through cities and towns or counties, funds in may be used for, reimbursement 47.36-.060
Urban arterial bond retirement fund retirement 47.26-.060, 47.26.426
urban arterial trust account 47.26.080
Vernita toll bridge, moneys used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.704
Warrants issued for acquisition of highway property in advance of programmed construction as prior charge on moneys in 47-.12.210-47.12.240

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS
Licenses, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Drivers’ licenses

MOTOR VEHICLE SPECIAL FUEL TAX
(See TAXATION, subtitle Motor vehicle special fuel tax)

MOTOR VEHICLE USE FUEL TAX
(See also TAXATION, subtitle Motor vehicle use fuel tax)

MOTOR VEHICLE WRECKERS
Junkyards adjacent to highways abatement 47.41.070
acquisition of property by commission 47-.41.040
definitions 47.41.020
legislative declaration 47.41.010
other laws not affected 47.41.060
prohibited, exceptions 47.41.030
public nuisances abatement 47.41.070
nonconforming 47.41.010
regulations 47.41.050
review 47.41.050
screening 47.41.040
United States secretary of transportation, agreements with 47.41.080
violations, penalty 47.41.070

MOTOR VEHICLES
Abandoned junk motor vehicles definitions 46.52.145
disposal of 46.52.150
disposition of moneys from 46.52.150
record 46.52.150
violations constituting abandoning 46.52-.160
evidence of 46.52.160
penalty 46.52.160
Abandoned motor vehicles abandoned junk motor vehicles, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Abandoned junk motor vehicles address of last registered owner, to be supplied by department of motor vehicles 46.52.111
auction sale 46.52.112
automobile hulk, defined 46.52.102
certificate of title, issuance to purchaser at auction 46.52.112
cities and towns disposition regulations concerning, adoption by 46.52.116
transfer to low truck operator 46.52.116
tow truck operator under contract with, compliance with administrative rules 46.52.108
cost, liability for 46.52.106
counties disposition, delivery to tow truck operator 46.52.116
ordinance or resolution establishing procedure for disposition by 46.52.116
low truck operator under contract with, compliance with regulations 46.52.108
disposition liability of tow truck operator for unlawful dispossession 46.52.102
older car, more than ten years old, purchase 46.52.117
public nuisances, procedure 46.52.117
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MOTOR VEHICLES

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Abandoned motor vehicles—Cont.

disposition—Cont.
rules and regulations concerning 46.52.108
tow truck operator, appointment for purpose of disposition 46.52.108
transfer from city or county to tow truck operator for disposition 46.52.116

effect of sale at auction on rights of previous owner 46.52.112
forfeiture, garage claim, failure to give required notice when vehicle left in storage for more than five days 46.52.113

garage storage, more than five days, notice required 46.52.113

hearing on public nuisance 46.52.117
liability, last owner of record, liability for abandonment 46.52.106
liability of owner, notice of transfer of interest, effect 46.52.104
lien for storage and towing 46.52.111

possessory nature 46.52.114

notice to last registered owner 46.52.111
state patrol and department of motor vehicles 46.52.111

on private property without consent of owner

impounding, storage charges, costs 46.52.119
removal, right of 46.52.119
report of towing firm 46.52.119

towing away 46.52.119

presumption that last owner of record is responsible for abandonment 46.52.106
procedures for disposition, establishment by cities or counties 46.52.116

public nuisance authority of city or county to adopt ordinance concerning 46.52.117

when 46.52.117

registered owner

address of to be provided tow truck operator by department of motor vehicles 46.52.111

claim against for storage and towing 46.52.111

liability, relief from by giving notice of transfer 46.52.104

presumption that owner abandoned vehicle 46.52.106

reports made of abandoned vehicles 46.52.110

rules and regulations concerning, promulgation by director 46.52.115

sale at auction, procedure 46.52.112

when more than ten years old 46.52.116
tow truck operator

appointment for purpose of disposition, application 46.52.108
cancellation of appointment, grounds 46.52.108

liability for unlawful disposition 46.52.108

notice of custody of 46.52.111

safety bond 46.52.108

transfer to from city or county 46.52.116

vehicle, defined 46.52.102

when deemed abandoned for violation of city or county ordinance 46.52.116
when vehicles deemed abandoned 46.52.114
abbreviation of "Washington" on license plates prohibited 46.16.235

Accidents

evidence of damage, destroying or concealing 46.52.090

leaving debris on highway after accident unlawful 46.61.645

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Accidents—Cont.

repairman, storekeeper, or appraiser, failure to report on cars brought for service 46.52.090

reports, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Reports

striking attended vehicle or when any injury or death to person, duty relative to 46.52.020

striking unattended car or other property, duty relative to 46.52.010

venue of actions for damages 4.12.025

Acquired by member of armed forces when stationed outside state, use tax exemption 82.12.030

Actions
disregarding notice of highway closure or restrictions, civil actions for damages 47.48.040

venue of actions for damages 4.12.025

Advertising and solicitation of business, limitations on drivers' training schools 46.82.100

Agriculture and marketing farmer, defined 46.04.182

farming, defined 46.04.183

Air conditioning equipment, operating vehicle with when not in compliance with RCW 46.37.470, 46.37.470

Aircraft license fees collection 14.04.250

fees 14.04.250

All-terrain vehicles accident reports 46.09.140

application 46.09.010

ATV fuel defined 46.09.150

determination of moneys paid as fuel tax on use as ATV fuel, cost offset 46.09.160

no refund of fuel excise tax for such use 46.09.150

refunds from motor vehicle funds of amounts taxed as, distribution, use 46.09.170
dealer tags, display of 46.09.090
dealers, permits, fees, number plates, violations 46.09.080
definitions

ATV fuel, defined 46.09.150

generally 46.09.020

snowmobiles as ATV, when 46.09.210

equipment 46.09.200

penalties

civil liability 46.09.190

general penalty 46.09.190

operating violations 46.09.130

private lands, permission necessary to enter upon 46.09.010

regulations

applications 46.09.070

as prerequisite to operation 46.09.040

exempted vehicles 46.09.050

fees 46.09.170

disposition 46.09.110

permits 46.09.170

registration number, certificate, date tags 46.09.090

registration period 46.09.060

renewals 46.09.170

time limitation on dealers 46.09.080

rules and regulations concerning, promulgation by director 46.52.115

sale at auction, procedure 46.52.112

when more than ten years old 46.52.116

tow truck operator

appointment for purpose of disposition, application 46.52.108
cancellation of appointment, grounds 46.52.108

liability for unlawful disposition 46.52.108

notice of custody of 46.52.111

safety bond 46.52.108

transfer to from city or county 46.52.116

vehicle, defined 46.52.102

when deemed abandoned for violation of city or county ordinance 46.52.116
when vehicles deemed abandoned 46.52.114

abbreviation of "Washington" on license plates prohibited 46.16.235

Accidents
evidence of damage, destroying or concealing 46.52.090

leaving debris on highway after accident unlawful 46.61.645

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

All-terrain vehicles—Cont.

use permit—Cont.

fees 46.09.030, 46.09.070
disposition of 46.09.110

issuance 46.09.030

number 46.09.070

permit 46.09.070

prerequisite to operation 46.09.040

renewal 46.09.070

use permit period 46.09.060

violations, operating 46.09.120, 46.09.130

penalties 46.09.130, 46.09.190

Alleys

emerging from, stopping 46.61.365

Alteration or forgery of certificate of ownership or license registration 46.12.220

Appeal, suspension, revocation or cancellation of certificate or license notice 46.12.240

Appraisers, repairmen, or storekeepers, failure to keep report on cars brought for service 46.52.090

Arsen, setting fire to 9.09.020

Arterial highways, designation of 46.61.195

Auto stages

special skills driver's license endorsement required 46.20.440–46.20.470

speed limits 46.61.405, 46.61.410

Automatic vehicles, See SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Automobile parking, elevator, See ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS AND DUMBWAITERS

Automobile pool for state employees Ch. 43.51

Automobile transporters, maximum height requirement for 46.44.020

Automatic wrecking yard, fences, etc. 46.80.130

Backing, rules for 46.61.605

"Beach buggies", inspection and approval 46.37.520

Beaches, seashore conservation areas, traffic control 43.51.680

Bicycles (See also BICYCLES)

rules 46.61.750–46.61.780

Blood tests for intoxication authorized 46.61.506

implied consent 46.20.308

Bond issues, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Bond issues

Bond requirement for manufacturer's licenses 46.70.070

Brakes, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Equipment requirements

Breach tests for intoxication authorized 46.61.506

right to result of test 46.61.506

who may administer 46.61.506

Buses

passenger, flares and warning devices carried 46.37.440

private carrier bus defined 46.04.416

driver's examination and licensing 46.20.440

flashing light 46.37.190

overtaking or meeting 46.61.375

sign required 46.61.375

stop signal 46.37.190

stopping at railroad crossing 46.61.350

school buses

defined, motor vehicle law 46.04.521

design, marking and mode of operation, regulations to govern 46.61.370, 46.61.380

drivers, industrial insurance classification 51.20.140

insurance 28A.24.055

lighting and safety devices regulated by commission on equipment 46.37.290
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Certificate of license registration—Cont. notice

appraisal, from suspension, revocation or cancellation 46.12.240

defined 46.12.005

publicly owned or leased vehicles 46.16.020

purchaser or transferee of vehicle

revision of certificate to, fees 46.12.101

when dealer, procedure 46.12.120

when transferred by other than owner,

procedure 46.12.130

refusal or cancellation of 46.12.160

refusal to produce upon demand of peace officer unlawful 46.61.020

reissue when security agreement added or fulfilled, procedure, fee 46.12.170

removal of motor or motor block

report procedure 46.12.090

unreported motor "switches" by dealers unlawful 46.70.140

report of acquired vehicles by motor vehicle wreckers, certificate of license registration to accompany 46.80.090

required to operate and sell vehicle, exemptions 46.12.010

rules and regulations relating to 46.01.110

secure certificate because of defective equipment 46.32.010

secured party

dealer to deliver certificate of title to when purchaser or transferee 46.12.120

defined 46.12.005

failure to transmit certificate to department when security agreement is fulfilled, penalty 46.12.170

security interest

created at time of transfer of ownership, procedure, fee 46.12.101

defined 46.12.005

effect of failure of dealer, purchaser or transferee to deliver certificate to secured party 46.12.120

perfection, dealers and manufacturers 46.12.010

perfection, requirements, time, out of state vehicles 46.12.095

reissue of certificate when security agreement added 46.12.170

reissue of certificate when security agreement fulfilled 46.12.170

requirements for perfecting 46.12.095

send, defined 46.12.005

state preempts field 46.08.010

suspension, revocation or cancellation of 46.12.160

appeal 46.12.240

violations of maximum vehicle gross weight limitations, for 46.44.045

transfer by other than owner, procurement of certificate 46.12.130

transfer of interest

fees for, plus detailed report transmitted to state treasurer 46.12.101

penalty, other than by registered owner 46.12.170

procedure, penalty for failure 46.12.101

withholding because of defective equipment 46.32.010

Certificate of ownership

abandoned motor vehicles, issuance to purchaser at auction 46.52.112

altered or forgery of, penalty 46.12.220

application, contents 46.12.030

mortgaged vehicle, procuring reissue of certificate 46.12.170

procedure upon fulfilling contract or mortgage, fee 46.12.170

motor vehicle fund, deposit of fees for transfer in 46.12.101
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Certificate of ownership—Cont.
resale when security agreement added, fee 46.12.170
fulfilled 46.12.170
removal of motor or motor block
report procedure 46.12.090
unreported motor "switches" unlawful 46.70.140
report of acquired vehicles by motor vehicle
wreckers, certificate of ownership to ac-
company 46.80.090
required to operate and sell vehicle, exemp-
tions 46.12.010
rules and regulations relating to 46.01.110
secured party defined 46.12.005
delivery of certificate to when transferee
or purchaser is dealer 46.12.120
failure to notify department when securi-
ty agreement is fulfilled, penalty 46.12.170
security interest
creation at time of transfer of ownership
46.12.101
defined 46.12.005
effect of failure of dealer transferee or
purchaser to deliver certificate to se-
cured party 46.12.170
perfecting, requirements, time, out of
state vehicles 46.12.095
reissue of certificate when security agree-
ment added, fee 46.12.170
reissue when security agreement fulfilled, fee 46.12.170
requirements for perfecting 46.12.095
send, defined 46.12.005
state precepts field 46.08.010
suspensions, revocation or cancellation of
certificate, appeal 46.12.240
transfer of interest
abandoned vehicles, notice of transfer,
effect on liability of owner 46.52.104
failure to transfer, misdemeanor 46.12.101
fees plus detailed report of transmitted to
state treasurer 46.12.101
perfecting security interest 46.12.095
procedure, by other than the owner 46.12.130
procedure, penalty 46.12.101
used vehicles kept in dealer's possession,
charged 46.12.140
Checks and money orders, payment of fees,
taxes, etc., by 46.01.230
Children
leaving unattended
in standing vehicle while in premises
where spirituous liquors are dispensed
9.91.060
in motor vehicle with motor running 46.61.685
Clutch disengaged while operating vehicle on
down grade 46.61.630
Coasting prohibited 46.61.630
Commercial coaches, See MOTOR VEHI-
CLES, substitute Mobile homes, commercial
coaches and recreational vehicles
Commercial vehicles, defined for highway
purposes 47.04.010
Commission on equipment
certificate of approval on equipment meet-
ing requirements 46.37.005
chairman, chief of state patrol ex officio 46.37.005
chief, state patrol
appoint secretary of commission 46.37.005
chairman ex officio 46.37.005
supervise secretary of commission 46.37.005
creation 46.37.005
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Commission on equipment—Cont.
membership 46.37.005
motorcycle equipment
goggles or face shield, regulation and
specifications adopted by commission
46.37.530
helmets, regulation and specifications
adopted by commission 46.37.530
mirrors, regulation and specifications
adopted by commission 46.37.530
mufflers, modification of prohibited 46.37.390
passengers, approved foot pegs to be used
46.61.610
officers 46.37.005
powers and duties
general 46.37.005
vehicle safety standards, authority to
adopt federal standards 46.37.005
rules and regulations, adoption 46.37.005
secretary, appointment, supervision of, du-
ties 46.37.005
vehicle safety standards, authority to adopt
federal standards, application 46.37.005
Constable jurisdictional limitations concerning
3.08.070
Convictions of traffic violations, records kept
46.52.100
Cook or bunk house trailers used for animal
herding, exempt from licensing require-
tment 46.17.010
County roads, defined for highway purposes
46.04.150, 47.04.010
County roads and bridges, type and weight
limitation 36.75.270
Crimes relating to
accidents and reports
evidence of damage to vehicle, destroying
or concealing 46.52.090
failure of judicial officers to report traffic
charges, disposition 46.52.100
improper procedure after involvement in
an accident 46.52.020
repairmen, storage or appraisers, failure
to keep report on cars brought for
service 46.52.090
tabulation and analysis of to be available
to highway commission 46.52.060
altering or forging certificates of ownership
or license registration 46.12.220
attempting, aiding, abetting, committing vi-
vitations 46.64.048
capitol grounds, control of traffic on, viola-
tions, penalty, jurisdiction 46.08.170
carrying passengers for hire without license
46.16.180
carrying passengers or animals on outside
part of vehicle 46.61.660
causing or permitting vehicle to be unlaw-
fully operated 46.61.675
certificate of license registration, refusal to
produce upon demand of peace officer
46.61.020
certificate of ownership and license registra-
tion
minors, unlawful for minor under the age
of 18 to be registered or legal owner of a
motor vehicle, exceptions, penalty 46.12.270
transfer, failure to report, penalty 46.12.101
chains or studded tires, failure to use when
required, penalty 47.36.250
controlled substances, See CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
convictions, records kept 46.52.100
damaging hired vehicles 9.08.040
penalty 9.08.040
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Crimes relating to—Cont.
dealer's licenses 46.70.010, 46.70.140
permitting unauthorized use of plates 46.70.140
unlawful use of plates 46.70.090
violations, generally, penalty 46.70.140
additional penalty 46.70.150
dealer's, salemen's, or manufacturer's li-
censes 46.20.021
acting as same without license 46.70.021
destroyed vehicles
failure to notify director of licenses of 46.12.070
possession of certificate of ownership or
registration of 46.12.070
disobedience of signals of peace officers or
flagmen 46.61.015, 46.61.020
disobedience of traffic control devices 46.61.050
driver's license, driving when suspended or
without due to financial responsibility
law, minimum penalty 46.29.625
driving over fire hose 46.61.640
driving with wheels off roadway 46.61.670
drugs, driving under influence of 46.61.515
embracing another while driving 46.61.665
emergency vehicles
allowing operation by person not ap-
proved by director of motor vehicles
46.08.060
equipment requirements, penalty for viola-
tions 46.37.188
enforcement
cancellation or solicitation of cancellation of
traffic citation 46.64.010
disposing of traffic citation or copies
thereof 46.64.010
willfully violating written and signed
promise to appear in court after re-
ceiving traffic citation 46.64.020
equipment requirements
air conditioning equipment, sale or
supplying vehicles with when not in
compliance with 46.37.470
emergency vehicles, penalty for violations
relating to 46.37.188
motorcycles
exemptions 46.61.613
foot pegs, passengers 46.61.610
handlebars, height 46.61.611
helmets, face shields 46.37.530, 46.37.535
mufflers, modifications prohibited 46.37.390
passengers, foot pegs 46.61.610
riding with both feet on same side 46.61.612
motor-driven cycles, operation of when
commission on equipment has disappro-
ved brake equipment 46.37.370
muffler cut-out, bypass or similar device,
use of 46.37.390
owner and operator, liability of each
46.37.600
sale or use of lamps or equipment not
approved by commission on equip-
ment 46.37.310
school buses, operating flashing warning
signal other than when bus is stopped
46.37.290
siren, bell or whistle, use of when not
permitted 46.37.380
snow-removal or highway maintenance
equipment, unlawful to operate in noncom-
pliance with lighting regulations
46.37.300
television viewers, operating vehicle with
when in sight of driver 46.37.480
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Crimes relating to—Cont.
equipment requirements—Cont.
tire requirements, metal studs, or chains 46.37.420
vehicle for transportation of explosives, flammable liquids or compressed gases 46.37.420
operating while carrying flares, fusées or signals produced by flame prohibited 46.37.440
operating without electric lanterns or portable reflectors 46.37.440
vehicle having protuberances on tires other than of rubber, operating 46.37.420
vehicle with obstructed windshield, operating 46.37.410
vehicle without having load securely fastened, operating 46.37.490
vehicle without pneumatic rubber tires, operating, school bus and fire department exception 46.37.420
violations, generally 46.37.010
excess gross weight, axle factor, unlawful operation upon highways, penalty for violations 46.44.045
failure to comply with restrictive signs 46.61.050
notify director of motor vehicles when federal amateur radio operator's license expires 46.16.350
staff for logging 46.61.190, 47.36.180

financial responsibility law 46.37.420

failure to report accident 46.29.070, 46.29.110
violations, generally 46.29.040
fire apparatus, driving or parking in proximity of 46.61.635

firearms 46.61.490

firearm carried loaded in vehicle prohibited 46.61.050
firearm carried loaded shotgun or rifle in vehicle 77.16.250, 77.16.270-77.16.300
for hire vehicles, operating vehicle without permit or certificate 46.72.100
inspection 46.32.020
operating damaged vehicle 46.32.070
operating vehicle found defective in equipment 46.32.010, 46.32.060
repair or assessment, violations relating to 46.32.020
violations, generally 46.32.010
interfering with operator's view or control 46.61.615
interfering with transfer of license certificate and plates on sale or transfer of vehicle 46.16.290
intoxicating liquor, driving under influence of 46.61.515
issuing false statements to obtain certificates of ownership or license registration 46.12.210
joy riding, taking without permission, penalty 9.54.020
leaving children unattended in standing vehicle while in premises where spirituous liquors are dispensed 9.91.000
leaving children unattended in standing vehicle with motor running 46.61.685
licenses, operator and owner, liability of each 46.16.500
litter—bugging 46.61.645
lowering passenger vehicle below legal clearance 46.61.680
manufacturer's licenses 46.70.075, 46.70.170, 46.70.180, 46.70.240

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Crimes relating to—Cont.

mileage fees on auto stages, failure to pay 46.16.125
minors, unlawful to convey, sell or transfer ownership of any motor vehicle to a minor under the age of eighteen, penalty 46.12.270
monthly license for transportation of logs operating vehicle after expiration 46.16.137
operating vehicle for other purposes 46.16.138
motor vehicle driver's licensing 46.16.240
operating vehicle under certificate of license registration without having certificate of ownership 46.12.010
operating vehicle when operator's license has been suspended, revoked or canceled 46.20.420
motor vehicle operator's licensing. See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Motor vehicles without transporter's license 46.61.500
operating for-hire vehicles, operating vehicle without permit or certificate 46.61.010
permit or certificate, failure to obtain 46.61.035
operating under certificate of license registration 46.12.010
operating when operator's license has been suspended, revoked or canceled 46.20.420
motor vehicle wrecker's failure to make reports of acquired vehicles wrecked or dismantled vehicles, penalty 46.80.090
improper practices generally, penalty 46.80.120
keeping vehicles or parts other than in established place of business 46.80.130
wrecking vehicles or trailers when unlicensed, penalty 46.80.020
negligent driving 46.61.525
negligent homicide by motor vehicle 46.61.520
obtaining by fraud, penalty 9.08.040
odometers, tampering with 46.37.540, 46.37.570
operating under farm truck, trailer license, in violation of limitations thereon 46.16.090
operating vehicle in excess of maximum gross weight licensed for 46.16.140
failure to purchase new gross weight license when apprehended 46.16.140
operating vehicle in negligent manner 46.61.525
operating vehicle in reckless manner 46.61.500
embracing another while driving as 46.61.655
negligent homicide through 46.61.520
operating in negligent manner included therein 46.61.325
operating vehicle on down grade with clutch disengaged 46.61.630
operating vehicle under certificate of license registration without having certificate of ownership 46.12.010
operating vehicle under influence of intoxicants or drugs 9.91.020, 46.61.506
negligent homicide through 46.61.520
request for abstracts of convictions and forfeitures 46.52.100
operating vehicle when certificate of ownership or license registration is canceled or refused 46.12.160
operating vehicle when view obstructed or control of is being interfered with 46.61.615
operating vehicle with gears in neutral 46.61.630
operating vehicle with gross weight improperly marked thereon 46.16.170
operating vehicle with plates not issued therefor or with disfigured plates 46.16.240

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Crimes relating to—Cont.
operating vehicle with possession of certificate of license registration theren 46.16.260
operating vehicle without license and display plates 46.16.240
operating vehicle without proper display of certificate of license registration 46.16.260
operating vehicle with invalid license number plates 46.16.240
operators' licenses, refusal to produce upon demand of peace officer 46.61.020
owner and operator, liability of each 46.44.120
permits, liability of owner and operator for acts of each other 46.44.120
permitting escape of load materials 46.61.655
publicly owned vehicles, allowing operation of unmarked vehicle 46.08.065
quarterly tonnage licenses, operating vehicle after expiration 46.16.135
reckless driving 46.61.500
refusal to give information to or cooperate with peace officers 46.61.020
refusal to permit examination of equipment upon demand of peace officer 46.61.020
refusal to weigh vehicle upon demand of peace officer 46.61.020
rental of vehicles 46.20.220
failure to verify signatures 46.20.220
motorcycle to persons without license endorsement for 46.20.220
renting to unlicensed person 46.20.220
riding other than on seat of motorcycle 46.61.610
sale or transfer of vehicle, failure to make assignment on, in compliance with certificate requirements 46.12.010
purchasers' or transferees' failure to transfer certificate of ownership and license registration 46.12.101
salesmen's license 46.70.070, 46.70.170, 46.70.180, 46.70.240
purchaser's or transferee's failure to transfer certificate of ownership and license registration 46.12.101
serial number or identification 46.12.101
buying, selling or possession of vehicle with defaced or altered number, penalty 9.54.030
defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 9.54.030
possession of vehicle with defaced or altered number prima facie evidence of guilt 9.54.040
size, weight and load limits 46.44.030
combination of vehicles, one with permanent structure in excess of forty feet in length, operation of 46.44.030
combination of vehicles and load over sixty, sixty-five or seventy feet in length, operation of 46.44.030
excess gross weight, axle factor, unlawful operation u on highways 46.44.040
excess gross weight, tire factor, unlawful operation u on highways 46.44.042
disposition of fines 46.44.045
penalty for violations 46.44.045
disposition of fines 46.44.045
penalty for violations 46.44.045
owner, liability for acts of operator 46.44.120
owner, liability of operator and owner 46.44.120
refusal to allow vehicle and load to be weighed or load lightened 46.44.100
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Dealers, salesmen's, or manufacturer's licenses—Cont.
cumulative nature of provisions 46.70.270
dealer, defined 46.70.011
dealer record of transactions 46.70.120
dealer to have place of business 46.70.011
declaration of purpose of act 46.70.005
definitions 46.70.010
denial, revocation or suspension of license grounds, generally 46.70.101
notice 46.70.102
procedure 46.70.102, 46.70.111
subpoena powers, etc. 46.70.111
suspension as part of penalty 46.70.150
when civil action is pending, effect 46.70.270
effect of complaint on license cancellation 46.70.210
effect of issuance of new license on license cancellation 46.70.210
election of remedies, civil 46.70.190
established place of business, defined 46.70.101
expiration of registration, application for 46.70.090
Federal Automobile Dealer Franchise Act, claims under 46.70.190
fees
additional fees 46.70.061
disposition 46.70.061
transfer 46.70.061
hearings 46.70.102, 46.70.111
injunction 46.70.190, 46.70.240
violation, penalty 46.70.240
investigation by director 46.70.111
jurisdiction 46.70.240, 46.70.250
liberal construction of act 46.70.900
licences
application for 46.70.031, 46.70.041, 46.70.042
current service agreement with manufacturer, required, exception 46.70.041
expiration 46.70.083
fee 46.70.051
issuance 46.70.051
multiple locations, subagencies 46.70.081
required 46.70.021
violation, operating without a license 46.70.021
liability for filing action for civil suit 46.70.190
liability of action for civil damages or injunction 46.70.220
location, specification of, multiple location requirements 46.70.081
mobile homes, application to 46.70.290
notice of hearing on license action 46.70.102
penalties
certificate of license registration or motor number violations, "hot" vehicles 46.70.140
civil 46.70.190, 46.70.240
contempt 46.70.111
court orders, violation of 46.70.240
criminal 46.70.140, 46.70.170
"hot" vehicles, unlawful motor number changes 46.70.140
nonrenewal or suspension of license for certain violations 46.70.200
reconvocation or suspension for civil violations 46.70.101
reconvocation or suspension when civil action pending 46.70.200
unreported engine "switches", unauthorized use of dealer plates 46.70.140
penalty for violations 46.70.140, 46.70.170
permitting unauthorized use of plates 46.70.140
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Dealers, salesmen’s, or manufacturer’s licenses—Cont.
personal service of process outside of state 46.70.250
display, limitations on use 46.70.090
surrender of as penalty 46.70.150
prosecuting attorneys, duties to enforce 46.70.220
renewal of licenses 46.70.083
restrictions on applicants 46.70.041
revocation of license, generally 46.70.101, 46.70.200
rules and regulations relating to 46.70.160
service of process outside of state, personal service 46.70.250
surrender of as penalty 46.70.150
suspension of license, generally 46.70.101, 46.70.200
termination of employment of salesmen procedure 46.70.082
unfair practices, civil violations attorney general, duties 46.70.220
damages 46.70.190
election to proceed under Federal Automobile Dealer Franchise Act 46.70.190
injunctions 46.70.190
licenses, effect on filing complaint for civil action 46.70.200
violation of unfair practices 46.70.101
violations deemed civil 46.70.270
violations
certificate of registration violations, hot vehicles, etc. 46.70.140
contempt 46.70.111
generally 46.70.101, 46.70.021
licensing requirements 46.70.021
plates, unlawful use 46.70.140
unfair business practices 46.70.180
unreported motor switches 46.70.140
Debris, etc., littering highways 46.61.645-46.61.655
Decals, special, unauthorized use of for disabled drivers 46.16.380
Definitions
adult driver's license 46.20.011
alley 46.04.020
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
arterial highway 46.04.030
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
authorized emergency vehicle 46.04.040
auto stage 46.04.050
axle 46.04.060
bicycles 46.04.071
business district 46.04.080
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
camper 46.04.085
cancel 46.04.090
center line 46.04.100
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
center of intersection 46.04.110
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
city street 46.04.120
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
combination of vehicles 46.04.130
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
commercial vehicles 46.04.140
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
county road 46.04.150
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
cross walk 46.04.160
defined for highway purposes 47.04.010
dealer 46.70.011
department 46.04.680
director 46.04.680
drive away—tow away operation 46.04.165
driver 46.04.370
driver education 46.04.700
driver's license 46.20.011
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Drivers' licenses—Cont.

suspension, revocation or cancellation of

titles on 46.82.100

basic minimum curricula required 46.82.270

definitions relating to 46.82.010

driving instructor's examination committee

credit, terms, compensation, duties 46.82.140

exemption of driver training cars from use

tax 82.12.030

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Drivers' training schools—Cont.

fees

license fees 46.82.020

renewal fee 46.82.020

general penalty 46.82.250

instruction car

equipment requirements 46.82.090

signs on required 46.82.110

instruction on state patrol course prohibited

46.82.220

instructor's certificate

application for 46.82.130

denial, suspension or revocation of

hearing on 46.82.230, 46.82.270

mandatory suspension of, grounds 46.82.060

reinstatement for failure to teach basic curricula 46.82.270

examinations for 46.82.190

examination committee 46.82.140, 46.82.270

first examination 46.82.160

qualifications to take 46.82.130, 46.82.190

time and place, notice of 46.82.180

fees 46.82.170

disposition of 46.82.150

refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.82.010

renewal, conditions 46.82.200

required, qualifications for 46.82.120, 46.82.130, 46.82.190

liability insurance coverage required of operator 46.82.090

license to conduct

application 46.82.020

denied, when 46.82.040-46.82.060

hearing on 46.82.070

fees

application fees 46.82.020

disposition of fees 46.82.150

license certificate 46.82.020

duplicate and fee therefor 46.82.020

nontransferable 46.82.030

renewal

denied, when 46.82.040, 46.82.060

fees 46.82.020

suspension or revocation of

grounds for 46.82.060

hearing on 46.82.070

mandatory suspension of, grounds 46.82.060

mandatory termination of instructor's services, grounds 46.82.210

nonapplication to educational institutions 46.82.260

procedure on change of location 46.82.080

procedure on change of officers 46.82.080

requisite before student instruction permitted 46.82.090

school license for, refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.82.080

Drugs

driving vehicle under influence of or intoxicants 9.91.020, 46.61.510-46.61.520

negligent homicide through 46.61.520

request for abstracts of convictions and forfeitures 46.52.100

"Dune buggies", inspection and approval, fee 46.37.520

Embracing another while driving 46.61.665

Emergency vehicles

allowing operation by person not approved by director of motor vehicles 46.08.060

audible signals; when necessary 46.61.035

carrying persons on outside of car permissible 46.61.660

fire department vehicles, red flashing lights for 46.37.184

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Emergency vehicles—Cont.

firemen's private cars

green lights for 46.37.185

identification card required 46.37.187

sign or plates on 46.37.186

identification card required 46.37.187

funeral coach, blue lights for 46.37.187

maximum height requirement not to apply to 46.44.020

operation of by person not approved unlawful 46.08.060

vehicles on approach of 46.61.210

operators, approval of 46.08.060

police vehicles

blue signal lamps for optional 46.37.190

regulations and tests on equipment to be used by 46.37.194

registration of 46.08.060

school buses, stop sign 46.37.190

signal lamp displaying flashing red lights, to have 46.37.190

vehicle operation provisions, exempt from 46.61.035

yielding way to 46.61.210

Enforcement

procedure governing arrest and prosecution, nonexclusive 46.64.030

service of process on nonresidents, residents leaving state 46.64.040

stopping motor vehicles for license and vehicle check authorized 46.64.070

powers additional 46.64.070

purpose 46.64.060

traffic citation and notice to appear in court, generally 46.64.015

traffic citations, generally 46.64.010

violations, attempting, aiding, abetting, committing 46.64.048

Washington habitual traffic offenders act, See MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPART­
MENT OF, subtitle Washington habitual traffic offenders act Equipment requirements (See also COMMISS­
SION ON EQUIPMENT) air conditioning equipment 46.37.470

brake requirements 46.37.340, 46.37.351

disapproval by state commission on equipment, refusal or revocation of registration by director of motor vehicles 46.37.370

hydraulic brake fluid requirements 46.37.365

inspection by state commission on equipment 46.37.370

maintenance of 46.37.360

maximum axle and gross weight subject to 46.44.040

motor-driven cycles 46.37.370

performance ability of 46.37.351

buses passenger 46.37.440

school buses

signal lamp displaying alternately flashing red lights, to have 46.37.290

special lighting equipment on 46.37.290

camper units, safety glazing materials, requirement 46.37.430

chains or studded tires, when required, penalty 46.37.420

commission on 46.37.005

drivers' training school, equipment for 46.92.090

"Dune buggies" 46.37.520

engine and power mechanism to be equipped to prevent fumes or smoke 46.37.390

equipment, state commission on, See COM­­MISSION ON EQUIPMENT
MOTOR VEHICLES

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Equipment requirements—Cont.

exempted vehicles 46.37.010

fire extinguishers, vehicles transporting explosives, for 46.37.460

flares and other sight warning devices

towing flag 46.44.070

trucks, passenger buses and truck tractors, for 46.37.460

display of 46.37.450

vehicles transporting explosives, for 46.37.460

foot pegs, passengers on motorcycles 46.61-610

handlebar height 46.61.611

helmets, goggles, etc., motorcycles 46.37.530, 46.37.535

horns and other sound warning devices 46.37.380

lamps and illuminating devices

back-up lamp 46.37.210

color 46.37.100

buses

school buses

signal lamps displaying alternately flashing red lights, to have 46.37.190

special lighting e. upiont on 46.37-290

clearance lamps 46.37.090

color 46.37.100

mounting 46.37.110

visibility of 46.37.120

driving lamps, number required or permitted 46.37.270

emergency vehicles

fire department vehicles, red flashing lamps for 46.37.184

firemen's private cars

green lights for 46.37.185

identification card required 46.37-187

sign or plates on 46.37.186

identification card required 46.37-187

funeral coaches, blue lights for 46.37-187

penalty for violations 46.37.188

police vehicles

red signal lamp lights for optional 46.37.190

signal lamp displaying alternately flashing red lights, to have 46.37.190

farm tractors, equipment and implements plot of husbandry for 46.37.160

flashing lamps permitted, when 46.37.280

fog lamps 46.37.180

head lamps 46.37.040

motorcycles, motor-driven cycles, on 46.37.250

multiple-beam 46.37.220, 46.37.230

single-beam 46.37.240

identification lamps 46.37.090, 46.37.210

visibility of 46.37.120

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Equipment requirements—Cont.

lamps and illuminating devices—Cont.

lamps and equipment and mounting of, to be approved by commission 46.37-310, 46.37.320

revocation of certificate of approval on lighting device 46.37.330

lamps on vehicles other than mentioned in RCW 46.37.020-46.37.330 46.37.170

lamps, special restrictions on 46.37.280

light illuminating license plate 46.37.050

color 46.37.100

lighted, when 46.37.020

motorcycles, motor-driven cycles, lighting equipment on 46.37.250

multiple-beam road-lighting equipment alternate road lighting equipment 46.37.260

motor-driven cycles, for 46.37.250

use of 46.37.230

when, requires 46.37.220

parked vehicles, when lighted lamps required 46.37.150

police vehicles

red lights for, optional 46.37.190

red signal lamp lights for, optional 46.37.190

projecting loads

red flag, lamp or lantern for 46.37.140

red light or lantern for 46.37.140

red light prohibited, exceptions 46.37.280

refectors 46.37.060, 46.37.090, 46.37.160

color 46.37.100, 46.37.120

mounting 46.37.110

visibility of 46.37.120

running board courtesy lamp 46.37.210

side cowl or fender lamps 46.37.210

side marker lamps 46.37.090

color 46.37.100

mounting 46.37.110

visibility of 46.37.120, 46.37.150

single-beam road-lighting equipment alternate road lighting equipment 46.37.260

motor-driven cycles, for 46.37.250

when, requires 46.37.220

spot lamps 46.37.180

stop lamps 46.37.070, 46.37.090, 46.37.200

color 46.37.100

tail lamps 46.37.050

color 46.37.100

testing conditions 46.37.030

turn signal lamps or devices 46.37.100, 46.37.120, 46.37.200

color 46.37.070

school buses, for 46.37.190

vehicles in combination, obstructed lighting devices need not be lighted 46.37-130

warning lamps 46.37.210

mirror requirements 46.37.400, 46.37.530

motorcycles

exceptions 46.61.613

foot pegs, passengers 46.61.610

handlebars, maximum height 46.61.611

helmet, goggles, face shield 46.37.530, 46.37.555

mirror 46.37.530

motor-driven cycles, lighting equipment on 46.37.250

mufflers, modifications of prohibited 46.37.390

passengers, foot pegs 46.61.610

riding with both feet on same side of vehicle prohibited 46.61.612

motor-driven cycles 46.37.530

muffler requirements 46.37.390

motorcycles, modification of prohibited 46.37.390

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

E. upiont requirements—Cont.

odometers, tampering with, prohibited, exceptions 46.37.540, 46.37.590

private carrier buses 46.37.290

projecting loads, red flag, lamp or lantern for 46.37.140

safety glazing materials for doors, windows, and windshields 46.37.430

safety load chains and devices required 46.37.490

scope and effect of regulations 46.37.010

snow-removal or highway maintenance equipment, for 46.37.300

splash guard requirements 46.37.500

television viewers, restrictions on location 46.37.480

tinted glass windows, where unlawful 46.37.430

tire requirements 46.37.420

maximum gross weight limitations on 46.44.042

violations relating to 46.37.010

windshield required

safety glazing material for 46.37.430

tinted glass when prohibited 46.37.430

unobstructed 46.37.410

wipers 46.37.410

Equipment safety compact 46.38.010-46.38.090

Evidence

accident reports as evidence 46.52.080

evidence of damage to vehicle, destroying or concealing unlawful 46.52.090

failure to yield right of way, prima facie evidence of 47.36.110

index cross reference record of accidents of motor vehicle drivers, as 46.52.120

intoxication

implied consent 46.20.308

scientific tests 46.61.506

operating under influence of intoxicants, evidence of alcohol in blood 46.61.506

possession of certificate of ownership or registration of destroyed automobile or one with different motor as 46.12.070, 46.12.080

scale weight as taken by arresting officer as evidence of total gross weight for excess weight offenses 46.44.046, 46.44.047

Examinations

driver's training school, instructor's certificate 46.82.170

equipment, refusal to permit examination upon demand of peace officer 46.61.020

operation of vehicles requiring special skills 46.20.440

waiver 46.20.460

operator's licenses, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Operator's licenses

Excise taxes, See TAXATION

Explosives

evading life and property 70.74.270

flammable liquids or compressed gases, vehicle for transportation of operating while carrying flares, fuses or signals produced by flame prohibited 46.37.440

operating without electric lanterns or portable reflectors 46.37.440

False representation, obtaining motor vehicle by, penalty 90.08.040

Farm equipment, slow moving vehicle emblem, required 46.37.160

Farm implements

size, weight, and load limits, exception, penalty 46.44.130

special permits for oversize or overweight movements application for, contents 46.44.140

violation of terms, penalty 46.44.140
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MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Farm truck, trailer license, operating under in violation of limitations thereon 46.16.090
Farm vehicles application for exemption identification plate 46.16.025
Defined 46.04.181
Exempt from limitation 46.16.010
Fee 46.16.024
Identification device for exempt vehicle 46.16.025

Fees—Cont.
Additional fees to defray cost of studies by legislative transportation committee and highway commission 46.16.061
Certificate of license registration reissue when contract or mortgage fulfilled 46.12.170
Reissue when vehicle mortgaged 46.12.170
When different motor installed 46.12.080
Certificate of ownership 46.12.040
Disposition of 46.68.020
Reissue when motor or serial number altered or obliterated 46.12.060
Conversion gears optional methods of licensing 46.16.083
Dealers', salesmen's, and manufacturer's licenses and plates 46.70.061
Disposition of 46.68.030
Driver's license fees disposition of 46.68.041
Duplicate license when original lost or destroyed 46.20.200
Examination fee 46.20.120
Generally 46.20.091
Issuance 46.20.161
Juvenile agricultural driving permits 46.20.070
Motorcycle endorsement 46.20.505
Occupational driver's license 46.20.380
Photograph of driver on 46.20.115
Refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
Special skills endorsement, trucks, truck tractors, school buses, for-hire vehicles 46.20.470
Drivers' training schools instructor's certificate disposition of fees 46.82.150
Refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
Renewal 46.82.020
Licensing 46.82.020
School license for, refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
Fleets operating interstate, highway user tax structure for licenses under, refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
Special size, weight and load permits processed 46.44.096
For-hire vehicle certificates for 46.72.070, 46.72.080
Disposition of 46.72.110
Nonresident taxicabs, permit 46.72.110, 46.72.130
Refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
Operator's permit 46.72.030
Fractional licensing year, reduction of fees for 46.16.130
Highway purposes, to be applied exclusively to Const. Art. 2 § 40 (Amend. 18)
House moving dollies 46.16.060
Identical 46.20.117
Interstate commercial vehicles less than year permit 46.88.010

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Fees—Cont.
Interstate commercial vehicles—Cont.
Single cab, temporary permit, fee, disposition 46.86.080
License classification, fee upon change in 46.16.280
Licensure—Cont.
Tonnage fees, separate on trailer and semitrailer, optional 46.16.115
Tandem axle, separate tonnage fees, optional 46.16.115
Logging trucks, county log permit 46.44.047
Special permits to carry excess weight 46.16.447
Mileage fees on auto stages, failure to pay 46.16.125
Motor vehicles amateur radio operator's vehicle 46.16-320
Renewal 46.16.320
Auto stages maximum gross weight fee 46.16.070
How computed 46.16.111
Mileage fees, penalty 46.16.125
Seating capacity fees 46.16.121
Certificate of license registration dealer 46.12.120
Disposition 46.12.101
Duplicate 46.12.181
New issue 46.12.101, 46.12.120
Reissue to add or clear a security agreement 46.12.170
Certificate of ownership dealer 46.12.170
Disposition 46.12.101
Duplicate 46.12.181
New issue 46.12.101, 46.12.120
Reissue to add or clear a security agreement 46.12.170
For-hire vehicles maximum gross weight fee 46.16.070
How computed 46.16.111
Mileage fees, penalties 46.16.125
Seating capacity fees 46.16.121
Juvenile agricultural driving permit fee 46.20.070
Special permits for oversize or overweight movements 46.44.094, 46.44.094
Stages maximum gross weight fee 46.16.070
How computed 46.16.111
Mileage fees, penalties 46.16.125
Seating capacity fees 46.16.121
Operator's license fees, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Fees, driver's license fees out-of-state commercial vehicles and combinations 46.16.160
Photograph on driver's license 46.20.115
Plates amateur radio operators' vehicles 46.16.320
Dealers' and manufacturer's 46.70.061
Duplicates upon loss or defacement of plates, fees 46.16.270
Horseless carriages 46.16.310
Reregistered 46.16.237
Refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
Representatives of foreign governments' vehicles 46.16.370
Special license plates 46.16.320
Special permits for oversize or overweight movements 46.44.094, 46.44.094, 46.44.095
Additional gross load fee 46.44.095
Annual additional tonnage permits 46.44.095
Determining fee 46.44.096
To whom paid 46.44.096

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Fees—Cont.
Special permits for single movement 46.16.100
Stages, for-hire vehicles mileage fees 46.16.125
Temporary motor vehicle license, nonresident member of armed forces 46.16.460
Temporary permits 46.16.047
tow trucks, fixed fee in lieu of additional fees 46.16.079
Trailer, converter gears used with optional methods of licensing 46.16.083
Maximum gross weight fees on trailers, semitrailers and pole trailers farm tractors, excluding fish and forestry products 46.16.090
Fixed load machines, fee in lieu 46.16.080
Monthly license for transportation of logs 46.16.137
Overloading licensed capacity, additional license fee 46.16.140
Quarterly license 46.16.135
Small trailers 46.16.065
Transporters license for 46.68.010
Original license 46.76.040
Renewal 46.76.050
Trucks, truck tractors converter gears used on two-axle tractor optional methods of licensing 46.16.083
Maximum gross weight fees on trucks, excluding fish and forestry products 46.16.090
Fixed load machines, fee in lieu 46.16.080
How computed 46.16.111
Monthly license for transportation of logs 46.16.137
Overloading licensed capacity, additional license fee 46.16.140
Quarterly license 46.16.135
Travel trailer, horse trailer, boat trailer, exception 46.16.111
Maximum gross weight fee 46.16.070
How computed 46.16.111
Vehicle license 46.68.030
Vehicle licensing application fee 46.01.140
Wrecked vehicles, permit to junk 46.12.230
Workers' license 46.80.040
Late renewal 46.80.050
Plates 46.80.060
Renewal 46.80.050
Financial responsibility law administration forms, prescribing and providing 46.29.030
Rules and regulations 46.29.030
Appeals modification, affirmation, or reversal of order following 46.29.040
Notice 46.29.040
Orders of director subject to 46.29.040
Scope 46.29.040
Driving record abstract to be furnished by driver or his attorney, fee 46.29.050
Highway safety fund driving record abstract fee to be deposited in 46.29.050
Operating record abstract, fee to be deposited in 46.29.050
Use 46.29.060
Operating record, abstract to be furnished on request, contents, fee 46.29.050
Proof of financial responsibility for the future application 46.29.250
Bond as proof action on bond 46.29.540
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Intoxicating liquor, driving under influence of admission of other evidence not precluded 46.61.306

appeal from conviction 46.61.515

blood or breath tests 46.20.308

breath tests, implied consent law 46.20.308

evidence of, presumptions 46.61.306

evidence taken by chemical analysis of blood 46.20.308

evidence taken by chemical analysis of blood, urine, breath, etc. 46.61.506

implied consent 46.20.308

implied consent to blood and breath tests 46.20.308

negligent homicide by motor vehicle 46.61.520

nonresidents, implied consent law, application 46.20.308

penalty for failure to take breath test 46.20.308

presumptions as to alcoholic content of blood or breath 46.61.506

punishment 46.61.515

refusal to submit to chemical analysis of blood 46.20.308

revocation of license, failure to take blood or breath test 46.20.308

right to have own test 46.61.506

right to results of test 46.61.506

state toxicologist approval of persons administering the test 46.61.506

state toxicologist to approve methods and examination of individual's qualification to administer tests 46.61.506

summary of implied consent law furnished at time of application for driver's license 46.20.092

suspension of license, failure to take blood or breath test 46.20.308

suspension or revocation of license 46.61.515

who may administer test 46.61.506

Intoxicants, operating motor vehicles under influence of, or drugs 9.91.020, 46.61.515

Jurisdiction, law generally 46.08.190

Joy riding, taking without permission, penalty 9.54.020

Lamps and illuminating devices, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Equipment requirements

Larceny, See LARCENY, subtitle Motor vehicles

Law, generally

application to bicycle riders, animal riders or drivers, etc. 46.61.025

director of motor vehicles, powers 46.01.130

exemptions from vehicle operations, provisions 46.61.030, 46.61.035

jurisdiction 46.08.190

liability

acts or omissions under chapter 46.12 RCW, state or director of licenses not liable for 46.12.200

legal owner not liable for acts of registered owner 46.12.190

nonresident owners and operators, application to 46.08.070

precedence over local law 46.08.020

preemption of field by state 46.08.010

rules and regulations 46.01.110

uniformity of application 46.08.020, 46.08.030

Lease or rental agreements

conversion, destruction, sale, etc., of property subject to, penalty 9.45.060, 9.45.062

failure to return property, penalty 9.45.060, 9.45.062

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Lease or rental agreements—Cont.

presumption on failure to return vehicle 9.54.140

Licenses

amateur radio operator's vehicles, for duty to notify director upon expiration of federal license 46.16.350

licensee's services to be utilized 46.16.340

removal of plates upon transfer 46.16.330

special plates, fee 46.16.320

antique vehicles 46.16.310

application to vehicles manufactured after 1931, presently licensed 46.16.311

special license plates 46.16.310

application for original vehicle license contents 46.16.040

recheck of 46.16.210

transmittal of with fees to director 46.16.200

camper units, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Camper units

carrying passengers for hire without license unlawful 46.16.180

certificate of license registration, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Certificate of license registration

certificate of ownership (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Certificate of ownership)

prerequisite to issuance of 46.12.020

cook or bunk house trailers used for animal herding, as exempt 46.16.010

dealer's licenses, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Dealer's licenses
decals, monthly license for transportation of logs, decals used 46.16.137

disabled person, special decals for 46.16.380

drivers' training schools Ch. 46.82

expiration 46.16.220

farm equipment, as exempt 46.16.010

farm vehicles

application for exemption identification 46.16.025

defined 46.04.181

exemption, limitations 46.16.010

fee 46.16.025

identification device for exempt farm vehicles 46.16.025

fees, generally 46.16.060

auto stages

maximum gross weight fee 46.16.070

how computed 46.16.111

mileage fees, penalty 46.16.125

seating capacity 46.16.121

converter gears

optional methods of licensing 46.16.083

disposition of 46.68.030

for hire vehicles

maximum gross weight fees 46.16.070

how computed 46.16.111

mileage fees, penalty 46.16.125

seating capacity fee 46.16.121

fractional licensing year, reduction of fees 46.16.130

house moving dollies 46.16.060

license classification, fee upon change in 46.16.280

out-of-state commercial vehicles 46.16.160

plates

amateur radio operators' vehicles, for 46.16.320

dues or expenses upon loss or defacement of plates, fee 46.16.270

horseless carriages 46.16.310

representatives of foreign governments' vehicles 46.16.370

special permits for single movement 46.16.100

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Licenses—Cont.

fees, generally—Cont.

stages, for hire vehicles

maximum gross weight fee 46.16.070

mileage fees 46.16.125

seating capacity fees 46.16.121

temporary permits 46.16.047

trailers

converter gears used with optional methods of licensing 46.16.083

maximum gross weight fees on trailers, semitrailers and pole trailers farm trailers, excluding fish and forestry products 46.16.090

fixed load machines, fee in lieu 46.16.080

monthly license for transportation of logs 46.16.137

overloading licensed capacity, additional license fee 46.16.140

quarterly license 46.16.135

small trailers 46.16.065

trucks, truck tractors

converter gears used on two-axle tractor

optional methods of licensing 46.16.083

maximum gross weight fees on 46.16.070

farm trucks, excluding fish and forestry products 46.16.090

fixed load machines, fee in lieu 46.16.080

how computed 46.16.111

monthly license for transportation of logs 46.16.137

overloading licensed capacity, additional license fee 46.16.140

quarterly license 46.16.135

other than gasoline powered

maximum gross weight fees 46.16.070

how computed 46.16.111

tonnage fee separate on trailer and semitrailer, optional 46.16.115

fleet vehicles, proportional registration, fees 46.85.130

gross weight to be marked on vehicle 46.16.170

horseless carriages, (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Licenses, antique vehicles)

special plates for 46.16.310

bulk haulers' or scrap processors' licenses, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Bulk haulers' or scrap processors' licenses

license and plates required 46.16.010

license classification, procedure upon change in 46.16.280

minors

unlawful for minor under the age of eighteen years to be registered or legal owner of any motor vehicle 46.12.250

penalty 46.12.270

motor vehicle excise tax, payment at time of registration of vehicle 82.44.060

motor vehicle use fuel tax

lien for tax must be removed before transfer of vehicle 82.40.110

permit required before registration 82.40.090

nonresident as exempt 46.16.030

members of armed forces, temporary vehicle license 46.16.460-46.16.490

operators, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Drivers' licenses

out-of-state commercial vehicles and combinations 46.16.160
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MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Licenses—Cont.
overloading licensed capacity 46.16.140
penalties 46.16.145
personalized license plates, fees to aid and
support wildlife resources 77.12.175
plates
abbreviation of "Washington" on prohibited
46.16.235
amateur radio operators', for 46.16.320
amateur radio operators' vehicles, for 46-
16.330-46.16.350
attaching 46.16.240
campers 46.16.240
dealer's and manufacturer's license plates
46.70.061, 46.70.090, 46.70.150
duplicates upon loss or defacement of 46-
16.270
farm vehicles, exempt 46.16.025
firemen's private cars, for 46.37.186
identification card required 46.37.187
floaters
license plates under reciprocal or
proportional registration of vehicles
46.85.230
furnished 46.16.230
horseless carriages, for 46.16.310
loss or defacement of plates 46.16.270
manufacturer's plates 46.70.090
motor vehicle transporters, for Ch. 46.76
motor vehicle wreckers, for Ch. 46.80
personalized
application 46.16.565
application requirements 46.16.580
costs of program 46.16.605
defined 46.16.560
design 46.16.570
fees 46.16.355
disposition of 46.16.605
registration 46.16.585
transfer 46.16.590
used to support and aid wildlife res-
sources 77.12.175
issuance, registered owner only 46.16-
575
registered owner, issuance to 46.16.575
requirements of application 46.16.080
sale or release of vehicle ownership,
transfer or surrender of plates 46-
16.595
reflectorized plates, fee 46.16.237
representatives of foreign governments,
for vehicles of 46.16.370
special license plates, hulk haulers or
scrap processors 46.79.060
special reciprocity identification plates
46.85.270
within state because of defective equip-
ment 46.32.010
publicly owned or leased vehicles, as ex-
empt 46.16.020
quarterly fees 46.16.135
registration certificate, See MOTOR VEH-
ICLES, subtitle Certificate of license regis-
tration
refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010
renewals, early renewals, when permitted,
procedure 46.16.210
representatives of foreign governments
vehicles, for 46.16.370
rules and regulations 46.01.110
sale or transfer of vehicle, license certificate
and plates follow vehicle 46.16.290
salesmen's licenses, generally 46.70.082
"special highway construction equipment" as exempt 46.16.010
special license plates 46.16.320
special permits for single movement 46.16-
100
special mobile equipment, as exempt 46.16-
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Licenses—Cont.
spary or fertilizer application rigs exempt
46.16.010
stages, for-hire vehicles, sale or transfer of,
right to retain load license or seat license
46.16.280
staggered registration of 46.16.400-
46.16.440
state preempts field 46.08.010
suspension, revocation, driving with license
suspended or revoked because of finan-
cial responsibility law, minimum penalty
46.29.625
tabs
duplicates on loss or defacement of 46-
16.270
monthly license for transportation of logs,
tabs used 46.16.137
vehicle license plates, tabs for renewals
46.16.230
temporary motor vehicle license, nonresi-
 dent member of armed forces
authority to issue 46.16.460
display 46.16.470
exemption from certain taxes on vehicle
46.16.480
fee 46.16.460
proof 46.16.490
rules and regulations for administration
46.16.490
temporary permits
authorized 46.16.045
fee 46.16.045
form, contents, fee 46.16.047
issuance by dealers 46.16.045
time of issuance 46.16.220
tonnage fees, trailers and semitrailers, sepa-
rate fees, optional 46.16.115
tralers
maximum gross weight fees on trailers,
semitrailers and pole trailers
farm trailers, excluding fish and forestry
products 46.16.090
fish and forestry products exclude
from lower rate provision 46.16.090
fixed load machines, fee in lieu 46.16-
080
monthly license for transportation of logs
46.16.137
overloading license capacity, additional
license 46.16.140
quarterly license 46.16.135
sale or transfer of, right to retain load li-
 cense or seat license 46.16.280
small trailers 46.16.065
tonnage fees separately, optional 46.16-
115
transportation of logs, monthly license for
46.16.137
penalty for operating vehicle for other
purposes 46.16.138
trucks, truck tractors
maximum gross weight fees, house trailer,
horse trailer, boat trailer, exceptio
46.16.111
sale or transfer of, right to retain load li-
 cense or seat license 46.16.280
tonnage fees separately on trailers and
semitrailers 46.16.115
vehicle dealers, salesmen and manufactur-
ers, generally Ch. 46.70
vehicles over 30 years old, collectors item
46.16.430
veterans, motor vehicle license furnished
free to disabled veterans 73.04.110
windshield emblems, duplicates on loss or
defacement of 46.16.270
Lights, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle
Equipment requirements
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Limited access highways
backing prohibited 46.61.605
crossing barriers or divided roadway lines
46.61.150
entrances and exits to be used 46.61.155
lanes, rules for use 46.61.140
maximum speed limits 46.61.410-46.61.430
pedestrian restrictions 46.61.160
restrictions on use 46.61.160
slow moving traffic lanes 46.61.140
Littering highways 46.61.645-46.61.655
Load materials, permitting escape of 46.61.655
Logs, monthly license for transportation of
operating vehicle after expiration 46.16.137
operating vehicle for other purposes 46.16-
137
Lowering passenger vehicle below legal clear-
ance 46.61.680
Manufacturer's licenses
bond, surety, requirement 46.70.075
 denial, cancellation, or suspension of li-
cense, deficiency in surety bond, for 46-
70.075
penalties, surety bond requirements, viola-
tion, of 46.70.075
plates, display, limitation on use 46.70.090
violations, bonding requirements 46.70.075
Milk and milk products
vehicle hauling, requisites for 15.36.280, 15-
36.440
vehicles having to be marked, covered 15-
32.270
Minors, certificates of ownership and license
registration
ownership of motor vehicle by minor under
the age of 18
penalty 46.12.270
unlawful, exception 46.12.250
Minors' license stamped "minor" 46.20.102
Mobile homes, commercial coaches and recrea-
tion vehicles, safety requirements for sale
and manufacture (See also MOBILE
HOMES, COMMERCIAL COACHES
AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLES—
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS)
approval, insinia of, display, when 43.22-
100
compliance
effect of on city and county ordinances
43.22.410
exceptions 43.22.350, 43.22.370, 43.22.400
insignia, fee schedule, exceptions 43.22-
350, 43.22.390
regulations concerning 43.22.340
required 43.22.340
rules and regulations 43.22.340
fees 43.22.350
foreign standards, reciprocity 43.22.400
out-of-state sales and use, exemptions
43.22.350, 43.22.390
plans and specifications, submission, ap-
proval 43.22.360
prior sales and manufactured trailers, exclu-
sion 43.22.370
reciprocity, foreign standards 43.22.400
rules and regulations, compliance required
43.22.340
standards for plumbing, frame design, heat-
ing and electrical equipment 43.22.340-
43.22.410
Mobile home and travel trailer dealers
dealer's, salesmen's, and manufacturer's li-
censes Ch. 46.70
defined, for purposes of unfair vehicle busi-
ness practices act 46.70.011
Motor homes, slow moving vehicles 46.61.427
Motor freight carriers, See TRANSPORTA-
tion COMPANIES, subtitle Motor
freight carriers
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Motor or motor block removed from vehicles. Failure to notify director of motor vehicles 46.12.090

Motor vehicle excise tax (See also TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes) accounting by department of motor vehicles 82.44.070

Motor vehicle fuel excise tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes

Motor vehicle fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State

Motor vehicle use fuel tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes

Motor vehicle tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes

Motorcycle, motor-driven cycles

Motorcycle, motor-driven cycles defined 46.04.340

Motorcycles—Cont. Motorcycles defined for purpose of—Cont. rental to person without, penalty 46.20-220

Motorcycle, ride endorsement required to drive—Cont. equipment requirements exemptions 46.61.613

foot pegs, passengers 46.61.610

handbars, height 46.61.611

helmets, goggles, face shield 46.37.530, 46.37.535

mirror 46.37.530

muffler, modification prohibited 46.37.390

passengers, foot pegs 46.61.610

foot pegs, passengers 46.61.610

handbars, height 46.61.611

helmets, goggles, face shields 46.37.530, 46.37.535

identification or serial number buying, selling or possession of, with defaced or altered number 46.54-030

defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 46.54-030

license plates, duplicate upon loss or defacement of 46.16.270

mirrors 46.37.530

mufflers, modification prohibited 46.37.390

passengers foot pegs 46.61.610

renewal fee 46.61.610

rental equipment 46.37.535

license 46.20.220

riding on street required 46.61.610

serial number or identification buying, selling or possession of with defaced or altered number 46.54-030

defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 46.54-030

speed restrictions 46.61.460

Motorcycles, motor-driven cycles brake requirements 46.37.340, 46.37.370

dealer's license Ch. 46.70

lighting and other equipment for, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Equipment requirements

Motor—driven cycles equipment 46.37.530

identification or serial number buying, selling or possession of, with defaced or altered number 46.54-030

defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 46.54-030

Motor vehicle wreckers actions against, limitation on recovery 46.80.070

administrative procedure act to apply 46.80.110

defined 46.80.010

established place of business defined 46.80.010

enclosed 46.80.130

keeping vehicles or parts in other than unlawful 46.80.130

inspections of records and premises 46.80.150

license application for 46.80.030

bond requirements for 46.80.070

cancellation of bond as grounds for canceling or suspending license 46.80.100

fees

fee for late renewal 46.80.050

original 46.80.040

renewal fee 46.80.050

plates required, fees 46.80.060

refunds of fees erroneously paid 46.68.010

refusal, suspension or revocation of bond cancellation as ground for 46.80.100

ground for, generally 46.80.110

renewal, fee 46.80.050

required 46.80.020

surrendered, when 46.80.050

records to be kept by 46.80.050

inspection of, certificate of inspection 46.80.150

reports to be made by 46.80.090

rules and regulations relating to 46.80.140

municipalities to conform with 46.80.160

suspension, revocation or refusal to renew, review 46.80.110

wall, fence or hedge enclosure required, specifications 46.80.130

Motorcycles

brake requirements 46.37.340, 46.37.370

defined 46.04.330

driver's license for operation of examination by 46.20.110

fee 46.20.505

MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.

Nonresident members of armed forces, temporary vehicle licenses 46.16.460-46.16.490

Obedience to and effect of traffic laws on parts of roadways, 46.54.035, 46.37.540, 46.37.590

Owners' licenses, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Drivers' licenses

Out of state transfers, dealer's duty 46.37.540, 46.37.590

Operators' licenses, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Drivers' licenses

Overtaking and passing
approaching another vehicle from opposite direction 46.61.105

approaching bridge, intersection, railroad crossing 46.61.125

cross-walks, vehicles stopped at to be passed from rear 46.61.235

exceeding speed limit to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425

giving way by overtaken vehicle 46.61.110

left side of center-line, limitations on crossing to pass 46.61.120, 46.61.125

left side, passing on 46.61.110

no-parking zones 46.61.130

right side, when passing on permitted 46.61.115

roadways laned for traffic, passing on 46.61.140

school buses 46.61.370

speed, overtaken vehicle not to increase 46.61.110

trailers, vehicles drawing 46.61.145

trucks 46.61.145

Ownership certificate, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Certificate of ownership

Parking or standing
angle parking 46.61.575

brakes, setting 46.61.600

bridges or tunnels, removal of vehicle 46.61.565

dangerous places, signs prohibiting 46.61.575

disabled persons' parking privileges, decals 46.61.580

driveway entrances 46.61.570

fire hydrants, proximity of 46.61.570

leaving children unattended in vehicle 46.61.685
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Parking or standing—Cont.

locking vehicle 46.61.600
main-traveled part of highway 46.61.560
moving parked car, rule 46.61.300
parallel parking 46.61.575
prohibited places specified 46.61.570
railroad tracks 46.61.570
removal of vehicle parked on main-traveled part of highway 46.61.565
removing key 46.61.600
sidewalks 46.61.570
starting parked car, rules 46.61.300
turn signal not to be flashed on parked vehicle 46.61.305
turning needs to curb or side of highway 46.61.600
unattended vehicle, rules 46.61.600
watching or guarding parked vehicle, soliciting fee for prohibited 46.61.255

Pedestrians

blind pedestrians
liability of driver for 70.84.040
using guide dog 70.84.040
whistle 70.84.040

cross-walks
crossing at other than, pedestrian to yield 46.61.240
ing own way, care for own safety 46.61.235
crossing at other than cross-walks, duties and liabilities 46.61.240
defined for highway purposes 46.04.400, 47.04.010
drivers to use care as to 46.61.245

driveway, alley or building, emerging vehicle to yield 46.61.365
employment, soliciting by standing in roadway, prohibited 46.61.255

hitch-hiking 46.61.255

pedestrian-control signals 46.61.060

restrictions on use of controlled-access roadways 46.61.160

safety zones, driving through 46.61.260
sidewalks, pedestrians to use 46.61.250

soliciting rides 46.61.255
subject to traffic regulations 46.61.230
walking along roadway, facing traffic 46.61.250
watching or guarding of parked vehicles, soliciting prohibited 46.61.255

Permits

interstate commercial vehicles, less than year permit, application, fee, term 46.88.010
temporary instruction permit, drivers’ training school students to have 46.82.090
vehicle license, temporary permit in lieu of 46.16.045, 46.16.047
wrecked vehicles, permit to junk 46.12.230

Personized license plates
application 46.16.565
application requirements 46.16.580
costs of program 46.16.605
defined 46.16.560
design 46.16.570
fees 46.16.355
disposition of 46.16.605
registration and renewal 46.16.585
transfer 46.16.590

issuance, registered owner only 46.16.575
requirements for application 46.16.380
rules and regulations 46.16.600
sale or release of vehicle ownership, transfer or surrender of plates 46.16.595
transfer or surrender of plates upon sale or release of vehicle ownership 46.16.595

Plates (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Licenses)

Plates
attaching when only one plate 46.16.240
MOTOR VEHICLES

Reciprocal or proportional registration—Cont.
gross weight, increasing fee 46.85.147
individual operating records 46.85.190
jurisdiction, defined 46.85.020
owner, defined 46.85.020
preceding year, defined 46.85.020
properly registered, defined 46.85.020
reciprocity commission
compensation of members 46.85.030
created 46.85.030
expenses 46.85.030
general authority 46.85.030
membership 46.85.030
reimbursement of expenses
by director of department
46.85.260
for failure to return property, penalty 46.85.350
issuance of license, definition 46.85.100
issuance 46.85.100
motor vehicle fund, fees deposited in 46.85.290
rules and regulations of department 46.85.220

Reckless driving (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, public crimes relating to)
defined 46.61.500
embracing another while driving 46.61.665
exceeding speed limit evidence of 46.61.465
negligent driving includable in charge of 46.61.625
racing vehicles as 46.61.530
revocation of license 46.20.285
suspension of license 46.61.500

Records of juvenile traffic violations, furnishing to juvenile courts 46.20.293

Records relating to
convictions, records kept 46.52.100
destruction of
by county auditors 46.01.270
by director of department 46.01.260
juvenile traffic violations, furnishing to parents and guardians 46.20.293
negative file, photographs taken for drivers' licenses and identities 46.20.118
transactions, dealer record of 46.70.120

Recreational vehicles, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subittle Mobile homes, commercial coaches and recreational vehicles—safety requirements

Reflectors, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subittle Equipment requirements

Registration (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, subittle Reciprocal or proportional registration)
braking system disapproval, refusal or revocation of registration, grounds for 46.37.370
inspectors 46.12.280
certificate of license registration, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subittle Certificate of license registration
emergency vehicles 46.08.060
mobile homes 46.12.290
seat belts required on new vehicles before registration 46.37.510
use tax, payment at time of 82.12.045

Rental of
motorcycles
equipment requirements 46.37.390, 46.37.330, 46.37.305
license requirements 46.20.220
records required 46.20.220
unlawful rental 46.20.220

Rental of lease agreements
conversion, destruction, sale, etc., of property subject to, penalty 9.45.060
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Rules of the road—Cont.
bicycles and play vehicles—Cont.
seating person propelling to ride on 46.61.760
traffic laws applicable to 46.61.755
two abreast on roadways, not more than
blind pedestrians, using guide dog, standard of
care for drivers 70.84.040
blood tests for intoxication 46.20.308
bicycles 46.61.780
coasting prohibited 46.61.630
breath test for intoxication 46.20.308, 46.61.506
bridge,
removal of standing vehicle 46.61.565
speed restrictions 46.61.450
toll facilities violations 46.61.690
campers, slow moving 46.61.427
center line,
left side of, limitations 46.61.120, 46.61.125
limitations on crossing to pass 46.61.120, 46.61.125
children or wards
leaving unattended in vehicle 46.61.685
parent or guardian not to authorize or permit violations by child or ward 46.61.700
coasters, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle
Rules of the road, bicycles and play vehicles
coasting prohibited 46.61.630
crimes
drugs, driving under influence of 46.61.515
embracing another while driving 46.61.665
general penalty for failure to obey traffic laws 46.61.010
intoxicating liquor, driving under influence of 46.61.515
litter-bugging 46.61.645
negligent driving 46.61.525
negligent homicide by motor vehicle 46.61.520
reckless driving 46.61.500
cross-walks
parking in prohibited 46.61.570
playgrounds, speed limits 46.61.440
school, speed limits 46.61.440
vehicles stopped at, not to be passed from rear 46.61.235
curves, reduction of speed 46.61.400
debris, littering highways 46.61.645, 46.61.655
penalty 46.61.645, 46.61.655
disabled vehicle
stopping on highway prohibition inapplicable 46.61.560
turn signal not to be flashed 46.61.305
doors, opening and closing rules 46.61.620
driving on right side of roadway, exceptions 46.61.100
drugs, driving under influence of
appeal from conviction 46.61.515
negligent homicide by motor vehicle 46.61.520
penalty assessments, disposition of 46.61.515
punishment 46.61.515
suspension or revocation of license 46.61.515
unlawful 46.61.510
embracing another while driving 46.61.665
emergency vehicles
audible signals, when necessary 46.61.035
exemptions from traffic laws 46.61.035
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Rules of the road—Cont.
emergency vehicles—Cont.
oporation of vehicles on approach of 46.61.210
permissible actions 46.61.035
standard of care 46.61.035
yielding, 46.61.210
emerging from alley, driveway, etc., across sidewalk area 46.61.365
evidence intoxication, chemical analysis test, implied consent 46.20.308
tests 46.61.506
fire equipment and apparatus
fire hose, crossing 46.61.640
fire hydrants, parking in proximity of 46.61.570
following fire trucks 46.61.635
parking or stopping in proximity of 46.61.535
flagmen, compliance with 46.61.015
for-hire vehicles, stop at railroad crossings 46.61.300
front seat, passengers so numerous or seated as to obstruct driver's view or mechanism 46.61.615, 46.61.665
glass, throwing on highway 46.61.645
highway-railroad grade crossings, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle
Rules of the road, bridge crossings
hitch-hiking 46.61.255
interval between vehicles 46.61.145
intoxicating liquor, driving under influence of
appeal from conviction 46.61.515
blood or breath tests 46.61.506, 46.20.308
breath tests 46.20.308
evidence of, presumptions 46.61.506
evidence taken by chemical analysis of blood, breath, presumptions 46.61.506
implied consent 46.20.308
negligent homicide by motor vehicle 46.61.520
nonresident, application to 46.61.506
other evidence not precluded 46.61.506
penalty assessments, disposition of 46.61.518
presumptions as to alcoholic content of blood or breath, etc. 46.61.506
procedures for suspension or revocation of license 46.61.515
punishment 46.61.515
qualifications of person administering the test 46.61.506
refusal to submit to breath test, penalty 46.20.308
to chemical analysis of blood, results in loss of license 46.61.506
right to have own test administered 46.61.506
right to results of test 46.61.506
state toxicologist approval of examiners 46.61.506
suspension or revocation of license 46.61.515
who may administer 46.61.506
left turns 46.61.290
limited access facilities, violations relating to 47.52.120
limited access highways
backing on prohibited 46.61.605
crossing barriers or divided roadway lines 46.61.150
entrances and exits to be used 46.61.155
lanes, rules for use 46.61.140
maximum speed limits 46.61.410–46.61.430
pedestrian restrictions 46.61.160
restrictions on use 46.61.160
slow moving traffic lanes 46.61.140
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Rules of the road—Cont.
littering highways 46.61.645–46.61.655
penalty 46.61.645–46.61.655
load materials, permitting escape of 46.61.655
lowering passenger vehicle below legal clearance 46.61.690
maximum speed limits 46.61.410, 46.61.430
motor homes, slow moving 46.61.427
motorcycles
brake requirements 46.37.340, 46.37.370
passengers, number, seating 46.61.610
riding on seat required 46.61.610
speed restrictions 46.61.460
negligent driving defined 46.61.525
punishment 46.61.525
negligent homicide by motor vehicle defined 46.61.520
punishment 46.61.520
obedience to, effect of traffic laws
animals, persons riding or driving, application of laws to 46.61.025
application of chapter 46.61.005
court, refusing to produce license or certificate to 46.61.020
display of license to officer 46.61.020
emergencies, emergency vehicles
audible signals, when necessary 46.61.035
exemptions from laws, conditions 46.61.035
examination of licenses, certificates and equipment by officer 46.61.020
flagmen, compliance with 46.61.015
information, refusal to give to officer 46.61.020
licenses and certificates, display to officer 46.61.020
obedience to traffic laws required, penalty 46.61.010
police officers, compliance with 46.61.015, 46.61.020
refusal to give information to or cooperate with peace officer 46.61.020
work on highways, persons and equipment engaged in, application of laws to 46.61.030
obstructing driver's view or mechanism 46.61.615, 46.61.665
ocean beaches, traffic control, regulations 43.51.680
outside vehicle, carrying persons or animals on 46.61.665
overtaking and passing
approaching another vehicle from opposite direction 46.61.105
approaching bridge, intersection, railroad crossing 46.61.125
cross-walks, vehicles stopped at not to be passed from rear 46.61.235
exceeding speed limits to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425
giving way by overtaken vehicle 46.61.110
left side of center line, limitations on crossing to pass 46.61.120, 46.61.125
left side, passing on 46.61.110
no-passing zones 46.61.130
private carrier buses 46.61.375
right side, when passing on permitted 46.61.115
roadways designated for traffic, passing on 46.61.140
school buses 46.61.370
slow moving vehicles 46.61.427
speed, overtaken vehicle not to increase speed 46.61.110
trailers, vehicles drawing 46.61.145
trucks 46.61.145
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Rules of the road—Cont.
parking or standing
angle parking 46.61.575
brakes, setting 46.61.600
bridges or tunnels, removal of vehicle 46.61.565
dangerous places, signs prohibiting 46.61.575
disabled persons' parking privileges, decals 46.61.580
driveway entrances 46.61.570
fire hydrants, proximity of 46.61.570
leaving children unattended in vehicle 46.61.685
locking vehicle 46.61.600
main-traveled part of highway 46.61.560
moving parked car, rule 46.61.300
parallel parking 46.61.575
prohibited places specified 46.61.570
railroad tracks 46.61.570
removal of vehicle parked on main-traveled part of highway 46.61.565
removing key 46.61.600
sidewalks 46.61.570
starting parked car, rules 46.61.300
turn signal not to be flashed on parked vehicle 46.61.465
turning wheels to curb or side of highway 46.61.600
unattended vehicle, rules 46.61.600
watching or guarding parked vehicle, soliciting fee for prohibited 46.61.255
pedestrians
blind pedestrians, white cane law 70.84.040
cross-walks
crossing at other than, pedestrian to yield 46.61.240
right of way, care for own safety 46.61.235
crossing at other than cross-walks, duties and liabilities 46.61.240
drivers to use care as to 46.61.245
driveway, alley or building, emerging vehicle to yield to 46.61.365
employment, soliciting by standing in roadway, prohibited 46.61.255
hitch-hiking 46.61.235
pedestrian-control signals 46.61.060
restrictions on use of controlled-access roadways 46.61.160
safety zones, driving through 46.61.260
sidewalks, pedestrians to use 46.61.250
soliciting fee for prohibited 46.61.255
subject to traffic regulations 46.61.230
using guide dog, standard of care for drivers 70.84.040
walking along roadway, facing traffic 46.61.250
walking or guarding of parked vehicles, soliciting prohibited 46.61.255
white cane law 70.84.040
playground crosswalks, speed limits 46.61.440
presumptions
chemical analysis tests of alcoholic content of blood, breath, etc. 46.61.506
traffic signs and devices, validity 46.61.050
private carrier buses, stopping at 46.61.350
pull off roadway, when required 46.61.427
racing vehicles on highways, reckless driving 46.61.530
road railroad crossings
dangerous crossings, stop mandatory 46.61.345
driving to left of center-line when approaching prohibited 46.61.125
explosives trucks, stopping at 46.61.350
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Rules of the road—Cont.
railroad crossings—Cont.
flashing signal section not applicable to for-hire vehicles, stopping at 46.61.350
heavy equipment, rules for stopping and moving across 46.61.355
inflammable material truck, stopping at 46.61.350
interference with signs or signals 46.61.080
parking or stopping on tracks or near crossing 46.61.570
private carrier buses, stopping at 46.61.350
school buses, stopping at 46.61.350
shifting gears on special vehicles after stopping and starting 46.61.350
speed restrictions 46.61.400
stop required when signal given or train approaching 46.61.340
reckless driving defined 46.61.500
embracing another while driving 46.61.665
exceeding speed limit evidence of 46.61.665
negligent driving includable in charge of 46.61.525
racing vehicles as 46.61.530
revocation of license 46.61.20285
suspension of license 46.61.500
recreational vehicles, slow moving 46.61.427
right of way
arterial highways, stopping on entering 46.61.195
cross-walks 46.61.235
emergency vehicles, giving way to, stopping 46.61.210
entering highway from private road or driveway 46.61.205
intersections, yield to vehicle on right 46.61.180
intersections with stop or yield signs 46.61.190
right of way rule at intersections 46.61.180
stop sign intersections, rules 46.61.190, 46.61.200
stop sign intersections other than arterial, designation 46.61.200
yield sign intersections, rules 46.61.190
yield to vehicle on right at intersections 46.61.190
yielding when turning left 46.61.185
right side of roadway
approaching another vehicle from opposite direction 46.61.105
divided roadways 46.61.150
driving on right side required, exceptions 46.61.100
driving slower than legal minimum speed or at a speed slower than necessary for safe operation 46.61.100
rotary traffic islands 46.61.135
right turns 46.61.290
roadway use
caravans, spacing vehicles 46.61.145
divided roadways, crossing barrier or line 46.61.150
following too close 46.61.145
funeral processions 46.61.145, 46.61.160
limited access roadways, restrictions on use of 46.61.160
one-way traffic roadways 46.61.135
restricted access, exceptions to be used 46.61.155
restrictions on use of controlled-access roadways 46.61.160
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Rules of the road—Cont.
roadway use—Cont.
roadway lane for traffic, rules for use 46.61.140
rotary traffic islands, passing to right of 46.61.135
slow moving traffic lanes 46.61.140
three lanes 46.61.140
school buses
design, markings, mode of operation 46.61.370, 46.61.380
overtaking and meeting, duties of vehicle driver 46.61.370
railroad crossings, stopping at 46.61.350
regulation of design, markings, mode of operation 46.61.380
stopping when overtaking or meeting, exceptions 46.61.370
school cross-walks, speed restriction 46.61.440
school patrol
appointment, authority, finances, insurance 46.61.385
obedience of drivers to directions of 46.61.385
seashore conservation areas, traffic control, regulations 43.51.680
seat belts required before sale or registration of vehicle 46.37.510
sidewalks
parking or standing on 46.61.570
pedestrians to use 46.61.250
slow moving vehicles 46.61.427
speed restrictions
auto stages 46.61.405, 46.61.410
basic rule and maximum limits 46.61.400
bridges, speed restrictions 46.61.450
city and town streets 46.61.400
city or town ordinance fixed speeds in conflict with state law, procedure 46.61.420
county roads 46.61.400
crosswalks, school or playgrounds, maximum limits 46.61.440
cycles, speed restriction 46.61.460
decreases of maximum limits 46.61.405
due care required, compliance with restrictions not to relieve driver of duty 46.61.445
exceeding speed limit to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425
hazardous conditions 46.61.400
increases in maximum limits 46.61.410
limited access highways, maximum limits 46.61.410, 46.61.430
maximum limits 46.61.400
alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
exceeding to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425
minimum limits 46.61.425
motor driven cycles 46.61.460
overtaking and passing, overtaken vehicle not to increase speed 46.61.110
playground crosswalks, maximum limits 46.61.440
railroad crossings 46.61.400
reckless driving, exceeding speed limit evidence of 46.61.465
school crosswalks, maximum limits 46.61.440
stop signs at intersections with increased speed highway, local authorities to provide 46.61.435
trailers, maximum speed 46.61.410
trucks, maximum speed 46.61.410
tunnels, speed restrictions 46.61.450
underpasses, speed restrictions 46.61.450
vehicles with solid or hollow cushion tires 46.61.455
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Size, weight and load limits—Cont.

length, maximum—Cont.
special permit for oversize movement 46.44.090
discretionary, conditional 46.44.093
display 46.44.097
fee 46.44.094, 46.44.096
misrepresentation and violation, penalties 46.44.097
liability for damages for unlawful size, weight and load 46.44.110
lightening load as penalty 46.44.100
local regulations on 46.44.080
special permits for oversize or overweight movements 46.44.038
annual additional tonnage permits 46.44.095
farm implements 46.44.0941, 46.44.140
fees 46.44.094, 46.44.0941, 46.44.095
special permits for oversize or overweight vehicles on interstate system and state highways 46.44.098, 46.44.099

Slow moving vehicle emblem 46.37.050

Size, weight and load limits—Cont.

towing flag required, when 46.44.070
weight 46.44.070

axle factor 46.44.040
disposition of fines 46.44.045
excess weight, when officers may errmit vehicles to proceed without penalty 46.44.046
logging trucks 46.44.047
lightening load as penalty 46.44.100
penalty for violations 46.44.045
special permit for oversize movement 46.44.090
discretionary, conditional 46.44.093
display 46.44.097
fees 46.44.094, 46.44.096
additional gross load fee 46.44.095
gross weight limit 46.44.091
misrepresentations and violations, penalties 46.44.097
tire factor 46.44.042
wheelbase factor 46.44.044
weight on highways, effect of, studies and tests authorized 46.44.049
wheelbase, minimum length set 46.44.050
width, outside width limit 46.44.010
passenger cars, outside load limit 46.44.060
special permit for oversize movement 46.44.090
discretionary, conditional 46.44.093
display 46.44.097
fee 46.44.094, 46.44.096
misrepresentation and violation, penalties 46.44.097
overall width limit 46.44.092

Slow moving vehicle emblem 46.37.160
Smoke and air contaminants, standards, definitions 46.37.390

Snowmobiles accident reports 46.10.140
administration of chapter, exceptions 46.10.210
crossing public highways lawful 46.10.100
definitions 46.10.010
enforcement 46.10.200
local authorities may provide for safety and convenience 46.10.185
operating upon public highway lawful 46.10.110
operators, restrictions on age of 46.10.120
penalties 46.41.190
general 46.10.130, 46.10.190

Snowmobiles—Cont.

registration 46.10.040
application 46.10.040
certificate of registration 46.10.060
date tags 46.10.060
dealer's registration 46.10.050
decals 46.10.040
excepted snowmobiles 46.10.030
fees 46.10.040, 46.10.050
distribution 46.10.080
number as permanent 46.10.060
displaying and affixing 46.10.070
required 46.10.040
nonresident permit 46.10.040
operation without prohibited 46.10.020
plates, dealer's number 46.10.050
renewal 46.10.040
time limitation registration, dealers 46.10.050
regulation by political subdivisions, state agencies 46.10.180
snowmobile act 46.10.910
taxes, snowmobile fuel excise determination of, cost offset 46.10.170
position of refunds from motor vehicle fund 46.10.150
nonrefundable 46.10.160
violations, operating generally 46.10.090, 46.10.130
penalties 46.10.090, 46.10.130, 46.10.190
without registration 46.10.020
Solicitation of cancellation or cancellation of traffic citation, enforcement 46.64.010
Special mobile equipment, exempt from licensing requirement 46.16.010
Speed regulations alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
beaches 43.51.680
cities and towns alteration by local authorities 46.61.415
determination of, cost offset 46.10.170
maximun, exceeding to pass slower moving vehicles 46.61.425
minimum may be set by local authorities 46.61.425
county roads, maximums 46.61.400, 46.61.440
cruises, reduction of speed 46.61.400
hazardous conditions, lower speed required 46.61.400
highways, increased to seventy by highway commission 46.61.610
impeding traffic by slow speed, violation 46.61.425
increase of local authorities, power 46.61.415
power of highway commission 46.61.410
intersections, reduction of speed 46.61.400
limited access highways, increase to seventy by highway commission 46.61.410
maximum speeds, exceeding to pass slower moving vehicle 46.61.425
maximums specified 46.61.400
minimum speeds highway commission may set 46.61.425
local authorities may set 46.61.425
rules for operation 46.61.425
slow moving vehicles 46.61.427
multiple lane highways, increase to seventy, by highway commission 46.61.410
pedestrian traffic, reduction of speed 46.61.400
playground crosswalks 46.61.440
roadcrossings, reduction of speed 46.61.400
reasonable and prudent rule 46.61.400
reduction of speeds hazardous conditions 46.61.400
local authorities may require 46.61.415

Stop sign, failure to stop at 46.37.180

Stopping bridges or tunnels, removal of vehicle 46.61.565
disabled vehicle, stopping on highway prohibitive inapplicable 46.61.560
driveway entrances 46.61.570
fire hydrants, proximity of 46.61.570
hand or arm signals 46.61.310, 46.61.315
main-traveled portion of highway removal, charges 46.61.565
prohibited places specified 46.61.570
railroad tracks 46.61.570
removal of vehicle stopped and standing on highway 46.61.565
sidewalks 46.61.570
signals required 46.61.305, 46.61.310, 46.61.315
Stopping vehicle to inspect driver's license or inspect vehicle condition 46.64.060, 46.64.070

Stops, special
approaching railroad crossing where signal or visibility indicates approaching train 46.61.340
dangerous railroad crossings 46.61.345
emerging from alley, driveway or building 46.61.350
explosives trucks, railroad crossings 46.61.350
for-hire vehicles, railroad crossings 46.61.350
heavy equipment, railroad crossings 46.61.355
inflammable material trucks, railroad crossings 46.61.350
school buses overtaking and passing 46.61.370
school crossings 46.61.350
school patrol signals 46.61.385
stop signs, stopping at crosswalk or stop line 46.61.360
yield signs, stopping required at, when 46.61.360
Suspension or revocation of driver's license driving while under influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs 46.61.515
operation of vehicle following, prohibited 46.20.342, 46.20.420
procedure for Ch. 46.20
reckless driving 46.61.500
Suspension, cancellation or denial of manufacturer's licenses deficiency in surety bond as grounds for 46.70.075
grounds, generally 46.70.101
MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont. Suspension, cancellation or denial of manufacturer's licenses—Cont. suspension as part of penalty 46.70.150 Suspension, revocation or denial of dealer's, salesmen's or manufacturer's licenses, requirements, generally 46.70.101 Tail lamps, equipment requirement 46.37.050 Tampering with lights or signals, penalty 88.08.020 Taxicabs, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle For-hire vehicles Television screen, operating vehicle with when in sight of driver 46.37.480 Temporary license plates, nonresident member of armed forces 46.16.460-46.16.490 Tires operating vehicle having protruberances on other than of rubber 46.37.420 with metal studs imbedded therein 46.37.420 operating without pneumatic rubber tires 46.37.420 pneumatic car tires, standards authority of state commission 46.37.425 exception for off-highway use 46.37.423 generally 46.37.423 penalties 46.37.423, 46.37.425 regrooved tires, standards, exception 46.37.424 rules and regulations 46.37.425 Title certificate, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Certificate of ownership Toll facilities, violations 46.61.690 Tonnage, generally, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Licenses Tow truck operator's appointment by director for disposition of abandoned motor vehicles 46.52.108 compliance with rules and regulations 46.52.108 fixed fee in lieu of additional fees 46.16.079 liability for wrongful sale of abandoned motor vehicle hulk 46.52.108 transfer of abandoned motor vehicle for disposition 46.52.116 Tractors, farm tractors lighting and other equipment provisions under motor vehicle law, application to 46.37.010 slow moving vehicle emblem, required 46.37.010 vehicle driver's license not necessary for operation of 46.20.025 Tractors, slow moving vehicles 46.61.427 Traffic citation or copies thereof, disposing of, enforcement 46.64.010 Traffic safety education courses in schools audit of records and accounts of school districts by superintendent 46.08.020 definition 46.81.010 fees from students, disposition 46.81.070 fines, additional assessments to support 46.81.030 fines and bail forfeitures gross proceeds paid to city and county treasurers for transmittal to state treasurer 46.81.050 payment of assessments into traffic safety education account laboratory experience, defined 46.81.010 legislature, reports of audits by superintendent to 46.81.020 purpose 46.81.020 qualified teacher, defined 46.81.010 records of costs 46.81.070 reimbursement of districts 46.81.070 requirement for minor driver's license, exception 46.20.100 [RCW Index—p 614]
Two-way left turn lanes, authority to create, proper procedure

Unfair vehicle business practices
dealers', salesmen's and manufacturer's licenses
application for license confidentiality 46.70.042
contents 46.70.041
established place of business, required 46.70.041
form 46.70.031
renewal 46.70.083
restrictions on applicants 46.70.041
retention by department 46.70.042
application of chapter 46.70.260
assurance of compliance, acceptance, filing 46.70.230
attorney general, enforcement, limitations 46.70.220
acceptance of assurance of compliance, effect 46.70.230
bond, surety, requirement 46.70.070
for manufacturers 46.70.075
civil action for violations of unfair practices, limitations 46.70.190
limitation upon bringing suit under 46.70.220
continuation upon death or disability of license holder, time limit 46.70.180
cumulative nature of provisions 46.70.270
dealer violations, generally 46.70.140, 46.70.180
declaration of purpose of act 46.70.005
definitions 46.70.011
denial, revocation or suspension of license
deficiency in surety bond, for 46.70.070
grounds, generally 46.70.101
hearing, procedure 46.70.102, 46.70.111
notice 46.70.102
procedure 46.70.102, 46.70.111
subpoena powers, etc. 46.70.111
when civil action is pending, effect 46.70.270
election of remedies, civil 46.70.190
established place of business, defined 46.70.011
expiration of registration, application for renewal 46.70.083
Federal Automobile Dealer Franchise Act, claims under 46.70.190
fees
additional fees 46.70.061
disposition 46.70.061
license 46.70.061
transfer 46.70.061
finance and other charges, disclosure to buyer 46.70.130
hearings 46.70.102, 46.70.111
injunction 46.70.190
violation, penalty 46.70.240
investigation by director 46.70.111
jurisdiction 46.70.240, 46.70.250
liberal construction of act 46.70.900
licenses
application for 46.70.031, 46.70.041, 46.70.042
current service agreement with manufacturer or distributor, required, exception 46.70.041
expiration 46.70.083
fee 46.70.051
issuance 46.70.051, 46.70.082

Unfair vehicle business practices—Cont.
Unfair vehicle business practices—Cont.
dealers', salesmen's and manufacturer's licenses—Cont.
licenses—Cont.
multiple locations subagencies 46.70.081
posting of salesmen's license in conspicuous place 46.70.082
required 46.70.021
salesmen's licenses, generally 46.70.082, 46.70.083
termination of salesmen's licenses upon termination of employment, procedure 46.70.082
violation, operating without a license 46.70.021
limitation for filing action for civil suit 46.70.220
limitation of action for civil damages or injunction 46.70.220
location, notice requirements 46.70.081
notice of hearing on license action 46.70.102
penalties
certificate of license registration or motor number violations, "hot" vehicles 46.70.140
civil 46.70.190, 46.70.240
contempt 46.70.111
court orders, violation of 46.70.240
criminal 46.70.170
"hot" vehicles, unlawful motor number changes 46.70.140
nonrenewal or suspension of license for certain violations 46.70.200
revocation or suspension for civil violations 46.70.101
revocation or suspension when civil action pending 46.70.200
safety bond requirements, violation of by dealer 46.70.070
personal service of process outside of state 46.70.250
prosecuting attorneys, duties to enforce 46.70.220
renewal of licenses 46.70.083
restrictions on applicants 46.70.041
revocation of license, generally 46.70.101, 46.70.200
salesmen's licenses
certificate of dealer on moral character of salesmen 46.70.082
fee 46.70.061
issuance 46.70.082
posting in conspicuous place, required 46.70.082
termination upon termination of employment 46.70.082
service of process outside of state, personal service 46.70.250
suspension of license, generally 46.70.101, 46.70.200
termination of employment of salesmen, procedure 46.70.082
unfair practices, civil violations
attorney general, duties 46.70.220
damages 46.70.190
election to proceed under Federal Automobile Dealer Franchise Act 46.70.190
enumeration of unfair practices 46.70.180
injunctions 46.70.190
licenses, effect on filing, complaint for civil action 46.70.200
violation of unfair practices 46.70.101
violations deemed civil 46.70.270

Unlawful operation of vehicle, causing or permitting 46.61.675
Use fuel tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Motor vehicle use fuel tax
Use tax
application for registration and transfer of title, payment at time of valuation, penalty for violation 82.12.045
collection, county auditor's duties 82.12.045
collection fee of county auditor, deposit in county current expense fund 82.12.045
deposit of receipts in state general fund 82.12.045
director of motor vehicles, duties of county auditor may be performed by 82.12.045
motor vehicles, defined for purposes of 82.12.045
refunds 82.12.045
report of county auditor 82.12.045
rules and regulations of department of revenue 82.12.045
Vehicle dealers', salesmen's and manufacturer's licenses, sale of new or current model vehicle without new vehicle warranty and written service agreement, unlawful 46.70.101
Vehicle equipment safety compact 46.38.010—46.38.090
Vehicle safety standards 46.37.005
Venue of actions regarding unfair vehicle business practices—Cont.
appeals from final court order or action 46.65.110
complaint filed 46.65.040
construction 46.65.090
court orders
appeals from final 46.65.110
filing with department 46.65.060
revocation of operator's license 46.65.060
show cause order issued 46.65.050
service with transcript or abstract 46.65.050
habitual offender, defined 46.65.020
period during which license not to be issued 46.65.070
petition for restoration of operator's license after five years 46.65.100
after two years 46.65.080
reinstatement of driving privilege 46.65.080, 46.65.100
short title 46.65.910
state policy enunciated 46.65.010
transcripts or abstracts of conviction record as prima facie evidence 46.65.030
unlawful operation of motor vehicle by habitual offender 46.65.090
penalty 46.65.090
procedure to enforce 46.65.090

Washington habitual traffic offenders act
appeals from final court order or action 46.65.110
complaint filed 46.65.040
construction 46.65.090
court orders
appeals from final 46.65.110
filing with department 46.65.060
revocation of operator's license 46.65.060
show cause order issued 46.65.050
service with transcript or abstract 46.65.050
habitual offender, defined 46.65.020
period during which license not to be issued 46.65.070
petition for restoration of operator's license after five years 46.65.100
after two years 46.65.080
reinstatement of driving privilege 46.65.080, 46.65.100
short title 46.65.910
state policy enunciated 46.65.010
transcripts or abstracts of conviction record as prima facie evidence 46.65.030
unlawful operation of motor vehicle by habitual offender 46.65.090
penalty 46.65.090
procedure to enforce 46.65.090
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MOTOR VEHICLES—Cont.
Weighing commodities in highway transport Ch. 19.5
Weighing of vehicle, refusal 46.61.020
Weight-axle factor, excess gross unlawful, operation upon highways, penalty for violation, disposition of fines 46.44.045
Windshield requirements
safety glazing material for 46.37.430
tinted glass, prohibited, when 46.37.430
unobstructed 46.37.410
wipers 46.37.410
Wrecked vehicles, permit to junk 46.12.230
Wreckers (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Motor vehicle wreckers) fixed in lieu of additional fees 46.16.079
permit to junk vehicle 46.12.230
solid waste management, See SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Yield signs
erection by local authorities 46.61.195
right of way at yield sign intersection 46.61.190
stopping at required, when 46.61.360
MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF
Abandoned motor vehicles, rules and regulations concerning disposition 46.52.115
Administration of motor vehicle laws, charged with 46.01.030
Aircraft excise tax, collection, generally Ch. 82.44
Aircraft fuel excise tax, administration, procedures (See also TAXATION, subtitle Aircraft fuel excise tax)
generally Ch. 82.42
Assistants 46.01.130
Base licensing, when final examination not required 18.15.045
Branch offices 46.01.150
Business and professions administration, See BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS ADMINISTRATION
Checks and money orders for payment of licenses, certificates, taxes and fees 46.01.230
Civil service, continuation upon transfer of employees to department 46.01.200
County auditors as agents, appointment 46.01.130
Creation of department 46.01.020, 43.17.010
Debt adjusters, regulation of Ch. 18.28
Director
abandoned vehicles, promulgation of rules and regulations concerning disposition 46.52.115
aircraft excise tax (See also TAXATION, subtitle Aircraft fuel excise tax) generally Ch. 82.42
appointment 46.01.090, 43.17.020
appointment of deputy director to be supervisor of division of professional licensing 46.01.055
as chief executive officer 43.17.020
as successor in interest to director of licenses 43.24.022
delegation of authority to division of professional licensing 43.24.024
authority, generally 43.24.010
barbers, licensing, duties as to Ch. 18.15
camping clubs, duties concerning 19.105.020-19.105.140
certified copies of records authority to furnish 46.01.250
deposit of funds in motor vehicle fund 46.01.250
fee 46.01.250
restrictions 46.01.250
charitable solicitations, duties concerning Ch. 19.09
chief assistants 43.17.040
MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF—Cont.
Director—Cont.
collection agencies, licensing, duties as to Ch. 19.16
cosmetology, duties 18.18.020
destruction of records 46.01.260
drivers training school, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.82
for-hire vehicle certificates and operators' permits, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.72
franchise investment protection act, duties as to Ch. 19.100
interstate fleets, highway user tax structure for, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.85
marine recreation land act, duties under Ch. 43.99
Massachusetts trusts, power of director to prescribe rules and regulations as to 23.30
men's hairstylist's certificate 18.15.220
mobile homes, used, sales by real estate brokers and salesmen 18.85.410
motor vehicle accident reports available to courts 46.52.060
motor vehicle excise tax, duties concerning Ch. 82.44
motor vehicle fuel tax, duties concerning. See TAXATION, subtitle Motor vehicle fuel tax
motor vehicle law agents of 46.01.130, 46.01.140
amateur radio operators with special license plates, director to furnish lists of 46.16.340
annual report to governor 46.01.290
emergency vehicle operators, director to approve 46.08.060
financial responsibility act, director's powers and duties under Ch. 46.29
general powers 46.01.130
lighting and other vehicle equipment, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.37
vehicle and operator licensing, rules and regulations for 46.01.110
motor vehicle revenue, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.68
motor vehicle transporters' licenses, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.76
motor vehicle use fuel tax, administration by director 82.40.250
motor vehicle wreckers' licensing, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.80
oath 43.17.030
personalized license plates, regulations and duties 46.16.600
powers and duties, generally 43.17.030, 43.24.020
powers, duties, and functions as to licensing of businesses, professions and regulation of securities vested in 43.24.022
delegation of authority to division of professional licensing 43.24.024
qualifications 46.01.090
reimbursement commission, member of 46.85.030
refusal, revocation or suspension of licenses, director's duties, assistants may act 43.24.115
report to governor 46.01.290
state commission on equipment, member 46.37.005
traffic safety commission, membership on 43.59.030
vacancies 43.17.020, 43.17.040
MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF—Cont.
Director—Cont.
vehicle dealer's, salesman's and manufacturer's licenses, director's powers and duties relating to Ch. 46.70
veterinary regulation, duties as to 18.92.015
Division of professional licensing, powers and duties transferred to business and professional administration 46.01.050
Driver license compact, director of as licensing authority 46.21.020
Employment agencies, powers and duties relating to, See EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Forms for applications, licenses and certificates 46.01.160
Hearing aids, licenses, licenses 18.35.080, 18.35.100
Licenses
business and professions, minimums and maximums, policy determination 43.24.085
defined 43.24.030
examinations
conduct of 43.24.060
examining committees 43.24.060
filing of lists of candidates and questions and answers with director of motor vehicles 43.24.060
times and places 43.24.060
extension of renewal periods authorized, purpose, procedure 43.24.140
issuance of 43.24.080
refusal, revocation or suspension of, director's duties 43.24.115
revocation of, procedure 43.24.110
Long range plans, six year program, biennial budget, adoption, submittal 44.40.070, 44.40.080
Massachusetts trusts, power of director to prescribe rules and regulations as to 23.30
Money orders and checks for payment of licenses, certificates, taxes and fees 46.01.230
Motor vehicle excise tax, duties Ch. 82.44
Motor vehicle fuel tax duties, See TAXATION, subtitle Motor vehicle fuel tax
Motor vehicle fund moneys distributed to 46.68.090
Motor vehicle law
certified copies of departmental records relating to, department to furnish 46.01.250
departmental records relating to, destruction of 46.01.260
to recommend improvement in 46.01.030
Motor vehicle use fuel tax, enforcement duties 82.40.250
Oaths and acknowledgments 46.01.180
Offices maintained at state capitol 43.17.010
Organization of department 46.01.100
Powers and duties
accident reporting 46.01.040
administration of motor vehicle laws 46.01.030, 46.01.040
certificates of ownership and registration 46.01.040
commercial drivers' training schools 46.01.040
dealers' licensing 46.01.040
driver's licensing 46.01.040
financial responsibility 46.01.040
generally 46.01.130
highway user tax structure 46.01.040
house trailer excise tax 46.01.040
motor vehicle excise taxes 46.01.040
motor vehicle fuel excise taxes 46.01.040
motor vehicle transporters 46.01.040
motor vehicle wreckers 46.01.040
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MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF

MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE

Erotic material, showing to minors, penalty

MULTIPLE LANE HIGHWAYS (See HIGHWAYS)

MULTIPLE PURPOSE COMMUNITY CENTERS (See also SPORTS STADIUMS)

MUFFLERS

MOTORCYCLE

Motor boats, See WATERCRAFT AND SHIPS

MOTOR VEHICLES, DEPARTMENT OF

Powers and duties—Cont. passenger vehicles for hire 46.01.040 registration and licensing of motor vehicles 46.01.040 Proprietary schools, regulation of Ch. 18.82 Purpose of creation of department 46.01.010 Records destruction of by county auditors, time 46.01.270 furnishing copies of, fees, restrictions, deposit of funds 46.01.250 Rules and regulations adoption and enforcement 46.01.110 charitable solicitations, contents, adoption by director, registration of organizations 19.09.070 continuation of rules and regulations of license department 46.01.120 of department 43.17.060 Seal 46.01.170 State lottery, office, administrative and legal services 67.67.020 State patrol, designation as agent to secure surrender of drivers' licenses 46.01.190 State patrol functions as agent of director of licenses transferred to department of motor vehicles 46.01.070 State patrol property, records, funds as to driver licensing and improvement transferred to department of motor vehicles 46.01.080 Transfer of employees of department of licenses and state patrol to department 46.01.200 Transfer of powers, duties and functions of department of licenses to department 46.01.020 46.01.040 Transfer of property, records, funds, appropriations, etc. of department of licenses to department 46.01.060 Vehicle dealer's, salesmen's and manufacturer's license applications, retention, confidentiality 46.70.042

MOTORCYCLE

 Crimes relating to, serial number or identification, defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 9.54.030 Defined 46.04.330

MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE

 Crimes relating to, serial number or identification, defacement or altering, buying, selling or possession of, penalty 9.54.030

MOVIES

Adults only label, procedure, requirement 9.68.060 Erotic material, showing to minors, penalty 9.68.050-9.68.080 Minors, erotic material, showing to minors, penalty 9.68.050-9.68.080

MOVING EXPENSES

State officers and employees 43.03.110, 43.03.120

MOVING WALKS (See ELEVATORS, ELEVATORS AND DUMBWAITERS)

MUFFLERS

Cut-out, bypass or similar device, use of 46.37.390 Motor boats, See WATERCRAFT AND SHIPS, subtile Motor boats Motor vehicles 46.04.340 equipment requirements 46.37.390

MULES AND ASSES (See also STALLIONS AND JACKS)

Running at large, impounding, sale, procedure Ch. 16.13, Ch. 16.16

MULTIPLE LANE HIGHWAYS (See HIGHWAYS)

MULTI-PURPOSE COMMUNITY CENTERS (See also SPORTS STADIUMS)

Acquisition, general powers 35.59.030 Appropriations 35.59.060 Authority, purposes for which authority granted may be exercised 35.59.020 Bonds general obligation bonds, authority and procedure 35.59.060 revenue bonds 35.59.070 Community center development, conveyance or lease of lands or facilities to other municipality for 35.59.040 Condemnation, power of 35.39.050 Construction, general powers 35.59.030 Contract, use or operation of facilities 35.59.080 Conveyance, lands or facilities to other municipality for community center development 35.59.040 Counties, authorized to establish community centers, requirements 35.59.090 Definitions 35.59.010 Eminent domain, power of 35.39.050 Expenditures of public money 35.59.060 Financing, participation in by other municipalities 35.59.040 Fiscal matter appropriations of public monies 35.59.060 expenditure of public monies 35.59.060 general obligation bonds, issuance of authorized 35.59.060 procedure 35.59.060 General powers 35.59.030 Income, from lease or contract for use or operation of facilities pledged for redemption of general obligation or revenue bonds 35.59.080 Indebtedness, participation in financing 35.59.040 Lease lands or facilities to other municipality for community center development 35.59.040 use or operation of facilities 35.59.080 Legislative finding, prerequisite 35.59.020 Operation, general powers 35.59.030 Operation of facilities, lease or contract for 35.59.080 Participation in financing 35.59.040 Powers and authority, additional and supplemental 35.59.110 Prior proceedings validated and ratified 35.59.100 Property conveyance of lands or facilities to other municipality for community center development 35.59.040 lands or facilities to other municipality for community center development 35.59.040 Purposes for which authority granted may be exercised 35.59.020 Validation, prior proceedings 35.59.100

MULTISTATE AGREEMENTS

Pest control agreements Ch. 17.34

MULTISTATE TAX COMPACT

Agreement provisions 82.56.010 Attorney general, nonvoting member to commission 82.56.010

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS

MUNICIPAL TAX COMPACT—Cont. Commission attorney general nonvoting member 82.56.010 director of department of revenue, member 82.56.010, 82.56.020 selection of alternate for 82.56.030 Compact, provisions 82.56.010 Director of department of revenue consult with representatives of political subdivisions 82.56.040 member 82.56.010, 82.56.020 Effect of compact on other laws and regulations of state 82.56.010 Financing by member states, appropriations 82.56.010 Interstate audit provisions compact provision 82.56.010 in force 82.56.010 Rules and regulations of commission 82.56.010

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS (See also CITIES, AND TOWNS; COUNTIES; DISTRICTS; STATE AUDITOR, subtile Municipal corporations division; STATE AUDITOR, subtile Particular district)

Accounting, See STATE AUDITOR, subtile Municipal corporations accounting Acquisition of transportation systems, private pension plans, continuance 54.04.160 Actions against 4.08.120 Actions by in corporate name 4.08.110 Adjoining state, eminent domain for watershed 8.28.050 Advancement of travel and other expenses advancement constitutes a prior lien against and a right to employees funds 42.24.140 authorized 42.24.120 interest collectible for unrepaid or unaccounted for sums 42.24.150 misappropriation of public funds 42.24.160 no advancement when delinquent in accounting 42.24.140 revolving fund 42.24.130 submission of itemized travel expense voucher, return of unexpended sums 42.24.150 Air pollution control authorities, status as 35.59.030 Authority, purposes for which authority granted may be exercised 35.59.040 Bond issues declaration of bond issues 7.25.010 general obligation bonds bidding procedure 39.44.030 denominations 39.44.011 deposits by bidders 39.44.030 interest payment of 39.44.010 rates 39.44.030 notices of sale calling for bids 39.44.030 state finance committee to be notified 39.44.030 serial in form and maturity 39.44.010 tax levy to meet payments and interest 39.44.020 lost or destroyed bond or warrant, procedure 39.72.010, 39.72.020 mutual savings banks authorized to invest in 32.20.070 refunding bond act Ch. 39.53 refunding bonds, bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64 sale of to United States at private sale amortization 39.48.020 chapter optional 39.48.040

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS—Cont.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS—Cont.
Bond issues—Cont.
United States, sale of bonds to at private
sale Ch. 39.90
validation of prior issues Ch. 39.90
Bonds, official, See BONDS, subittle Official
Buildings or equipment in or adjacent to fire
protection districts, contracts for fire
protection services 52.36.020.
Business and occupation tax, taxable person
82.04.030
Certrifugal proceedings, service of writ on
7.16.100
Charitable solicitations, regulation of 19.09.
330
Charters, who may frame Const.
Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS
Claims against for contractual purposes
auditing and payment 42.24.080
authentication and certification 42.24.080
forms 42.24.080
penalty for approving, paying false claim
42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100
Claims against for tortious conduct
authorized 4.96.010
filing 4.96.020
presentment 4.96.020
time limit 4.96.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Competitive bidding requirements, viola­
tion by municipal officers, penalties 39.
.30.020
highway commission may contract with
municipal corporation without advertising,
bid or performance bond 47.01.210
indebtedness limitations, contracts made in
violation of void 39.36.040
officers, interest in Ch. 42.23
Contracts
Contractors' registration, exemption from 18.
27.090
Contracts
Comprehensive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
.63A.110
Confession of judgment by, who may confess
for 4.60.020
Consolidated port districts as
Community municipal corporations, See CIT­
IES AND TOWNS, subtitle Community
municipal corporations
Consentive plans, referral to state planning
and community affairs agency 43.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS—Cont.

Sale of unneeded toll facility property to authorized, execution and delivery of deed 47.56.252

School districts. See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Seals of Const. Art. 27 § 9

Service of process on by publication, when 4.28.100

Special act to create or amend charter, prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 28

State auditor's division of municipal corporations. See STATE AUDITOR, subtitle Municipal corporations division

Streets, power to extend over tidelands Const. Art. 15 § 3

Taxation

assessment and levy, power of Const. Art. 7 § 9

exemption of municipal property from taxation Const. 7 § 1 (Amend. 14)
imposition for local purposes prohibited to legislature Const. Art. 11 § 12

local power to assess and levy, where Const. Art. 11 § 12

Tazing district relief act Ch. 39.64

Term of officers not to be extended Const. Art. 11 § 8

Transfer of property or contracts for use for park and recreational purposes 39.33.060

Use of public money by official a felony Const. Art. 11 § 14

Vehicles, name to appear on 46.08.065

Warrants

interest rate 39.56.020

rate fixed by issuing officer 39.56.030

Warrants or bonds, lost or destroyed, procedure 39.72.010, 39.72.020

Waste disposal permits, authority to issue 39.48.030

Waste treatment plant operators, certification. See WASTE TREATMENT PLANT OPERATORS

Water districts

declaration 57.04.060

purchase of water from 57.08.010

MUNICIPAL COURTS (See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Municipal courts; JUSTICE AND INFERIOR COURTS ACT OF 1961)

MUNICIPAL REVENUE BOND ACT (See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Fiscal matters)

MUNICIPAL UTILITIES (See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Public utilities)

MUNICIPALITIES (See CITIES AND TOWNS)

MURDER—Cont.

Jurat, challenge to due to scruples against death penalty 10.49.050

Jury trial, waiver of, exception as to murder 10.49.010

No limitation of action for 10.01.020

Premeditation, first degree 9.48.030

Second degree

defined, elements 9.48.040

dueling, killing in course of 9.48.050

killing in course of a felony 9.48.040

Slayer, rights of inheritance 11.84.020

MUSEUMS (See also HISTORICAL SOCIETIES)

Capitol historical museum Ch. 27.36

Cites and towns

acquisition and control 35.21.020

first class cities

acquisition and use 35.22.290

leasing of land for 35.22.300

Indian graves and records, removal to museum, permission required 27.44.020

Malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.010

State museum

board of regents of University of Washington to manage 27.40.040

control and management 27.40.040

donations and gifts to 27.40.030

duty of state officials to send materials to 27.40.020

University of Washington museum designated as 27.40.010

MUSHROOMS

Services regarding unemployment compensation 50.04.250

MUSIC

Copyright, See COPYRIGHT

Taverns, permits for 66.28.080

MUSIC FESTIVALS (See OUTDOOR MUSIC FESTIVALS)

MUTUAL AND MISCELLANEOUS CORPORATIONS (See CORPORATIONS, subtitle Miscellaneous and Mutual corporations)

MUTUAL INSURERS (See INSURANCE, subtitle Mutual insurers)

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS

Accounting

refusal to submit accounts to inspection, grounds for supervisor to take possession of bank 32.24.040

regulations 32.12.050

Advertising, misleading as to surplus or guaranty fund 32.12.080

Agricultural commodity commission authority to invest funds in savings and time deposits of 30.04.370

Appraisal of real property 32.12.050

Articles of incorporation, amendments, extension of time of existence 30.08.080

Assessments, capital notes or debentures not subject to 30.36.050

Assets

federal deposit insurance corporation, liquidation, control 32.24.100

transfer of assets while insolvent void, penalty 32.24.080

Assignment for benefit of creditors prohibited if due to insolvency 32.24.070

Authorization certificate 32.08.070

B & O tax deductions 82.04.430

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont.

Bills and notes, powers to collect and protest 32.08.140

Bonds of officers and employees 32.16.120

Borrowing

powers as to 32.08.140

restrictions upon 32.08.140

Branches, conditions for establishing 32.04.030

Business and occupation tax exemption 82.04.460

Bylaws, provision for retirement of trustees 32.16.012

Capital notes or debentures

assessments, not subject to 30.36.050

definitions 30.36.010

impairment of capital stock correction before payment or retirement 30.36.040

effect as 30.36.030

issuance and sale 30.36.020

liability of holders, limitations upon 30.36.050

subordinate to rights of depositors and creditors 30.36.051

Capital stock, capital notes or debentures, issuance of as impairing 30.36.030

Certificates of deposit, not to issue, exception 32.08.150

Certificates of deposits, payment on 32.12.020

Certificates of forfeiture, filing and recording of 30.08.070

Change of place of business, procedure 32.04.040

Consolidation 32.24.030

Conversion

building and loan association to mutual savings bank Ch. 33.44

savings and loan association to mutual savings bank Ch. 33.44

director may serve as trustee 32.16.130

to guaranty stock savings and loan associations 33.48.100

Creditors, transfers by insolvent bank void as to penalty 32.24.080

Crimes relating to evidence, concealing or destroying, penalty 32.04.110

falsification of books or securities, penalty 32.04.100, 32.04.120

general penalty 32.04.130

insolvent bank receiving deposit, penalty 32.04.120

license, doing business without, penalty 32.04.120

prospectus, falsity in, penalty 32.04.120

Crop credit association note trustee, may act as 31.16.250

Death of depositor

foreign executor or administrator, payment of balance to, notice, procedure 32.12.110

payment of account to widow, next of kin 32.12.010

payment of balance to foreign executor or administrator, notice, procedure 32.12.110

Debentures, See MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle Capital notes or debentures

Debits

bad, charging off 32.12.060

how carried on books 32.12.050

Definitions 32.04.020

Deposits

adverse claims to must be accompanied by court order or surety bond, exception 30.20.090

adverse claims to deposits must be accompanied by order, injunction or other process, procedure 32.12.120

amount, limitations 32.12.010
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MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont. Deposits—Cont.

conditions precedent to acceptance of 32.08.090 drafts for withdrawal, depositor's instructions 32.12.025 joint deposits with right of survivorship effect 32.20.015, 32.12.030 payment to either or survivor 32.20.015, 32.12.030 limitations 32.12.010 minors, payment to 32.12.030 payment to foreign administrator or executor authorized 32.10.100 director may serve as trustee 32.16.130 form of notice 32.20.100 inheritance taxes, consent of department of revenue as to payment 32.20.100 notice required 32.20.100 time lapse 32.20.100 payment to widow, next of kin, or creditor of deceased depositor 32.12.020 postponement of payments of authorized, when 32.56.020 business during 32.56.030 deposits during, separation, deemed trust funds 32.56.040 order of supervisor of banking for 32.56-.020 repayment certificate of deposits 32.12.020 passbook, bank need not issue, exception 32.12.020 required for withdrawal, exceptions 32.12.020 state, municipal corporation, etc., funds, deposit in mutual savings bank authorized 32.12.100 trust, payment on death of trustee to person deposited for authorized 32.20.035, 32.12.030 withdrawal by drafts permitted 32.12.025 Deposits of funds with approved depositary required 32.20.230 Deposits of securities with approved depositary required 32.20.310 Development credit corporations, membership in 32.20.070 Dividends change of rate, posting requirements 32.12-.090 classification of depositors for payment of 32.12.090 contributors to guaranty and expense funds, payment to 32.12.090 guaranty fund, payment of dividends from when 32.08.120 payment of, regulations as to 32.12.020 rate of 32.12.090 restrictions on payments 32.12.090 drafts for withdrawal of funds, depositor's instructions 32.12.025 Earnings, computation of 32.12.070 Engaging in business of mutual savings bank, compliance with laws regulating 30.04.280 Escrow agent registration act, exemption 18-.44.020 Evidence concealing or destroying, penalty 32.04.110 records, books and accounts as 32.04.070 Examinations of board of trustees, by, report to supervisor of banking 32.16.100 cost of, collection 30.04.070 official communications of supervisor of banking as to must be submitted by officer to board of directors 30.04.270 refusal to submit to, grounds for supervisor to take possession of bank 32.24.040

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont. Existence extension of existence 32.08.061 filing of certificate of incorporation commences 32.08.060 Expense fund contributions to 32.08.090 contributors, payment of interest on 32.12-.090 purpose 32.08.090 reimbursement fund 32.08.130 Expenses, limitation 32.04.060 Expiration of term, winding up 32.08.080 Failure to commence business extension of time for 32.08.070 filing and recording certificate of forfeiture 32.08.070 forfeitures articles 32.08.070 Federal deposit insurance corporation investments in stock of authorized 32.32.010 liquidation by 32.24.090, 32.24.100 Federal home loan banks borrowing from authorized 32.03.030 depositary for bank funds, may designate as 32.32.040 investments in stock of authorized 32.32.020 Federal reserve banks, investments in stock of authorized 32.32.010 Federal reserve system investments in authorized 32.32.010 membership in authorized 32.32.010 Filings authorization certificate 32.08.070 certificate of incorporation 32.08.060 certificates of forfeiture 32.08.070 extension of existence 32.08.061 notice of intention to incorporate 32.08.020 Garnishment address of debtor, required, effect of failure 7.33.100 answer form to be served with writ 7.33.101 branch bank, service of writ on, proper place 7.33.101 identification of debtor, a proper identification required, effect of failure 7.33.100 liability of bank when service not deemed complete 7.33.100 procedure 7.33.100 service, forms 7.33.130 service of writ on 7.33.100, 7.33.130 proper place for service 7.33.140 statement identifying defendant, required 7.33.100 Guaranty fund contributions to 32.12.080, 32.08.130 how constituted 32.08.100 interest, payment to contributors to guaranty fund 32.12.090 misleading advertising as to 32.12.080 purpose 32.08.110 reimbursement fund 32.08.130 Incorporation approval of certificate grounds 32.08.040 procedure upon 32.08.060 certificate of contents 32.08.010 examination by supervisor of banking 32.08.010 filing 32.08.060 examination and inspection by supervisor of banking 32.08.040 notice of intention filing 32.08.020 notice to savings banks 32.08.020 number and qualification of incorporators 32.08.010 refusal of certificate appeal 32.08.050 grounds 32.08.040

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont. Insolvency bank's right to contest supervisor's possession 32.08.060 federal deposit insurance corporation, liquidation by 32.24.090, 32.24.100 grounds for liquidation 32.24.050 liquidation procedure Ch. 32.24 receiving deposit while insolvent, penalty 32.04.120 transfer of assets while insolvent, penalty 32.24.080 Insurance fire insurance agent for bank property, power to act as 32.08.140 restrictions 32.08.160 group—life insurance, participation in authorized 32.12.200 Insurance companies, investment in 48.13.200 Insurance premiums finance company act, application to 48.56.030 Interest change of rate, posting requirements 32.12-.090 classification of depositors for payment of 32.12.090 payment of, regulations as to 32.12.020 Investment of public and trust funds in 68.30-.050 Investment of trust funds application of chapter 32.04.050 authorized investments Ch. 32.24 buying or selling for self or affiliate prohibited 32.24.040 commercial account 32.24.037 criterion to be followed 32.24.040 default, securities in default, ineligible securities 32.24.080 deviation from instrument, court permission 32.24.040 eligible securities Ch. 32.24 estate guaranty funds are trust funds 32.24-.015 existing, unaffected 32.24.060 governed by this chapter 32.24.010 holding of trust property although not qualified investment 32.24.060 ineligible securities 32.24.080 instrument authorized investments, defined 32.24.070 deviation upon court permission 32.24-.040 legal investment, defined 32.24.070 terms control 32.24.070 investment of trust or company securities, authorized investment 32.24.035 jurisdiction of court 32.24.040 metropolitan municipal corporation securities 32.58.510 prudent man rule 32.04.202 savings accounts collateral security 32.24.030, 32.24.037 federally insured 32.24.030, 32.24.037 securities issued by fiduciary, when 32.24-.060 self-dealing prohibited 32.24.090 United States corporation bonds valid investment 39.60.010 urban renewal obligations 35.81.110 Investment power limitations 32.24.060

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS
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Investments—Cont.

bridge district bonds 32.20.110
Canadian bonds or obligations 32.20.030
capital stock, notes, bonds, etc. 32.20.390
capital stock of banking service corpora-
tions 32.04.128
city and town local improvement district bonds 32.20.120
city in adjoining state, bonds 32.20.080
city charity, bonds 32.20.090, 32.20.100
city or town bonds or warrants 32.20.070
city water, sewer, or electric revenue bonds 32.20.070, 32.20.100
corporate bonds and obligations 32.20.370
county bonds or warrants 32.20.070
county funds 36.29.020
county in adjoining state, bonds 32.20.080
county in any state, bonds 32.20.090
deeds of trust 32.04.022, 32.20.255
definition 32.20.010
diking district bonds 32.20.130
diking improvement district bonds 32.20.130
drainage district bonds 32.20.130
drainage improvement district bonds 32.20.130
duties of trustee to make 32.20.320
educational purposes 32.20.400
electrical utility bonds 32.20.170, 32.20.190
federal agency or corporation bonds or obli-
gations 32.20.045
federal deposit insurance corporations 30-
32.010
federal home loan banks 30.22.020
federal reserve banks 30.32.010
federal reserve system 30.32.010
federally insured or secured loans, con-
tracts, securities, etc. 32.04.040
first mortgages participated in by others 32-
20.275
freehold improvement district bonds 32.20.130
home improvement district bonds 32.20.130
home or property repairs 32.20.400
housing
factory built 32.20.460
mobile homes 32.20.460
housing rehabilitation, remodeling or ex-
tensions 32.20.460
housing under government and other pro-
grams 32.20.460
industrial corporation obligations 32.20.330
Inter-American Development Bank 32.20-
215
international bank for reconstruction and de-
velopment obligations 32.20.210
irrigation district bonds 32.20.130
land acquisition and development for com-
mercial, industrial or residential usage 32-
20.420
limitations on percent of funds that may be
invested in mortgage loans, advances of credit, etc. 32.20.390
local improvement district of city or town bonds 32.20.120
low cost housing 32.20.450, 32.20.460
low cost housing and environmental de-
velopment, criteria, restrictions 32.20.480
mobile homes, limitations 32.20.400,
32.20.450, 32.50.460
mortgages includes deeds of trust 32.04.022
municipal corporation bonds or warrants 32.20.070
negotiable certificate of deposits 32.20.320
notes secured by real estate mortgages 32.20.230
park and recreational area development 32-
20.470
park district bonds 32.20.110

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont.
Investments—Cont.

passbook secured notes 32.20.240
port district bonds or warrants 32.20.070,
32.20.110
promissory notes secured by pledge or as-
signment of first mortgages or real estate contracts 32.20.235
promissory notes secured by securities or
real estate mortgages 32.20.230
public utility district water, sewer, or elec-
tric revenue bonds 32.20.070
railroads
equipment obligations and trust certifi-
cates 32.04.160
mortgage bonds 32.20.150
obligations 32.20.140
real estate contracts 32.20.255
real estate mortgages 32.20.255, 32.50.450,
32.50.460
'prudent real estate loans", permitted,
limited on 32.20.285
real property 32.20.280
authority to improve, rent, lease, other-
wise deal 32.20.285
first mortgages on leaseholds 32.20.270
mortgages 32.20.250
sales contracts 32.20.260
single family residences, insured first
mortgages 32.20.490
safe deposit corporation stock, limitation 30.
04.122
sanitary district bonds 32.20.110
school district bonds or warrants 32.20.070
school district in adjoining state, bonds 32-
20.080
school district in any state, bonds 32.20.090
sewer district bonds 32.20.110
single family residences, insured first mort-
gages 32.20.490
small business investment companies, li-
censed by United States 32.20.047
state of Washington bonds or obligations 32.
20.050
state
municipal corporation, etc., funds, invest-
ment in mutual savings bank author-
ized 32.12.100
other than Washington bonds or obliga-
tions 32.20.060
stocks or securities of corporations 32.20-
.380
telephone company bonds 32.20.180, 32.20-
.190
trust companies 32.20.430
tunnel district bonds 32.20.110
United States bonds or obligations 32-
20.030, 32.20.430
utility bonds 32.20.170
water district bonds or warrants 32.20.070,
32.20.110
water utility bonds 32.20.170
working fund for 32.20.320
Judgments, when not asset 32.12.060
Liability of holders of capital notes or deben-
tures limited 30.36.050
License fees and taxes
division of gross income of business 82-
.14A.020
effective date of resolutions or ordinances 82.
14A.030
restriction, application of chapter 82.04
RCW, rates 82.14A.010
Liquidation
assignment for benefit of creditors prohibi-
ted 32.22.070
federal deposit insurance corporation, by
32.24.090, 32.24.100
insolvent bank, procedure Ch. 32.24
postponement of payment of deposits not
grounds for 30.56.030

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont.
Liquidation—Cont.
receivership prohibited, exception 32.24.070
reimbursement fund, repayment to contribu-
tors fund 32.08.130
solvent bank, procedure 32.24.010-32.24.030
transfer to another bank, for 32.24.030
voluntary, procedure 32.24.010-32.24.030
Low cost housing and environmental develop-
ment, investment in 32.20.450-32.20.480
Merchandising, not to engage in, exclusion
32.08.150
Name, words to be included in 32.08.010
Nonadmitted, powers as to notes secured by
real estate mortgages 23A.36.010
Notes, See MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle
Capital notes or debentures
Notices
change of interest rate 32.12.090
deposit required 32.20.100
unsafe practices, notices to correct 32.24.040
voluntary liquidation 32.24.020
Officers and employees
bonds 32.16.120
election of officers by board of trustees 32-
.16.110
group-plan life insurance, participation in
authorized 30.12.200
pensions for 32.04.080, 32.04.082
supplemental payments, procedure 32.04-
.085
removal by supervisor of banking, grounds
32.16.090
Passbooks
banks need not issue, exceptions 32.12.020
investment in pass book secured notes 32-
20.240
Pensions for employees 32.04.080, 32.04.085
supplemental payments, procedure 32.04-
.082
Place of business
branches 32.04.030
business restricted to 32.04.030
changing of, procedure 32.04.040
not to office with bank, trust company or
national bank 32.04.030
Powers
enumerated 32.08.140
improvement of real estate holdings, rent, 
'lease, sale, etc. 32.20.285
trustee
inter vivos trust agreements 32.08.210
probate of 32.08.210
self-employed individuals tax retirement
act of 1962 32.08.210
Prospectus, falsity in, pena ty 32.04.120
Public depositaries, public deposit protection
commission, when segregation of assets
not required 39.58.110
Publications
change of place of business 32.04.040
reports of resources and liability 32.04.050
Real property, term to include horizontal
property regimes or condominium interest
in property 32.04.025
Receivership
postponement of payment of deposits not
grounds for 30.56.030
prohibited, exception 32.24.070
Recording, See MUTUAL SAVINGS
BANKS, subtitle Filings
Records, books and accounts
evidence, competent as when certified 32-
04.070
refusal to submit to inspection, grounds for
supervisor to take possession of bank
32.24.040
Reimbursement fund
payments from 32.08.130
purpose 32.08.130
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MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS—Cont. Reorganization, bank stabilization plan 30.56.050 Reports to supervisor of banking 32.04.050 Safe deposit boxes, may let 32.08.140 Satellite facilities, See BANKS AND BANKING, subtitle Satellite facilities Saturday closing permitted, legal effect 30.04.330 Slander as to financial condition of, penalty 9.58.100 Stabilization deposits postpayment of payments of authorized, when 30.56.020 business during 30.56.030 deposits during, separation, deemed trust funds 30.56.040 liquidation, not grounds for 30.56.030 order of supervisor of banking for 30.56.020 reorganization plan approval 30.56.060 dividends, no payment until reductions to creditors paid 30.56.070 failure to pay off in excess of plan, effect 30.56.080 new bank, authorization for 30.56.090 ratable reductions of depositor or creditor demands 30.56.050, 30.56.060 Surplus, misleading advertising as to 32.12.080 Transfers in contemplation of insolvency 30.44.110 Trust funds, investment, See MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle Investment of trust funds Trustees attorney as trustee, compensation 32.16.050 compensation 32.16.050 declaration of incumbency 32.16.020 examination of bank by, report to supervisor of banking 32.16.100 maximum age 32.16.012 meetings 32.16.040 number 32.16.010 change of 32.16.060 oath 32.16.020 officers, election 32.16.110 qualifications 32.16.010 quorum 32.16.040 re-election 32.16.080 removal 32.16.080, 32.16.090 restrictions on trustees 32.16.070 retirement, provision for in bylaws 32.16.012 statement of security dealings and loans 32.16.040 vacancy 32.16.030, 32.16.080 Violations, general penalty 32.04.130 Withdrawal, draft on depositor's instructions 32.12.025 Working fund for investments 32.20.320 NACHES PASS TUNNEL Legislative transportation committee, duties relating to 47.56.570, 47.56.580 NAMES Assumed business names, certificate of filed allegation and proof of in order to sue 19.80.040 change in ownership, new certificate 19.80.030 corporate 23A.32.030 exemptions 19.80.020 failure to file, presumption of fraud 19.80.040 generally Ch. 19.80 required 19.80.010 NAMES—Cont. "Bank" or "trust" in name restricted to bank and trust company use, penalty 30.04.020 Bastardy proceedings, name of child 26.24.190 Birth certificates, See VITAL STATISTICS, subtitle Births and birth certificates Candidates for office, See ELECTIONS, subtitle Names Change of action for 424.130 petitions for, court commissioners' power to hear and determine 2.24.040 special legislation prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 28 wife in proceedings for dissolution of marriage or declaration of validity 26.09.150 Charitable solicitations use of another person's name prohibited 19.09.230 use of similar or related 19.09.240 Cities and towns change of 35.62.010-35.62.060 nomination of new name 35.62.030 consolidation proceedings 35.10.220 Conservation districts, changing 89.08.170 Contractors, use of 18.27.100 Cooperative associations articles of association to contain name 23.86.050 injunction against use of 23.86.030 use of restricted 23.86.030 Corporations assumed names, when 23A.32.030 bank, trust, savings and loan, etc. cannot be used 30.04.020 limitation on use 23A.08.050 change of 23A.32.040 foreign corporations change nonprofit corporations 24.03.320 nonprofit corporations 24.03.315 infringing or deceptive names 23A.08.050 injunction against violations 23A.08.050 requirements 23A.08.050 reservation of, time limit 23A.08.060 savings and loan associations, use of misleading words prohibited, penalty 33.08.010 Counties, corporate 36.01.020 Credit unions, use of words in, limitations on use of 31.12.030 Criminal procedure defendants, naming of in indictment or information 10.37.050, 10.37.054 entry and use of true name 10.40.050 inquiry as to true name 10.40.040 inserting true name during trial 10.46.060 Documents filed or recorded, names to be printed or typewritten 65.04.115 Elections, See ELECTIONS, subtitle Names Fictitious names, pleading of, changed to true name by amendment 46.36.230 Filiation proceedings, name of child 26.24.190 Flood control districts, giving 86.05.260 Garnishment, similarity in names, identity of defendant doubtful, procedure 7.33.330 Grange, use of restricted 24.28.040 Illegitimacy proceedings, name of child 26.24.190 Indictments, inserting true name during trial 10.46.060 Industrial loan companies regulation 31.04.010 Insurance, advertisements showing 48.30.050 Insurance companies fraternal benefit societies, restrictions on 48.36.120 health care services 48.44.090 misleading, prohibited 48.30.060 mutual insurers, use of 48.06.200 reciprocal insurers, use of 48.10.060 NAMES—Cont. Insurance companies—Cont. underwriter policies, liability for use 48.18.250 use in business 48.05.190 Intoxicating liquor permits, false or fictitious on application 66.20.020 Limited partnerships, not to contain surname of limited partner 25.08.050 Mutual savings banks, words to be included in name 32.08.010 Narcotics, disclosure of names of 69.32.100 Nonprofit corporations corporate name 24.03.045 Port districts, change 53.04.110 Publicly owned vehicles, name of public body to appear on 46.08.065 Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0 Savings and loan associations stated in articles of incorporation 33.08.030 use of misleading words without compliance with chapter prohibited, penalty 33.08.010 School districts, change of additional petitions for hearing presented on hearing for name change 28A.58.601 authorized 28A.58.600 board selection of name for voter approval 28A.58.602 election 28A.58.602 hearing on 28A.58.601 additional petitions may be heard at 28A.58.601 notice of 28A.58.601 notice of change to interested institutions 28A.58.603 notice of hearing 28A.58.601 petition for 28A.58.600 additional presented at hearing 28A.58.601 procedure upon voter approval 28A.58.603 recording name change 28A.58.603 Sewer districts, change of, procedure 56.08.015 Townships changing 45.08.060 two townships having same name, procedure 45.08.080 Trade names, See TRADE NAMES Use of another person's name, prohibited in making charitable solicitations, when 19.09.230 Vehicle hauling milk and milk products, distributor's name 15.36.280, 15.36.440 Vehicles of publicly owned bodies, name to appear on 46.08.065 Washington state ferries, operating name 47.60.015 Water districts, creation 57.04.060 NAMES, GEOGRAPHIC (See GEOGRAPHIC NAMES) NAPHTHA (See also EXPLOSIVES) Containers, marking of 70.74.300 NARCOTICS (See also CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT) Addicts defined 69.32.010 disclosure of names of 69.32.100 dispensing optician, grounds for suspension or revocation of license 18.34.090 isolation or quarantine appeals 69.32.110 discharge 69.32.110 quarantined stations and clinics 69.32.120 quarantine stations, creeping 69.32.120 rights of suspected person, informing of 69.32.070 rules and regulations as to 69.32.100
NARCOTICS—Cont.

Addicts—Cont.
suspected persons
examination 69.32.070
findings as habitual user 69.32.070
report for treatment, power to require 69.32.070
rights, informing of 69.32.070
treatment
physicians to report to health officers 69.32.090
prison or jail treatment 69.32.090
private treatment 69.32.090
rules and regulations as to 69.32.100
sentence for crime, not to interfere with 69.32.090

Administering of exemptions 69.32.080
persons authorized, limitation upon use 69.33.260
unlawful, penalty 69.32.080, 69.33.230

Administering unlawfully, assault 9.11.020

Apothecary
amount of each sale limited 69.33.270
discontinuance of business, sale of stock 69.33.270
prescription sales 69.33.270
sale to upon order of 69.33.260

Arrests, possession of cannabis, arrests for 10.31.100

Burden of proof as to exceptions and exemptions 69.32.060

Cannabis, possession for purposes of 10.31.100

Controlled substances See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT

Dangerous drugs
rehabilitation and treatment center creation 72.49.020
rules and regulations, adoption by director of department of institutions 72.49.020

Dispensing of (See also NARCOTICS, subtitle Prescription)
persons authorized, limitation upon use 69.33.260

Drug control assistance unit of state patrol 43.43.600-43.43.650
Drug testing laboratory, creation at University of Washington 28A.20.315
Drugs, narcotic or hypnotic substance in must be stated 69.04.480

Exemptions, exceptions, burden of proof as to 69.960

For-hire motor vehicle certificates or operators' permits, use of narcotics as grounds for refusal, suspension or cancellation of 46.72.100

Habitual user (See also NARCOTICS, subtitle Addicts)
defined 69.32.080
as vagrant, penalty 9.87.010

Insurance, disability policies, optional standard provisions regarding 48.20.272

Legend drugs
labeling requirements 69.41.050
prescription required, exceptions 69.41.030
requirements 69.41.040
prohibited acts, information not privileged communication 69.41.020

Licenses
qualifications 69.33.250
required 69.33.240
suspension or revocation 69.33.250

Manufacturing of unlawful, penalty 69.33.230

Operating motor vehicle while under influence of drugs, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Crimes relating to

Opiate path prescribing for other than medical purpose, unprofessional conduct 18.57.170

NATIONAL EMERGENCY—Cont.

Domestic insurers, continuation of business during
principal office and place of business 48.07.200
provisions applicable during 48.07.180
purpose of act 48.07.160
succession list 48.07.190

NATIONAL ENERGY REVENUE BONDS
Port districts, generally Ch. 53.39

NATIONAL FORESTS
Civil and criminal jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.220
Consent of state to acquisition of land by United States 37.08.220
Highway advertising control act of 1961, application to 47.42.020
Taxation, jurisdiction of state for purposes of 37.08.220

NATIONAL GUARD (See MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS)

NATIONAL AREA RESERVES
Definitions 79.70.020
Natural resources, department of, powers 79.70.030, 79.70.040
Purpose 79.70.010
Washington state natural preserves advisory committee 79.70.050

NATURAL GAS (See OIL AND GAS)

NATIONAL RESOURCES BOARD (See NATIONAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, subtitle Board of natural resources)

NATIONAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF
Access roads to public lands and state forest lands, powers and duties concerning Ch. 79.38
Acquisition of access to timber and valuable materials authorized 76.16.010
disposition of property rights acquired authority 76.16.030
educational purpose lands 76.16.030
notice to abutting owners 76.16.030
notice to former owners 76.16.030
purchase preference to former owners 76.16.030
sale or exchange 76.16.030
eminent domain powers and proceedings, payment for 76.16.020, 76.16.040
Administration of state lands, multiple use concept, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Management and administration, multiple use concept

Administrator (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Commissioner of public lands)
authority 43.30.160
commissioner of public lands to be administrator 43.30.050
designate substitute member for board or commission 43.30.210
powers and duties 43.30.160
reports to governor and legislature 43.30.200

All-terrain vehicles, coordinate implementation and administration of chapter 46.09
RCW 46.09.220

Beach lands reserved for use of public, acquisition of lands for purpose of expanding and improving 79.16.173
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Board of natural resources administrator may designate substitute member for 43.30.210

attorney general to represent 79.01.736

board of appraisers, to constitute 43.30.150

casual dwelling lands, sale of land or valuable materials, consent of natural resources board required 79.24.010

composition 43.30.040

educational lands, board of natural resources to fix value for sale of 79.01.092

expenses and per diem 43.30.150

harbor lines commission, to constitute 43.30.150

meetings 43.30.150

officers 43.30.150

powers and duties 43.30.150

court rules 43.30.150

public lands, appraisal of granted lands by board of natural resources 79.01.116

subpoena power 79.01.704

Board of state land commissioners, abolished and powers and duties transferred to department of natural resources 43.30.070

Booming companies, powers and duties of secretary of state transferred to 43.30.110

Christmas trees, powers and duties of director of licensing and other state agencies transferred to 43.30.100

Conservation department, powers and duties of transferred to Ch. 43.27A

Created 43.30.030

Definitions 43.30.020

Director, membership on agricultural pesticide advisory board 17.21.230

Disposition of property, records, etc. of abolished or transferred agencies 43.30.220

Ecological commission meetings, notice and attendance 43.21A.170

Employees governed by merit system 43.30-270

Equipment fund created 43.30.280

reimbursement of fund 43.30.290

use 43.30.280

Federal funds for protection and management of forests and range lands 76.01.040, 76.01.050

Fire suppression, See FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS, subtitle Fire protection

Forestry (See also FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS) brands and marks Ch. 76.36

division transferred to from department of conservation and development 43.30.070

federal funds for protection and management of forests and range lands 76.01.040, 76.01.050, 76.04.030

fire protection, See FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS, subtitle Fire protection

forest practices applications, approval, disapproval 76.09-.050

inspection, right of entry 76.09.150

notice of failure to comply 76.09.090

orientation and training, continuing program, establishment of policy 76.09-.250

prior permits, extensions 76.09.920

research needs, annual determination, recommendations 76.09.270

regulations, administration 76.09.040

state's interest, representative of 76.09.260

stop work orders 76.09.080

failure to comply 76.09.130

forest fire appointment 76.04.040

powers and duties 76.04.050

salaries and expenses 76.04.040

forest practices applications, approval, disapproval 76.09-.050

inspection, right of entry 76.09.150

notice of failure to comply 76.09.090

orientation and training, continuing program, establishment of policy 76.09-.250

prior permits, extensions 76.09.920

research needs, annual determination, recommendations 76.09.270

regulations, administration 76.09.040

state's interest, representative of 76.09.260

stop work orders 76.09.080

failure to comply 76.09.130

forest fire appointment 76.04.040

powers and duties 76.04.050

salaries and expenses 76.04.040

log permits 79.01.090

loggers employment, classification of land as reforestation land after timber removed, duty of natural resource department to protect and reforest 79.01.164

supervisor, duties, generally 76.04.060

wardens appointment 76.04.060

powers and duties 76.04.060, 76.04.070

reposts 76.04.060, 76.04.070

Geological survey of the state entry upon lands for purpose of 43.92.080

federal geological survey cooperation with 43.92.060, 43.92.010

objects of survey 43.92.020

printing and distribution of reports 43.92-040, 43.92.050

reports to legislature 43.92.030

supervisor 43.92.010

Geology division coal mining maps 78.40.250

mining survey reports, forwarding to 78.06-.030

supervisor appointment 43.21.040

powers and duties, generally 43.21.050

Geothermal resources administration of chapter 79.76.050

authority of department 79.76.180

combining orders, unitization programs, well spacing, authority of department 79.76.160

drilling permits 79.76.070

criteria for granting 79.76.080

drilling records and logs, inspections, filing 79.76.200

employment of personnel 79.76.190

performance bond or other security 79.76-.130

termination, when 79.76.140

production records, filing 79.76.220

records confidentiality of 79.76.230

removal, destruction, alteration of, prohibited 79.76.240

violations, modifications, departmental orders 79.76.250

wells abandonment or suspension of operations, notice, procedure 79.76.120

casing requirements 79.76.090

completion, abandonment or suspension of operations, filing of records 79.76-.210

plugging and abandonment jurisdiction transfer to department of ecology, when 79.76.100

requirements 79.76.100

sale, exchange, transfer, notification of 79.76.150

suspension of drilling, shut-in or removal of equipment for authorized period 79.76.110

unlawful abandonment 79.76.110

Grazing ranges, cooperative agreements for improvement of authorized 79.28.070

Harbor area leasing determination of valuation 79.01.520

valuation, appeal 79.01.520

Harbor line commission, board of natural resources to constitute 43.30.150

inner harbor lines, relocation 79.01.424

Industrial insurance premiums paid by for inmates of honor camps, labor camps, and county jail camps 72.64.065

Land settlement, sale of 89.04.100

Land use data bank, use and expansion of to promote multiple use concept for state lands 79.68.120

lands other than forest lands acquired by foreclosure, etc., sale of, procedure Ch. 76-.01

Lease of escheat estates, authority, disposition of 11.08.205

Limited outdoor burning, responsibility and duty to establish program for 79.04.745

Log driving companies, powers and duties of secretary of state transferred to 43.30.110

Log mark and brands, powers and duties of secretary of state transferred to 43.30.110

Log patrol Districts, see PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Management and administration multiple use concept

Mines division coal mining maps 78.40.250

collection of minerals for exhibits 43.21.090

gifts and bequests, receipt of authorized 43.21.080

mining survey reports, forwarding to 78.06-.030

supervisor appointment of, qualifications 43.21.060

pourers and duties 43.21.070

Natural area preserves, powers as to 79.70-.030, 79.70.040

Navigable waters deposit of wood debris into, unlawful, exception 76.42.060

income from wood debris sales, authorized disbursements 76.42.040

removal of wood debris, authority to enforce law 76.42.010

wood debris, removal authority 76.42.030

wood debris removal authority to adopt and enforce rules and regulations 76.42.070

debris removal account established 76.42-.040

transfers from log patrol revolving fund to debris removal account, limitation 76.42.050

Outdoor recreation facilities, powers and duties as to 43.30.300

Police powers, authority Ch. 43.30

Property transactions, restrictive covenants, roadway purpose 43.30.250

Public lands rules and regulations governing use of, enforcement 43.30.310

use of, rules and regulations governing, enforcement, penalty Ch. 43.30

Public lands commissioner, powers and duties transferred to 43.30.130

Purpose 43.30.010
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NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPT. OF

Real property acquisition and management by state agencies, services and facilities available to 43.30.260
Reconsideration of official acts 79.01.740
Right of entry of representatives upon lands for inspection and enforcement purposes 76.01.100
Rules and regulations, public lands, use of, enforcement, penalty 43.30.310, Ch. 43.30
School lands, sale or lease of land and valuable materials, supervision and control over 79.01.094
Shorelands and tidelands on ocean beaches, reservation from sale, acquisition of lands to expand and improve reserved lands 79.16.173
State base mapping system 58.22.040, department to establish and maintain 58.22.020
State capitol committee, powers and duties as to capitol buildings and lands transferred to 43.30.090
State de ository for United States geological survey quadrangle map sepatates 58.22.040
State forest board abolished and powers and duties transferred to department of natural resources 43.30.070
State purchasing committee, membership upon 43.19.1902
State sustained yield forest committee abolished and powers and duties transferred to department of natural resources 43.30.070
Supervisor of natural resources appointment 43.30.060
bond 43.30.170
oaths administered by 43.30.180
powers and duties 43.30.170
Surface mining duties, See MINES AND MINING, subtitle Deep face mining
Sustained yield forests managed and administered by 43.30.140
Thermal power plant site evaluation council, membership 80.50.030
Transfer of appropriations of agencies abolished 43.30.230
equipment, funds, appropriations from agencies not abolished 43.30.240
Validation of acts of abolished or transferred agencies 43.30.190
Washington state natural preserves advisor committee, created, members, vacancy 79-70.050

NATURALIZATION
Power of superior court 2.08.010
Power of superior court Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 26)

NAVAL ARCHITECTS
Exempted from architects licensing act 18.08-250

NATURAL RESOURCES—Cont.

NAVIGABLE WATERS—Cont.
Disclaimer by state where patented, exception Const. Art. 17 § 2
Harbor improvement, See RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
Harbor lines, commission to be established to locate Const. Art. 15 § 1 (Amend. 15)
Lease of beds of navigable waters for growing oysters, clams and other shellfish 79.01.568
Natural resources, department of, wood debris, removal authorization 76.42.030
Navigation aids, injury to 88.08.020
Navigation, obstructing 88.28.050
Navigation rules, enumeration 88.04.090
Obstructing in nuisance 7.48.120
Planning for improvement 88.32.240, 88.32.250
Railroads, authority to construct bridges over 81.36.100
Removal of wood debris definitions 76.42.020
natural resources, department of, enforcement authority 76.42.010
Rivers, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120
State ownership in beds and shores asserted Const. Art. 17 § 1
Streams, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120
Streets over tidelands, public highways 35.21-230
Wharves and landings, construction by riparian owners 88.24.010
Wood debris removal debris removal account established 76.42.040
natural resources, department of, authority to adopt and enforce rules and regulations 76.42.070
transfers from log patrol revolving fund to debris removal account, limitation 76.42.050
Wood debris sales, authorized disbursements of funds 76.42.040

NAVIGATION
Cities and towns, canals and ditches in fill areas, powers for 35.56.200
Commercial waterway districts powers in regard to 91.04.170
title vesting 91.04.200
Counties, lease or conveyance to United States for 36.34.220-36.34.240
Drawbridges obstructing, prohibition 35.74.040
Insurance for, See INSURANCE, subtitle Marine and transportation insurance
Pilotage, See WATERCRAFT AND SHIPPING, subtitle Pilotage
Port districts, improvement of waters and waterways 53.08.060
Public waterways, See PUBLIC WATERWAY DISTRICTS
Rules of, enumeration 88.04.090

NE EXEAT—Cont.
Affidavits commencement of action by 7.44.040
contents 7.44.010
filings 7.44.010, 7.44.040
Appearance, bail bond 7.44.030
Arrest bail has right of 7.44.030
debtors privileged from arrest, exception Const. Art. 1 § 17
order of arrest and bail directed to sheriff 7.44.021
issuance 7.44.021
return 7.44.021
service 7.44.021

NEGLIGENCE
Contributory negligence, damages diminished proportionally 4.22.010
Defined as to criminal law 9.01.010
Fire permitted to spread 76.04.390
action for 4.24.040
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—Cont. Checks certification bona fide holder’s rights 30.16-010 certification without funds, penalty 30.16-010 effect of 30.16-100 larceny issuing knowing insufficient funds 9.54-050 issuing knowing maker or drawer false 9.54-010 telegraph, transmitted by effect 5.52-040 genuineness or execution challenged 5.52-040 original preserved by telegraph office 5.52-040 Costs, several actions where joining possible, recovery limited 4.84.050 Discharge, attachment, real property, on 7.12-300 Drawee, telegraph, instruments drawn by, rights and equities 5.52-040 Drawer, telegraph, instruments drawn by, liability 5.52-040 Endorsements, See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Indorsements; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Bank deposits and collections, indorsements; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Commercial paper, indorsements
Exemptions from execution, personal exemption, claimant to list, limitations 6.16.020, 6.16.090 Fees, attorneys negotiable instruments cases wherein allowed, court to fix amount 4.84.020 contract provision for allowance, court to fix amount, limitation 4.84.020 Bank (See also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Checks)
check certified, bona fide holder’s rights 30.16-010 insufficient funds, issuing knowing, penalty 9.54.050 maker or drawer false, issuing knowing, larceny 9.54.010 insufficient funds, issuing knowing, larceny 9.54.050 Bearer, telegraph, instruments drawn by, rights and equities 5.52.040 Bills of exchange banks, restrictions on acceptance 30.08.140 genuineness of bank of exchange as evidence of gambling debt 4.24.090 limitation of actions, tolling by part payment 4.16.270 mutual savings banks may invest in 32.20.220 powers to collect and protest 32.08.140 powers of trust companies as to 30.08.150 protest
notary public, powers as to 42.28.040 savings and loan associations, authority to collect or protest 33.12.010
set-off exceptions as to 4.32.110
Bearer, telegraph, instruments drawn by, rights and equities 5.52.040
Bills of lading. See BILLS OF LADING; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Warehouse receipts, bills of lading and other documents of title
Bona fide holders for value without notice. See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Holders in due course; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—Cont.

NEW TRIALS

Promissory notes—Cont. mutual savings banks, investment in 32.20-230–32.20.240 protest, powers of notary public as to 42.28.040 savings and loan associations, authority to collect or protest 33.12.010 investment in by savings and loan association 33.24.150 set-off exceptions 4.32.110 telegraph, transmitted by effect 5.52-040 genuineness or execution challenged 5.52-040 Proprietary school notes, contracts and negotiable instruments, limitation on 18.82.090

Protests, notary public
bank or corporation notary employee of stockholder, acknowledgment or protest of negotiable instrument owned or held by 42.28.050
fee for protest 42.28.090 powers as to 42.28.040 record of protests 42.28.070 Set-off exceptions as to 4.32.110
Several liability, joinder 4.08.090
Telegraph, made or drawn by acceptances 5.52-040
endorsements 5.52-040
Toll bridge bonds as 47.56.140

NEGOTIATION (See WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, subtitle Negotiations; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Warehouse receipts, bills of lading)

NET PROFITS

Banks 30.04.180, 30.04.190
Orderd by court of appeals. costs 4.88.260

NET TAX AMOUNT

Motor vehicle fund, how arrived at, allocation of 46.68.100-46.68.130

NEW PARTIES

Service of summons on 4.08.140
When court can bring in 4.08.130

NEW TRIALS (See also TRIALS)

Criminal procedure
accident or surprise 10.67.010 application for, when must be supported by affidavit 10.67.030 credit of time served on term 9.95.063
error in law 10.67.010
jury
misconduct 10.67.010
receiving unauthorized materials 10.67-010
newly discovered evidence 10.67.010
verdict contrary to law 10.67.010

Defined 4.76.010
Discovery of grounds after verdict, report, or decision 4.76.080
time limitation 4.76.080

Ejection and quieting title actions authorized, when 7.28.260
possession, effect on 7.28.270

Facts supporting grounds may be shown by affidavit, when 4.76.050
Findings of fact set aside 4.44.060
Grants for granting 4.76.020
Increase or reduction of verdict as alternative to 4.76.030
Mandamus proceedings, motion for 7.16.230
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NONRESIDENTS—Cont.
Guardianship, See GUARDIAN AND WARD
Hunting licenses 77.32.130
Implied consent law, intoxicating liquor, application to nonresidents 46.61.306
Insurance
adjusters, adjustments by in this state 48.17.420
agents, brokers, and solicitors
agents, licensing of in certain situations 48.17.330
brokers, licensing of in certain situations 48.17.330
process against 48.17.340
liquidation claims, domestic insurers 48.31.140
Intervenors to action, notice to nonresident defendant 4.08.200
Joint stock company, service of summons, personal service 4.28.080
Jurisdiction
actions against 4.12.026
acts submitting nonresident to state jurisdiction 4.28.185
Juveniles, interstate compact on 13.24.010
Libraries, nonresidents’ use of 27.12.280
Limitation of actions by foreign statutes of limitation of 4.16.290
Marriage license, application for 26.04.150
Mentally ill, reciprocal exchange, generally 8.28.050
Motor vehicle financial responsibility law, application to, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Financial responsibility law
Motor vehicle law
application to 46.08.070
operating vehicle under out-of-state operator’s license prohibited if Washington license suspended, revoked or canceled 46.20.420
record of operator violation in this state forwarded 46.20.300
safety responsibility act vehicle licenses, nonresident exemption 46.16.030
Motor vehicles, implied consent law, intoxicating liquor 46.61.506
Motor vehicles and trailers, exemption from retail sales tax 82.08.030
Municipal corporations, eminent domain for watersheds by municipal corporation in adjoining state 8.28.050
Not exempts, against 7.44.040
Nonresident students, See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Nonresident taxicabs, certificates and operations 46.64.040
Nonresident traveling exhibitors 46.64.040
Nonresident workers, See WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Nonadmitted corporations, See B feu PUBLIC
Nonadmitted foreign corporations, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Nonadmitted foreign savings banks, See BANKS AND SAVINGS BANKS
Nonadmitted foreign trust companies, See TRUST COMPANIES
Nonadmitted foreign banks, See BANKING
Nonadmitted foreign insurance companies, See INSURANCE
Nonadmitted foreign life assurance, See INSURANCE
Nonadmitted foreign mutual life insurance companies, See MUTUAL INSURANCE
Notary public act, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Notary public bonds, See祝福AN PUBLIC
Notary public designations, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Notary public fees, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Notary public qualifications, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Notary public rules, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Notary public salary, See NOTARY PUBLIC
Nonadmitted foreign trust companies, See TRUST COMPANIES
Nonadmitted foreign banks, See BANKING
Nonadmitted foreign insurance companies, See INSURANCE
Nonadmitted foreign life assurance, See INSURANCE
Notarized instruments, See NOTARY PUBLIC
NOTARY PUBLIC
Acknowledgments
bank or corporation instruments, acknowledgment by notary employee or stockholder 42.28.050
mortgages, other instruments 64.08.010
false certificate of notary public, penalty 9.44.030
power to take 42.28.040
Appointment 42.28.040
Army, navy, marine and coast guard officers authorized to perform acts of 73.20.010
Bond 42.28.030
Certificate of appointment 42.28.100
Certificates of official character 42.28.110
Depositions, power to take 42.28.040
Fee of 42.28.030
Fees
acknowledgments 42.28.090
attestations 42.28.090
certifying affidavits 42.28.090
copies of instruments 42.28.090
disposition of 42.28.090
noting negotiable instruments for nonacceptance 42.28.090
protests of negotiable instruments 42.28.090
Filing
certificate of appointment 42.28.100
oath and bond 42.28.030
Negotiable instruments
bank or corporation notary employee, acknowledgment or protest of negotiable instrument owned or held by 42.28.050
protests, as to 42.28.040, 42.28.090
protest of bills of exchange 62.01.154
record of protests 42.28.070
Oath of office 42.28.030
Oaths and affirmations administered by 5.28.030
Partition proceedings
investment of proceeds from sale of property 4.28.080
terms of sale to be directed by court 7.52.280
Partnerships, service of summons on, personal service 4.28.080
Personal exemption unavailable to 6.16.080
Personal representatives, may serve as, bond, service of papers on, appointment of 11.36.010
Plaintiffs for costs required 4.84.210
bond in lieu of separate security for costs 4.84.420
dismissal for failure to give security for costs 4.84.220
judgment on 4.84.240
standing bond for numerous actions 4.84.220
Probate proceedings, nonresident decedent, probate in two or more counties 11.16.060
property in two or more counties 11.16.050
Pools attendance credit 28A.48.040, 28A.48.050
Pools attending schools in this state, reciprocity 28A.38.250
Real estate brokers and salesmen, consent to actions in state 18.85.120
reciprocity with 18.85.161
Retail sales excise tax
farm machinery and implements, exemption 82.08.030
motor vehicle and trailer, exemption from retail sales tax 82.08.030
use of property by nonresidents, exemption 82.08.030
watercraft, when sale to nonresident exempt 82.08.030
Sanitarians registered in another state, registration of 18.90.050
Schools for pupils, See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Service of process on (See also SERVICE OF PROCESS AND PAPERS)
adoption notices 26.32.080
associations 4.28.080
bank, nonadmitted foreign corporation 23A.36.040
corporations 4.28.080
generally 23A.32.010
mutual savings bank, nonadmitted 23A.36.040
nonadmitted 23A.36.040
trust companies, nonadmitted foreign corporations 23A.36.040
ejectment and quieting title actions 7.28.010
farm labor contractors departed from state 19.38.010
insurance agents, brokers, and solicitors 48.17.340
joint stock companies 4.28.080
motor vehicle operators 46.64.040
partnerships 4.28.080
personal representatives 11.36.010
publication, service by acts submitting to state jurisdiction 4.28.185
when 4.28.100
savings and loan foreign corporations 33.20.050
trademark registration actions, service upon secretary of state 19.77.090
State history and government requirements, special instruction 28A.05.050, 28B.10.710
State of limitations tolled as to 4.16.180
Support of dependents, reciprocity 28A.58.250
Venue
son elected 42.12.010
Veto
challenge to sufficiency of evidence on 4.56.120
NONSUITS—Cont.
Not bar to another action, when 4.56.120, 4.56.150
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
NON SUPPORT
(See DESERTION AND NONSUIT)
NORTHERN STATE HOSPITAL
(See also HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL, subtitle State)
Designation 72.23.020
Generally, See HOSPITALS FOR MENTALLY ILL
Management, state director of institutions 72.01.050
NOT GUILTY
(See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, subtitle Pleadings)
NOTARIAL ACT OF HONOR
Negotiable instruments, declaration of payer 62.01.173
NOTARY PUBLIC
Bank or corporation instruments, acknowledgment by notary employee or stockholder 42.28.050
deeds, mortgages, other instruments 64.08.010
false certificate of notary public, penalty 9.44.030
power to take 42.28.040
Appointment 42.28.040
Army, navy, marine and coast guard officers authorized to perform acts of 73.20.010
Bond 42.28.030
Certificate of appointment 42.28.100
Certificates of official character 42.28.110
Depositions, power to take 42.28.040
Fee of 42.28.030
Fees
acknowledgments 42.28.090
attestations 42.28.090
certifying affidavits 42.28.090
copies of instruments 42.28.090
disposition of 42.28.090
noting negotiable instruments for nonacceptance 42.28.090
protests of negotiable instruments 42.28.090
Filing
certificate of appointment 42.28.100
oath and bond 42.28.030
Negotiable instruments
bank or corporation notary employee, acknowledgment or protest of negotiable instrument owned or held by 42.28.050
protest, as to 42.28.040, 42.28.090
protest of bills of exchange 62.01.154
record of protests 42.28.070
Oath of office 42.28.030
Oaths and affirmations administered by 5.28.030
Processes
bank or corporation notary employee, protest of negotiable instrument owned or held by 42.28.050
fees 42.28.090
protests as to 42.28.040, 42.28.090
record of protests 42.28.070
Qualifications 42.28.010
Records, protests 42.28.070
Seals
affixing of, requirements 42.28.060
forgery of, penalty 9.44.020
instruments transmitted by telegraph 5.52.050
judicial papers, seal need not be affixed 42.28.060
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NOTICES — Cont.

---

Eminent domain by school districts

Eminent domain by state

Eminent domain by corporations

Ejectment and quieting title actions

Depositary interest rate

Dentistry, revocation, refusal or suspension of

Declaratory judgments

Debt, state, laws authorizing, notice, publication of

Executive conflict of interest act, notice of violation

Eminent domain by cities, assessment roll

Diking and drainage districts, intercounty, serving

Diking districts

Diking drainage systems, hearing 85.05.072

Improvement procedure

Disclaimer of interests 11.86.040

Ejectment and quieting title actions

Counterclaims for permanent improvements and taxes paid

Is pending 7.28.260

Order for survey of property 7.28.200

Elections, See ELECTIONS, subtitle Notices

Electricity inspections, notice to repair or replace

Penalty 19.28.210

Eminent domain by cities, assessment roll

8.12.300

Eminent domain by corporations

Contents 8.20.020

Failure to serve, effect 8.20.020

Further notices 8.20.060

New notices 8.20.060

Proof of service 8.20.020, 8.20.070

Signatures on 8.20.020

Eminent domain by counties

Contents 8.08.030

Service 8.08.030

Signatures 8.08.030

Eminent domain by school districts

Contents 8.16.030

Further notice 8.16.040

New notice 8.16.040

Service 8.16.030

Signatures 8.16.030

Eminent domain by state

Attorney general to sign 8.04.020

Contents 8.04.020

New or further notice 8.04.060

Service 8.04.020

---

NOTICES — Cont.

Eminent domain proceedings, publication of

4.28.120

Engineering services on real property, lien 60-

48.020

Entry of verdict as 4.64.020

Extrays Ch. 16.28

Evidence, telegraphic notice deemed actual notice, when 5.52.020

Execution sales 6.24.010

Justice court procedure 12.24.160

Mortgage foreclosure deficiency 61.12.100, 61.12.110

Personal property 6.24.050

Real property 6.24.010

Redemption 6.24.180

Executive conflict of interest act, notice of violation 42.18.270

Executors and administrators, appointment of creditors, to 11.41.010

Mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040

Farm crop lien

Appointment of receivers 60.12.100

Deficient, extra 60.12.120

Farm crops, lease recorded as 60.12.040

Federal tax liens, filed 60.08.20

Ferries privately owned, application for license 31.12.180

Fire protection districts

Formal initiation of formation by resolution 36.88.050

Formal initiation of formation by resolution 36.88.303

New notice

Further notice

Contents

Homesite lands 36.59.320

Official, publishing in county paper 36.68.140

Homesite lands 36.59.320

Notices of claims against, disallowance

New or further notice 8.08.030

Service of

Proof of service

Sale of

Mailing to heirs and distributees

Signatures

Signatures

Signature on

Succession

Failure to serve, effect

Motion to dissolve or modify injunction

Inkkeepers’ liens, sale of property 60.64.040, 60.66.020

Insurance, certificate of authority, revocation or suspension 48.05.150

Insurance commissioner 8.04.060

Insurance companies, mutual insurers, annual meeting 8.04.060

Insurance policies, cancellation

Insured 48.18.300

Insurer 48.18.290

Insurers, merger or consolidation 48.31.010

Intercounty corporation elections 35.04.100

Intercounty corporation hearing 35.04.050

Intervention of third party 48.02.080

Intoxicating liquor licenses, suspension or cancellation 66.24.010

Irrigation districts, organization 87.03.020

Judgment liens, entry of verdict as 4.64.020

Judgments

Assignment of, procedure 4.56.090

default 4.56.160

Judicial notice, See JUDICIAL NOTICE

Judicial sale 6.24.010

Adjournment of sale 6.24.040

Mortgage foreclosure deficiency, judgment 61.12.100, 61.12.110

Postponement 6.24.040

Redemption 6.24.180

Justices of the peace

Appeals from civil actions

Filing of 12.36.020

Service of 12.36.020

time limitation 12.36.020

Appearance, to direct or suffer default 12.40.060

Claims 12.40.030

Requisites of notice 12.40.060

Service of 12.40.040

Small claims 12.40.030

Juvenile court

Arrest of child, proceedings upon 13.04.120

Commitment, notice to parent or guardian 13.04.053

Institutional placement or transfer 13.04.190

Parent or guardian notified when child summoned to appear 13.04.070

Lake outflow regulations, notice of hearing 90.24.030

Land vacation in unincorporated towns 58.11-

Death

Landlord, defective conditions, tenant to notify

59.18.070

Notices — Cont.

Homesteads

Application for homestead alienation where insane spouse 6.12.310

Award in lieu of 11.52.014

Hearing of application for homestead appraisal

Contents 6.12.170

Service 6.12.170

Horses, mules and asses running at large, notice of impoundment 16.13.040

Horticultural plants and products, notice of noncompliance 15.17.200

Hospitals for mentally ill, discharge, parole, death, or escape of patient 72.23.180

Husband and wife, separation contract, recording and publishing, notice to all persons of separation and facts in document 26.09.070

Industrial development district property sales 53.25.120

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Notices

Injunctions

Application for injunction, service of, effect 7.40.130

Motion to dissolve or modify injunction 7.53.180

Inkkeepers’ liens, sale of property 60.64.040, 60.66.020

Insurance, certificate of authority, revocation or suspension 48.05.150

Insurance commissioner 8.04.060

Insurance companies, mutual insurers, annual meeting 8.04.060

Insurance policies, cancellation

Insured 48.18.300

Insurer 48.18.290

Insurers, merger or consolidation 48.31.010

Intercounty corporation elections 35.04.100

Intercounty corporation hearing 35.04.050

Intervention of third party 48.02.080

Intoxicating liquor licenses, suspension or cancellation 66.24.010

Irrigation districts, organization 87.03.020

Judgment liens, entry of verdict as 4.64.020

Judgments

Assignment of, procedure 4.56.090

default 4.56.160

Judicial notice, See JUDICIAL NOTICE

Judicial sale 6.24.010

Adjournment of sale 6.24.040

Mortgage foreclosure deficiency, judgment 61.12.100, 61.12.110

Postponement 6.24.040

Redemption 6.24.180

Justices of the peace

 Appeals from civil actions

Filing of 12.36.020

Service of 12.36.020

time limitation 12.36.020

Appearance, to direct or suffer default 12.40.060

Claims 12.40.030

Requisites of notice 12.40.060

Service of 12.40.040

Small claims 12.40.030

Juvenile court

Arrest of child, proceedings upon 13.04.120

Commitment, notice to parent or guardian 13.04.053

Institutional placement or transfer 13.04.190

Parent or guardian notified when child summoned to appear 13.04.070

Lake outflow regulations, notice of hearing 90.24.030

Land vacation in unincorporated towns 58.11-

Death

Landlord, defective conditions, tenant to notify

59.18.070
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NOTICES—Cont.

Landlord and tenant (See also LANDLORD AND TENANT, RESIDENTIAL LANDLORD–TENANT ACT)

- complaint filing and service as 59.08.080
- failure to pay rent, notice to quit premises 59.04.040
- periodic tenancies, termination 59.04.020
- rent default, less than forty dollars, notice to quit or pay 59.08.010
- termination of month to month tenancy 59.04.020

Levy and sale of franchises

- contents 6.04.090
- filing 6.04.090

Library local improvement district, formation by resolution 27.14.030

Licenses, issuance 43.24.080

Liens

- agist, 60.56.020
- franchises, earnings, property of certain companies 60.32.020, 60.32.030
- internal revenue taxes 60.68.010
- duty of county auditor 60.68.020
- indexing 60.68.020
- judgment lien, entry of verdict as 4.64.020
- logging 60.24.130, 60.24.160
- mechanics' and materialmen's 60.04.020, 60.04.064
- medical services, claims, contents, filing 60.44.020
- seeds, notice of claim 60.12.200
- contents of 60.12.200
- duties of county auditor 60.12.190
- filing 60.12.190
- transportation, storage and advancements, how given 60.60.060
- Liquor regulations 66.08.030
- Lis pendens
- ejectment and quieting title actions 7.28.260
- in actions affecting title to real property, 4.28.160, 4.28.320
- Livestock sale, agister's lien 60.56.020
- Local improvement districts, water districts, assessments for 57.16.070
- Local improvements
- assessment rolls 35.44.080
- hearing 35.44.090
- public lands, against, notice to improve by district, required 79.44.040
- Local utility districts
- assessments 54.16.165
- formation 54.16.140
- sewer districts, formation 56.20.030
- Logging liens
- appointment of receiver 60.24.130
- deficient, effect 60.24.160
- Lost and found property, notice to be given finder Ch. 63.20
- Malicious mischief or injury to notices 9.61.010
- Mandamus, application 7.16.190
- Mechanics' and materialmen's liens 60.04.020
- owner to lien claimants 60.04.064
- Meetings
- highway commission 47.01.090
- Mental illness
- detention for evaluation and treatment 71.05.150
- involuntary detention for evaluation and treatment, written and oral notice 71.05.200
- involuntary detention in evaluation and treatment facility, acceptance of petition and person, notice to court of initial time of entry 71.05.170
- involuntary treatment, notice to court of release before end of commitment period 71.05.330
- Militia call for duty 38.40.100
- Militia enrollment 38.44.020

NOTICES—Cont.

Mining shafts, excavation, safeguarding 78.12-030, 78.12.040

Mortgages

- levy for deficiency under same execution 61.12.100
- recording, by 65.08.010
- sale on deficiency 61.12.100

Motor vehicle law, under

- abandoned vehicles, personal notice to registrant, legal owners 46.52.110, 46.52.111
- drivers' training school operators' licenses, notice of hearing on denial, suspension or revocation of 46.82.070
- motor vehicle wreckers' licenses, notice of refusal, suspension or revocation of 46.80.110
- Motor vehicles, department of, hearing aids, licenses, service of 18.35.100
- Municipal local improvements
- appeal of 35.44.210, 35.44.240
- mailing, conclusive effect of 35.44.180
- Mutual savings banks (See also MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, subtitle Notices)
- payment of deposits to foreign executor or administrator 32.12.110
- New trial, petition for new trial, where discovery of grounds after verdict, report or decision 4.28.090
- Nonprofit corporations, distribution of assets, notice to attorney general required 24.03.230
- Nuisances, injunction against places of prostitution, assignment or lewdness 7.48.060
- Official counties, publication in official paper 36.72.010
- Open public meeting, requirements 42.30.060, 42.30.080
- Partition fences, erection 16.60.030
- Partition proceedings
- decree of, filing with auditor 65.04.070
- directed to whom 7.52.040
- judgment creditors on sale of property 7.52.180
- sale of property
- by auction 7.52.270
- proof of service 7.52.190
- service 7.52.200
- service by publication 7.52.050
- Partnerships
- interpretation of 25.04.030
- knowledge of partner, partnership charged with 25.04.120
- Patents, incorporated towns on United States land 58.28.150
- Periodic tenancies, termination 59.04.020
- Personal representatives
- appointment, notice to creditors, to 11.40.010
- mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
- pendency of probate, notice of, mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
- petition for final report and distribution, mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040
- Petition to vacate or modify superior court judgment or order 4.72.047
- Physicians' report of contagious diseases 70.04.050
- Plats and platting
- filing of preliminary plat, notice 58.16.080
- subdivision 58.16.050
- vacation, duty of county auditor 58.11.010
- Pleadings
- amendments to pleadings and proceedings, notice to adverse party 43.22.40
- minor defects 43.22.50
- time extension for service and filing 43.22.50

NOTICES—Cont.

Port districts
- boundary revisions 53.16.020
- commission and commissioners, election 53.12.060
- dissolution 53.48.030, 53.48.070
- formation 53.04.020
- labor and material contracts 53.08.120, 53.08.130, 53.08.150
- Poultry inspection, notice prerequisite to filing criminal proceedings 16.74.430
- Probate
- adjudication of testacy or intestacy and heirship, contents, service or mailing 11.28.330
- appointment of personal representative 11.28.237
- auction sales of estate property 11.56.060
- claims and debts against estate, filing with clerk of court 11.40.010
- contest of admission or rejection of will 11.24.020
- creditors 11.40.000, 11.40.030, 11.40.150
- death of personal representative 11.40.150
- rejection of claim 11.40.030
- leases of estate property 11.56.030
- mortgage of estate property 11.56.030
- nonintervention powers 11.68.040
- certain persons, required 11.68.040
- contents of 11.68.040
- declaration of completion of probate 11.68.110
- pendency of probate 11.28.237
- personal representative, appointment 11.28.237
- postponement of sale of estate property 11.56.070
- private sales of estate property 11.56.080
- proof of 11.16.082
- rejection of claim, must contain notice of time limitation for contesting 11.40.030
- request for special notice by heirs, devises and legatees, creditors 11.28.240
- resale of estate property 11.56.100
- sale of estate property 11.56.060
- by negotiation 11.56.100
- settlement, report of personal representative, notice discretionary with the court 11.76.020
- several executors or administrators, considered as one for notice purposes 11.48.150
- waiver of 11.16.083
- Public assistance hearings 74.08.070
- Public disorder, state of emergency, proclamation of governor 43.06.210
- Public improvement contracts, final acceptance, notice to department of revenue 60.28.050
- Public lands
- accretions, notice to upland owner of right to purchase 79.01.492
- appraisal of platted tidelands and shorelands, notice of filing 79.01.444
- harbor area lease applicant 79.01.524
- posting of sale notice, county auditor 79.01.184
- department of natural resources 79.01.184
- purchaser, duty to give notice to of overdue payments 79.01.228
- rent payment 79.01.268
- sale of land or valuable materials 79.01.484
- shorelands, notice to abutting upland owner of preference to buy 79.01.484
- withdrawal of public lands from sale or lease for parks and recreation purposes 79.08.065
- Public officers and employees, executive conflict of interest act, notice of violation 42.18.270
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NOTICES—Cont.
Public utility districts, work and materials 54.04.080
Public works claims against contractor’s bond, time limit for filing notice 39.08.030
delivery of materials and supplies, notice to contractor required 39.08.065
Publication of (See also PUBLICATION OF LEGAL NOTICES) homesteads, awards in lieu of 11.52.014
Quo warranto proceedings requisites 7.56.050
service and return 7.56.050
Recording, commercial paper, effect of recording, holder in due course 62A.3-304
Redemption from execution sale 6.24.010, 6.24.180
Rent, failure to pay, landlord notification 59.04.040
Replevin, claim of immediate delivery exception to sufficiency of sureties on plaintiff’s bond 7.64.040
justification of sureties on plaintiff’s bond 7.64.040
redelivery bond 7.65.060
Residential landlord-tenant act (See also LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT) defective conditions, tenant to notify 59.18.070
landlord’s duties, failure to perform, tenant to notify 59.18.070
Restraint, animals trespassing upon cultivated land Ch. 16.04
Rules of court concerning. Rules Index Vol. 0 Safe deposit box opening and disposition of contents for nonpayment of rent 22.28.040
Sale (See also NOTICES, subtitle Judicial sale) estate property 11.56.060
unneeded toll bridge authority property, bid authorized 47.56.254
unoccupied lands, incorporated towns on United States land 58.28.160
Sanitary districts, formation 55.04.020
Savings and loan associations, branch establishment 33.08.120
School district elections 28A.58.150
School districts relating to hearings on change of school district name, notice of 28A.58.601
School district bond issues Ch. 28A.51, Ch. 28A.52
special meetings of voters 28A.58.380
Service of (See also SERVICE OF PROCESS AND PAPERS) mail authorized, when 4.28.250
manner 4.28.260
manner 4.28.230, 4.28.240
proceedings after appearance 4.28.220
proper recipients 4.28.270
telegraph, by 4.28.300
Sewer districts annexation 56.24.070-56.24.100
consolidation 56.32.040
labor and material contracts 56.08.070
merger 56.32.100, 56.32.110
sale of unnecessary property 56.08.080
Sheriff’s sales, legal publication 65.16.006
Shorelands, abutting upland owner, notice to of preference right to purchase or lease 79.01.484
Small claims 12.40.030
State capitol building construction contract 79.24.060
State deposits, interest 43.85.050
State fruit commission, district meetings for election of members 15.28.060
State measures Const. Art. 23 § 1 (Amend. 37)
State measures 29.27.076

NOTICES—Cont.
State of emergency, proclamation of governor 43.06.210
State owned harbor areas, lease to port districts, rights of abutting shoreland owners 53.32.020
State parks, disposal of land not needed for park purposes 43.51.210
Stock restriction area designation procedure 16.24.020
Subdivision hearing 58.16.050
Supplemental proceedings application for order appointing receiver 6.32.290, 6.32.300
discontinuance 6.32.150
dismissals 6.32.150
modification of warrant of arrest 6.32.020
order of attachment by debytor of judgment debtor 6.32.070
order requiring delivery of money or personal property 6.32.080
receiver, transfer of judgment debtor to, effect 6.32.070
vacation of warrant of arrest 6.32.020
Swine running at large, notice of restraint 7.64.040
State radiation control agency

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RADIATION

NUCLEAR, THERMAL POWER, etc.
Cont.
Bonds, revenue, authority to issue 54.44.040
Declaration of public purpose 54.44.010, 54.44.040
Depositories 54.44.050
Disbursement of public funds 54.44.050
Liability of city, joint operating agency or public utility district, extent, limitations 54.44.030
Liberal construction 54.44.900
Percentage of ownership 54.44.020
Taxes 54.44.020

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RADIATION (See also JOINT COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR ENERGY)
Administrative procedure 70.98.130
Advisory council, duties, generally 70.98.070
membership 70.98.070
Declaration of policy 70.98.010
Definitions 70.98.030
Exemptions from law 70.98.180
from registration and licensing 70.98.080
Federal-state agreements, effect as to federal licenses 70.98.110
Fluoroscopic, x-ray shoefitting devices 70.98.170
Generally Ch. 70.98
Impounding materials 70.98.160
Injunction proceedings 70.98.140
Ionizing radiation, definition 70.98.030
Legislation, recommended 70.98.210
Licensing requirements and procedure 70.98.080
Municipal pollution control facilities and bonding, See POLLUTION CONTROL MUNICIPAL BONDING
Professional uses 70.98.190
Prohibited uses 70.98.150
Promotion and development, See NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RADIATION, subtitle State program promoting use
Purpose of law 70.98.020
Radiation source, definition 70.98.030
Registration of sources of ionizing radiation 70.98.080
Rules and regulations 70.98.080
Source material, definition 70.98.030
Special nuclear material, definition 70.98.030
State program promoting use generally 43.31.280
liberal construction 43.31.310
office of nuclear energy development division as 43.31.300
executive director 43.31.290
powers and duties 43.31.300
personnel 43.31.290
promotion and development 43.31.290, 70.98.040
provisions cumulative 43.31.320
rights preserved 43.31.320
state as catalytic agent 43.31.310
State radiation control agency director 70.98.050
gen. 70.98.160
impounding materials 70.98.160
inspection 70.98.090
inspection agreements and training programs 70.98.120
records 70.98.100
registration of sources of ionizing radiation 70.98.080
technical advisory board for 70.98.060
Technical advisory board on radiation control 70.98.060
Uses, prohibited 70.98.150

NUCLEAR ENERGY AND RADIATION

NOXIOUS WEEDS (See WEEDS)
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NUISANCES—Cont.
Cemeteries—Cont.
ways to burial places, public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Cesspools, failure to fence or cover a public nuisance 7.48.140
Cities and towns
dealing sewage into streams, abatement 35.88.080
first class cities, abatement of 35.22.280
powder magazine near is public nuisance, when 7.48.140
power to declare and abate 35.23.440
third class cities, abatement of 35.24.330
towns, abatement of 35.27.410
water pollution, abatement 35.88.030-35.88.070
Clerks of court
approval of bond on voluntary abatement of prostitution 7.48.110
information on contempt for violation of injunction filed with 7.48.080
warrant of abatement, issuance 7.48.040
Columbariums, penalties 68.28.006
Contempt of court
injunction against places of prostitution, violation constitutes 7.48.060, 7.48.080
violation of order closing place of prostitution 7.48.090
Continuing nuisances, successive owners liable, when 7.48.170
Costs
action against places of prostitution 7.48-.100
apiaries as public nuisance, costs incurred in abatement 15.60.080
executions on judgment for 7.48.260
injunctions against places of prostitution 7.48.070
voluntary abatement of prostitution 7.48-.110
Counties, intoxicating liquor 66.36.010
County current expense fund, penalties paid to 7.48.090
Damages
abatement does not preclude 7.48.180
conduct subject to action for 7.48.010
executions on judgment for 7.48.260
public nuisances authorized 7.48.200
who may maintain action for 7.48.210
Defaults, bond to stay warrant of abatement 7.48.270
Defined 7.48.010, 7.48.050, 7.48.120, 7.48.240
private nuisances 7.48.150
public nuisances 7.48.130, 7.48.140
Disqualification of injunctions against places of prostitution 7.48.070
Drunkenness, places of, abatement 7.48.240
Evidence, trial of contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.140
Evidence of general reputation 7.48.070
Excavations, failing to fence or cover a public nuisance 7.48.140
Executions
abatement 7.48.280
fines 7.48.260
judgments, of 7.48.020
judgments for damages or costs 7.48.260
penalty for maintenance of place of prostitution 7.48.090
warrant of abatement deemed as, when 7.48.030
Expenses
abatement for 7.48.260
abatement of nuisance 7.48.030, 7.48.280
Explosives, public nuisance, manufacturing as 7.48.140
Fees of enforcing officer 7.48.090
Fighting, places of, abatement 7.48.240
Filing information on contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.080
Fines
contempt for violation of injunction 7.48-.080
maintenance of place of prostitution 7.48-.090
punishment, as 7.48.250
Fireworks (See also FIREWORKS)
fire nuisance defined 70.77.165
prohibition 70.77.520
First class cities, abatement of 35.22.280
Fixtures, places of prostitution, in abatement of 7.48.050
injunctions against 7.48.050-7.48.110
nuisance, declared to be 7.48.050
Flood control improvements without permits, when deemed as 86.16.090
Flood control zone districts, abatement of 86-.15.190
Fires
inhabitance of insects, declared to be 76-.06.010
fire out of control 76.04.380
Fruit infected with pests or diseases as 76.16.060
Garbage, depositing unwholesome matter on highways, roads or in water 96.66.050
Good faith, voluntary abatement of prostitution 7.48.110
Grounds 7.48.010, 7.48.050, 7.48.120, 7.48.240
public nuisances 7.48.130, 7.48.140
Gunpowder, public nuisance, manufacturing as 7.48.140
Harbors, public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Health, conduct injurious to is nuisance 7.48.010, 7.48.120
Highways
obstructing is nuisance 7.48.010, 7.48.120
public nuisances concerning 7.48.140, 9.66-.010
Holes, failing to fence or cover a public nuisance 7.48.140
Horse racing as 67.16.060
Horses, males, asses running at large declared to be public nuisance 16.13.020
Imprisonment, contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.080
Indecency grounds for nuisance 7.48.010, 7.48.110
Indictment, public nuisance, authorized 7.48-.200
Information
contempt for violation of injunction 7.48-.080
public nuisance, authorized 7.48.200
Injunctions
authorized, when 7.48.020
places of, abatement, against 7.48.050-7.48.110
Intoxicating liquor
militia post or encampment, abatement of sale 38.32.120
places where unlawfully kept Ch. 66.36
public nuisance, when 7.48.140, 9.66.010
Judgments
actions against places of prostitution 7.48-.090
execution of 7.48.020
voluntary abatement of prostitution, effect on 7.48.110
Judgments for damages or costs, executions on 7.48.260
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NUISANCES — Cont. Jurisdiction over, superior courts Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28) Jurisdiction over, superior courts 2.08.010 Justice of the peace, warrant of abatement, not to issue, transfer to superior court 7.48.260 Justification of sureties on bond to stay warrant of abatement 7.48.040 Lakes obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120 public nuisances concerning 7.48.140 Levee, excess of abatement, for 7.48.030, 7.48.230 Liens, voluntary abatement of prostitution, effect on 7.48.110 Limitation of actions, public nuisance not subject to, when 7.48.190 Malt beverages as public nuisance, when 7.48.140 Manufacturing as public nuisance, when 7.48.140 Meat inspection, adulterated or misbranded food 16.49A.420 Mosquito breeding places declared to be 17.28.170 Motion for order of abatement 7.48.020 stay of warrant of abatement 7.48.270 Musical instruments, places of prostitution, in abatement of 7.48.050 injunctions against 7.48.050-7.48.110 nuisance, declared to be 7.48.050 Narcotics, places for using or illegal keeping 69.33.340 Navigable waters bays, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120 canals, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120 obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120 rivers, obstructing in nuisance 7.48.120 streams, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120 Nitroglycerine, public nuisance, manufacturing as 7.48.140 Notice of injunction against places of prostitution 7.48.060 Oaths, information for violation of injunction under 7.48.080 Obstructions ground for nuisance 7.48.010, 7.48.120 Offal, public nuisance, when 7.48.140, 9.66.050 Opium, places of smoking, abatement 7.48.240 Orders of court abatement order authorized, when 7.48.250, 7.48.260 order closing places of prostitution 7.48.090 cancellation on voluntary abatement 7.48.110 stay of warrant of abatement 7.48.270 voluntary abatement of prostitution 7.48.110 warrant of abatement, allowing 7.48.020 Parks, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120, 9.66.010 Penalties generally if no other provision 7.48.250 maintenance of place of prostitution 7.48.090 voluntary abatement of prostitution, effect on 7.48.110 Petitions, temporary injunction against places of prostitution 7.48.060 Plaintiffs, who may be 7.48.020 Pollution, depositing unwholesome matter on highways, roads or in water 9.66.050 Powder magazines as public nuisance, when 7.48.140 Private nuisances defined 7.48.500 grounds 7.48.150 Private roads and ways, public nuisances concerning 7.48.140 NUISANCES — Cont. Property interference with enjoyment of is nuisance 7.48.010, 7.48.120 places of prostitution abatement 7.48.050, 7.48.240 injunction against 7.48.050-7.48.110 nuisance, declared to be 7.48.050 persons guilty of nuisance 7.48.050 successive owners liable, when 7.48.170 Prosecuting attorneys, injunction against places of prostitution, duties 7.48.060, 7.48.070 Prostitution, places of abatement 7.48.050, 7.48.240 injunctions against 7.48.050-7.48.110 nuisance, declared to be 7.48.050 persons guilty of nuisance 7.48.050 Public nuisances abandoned motor vehicle hulks 46.52.117 abatement any person, by authorized 7.48.230 procedure 7.48.230 dams or obstructions on streams 75.20.060, 75.20.100 forest fire out of control 76.04.380 public body or officer, by, authorized 7.48.020 airport encroachments 14.08.030 airport hazards declared to be 14.05.020 building, maintaining or permitting in, penalized 9.66.030 business places on highway right of way as 47.32.120 cemeteries in certain instances, prosecution 68.48.040 cities discharging sewerage into streams, abatement 35.88.080 civil action, who may maintain 7.48.210 columbariums, penalties 68.28.060 criminal abatement proceedings 9.66.040 animals, fighting places 9.66.010 birds, fighting places 9.66.010 boats and vessels, maintaining or permitting 9.66.010 canals, ditches and drains, obstructing or interfering with 9.66.010 defined 9.66.010 garbage, depositing unwholesome matter on highways, roads or in waters 9.66.050 highways, obstructing or interfering with 9.66.010 intoxicating liquor, keeping or selling, places for 9.66.010 maintaining or permitting 9.66.010 offal, depositing on highways, roads or in waters 9.66.010 parks and recreation, obstructing or interfering with 9.66.010 pollution, depositing unwholesome matter on highways, roads or in waters 9.66.050 rivers and streams depositing unwholesome matter in 9.66.050 obstructing or interfering with 9.66.010 pollution, depositing unwholesome matter on highways, roads or in waters 9.66.050 swimming places 9.66.010 unequal damage no defense 9.66.020 water, depositing unwholesome matter in 9.66.050 NUISANCES — Cont. Public nuisances — Cont. dams or obstructions failure to have plans and specifications approved, abatement of dam as public nuisance, approved 75.20.100 fishways, failure to provide abatement of dam as public nuisance 75.20.060 without fishways 77.16.210 dangerous objects or structures on highway right of way as 47.32.130 defined 7.48.130, 7.48.140 eggs and egg products, enforcement provisions 69.24.400 erection or maintenance of certain structures, signs or devices on or near city streets, county roads or state highways as 47.36.180 forest diseases and insect pests, declared to be 76.06.010 forest fire out of control declared a public nuisance 76.04.380 game and game fish definition 77.12.130 dogs as 77.16.100 hydraulic projects 77.16.210 seizure of without warrant 77.12.130 waterway obstructions as 77.16.210 grounds 7.48.130, 7.48.140 horse racing as 67.16.060 horses, mules, asses running at large declared to be public nuisance 16.13.020 horticultural plants or products as, abatement 15.17.200 intoxicating liquor, abatement after criminal action 66.28.010 logs on highway right of way or in drainage ditch as 47.32.130 mausoleums, penalties 68.28.060 mosquito breeding places declared to be 17.28.170 narcotic, operating places for user or illegal keeping 69.33.340 owner and agent designated 7.48.140 remedies 7.48.200 signs erected or maintained contrary to highway advertising control act of 1961 as 47.42.080 streets and alleys, obstructing or interfering with 9.66.010 time lapse does not legalize 7.48.190 Punishment contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.010, 7.48.250 generally if no other provision 7.48.250 Releases, places of prostitution, assignation or lewdness by voluntary abatement 7.48.110 Remedies, public nuisance 7.48.010, 7.48.200 Rivers and streams depositing unwholesome matter in 9.66.050 obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120, 9.66.010 public nuisances concerning 7.48.140 Roads, obstructing or interfering with 9.66.010 Sales expenses of abatement, for 7.48.280 personal property of places of prostitution, assignation or lewdness 75.39.090, 7.48.120 Savings and loan association, firms or corporations using in name in violation of chapter, abatement as nuisances 33.08.010 Septic tanks, failing to fence or cover a public nuisance with 47.36.120 Sewers, public nuisances concerning 7.48.140 Sheriff's, warrant of abatement abatement by 7.48.030 directed to 7.48.030 levy of expenses 7.48.030 order allowing issuance to 7.48.020 return 7.48.030
NUISANCES—Cont.
Show cause, default on bond to stay warrant of abatement 7.48.270
Springs, public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Squares, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120
Statutes, conduct under authority of not nuisance 7.48.160
Stay of proceedings, stay of warrant of abatement 7.48.040, 7.48.270
warrant of abatement, stay of 7.48.270
Streams
obstructing is nuisance 7.48.010
public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Streets and alleys, obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120, 9.66.010
Successive owners liable, when 7.48.170
Superior court, original jurisdiction of Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Superior court, original jurisdiction of 2.08.010
Supreme court, appellate jurisdiction Const. Art. 4 § 4
Sureties
bond for stay of warrant of abatement 7.48-040, 7.48.270
bonds and voluntary abatement of prostitution, assignation or lewdness 7.48.110
Swindling places 9.66.010
Temporary injunctions, places of prostitution, assignation or lewdness 7.48.060
Time lapse does not legalize public nuisance 7.48.190
Townships, board of supervisors, powers 45.218.030
Trials, contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.080
Vegetables infected with pests or diseases as Ch. 15.08
Warrant
abatement
contents 7.48.030
execution, deemed as, when 7.48.030
injunction in place of 7.48.020
issuance 7.48.030
motion for 7.48.020
order allowing 7.48.020
stay of issuance 7.48.040
warrant of abatement authorized, when 7.48.250, 7.48.260
stay of 7.48.270
Watercourses, public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Waters
depositing unwholesome matter in 9.66.050
obstructing is nuisance 7.48.120
public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Wells
failing to fence or cover a public nuisance 7.48.140
public nuisances concerning 7.48.140
Wine as public nuisance 7.48.140
Witnesses, trial of contempt for violation of injunction 7.48.080
NUMBER
Rule of construction 1.12.050
probate law 11.02.005
NUNCAPTIVE WILLS (See also PROBATE; WILLS)
Real estate cannot be devised by 11.12.020, 11.12.025
NURSERIES AND NURSERY STOCK (See also AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Horticultural plants and facilities, inspection and licensing of)
Certificates of inspection for 15.04.020, 15.04.030
NURSERIES AND NURSERY STOCK—Cont.
Condemnation of nursery stock Ch. 15.08
Containers
dumping of when infected by pests or diseased unlawful 15.08.240
marking of imported products 17.24.060
regulation of size and dimensions for nursery stock 15.04.020
Cooperation with other agencies to eradicate disease 17.24.110
Definite 15.08.010
Diseases affecting nursery stock Ch. 15.08, Ch. 17.24
Dumping nursery stock or containers infected by pests or diseases prohibited 15.08.240
Fees for certifying nursery stock and inspection, disposition of 17.24.130
Grades of nursery stock, fixing 15.04.020
Growers, records of inspected or audited 15.04.030
Infections by pests or disease, duty to prevent 15.08.030
Inspection of stock and products Ch. 15.04,
Ch. 15.08, 17.24.035
horticultural tax to pay cost of 15.08.260, 15.08.270
right of entry for 15.08.050
Licensing Ch. 15.13
Liens on nursery stock, See LIENS, subtitle Nursery stock
Marking containers of imported products 17.24.060
Northwest Washington nursery, See AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Conservation research at Northwest Washington nursery
Nuisance, as Ch. 15.08
Nursery dealer
assessments on gross sale price of fruit trees, fruit tree seedlings, and fruit tree rootstock 15.13.310
delinquent assessments 15.13.340
collection charge on 15.13.340
reason for refusal of license 15.13.310
deposited in northwest nursery fund, disposition 15.13.470
due date 15.13.310
gross sale period 15.13.310
method for determining 15.13.310
licenses 15.13.280
additional charge for late renewal, when 15.13.290
application 15.13.280
contents 15.13.300
denial of 15.13.350
expiration date 15.13.280
fee 15.13.280
posting of 15.13.280
records of inspected or audited 15.04.030
Penalties for violations 17.24.100
Pests and diseases, eradication of Ch. 15.08, Ch. 17.24
Quarantine farms and stations, acquisition of lands for 17.24.120
Quarantine on transporting stock and products 17.24.030, 17.24.035, 17.24.105
Records of inspected or audited 15.04.030
Sealed containers for infected products in shipment 17.24.070
Sorting and repacking of infected nursery stock 15.04.030
Washington state crop improvement nurseries 15.10.040
NURSERIES FOR CHILDREN (See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle Nursery schools; PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Child welfare agencies)
NURSERY SCHOOLS (See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle Nursery schools)
NURSES
Abuse of mentally retarded, report of Ch. 26.44
Child abuse, report of Ch. 26.44
Disposal of infants
advertising or offering disposal for adoption unlawful 26.36.040
unlawful without court order of relinquishment 26.36.040
Liens for services
discharge settlement with tort feasor or insurer 60.44.040
taking of note 60.44.040
written release or waiver 60.44.050
duty of county auditor 60.44.030
enforcement 60.44.060
limitation of actions 60.44.060
limitation on 60.44.010
notice of claim contents 60.44.020
filing 60.44.020
payment as evidence 60.44.060
recording claims 60.44.030
taking promissory note, effect 60.44.040
when authorized 60.44.010
Practical nurses administering medications under physician or registered nurse authorized, expiration date 18.78.185
applications, qualifications of applicants 18.78.060
definitions 18.78.010
examinations 18.78.060
examiner board duties 18.78.050
expenses and per diem 18.78.040, 18.78.120
jurisdiction 18.78.040
membership 18.78.020
terms of office 18.78.030
vacancies 18.78.030
injunction to prevent violation of licensing act Ch. 18.78
licenses
effect of failure to renew annually 18.78.090
fee 18.78.080
practice without, penalty 18.78.170
registry of 18.78.150
reinstatement 18.78.090
renewal, fee 18.78.090
students and nonresidents 18.78.070
limitations on suits arising from professional negligence 4.16.350
limitations upon suits arising from professional negligence 4.16.350
limitations upon practice 18.78.160, 18.78.182
rules and regulations 18.78.150
supervisor of practical nurse education 18.78.100
compensation 18.78.110
suspension or revocation of licenses appeals 18.78.140
grounds 18.78.130
procedure 18.78.140
Pregnancy terminations, participation in 9.02.080
Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100
Registered nurses
board of nursing expenses and per diem 18.88.080
meetings 18.88.070
members of 18.88.050
powers and duties 18.88.080
qualifications of members 18.88.060
removal of member 18.88.050
terms of members 18.88.050
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NURSES—Cont.
Registered nurses—Cont.
board of nursing—Cont.
vacancies 18.88.050
definitions 18.88.030
enforcement provisions 18.88.270
examinations, interim permit 18.88.140
excepted activities 18.88.030, 18.88.280
executive secretary 18.88.090
qualifications 18.88.100
hearing tests for pupils in schools, by 28A.31.030
injunctions to prevent unauthorized practice 18.88.265
insurance
disability benefits for services performed by registered nurses 48.20.411
grup disability benefits for services performed by registered nurses 48.21.141
licenses
applicants 18.88.130
applicants from foreign countries 18.88.150
qualifications 18.88.130
excepted practice 18.88.030
fee 18.88.160
lapse of practice during, penalty 18.88.210
nurse practice status for more than three years 18.88.220
practice without, penalty 18.88.270
reciprocities with other states 18.88.150
renewal, fee 18.88.190, 18.88.200
required 18.88.020
temporary retirement 18.88.220
limitations on practice arising from professional negligence 4.16.350
limitations upon practice 18.88.280
name and title, use of 18.88.170
nursing schools
approval 18.88.110
surveys of schools 18.88.120
penalties for violations 18.88.270
practice activities permitted 18.88.285
acts which may be performed only by a registered nurse, exception 18.88.285
excepted activities 18.88.280
nursing schools (See also NURSING HOMES, effect on existing nursing homes 18.52.120)
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATORS—Cont.
Complaints, board of examiners’ duty to investigate 18.52.100
Criminal penalties 18.52.140
Definitions 18.52.020
“board” 18.52.020
“director” 18.52.020
“nursing home” 18.52.020
“nursing home administrators” 18.52.020
Director
defined 18.52.020
powers and duties 18.52.120
Effect on existing nursing homes 18.52.030
Employees 18.52.060
Examination
exception, out-of-state nursing home administrators 18.52.130
required 18.52.070
Executive secretary, appointment of 18.52.060
Federal funds, duty of board of examiners to inform all state agencies of availability 18.52.100
Fees
disposition of 18.52.170
required 18.52.070
Governor, appointing power, board of examiners for nursing homes 18.52.040
Jurisdiction, out-of-state nursing home administrators, granting of license 18.52.130
License
exception to examination, out-of-state nursing home administrators 18.52.130
issuance by director 18.52.100
provisional 18.52.080
required 18.52.110
revocation, violations enumerated 18.52.120
suspension, violations enumerated 18.52.120
Members
board of examiners, expenses and per diem 18.52.060
citizenship and residency requirements 18.52.050
state board of examiners, qualifications 18.52.040
terms 18.52.050
Motor vehicle department director, See NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATORS, title Director
Nursing home, defined 18.52.020
Nursing home administrator, See NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATORS, title Administrator
Penalties, criminal 18.52.140
Regulation, nursing home administrators, license, required 18.52.110
Regulations, board of examiners’ authority to issue 18.52.100
Revocation of license, generally 18.52.120
Rules, board of examiners’ authority to issue 18.52.100
Short title 18.52.010
Standards, promulgated and established by board of examiners 18.52.100
State board of examiners, created 18.52.040
Suspension of license, generally 18.52.120
Term of office, board of examiners for nursing homes 18.52.050
Violations, criminal 18.52.140
NURSING HOMES (See also HEALTH PLANNING, STATE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN)
Advisory nursing home council
duties 18.51.110
meetings 18.51.100
membership 18.51.100
terms of office 18.51.100
Appeals from denial, suspension or revocation of license 18.51.130
Definitions 18.51.010
NURSING HOMES—Cont.
Employees (See also NURSING HOMES, subtitle Labor relations)
minimum wages 49.46.010
Fire protection 18.51.140
Information confidential 18.51.120
Inspections 18.51.090, 18.51.140
Labor relations
actions for relief from unfair labor practices 49.66.070
bargaining units 49.66.030
board of arbitration 49.66.090, 49.66.100, 49.66.110
definitions 49.66.020
minimum wages 49.46.010
picketing 49.66.060
policy 49.66.010
procedure 49.66.080
remedial orders 49.66.070
strikes 49.66.060
unfair labor practices 49.66.040, 49.66.050
Licenses
application for 18.51.040
denial, suspension or revocation, procedure 18.51.060
display 18.51.050
fees 18.51.050
issuance 18.51.050
penalty 18.51.150
provisional license 18.51.050
renewal 18.51.050
required 18.51.030
Local authorities, enforcement by, certificate of approval 18.51.020
Out patient services authorized 18.51.180
cost studies, vendor rates 18.51.185
defined 18.51.180
Religious organization operated nursing homes exempt 18.51.170
Rules and regulations 18.51.070
Substitution of child, penalty 9.45.020
NURSING SCHOOLS
Approval 18.88.110
O. A. S. I. (See OLD AGE AND SURVIVORS’ INSURANCE)
OATHS AND AFFIRMATIONS
Administering of administrative agencies 34.04.090
form 5.28.020
form Const. Art. 1 § 6
form may be adapted to religious beliefs 5.28.040
form may be varied 5.28.030
irregularity in administering no defense to perjury 9.72.050
witnesses, to, form 5.28.030
Administering power
administrative agencies 34.04.090, 34.04.105
certificates and permits 14.28.080
arbitrators 7.04.110
army, navy, marine and coast guard officers 73.20.010
attorneys to client 42.28.040
bank officers and employees 30.12.130
clerks of supreme and superior court 2.32.050
county auditor 36.22.030
county commissioners 36.32.120
county officers 36.16.040
court commissioners 2.24.040
courts 2.28.010
department of revenue and employees 82.32.120
director of public assistance 74.04.290
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OATHS AND AFFIRMATIONS—Cont. Intermediate school district board members administered, filed by superintendent 28A-21.112 administering power 28A.21.050 Irregularity in administering, perjury, no defense 9.72.050 Judges pro tempore of supreme court 2.04.240 Judgments, revival of, oath required of party 4.56.225 Judicial officers Const. Art. 4 § 28 Jurors criminal cases 10.49.070, 10.49.100 exercising excuse from jury service, examined under 2.36.100 grand jurors 10.27.070 justice court civil actions 12.12.070 Justice and inferior courts act of 1961, oaths of justice of the peace under 3.34.080 Justices of the peace 3.04.050 power to administer 2.28.010 Justices of the supreme court 2.04.080 Labor and industries department director 43.17.030 power of director to administer 43.22.300 Legislative budget committee, power to administer 44.28.110 Legislative council, power to administer 44.24.030 Legislative hearings and inquiries 44.16.030, 44.16.070 Lieutenant governor 43.01.020 Liquor control board and employees administration 66.08.055 bond and oath 66.08.014 Marriage license, affidavit required for issuance 26.04.210 Militia officers 38.12.150, 38.12.160 Motor vehicle certificate of ownership, application for 46.12.030 Motor vehicles, director of 43.17.030 charitable solicitations, investigations 19.09.260 Municipal courts chief clerk 35.20.210 judges 35.20.180 Mutual savings bank, trustees 32.16.020 National guard officers 38.12.150, 38.12.160 Notary public 44.28.030 Nuisances, information for violation of injunction under oath 7.48.080 Office, grounds for vacation of for refusing to take or violating oath 42.12.010 Parole revocation hearing, authority to administer, board of prison terms and parole 9.95.123 Perjury for swearing under, See PERJURY Personal representatives claims against included in inventory and appraisal 11.44.085 inventory made under 11.44.015 letters testamentary 11.28.170 Petitions, injunction in vacation or modification of superior court judgment or order proceeding 4.72.070 Pharmacy board members 18.64.001 Pollution control hearings board, power to administer 43.21B.150 Probate absentee estates, trustee for 11.80.020 nonresident distributary, agent for, oath required 3.76.210 personal representative 11.28.170 bank or trust company 11.28.170 Process, service of proof of, affidavit 4.28.310 Public office recall for violation of oath Const. Art. 1 § 33 (Amend. 8) vacation for refusal to take or violating oath 42.12.010 Public utility district commissioners 54.12.100.
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OATHS AND AFFIRMATIONS—Cont.  
Railroad policemen 81.60.030
Recall for violation of oath Const. Art. 1 § 33  
(Ammend. 8)  
Receivers 7.60.030
Reporters  
superior courts 2.32.180
pro tempore 2.32.270
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Savings and loan directors 33.16.060
School district board of directors 28A.57.322
Second class cities, officers 35.23.190
Senators, in impeachment trials Const. Art. 5  § 1
State auditor 43.09.010
State board for volunteer firemen, oath of  
office 41.24.250
State employees' retirement board members, oath of  
office 41.40.050
Subversive organizations, oath required as to  
office 41.44.070
Oath of office  
and towns, board of review to review plan,  
§ 41.24.050
State-wide city employees' retirement system  
§ 41.24.100
State board for volunteer firemen, oath of  
office 41.44.070
State employees' retirement board members, oath of  
office 41.40.050
State limited access facilities through cities and  
towns, board of review to review plan,  
board's power to administer oaths 47.52.170
State treasurer 43.08.020
State-wide city employees' retirement system  
§ 41.08.020
Board of trustees 41.44.070
Subversive organizations, oath required as to  
membership in for public employment 9.81.070
Superintendents of first class school districts as  
secretary to board 28A.59.080
Superior court judges 2.08.080
Superior court judges Const. Art. 4 § 28  
pro tempore 2.08.180
Supplemental proceedings  
parties examined under 6.32.050
referees, of 6.32.060
witnesses, examined under 6.32.050
Supreme court judges Const. Art. 4 § 28  
Supreme court justices 2.04.080
Teachers, alien, oath of allegiance 28A.67.020
Teachers' retirement board of trustees, oath of  
office 41.32.070
Township officers, generally Ch. 45.16
Trust company board of directors 30.12.010
Unemployment compensation commissioner,  
powers 50.12.130
University of Washington, board of regents  
28B.20.100
Utilities and transportation commission members  
§ 80.01.020
Verification by, confession of judgment statement  
in writing 4.60.060
Voting machine custodians 29.33.130
Warehouse licensees for storage of agricultural  
commodities, oaths administered by director of  
agriculture 22.09.020
Washington State University, board of regents  
28B.30.100
Witnesses  
contempt to refuse to be sworn or answer  
questions 9.23.010
form may be varied 5.28.030

OBSCEITY (See also EROTIC MATERIAL; INDECENCY)  
Abortion, articles or drugs for, exposing for  
sale, penalty 9.68.030
Books, publications, phonograph records and  
photographs, publication of, penalty 9.68.010
Comic books, selling or distributing 19.18.140
Contraceptives, articles or drugs for, exposing  
for sale, penalty 9.68.030
Crimes relating to 9.68.010
Erotic material, distribution and showing to  
minors, penalty 9.68.050–9.68.080
Evidence, obscene evidence at trials, publishing  
details of 9.68.010
Execution of person convicted of crime, publication  
of details, penalty 9.68.020
Exemptions 9.68.010
Exhibitions, holding of, penalty 9.68.010
Information or indication as to obscene liter­  
ature, describing in 9.37.130
Injunctions against obscene materials Ch. 7.42
Minors, comic books, licenses required to sell,  
fees, prohibited acts, penalty, etc. Ch. 9.37
Motion pictures, penalty, exemptions 9.68.010
Newspapers 9.68.010
Photographs 9.68.010
Prostitutes activities of, publication of details, penalty  
9.68.020
advertising for, penalty 9.68.020
Sex crimes, publication of details, penalty 9.68.020
Shows, holding of, penalties 9.68.010
Telephone calls, to harass, embarrass, torment  
or threaten 9.61.230

OBSTRUCTIONS—Cont.  
Public representatives, final report and peti­  
tion, objection to 11.76.060
Pleadings justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.090
same grounds as demurrer may be taken by,  
when 4.32.170
waived if not answered or demurred to  
4.32.190
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

OBTATIONS  
Firearms, identifying marks, alteration or  
oblitration of prohibited 9.41.140

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE  
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL IN­  
SURANCE, subtitle Occupational diseases  
§ 9.61.230

OCCUPATIONAL OPERATOR'S LICENSE  
See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Operator's  
licenses

OCCUPATIONS  
Cities and towns  
first class, regulation of 35.22.280
second class, control of 35.23.440

OCEAN BEACH HIGHWAY  
Motor vehicle, control of traffic on 43.51.680

OCEAN BEACHES  
Acquisition of lands for purpose of expanding  
and improving reserved lands 79.16.173
Reservation for public use 79.16.172
Seashore conservation areas  
accredited lands, jurisdiction 43.51.685
control of traffic on ocean beaches, regula­  
tions 43.51.680
cooperation of federal, state and local agen­  
cies 43.51.670
declaration of principle 43.51.650
established 43.51.655
fisheries, state department, powers and au­  
thorities of not interfered with 43.51.675
game, department, powers and authorities  
of not interfered with 43.51.675
jurisdiction of state parks and recreation  
commission 43.51.660
powers and authorities of fisheries and game  
departments not interfered with 43.51.675
principles and purposes to be followed in  
administration of seashore conservation  
areas 43.51.665
regulations and rules, traffic control on  
beaches 43.51.680
state parks and recreation commission, jur­  
sidication of 43.51.660

OBJECTIONS  
Assignment of benefit of creditors, exemp­  
tions, to 7.08.120
Complaint, waiver if not taken 4.32.190
Defenses, waiver if not taken, exceptions 4.32.190
Guardianship, settlement of estate, objections  
to 11.92.056
Judicial sales, to  
procedure 6.24.100
waiver of 6.24.100
Library local improvement district formation  
27.14.035
Oil and gas conservation committee, objec­  
tions to rulings 78.52.470

(OBLIGATION)
OIL AND GAS—Cont.

UNIT OPERATIONS—Cont.

Waste

Wells classification 78.52.190
exploratory data, confidential nature of 78.52.260
spacing areas
authority 78.52.200
combing of interests 78.52.240
entire pool, covering 78.52.230
location 78.52.220
size and shape 78.52.210
surface waters, environmental impact statement required 78.52.125
wildcat data, confidential nature of 78.52.260

OIL AND GAS PIPELINE COMPANIES
Authority of utilities and transportation commission to regulate 81.88.020, 81.88.030
Eminent domain powers 81.88.020

OIL POLLUTION CONTROL (See WATER POLLUTION, subtitle Oil pollution control)

OKANOGAN COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.240
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.065

OLD AGE AND SURVIVORS' INSURANCE
Acceptance of state for state, county, city and town, and political subdivision employees of benefits, participation in Ch. 41.47
Agreement of state for participation of state and political subdivision employees in employees' contributions, OASI contribution fund Ch. 41.48
Employees' contributions 41.48.040
Federal social security disability program, state agencies authorized to enter into agreements 43.17.120
appointment of personnel 43.17.120
State employees' coverage under Ch. 41.41
State-wide city employees' retirement system, participation in 41.44.270
Teachers, plan for coverage under Ch. 41.33

OLD AGE ASSISTANCE (See also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE)
Standards of assistance 74.08.040

OLD PERSONS
Boarding homes, See BOARDING HOMES; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE AGED
Poison prevention packaging standards, exception 70.106.110

OLEOMARGARINE (See also MARGARINE)
Advising, use of certain terms, words and designs, unlawful 15.40.030
Defined 15.40.010, 15.41.010

OLEOMARGARINE—Cont.
Enforcement 15.40.040
Injunctive process available 15.40.040
Inspections and investigations 15.40.040
Labeling, use of certain terms, words and designs, unlawful 15.40.030
Manufacture, transportation, handling, possession, sale, use or serving yellow oleomargarine legalized 15.41.010
Penalty 15.40.070
Rules and regulations 15.40.040
Sale, use of certain terms, words and designs, unlawful 15.40.030
Weights and measures 19.94.410
Yellow oleomargarine, manufacture, transportation, handling, possession, sale, use or serving of, legalized 15.41.010

OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK
Cession of state jurisdiction to United States 37.08.210
Civil and criminal jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.210
Taxation, jurisdiction of state as to 37.08.210

OMISSIONS
Clerks, vacation or modification of judgment or order of superior court because of omissions of
grounds 4.72.010
amount, by 4.72.020
petition, by 4.72.030, 4.72.040
Laws, report to governor by supreme court judges of omissions in laws Const. Art. 4 § 25
Negotiable instruments, date of instrument, effect of 62A.3-112
Partner wrongful omission, liability of partnership 25.04.030
Pleadings, notices, papers, and proceedings, amending by court 4.32.250
Public land lease, contract or deed, recall for purpose of supplying omission 79.01.740
Revised code of Washington, omission of certain sections from 1.08.017
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

OPEN MEETINGS (See MEETINGS AND ASSEMBLIES)

OPEN RANGE (See RANGE AREAS)

OPEN SPACE LAND
Advisory committee on, authorized 84.34.145
Application for current use assessment on farm and agricultural lands, approval or denial by county assessor 84.34.035
Assessors, county, duties with respect to current use assessments for farm and agricultural lands 84.34.034
Classification and reclassification of farm and agricultural land under prior laws 84.34.150
timber land 84.34.155
Natural area preserves definitions 79.70.020
natural resources, department of, powers of 79.70.030, 79.70.040
purpose 79.70.010
Washington state natural preserves, advisory committee created, members, vacancies 79.70.050
Open space, farm and agricultural land, current use assessment current use to be used in determining value 84.34.065
true and fair value, how computed 84.34.065

OPEN SPACE LAND—Cont.
Open space and timber land, current use assessment current use to be used in determining value 84.34.060
true and fair value, how computed 84.34.060
Open space, farm and timber land—acquisition of land or rights for conservation purposes acquisition by counties, cities and metropolitan municipal corporations, authority 84.34.210, 84.34.220
conservation futures 84.34.220
conservation futures fund 84.34.240
conveyance back 84.34.210
county levy for 84.34.230
developmental rights 84.34.220
lease back 84.34.210
legislative finding 84.34.200
purpose 84.34.200
restrictions 84.34.220
tax levy for 84.34.230
Open space, farm, agricultural, and timber land, current use assessment application for current use assessment 84.34.030
change in use 84.34.080
continuation of classification 84.34.070 definitions 84.34.020
lien, additional tax and penalties as 84.34.090
notice of approval or disapproval of application 84.34.050
penalties, change of use, withdrawal 84.34.080, 84.34.090, 84.34.100
procedure upon qualification of land 84.34.050
processing fee 84.34.030
purposes 84.34.010
rules and regulations 84.34.141
timber valuations not affected 84.34.131
withdrawal from classification 84.34.070
Removal of designation additional tax, remedies available to owner 84.34.111
delinquencies, exemptions 84.34.108
factors, additional tax 84.34.108
Reports from owners of classified land, information required 84.34.121

OPEN SPACES
County highways, See COUNTIES, subtitle Highways, open spaces

OPEN VENUE (See VENIRE)

OPERATING AGENCIES (See JOINT OPERATING AGENCIES; POWER FACILITIES AND RESOURCES, subtitle Joint operating agencies)

OPINIONS (See DECISIONS)

OPIUM
Abatement of places of smoking as nuisance 7.48.240

OPPRESSION
Arrest or detention, unlawful or malicious under color of office, penalty 9.33.020
Dispossessing another of property or maliciously under color of office, penalty 9.33.020
Police for forcing confession 9.33.020
refusing arrested person permission to communicate with friends or attorney, penalty 9.33.020
OPPERSSION—Cont.
Public officers, by, penalty 9.33.020
Seizing or levying on another's property unlawfully or maliciously under color of office, penalty 9.33.020

OPTICIANS
Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100

OPTICIANS, DISPENSING
Apprentices defined 18.34.020
training of 18.34.030
Definitions 18.34.020, 18.34.060
Dispensing optician, defined 18.34.060
Examination 18.34.080
fee 18.34.070
Examining committee, membership 18.34.050
Existing practitioners, fee 18.34.110
Industrial insurance, medical aid 51.36.020
License annual renewal, fee 18.34.120
applicants for, qualifications 18.34.070
display 18.34.080
exemption 18.34.010
issuance 18.34.080
practicing without, penalty 18.34.140
reissuance or reinstatement 18.34.100
revocation or suspension, grounds 18.34.090
Opticians' account created, disposition of fees into 18.34.130
Revocation or suspension of license grounds 18.34.090
reissuance or reinstatement of 18.34.100
Violations enjoining unlawful practice 18.34.150
penalty 18.34.140

OPTIONAL MUNICIPAL CODE (See CITIES—OPTIONAL MUNICIPAL CODE)

OPTIONS
Highway property, options for purchase of 47.12.011
Leases with option to purchase subject to real estate sales excise tax 28A.45.010
State parks, acquisition of land, option agreements 43.51.040
Trustees, power to grant or purchase 30.99.070

OPTOMETRISTS
Discrimination prohibited additional cost of contract inmaterial 18.53.185
application of law 18.53.190
State, subdivisions, officers and employees, performance of services, compensation, discrimination prohibited 18.53.175

OPTOMETRY
Acceptance of services by state and subdivisions 18.53.170
Application for certificate eligibility requirements 18.53.060
fee 18.53.070
Certificates of registration exemptions 18.53.040
fee 18.53.070
filing 18.53.020, 18.53.090
issuance 18.53.060
reinstatement 18.53.055
renewal, fee 18.53.050
suspension, revocation 18.53.050
required 18.53.020
Definitions 18.53.010
Discrimination against prohibited, declaration of legislative policy 18.53.165
Examinations 18.53.060
Exemptions 18.53.040

OPTOMETRY—Cont.
Health care service advertising related to, unlawful 18.53.145
reimbursement of clients 48.44.025
Insurance disability, benefits for services performed by licensed optometrists 48.20.410
group disability, benefits for services performed by licensed optometrists 48.21.140
Optometry account created, disposition of fees into 18.53.050
vouchers upon 18.54.140
Optometry board administrative procedure act governs proceedings 18.54.090
chairman 18.54.040
definitions 18.54.010
expenses and per diem 18.54.130
meetings 18.54.050
membership 18.54.030
mileage allowance 18.54.130
powers and duties 18.54.070
qualifications of members 18.54.030
quorum 18.54.060
terms of members 18.54.030
vacancies 18.54.030
Optometry record, duty of county clerk to keep, reports 18.53.090
Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100
Public aid ocular services, discrimination prohibited 18.53.160
Revection of certificate, grounds 18.53.100
Revocation or suspension of licenses application for reinstatement 18.54.120
judicial review 18.54.110
procedure 18.54.100
unprofessional conduct as reason for 18.54.100
what constitutes 18.54.100
Short title of act 18.54.900
State, subdivisions, officials and employees, agreements or contracts for services, discrimination prohibited 18.53.180
Temporary permit issuance of, limitations 18.53.030
required 18.53.020
Unlawful acts 18.53.140
Unprofessional conduct defined 18.52.024
revocation or suspension of license because of 18.54.100
Violations, penalty 18.53.150

ORCHARDS (See also AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Soft tree fruits)
Labor lien, exceptions for 60.12.010
Liens, See LIENS, subtitle Orchards and orchard lands
Malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.040

ORDER PAPER (See UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Warehouse receipts, bills of lading and other documents of title)

ORDERS
Adoption at open public meeting required 42.30.060
Cease and desist charitable solicitations, motor vehicles, director of 19.09.270
security act 21.20.390
Charitable solicitations, cease and desist, motor vehicles, director of 19.09.270
Discrimination, human rights commission appeals from 49.60.270, 49.60.280
court enforcement 49.60.260

ORDERS—Cont.
Discrimination, human rights commission —— Cont.
resistance to 49.60.310
state or political subdivisions action of governor 49.60.320
Family court, duration of effectiveness 26.12.180
Flood control district establishment, duties of director of conservation 86.05.290
Guardian and ward, intermediate accounts, orders approving 11.92.050
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Orders
Insurance commissioner, insurance holding company system 48.31A.130
Motor vehicles, director of, cease and desist, charitable solicitations 19.09.270
Physicians and surgeons, revocation or suspension of licenses, procedure 18.72.230
Port districts, annexation of territory 53.04.100

ORDERS OF COURT
Adoption proceedings, See ADOPTION
Appealable errors reviewable by appeal to supreme court or court of appeals 4.80.050
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Application for constitutes appearance 4.28.210
Arbitration appeals 7.04.220
award confirmation 7.04.150
award modification or correction 7.04.170
compelling arbitration 7.04.040
preserve property or secure satisfaction of 7.04.130
stay of proceedings enforcing award 7.04.180
vacating award, rehearing 7.04.160
Assessment of benefit of creditors assignee's compensation 7.08.090
discharge of assignor 7.08.170
dividends 7.08.090
final account 7.08.090
Attachment, sale of property before judgment 7.12.160
Award in addition to homestead, finality 11.52.050
finality 11.52.016
Ceremonial proceedings, defined 7.16.020
Charitable solicitations director, investigations, orders compelling compliance 19.09.260
investigations, director, orders under, compelling compliance 19.09.260
Child custody proceedings investigation and report 26.09.220
temporary custody order 26.09.200
vacation of temporary custody order 26.09.200
Child support 26.20.050, 74.20.110
Children, handicapped, commitment 26.40.060
Claims admitted in part be satisfied 7.60.050
Commitment of juveniles, delinquency or incorrigible dependent, grounds for commitment with department of institutions 13.04.095
Confessed judgment be entered 46.00.070
Confining judicial sales, conclusiveness 6.24.100
Contempt of court appeal not to stay 7.20.140
disobedience of 7.20.010
production of defendant in custody 7.20.050
show cause why he should not be arrested 7.20.040
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ORDERS OF COURT—Cont.
Contempt of court—Cont.

summary punishment 7.20.030

Corrected by commissioners to convey real
estate Ch. 6.28

Corporate dissolution 23A.28.110

Corporations

deemed of involuntary dissolution 23A.28-
220
dissolution, filing of decree of with secretary
of state 23A.28.230
to divest itself of stock or assets held un-
lawfully 19.86.060

Criminal proceedings, defendant acquitted by
reason of insanity, discharge, hospitaliza-
tion, conditional release 10.77.110

Declaratory judgments 7.25.010
review of 7.24.070

Defined 4.56.020

Desertion and nonsupport, support orders 26-
20.050

Dismissals

disobedience of court order 4.56.120
failure to file pleadings 4.32.260

supplemental proceedings 6.32.150

Disobedience

contempt of court 7.20.010

dismissal of action 4.56.120

enforcement power 2.28.010
judges can compel obedience 2.28.060

Disobedience of marriage

failure to obey decree or order, appropriate
order 26.09.160

legal separation, declaration concerning va-
dility of a marriage, support or mainte-
nance, assignment of wages or trust in-
come 26.09.130

legal separation, declaration of invalidity,
child custody

temporary custody order 26.09.200

vacation of temporary custody order 26-
.09.200

legal separation, declaration of validity
payment of costs, attorney’s fees and oth-
er disbursements 26.09.140

support or maintenance payments, to
amount made 26.09.120

Drunks, habitual

vacation of court order 71.08.090
who may be adjudged 71.08.030

Ejectment and quieting title actions

counterclaims unpaid or unpaid 7.28.280

survey of property 7.28.200, 7.28.210

vacation of judgment and granting new trial
7.28.260

Eminent domain

by corporations

directing summons of jury to adju-
dicate damages 8.20.070
payment of claimants 8.20.110

service of 8.20.020

by counties

order adjudicating public use 8.08.040

by school districts, reciting findings prereq-
tuirement to trial 8.16.050

by state

order adjudicating public use 8.04.070,
8.04.080

order for immediate possession 8.04.090

payment of claimants from deposits in court
8.04.140

service 8.04.020

several ownerships, order of public use
8.04.098

conclusions of appraisers, production upon
court order 8.25.120

Enforcement, power to cause 2.28.010

Error in, review of
appeal to supreme court or court of appeals.
by, authorized 4.80.050

court committed before, by 4.80.050

ORDERS OF COURT—Cont.

Error in, review of—Cont.

judge committed before, by 4.80.050

Execution of judgment in name of executor,
administrator or legal representative 6.04-
.070

Executions, See EXECUTIONS

Family court 26.12.180

Filing of civil proceedings, court may order
4.32.260

Garnishment

deposits in court 7.33.220

dismissal, when plaintiff’s judgment is satis-
fied 7.33.310

sale of perishable property 7.33.220

show cause order, failure to deliver effects
to sheriff 7.33.230

Guardianship

intermediate accounts, orders approving 11-
92.050

settlement of estate, termination other than
due to death 11.92.053

Habeas corpus

commitment orders

discharge from 7.36.150

limits of 7.36.150

in forma pauperis

orders of discharge, obedience to, officer

in charge, temporary 7.36.180

temporary orders 7.36.220

Handicapped children, commitment 26.40.060

Highways, obstructions on highway right of
way, action in rem upon failure to remove
obstructions 47.32.060

Homestead

alienation where insane spouse 6.12.310,
6.12.330

division on execution against 6.12.220

sale of homestead if not divisible 6.12.230

Horticultural plants, order of condemnation
and destruction, judicial stay 15.13.440

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL IN-
SURANCE, subtitle Orders

Injunctions

order of

binder effect of 7.40.120

certification 7.40.100

issuance 7.40.100

motion to reinstate 7.40.210

service of unnecessary, when 7.40.100,
7.40.130

order to dissolve or modify injunction, sus-
pension on motion to reinstate injunc-
tion 7.40.210

order to show cause why contempt should not
issue 7.40.150

to prevent proceedings on 7.40.020

Involuntary dissolution of corporation, decree
of 23A.28.220

Irregularities in, review of

irregularities in, new trial ground 11.56.045

replacement of records lost or destroyed
11.56.040

irregularities in, trial ground 11.56.040

juvenile court

commitment of juveniles 13.04.100

rescission when reformation complete 13-
.04.095

modification of permitted 13.04.150

support of child, enforcement of, time limi-
tation 13.04.105

Land development, cease and desist 58.19.210

Legal separation, failure to obey decree or or-
der, appropriate order 26.09.160

Loss or destroyed

replacement Ch. 5.48

substitution of copy authorized 5.48.010

Mandamus proceedings

damages, assessment of 7.16.210

defined 7.16.020

enforcement of writ 7.16.280

order for trial of issues of fact 7.16.210

ORDERS OF COURT—Cont.

Meat inspection, embargo order 16.49A.440

Ne exeat, order of arrest and bail
directed to sheriff 7.44.021

issuance 7.44.021

return 7.44.021

service 7.44.021

Nonsuit for disobedience of court order 4.56-
120

Nuisances

abatement order authorized, when 7.48.250,
7.48.260

order closing place of prostitution, assigna-
tion or lewdness 7.48.090

cancellation on voluntary abatement
7.48.110

stay of warrant of abatement 7.48.270

voluntary abatement of prostitution, assign-
ation or lewdness 7.48.110

warrant of abatement, allowing 7.48.020

Obedience to, judges can compel 2.28.060

On merits affecting judgment, judgment toll to
include copy of, when 4.64.040

Parties, order relating to change of, judgment
roll component, when 4.64.040

Partition proceedings

confirmation of report of referee for sale of
property, effect 7.52.210

decree of partition authorized, when 7.52-
.080

order of confirmation of sale 7.52.380

order of sale

authorized, when 7.52.080, 7.52.130

directed to referees 7.52.130

estates

estate for years 7.52.300

life estate 7.52.300

terms of sale directed in 7.52.280

security of creditors to be sold or deducted
first 7.52.230

service on lien creditors on sale of property
7.52.200

supplemental complaint making lien credit-
ors parties, order for 7.52.150

Platting, subdivision and dedication of land
act, penalty for failing to follow 58.17.220

Prisoners, examination of prisoners
affidavit, by 5.56.100

deposition, by 5.56.090

order of examination, by 5.56.090

Probate

contracts to convey real property by dece-
cased vendor, sale and conveyance
11.60.010

jurisdiction and powers of court as to 11-
.02.030

lease of estate property 11.56.010

lease of real property of the estate 11.56.045

mortgage of estate property, order directing
11.56.040

nonintervention will, orders not a waiver of
nonintervention powers, enumerated 11-
.68.010

performance of decedent’s contracts 11.60-
.010

conveyance of real property, deed recites
order of court authorizing conveyance
11.60.040

power to issue 11.02.030

replacement of records lost or destroyed
5.48.060

revocation of letters testamentary or of ad-
ministration 11.28.250

sale of estate property 11.56.010

wills

acceptance or rejection of 11.20.020

establishing and probating 11.20.020

Prohibition proceedings

damages, assessment of 7.16.320

defined 7.16.020

enforcement of writ 7.16.320
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ORDERS OF COURT

ORDERS OF COURT—Cont. Prohibition proceedings—Cont. order for trial of issues of fact 7.16.320 Quo warranto proceedings delivery of books and papers 7.56.070 enforcement 7.56.080 Reciprocal enforcement of support act enforcement of orders for support or reimbursement of support 26.21.120 issuance of by this state as responding state does not supersede other orders 26.21.190 transmittal to initiating state 26.21.130 Relating to change of party, judgment roll component when 4.64.040 ReLINquishment of custody or control of minor child for adoption 26.36.010 Replacement of records lost or destroyed appeal time extended 5.48.050 hearing 5.48.040 methods 5.48.020 procedure 5.48.030 Resisting as assault and battery 9.11.020 Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0 Show cause certiorari proceedings 7.16.050 divorce or separate maintenance actions, application by attorney general for show cause order to provide support for children 74.20.220 ejectment and quieting title actions, order for survey of property 7.28.200 garnishment, failure to deliver effects to sheriff 7.33.230 injunctions, contempt for disobedience 7.40.190 mandamus proceedings 7.16.180, 7.16.200 nuisances, default on bond to stay warrant of abatement 7.48.270 prohibition proceedings 7.16.320 writ of prohibition to command 7.16.310 State not required to furnish bond 4.92.080 Substitution of copies for lost or destroyed records 5.48.010 Superior court, clerk to enter 2.32.050 Supplemental proceedings authorizing payment by debtor to judgment debtor 6.32.070 contempt of 6.32.180 costs allowed to creditor 6.32.160 costs allowed to debtor 6.32.170 discontinuance 6.32.150 dismissal 6.32.150 examination of judgment debtor 6.32.010 requisites 6.32.040 examination of third parties 6.32.030 requisites 6.32.040 receiver appointment 6.32.290-6.32.320 receivership extension 6.32.310-6.32.320 filing time noted on 6.32.350 requiring delivery of money or personal property 6.32.080-6.32.110 service of 6.32.130 Support of children, public assistance action 74.20.110 Support of dependents 26.20.050 uniform reciprocal support of dependents act Ch. 26.21 Supreme court clerk to enter 2.32.050 Telegraph, service of by 4.28.300 Uniform enforcement of support act Ch. 26.21 Utilities and transportation commission. See also UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION, subtitle Orders hearings, receiver of court to appear 80.04.020, 81.04.020 Vacation or modification of denial of costs 4.72.090 damages 4.72.090 judgment of 4.72.090

ORDERS OF COURT—Cont. Vacation or modification of—Cont. ground may be tried first 4.72.060 grounds 4.32.240, 4.72.010 injunction to suspend proceedings 4.72.070 motion for limitation of time 4.72.020 when does not apply to consent or stipulated judgments 4.72.080 permitted 4.72.020 service of 4.72.020 petition, by authorized, when 4.72.030 contents 4.72.010, 4.72.070 limitation of time 4.72.030, 4.72.080 procedure 4.72.040 verification 4.72.030 relief from judgment or order proceeding because of mistake, inadvertence, surprise or neglect 4.32.240 rule of construction 4.72.080 Warehouses for storage of agricultural commodities, order of court of possession by department 22.09.350 Writ of execution contents 6.04.040 Written rulings or decisions embodied in, exceptions need not be taken 4.80.020

ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS (See also CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Ordinances) Adoption at open public meeting required 42.30.060 Bonds, printing on dispensed with 39.44.090 Cities and towns airport joint operation 14.08.200 annexed cities and towns, effect 35.10.320 building code, adoption by reference 35.21.180 city limits reduction 35.16.040, 35.16.050 codification of city charter official code 35.21.520 amending, adopting, or rejecting 35.21-540 authorization for 35.21.510 copies as proof of ordinances 35.21.550 defined 35.21.500 single subject requirement 35.21.570 subsequent amendment 35.21.560 compilation, codification, and revision of 35.21.500-35.21.560 consolidated cities 35.10.320 declaratory judgment as to 7.24.040 electric code, adoption by reference 35.21.180 electrical installations 19.28.010, 19.28.360 eminent domain, ordinance to provide methods of payment of compensation 8.12.040 enforcement by municipal court 35.20.030 evidence, admissible as, when 5.44.080 first class cities (See also ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS, subtitle First class cities) violations, providing for punishment 35.22.280 franchises and privileges grant of 35.17.220 publication before passage 35.23.400 health and sanitation, adoption by reference 35.21.180 judicial notice of 4.36.110 local improvement, compliance with state laws 35.43.030 local improvement districts 35.43.070-35.43.100 meat processing, adoption by reference 35.21.180 milk processing, adoption by reference 35.21.180 production of 35.21.180

ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS—Cont. Cities and towns—Cont. plumbing code, adoption by reference 35.21.180 port district regulations, adoption 53.08.220 posting and publishing 35.21.180 recording 5.44.080 signing and filing commission government 35.17.190 council-manager plan 35.18.180 statutes and codes adoption by reference 35.21.180 filing with city clerk 35.21.180 posting and publishing 35.21.180 unclassified cities 35.30.010 utility local improvement districts 35.43.080 compliance with state law 35.43.030 vacation of streets and alleys 35.79.030 abutting fresh or salt water, limitation on 35.79.040 filing 35.79.030 Condemnations, application of zoning ordinances 64.32.110 Counties admission tax ordinance form 36.38.030 optional provisions 36.38.020 air pollution control considerations 70.94.150 enforcement 70.94.160 airport joint operations 14.08.200 bridges, acquisition or construction over county roads 36.75.170 county commissioners adopt by reference 36.32.120 power to make 36.32.120 county recreation districts 36.69.210, 36.69.220 county roads and bridges (See also COUNTRY ROADS AND BRIDGES) classification of county roads according to manner of acquisition 36.87.180 where no public expenditures involved in acquisition 36.87.110 powers 36.75.050 resolution of intention 36.87.010 vacation of county roads, percentage of appraised value of vacated road required 36.87.120 joint county jail districts 36.63.300-36.63.310 port district regulations, adoption 53.08.220 recreation districts, resolution of cities and towns 36.69.030 zones and zoning prerequisites 36.70.720 text without map 36.70.730 County commissioner adopt by reference 36.32.120 port district formation 35.04.020 power to make 36.32.120 Declaratory judgments 7.24.040 Eminent domain, ordinance to provide method of payment 8.12.040 Evidence admissible as, when 5.44.080 resolution of necessity in eminent domain cases for acquisition of toll bridge property as 47.56.110 Federal court local law certificate procedure, See FEDERAL COURT LOCAL LAW CERTIFICATE PROCEEDURE ACT Fire protection districts burning permits 52.28.010, 52.28.020 local improvement district formation by 52.20.020, 52.20.030 hearings 52.20.030
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ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS—Cont.
First class cities (See also ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS, subtitle Cities and towns)

Industrial insurance, compensation otherwise provided by ordinance 51.12.050

Judicial notice of 4.36.110

Local improvements and assessments

Municipal corporations evidence, admissible as, when 5.44.080

Local improvement districts creating 35.43.080

Nuclear corporations pleading of 4.36.110

Rules and regulations, effect on safety glazing materials, statute supersedes 35.43.030

Municipal corporations

Osteopathic physician's pleading of 4.36.110

Ordinance 5.44.080

Port districts, rules and regulations, effect on 70.89.060

Safety glazing materials, statute supersedes 35.43.030

Utility local improvement districts creation 35.43.030, 35.43.080

ORE (See also MINES AND MINING)

Industrial insurance mine, defined 51.08.130

OREGON

Boundary. See WASHINGTON-OREGON BOUNDARY

Columbia River fisheries compact 75.40.010, 75.40.020

Food fish and shellfish cooperation with Oregon 75.08.027

OREGON—WASHINGTON (See WASHINGTON-OREGON BOUNDARY)

ORGANIZED CRIME INTELLIGENCE UNIT (See STATE PATROL, subtitle Organized crime intelligence unit)

ORPHANS (See CHILDREN, subtitle Protection of homeless, orphaned or neglected children)

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANTS

Application for fee 18.57A.040

renewal, fee 18.57A.040

Board adopt rules and regulations contents 18.57A.020

fixing qualifications 18.57A.020 restricting practice 18.57A.020 approval of application, by 18.57A.040 defines 18.57A.010 rejection of application, by, hearing 18.57A-.040

withdrawal of approval of application, hearing 18.57A.040

Definitions 18.57A.010 Limitations on health care services 18.57A.060

Limitations on practice by osteopathic physician's assistant 18.57A.030

Osteopathic physician's application for assistant 18.57A.040

liability 18.57A.050

responsibility 18.57A.050

OSTEOPATHIC PHYS. ASSTS.—Cont.

Osteopathic physician's assistant defined 18.57A.010

limitations on practice 18.57A.030

Practice medicine, defined 18.57A.010

OSTEOPATHY AND SURGERY

Advertising regulations 18.57.140, 18.57.170

Applications for license eligibility requirements 18.57.020 fees 18.57.050

form and contents 18.57.020

Births and deaths, certifying of, validity 18.57.150

Board of medical examiners, limitation on liability for acts performed in course of their duties on examining committee 424.240

Chiropractors not permitted to practice 18.25.030

Contempt, bearings, disobedience of subpoena 18.57.180

Definitions 18.57.130

Examinations 18.57.080

basic sciences, waiver of 18.57.085

Health laws, applicability of 18.57.150

Licenses

basic science certificate prerequisite to obtaining, See BASIC SCIENCE LAW exemptions 18.57.040 issuance of 18.57.020

out-of-state licensees 18.57.130

practicing without, penalty 18.57.030

preexisting licenses 18.57.130 qualifications for 18.57.020

recording, penalty 18.57.100, 18.57.160, 18.57.180

renewal fee 18.57.050

required 18.57.030

Osteopathy, defined 18.57.130

Penalties, disposition 18.57.080

Practice of to be regulated by law Const. Art. 2 § 2 Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100

Refusal or revocation of license failure to have basic science certificate grounds for 43.74.065

grounds 18.57.180

procedure 18.57.180

record of 18.57.180, 18.57.240

Report by osteopath of abuse of mentally retarded Ch. 26.44

Report of child abuse by osteopaths Ch. 26.44

Unlawful practices, penalty 18.57.160

Unprofessional conduct, what constitutes 18.57.170

Use of designations with name 18.57.145

OTOLOGIST, STATE

Appointment 70.50.010

Duties 70.50.020

OUT-OF-STATE—Cont.

Witness, summoning to testify in this state or to testify in another state, uniform act 10-.55.020

OUTDOOR MUSIC FESTIVALS

Age of patrons 70.108.110

Application for permit, contents, filing 70.108-.040

Approval or denial of permit, corrections, procedure, judicial review 70.108.050

Books and records, inspection of 70.108.140

Cash deposit, surety bond, insurance 70.108.070

Definitions 70.108.020

Drugs prohibited 70.108.090

Expenses, incurred in reviewing request, reimbursement of 70.108.060

Firearms, unlawful, penalty 70.108.150

Inspection of books and records 70.108.140

Legislative declaration 70.108.010

Local regulations and ordinances not precluded 70.108.170

Penalty 70.108.130

Permits application for, contents, filing 70.108.040

approval or denial of 70.108.050

posting, transferability 70.108.120

required, compliance with rules and regulations 70.108.030

revocation of 70.108.080

material violation 70.108.160

Preparations, completion requirements 70.108-.160

Proximity to schools, churches, homes 70.108-.100

Records and books, inspection of 70.108.140

Reimbursement of expenses incurred in reviewing request 70.108.060

Revocation of permits 70.108.080

OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

(See PARKS AND RECREATION, subtitle Outdoor recreational facilities bond issue)

OUTER HARBOR LINE (See also HARBOR LINES, HARBOR AREAS)

Defined 79.01.008

State prohibited from selling or leasing beyond 79.01.008

OYSTERS (See also FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH)

Lease of beds of navigable waters for growing of, maximum area and period of lease 79-.01.568

PACIFIC COUNTY

Astoria—Megler bridge, contribution by 47.56-.661

Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.250

Southwest Washington fair commission, abolished 36.90.020

Superior court judges, number of 2.08.065

PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION

Representatives of state upon 75.40.040

PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMPACT

Provisions of Ch. 75.40

PACKAGES

Bacon, requirements 69.04.205

Poison prevention packaging director, defined 70.106.040
PARENT AND CHILD—Cont.
Custody of illegitimate children conditioned on child's welfare 26.28.110
primary right of parents 26.28.110
Damage to property by child, action against parent allowed, limitation 4.24.190
Deaf and blind youth, duty of parent 72.40-080
Desertion and nonsupport (See also DESERTION AND NONSUPPORT) defined, penalty 26.20.030
enforcement of support, conviction of defendant, working of payment from county current expense fund for support 26.20.050
fine, payment to parent or guardian 26.20.050
moneys due defendant from others, judgment against, application to support 26.20.050
personal effects of defendant in possession of others, order to deliver up 26.20.050
public assistance action to enforce support 26.20.050
Public assistance action to enforce support for dependent children, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Support of dependent children
support orders, forfeiture of recognizance for violations 26.20.050
payment of support as condition of probation 26.20.050
jurisdiction of justices of the peace 26.20.040
proof of willfulness 26.20.080
uniform reciprocal enforcement of support act Ch. 26.21
Drug treatment, parental consent not required for children fourteen or over 69.54.060
Earnings, separate property of parent having custody or with whom living 26.16.140
Education of child
duty of parent to comply with compulsory attendance law, See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle Compulsory attendance
joint liability of husband and wife for violation of all compulsory attendance laws 26.20.040
Family support
joint liability of husband and wife for, limitation of liability of stepparent for stepchildren after divorce 26.16.205
Filiation proceedings, See FILIATION PROCEEDINGS
Guardian, appointment of testamentary guardian by surviving parent 11.88.030
Habeas corpus, granting of writ to parent 7.36.020
Handicapped children, commitment, petition for, consent, health measures Ch. 26.40
Illegitimacy proceedings, See ILLEGTILMITY PROCEEDINGS
Industrial insurance, dependent defined 51.08.050
Insurance, group policies, assignments 48.18-375
Juvenile court
commitment, notice to parents 13.04.053
liability of parent for support 13.04.105
Juvenile court proceedings
adoption, placing child for 13.04.110
consent required to remove child from custody of parent, exceptions 13.04.140
enforcement of support payments during commitment 13.04.100
notice to parent of proceedings 13.04.070, 13.04.120
PARENT AND CHILD—Cont.
Motor vehicles
operator's license, cosignature of parent required 46.20.100
Name, action for change of 4.24.130
Negotiable instruments
infant, effect of indorsement 62.01.022
Personal injury action survives on death of injured person 4.20.060
Residential schools, parental successors, See RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS, subtitle Parental successors
Schooling of child, compliance with compulsory attendance law, See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle Compulsory attendance
School property, defacing or otherwise injuring, penalty, parent's liability 28A.87.120
Seduction of child, action for 4.24.020
Service of summons on minors, personal service 4.28.080
Substitution of child by nursing home or educational institution, penalty 9.45.020
Support, joint liability of husband and wife for, 26.16.205
Vaccination of pupil in first class school district prohibited if against will of parent 28A.59.180
Vehicle operator's license application, parent or guardian cosignature required 46.20.100
Venerable disease
treatment of minor, parental consent not required 70.24.110
Wrongful death beneficiary 4.20.020
PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION
False pretenses, unlawful use of name, penalty 9.37.060
PARENTAL SCHOOLS
State parks, lease with option to purchase parental school facilities authorized 43.51.230
PARK AND RECREATION DISTRICTS
(See also PARKS AND RECREATION; METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS)
Board of commissioners
contract indebtedness 36.69.350
election of, procedure 36.69.090
issue revenue bonds 36.69.350
term of office 36.69.090
Disincorporation of in class AA or class A counties
assets, disposition of 57.90.040
authorized, when 57.90.010
indebtedness, retirement of 57.90.050
order of county commissioners, disincorporation upon 57.90.030
petition method 57.90.020
resolution method 57.90.020
Revenue bonds
authorized 36.69.360
form 36.69.370
funding, refunding bonds 36.69.400
issuance 36.69.370
authority for 36.69.410
payment of, covenants, enforcement 36.69-390
purposes 36.69.360
resolution to authorize, contents 36.69.380
seal 36.69.370
term 36.69.370
Water district conveyance of land for park and recreation purposes, application of 39-33.060, 57.08.140
PARK COMMISSIONERS (See PARKS AND RECREATION; METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS)
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PARKING

Business and occupation tax, automobile parking charge or fee as retail sale $2.04-05.

Citizen and towns (See also CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Parking)
off-street Ch. 35.86
parking meter revenue, third class cities 35-
towns, off-street 35.27.550-35.27.590
Local improvement district for, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Cities and towns
Motor vehicles, See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Parking
Off-street
cities and towns Ch. 35.86
pedestrian malls 35.71.040
towns 35.27.550-35.27.590

PARKS AND RECREATION

Annexation of territory for, second and third class cities 35.13.180
Arrears, use of for recreation purposes 38-
20.010
Birds or animals in, malicious mischief con­
cerning, penalty 9.61.040
Cities and towns: annexation of territory for, second and third class cities 35.13.180
authority for local improvement 35.43.040
authority to acquire and operate 67.20.010
conditional sales contracts for purchase of property for authorized, vote required if exceeds debt limitation 39.30.010
eminent domain by cities for 8.12.030
first class cities, purchase of property for 35.22.280
metropolitan municipal corporations, See METROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
metropolitan park districts, See METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS
park commissioners, approval of local improvement proceedings 35.43.040
parks, beaches and camps, authority, generally Ch. 67.720
second and third class cities, park fund levy 35.23.510
second class cities: acquisition of land for 35.23.440
exchange of park property 35.23.010
power to provide 35.23.440
title deeds for 79.08.080
exchange of state tidelands or shorelands to provide for 79.08.090
grant of state tidelands or shorelands for 79.08.080
third class cities, exchange of park property 35.24.010
towns, purchase of land for 35.27.400
Commission, defined 43.51.010
Counties
authority to acquire and operate 36.69.190, 67.20.010
board for compensation 36.68.030
powers and duties 36.68.060
removal of members 36.68.050
terms of office 36.68.040
vacancies 36.68.050
comprehensive plans, elements of 36.70.350
conditional sales contracts by county for purchase of property for parks authorized, vote required if exceeds indebtedness 39.30.010
designation of name 36.32.430
funds for, generally 36.68.070

PARKS AND RECREATION—Cont.

Counties—Cont.
park and playground systems, authority 36-
68.010
park and recreation service areas, See COUNTIES, subtitle Park and recreation service areas
parks, beaches and camps, authority, generally Ch. 67.20.010
penalty for violations 36.68.080
recreation districts
area, addition authority 36.69.190
assessments, See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Counties
authority for all counties 36.69.010
board of commissioners compensation 36.69.110
duties 36.69.120
election procedure 36.69.090
jurisdiction 36.69.260
terms of office 36.69.090
vacancies 36.69.100
dissolution 36.69.310
fiscal matters
budget 36.69.160
expenditures 36.69.170
warrants and vouchers 36.69.150
formation
boundaries, fixing 36.69.050
elections declaration of results 36.69.080
proposition 36.69.060
hearing 36.69.040
petition 36.69.020
resolution of cities and towns 36.69.030
subdivisions 36.69.060
local improvement districts (See also LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS, subtitle Counties)
authority for 36.69.200
hearing 36.69.240
initiation of proceedings petitions 36.69.210, 36.69.230
resolutions 36.69.210, 36.69.220
notice 36.69.240
powers and duties of board 36.69.270
protests 36.69.260
powers of
bonds, general obligation, issuance of 36.69.140
enumeration 36.69.130
special levies, authorization 36.69.140
specific enumeration 36.69.130
recreational facilities
authority to construct, regulate and charge for use of 36.69.130
defined 36.69.010
treasurer, county treasurer as 36.69.150
violation of rules, penalty 36.69.180
recreational programs, conduct of 36.68.020
reforestation lands
reacquisition of reforestation land for state for use for outdoor recreational purposes, hearing 76.12.072
Definitions 43.51.010
Department of
outdoor recreational opportunity land, procedure in withdrawing land for 79.08.055
thermal power plant site evaluation council, membership 80.50.030
Destroying native flora on state lands or on or adjoining highways and parks unlawful 47.40.080
Discrimination to deny public accommodations because of race, color, or creed, penalty 9.91.010
Eminent domain by cities for 8.12.030

PARKS AND RECREATION—Cont.

Green River Gorge Conservation Area
acquisition, authority of state parks and recreation commission relating to 43.51-
920
creation 43.51.910
limitation on acquisition 43.51.930
purpose 43.51.900
Highway advertising control act of 1961, application to public parks and recreation areas 47.42.020
Historic properties, preservation of advisory council
appointment, members, terms, vacancies 43.51.790
executive director 43.51.820
expenses of members 43.51.810
powers and duties 43.51.790, 43.51.800
apportionment of grants 43.51.780
definitions 43.51.750
executive director of advisory council 43.51.820
financial and administrative services 43.51.820
participation in federal historic properties act 43.51.760
powers and duties of director of state parks department in relation to 43.51.770
Lakes within irrigation and rehabilitation districts, recreational use 87.84.005
Liquor, intoxicating, certain parks not included as public places for purpose of intoxicating liquor law 66.04.011
Local improvements and assessments, authority generally 35.43.040
Malicious mischief or injury 9.61.040
Metropolitan park districts (See also METROPOLITAN PARK DISTRICTS)
assessment of property by cities and towns 35.44.170
Mutual savings banks, authorized investment 32.20.470
Natural area preserves
definitions 79.70.020
natural resources, department of, powers of 79.70.030, 79.70.040
purpose 79.70.010
Washington state natural preserves advisory council, created, members, vacancies 79.70.050
Obstructing in nuisance 7.48.120
Obstructing or interfering with as public nuisance, penalty 9.66.010
Ocean beaches declared public recreation areas, reservation for public use 79.16.172
Olympic National Park
cession of state jurisdiction to United States 37.08.210
civil and criminal jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.210
taxation, jurisdiction of state as to 37.08.210
Outdoor recreation opportunity land
withdrawal of trust land for purposes of 79.08.055
Outdoor recreational areas and facilities—1967 bond act
acquisition and development of outdoor recreational reas and facilities, defined 43.99A.080
bonds authorized as general obligation of state 43.99A.020
call prior to due date 43.99A.040
disposition of proceeds from sale of 43.99A.050
facsimile signatures 43.99A.040
form, sale, interest 43.99A.030
general obligation of state 43.99A.020
legal investment for state and municipal corporation funds 43.99A.100
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PARKS AND RECREATION—Cont.
Outdoor recreational areas and facilities—1967 bond act—Cont.
legislature may provide additional sources of funds or measures for payment of bonds 43.99A.090
pledge of state, call of bonds 43.99A.040
proceeds from sale of bonds, administration, deposit and use 43.99A.070
source of funds, sales tax 43.99A.060
declaration of purpose 43.99A.010
effective date 43.99A.110
election of people on act 43.99A.110
outdoor recreational bond redemption fund of 1967, creation, use, deposit of sales tax revenues into 43.99A.060
referendum to people of act 43.99A.110

Outdoor recreational facilities bond issue authorized 43.98.010
bonds legal investment for state and municipal corporation funds 43.98.070
consent of holders of world fair bonds required 43.98.090
general obligation bonds authorized 43.98.010
legislature may provide additional means of support 43.98.060
outdoor recreational bond redemption fund corporate fees, payment into 43.31.620
created 43.98.040
payment of interest on and retirement of bonds 43.98.040
payment of bonds, mandamus or other proceeding may be brought to compel 43.98.050
payment of bonds and interest from corporate fees 43.98.030
proceeds from sale of bonds, disposition 43.98.020
sale and issuance 43.98.010
Park and recreation service areas, See COUNTIES, subittle Park and recreation service areas
Port district park and recreation facilities
approval of other agencies required, time limitation 53.08.270
authorized, when 53.08.260
Public lands
exchange of lands for 79.08.108
notice withdrawal of public lands from sale or lease for 79.08.065
hearing on Ch. 79.08
rental payments 79.08.104
state trust lands withdrawn for park purposes, sale to parks and recreation commission, terms, procedure 43.51.270
timber removal, consent required 79.08.106
trust land purchase account 43.51.280
use of public lands for state parks 79.08.102
authority, approval of board of regents, when 79.08.102
withdrawal of public lands from sale or lease for authority, approval of board of regents, when 79.08.102
concurrency of commission before withdrawal order is rescinded 79.08.056
hearing, notice, procedure 79.08.065
Rainier National Park
cession of state jurisdiction to United States 37.08.200
criminal jurisdiction of state preserved 37.08.208
taxation, jurisdiction of state as to 37.08.200
Recreation, defined 43.51.010
Recreation districts for determination of county, resolution of cities and townships 36.69.030
Recreation trails system Ch. 67.32

PARKS AND RECREATION—Cont.
Seashore conservation areas
accredited lands
jurisdiction 43.51.685
control of traffic on ocean beaches, regulations 43.51.655
cooperation of federal, state and local agencies 43.51.670
declaration of principle 43.51.650
established 43.51.655
fisheries, state department, powers and authorities of not interfered with 43.51.675
game, department, powers and authorities of not interfered with 43.51.675
jurisdiction of state parks and recreation commission 43.51.660
powers and authorities of fisheries and game departments not interfered with 43.51.675
principles and purposes to be followed in administration of seashore conservation areas 43.51.665
regulations and rules, traffic control on ocean beaches 43.51.680
state parks and recreation commission, jurisdiction of 43.51.660
traffic control on ocean beaches, regulations 79.16.172
Washington state seashore conservation area, establishment 43.51.655
Scenic and recreation highways, allocation of portion of proceeds to state parks department for operation and maintenance of Ch. 47.39.030
Schools and school districts, parks, beaches and camps, authority, generally Ch. 67.20
Shore, beach, tidelands, declared public recreation area 79.16.172
Skiing and winter sports conveyances for, generally Ch. 70.88
plans submitted to state parks commission 70.88.020
safe and adequate facilities 70.88.010
State land, multiple use concept in management includes parks and recreation 79.68.050
State land used for state parks other lands, rent free 79.08.1062
trust lands, market value 79.08.1062—79.08.1066
State parks
acquisition of land
condemnation powers 43.51.040
donation of land for 43.51.070
island counties 43.51.080
leases 43.51.040
option agreements 43.51.040
parental school facilities 43.51.230
purchase 43.51.040
boating facilities on Puget Sound 43.51.220
concessions, terms and conditions for granting 43.51.040
cremes relating to advertising violations 43.51.180
cutting or breaking, etc., plants or trees 43.51.180
damage to 43.51.180
fire violations 43.51.180
fishing violations 43.51.180
killing birds or animals 9.61.040, 43.51.180
notices, signs, fences, etc., defacing or damaging 43.51.180
rules and regulations, violations 43.51.180
disposal of fish 43.51.655 needed for park purposes 43.51.210
donations of land for park purposes acceptance 43.51.070
return to donor 43.51.210
donations of money, receipt authorized 43.51.090

PARKS AND RECREATION—Cont.
State parks—Cont.
eminent domain, power of 43.51.040
fees for use of park facilities 43.51.060
franchises and easements upon 43.51.060
general fund
sale and disposition of park land, proceeds paid into 43.51.210
donations paid into 43.51.090
highway commission authorized to construct and maintain roads and bridges within 47.01.180
island counties, acquisition of land for 43.51.080
parental school facilities, lease with option to purchase 43.51.230
police powers of employees 43.51.170
rental for grazing, agricultural or mineral development purposes 43.51.060
school lands, relinquishment of control over 43.51.210
state parks and parkways fund disposal of park land, proceeds paid into 43.51.210
donation or bequests paid into 43.51.090
television stations, lease of land for 43.51.062, 43.51.063
withdrawal of public lands from sale dedication as parks and parkways 43.51.120
highway abutting land 43.51.100
improvement of withdrawn land by associations and clubs, etc. 43.51.130—43.51.160
lands not abutting highways, exchange for highway abutting land 43.51.110
youth development and conservation corps compensation 43.51.540
biweekly payment of 43.51.545
composition 43.51.530
division established, supervisory personnel 43.51.510
hospital services 43.51.540
purpose 43.51.500
qualifications 43.51.530
quarters 43.51.540
youth development and conservation committee 43.51.520
State parks and recreation commission acquisition of land
option agreements 43.51.040
purchase 43.51.040
state trust lands withdrawn for park purposes, sale to parks and recreation commission, terms, procedure 43.51.270
tidelands transferred to 43.51.240
trust land purchase account 43.51.280
Wallace Falls and vicinity in Snohomish county 43.51.260
agreements with and acceptance of grants from federal government (youth development and conservation corps) 43.51.580
length of enrollment and compensation in accordance with federal standards 43.51.590
agreements with private persons to enroll additional people (youth development and conservation corps) 43.51.570
chairman 43.51.030
concessions, granting of 43.51.040
condemnation power 43.51.040
cooperation with United States and counties and cities 43.51.040, 43.51.050
created 43.51.020
degregation of powers to director 43.51.061
director 43.51.060
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, member 43.125.010
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PARKS AND RECREATION—Cont.

Transfer of property or contract for use for park and recreation purposes 39.33.060

PARKS AND RECREATION SERVICE AREAS (See COUNTIES, subtitle Park and recreation service areas)

PARKWAYS AND PARK DRIVES

Cites a d towns

authority for local improvement 35.43.040

local improvement districts for 35.43.110

Destroying native flora on state lands or on or adjoining highways and parks unlawful 47.40.080

Highway advertising control act of 1961, application to public park areas 47.42.020

Metropolitan park districts, regulation of 35.61.130

PAREO AND PROBATION, INTERSTATE HEARING PROCEEDURES (See PROBATION AND PAROLE, subtitle Interstate parole and probation hearing procedures)

PAREOLES (See PRISON TERMS AND PAROLE)

PARTIALITY

Arbitration, vacation of award ground 7.04-110

PARTIES

Absence at trial, effect 4.44.030

Actions by cities and towns to terminate trust, property acquired at local improvement foreclosure proceedings 35.53.060

Adverse claims of third persons to property levied on, designation of parties 6.20.040

Amending pleadings and proceedings as to 4.32.240

Appeal of defendant

contempt of court for failure to appear 7.20.130

effect 4.28.210

Assignee of chose in action may sue in own name 4.08.080

Attorneys

appearance without authority, effect 2.44.020

authority 2.44.010

change of 2.44.040

notice to adverse party 2.44.050

proof of authority may be required 2.44.030

self-representation permitted 2.48.190

Certain fiduciaries may sue in own name 4.08.020

Certiorari proceedings, designation of parties 7.16.110

Change of attorney 2.44.040

Certiorari to Supreme Court 7.25.020

Certificate of attorney in possession 2.44.050

Chattel mortgage foreclosure contest 61.08.070

Criminal actions, naming of 10.37.054

Death or removal of attorney 2.44.060

Defendants

Adverse claim to property levied on, designation of parties 6.20.040

Affirmative relief

dismissal action by plaintiff

barred if defendant seeks 4.56.120

judgments on, authorized 4.56.075

certiorari proceedings, designation of 7.16.110

costs

defending separately 4.84.070

recovery of authorized, when 4.84.060

counsel

court to appoint for poor persons 10.01.110, 10.40.030

right to 10.01.110

right to Const. Art. 1 § 22 (Amend. 10)

informing of right to by court 10.40.030

criminal actions

confrontation, right to 10.52.060

depositions of witnesses, when permitted 10.52.060

copy of indictment or information furnished to 10.46.030, 10.46.040

counsel

court to appoint for poor person 10.01.110, 10.40.030

gnright to 10.01.110

right to Const. Art. 1 § 22 (Amend. 10)

informing of right to by court 10.40.030

discharging defendant to give evidence for codefendant, bar to subsequent prosecution 10.46.110

discharging defendant to give evidence for state, bar to subsequent prosecution 10.46.110

joiner of 10.37.060

joint

conviction or acquittal 10.61.035

verdicts when cannot agree as to all 10.61.030

jointly indicted or informed against, request for separate trials 10.46.100

list of jurors furnished to, capital cases 10.46.030

may testify in own behalf 10.52.040

naming of in indictment or information 10.37.050, 10.37.054
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PARTIES—Cont.

Defendants—Cont.
criminal actions—Cont.
not compelled to testify 10.52.040
presence during trial required 10.46.120
absence of, when permitted, bail, fine only 10.46.130
right to be heard 10.46.050
separate trials 10.46.100
several
conviction or acquittal 10.61.035
verdicts when cannot agree as to all
10.61.030
state's evidence, becoming 10.46.110
witnesses, compulsory process of by de­
fendant 10.46.030, 10.46.050
designation as in civil procedure 4.04.030
diking districts, appearance, improvement
procedure 85.05.120
dismissal action by plaintiff barred if defen­
dant seeks affirmative relief 4.56.120
dismissal for plaintiff's failure to give secu­
riety for costs 4.84.230
ejection and quieting title actions
appointment of trustee for absent defend­
7.28.120
counterclaim by defendant for permanent
improvements and taxes paid 7.28.160
damages for withholding of property by
defendant 7.28.150
defenses of 7.28.120
pleading by 7.28.130
substitution of landlord in action against
tenant 7.28.110
verdict for 7.28.140
garnishees
action on bond in lieu of separate securi­
ty for costs 4.84.220
dissmissal of actions for plaintiff's failure
to give security for costs 4.84.230
judgment on security for costs 4.84.240
power to require security for costs 4.84-
.210
indictments
joinder of in 10.37.060
naming of in 10.37.054
joint
conviction or acquittal, criminal action
10.61.035
enforcement of judgments 4.28.190
verdicts when cannot agree as to all, crimi­
nal action 10.61.030
judgment between defendants authorized
4.56.030
judgment for on set--off action against exec­
sive districts, appearance, improvement
procedure 85.05.120
set--off for on set--off action against exec­

ILLS OF COURT "INDEX Vol.
set--off by, judgment for balance due from
plaintiff 4.56.070, 4.56.075
PARTIES—Cont.

Defendants—Cont.
several
conviction or acquittal, criminal action
10.61.035
judgments for or against one or more au­
thorized 4.56.030, 4.56.040
verdicts when cannot agree as to all, crimi­
nal actions 10.61.030
Delivery of subject matter of litigation to par­
ties, court may order, enforcement 4.44.490
Deposits into court (See also DEPOSITS IN
COURT) court may order
enforcement 4.44.490
when 4.44.480
custody of money deposited 4.44.500
Designation of
adverse claims to property levied on 6.20-
.040
in civil procedure 4.04.030
Ejection and quieting title actions
action by known heirs after ten years pos­
session to quiet title 7.28.010
appointment of trustee for defendant 7.28-
.160
complaints of plaintiff 7.28.120
counterclaims for permanent improvements
and taxes paid, by defendant 7.28.160
damages for withholding of property by de­
fendant 7.28.150
defenses of 7.28.120
notice to of order for survey of property
7.28.200
pleading by defendant 7.28.130
service on of order for survey of property
7.28.210
substitution of landlord in action against
tenant 7.28.110
verdict for 7.28.140

PARTIES—Cont.

Interpleader 4.08.150-4.08.180
Intervention 4.08.190, 4.08.200
Irregularities in proceedings by, new trial
ground 4.76.020
Issues may be brought to trial by either party
4.44.030
Joinder
challenges to jurors 4.44.130
contempt of court proceedings 7.20.060,
7.20.130
ejection and quieting title actions, joinder
authorized, when 7.28.280
husband and wife
necessary 4.08.030
permissive 4.08.040
intervention, by 4.08.190
necessary parties defendant
dismissal for failure to join 4.56.120
nonsuit for failure to join 4.56.120
persons severally liable on obligation or in­
strument 4.08.090
representative suits 4.08.070
Joinder of causes of action in same complaint,
when proper 4.36.150
Joint defendants
procedure to bind joint debtors after judg­
mnt Ch. 4.68
service of process in judgments 4.28.190
 Judgment
assignment on execution docket 4.64.080
charge of on execution docket 4.64.080
enforcement power in 2.44.010
Judgment creditors
abstract of judgment to contain name of
4.64.090
abstract of verdict preparation and cost
4.64.100
Judgment debtors, record index to include
4.64.070
Judgment roll identification to name judgment
creditors 4.64.050
Judgments against
vacation or modification of
deadline before judgment
4.72.010
petition, by 4.72.030
procedure 4.72.040
fraud in obtaining, ground 4.72.010
jury trial
election of in superior courts, contents of
statement 4.44.100
waiver, failure to file statement of election
and deposit jury fee, by 4.44.100
Mandamus proceedings, designation of 7.16-
.010
Minors, guardian or guardian ad litem to ap­
ppear for 4.08.050
Misconduc of, new trial ground 4.76.020
Municipal local improvement assessments
foreclosure, alternative method 35.50.230
foreclosure proceedings 35.50.070
Necessary
dismissal for failure to join 4.56.120
nonsuit for failure to join 4.56.120
Negotiable instruments
effect of forged instrument 62.01.003
effectual delivery 62.01.016
person liable 62.01.192
New parties
service of summons on 4.08.140
when court can bring in 4.08.130
Notice of proceedings after appearance must
be given 4.28.220
Notices to
amendments to pleadings and proceedings
4.32.240
eminent domain proceedings 4.28.120
Partition proceedings
judgment of partition, effect on 7.52.100,
7.52.110

PARTIES—Cont.

Partition proceedings—Cont.

lien creditors, as 7.52.030, 7.52.150

persons entitled to bring action 7.52.010

partnerships, limited, parties to actions 25.08.

Plaintiffs

adverse claim to property levied on, designation of plaintiff 6.20.040
certiorari proceedings, designation of 7.16.010

contempt proceedings 7.20.060

costs

bond in lieu of separate security for costs 4.84.220
dismissal for failure to give security for costs 4.84.230

recovery of attorney fees denied if wrongly brought in superior court 4.84.030

limitation in certain actions 4.84.040

several actions against parties who could have been joined 4.84.050

security for costs

judgment on 4.84.240

required, when 4.84.210

standing bond for numerous actions 4.84.220

designation as in civil procedure 4.04.030

executor and quieting title actions

action by known heirs after ten years of possession to quiet title 7.28.010

complaints 7.28.120

verdict for 7.28.140

judgments between plaintiffs, authorized 7.210

mandamus proceedings, designation of 7.16.010

nonresidents

bond in lieu of separate security for costs 4.84.220

dismissal for failure to give security for costs 4.84.230

security for costs

judgment on 4.84.240

may be required, when 4.84.210

standing bond for numerous actions 4.84.220

prohibition proceedings, designation of 7.16.010

rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

set-off against

dismissal, action for by plaintiff barred if defendant seeks 4.56.120

judgments for balance due to defendant 4.56.030, 4.56.075

several judgments for or against one or more authorized 4.56.030

Pleadings

amending pleadings and proceedings as to 4.56.030

construed for justice between 4.36.050

Prevailing, attorneys’ fees as costs in damage actions one thousand dollars or less 4.84.250-4.84.310

Prevailing entitled to costs 4.84.030, 12.20.060

Prohibition proceedings, designation of 7.16.010

Public corporations

actions against 4.08.120

actions by 4.08.110

Real party in interest

set-off against 4.32.120

to prosecute actions 4.08.010

Receiver appointment prohibited 7.60.020

Referees

agreement on referees 4.48.030

compensation may be set by 4.48.100

Relief from judgment, orders or proceedings 4.32.240
PARTITION—Cont.
Deposits in court—Cont.
sale of estate for life or years—Cont.
sale without consent 7.52.320
Description
referees' report 7.52.090
report of sale to list 7.52.370
Disbursements, costs as 7.52.480
Estates
complaint to indicate, when 7.52.020
contingent estates, complaint to indicate 7.52.020
contingent future estates, sale of 7.52.340
estate for years
action for partition and sale authorized, when 7.52.010
investment of proceeds from sale of property 7.52.400
sale of 7.52.300-7.52.330
set-off in property not ordered sold 7.52.140
estate of inheritance, action for partition and sale authorized, when 7.52.010
future estates
contingent, sale of 7.52.340
vested, sale of 7.52.340
insane persons, of, guardian may receive proceeds of sale 7.52.460
life estates
action for partition and sale authorized, when 7.52.010
investment of proceeds from sale of property 7.52.400
sale of 7.52.300-7.52.330
set-off in property not ordered sold 7.52.140
vested future estates, sale of 7.52.340
Evidence
continuance of suit to determine claims 7.52.260
proceedings for sale of property 7.52.190
Exceptions
proceedings before referee for sale of property 7.52.200
 report of referee for sale of property 7.52.200
Executions, costs included in decree 7.52.480
Expenses, referee and surveyor on partition 7.52.120
Farms, sale of 7.52.350
Fees
attorneys at law, costs, as 7.52.480
referee costs, as 7.52.480
referee on partition 7.52.120
Fences, See FENCES
Filing
consent to sale of estate for life or years 7.52.310
contract concerning security on sale of property 7.52.420
receipt for delivery of security on sale of property 7.52.420
report of sale 7.52.370
securities taken by clerk on sale of property 7.52.430
Future estates, vested or contingent, sale of 7.52.340
Guardian and ward
consent to partition 7.52.470
interest of guardian in purchase prohibited 7.52.960
proceeds from sale of property of insane person 7.52.460
sale of infant's share, payment to guardian 7.52.450
Infants
compensation for unequal partition 7.52.440
consent to partition by guardian 7.52.470
interest of guardian prohibited 7.52.960
payment to guardian on sale of interest 7.52.450
PARTITION—Cont.
Infants—Cont.
terms of sale to be directed by court 7.52.280
Insane persons
consent to partition by guardian 7.52.470
guardian may receive proceeds of sale 7.52.460
Inspection, accounts of proceeds from sale of property 7.52.430
Interest
investment of proceeds of sale of property, on 7.52.400
clerk's duties 7.52.430
Investments, proceeds of sale of property
clerk's duties 7.52.430
clerk's name, in 7.52.410
estate subject to tenancy for life or years, from 7.52.400
estates for life or years, from 7.52.320
nonresidents, of 7.52.400
unknown owners, of 7.52.400
vested or contingent future rights or estates, from 7.52.340
Issues triable 7.52.070
Judgments
distribution of proceeds of sale 7.52.220
liens, unsatisfied certificate of county clerk 7.52.160
existence, ascertaining of 7.52.160, 7.52.170
notice to judgment creditor on sale of property 7.52.180
priority 7.52.170
refund, appointment of 7.52.170
partition of 7.52.170, 7.52.110
Liens
answer requisites concerning 7.52.060
cost of partition, preference over 7.52.030
costs, for 7.52.480
creditors
answer requisites concerning 7.52.060
confirmation of report of referee for sale of property, effect 7.52.210
defendants, as 7.52.030, 7.52.150
judgment creditors, notice to on sale of property 7.52.180
notice directed to 7.52.040
proceedings for sale of property 7.52.190
purchase of property by 7.52.390
security, priority of application 7.52.230
service of notice on sale of property 7.52.200
judgment liens unsatisfied
certificate of county clerk 7.52.160
existence, ascertaining of 7.52.160, 7.52.170
priority 7.52.170
refund, appointment of 7.52.170
payment from proceeds of sale 7.52.220
proceedings on not to delay sale 7.52.240
security of creditor 7.52.230
Probate, final report and petition for distribution, order of partition 11.76.050
Proof of title 7.52.070
Purchase money on sale of property
security for 7.52.290
terms to be directed by court 7.52.280
Real property, registered land 65.12.400
Receipts
delivery of security on sale of property 7.52.420
on purchase by interested party 7.52.390
Referees, fees as costs 7.52.480
Referees for partition of property
appointment 7.52.080
new referees 7.52.100
expenses 7.52.120
fees 7.52.120
reports
confirmation 7.52.100
contents 7.52.090
required 7.52.090
setting aside 7.52.100
Referees for sale of property
appointment 7.52.080
continuance of suit to determine claims 7.52.260
distribution of proceeds of sale and securities 7.52.250
interest in purchase prohibited 7.52.360
judgment liens unsatisfied
appointment of referee 7.52.170
duties 7.52.160
existence, ascertaining of 7.52.170
priority 7.52.170
order of confirmation, direction to 7.52.380
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PARTITION

PARTITION—Cont.
Referees for sale of property—Cont.
order of sale, directed to 7.52.130
payment of infant's share to guardian 7.52-450
proceedings before 7.52.190
report
confirmation 7.52.210
contents 7.52.190
exceptions to 7.52.200
security for purchase money 7.52.290
security on sale of property, duties 7.52.420
Referees on partition
expenses 7.52.120
fees 7.52.120
Releases by guardian 7.52.470
Reports
referees for partition of property
confirmation 7.52.100
required 7.52.090
setting aside 7.52.100
referees for sale of property
confirmation 7.52.210
contents 7.52.190
exceptions to 7.52.200
sale of property
contents 7.52.370
exceptions to 7.52.380
filing 7.52.370
Sales
abstract of title, cost of 7.52.480
actions for partition in sale authorized 7.52-010
auctions, by 7.52.270
authorized, when 7.52.130
confirmation, order of confirmation, contents 7.52.380
contingent future rights 7.52.340
continuance of suit to determine claims 7.52.260
estates
contingent future estates 7.52.340
estate for years 7.52.300-7.52.330
investment of proceeds from sale of property 7.52.400
set-off in property not ordered sold 7.52.140
future estates, vested or contingent 7.52-200
life estates 7.52.300-7.52.330
investment of proceeds from sale of property 7.52.400
set-off in property not ordered sold 7.52.140
vested future estates 7.52.340
farms 7.52.350
infant's share, payment to guardian 7.52.450
insane person's share, guardians may receive proceeds 7.52.460
interest in purchase by referee or guardian prohibited 7.52.360
investment of proceeds 7.52.400, 7.52.410
investments, clerk's duties 7.52.430
judgment liens unsatisfied
certificate of county clerk 7.52.160
existence, ascertaining of 7.52.160, 7.52-010
notice to judgment creditors on 7.52.180
priority 7.52.170
referee, appointment of 7.52.170
lien proceedings not to delay 7.52.240
lots 7.52.350
notice to judgment creditors 7.52.180
order of sale
authorized, when 7.52.080, 7.52.130
directed to referees 7.52.130
proceedings before referee 7.52.190
exceptions to 7.52.200
proceeds, distribution of 7.52.220, 7.52.250
purchase by interested party 7.52.390

PARTITION—Cont.
Sales—Cont.
referees, appointment 7.52.080
report of referee
contents 7.52.190
exceptions to 7.52.200
report of sale
contents 7.52.370
exceptions to 7.52.380
filing 7.52.370
security, distribution by referees 7.52.250
security, name of parties, taken in, when 7.52.420
security of creditors, priority 7.52.230
security on purchase money 7.52.290
security on sale of property, clerk's duties 7.52.430
terms to be directed by court 7.52.280
terms to be made known 7.52.350
vested future rights 7.52.340
Security
answer requisites concerning 7.52.060
creditors, of, priority of application 7.52.230
distribution by referees 7.52.250
guardian of infant on payment of proceeds of sale of infant's share 7.52.450
investment of proceeds on sale of property, when 7.52.400
order of confirmation of sale to direct referee to take 7.52.380
report of sale to list 7.52.370
Security on sale of property
clerk's duties 7.52.430
name of clerk, taken in, when 7.52.410
name of parties, taken in, when 7.52.420
purchase money 7.52.290
Service
notice, publication, by 7.52.050
notice to judgment creditors, proof of service 7.52.190
notice to judgment creditors on sale of property 7.52.180
notice to lien creditor on sale of property 7.52.200
publication, by notice 7.52.050
Sureties, bond of guardian for insane person 7.52.460
Surveyors
employment by referee for partition of property 7.52.090
expenses 7.52.120
Tenancy
life tenants
investment of proceeds from sale of property 7.52.400
sale of estate 7.52.310-7.52.330
tenant for years
investment of proceeds from sale of property, for 7.52.400
sale of estate 7.52.310-7.52.330
Title, proof necessary 7.52.070
Townships, actions 45.64.060
Unequal partition, compensation for 7.52.440
Unknown persons
compensation for unequal partition prohibited 7.52.440
complaint requirements 7.52.020
investment of proceeds from sale of property, for 7.52.440
life tenants, sale of estate of 7.52.330
notice directed to 7.52.040
service by publication 7.52.050
tenant for life, sale of estate of 7.52.330
terms of sale to be directed by court 7.52-280
Vested future rights, sale of 7.52.340
Veterans, purchase of real property in partition proceedings by guardian 73.36.150

PARTITION FENCES (See FENCES)

PARTNERSHIPS

PARTNERSHIPS

Accounts
assistance of partner's interest, when entitled to accounting 25.04.270
liquidation, duty to account 25.04.210
partner to account for profit as fiduciary 25.04.210
right to accounting 25.04.220
right to upon dissolution 25.04.430
Assignment by partner as evidence 25.04.110
Agency laws apply 25.04.040
Agents, partners are 25.04.090
Apparent, partnership by estoppel 25.04.160
Assignee
accounting, partner's interest, when entitled to 25.04.270
dissolution, rights 25.04.270
Assignment of limited partners interest 25.08-080
Authority of partners 25.04.090
Bankrupt, defined 25.04.020
Books, where kept, access to 25.04.190
Breach of trust of partner, partnership bound 25.04.140
Business, defined 25.04.020
By estoppel 25.04.160
Certificate, limited partnerships cancel or amended 25.08.250
contents, filing 25.08.020
Certified public accountants 18.04.200
Combination to affect price, production or transportation, prohibited Const. Art. 12 § 22
Construction, rules of 25.04.040
Continuation
after dissolution 25.04.380
creditors' rights 25.04.410, 25.04.420
beyond fixed term 25.04.230
evidence of 25.04.230
Contributions
creditors' rights, of partners 25.04.400
dissolution
right of partner to from copartners 25.04-340
limited partnerships
limited partners 25.08.040
withdrawal, reduction 25.08.160
Conveyance
defined 25.04.020
real property of partnership 25.04.100
real property to partnership 25.04.080
Creditor, limited partner not liable to, exception 25.08.070
Creditors' rights
continuation after dissolution 25.04.410
contribution of partners, right to 25.04.400
dissolution 25.04.400, 25.04.410
Crimes relating to, executive conflict of interest act 42.18.170
Debts, joint liability of partners for 25.04.150
Declaratory judgments 7.24.040
Decree of court
dissolution 25.04.320
Definitions 25.04.020, 25.04.060, 25.04.290
Dissolution
application of partnership property 25.04-380
assignee's rights 25.04.270
causes 25.04.310
continuation after creditors' rights 25.04.410
rights of retired partner or estate of deceased partner 25.04.420
continuation until affairs wound up 25.04-400
contribution, right of partner to, from copartners 25.04.340
contribution of partners to pay liabilities 25.04.400
creditors' rights 25.04.400-25.04.420
PARTNERSHIPS—Cont.  
Dissolution—Cont.  

decree of court, grounds 25.04.320  
defined 25.04.290  
dissolution of property, rules for 25.04.400  
effect of 25.04.330  
ends partner's authority 25.04.330  
exting liabilities, effect on 25.04.360  
fraud or misrepresentation, rights adjusted 25.04.390  
partner's agency after 25.04.350  
power of partner to bind partnership to third persons after 25.04.350  
rank of partnership liabilities 25.04.400  
right to wind up 25.04.370  
Duties of partners, rules for determining 25.04.180  
Embezzlement, misapplication of funds, partnership bound 25.04.140  
Engineers and land surveyors, service excepted 25.04.170  
Estoppel  
Execution of judgment against, personal property 25.04.280  
Fraudulent conveyances  
Insolvent, fraudulent conveyances 19.40.020  
Information, duty of partners to give each 25.04.030  
Fraud or misrepresentation, dissolution, rights adopted 25.04.390  
Fraudulent conveyances  
conveyances fraudulent as to creditors, when 19.40.080  
insolvent, when 19.40.020  
real property conveyed without authority, recovery 25.04.100  
Funds, misapplication by partner, partnership bound 25.04.140  
Incoming partner, liability 25.04.170  
Injunction, duty of partners to give each other 25.04.200  
Insolvent, fraudulent conveyances 19.40.020  
Insurance, group life policies 48.24.020, 48.24-030  
Interest  
in favor of two or more persons, exceptions 64.28.020  
usury, defense of, application 19.52.080  
Interpretation  
knowledge and notice 25.04.030  
limited partnerships, uniform act 25.08.280–25.08.300  
Joint and several liability of partners 25.04.150  
Judgment against limited partners, receivership 25.08.220  
Judgment against partner  
execution 6.04.120  
how collected 25.04.280  
receiver appointed 25.04.280  
Jurors, challenge of, partnership relationship ground for implied bias challenge 4.44.180  
Knowledge  
interpretation of 25.04.030  
partnership changed with knowledge of partner 25.04.120  
Liabilities  
debts, joint liability of partners, for 25.04.150  
dissolution  
existing liabilities, effect on 25.04.360  
rank of partnership 25.04.400  
incoming partner 25.04.170  
PARTNERSHIPS—Cont.  
Liabilities—Cont.  
joint and several, liability of partners 25.04.150  
limited partnerships  
creditors, limited partner not liable to, exception 25.08.070  
false statement in certificate 25.08.060  
general partner 25.08.070, 25.08.090  
limited partner to partnership 25.08.170  
newly admitted partner, of 25.04.170  
partners 25.04.130, 25.04.150  
wrongful act or omission by partner, partnership liable 25.04.130  
Licensed public accountants 18.04.220  
Limited partnerships  
additional limited partners 25.08.080  
assignment of limited partner's interest 25.08.190  
business which may be carried on 25.08.030  
cancel or amend 25.08.240, 25.08.250  
contents, filing 25.08.020  
citation of act 25.08.270  
compensation of limited partner 25.08.150  
contribution of limited partners 25.08.040  
withdrawal, reduction 25.08.160  
creditors, limited partner not liable to, exception 25.08.070  
death, retirement, insanity of general partner 25.08.200  
death of limited partner 25.08.210  
defined 25.08.010  
dissolution  
causes 25.08.200  
distribution of assets 25.08.230  
limited partner may have 25.08.160  
distribution of assets on dissolution 25.08.230  
existing limited partnerships 25.08.300  
existing prior to June 6, 1945 Ch. 25.12  
false statement in certificate, liability 25.08.060  
formation, certificate, filing 25.08.020  
interest of limited partner 25.08.180  
interpretation of uniform act 25.08.280–25.08.300  
judgment against limited partner, receivership 25.08.220  
liability of general partner 25.08.070, 25.08.090  
of limited partner to partnership 25.08.170  
name not to contain surname of limited partner 25.08.050  
partners to actions 25.08.260  
person erroneously believing self a limited partner 25.08.110  
person may be both general and limited partner 25.08.120  
relation of limited partners inter se 25.08.140  
rights of limited partner 25.08.100  
powers, liabilities of general partners 25.08.090  
substituted limited partner 25.08.190  
Liquidation, duty to account 25.04.210  
Misapplication of funds by partner, partnership bound 25.04.140  
Missrepresentation, dissolution rights adjusted 25.04.390  
Negotiable instruments  
effect of dissolution of firm 62.01.077  
otice of dishonor, to whom given, effect 62.01.090  
presentment for payment 62.01.077  
New partner admitted, liability 25.04.170

PARTNERSHIPS—Cont.  
Nonresidents, service of summons on, personal service 4.28.080  
Notice, interpretation of 25.04.030  
Notice to or knowledge of partner, partnership charged with 25.04.120  
Partnership, defined 25.04.060  
Person, defined 25.04.020  
Probate of partnership interests of decedent, See PROBATE, subtitle Partnership interests of decedent  
Property  
conveyance 25.04.100  
of partnership 25.04.080  
personal property, levy and sale on execution 6.04.120  
Property rights of partner  
assignment of 25.04.250, 25.04.270  
canower 25.04.250  
death of partner 25.04.250  
exemption laws, right of partner to as to interest in partnership 25.04.280  
extent of 25.04.240  
homestead and exemption laws do not apply to specific partnership property attached for partnership debt 25.04.250  
judgment against partner, collection 25.04.280  
management, right to participate in 25.04.240  
possessions, right to 25.04.250  
profits and surplus 25.04.260  
tenant in partnership, incidence of 25.04.250  
Public accountants 18.04.270  
Real property  
conveyance 25.04.100  
conveyed without authority 25.04.100  
defined 25.04.020  
interest in favor of two or more persons, exceptions 64.28.020  
Receivers, appointment of 7.60.020, 25.04.280  
Receiverships, judgment against limited partner 25.04.250  
Redemption of partner's interest, foreclosure against 25.04.280  
Rules for cases not provided for 25.04.050  
Rules for determining  
duties of partners 25.04.180  
rights of partners 25.04.180  
Rules of construction 25.04.040  
knowledge and notice, interpretation of 25.04.030  
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0  
Savings and loan associations, use of misleading words without compliance with chapter prohibited, penalty 33.08.010  
Short title 25.04.010  
Small loan companies, See SMALL LOAN COMPANIES  
Torts of partners, liability of partnership 25.04.130  
Trade names, registration required, exemptions 19.80.020  
Transportation companies, permits, transfer of on dissolution of partnership 81.80.270, 81.80.272  
Trust of partner, breach of, partnership bound 25.04.140  
Trustees, powers as to partnership management 30.99.070  
Wrongful act or omission by partner, partnership liable 25.04.130  
PARTY IN INTEREST  
Veteran guardianship proceedings, administrator of veterans' affairs party in interest to 73.36.020  
PARTY WALLS  
First class cities, regulation of 35.22.280
Savings deposits, payment without prohibited, exception 30.20.060

PASSBOOKS

Boats and vessels, generally, See WATERCRAFT AND SHIPPING, subtitle Regulation of vessels

Ejecting of, when force is justified

Watercraft and vessels

generally, See WATERCRAFT AND SHIPPING, subtitle Regulation of vessels
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PASSENGER ELEVATOR (See ELEVATORS, ESCALATORS AND DUMBWAITERS)

PASSBOOKS

PASSBOOKS

PASSENGERS

PASSENGER ELEVATOR

PASSENGERS

PASSENGERS

PASSENGERS

PASSPORTS

PATENTS

PAYEES

PAYMENTS (See also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Payee)

PAYMENT

PAYMENT

PAYMENT

PAYMENT

Paycheck comparison act, excepted from 31.08-220

Stolen goods, owner entitled to attorney fees and costs in action for replevin 19.60.064

Violations, penalty 19.60.063

PAYEES (See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Payee)

PAYMENT (See also NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Payment)

Execution sales, personal property

Fees and costs in action for replevin

Extra-judicial payments enumerated 51-12.010

Game and game fish, duty to aid and enforce 77.12.060, 77.12.070

Habeas corpus

orders of commitment bail 7.36.150

discharge from 7.36.150

recommitment 7.36.150

Humane society members as, powers and duties 16.52.030

Index cross reference record of accidents of motor vehicle operators for use of 46.52-120

Motor vehicle accident reports, duty to make

Motor vehicle violators, procedure for apprehension and arrest by Ch. 46.64

State parks and recreation commission and employees, police powers 43.51.170

State patrol, powers of 43.43.030

Stolen, abandoned or recovered motor vehicles, officers to report on 46.52.110

Utilities and transportation commission employees 80.04.470, 81.04.460

Warrants, extradition authority to command assistance 10.88.280

duties 10.88.270

PEACHES (See also AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Fruit; AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Soft tree fruits; AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Grades and packs)

 standards for grades and classifications 15.17-.110

PEANUTS (See also WAREHOUSES, subtitle Grain and terminal warehouses)

PEARS (See also AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Fruit; AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Grades and packs)

 standards for grades and classifications 15.17-.110

PEAS (See WAREHOUSES, subtitle Grain and terminal warehouses)

PEDDLERS

Cities and towns, second class cities, licensing 35.23.440

Drugs, license required, penalty, fee 18.64.047
PEDDLERS——Cont.
Licenses (See also COUNTIES, subtitle Licenses)
counties 36.71.010-36.71.060
second class cities 35.23.440
townships 35.12.100
Veterans exempted from having license 73.04-.050

PEDESTRIAN
Defined 46.04.400
Reduction of speed required due to pedestrian traffic 46.61.240
Rules of the road
control signals 46.61.050
crossing at other than crosswalks, duties and liabilities 46.61.240
drivers to use care as to pedestrian 46.61.245
hitchhiking 46.61.255
paths, county road fund, expenditures for, construction of 36.75.240
right of way in crosswalks 46.61.235
safety zones, driving through 46.61.260
sidewalks, pedestrians to use 46.61.230
subject to traffic regulations 46.61.230
walking along roadway, facing traffic 46.61.250
Trails or paths, authorized, expenditure of available funds 47.30.030

PEDESTRIAN MALLS
Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Pedestrian malls

PEDIGREES
Livestock, necessity for sires’ lien 60.52.010

PELTS
Predator, disposition of 77.24.060
Sale 77.16.030, 77.16.230, 77.24.060
Tagging requirements 77.20.050

PENALTIES (See also PUNISHMENT; FINES; FORFEITURES; CRIMES; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; TAXATION)
Agencies, children, expectant mothers, adult personal disability of plaintiff does not toll
agency action, enforcement 42.18.260
application of administrative procedure act 42.18.270
misappropriation of public funds, limitation of actions for 4.16.080
Remission by special act prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 28
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Seed law—1969 act 15.49.430
Solid waste management, violation 70.95.240
State of emergency, general unlawful conduct during, penalty 43.06.240
malicious destruction of property or injury to person 43.06.230
public official, failing to heed order of directing, penalty 43.06.250
Statutory, limitation of actions penalties to the state 4.16.100
Vehicle unfair practices, generally Ch. 46.70
Washington clean air act, air pollution control 70.94.431
Water pollution
civil 90.48.142
criminal, appeals 90.48.144

PENDOREILLE COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.260
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.065

PENITENTIARY—Cont.
Mobile homes and trailers, safety requirements 43.22.345
Monopolies, violation of provisions against Const. Art. 12 § 22
Nonprofit corporations
corporate acts 24.03.420
directors and officers of 24.03.425
Oil pollution control orders, violation, penalty 90.48.350
Physicians and surgeons, failure to report diseases 70.05.110
Platting, subdivision and dedication of land act, violation 58.17.310
Premium finance companies, penalty in lieu of revocation or suspension of license 48.56-.050
Public assistance payments improperly or fraudulently received, when 74.04.300
Public officials and employees, executive conflict of interest act agency activity 42.18.260
application of administrative procedure act 42.18.270
misappropriation of public funds, limitation of actions for 4.16.080
Remission by special act prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 28
Prisoners (See also PRISONS AND PRISONERS)
correctional institution, transfer of to institution for mentally ill 72.68.031
Inmate commitments, transfer 72.68.030
Insane commits, transfer 72.68.030
Inspection by department of social and health services 72.08.020
Labor and employment of prisoners generally Ch. 72.64
honor camps 72.64.050
industrial insurance 72.64.065
labor camps 72.64.060-72.64.080
industrial insurance 72.64.065
permited 9.95.090
Management, secretary of social and health services 72.01.050
Narcotic addict prison, treatment of 69.32-.090
Officers and employees
contracts or purchases, interest in 72.08.160
agency action, enforcement 42.18.260
additional employment 72.08.140
intermediate persons 72.08.050
trafficking with prisoners 72.08.150
Prisoners (See also PRISONS AND PRISONERS)
correctional, rehabilitative and reformatory programs, procedures, for 72.08.101
earnings, clothing, etc., upon release 72.02-.100
escaped, reward for return 72.08.170
funds and property, superintendent as custodian, disposition 72.08.103
generally 72.08.100
labor and employment compensation 72.60.090
generally Ch. 72.64
honor camps 72.64.050
industrial insurance 72.64.065
labor camps 72.64.060-72.64.080
industrial insurance 72.64.065
working of 9.95.090
leaves of absence 72.01.370
letters written by, withholding 72.08.380
prisoner’s testimony obtained, how 5.56.090
receiving of prisoners 9.95.020
release, clothing, transportation, and funds 72.08.343
rules and regulations for administration, supervision, security and discipline inflicted upon 72.08.102
trafficking with 72.08.150
weekly payments to certain released prisoners 72.02.110
working of, See PENITENTIARY, subtitle Prisoners, labor and employment
Receiving of prisoners by superintendent 9.95.020
Rewards, authority to offer for escaped prisoners 72.08.170
Rules and regulations
director’s power 72.08.120
temporary 72.08.045
treatment of prisoners 72.08.100
Sentence to 9.95.010
Solitary confinement, limitation 10.64.060
State institutions revolving account, penitentiary moneys deposited in 72.08.070
Superintendent, death penalty, duties as to execution 10.70-.080
duties, generally 72.08.040
prisoners’ funds and property, as custodian of, duties 72.08.103
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PERISHABLE GOODS AND PROPERTY

—— Cont.

Unclaimed property, accelerated procedure 63.24.130

PERJURY

Absentee service voter's declaration 29.39.200
Bank or trust company examination, false swearing is perjury 30.04.180
Bulk sales law, statement of creditors, when false statements considered 63.08.060
Claims for furnishing materials or services, certifying falsely 42.24.100
Commitment of witness for, detention of books or instruments 9.72.090
Convicted witness incompetent 560.040
Criminal investigations
grand jury, immunity from prosecution does not apply to perjury committed in self-incriminating testimony 10.27.130
special inquiry judge, immunity from prosecution does not apply to perjury committed in self-incriminating testimony 10.27.130
Depositions, certificates, and affidavits, when complete 9.72.060
Elections, challenged voter, by 29.85.180
Eminent domain by corporations proceedings 8.20.080
Evidence
detention of forged or altered books or instruments as evidence against witness 9.72.090
offering forged or altered books or instruments as 9.72.080
False oath or affirmation, by 5.28.060
First degree 9.72.010
defined 9.72.010
materiality as defense 9.72.080
penalty 9.72.010
Garnishment, answer of garnishee subject to 7.33.150
Identity of person no defense 9.72.050
Incompetency as witness on conviction of 5.60.040
Untrue oath or affirmation, by 5.28.060
Indictment or information for, description in 10.37.140
Industrial loan company examination by superviser, false swearing 31.04.150
Indecency or information for, description in 10.37.140
Irregularity in administering oath no defense 9.72.050
Land registration 65.12.740
Marriage affidavit falsification 26.04.210
Governmental corporation, accounting, false swearing is perjury 43.09.260
Oath, defined 9.72.040
Public assistance, application falsification 74.08.035
Second degree defined 9.72.030
penalty 9.72.030
State auditor departmental audits, false swearing is perjury 43.09.330
Subornation of perjury
attempt, defined 9.72.110
defined 9.72.100
Subversive activities, statements as to, answers subject to perjury 9.81.100
Swear, defined 9.72.040
Tax hearings 82.32.110
Taxation, verifying false returns 82.32.290
Witness convicted of perjury incompetent to testify 5.60.040
effect of pardon 560.040
Witnesses before fire marshal 48.48.070

PERMANENT COMMON SCHOOL FUND

(See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS, subtitle Permanent school fund)

PERMANENT STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE

(See STATUTE LAW COMMITTEE)

PERMITS

(See also BURNING PERMITS)
Airport zoning, permits required for new structures 14.12.150
Approach roads or other appurtenances on highway rights of way, permit to build 47.32.150, 47.32.160
Aquatic plants, planting of 77.16.150
Babcock licensed personnel, for 15.32.582
Barbers, annual renewal fee 18.15.060
Building construction
issuer, defined 36.21.040
new construction, county assessor's appraisal 36.21.040-36.21.080
Burial–transit, registrar of vital statistics 70.58.030, 70.58.230
Burning
fire protection districts, See FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS, subtitle Burning permits
forest waste 76.04.170
permits, See BURNING PERMITS
Cascara bark peeling 19.08.010
Cemeteries, private corporations 68.20.090
Circuses, permits for transportation of equipment 46.16.100
Confectioners 69.20.020
Counties
log tolerance permit 46.44.047
toll facilities, leases of licenses for use by 47.56.253
Cremation, registrar of vital statistics 70.58.230
Dairy technicians 15.32.582
Elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters, installation permits required 70.87.080
Employment of minors Ch. 28A.27
False pretenses, use or obtaining, penalty 9.37.010
Fireworks, See FIREWORKS, subtitle Permits
Fleet vehicles, temporary proration authorization permits, proportional registration 46.85.130
Food and beverage workers' permits required, penalty Ch. 69.06
Food, drug and cosmetic act, See FOOD, DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT, subtitle Food
Food fish and shellfish, See FOOD FISH AND SHELLFISH, subtitle Permits
For–hire vehicles, permit to operate Ch. 46.72
Forests and forest products, access roads 79.28.040
Fruit, use of when condemned, permit for 10.08.070
Game and game fish, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Permits
Grazing, state granted lands 79.28.050
Highway advertising control, permits to erect or maintain signs Ch. 47.42
Highway approach roads, permit to build 47.32.150, 47.32.160
Highway or roadside improvement and beautification, for 47.40.030-47.40.060
Highways
merchandising structures 47.32.110
removal of valuable materials from state land by highway commission, permit for 47.12.020
Insurance companies
endorsement by commissioner, construction as 48.06.080
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PERMITS—Cont.  
Insurance companies—Cont.  
organization of insurers 48.06.030-48.06.070  
bond and deposit for solicitation permit 48.06.080  
Intoxicating liquor, See INTOXICATING LIQUOR, subtitle Permits  
Macaroni and macaroni products 69.16.040  
factory permit 69.16.030  
Merchandising (receiving, delivering and vending) structures on highway rights of way, permit for maintaining 47.32.110  
Milk and milk products, regulated under chapter 15.36 RCW 15.36.080  
Motor freight carriers 81.80.270  
Motor freight carriers (See also TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES, subtitle Motor freight carriers)  
Motor vehicle law, under combination of units, permit for carrying excess gross weight 46.44.037  
drivers' training school students to have temporary instruction permit 46.82.090 for hire vehicles, permit to operate Ch. 46.72  
juvenile agricultural driving permit 46.20.070  
logging trucks  
county log tolerance permit for 46.44.047  
spatial permit to carry excess weight 46.44.047  
out-of-state commercial vehicles, permits for 46.16.160  
special permits for oversize or overweight sales 46.44.090-46.44.096  
special permits for single movement 46.16.100  
temporary permit in lieu of license 46.16.100  
wrecked vehicles, permit to junk 46.12.230  
Permits for short distance facilities on highway rights of way 47.44.050, 47.44.060  
Pharmacists, temporary permit 18.64.110  
Pistols, requiring permit to purchase prohibited 9.41.110  
Planting stock areas, permit to make commercial plantings in 15.14.090  
Public display, See FIREWORKS, subtitle Public display  
Removal of valuable materials from state lands by highway commission, permit for 47.12.020  
Rockets and missiles 70.77.250  
Temporary permits to practice pharmacy 18.64.110  
Toll facilities  
credit permits for vehicular passage on 47.56.247, 47.56.248  
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257  
leases and licenses to governmental entities to use facilities authorized 47.56.253  
Vegetables, use of when condemned, permit for 15.08.070  
Vehicle licensing  
out-of-state commercial vehicles, permits for 46.16.160  
special permits for single movement 46.16.100  
temporary permit in lieu of 46.16.045, 46.16.047  
fee 46.16.045  
issuance by dealers 46.16.045  
Vehicle operators, driver's instruction permit 46.20.055  
juvenile agricultural driving permit 46.20.070  
temporary instruction permits 46.20.055  
Waste disposal permits Ch. 90.48  
Water use, See WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS, subtitle Surface waters

PERSONAL PROPERTY—Cont.  
Negligence of one spouse not imputed to other 4.22.020  
Solicitation of personal injury claims, penalty 9.12.030  
Spouse sustaining is a necessary party 4.08.030  
State of emergency, malicious injury to person during penalty 43.06.230  
Survival of actions 4.20.040  
death of tortfeasor either simultaneous or after death of injury to claimant's person or property 4.20.046

PERSONAL PROPERTY  
Abandonment, presumption of 63.28.100  
Actions for detention of, error in assessment of damages, new trial ground 47.62.020  
Actions for injury to, child maliciously damaging, action against parent, limitation 4.24.190  
Actions for recovery of 4.56.080  
Actions for recovery of (See also REPLEVIN) limitation of action 4.16.080  
trial of issues of fact, by whom tried 4.40.060  
variance in pleading, effect of 4.36.210  
Actions on interpleader 4.08.150, 4.08.160  
deposit and disclaimer 4.08.170  
replevin, See REPLEVIN  
Attachment, See ATTACHMENTS  
Award in addition to homestead, effect of 4.15.022  
Bank or trust company, unclaimed personal property after liquidation or winding up, disposition of 30.44.190  
Bills of sale, recording, effect 65.08.040  
Chattel mortgages, authority for 64.01.040  
Commercial waterway districts, transfer of personal property where district acquired by port district 91.07.020  
Community property control and powers 26.16.030  
disposal by will, limitation on either spouse's right to 26.16.030  
either spouse's control and powers 26.16.030  
Contractors' registration, exemption of commercial personal property 15.04.010  
date of instrument creating interest, validity of 15.04.010  
Distribution of assets at expiration of period, trust not invalid 15.37.010  
Distribution of assets or vesting of interest during period, trust not invalid 15.37.010  
Effective dates of instrument creating inter vivos or testamentary trusts 11.98.040  
Employee benefit plans, exemption from 49.64.010  
Endowment care fund, nonapplication 68.44.070  
Periods during which instrument violating not invalid 11.98.010

PERSONAL INJURIES—Cont.  
Actions for husband and wife joinder permissive, when 4.08.040  
injury or death of child 4.24.010  
jurisdiction of justices of the peace 3.20.020  
survival of on death of injured person 4.20.060  
tortfeasor's death does not abate action 4.20.046  
Actions limited to three years 4.16.080  
Comparative negligence 4.22.010  
Children, action for injury or death to 4.24.010  
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE  
Joinder of causes of action in same complaint, when proper 4.36.150  
Malicious injury to person during state of emergency, penalty 43.06.230
PERSONAL PROPERTY—Cont.

Garnishment—Cont.
declaration to deliver to sheriff 7.33.220
defense of garnishee, conformity to judgment 7.33.300
execution sale 7.33.220
failure to deliver to sheriff, effect 7.33.230
perishable property 7.33.220
return to defendant, when 7.33.200
service of writ bar to delivery, extent of bar 7.33.130
statement concerning in application for writ 7.33.040
uncontroverted answer denying control of
discharge garnishee 7.33.180
writ, form 7.33.110
writ requirements as to answer concerning 7.33.050
Industrial insurance, liens for delinquent payments, penalties 51.16.170
Injury to
action for negligently permitting fire to spread to 4.24.040
child maliciously injuring, action against parent, limitation 4.24.190
husband and wife joinder permissive, when 4.08.040
limitation of action for 4.16.080
venue of actions concerning 4.12.010
Insurances—See INSURANCE, subtitle Property
Joinder of causes of action as to in same complaint, when proper 4.36.150
Joint ownership of, levy and sale on execution 6.04.120
Joint tenancies, generally Ch. 64.28
Judgment liens on
community estate of 4.56.190
exemption of 4.56.210
Judgments, revival of 4.56.225
Juristic powers and duties, joinder of in same suit 4.36.150
Jurisdiction
justices of the peace as to actions concerning 3.20.020
ownership or use of property in state submits person to state jurisdiction 4.28.185
superior district, appellate jurisdiction Const. Art. 4 § 4
Leases, warranty, disclaimer of, merchantability or fitness 63.18.010
Legislature, power of to exempt from taxation Const. Art. 7 § 1 (Amend. 14)
Liens
foreclosure of statutory liens
efficiency judgment, when 61.12.162
summary foreclosure Ch. 61.12.162
Malicious destruction of during state of emergency, penalty 43.06.230
Malignant mischief or injury to, penalty 61.61.070
Marten, declared to be personal property 16.72.030
Mental illness involuntary detention for evaluation and treatment
inventory and safeguard of detainees property 71.05.220
inventory of detainees property, confidentiality 71.05.220
Militia
adjutant general's powers as to 38.12.020
buying or receiving, military property, penalty 38.32.100
disposal of 38.12.020
loan of 38.12.020
rental of 38.30.040
PERSONAL PROPERTY—Cont.
Militia—Cont.
surplus 38.12.020
Mink, declared to be personal property 16.72.030
Ne exeat, taking property from state to defraud plaintiff 7.44.010
Partnership, of, levy and sale on execution 6.04.120
Possession of, venue of actions concerning 4.12.010
Probate disposition of 11.62.010
exchanges of permitted 11.56.005
"net estate", defined 11.02.005
no priority between real and personal property for payment of debts, liens or expenses of estate 11.56.015
possession and management of during probate 11.48.020
sales of personal property, See PROBATE, subtile Sales of estate property
Proof of ownership in criminal prosecution 10.58.060
Public hospital districts, disposal of surplus 70.44.061
Quieting title to 7.28.310, 7.28.320
Receiver's power concerning 7.60.040
Recovery of actions for recovery 4.56.080
limitation of action for 4.16.080
trial of issues of fact, by whom tried 4.40.060
variance in pleading, effect of 4.36.210
Removal from state, attachment ground, debt not due 7.12.020, 7.12.030
Removal to adjoining county, attachment, execution on 7.12.120
Replevin, See REPLEVIN
Sales, price payable in 63.04.100
Schools, control of in school district 28A.58.050
Service of process by publication, when 4.28.120
Supplemental proceedings
adjudication of title 6.32.270
exempt, when 6.32.250
injunction against transfer 6.32.120
joint debtors, of 6.32.210
jury trial, when 6.32.270
order requiring delivery of 6.32.080-6.32.110
receivers
relation back of titles 6.32.240
vests in, when 6.32.330
Supreme court, appellate jurisdiction of Const. Art. 4 § 4
Taking of, limitation of action for 4.16.080
Taxation, exemption from Const. Art. 7 § 2
power of legislature as to Const. Art. 7 § 1 (Amend. 14)
Title to, venue of actions concerning 4.12.010
Venue of actions concerning 4.12.010
Writ of garnishment, form of writ 7.33.100
PERSONAL PROPERTY MORTGAGES
(See CHATTEL MORTGAGES; MORTGAGES)
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES
(See also EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS; GUARDIAN AND WARD; PROBATE)
Accounting
chargeable with whole estate 11.48.030
final report and petition for distribution
continuance of hearing if incorrect 11.76.060
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES—Cont.
Accounting—Cont.
final report and petition for distribution—Cont.
liability of personal representative, judgment against 11.76.060
objection to 11.76.060
loss or destruction, not liable for if not in default 11.48.030
receipts or canceled checks for expenses by personal representative, necessity of 11.76.100
revocation of letters, upon 11.28.290
Actions and suits
against personal representatives arrest and attachment 11.48.200
authority to maintain 11.48.010
claims and debts against estate, personal liability, when 11.76.160
claims not acted on, suit against personal representatives on bond, also creditors and distributees 11.76.170
contracts 11.48.090
default judgment as evidence of assets 11.48.160
delinquencies, for 11.28.300
execution, several personal representatives considered one 11.48.150
inventory, conclusiveness or contradiction 11.44.035
judgments, several considered as one 11.48.150
authority to maintain 11.48.020
bond of former personal representatives, action on 11.48.120
by personal representatives authority to maintain 11.48.010
bond of former personal representatives 11.48.120
collection of debts 11.48.010
compromise of claims authority 11.48.130
contracts 11.48.090
conveyance by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery of property 11.48.140
embarrassment 11.48.060
recovery of property 11.48.010, 11.48.090
trespass 11.48.010
claim not acted on, suit against personal representatives on bond, also creditors and distributees 11.76.170
bond of former personal representatives 11.48.120
contracts, by or against personal representatives, authority to maintain 11.48.090
conveyance by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery of property 11.48.140
embarrassment 11.48.060
recovery of property 11.48.010, 11.48.090
trespass 11.48.010
Additional compensation, how fixed 11.48.210
Administrator de bonis non, appointment of 11.28.280
Appointee administrator de bonis non 11.28.280
notice of creditors, to 11.40.010
mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
Attachments, actions against, attachment allowed 11.48.200
Banks
attorneys of, probable fees disallowed to or to bank 11.36.010
disqualified to act as personal representative when will drawn by 11.36.010
Bonds
former personal representatives, action on bond 11.48.120
nonresidents 11.36.010
Borrowing on general credit of estate authority for 11.56.280
procedure 11.56.280
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PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Cont.

Disqualification, effect 11.36.010
Claims against, included in inventory 11.44.085
Claims and debts against estate, monument expenses, may be paid without order of court 11.76.130
Claims, purchase of claims by 11.48.080
Collection of debts, duty to 11.48.010
Compensation
additional compensation 11.48.210
expenses of management allowed to 11.48- how fixed 11.48.210
reduction of or denial of by court, for failure to perform duties 11.48.210
Compromise of claims, authority of personal representatives 11.48.130
Concealment of estate property, recovery procedure 11.48.070
Continuation of decedent's business 11.48.025
Contracts
performance of decedent's contracts 11.60.010
suits by or against personal representative on contracts, authority to maintain 11.48.090
Conveyances
fraudulent by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery action 11.48.140
performance of decedent's contracts, including contracts for conveyance of real property 11.60.010
recovery of property conveyed, procedure 11.48.070
Convictions, persons convicted of crime involving moral turpitude disqualified to serve as personal representative 11.36.010
Corporations disqualified to act as personal representatives 11.36.010
Cost of administering the estate, priority 11.76.110
Crime, conviction of crime involving moral turpitude qualifies 11.36.010
Damages
agreement to answer for from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040
not liable for without fault 11.48.030
De bonis non appointment of 11.28.280
service without court intervention, when 11.28.280
Death of personal representative, new notice to creditors 11.40.150
Debts
actions to collect 11.48.010
agreements to answer damages from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040
not liable for without fault 11.48.030
not collectible 11.48.080
Definition 11.02.050
Descent and distribution, See DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION; PROBATE
Destroyed will, restraint pending application to prove 11.20.080
Discharge of closing estate, discharge upon 11.76.050
petition for in final report 11.76.030
Discovery, concealed or embezzled property 11.48.070
Disqualification, effect 11.36.010
Embezzlement
action for 11.48.060
liability for 11.48.060
recovery of embezzled property, procedure 11.48.070
PREDATOR APPLICATION

Cont.

Escheats
limitation on actions 11.08.280
property of institution inmates, transfer to 11.08.110
Executor de son tort 11.48.180
Expenses of management allowed to 11.48.050
Final report and petition for distribution accounting
continuance of hearing if incorrect 11.76.060
liability of personal representative, judgment against 11.76.060
objections to 11.76.060
closing of estate 11.76.050
contents 11.76.030
filing of 11.76.030
hearing
continuance when account incorrect 11.76.060
notice of, publication 11.76.040
time and place 11.76.040
notice mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040
Fraudulent conveyances by decedent, recovery action 11.48.140
Insane persons disqualified to act as 11.36.010
Inventory and appraisement
claims against personal representative included in 11.44.085
compensation of appraiser 11.44.070
duty to make 11.44.015
oath, inventory made under 11.44.015
Letters of administration
oath of administrator 11.28.170
persons disqualified 11.36.010
Letters of administration with will annexed
oath of administrator 11.28.170
persons disqualified 11.36.010
Letters testamentary
action against for delinquencies 11.28.300
minor, disqualified 11.36.010
oath 11.28.170
persons disqualified 11.36.010
Liabilities
continuation of decedent's business, authority to incur 11.48.025
damages of estate, promise to pay, by personal representatives must be in writing 11.48.040
debts, promise to pay by executor or administrator must be in writing 11.48.040
debts, uncollected, liability for 11.48.080
embezzlement 11.48.060
executor de son tort 11.48.180
Lost will, restraint pending application to prove 11.20.080
Management of property, right to 11.48.020
Mentally ill, disqualified to act as in probate of will 11.36.010
Minors, disqualified to act as in probate 11.36.010
Nonresident appointment of agent for service of process 11.36.010
attorney at law as agent for service of process 11.36.010
may serve as, bond, service of papers, appointment of 11.36.010
Notice of appointment and pendency of probate mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
Notice regarding final report and petition for distribution mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040
Oath 11.28.170
Pendency of probate, notice of, mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
PESTICIDE APPLICATION

Cont.

Petition, exchange real or personal property of estate 11.36.005
Possession of property, right to 11.48.020
Promises to pay debts of estate must be in writing to bind 11.48.040
Property of estate
business property, continuation of business 11.48.025
management of 11.48.020
recovery of 11.48.010
Purchase of claims by 11.48.080
Qualifications for letters and disqualifications
convicts 11.36.010
corporations 11.36.010
infants and incompetents 11.36.010
nonresidents 11.36.010
Rents and profits, receipt 11.48.020
Reports of annual interim report 11.76.010
Revocation of letters
conviction of crime involving moral turpitude 11.36.010
mentally ill 11.36.010
Settlement of estate, duty of 11.48.010
Substitution pending suits against testator 11.40.100
Trust companies
attorneys of, probate fees disallowed to or to bank or trust company 11.36.010
disqualified to act as personal representative in probate when drawn by 11.36.010
Wills
contest, notice to 11.24.020
lost or destroyed will, restraint of personal representative of previous will 11.20.080
PERSONAL SERVICE (See SERVICE OF PROCESS AND PAPERS)

PERSONAL SERVICE (See FALSE PERSONATION)

PERSONNEL BOARD (See STATE PERSONNEL BOARD)

PESTICIDE APPLICATION

Access to premises, public or private, inspection of equipment, etc. 17.21.320
Agreements with other governmental entities 17.21.300
Agricultural pesticide advisory board
appointment 17.21.230
expenses and per diem 17.21.270
meetings 17.21.260
membership 17.21.230
officers 17.21.260
powers and duties 17.21.250
terms of office 17.21.230
vacancies 17.21.240
Application of chapter 17.21.220
Applicant's license
application for 17.21.070, 17.21.080
classification of licenses 17.21.065
delinquency renewal penalty 17.21.140
denial, suspension or revocation 17.21.150
because of bond or insurance 17.21.180
examination fee 17.21.090
examination of applicant 17.21.090
expiration date 17.21.130
farmer exemption on own farm 17.21.200
fee 17.21.070
forest landowner or employee, exemptions 17.21.200
government research personnel, exemptions 17.21.203
PESTICIDES, HEALTH HAZARDS—Cont.

Pesticide emergencies, authority of department of agriculture not infringed upon 70.104.040

Powers and duties of department of social and health services 70.104.030

Technical assistance, consultations and services to physicians and agencies authorized 70.104.060

PESTS (See RODENTS AND PESTS; WEEDS; INSECT PESTS)

PETIT JURY

Authorized 2.36.020

Compensation and mileage 2.36.150

Defined 2.36.050

Duty 2.36.050

Number of jurors

justice court 2.36.050

superior court 2.36.050

Selection

justice courts 2.36.050

superior court 2.36.050

Superior court

additional jurors 2.36.130

number of jurors 2.36.050

PETIT LARCENY (See LARCENY)

PETITIONS

Administrative rule adoption, amendment, or repeal 34.04.060

Adoption of children contents 26.32.060

filing of 26.32.060

vacation or modification of adoption decree 26.32.130

Appointment of guardian, petition for 11.88-020

Arbitration compel attendance of witnesses 7.04.110

punish witnesses for not attending 7.04.110

Assignment for benefit of creditors, assignee selection 7.08.030

Autopsies and post mortems, court petition for 68.08.102

Cemetery districts, formation 68.16.040

Cemetery plots, order of abandonment 68.36-030, 68.36.100

Cities and towns

local improvements and assessments 8.12-240

local improvements initiated by petition requirements of 35.43.120

sufficiency of 35.43.130

when mandated 35.43.110

metropolitan municipal corporations elections 35.58.070

Commercial waterway district improvement 91.04.230

Corporate dissolution, court commissioners' power to hear 2.24.040

Counties

hospitals 36.62.050

poultry shows 36.37.090

recreation districts 36.69.020

County and recreation service areas, creation 36.68.420

County road improvement districts, initiation, sufficiency of petitions 36.88.370

Declarationary judgments 7.24.080

Diking district formation, See DIKING AND DRAINAGE, subtitle Diking districts

Disincorporation of special districts 57.90.020

Ditches and drains, appropriation 85.28.020

Eminent domain by corporations contents, presentation to superior court 8.20.010

railroad right-of-way, for 8.20.140

Eminent domain by counties contents, presentation to court 8.08.030

service 8.08.030

PETITIONS—Cont.

Eminent domain by school districts contents, presentation to court 8.16.020

service 8.16.030

Eminent domain by state, petition for appropriation 8.04.010

Executors and administrators, report and petition for distribution, See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, subtitle Final report and petition for distribution

Family court

allegations 26.12.120

forms 26.12.110, 26.12.130

invoking jurisdiction or transfer of action 26.12.100

notice of filing 26.12.150

Fire protection districts, petition for annexation of territory, petition method 52.08.066-52.08.068

merger of part of district with another district, petition to initiate 52.24.090

petition for formation and organization 52.04.030

Food, drug and cosmetic act, petitions for embargo remedy consolidation of petitions 69.04.130

procedure upon 69.04.120

Forgery of, penalty 9.44.080

Guardian and ward, intermediate accounts 11.92.050

Habeas corpus

allegation constitutional rights violated, effect 7.36.130

application for writ by 7.36.030

supreme court may issue writs of 2.04.010

writ of habeas corpus, for, federal questions 7.36.140

Highway railroad crossings

alteration 81.53.060

hearing, order of commission 81.53.030

Homesteads

application for appraisal of homestead contents 6.12.150

filing of 6.12.160

hearing 6.12.180

proof of service 6.12.180

service of copy 6.12.170

verified 6.12.150

Initiative and referendum, See INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM

Injunctions, petition for vacation or modification of superior court judgment or order 4.72.070

Intoxicating liquor, local option laws Ch. 66-40

Juvenile court

commitment of child 13.04.060

Lakes, petition for outflow regulation 90.24-010-90.24.030

Land valuation in unincorporated towns, petition to county commissioners 58.11.010

Library local improvement district formation 27.14.020

Local improvement districts

cities and towns 35.43.110, 35.43.120

fire protection districts Ch. 52.20

Local utility districts formation 54.16.140

sewer districts, formation 56.20.020

Mine to market roads

action by commission 78.48.040

filing 78.48.030

New trial, discovery of grounds after verdict, report or decision 4.76.080
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PETITIONS: — Cont.
Nuisances, temporary injunction against places of prostitution, assignment or lowness of morals
Oil and gas conservation committee hearings 78.52.070
Parks and recreation, county recreation districts 36.69.020
Port districts
annexation of territory 53.04.100
formation requirements 53.04.020
Probate
absentee distributee, claim 11.76.245
absentee's estate
petition for temporary trustee 11.80.010
petition for trustee 11.80.010
contest of admission or rejection of will 11.24.010
contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, petition for 11.60.020
family allowances 11.52.010
absentee's estate 11.80.050
general letters of administration or letters of administration with will annexed, petition for or waiver by, surviving spouse 11.28.131
guardianship
compromise or settlement by guardian 11.92.060
lease, exchange or mortgage of estate property, petition contents 11.92.100
lease of estate property 11.56.020
letters of administration, for 11.28.120
mortgage of estate property 11.56.030
performance of decedent's contracts 11.60.020
sale of estate real property, contents 11.56.030
settlement, final report and petition for distribution 11.76.050
unknown beneficiary, locating 11.12.150
Public hospital districts 70.44.020, 70.44.030, 70.44.035
Public utility districts, commissioners for 54.12.010
Reciprocal enforcement of support act certification 26.21.100
contents 26.21.090
information 26.21.090
transmittal to responding state 26.21.100
Right of, not to be abridged Const. Art. 1 § 4
Rule adoption, amendment, or repeal 34.04-060
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Sanitary districts, formation 55.04.020
Schools, annexation of territory by city or town where no school situated in annexed territory, petition for inclusion of school area in city or town district 28A.57.150
Sewer districts
annexation of territory Ch. 56.24
rules governing 56.02.010
Support of dependent children 74.20.230
Unemployment compensation petitions from decisions to Thurston county 50.32.140
Vacate or modify superior court judgments, or orders authorized, when 4.72.030
conditions precedent 4.72.050
contents 4.72.030
lien preserved on modification 4.72.050
limitation of time 4.72.030
procedural to responding state 4.72.040
securities preserved on modification 4.72.050
verification of 4.72.030
Warehouse for storage of agricultural commodities, receivership 22.09.250
Water districts, annexation of territory Ch. 57.24

PETITIONS: — Cont.
Wills, contest of admission or rejection 11.24-010

PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS (See also OIL AND GAS)
County lands, leases on Ch. 78.16
Indian disabilities relating to alienation 64.20-030
Mislabeling of petroleum products, penalty 9.16.080, 9.16.090
Oil and gas conservation committee, powers 28A.57.150
Price increases, public works contracts, adjustments permitted 39.04.140

PHARMACISTS (See PHARMACY)

PHARMACOPOEIA OF THE UNITED STATES
Pharmaceutical preparations according to, lic­ quor laws, exemptions 66.12.060

PHARMACY (See also DRUGS)
Abortion
articles or drugs for, exposing for sale, penalty 9.68.030
prescribing or supplying drugs or medicine to induce, penalty 9.02.010
Administering drugs unlawfully, assault and battery 9.11.020
Adulteration of drugs by pharmacists, penalty 18.64.270
Advertising restrictions 18.64.250
Contradictions, articles or drugs for, advertising or exposing for sale, penalty 9.68.030
Controlled substances, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
Definitions 18.64.011
Drugstore owners, licenses fees 18.64.043
penalty for violations 18.64.043
refusal, suspension or revocation, grounds 18.64.165
regulations 18.64.043
required 18.64.043
Fees
payment of 18.64.050
Hospital pharmacy, dispensing drugs needed in emergency 18.64.250
Intoxicating liquor sales 18.64.243
Legend drugs
container, labeling requirements 69.41.050
prescription
filling order for addict or habitual user not a legal prescription 69.41.040
legitimate medical purpose, defined 69.41.040
required 69.41.030, 69.41.040
exceptions 69.41.030
prohibited acts 69.41.020
unlawful acts, penalties 69.41.070
Licenses
appeal from refusal, suspension or revocation 18.64.200
applications information required 18.64.080
qualifications of applicants 18.64.080
dispensing drugs without license, penalty 18.64.250
drug store owners
exhibit of license and registration 18.64.043
fees 18.64.043
ownership and location declaration 18.64.043
penalty for violation 18.64.043
requirements 18.64.043
required 18.64.043
falsification or fraud in obtaining, penalty 18.64.250

PHARMACY (See also PHARMACY)

Narcotics, See NARCOTICS, subtitle Apoth­ecary
Operating without license, penalty 18.64.250
Penalty for violations 18.64.280
Pharmacy board (See also PHARMACY, STATE BOARD OF)
prophylactic vendors licensing, to enforce chapter 18.58.080
Poison sales, record to be kept 18.64.243
Prescriptions (See also CONTROLLED SUB­ STANCES, UNIFORM ACT)
caustic or corrosive poisons, exemption of prescription sales from 69.36.010
chiropractors not permitted to prescribe 18.25.030
cover or cap on bottle or jar to meet safety standards of state board of pharmacy, exception 18.64.246
dangerous drugs
physician or surgeon prescribing for other than medical purposes, unprofessional conduct 18.72.030
dentists may prescribe 18.32.320
labeling of, exception 18.64.246
midwifery licensees cannot prescribe 18.50-060
manufacturers fees 18.64.045
penalty for violations 18.64.045
refusal, suspension or revocation, grounds 18.64.165
regulations 18.64.045
required 18.64.045
pharmacists appeals from refusal or revocation 18.64-200
display of certificate of registration 18.64-140
examination, certificate by 18.64.080
fee 18.64.040
physician and surgeon may acquire, examination of 18.64.080
reciprocity fee 18.64.080
refusal, suspension or revocation, grounds, procedure, hearing 18.64.160
renewal of registration 18.64.080
fees 18.64.140
required 18.64.020
temporary permits 18.64.110
refusal, suspension or revocation of licenses, grounds 18.64.165
shopkeepers 18.64.045
refusal, suspension or revocation, grounds 18.64.165
required, fee 18.64.040
state board of pharmacy, duties concerning 18.64.005
wholesale druggists fees 18.64.045
penalty for violations 18.64.045
regulations 18.64.045
required 18.64.045
Narcotics, See NARCOTICS, subtitle Apoth­ecary
Penalty for violations 18.64.280
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PHARMACY—Cont.
Prescriptions—Cont.
featur or misrepresentation in obtaining
69.33.380
inscription of 69.33.370
labels 69.33.310
refilling prescription prohibited 69.33.270
penalty for sale by pharmacist 69-
33.270
unused portion, return of 69.33.280
physician or surgeon prescribing for other
to medical purposes, unprofessional
podiatrist may prescribe 18.22.185
record of original to be kept 18.64.245
Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100
Purity of drugs, penalty for violations 18.64-
245
Rebating prohibited, penalty 18.69.010
State board of pharmacy, police power au-
to medical purposes, unprofessional
Duties 18.64.005
Executive officer 18.64.007
Expenses and per diem 18.64.003
Food, drug and cosmetic act
enforcement as to drugs and cosmetics
charged to 69.04.730
regulations promulgated by as to drugs and
cosmetics 69.04.730
Licenses
examinations, duties 18.64.005
hearing 18.64.005
issuance by 18.64.005
qualifications of applicants 18.64.005
revocation or suspension powers 18.64.005
rules and regulations issued by 18.64.005
Meetings 18.64.003
Members 18.64.001
Narcotics
enforcement of chapter charged to 69.33-
400
exemptions for sales and uses, rules and
regulations prescribed by 69.33.290
Power police, grant of to employees of 18.64-
009
Powers and duties 18.64.005
Prophylactic vendors, pharmacy board to en-
force chapter 18.81.080
Qualifications of members 18.64.001
Terms of office 18.64.001
Vacancies in office 18.64.001
PHONOGRAPHER RECORDS
Obscene materials, injunctions against Ch.
7.42
Obscene, selling of, penalty 9.68.010
PHOTOGRAPHER RECORDS
Obscene materials, injunctions against Ch.
7.42
Obscene, penalty 9.68.010
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol.
PHYSICUTOPATHY
(See DRUGLESS HEALING)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Schools to teach 28A.05.030, 28A.05.040
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Professional service corporations Ch. 18.100
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Acts not prohibited 18.74.125
Advertising violations, penalty 18.74.090
Applications, qualifications of applicants 18-
74.030
Certificates of registration
existing practitioners 18.74.050
issuance of 18.74.040, 18.74.050
practicing without valid certificate, penalty
18.74.090
reciprocity 18.74.060
registry of 18.74.120
renewal 18.74.070
revocation, grounds 18.74.080
temporary and probationary certificates 18-
74.050
Definitions 18.74.010
Examinations 18.74.035
Examining committee
expenses and per diem 18.74.020
members 18.74.020
powers and duties 18.74.020
terms of office 18.74.020
Exemptions 18.74.125
False representation 18.74.100
Injunction to prevent violations 18.74.095
Limitations upon practice, penalty for viola-
tion of 18.74.110
Physicians and surgeons, under supervision of,
penalty for violation 18.74.110
Rules and regulations 18.74.120
Violations 18.74.090
PHYSICALLY DEFICIENT
Harrison Memorial Hospital as multi-use fa-
cility for 72.29.010
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
 Abortions
constitutes unprofessional conduct 18.72-
030
termination of pregnancy
by physicians
requirements, penalty for violation
9.02.070
when deemed lawful 9.02.060
objecting to participation 9.02.080
Applications
eligibility requirements 18.71.050
fee 18.71.040
record of 18.71.060
Births, reporting of, effect 18.71.100
Boxing and wrestling contests, examination of
contestants 67.08.090
Canadian physicians, right to practice, revoca-
tion
grounds 18.71.230
procedure 18.71.230
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS—Cont.
Children
congenital defects or disabling conditions
70.58.320
handicapped, registry for 70.58.300, 70.58-
310
Contagious diseases
when related to 70.05.120
reporting 70.05.090-70.05.120
who determines character of 70.05.110
Controlled substances, See CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
Coroner, employment of 36.24.060
Dangerous, contagious or infectious disease,
report to health officer 70.06.040
Dangerous drugs (See also CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT)
proscribing for other than medical purposes,
unprofessional conduct 18.72.030
Death certificates, See VITAL STATISTICS, sub-
title Death certificates
Deaths, reporting of, legal effect 18.71.100
Definitions 18.71.010
Diseases
persons having had contagious or infectious
diseases not to return to school premises
without physician's certificate 28A.31-
010
report of dangerous, contagious or infe-
cious disease to health officer 70.06.040
Disposal of infants
advertising or offering disposal for adoption
unlawful 26.36.040
unlawful without court order of relinquish-
ment 26.36.040
Dues, attending, penalty 9.30.020
Employer benefit plans, recovery 49.52.040
Employment by coroner, compensation 36.24-
.060
Examinations 18.71.070
basic science, waiver of 18.71.075
Execution against, personal exemption 6.16-
020
False personation
penalty 18.71.190
unprofessional conduct, constitutes 18.72-
030
Family court, aid to 26.12.170
Firemen's pension board, employment of, fees
41.16.040
First class school districts, medical inspector
for 28A.59.180
Fraud in obtaining license, unprofessional
conduct 18.72.030
Health care services, See INSURANCE, sub-
title Health care services
Health officers, cities and towns 70.04.030
Health regulations, applicability of 18.71.100
Hearing tests for pupils in schools, by
28A.31.030
Human remains
anatomical inquiry or instruction, use for
68.08.060, 68.08.090
use for medical purposes, See HUMAN
REMAINS, subtitle Disposal
Immune from civil action when charging an-
other member with incompetency or gross
misconduct 4.24.250
before medical disciplinary board 4.24.260
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL IN-
SURANCE, subtitle Medical aid; IN-
DUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Phy-
icians
Injunctions against persons for practicing
medicine and surgery without certificate
18.71.025
Insurance, misrepresentation in applications
48.30.210
Intoxicated or under narcotic
drugs, acting under and death results, manslaughter
9.48.130
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS—Cont. Intoxicating liquor, administration and prescription of 66.20.100
Jury duty, exempt from 2.36.080
Jury list, omission from 2.36.080
Licenses
annual renewal, fee 18.71.080
basic science certificate prerequisite to obtaining, See BASIC SCIENCE LAW conditional licenses for out-of-state licenses engaged with department of social and health services, duration 18.71.095, 18.71.096
exemptions 18.71.030
out-of-state licensees engaged with department of social and health services, duration, conditional licenses 18.71.095, 18.71.096 reciprocity with other states 18.71.090 required, penalty, disposition of fines 18.71.020 suspension or revocation, See PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, subtitle Revocation or suspension of licenses
Licenses for services discharge
settlement with tort feasor or insurer 60.44.050
taking of note 60.44.040
written release or waiver 60.44.030
enforcement 60.44.060
limitation of actions 60.44.060
limitation on 60.44.010
notice of claim
contests 60.44.020
filing 60.44.020
payment as evidence 60.44.060
recording claims 60.44.030
taking promissory note, effect 60.44.040
payment as evidence 60.44.060
negligence 4.16.350
Liquor permits 66.20.010
Medical disciplinary board complaints 18.72.160
definitions 18.72.020
dismissal of charges, exoneration 18.72.240
election of members 18.72.050-18.72.070
expenses and per diems 18.72.100
hearing committee 18.72.170
hearings, procedure 18.72.170-18.72.220
immunity from prosecution 18.72.140
limitation on liability in performance of duties connected with board 4.24.240
meetings 18.72.130
membership 18.72.040
officers 18.72.130
organization 18.72.120
powers and duties 18.72.150
quorum 18.72.130
removal of members 18.72.090
reprimand 18.72.230
vacancies 18.72.080
Medical schools, requisites for accreditation and approval 18.71.055
Medical service to employees, recovery 49.52.040
Mental illness, involuntary treatment, right to examination 71.05.470
Midwifery, duty to call physicians 18.50.010
Militia member, making false certificate for, perjury 38.32.090
Narcotics controlled substances, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT information communicated with to unlawfully obtain narcotics not privileged communication 69.33.380
order for 69.33.260
Narcotics—Cont.
prescribing, administering, and dispensing authorized 69.33.280
prescribing for other than medical purposes, unprofessional conduct 18.72.030
treatment of addict, report to health officer 69.32.090
Pharmacists license, may acquire, examination 18.64.080
Physical therapists under supervision of 18.74.110
Physician’s trained mobile intensive care programs defined 18.71.200
immunity of physician or hospital from civil liability, when 18.71.220
liability for acts or omissions 18.71.210
rendering emergency care, immunity of physician or hospital from civil liability 18.71.220
Poisons caustic or corrosive poisons, exempted from regulations 69.36.010
exemption from poisons and dangerous drugs regulations 69.40.060
Practice of, to be regulated by law Const. Art. 20 § 2
Pregnant women, syphilis test 70.24.090, 70.24.100
Privileged communications with patients 5.60.060
controlled substances, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT criminal proceedings 10.02.020
judicial proceeding regarding child’s injuries, neglect or sexual abuse, examination regarding not privileged 5.60.060
narcotics, information communicated with to unlawfully obtain not privileged communications 69.33.380
report of abuse of mentally retarded, not violation of Ch. 26.44
report of child abuse not violation Ch. 26.44
Professional service corporations, generally Ch. 18.100
Public assistance recipients’ medical care, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Medical care
Pure ethyl alcohol, prices on 66.16.010
Rebating
deprecated professional conduct 19.68.020
exempted practices 19.68.040
license revocation or suspension, grounds for 19.68.030
prohibited, penalty 19.68.010
Records of review committee or board not subject to process 4.24.250
Refusal of license
grounds 18.71.120
hearing 18.71.140
record 18.71.180
Reinstatement of revoked or suspended license, procedure 18.71.120
Report of child abuse by Ch. 26.44
Reports of abuse of mentally retarded Ch. 26.44
Revocation or suspension of licenses appeals
effect as stay 18.72.250
procedure 18.72.280, 18.72.310
scope of review 18.72.300
transcript 18.72.290
untimely filing of order of revocation or suspension not to affect 18.72.330
filing of, effect 18.72.250
grounds 18.72.030
basic science certificate, failure to have 43.74.065
narcotics laws, violations 69.33.360
rebating 19.68.030
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS—Cont. Revocation or suspension of licenses—Cont.
issuance of license after, prohibited 18.72.270
order of, procedure 18.72.230
rebating grounds for 19.68.030
recording of order 18.72.260
Rules and regulations 18.71.017
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Schools, employment of authorized 28A.59.180, 28A.60.320
Sight-saving equipment in schools, furnishing of, eye physician to recommend 28A.31.060
State board of health, regulation of professional services 70.41.180
State board of medical examiners, established 18.71.015
Syphilis test, pregnant women 70.24.090, 70.24.100
Termination of pregnancy, See PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, subtitle Abortions
Tuberculosis, cities and towns failure to report 70.28.040
report of 70.28.010
Unprofessional conduct defined 18.72.030
Veneral diseases (See also VENEREAL DISEASES) syphilis test for pregnant women 70.24.090, 70.24.100
PHYSICIANS’ ASSISTANTS
Application for approval of 18.71A.040
rejection of, hearing for 18.71A.040
withdrawal of, hearing for 18.71A.040
Board adopt rules and regulations fixing qualifications and restricting practice, contents 18.71A.020
application for approval of 18.71A.040
rejection of, hearing for 18.71A.040
withdrawal of, hearing for 18.71A.040
defined 18.71A.010
Definitions 18.71A.010
Limitations on health care services 18.71A.060
Physicians’ application for, fee 18.71A.040
liability 18.71A.050
responsibility 18.71A.050
Physician’s assistant defined 18.71A.010
limitations on practice 18.71A.030
restriction of practice 18.71A.020
Practice medicine, defined 18.71A.010
PICKETT HOUSE
Conveyance of, held in trust 27.28.021, 27.28.022
PICNIC AREAS (See also PARKS AND RECREATION)
Garbage and waste disposal, rules and regulations 55.08.010
PICTURES (See also PHOTOGRAPHS)
Obscene materials, injunctions against Ch. 7.42
PIERCE COUNTY
Boundaries, tracing of 36.04.270
Superior court judges, number of 2.08.061
PIERS (See WHARVES, DOCKS, AND PIERS)
PLAINTIFFS—Cont.  Nonresidents—Cont.  security for costs  judgment on 4.84.240 may be required, when 4.84.210 standing bond for numerous actions 4.84- 220  Prohibition proceedings, designation of 7.16-010  Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0  Set-off against 4.56.120 dismissal, action for by plaintiff barred if defendant seeks 4.56.120 judgments for balance due defendant 4.56.070, 4.56.075 Several, judgments for or against one or more authorized 4.56.030  PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM (See WASHINGTON COORDINATE SYSTEM)  PLANNING AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AGENCY  Advisory or coordinating groups, established 43.63A.130 Appropriations 43.63A.140  Cities and towns  consolidation including annexation of incorporated cities and towns filing of canvass of votes on election 35-10.240  City and town census allocations of state funds based upon, finality 43.62.020 annexation procedure 43.62.030 certification of 43.62.030 determination 43.62.030 disincorporation procedure 43.62.030 incorporation procedure 43.62.030 times for making 43.62.030  Colleges and universities, enrollment forecast 43.62.050 Community affairs functions and responsibilities 43.63A.080 Comprehensive plan, counties, cities, municipal corporations, etc., advisory recommendations 43.63A.110 Conveyances to the state, records of to be kept by 43.63A.085 Coordination of community affairs activities and programs 43.63A.100 Created 43.63A.030 Definitions 43.63A.020 Director appointment, salary, bond 43.63A.040 authority to adopt rules and regulations concerning chapter 8.26 RCW 8.26.110 economic assistance authority, ex officio member 43.31A.020 personnel 43.63A.050 powers and duties 43.63A.060  Employees transfer of certain employees to office of program planning and fiscal management 43.41.050  Public utility districts, powers 54.04.120  Regional appointment and powers 35.63.070, 36.70.060 expenditures by counties, authority 36.70.015  PLANNING COMMISSIONS  Acceptance of federal assistance by department of commerce and economic development 43.31.220 Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Planning commissions Coordination of planning by department of commerce and economic development 43.31.210 Counties, See COUNTIES, subtitle Planning commissions  PLANS AND PLANNING  Air pollution control plan, formulating 70.94.140 Cemeteries, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Planning commissions  competitive plan 35.63.070, 35.63.120 adoption, hearing, recommendations of commission, filing 35.63.100 amendment 35.63.105
PLANS AND PLANNING—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.
comprehensive street plan 35.77.010
off-street parking facilities 35.86.050
pedestrian malls 35.71.040
public utilities 35.67.030
sewage disposal plans, submission to water pollution control commission 90.48.110
transportation systems 35.92.270
urban renewal law Ch. 35.81
Coal mining. See COAL MINING CODE,
Correctional institutions for male felons
Counties
Comprehensive plans
cities and towns—Cont.
PLANS
PLANS AND PLANNING—Cont.
counties, See PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, official controls
department of planning (See also PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, planning agencies)
alternative to commission 36.70.040
director of planning
appointment 36.70.160
authority for 36.70.030
employees 36.70.170
joint county programs 36.70.180
special services 36.70.190
expenditures
regional planning as proper purpose for 36.70.015
within amounts appropriated 36.70.290
official controls
adoption 36.70.570
authority for 36.70.550
county commissioners
action 36.70.620
final authority 36.70.650
initiation of 36.70.640
public hearing 36.70.630
recommendation to 36.70.600
reference to 36.70.610
enforcement 36.70.670
forms of 36.70.560
limitation to planning matters 36.70.660
public hearing notice 36.70.590
requirement 36.70.580
planning agencies (See also PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, Comprehensive plans; PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, department of planning; PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, planning commissions)
alternative methods of report 36.70.710
annual report, status of comprehensive plan 36.70.460
appropriations 36.70.290
assumption of duties 36.70.920
capital expenditure projects notification 36.70.520
referral to 36.70.540
relating to comprehensive plan 36.70-530
conferences 36.70.310
cooperation with other agencies 36.70.360
county commissioners
referral of special matters 36.70.510
referral procedure 36.70.540
reports to 36.70.510
county improvements
approval 36.70.700
control 36.70.690
definitions 36.70.020
gifts, acceptance of 36.70.300
information, right of acquisition 36.70.490
joint meetings 36.70.150
meetings 36.70.130
official plans, See PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, official controls
projects, relating to comprehensive plans 36.70.450
public interest, promotion toward comprehensive plan 36.70.470
records 36.70.140
rules 36.70.140
subdivision and platting of land 36.70.680
travel expenses 36.70.310
planning commissions (See also PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, planning agencies)
appointment 36.70.080
composition 36.70.070

PLANS AND PLANNING
PLANS AND PLANNING—Cont.
Counties—Cont.
controls, official, See PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, official controls
department of planning (See also PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, planning agencies)
alternative to commission 36.70.040
director of planning
appointment 36.70.160
authority for 36.70.030
employees 36.70.170
joint county programs 36.70.180
special services 36.70.190
expenditures
regional planning as proper purpose for 36.70.015
within amounts appropriated 36.70.290
official controls
adoption 36.70.570
authority for 36.70.550
county commissioners
action 36.70.620
final authority 36.70.650
initiation of 36.70.640
public hearing 36.70.630
recommendation to 36.70.600
reference to 36.70.610
enforcement 36.70.670
forms of 36.70.560
limitation to planning matters 36.70.660
public hearing notice 36.70.590
requirement 36.70.580
planning agencies (See also PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, Comprehensive plans; PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, department of planning; PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, planning commissions)
alternative methods of report 36.70.710
annual report, status of comprehensive plan 36.70.460
appropriations 36.70.290
assumption of duties 36.70.920
capital expenditure projects notification 36.70.520
referral to 36.70.540
relating to comprehensive plan 36.70-530
conferences 36.70.310
cooperation with other agencies 36.70.360
county commissioners
referral of special matters 36.70.510
referral procedure 36.70.540
reports to 36.70.510
county improvements
approval 36.70.700
control 36.70.690
definitions 36.70.020
gifts, acceptance of 36.70.300
information, right of acquisition 36.70.490
joint meetings 36.70.150
meetings 36.70.130
official plans, See PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, official controls
projects, relating to comprehensive plans 36.70.450
public interest, promotion toward comprehensive plan 36.70.470
records 36.70.140
rules 36.70.140
subdivision and platting of land 36.70.680
travel expenses 36.70.310
planning commissions (See also PLANS AND PLANNING, subordinate Counties, planning agencies)
appointment 36.70.080
composition 36.70.070

PLANS AND PLANNING
PLANS AND PLANNING—Cont.
Counties—Cont.
planning commissions—Cont.
creation 36.70.030
department to assist 36.70.040
duties imposed by other acts 36.70.920
expenses, authority 36.70.310
officers 36.70.120
removal 36.70.110
right of entry, surveys 36.70.500
terms of office 36.70.090
vacancies 36.70.100
planning enabling act
alternative methods of report 36.70.930
definitions 36.70.020
designation as 36.70.910
duties of planning commissioners by other acts 36.70.920
elective adoptions 36.70.940
purpose and intent 36.70.010
programs for
authority 36.70.050
joint county participation 36.70.050
joint directors for 36.70.180
special services 36.70.190
regional planning commission, appointment and powers 36.70.060
grants—in aid from United States 36.70.060
public purpose of expenditure of funds 36.70.015
right of entry, commission and staff 36.70.500
zones and zoning, See ZONES AND ZONING, subordinate Counties
zoning adjustor, appointment 36.70.220
creation of office 36.70.200
finality of action 36.70.800
orders, findings of fact 36.70.900
powers and duties 36.70.870
County commissioners
approval or change 36.70.440
initiation or change 36.70.430
referral to 36.70.420
County roads and bridges
construction 36.77.010, 36.81.130
establishment, construction and maintenance, county road engineer's duties 36.81.130
road engineer, preparation of 36.80.070
Erosion control, conservation districts 89.08-220
Flood control districts
comprehensive plans for 86.05.400
right of entry for surveys 86.05.500
Harbor improvement plan, port districts 53.20.010, 53.20.020
Hospital and medical facilities, state plan for construction 70.40.090, 70.40.100
Housing authorities law, planning, zoning, and building laws, consideration of 35.82.120
Industrial development districts, port districts 53.25.090
Irrigation districts, proposed works 87.03.165
Juvenile correctional institution in King county 72.19.010
Navigable rivers, improvement 88.32.240
Planning commissions
cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS, subordinate Planning commissions counties, See COUNTIES, subordinate Plans and planning
Public utility districts
authority 54.16.010
commissioners' powers 54.04.120
resources and utilities, surveys for 54.16.010
Reclamation projects, state, generally 89.16.050
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PLANS AND PLANNING — Cont.
River valleys, improvement 88.32.240
Sewage disposal systems, submission to water pollution control commission 90.48.110
Sewer districts, comprehensive plan for 56.08.020
Shoreline management act of 1971, See SHORELINE MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1971
Soil conservation, conservation districts 89.08.220
Urban arterial board, submission of city arterial street construction long-range plan to 35.77.010
Water conservation, conservation districts 89.08.220
Water districts, comprehensive plan 57.16.010
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS (See PUBLIC WORKS, subtitle Plans and specifications)
PLATES (See also MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Licenses)
Forgery, penalty 9.44.020
Motor vehicles
attachment, operating with plates not issued theretofore or disfigured, penalty 46.16.240 personalized, fees 46.16.355
PLATS AND PLATING (See also PLATING, SUBDIVISION AND DEDICATION OF LAND)
Abstractors, exemption from title insurance law 48.29.010
Additions to towns, recording prior to sale of lots 58.08.020
Alteration or change
Boundaries, permanent and control monuments, establishment 58.17.240
Cemeteries and burial plots, exemption from title 58.12.080 counties, subdivision 58.17.040 Incorporation of lands outside municipalities, submission to planning commission, duties, generally 58.17.100
PLATS AND PLATING — Cont.
Highways, county road engineer to keep plat book 36.08.050 Incorporation of cities additions with no lots sold 58.10.040 regulation of surveys and plats 58.10.040 Port district property, law enforcement 53.08.230 Public lands urban or suburban land, duty of department to make before sale, exemption from certain local governmental requirements 79.01.100 vacation by commissioner of public lands 79.01.104 by petition 79.01.108 Real property, recording instruments, necessity of auditor to keep 65.04.050 Reclaimed tidelands and other unsurveyed lands 85.05.540 Recording books of plats, manner of keeping 65.04.050 county auditor's fee 36.18.010 prior to sale of lots, requisites 58.08.010 Registration of land titles, certificate of title 65.12.275 Sewerage improvement districts, generally 85.08.120, 85.08.140 Streets, designated as public highway 58.08.035, 58.08.050 Subdivisions, See PLATING, SUBDIVISION AND DEDICATION OF LAND Survey of land boundaries, report to court 58.04.030 Taxes and assessments paid, certification 58.08.030 Tidelands and shorelands appraisal of platted land appeals from appraisal to superior courts 79.01.440 duty of commissioner of public lands to make 79.01.440 filing 79.01.444 improvements 79.01.440 notice of filing 79.01.440 reappraisal 79.01.456 record book of appraisals, contents 79.01.440 first class tidelands and shorelands 79.01.428 platting required 79.01.428 preparation of plats 79.01.436 public waterways, establishment, dedication to public use, reservations in lease and sale 79.01.428 reappraisal upon replatting 79.01.456 record of plats contents 79.01.436 filing 79.01.436, 79.01.444 replatting 79.01.456, 79.01.460 separated from upland by navigable waters, survey and plat of 79.01.488 streets, laying out of, dedication to public use 79.01.428 vacation by replat 79.01.456, 79.01.464, 79.01.476 Town plats acknowledgments, certificate of 58.08.030 additions, recording 58.08.020 anticipated taxes, deposit to cover 58.08.040 streets, penalty for lack of compliance 58.08.035 taxes and assessments, certificate of payment 58.08.035 Townsites on United States land, See TOWN SITES United States reclamation area units, plats 89.12.040
PLATS AND PLATING — Cont.
Vacation
cities and towns, streets and alleys abutting fresh and salt water, limitation on 35.79.030 county commissioner, hearing and order 58.11.020 filing of resolution or ordinance 58.12.060 lots outside municipalities 58.11.050 notice, duty of county auditor 58.11.010 property in incorporated towns petition to city council 58.11.040 proceedings 58.11.040 property in unincorporated towns notice by county auditor 58.11.010 petition to county commissioner 58.11.010 streets and alleys, abutting on salt and fresh water 35.79.030
title
lots 58.11.030 streets and alleys 58.11.030 PLATING, SUBDIVISION AND DEDICATION OF LAND
Appeal 58.17.180 Attorney general enforcement of act 58.17.320 injunction to enforce 58.17.320 Blanket encumbrances, lots or parcels subject to, sale of 58.19.180 Boundaries, permanent and control monuments, establishment 58.17.240
Cemeteries and burial plots, exemption from act 58.17.040 Cities and towns enforcement, refusal to issue building permits, septic tank permits, etc. 58.17.210 planning commission, duties, generally 58.17.100 regulations, authority 58.17.280 subdivision regulations, procedure 58.17.270 Compliance required 58.17.030 Construction, prior ordinances of resolution, effect 58.17.320 Contempt, penalty for contempt of order relating to enforcement of act 58.17.220 Counties enforcement, building permit, septic tank permit, etc., refusal to issue, exceptions 58.17.210 regulation, authority 58.17.280 subdivision regulations, procedure 58.17.270 County auditor, filing, refusal to accept, grounds 58.17.190 Criteria for approval or disapproval 58.17.110 Dedication, defined 58.17.020 Dedication of land, compliance required 58.17.030 Definition 58.17.020 Encumbrances, blanket, lots or parcels subject to, sale of 58.19.180 Enforcement assurance of discontinuance, violation, penalty 58.17.230 attorney general 58.17.320 civil penalties 58.17.210 contempt, penalty for failing to comply with order of court 58.17.220 prosecuting attorney 58.17.200, 58.17.320 Exemptions from act 58.17.040 Filing, refusal, grounds 58.17.190 Final plat, defined 58.17.020 Hearing on preliminary plat 58.17.090 Hearings, preliminary plat, hearing on recommendation of planning commission 58.17.100 Irrigation water, right of way for 58.17.310 Judicial review, ground 58.17.180
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PLTG., SUBDIV., DEDIC. OF LAND—Cont.

Liability, civil liability for failing to conform to act 58.17.200
Lot, defined 58.17.020
Municipal, permanent control, establishment 58.17.240
Notice, filing of preliminary plat 58.17.080
Optional local regulations authorized 58.17.130
Planning commission defined 58.17.020
Plat, defined 58.17.020
Platting approval
appeal 58.17.180
in progress or face of document 58.17.170
compliance required 58.17.030
contents
enforcement 58.17.320
required contents 58.17.160
copies of filed instrument, disposition 58.17.170
dedication, required dedications before filing 58.17.290
filing 58.17.170
final plat defined 58.17.020
required content 58.17.290
optional local regulations, authorized 58.17.130
preliminary plat, defined 58.17.020
refusal, grounds 58.17.120
short plats
filing with county auditor, required 58.17.065
legislative body, authority to adopt regulations and procedures 58.17.060
required contents 58.17.290
zoning, subsequent change, effect on plat 58.17.170
1974 act, effective date 58.17.920
Preliminary plat application for approval, procedure 58.17.090
approval, time for 58.17.140
contents, required 58.17.160
criteria for approval or disapproval 58.17.110
defined 58.17.020
engineer, city, town or county, recommendations of, required 58.17.150
local health department, recommendations required 58.17.150
notice, additional notice 58.17.090
notice of filing 58.17.080
optional local regulations, authorized 58.17.130
planning commission, recommendations of, required 58.17.150
recommendations of planning commission, hearing on 58.17.100
refusal, grounds 58.17.120
submission to legislative body required 58.17.070
time for approval 58.17.140
Prosecuting attorney enforcement of act 58.17.200, 58.17.320
injunction to enforce 58.17.200, 58.17.320
Purpose 58.17.010
Regulation of subdivision, purpose of 1969 act 58.17.010
Rules and regulations prior regulations, construction 58.17.330
subdivision, authority 58.17.280
subdivisions and procedure 58.17.280
Short plats authority of cities and counties 58.17.060
defined 58.17.020

PLTG., SUBDIV., DEDIC. OF LAND—Cont.

Short subdivisions
authority of legislative bodies to adopt rules and regulations 58.17.060
defined 58.17.020
filing with county auditor, required 58.17.065
Streets and roads, dedication, in final plat or short plat 58.17.290
Subdivision plat, certified copy, effect 58.17.300
Subdivisions
compliance enforcement 58.17.320
required 58.17.030
criteria for approval or disapproval 58.17.110
defined 58.17.020
optional local regulations, authorized 58.17.130
planning commission, review of 58.17.100
preliminary plats, required 58.17.070
regulations, procedure 58.17.270
short subdivisions defined 58.17.020
filing with county auditor required 58.17.065
legislative bodies, authority 58.17.060
survey, requirements 58.17.250
1974 act, effective date 58.17.920
Surveys
joint committee, creation 58.17.260
proposed subdivision, requirements 58.17.250
rules and regulations, submittal to state planning and community affairs agency 58.17.270
Testamentary divisions, exemption 58.17.040
Title report, required for filing of plat or short plat 58.17.290
Violation, criminal penalty 58.17.310
Writ of review, decisions approving or disapproving any plat, grounds, venue, time 58.17.180
PLATTING LAND (See PLATS AND PLATTING)
PLAYGROUNDS (See also PARKS AND RECREATION)
Counties, See COUNTIES, subtitle Parks and recreation
Crosswalks, speed limits 46.61.440
Metropolitan park districts, regulation of 35.61.130
Schools, use of 28A.58.048
PLAYS
Copyright, See COPYRIGHT
PLEADINGS
Accounts, how pleaded 4.36.040
justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.060
Action to recover property distrained, answers 4.36.140
Actions by cities and towns to terminate trust, property acquired at local improvement or utility local improvement foreclosure proceedings 35.53.050
Admissions, failure to answer allegations in complaint 4.36.160
Allegations
family court, petitions 26.12.120
material allegations, defined 4.36.170
uncontroverted, effect 4.36.160
justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.080
variances, defined 4.36.180

PLEADINGS—Cont.
Alternative method of foreclosing local improvement, and utility local improvement liens 35.50.230
Amendments to allowable subjects 4.32.240
complaints, procedure 4.32.160
defective pleadings 4.36.220
fictitious name changed to true name by 4.36.230
forcible entry and detainer 59.12.150, 59.12.160
habeeb corpus 7.36.240
justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.090, 12.08.110
logging liens, amendments to complaint 60.24.140
make more definite and certain 4.36.060
minor defects, effect 4.32.250
variance, because of 4.36.180, 4.36.190
variance in action to recover personal property 4.36.210
Answers
actions to recover property distrained, pleadings 4.36.140
admission by failure to deny in 4.36.160
amended complaints, effect of no answer 4.32.160
time allowed 4.32.160
appearance, answer constitutes appearance 4.28.210
assessment of damages without 4.28.290
attachment, debt not due 7.12.040
claims admitted in part, effect 7.60.050
confession of judgment authorized before or after 4.60.010
counterclaims
allegation of 4.32.090
defined 4.32.100
court may enlarge time for 4.32.240
defendant may demur to part and answer to part 4.32.180
defenses
allegation of 4.32.080, 4.32.090
justice court proceeding 12.08.020
demur to part and answer to part 4.32.180
demurrer to issue of law raised by 4.40.020
new matter, by plaintiff 4.32.200
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
distrained property, actions to recover 4.36.140
ejection and quieting title actions, substitution of landlord in action against tenant 7.28.110, 7.28.130
failure to admission by failure to deny in 4.36.160
default judgment proceedings 4.56.160
farm crop liens 60.12.110
filing date by court rules 4.32.230
forcible entry and detainer 59.12.121
frivolous 4.32.170
garnishment
claim of defendant against garnishee 7.33.300
default judgment on failure to answer 7.33.190
discharge of garnishee on 7.33.180
filing, form 7.33.130
perjury, answer subject to 7.33.150
reply to 7.33.240
reply to by defendant 7.33.250
requisites of 7.33.150
served with writ 7.33.050
service 7.33.150
service of writ invalid without attached answer forms 7.33.130
signature of garnishee 7.33.150
time to contest answer 7.33.180
time to reply 7.33.240
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PLEADINGS—Cont. Complaints—Cont. uncontroverted allegations, effect of 4.36-160
justicte court civil proceedings 12.08.080 unlawful entry and detainer 59.16.020 Conditions precedent, performance of, how pleaded 4.36.080
Construction of, liberality 4.36.050 Continuance due to amendment of justices of the peace 12.08.110 Counterclaims (See also COUNTER-CLAIMS) answer to contain 4.32.080, 4.32.090 defined 4.32.100
demurrer to by plaintiff 4.32.200 reply to 4.32.210 Criminal proceedings, See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, subtitle Pleadings
Custody of subject matter of litigation delivery to party enforcement 4.44.490
when 4.44.480
deposits into court custody of money deposited 4.44.500 enforcement 4.44.490 when 4.44.480
Declaration concerning validity of a marriage 26.09.010 petition, contents 26.09.020
Defective amending 4.36.220
justices of the peace civil actions, pleadings 12.08.090
pleading over 4.36.220 striking of 4.36.220
Defects, notices, papers and proceedings, amending by court 4.32.250
Defendant's pleadings specified 4.32.020
Defenses answer to contain 4.32.080, 4.32.090 assigned causes in action 4.08.080
demurrer to by plaintiff 4.32.200 dismissal on nonappearance of plaintiff 4.56.120 failure of proof, variance distinguished 4.36.200
failure to demur to, judgment on pleadings 4.56.180
Failure of proof, variance distinguished 4.36.200
failure to demur to, judgment on pleadings 4.56.180
frivolous answers, striking of 4.32.170 pleading defective, effect 4.36.220
reply does not answer, judgment on pleadings 4.56.180 reply may allege 4.32.210 reply to 4.32.210
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
stricken, when 4.32.170 Demurrers answer, demurrer to in new matter by plaintiff 4.32.200
counterclaims, demurrer to by plaintiff 4.32.200
court may enlarge time for 4.32.240
defendant may demur to and answer to part 4.32.180 defenses, demurrer to by plaintiff 4.32.200 failure to, judgment on pleadings for 4.56-180
farm crop liens 60.12.110
grounds of 4.32.050
how specified 4.32.060
objection by answer, when 4.32.070
issue of law raised by 4.40.020
judgment on pleasments on failure 4.56-180
judgment revival proceedings 4.56.225
limitation of actions, must be raised by 4.16.010
logging liens 60.24.140 mandamus proceedings 7.16.220
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PLEADINGS—Cont.

Dissolution of marriage

Failure of proof, variance distinguished

Fire protection districts, validation proceed­

Filiation proceedings

Foreign laws, necessity of pleadings

Garnishment

Former conviction or acquittal

Forms of

Filing of

Fire protection district, proceedings after judgment

Filing of

Farm crop liens

amendments to complaint 60.12.110

defendant's answer 60.12.110

Fictitious names

authorized, when 4.36.230

changed to true name by amendment 4.36-

230

Filiation proceedings 26.24.060

Filing of

complaint 4.28.010, 4.28.110

justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.040

proceedings on failure to 4.32.260

subsequent to complaint, filing time fixed by
court 4.32.230

time for 4.32.260

Fire protection districts, validation proceed­

Forgery of, penalty 9.44.020

 Former conviction or acquittal 10.40.150

Forms of 4.32.010

Garnishment

answers, service of writ invalid without at­
tached answer forms and cash deposits 7.33.130

deposits, service of writ invalid without at­
tached answer form and deposit 7.33.130

dismissal by clerk of court, time, notice 7.33.270

issues, formation of 7.33.260

liability of plaintiff for failure to dismiss when
proper 7.33.310

motion to dismiss, when proper 7.33.310

requirement of 7.33.270

superior court, records to be kept 36.23.030

Habeas corpus 7.36.110

federal questions raised by 7.36.140

Harmless error disregarded 43.6.240

Illegitimacy proceedings 26.24.060

Inadmissible, relief from judgment, orders or
proceedings because of 4.32.240

PLEADINGS—Cont.

Indictments. See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, subtile Pleadings

Informations. See CRIMINAL PROCE­

DURE, subtile Pleadings

Instruments in writing 43.6.040

justices of the peace, civil actions 12.08.060

Interpleader

eminent domain proceedings by cities, in­
terpleader where several interests in property
8.12.150

service by publication, when 4.28.100

Irrelevant, redundant or indefinite matter, strik­ing 43.6.060

Issues

defined 4.40.010

fact, of

arise how 4.40.030

kind of issue 4.40.010

kinds of

fact 4.40.010

law 4.40.010

law, of

arises how 4.40.020

kind of issue 4.40.010

Joiner of causes of action 4.36.150

Joint debtor, action to bind after judgment, what constitutes pleading 4.68.050

Judgment on

jury may assess amount of recovery, when 4.44.450

procedure 4.56.180

when 4.56.180

Judgment roll component, when 4.64.040

Judgments and determinations, how pleaded 4.36.070

Justices of the peace civil actions

accounts, how pleaded 12.08.060

allegations, uncontroverted, effect 12.08.080

amendments to 12.08.090, 12.08.110

answer, requisites of 12.08.020

appearance of parties, pleadings take place upon 12.08.010

complaint, requisites of 12.08.020

denial of knowledge or information, effect 12.08.050

docketing of 12.08.040

filing of 12.08.040

instruments, how pleaded 12.08.060

objects to 12.08.090

oral or written 12.08.030

reply to set-off 12.08.020

set-off

how pleaded 12.08.120

reply to 12.08.020

small claims, informal 12.40.090

time when due 12.08.010

variances between pleading and proof 12-

.08.100

verification of 12.08.070

what constitutes 12.08.020

written or oral 12.08.030

Justices of the peace, small claims, informal 12.40.090

Legal separation 26.09.010

petition, contents 26.09.020

Libel and slander 4.36.120

justification and mitigation, pleading 4.36-

.130

Liberally construed 4.36.050

Logging liens

amendments to complaint 60.24.140

defendant's answer 60.24.140

motion for more definite and certain state­
mant 60.24.140

Lost or destroyed

replacement of court records lost or de­
stroyed by original 5.48.020

substitution of copy authorized 5.48.010

PLEADINGS—Cont.

Material allegations defined 43.6.170

variances, defined 43.6.180

Minor defects in, effect 43.2.250

Mistakes

amendments to pleadings and proceedings to
correct 4.32.240

papers, notices and proceedings, amending
by court 4.32.250

relief from judgment, order or proceeding because of 4.32.240

Motions as to

farming liens 60.12.110

logging liens 60.24.140

rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol.

0

strike answer or defense when frivolous 4.32.170

strike irrelevant, etc., matter 4.36.060

Multiple issues in same action 4.40.030

Municipal local improvement assessments

alternative method 35.50.220–35.50.270

foreclosure proceedings 35.50.080

Municipal utility local improvement assess­
ments foreclosure, alternative method 35-

.50.230

Neglect

excusable, relief from judgment, orders or
proceedings because of 4.32.240

filing pleadings, effect and proceedings 4.32.260

Notices

amendments to pleadings and proceedings, notice to adverse party 4.32.240

minor defects in, effect 4.32.250

time extension for service of and filing 4.32-

250

Objections

justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.090

waived if not answered or demurred to 4.32.190

Omission, notices, papers, and proceedings, amending by court 4.32.250

Ordinances of cities and towns 4.36.110

Parties

amending pleadings and proceedings as to 4.32.240

title of papers and notices defective as to, effect 4.32.250

Partition proceedings, continuance of suit to
determine claims 7.52.260

Petition to vacate or modify superior court
judgment or order 4.72.040

Plaintiff's first pleading 4.32.030

Plaintiff's pleading specified 4.32.020

Private statutes 43.6.090

Proof, pleadings do not constitute 5.40.010

Reply

defenses to new matter in answer 4.32.210

demurrer to, issue of law raised by 4.40.020

demurrer to new matter in by defendant 4.32.220

denials of answer 4.32.210

failure to, judgment on pleadings for 4.56-

.180

filing date by court rule 4.32.230

frivolous, striking of 4.32.220

garnishment

answer of garnishee to 7.33.240

reply by defendant 7.33.250

time to reply to answer of garnishee 7.33-

.240

issue of fact raised by, when 4.40.030

judgment on pleadings for 4.56.180

judgment revival proceedings 4.56.225

material allegations, defined 4.36.170

pleading of plaintiff 4.32.020

striking of, when and how 4.32.220
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PLEADINGS — Cont.
Report — Cont.
uncontroverted allegations, effect of 4.36-160
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Set-offs (See also SET-OFFS)
pleading of
reply to, justices of the peace civil actions 4.32.150
justices of the peace civil actions 12.08-.120
reply to, justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.020
Set-offs and counterclaims
failure to demurr to, judgment on pleadings 4.56.180
reply does not answer, judgment on pleadings 4.56.180
Small claims
Striking if defective
Sufficiency of, rules for determining
Summons (See also SUMMONS)
Time
Supreme courts, books to be kept
Surprise, relief from judgment, orders or proceedings
Supplemental authorized, when
Supreme courts, books to be kept
Supplemental authorized, when
Supreme courts, books to be kept
Surprise, relief from judgment, orders or proceedings
because of 4.32.240
Time
extension of answer or demurrer 4.32.240
appeals 4.32.250
filing civil pleadings 4.32.260
filing papers and notices 4.32.250
serving of papers and notices 4.32.250
filing pleadings, time for 4.32.260
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Titles of cause in court, minor defects as to, effect 4.32.250
Uncontroverted allegations, effect of 4.36.160
Variances
actions to recover personal property 4.36-210
failure of proof distinguished 4.36.200
immaterial, effect 4.36.190
justices of the peace civil procedure 12.08-.100
material, effect 4.36.180
Verifications
justices of the peace civil actions 12.08.070
necessity and requisites 4.36.010
omission permitted if parties submitted to
criminal prosecution 4.36.030
public corporations, by 4.36.020
striking for want of 4.36.220
Waiver of objections to 4.32.190
Written instruments, how pleaded 4.36.040
PLEDGES (See also LOANS)
Bank or trust company pledge of assets or securities prohibited, exception 30.04.140
Cities and towns, housing authorities, powers 35.82.150
Corporate voting shares 23A.08.300
Embezzlement 9.54.010
Firearms, loans of 9.41.120
Insurance policies, generally 48.18.360
Port district toll facilities, revenue from 53.34.030, 53.34.090
Probate, administrator cannot pledge property unless directory powers in will 11.28.070
Rents and profits receiver to protect 7.28.230
right to pledge 7.28.230
PLEDGS — Cont.
Sales, nonapplication of law 63.04.750
Toll bridges, bridging Columbia river in vicinity of Astoria-Megler
contribution by Pacific county 47.56.658
termination of accrued and unaccrued obligations of Pacific county relating to 47.56.659
Trust receipts law, application of 61.20.150
Warehouse receipts
ownership of goods by warehouseman does not defeat pledge 81.92.160, 81.94.130
PLEDGEOR AND PLEDGEE
Embezzlement 9.54.010
PODIATRISTS (Formerly CHIROPODY)
Applications, educational requirements 18.22.050
eligibility requirements 18.22.040
fees 18.22.060
Definitions 18.22.010
Exemptions 18.22.070
Injunctions for unlawful practice 18.22.140, 18.22.215
Licensure
annual renewal, fee 18.22.120
basic science certificate prerequisite to obtaining, See BASIC SCIENCE LAW display 18.22.110
exemptions 18.22.030
record of licenses to be kept 18.22.130
required 18.22.020
Penalties for violations 18.22.140, 18.22.220
Prescriptions, issuance of permitted 18.22.185
Reexamination, fee 18.22.060
Revocation or suspension of licenses
appeals 18.22.170
failure to have basic science certificate, grounds for 43.74.065
grounds 18.22.150
procedure 18.22.160
Unlawful practices
evidence of 18.22.210
penalty 18.22.200, 18.22.220
Unprofessional conduct, penalty, injunction 18.22.140
POET LAUREATE
State arts commission, authority to designate 43.46.080
POISON PREVENTION PACKAGING
Chapter cumulative and nonexclusive 70.106-910
Definition, construction 70.106.030
Director, defined 70.106.040
Exceptions from packaging standards 70.106-110
Household substance, defined 70.106.060
Labeling, defined 70.106.090
Packaging, defined 70.106.070
Penalties 70.106.140
Purpose 70.106.010
Rules and regulations, federal law, adoption, uniformity 70.106.120
Sale, defined 70.106.050
Short title 70.106.020
Special packaging, defined 70.106.080
Standards for packaging 70.106.100
Technical advisory committee 70.106.130
POISONS
(See also POISON PREVENTION PACKAGING)
Assault and battery to administer 9.11.010, 9.11.020
Causac or corrosive poisons
condemnation of misbranded packages 69.36.030
defined 69.36.010
exempted persons and sales 69.36.010
labeling of 69.36.010, 69.36.040
misbranded
defined 69.36.010
penalty 69.36.020
penalty for violations 69.36.060
prosecutions, duty of prosecuting attorneys 69.36.050
short title 69.36.070
treatment or antidote to appear on label 69.36.010
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POLICE POWER

Counties, cities, towns, townships may exercise Const. Art. II 11
Liquor laws, see INTOXICATING LIQUOR
State, inspection of recreational devices 70.88-080

POLICIES (See INSURANCE, subtitle Policies)

POLITICAL ACTIVITY (See also PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records)

Cities and towns, commission government, officers and employees 35.17.160
Disclosure, see PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records
Highway commission members, political party membership, effect on qualifications 47.01-.030
Insurance companies, contributions 48.30.110
Judges, rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

POLITICAL CANDIDATES (See also PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records)

Advertising in legal newspapers, fees to be charged 65.16.095
Disclosure, see PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records
Judges, rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Radio and television, use of 65.16.130

POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS (See also PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records)

Disclosure, see PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records
Nonprofit corporations, authorized 24.03.015

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (See also COUNTIES; CITIES AND TOWNS)

Advancement of travel and other expenses, advancement constitutes a prior lien 42.24.140
authorized 42.24.120
interest 42.24.140
interest for unrepaid or unaccounted for sums 42.24.150
itemized travel expense voucher 42.24.150
misappropriation of public funds, when 42.24.160
purpose of advancement 42.24.160
revolving fund 42.24.130
Appointees to confer with director of revenue department rega ding multistate tax comm ission 82.56.040
Claims against for contractual purposes 42.24.080
authorizing 4.96.010
filing 4.96.020
prepayment 4.96.020
time limit 4.96.020

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972 grants and loans to amounts available 43.31A.090 authorized 43.31A.070 projects, priority 43.31A.080 purposes 43.31A.070
Eminent domain, displacement and relocation expenses, payments 8.26.040
Intercepting private conversations 9.73.030-9.73.080
Joint operations by municipal corporations or political subdivisions, deposit and control of funds 43.09.285
Reimbursement claims by officers and employees, certification, form 42.24.090
penalty for approving, paying false claim 42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100 travel allowances and allowances in lieu of actual expenses, certification, form 42.24.090
penalty for approving, paying false claim 42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972 grants and loans to amounts available 43.31A.090 authorized 43.31A.070 projects, priority 43.31A.080 purposes 43.31A.070
Eminent domain, displacement and relocation expenses, payments 8.26.040
Intercepting private conversations 9.73.030-9.73.080
Joint operations by municipal corporations or political subdivisions, deposit and control of funds 43.09.285
Reimbursement claims by officers and employees, certification, form 42.24.090
penalty for approving, paying false claim 42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100 travel allowances and allowances in lieu of actual expenses, certification, form 42.24.090
penalty for approving, paying false claim 42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS—Cont. 

Economic Assistance Act of 1972 grants and loans to amounts available 43.31A.090 authorized 43.31A.070 projects, priority 43.31A.080 purposes 43.31A.070
Eminent domain, displacement and relocation expenses, payments 8.26.040
Intercepting private conversations 9.73.030-9.73.080
Joint operations by municipal corporations or political subdivisions, deposit and control of funds 43.09.285
Reimbursement claims by officers and employees, certification, form 42.24.090
penalty for approving, paying false claim 42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100 travel allowances and allowances in lieu of actual expenses, certification, form 42.24.090
penalty for approving, paying false claim 42.24.110
penalty for false claim 42.24.100
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
POWERS—Cont.

leasing 70.95A.030
revenue bonds, issuance 70.95A.030
Severability of Act 70.95A.920

POOL

POLLUTION CONT. HEARINGS RD.

Appeals to board—Cont.

proposed regulations 43.21B.160
informed hearings 43.21B.150
Appointment 43.21B.020
Assistants 43.21B.070
Chairman 43.21B.080
Create 43.21B.010
Executive secretary 43.21B.070
Expenses 43.21B.050
Findings and decisions 43.21B.100
Hearings
conduct of 43.21B.170
formal, powers of board 43.21B.160
hearings examiners 43.21B.090
hearings by department and control boards prohibited 43.21B.120
informal, powers of board or hearing examiners 43.21B.150
petitions for hearings to be heard by board 43.21B.120
proceedings, rules of practice and procedure 43.21B.170
Judicial review 43.21B.180
Jurisdiction 43.21B.110
Members 43.21B.020
Noise control
civil penalties, appeals 70.107.050
local control measures, appeals 70.107.060
Office 43.21B.090
Per diem 43.21B.050
Petition for review, challenges to consistency of ru

POLLUTION CONTROL MUNICIPAL BONDING

Bonds
investment securities, as 70.95A.040
issuance authority 70.95A.030
proceeds, disposition 70.95A.080
refunding 70.95A.070
requisite 70.95A.040
sale, terms of 70.95A.040
secured solely by revenue 70.95A.040, 70.95A.050
security for holders 70.95A.050
Cumulative, Act declared 70.95A.910
Definitions 70.95A.020
Department of ecology, certificate of antipollution furtherance 70.95A.100
Facilities
disposal procedure 70.95A.060
lease agreements 70.95A.060
Legislative declaration 70.95A.010
Mortgage as security for bonds 70.95A.050
Port district pollution control facilities, optional application of Act 70.95A.930
Powers
facilities acquisition 70.95A.030

PORT DISTRICTS—Cont.

Administrative programs—Cont.
coordinating agency—Cont.
dues and assessments to 53.06.040
purposes, powers, and duties 53.06.030
coordination commissions
additional action 53.06.050
coordinating agency
audit of financial records 53.06.060
dues and assessments to 53.06.040
declaration of necessity 53.06.010
joint reports for changes 53.06.020
reports required 53.06.020
Advertising, promotion of facilities 53.08.160
Agricultural development, public agency, public purpose, studies, investigations, surveys for 53.08.160
Air transfer and terminal facilities acquisition and operation of authorized 53.08.020
authority for 53.04.010
Air transportation, authority for in districts lacking bodies of water 53.04.015
Aircraft noise abatement authorization 53.54.010
authorized programs 53.54.030
fund authorized, sources 53.54.040
impacted areas 53.54.020
investigation, monitoring of noise impact 53.54.020
liberal construction of law, powers additional 53.54.900
property deemed in impacted areas, when 53.54.030
Airport capital improvements, indebtedness for, bond issue for, limitations 53.36.030
Airports, See AERONAUTICS, subitle Airports
Annexation of territory
elections
ballots 53.04.080
conduct 53.04.080
liability of area annexed 53.04.100
order of annexation 53.04.100
petition for 53.04.080, 53.04.085
Assessments
harbor improvement, limitation 53.20.040
levy of 53.08.010
Authority for
additional and concurrent method 53.04.016
areas without appropriate bodies of water 53.04.015
generally 53.04.010
Bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64
Bond issues (See also PORT DISTRICTS, subitle Fiscal matters; PORT DISTRICTS, subitle Toll Facilities)
general obligation bonds
airport capital improvements for, limitations 53.36.030
bidding procedure 39.44.030
denominations 39.44.01
funding by bidders 39.44.030
interest
payment of 39.44.010
rates 39.44.030
notices of sale
calling for bids 39.44.030
state finance committee to be notified 39.44.030
serial in form and maturity 39.44.010
tax levy to meet payments and interest 39.44.020
Boundaries, revision of authority for 53.16.010
notice of hearing 53.16.020
terms of office, effect 53.16.030
time for 53.16.010
Bridges
acquisition and operation of facilities 53.08.020
PORT DISTRICTS---Cont.

Bridges---Cont.

authority to construct toll bridges 53.34.010
toll. See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Toll
facilities

Budgets, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal
matters

Canal construction, tax levy for 53.36.070, 53-
36.080

limitations 53.36.070

Canals, ditches, and drains, acquisition and
operation 53.08.020

Claims against, toll facilities Ch. 53.34

Cold storage and refrigeration facilities, ac-
quision and operation 53.08.020

Commercial waterway districts, acquisition by
port districts in class AA counties

examination of books and records, authori-
y 91.07.010

hearing on transfer 91.07.020

notices 91.07.020

procedure 91.07.020

publication of notices 91.07.020

responsibility for liabilities and obligations
91.07.020

transfer of assets and liabilities 91.07.020

transfer of real and personal property 91-
.07.020

Commission and commissioners

AA and A class counties 53.12.035, 53.12-
055

administrative programs

coordination 53.06.050

reports 53.06.020

additional commissioners, positions 53.12-
010, 53.12.120, 53.12.130

commissioners at large

supplemented, See PORT DISTRICTS, sub-
title Commission and commissioners, ad-
ditional commissioners, positions

compensation 53.12.250

insurance not deemed compensation 53.
.08.170

consolidation with other districts, effect 53-
.46.030

declaration of candidacy

class AA and A counties 53.12.035

place of filing 53.12.040

time of filing 53.12.044

withdrawal 53.12.046

elections

ballots, rotating names of candidates 53-
.12.057

ballots for 53.12.035

class AA and A class counties, primaries
53.12.055

commissioners at large, supplanted, See
PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Commission and
commissioners, additional commissioners, positions

conduct of

class AA and first class counties 53.12-
.240

generally 53.12.060

costs 53.12.190

districts covering entire county except

class AA and class A, when held 53.
.12.210

districts less than entire county

conduct of 53.12.180

when held 53.12.160

entire district to vote on candidates 53-
.12.050

matter of voting 53.12.060

notice of 53.12.060

polling places for 53.12.060

separate returns 53.12.200

insurance for benefit of 53.08.170

liability insurance, officials and employees
53.08.205

PORT DISTRICTS---Cont.

Commission and commissioners---Cont.

marginal lands, determination of status 53-
25.210

number of 53.12.010, 53.12.050

organization 53.12.245

powers, how exercised 53.12.010

powers and duties 53.12.245

primaries for elections, AA and A class

counties 53.12.055

qualifications 53.12.020

quorum 53.12.1246

reports, administrative programs 53.06.020

rules and regulations 53.08.220

terms of office

boundary revision, effect 53.16.030

class AA and first class counties 53.12.220

commissioners at large, supplanted, See
PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Commission and
commissioners, additional commissioners, positions

districts covering entire county 53.12.220

districts less than entire county 53.12.172

toll facilities bonds and notes, personal ob-
ligations of 53.34.100

vacancies

how caused 53.12.140

how filled 53.12.150

Consolidation

authorization 53.46.010

commissioners

candidacy 53.46.020

county auditor, principal county auditor’s
duties 53.46.030

not active, procedure 53.46.050

terms 53.46.030

definitions 53.46.005

district including area from two or more

counties, taxes

levy and collection of taxes 53.46.090

principal county treasurer, duties 53.46-
.090

procedure to determine proportion of

taxes 53.46.080

election for

candidacy of commissioners 53.46.020

certification of 53.46.030

calendar 53.46.020

county auditor's duties 53.46.030

general powers of consolidated district 53-
.100

inactive commission, effect 53.46.050

indebtedness, limitations on 53.46.100

municipal corporations, establishment as

53.46.080

power 53.46.040

prior obligations 53.46.040

resolution or petition for 53.46.010

title to property vests in consolidated
district 53.46.070

Contracts

indebtedness limitations, contracts made in
violation of void 39.36.040

labor and maintenance 53.08.120--53.08.150

toll facilities 53.34.020

Coordinating agency, Washington public port
association as 53.06.030

Counts, adoption of regulations 53.08.220

Depositaries of port district funds, publica-
tion of deposits prerequisite to receiving 30.20-
.080

Dissolution

commercial waterway district within city
53.48.130

commission not active, procedure 53.46.060

costs and expenses 53.48.120

definition 53.48.040

disposition of funds, counties of sixth class
53.49.010, 53.49.020

funds, disposition in certain counties 53.49-
.010, 53.49.020

PORT DISTRICTS---Cont.

Dissolution--Cont.

hearing, order of 53.48.030

inactive commission, effect 53.46.060

insolvency

court finding, procedure 53.48.060

second hearing 53.48.060

order for hearing 53.48.030

petition for 53.48.020

sale of assets

authority 53.48.040

disposition of proceeds 53.48.060

second hearing

notice of 53.48.070

sale of property 53.48.080

when necessary 53.48.060

superior court

insolvency finding 53.48.060

order of dissolution 53.48.040, 53.48.090

order of hearing 53.48.030

Dissolution of inactive districts

chapter cumulative and nonexclusive 53.47-
.100

effect of final order of dissolution 53.47.050

hearing on petition, notice, publication,
creditor claims, determination, terms
and conditions of court order if district to
be dissolved 53.47.040

petition for dissolution, filing, contents 53-
.47.030

port district deemed inactive, when 53.47-
.020

purpose 53.47.010

Districts less than entire county

collectors, terms of office 53.12.172

elections

conduct of 53.12.180

when held 53.12.160

Elections

acquisition and operation 53.04.017

annexation of territory 53.04.080, 53.04.100

bond issues

canvass 39.40.030

certification of result 39.40.030

existing election laws apply 39.40.020

vote required 39.40.010

commission and commissioners, See PORT

DISTRICTS, subtitle Commission and

commissioners

construction 53.46.020, 53.46.030

declarations of candidacy 53.47.100

insolvency finding 29.21.060

districts deemed inactive, when 53.47-
.020

name change 53.47.110

petitions for dissolution required 29.21.060

Elevators and grain bins

acquisition and operation of facilities 53.08-
.020

eminent domain for, against district proper-
ty 22.16.040

Eminent domain

for warehouses and elevators against port
district property, limitation 22.16.040

power of 53.08.010

Employment relations, collective bargaining

and arbitration

agreements

authorized 53.18.020

authorized provisions 53.18.050

restrictions 53.18.060

choice of employee organization

criteria for 53.18.030

procedure in case of controversy 53.18-
.030

definitions 53.18.010

incidental powers of district 53.18.040

Expenses of port district officers and employ-
ees, reimbursement of 53.08.175, 53.08.176

Federal surplus property acquisition, See

FEDERAL SURPLUS PROPERTY
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PORT DISTRICTS—Cont.

Fiscal matters—Cont.

indebtedness—Cont.

computation of indebtedness 39.36.030

forty mill limitation on tax levies Const.

Art. 7 § 2 (Amend. 17)

funds, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Funds

limitations upon 39.36.020, 39.36.030

contracts and liabilities incurred in violation of void 39.36.040

emergency public works, exceeding indebtedness permitted 39.28.030

validation 1941 act Ch. 53.43

1947 act Ch. 53.44

revenue

bonds and warrants, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters, bond issues

dredging, canal construction, land leveling or filling or 53.36.070, 53.36.080

industrial development districts 53.36.100

toll facilities, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Toll facilities
taxes levies
dredging, canal construction, land leveling or filling purposes collection 53.36.080

limitations 53.36.070

industrial development districts 53.36.100

limitations, generally 53.36.020

toll facilities 53.34.130, 53.34.160

toll facilities, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Toll facilities

warrants

disbursement of funds by 53.36.010

revenue, issuance 53.40.135

validation 53.40.150

Foreign trade zones, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Trade zones, foreign

Formation

annexation of territory, elections, declaration of results 53.04.100

counties other than class A, territory less than entire county 53.04.050

deliberation of 53.04.060

election

authority 53.04.020

expenses of 53.04.070

petition for 53.04.020

publication of notice 53.04.020

Funds

anticipation of revenue 53.36.040

general fund, advancements for industrial development districts 53.25.200

incidental expense fund 53.36.060

industrial development district future funds 53.36.100, 53.36.110

port funds, general and special 53.36.050

revenue bond issue fund 53.40.040, 53.40.070

toll facilities, revenue bonds and notes, payment 53.34.080

Harbor areas and harbor improvement (See also RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS)

appeals procedure 53.20.050

assessments and assessment rolls 53.20.050

authority for 53.04.010

comprehensive scheme adoption 53.20.010

following 53.20.020

(ding, tax levy for 53.36.070, 53.36.080

general authority 53.08.060

ownership of improvements 53.20.030

payment 53.20.040

petition to order 53.20.050

state owned harbor areas, lease of by districts to others authorization for 53.32.010

PORT DISTRICTS

DISTRICTS

Fiscal matters

indebtedness

Ferries, acquisition and operation of facilities 53.08.020

bond issues

bidding procedure 39.44.030

deposits by bidders 39.44.030, 39.44.060

elections to authorize

certification of result 39.40.030

vote required 39.40.010

facsimile signatures

destruction of plates 39.44.100

fraud by printer or engraver, penalties 39.44.101

legal sufficiency 39.44.100

funding and refunding

1941 act Ch. 53.43

1947 act Ch. 53.44

interest

maximum rate 39.44.030

payment of 39.44.010

maturity of bonds 39.44.070

munincipal airports, provisions for do not repeal or superease revenue bond powers 14.08.116

mutual savings banks, investment in 33.20.070, 33.20.110

national emergency revenue, generally Ch. 53.39

notice of sale

calling for bids 39.44.030

state finance committee to be notified 39.44.030

refunding bonds, bankruptcy readjustment, See Toll facilities

registered bonds, statements and signatures 39.44.102

registration of bonds

Court: interest payments 39.44.120

designation of fiscal agent in New York to register bonds, fee 39.44.130

revenue

authoriy 53.40.010

funding and refunding 53.40.130

general provision 53.40.030, 53.40.110

irregularity of defense 53.40.120

payment restriction 53.40.040

purposes for issuance 53.40.020

sale to federal government 53.40.050

savings and loan associations, investment in 33.24.050–33.24.070

serial in form and maturity 39.44.010

tax levy to meet payments and interest 39.44.020

toll facilities, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Toll facilities

United States, sale of bonds to at private sale Ch. 39.48

validation 1941 act Ch. 53.43

1947 act Ch. 53.44

budgets

exclusive provisions 53.35.070

final

alternate filing date 53.35.045

filing with county commissioner 53.35-040

hearing 53.35.030

preliminary

hearing 53.35.030

notice 53.35.020

preparation 53.35.010

supplemental, adoption procedure 53.35-021

fiscal year 53.35.060

indebtedness

airport capital improvements for 53.36.030

bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64

bonds for 53.36.030

PORT DISTRICTS

DISTRICTS

Harbor areas and harbor improvement—Cont.

state owned harbor areas, lease of by districts to others—Cont.

constitutional requirements 53.32.010, 53.32.020

lease

by exclusive right 53.32.020

referral to port districts for recommendation before lease 79.01.504

lessee

application for lease, estoppel 53.32.060

preference right on cancellation 53.32.070

surety bond 53.32.050

use restrictions 53.32.020

rent payment 53.32.010

disposition of 79.16.180

state treasurer 53.32.010

surety bonds for 53.32.050

sale of lease 53.32.020

shoreland owners abutting, exclusive preference of 53.32.020

surety bonds, payment of rent 53.32.050

use, considerations of 53.32.020

wharfage and dockage regulation 53.32.050

Harbor improvement, authority for 53.04.010

Highway approaches, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Toll facilities

Improvement

harbors, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Harbor areas and harbor improvement industrial, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Industrial development districts

national defense program, effect 53.39.020

Indebtedness (See also PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters)

bankruptcy readjustment and relief from debts Ch. 39.64

computation of indebtedness 39.36.030

forty mill limitation on tax levies Const.

Art. 7 § 2 (Amend. 17)

limitations upon allowances made in violation void 39.36.040

contracts made in violation void 39.36.040

definitions 39.36.010

emergency public works, exceeding indebtedness prohibited 39.28.030

liabilities incurred in violation of void 39.36.040

limitations prescribed 39.36.020, 39.36.030

"value of the taxable property", defined 39.36.015

1969 validation of previously issued bonds 39.36.900

toll facility bonds and notes, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Toll facilities

Industrial development

public agency, public purpose 53.08.160

studies, investigations, surveys for 53.08.160

Industrial development and trade promotion

budgeting procedures 53.36.120

expenditures for amount of funds 53.36.130

authorization for expenditures, procedure 53.36.140

authorized 53.36.120

deemed public purpose Const. Art. 8 § 8

(Amend. 45)

vouchers 53.36.140

rules and regulations 53.36.140

state auditor, duties concerning 53.36.150

Industrial development districts

authority for 53.25.040

conditions precedent to improvement 53.25.090
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PORT DISTRICTS—Cont.

Industrial development districts—Cont.

Marginal lands (See also PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Industrial development districts)

Port Districts—Cont.

declaration of policies and purposes 53.25 .010, 53.25.020
determination of status for purposes of eminent domain 53.25.210
Motor vehicle transfer and terminal facilities, authority for 53.04.010

Municipal corporations, consolidated districts, establishment as 53.46.030
Names, change of 53.04.110

National defense program, powers in regard to 53.39.020

Officers and employees

expenses, reimbursement of 53.08.175
regulation of, rules and regulations 53.08-.180
federal old age and survivors insurance contributions 53.08.200
entitlement to coverage 53.08.180
extension of benefits 53.08.190
generally 53.08.170
state employees' retirement system, exclusion, when 53.08.170
wages and salaries 53.08.170
Ofﬁcials and employees, liability insurance 53.08.205

Ordinances and resolutions

commission business 53.12.245
compensation of commissioners, effect 53.-12.250
enforcement 53.08.220
rules and regulations 53.08.220

Park and recreation facilities

approval of other agencies required, time limitation 53.08.270
authorized, when 53.08.260
Permits, leases or licenses for port districts to use toll facilities authorized 47.56.252

Plans and planning

harbor improvement plans 53.20.010, 53.20.020
industrial development 53.25.090

Purchaser of industrial development district property 53.25.180

Police officers

appointment authorized, jurisdiction 53.08.-280

Pollution control bonds and facilities, See POLLUTION CONTROL MUNICIPAL BONDS

Pollution control facilities

costs 53.08.040
payment 53.08.040
pollution control municipal bonding act as optional authority 70.95A.930
powers and duties 53.08.040, 53.08.047
taxation 53.08.045

Port district association, coordination of administrative programs 53.06.030, 53.06.040, 53.06.060

Powers

commissions 53.12.010, 53.12.245
financial, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters incidental 53.18.040

Printing contracts for outside state work, labor requirements 43.78.150
must be done within state, exception 43.78.130, 43.78.140
Promotion of facilities, studies, investigations, and surveys for 53.08.160

Property

acquisition power 53.08.010
eminent domain, power of 53.08.010
gifts of 53.08.100
joint acquisition of 53.08.240
law enforcement 53.08.230
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PORT DISTRICTS—Cont.
Toll facilities
authority to construct 53.34.010
bond issues. See PORT DISTRICTS, subtile Toll facilities, fiscal matters
borders
authority to construct 53.34.010
permits, leases, or licenses for port districts to use toll bridge facilities 47.56-253
sale of unneeded toll bridge property to port districts 47.56.252
claims against
allegation in complaint 53.34.200
limitation of actions 53.34.210
contracts for use of 53.34.020
damages, injuries, or death. See PORT DISTRICTS, subtile Toll facilities, claims against
electrical transmission lines along port districts 47.56.253
fiscal matters
notes. general provisions 53.34.060
revenue bonds and notes
ad valorem taxes 53.34.130
bond holders, state interference with rights and remedies 53.34.120
covenants for 53.34.050
district and state obligations 53.34.130
general authority 53.34.030
legal investments and security 53.34.-150
payment, limitation to revenue 53.34.-070
personal liability on 53.34.100
pledge of revenue 53.34.080, 53.34.090
registration 53.34.140
security for 53.34.040
special funds and accounts for 53.34.-080
state interference, rights and remedies of bond holders 53.34.120
tax exemption 53.34.160
highway approaches, authority to construct 53.34.010
monopolies 53.34.020
property rights, power to acquire 53.34.170
public agencies
contracts with 53.34.170
providing services 53.34.180
revenue from. See PORT DISTRICTS, subtile Toll facilities, fiscal matters
rules and regulations for 53.34.190
sale of unneeded toll bridge, tunnel, or ferry system property to port districts authorized 47.56.252
tax exemption, bonds and notes 53.34.160
telephone and telegraph lines along 53.34.-010
Tunnels
authority to construct 53.34.010
permits, leases, or licenses for port districts to use toll facilities 47.56.253
rules and regulations 53.34.020
Trade centers
annual service fee, distribution of for support of local government 53.29.030
cooperation with other entities 53.29.030
establishment of 53.29.020
facilities authorized 53.29.020
construction of chapter 53.29.900
power to establish 53.29.020
powers cumulative 53.29.900
purpose 53.29.010

PORT DISTRICTS—Cont.
Trade zones, foreign indebtedness for 53.08.030
operation 53.08.030
Treasurer, county treasurer as 53.36.010
Trust lands for industrial development, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtile Industrial development districts
Tunnels, See PORT DISTRICTS, subtile Toll facilities
Warehouses, acquisition and operation of facilities 53.08.120
Washington public port association, coordination of administrative programs 53.06.030, 53.06.040, 53.06.060
Water transportation, authority for 53.04.010
Watercourses and waterways improvement exemptions 53.08.060
Generally 53.08.060
permitted issued by for use of, disposition of rentals 79.16.190
vacation of, grounds for, procedure 79.01.-47
Whiches, docks, and piers, acquisition and operation of facilities 53.08.020
PORTER (See INTOXICATING LIQUOR; BEER)
POSSESSION
Certificate of ownership or registration of destroyed automobile or one with different motor as evidence 46.12.070, 46.12.080
City entitled to on payment of damages, eminent domain 8.12.210
Eminent domain by corporations, actions to prevent ouster 8.20.150, 8.20.160
Eminent domain by school districts, appeals 8.16.140
Eminent domain by state, See EMINENT DOMAIN, subtile State, by Executions, possession during redemption period 6.24.210
Executors and administrators, property, right to 11.48.020
Fireworks
unlawful, penalty 70.77.485
unmarked, evidence of violations 70.77.490
Forests and forest products, possession of branded products belonging to another 76.-36.110
Game and game fish
bag limit, possession in excess of 77.16.030
closed season, possession of game or fish during 77.16.030
with intent to buy or sell 77.16.040
Industrial loan companies, supervisor, grounds for taking, procedure 31.04.230
Landlord and tenant, possession gained without consent, Liens, retention of possession 60.60.010
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
Warehouses, possession rights during search 77.16.110
Jails, rules and regulations, posting duty of 36.63.090
Licenses for public dances and dance halls 67.12.050
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
Warehouses, possession rights during search 77.16.110
Jails, rules and regulations, posting duty of 36.63.090
Licenses for public dances and dance halls 67.12.050
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
Wayhouses, possession rights during search 77.16.110
Jails, rules and regulations, posting duty of 36.63.090
Licenses for public dances and dance halls 67.12.050
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
Wayhouses, possession rights during search 77.16.110
Jails, rules and regulations, posting duty of 36.63.090
Licenses for public dances and dance halls 67.12.050
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
Wayhouses, possession rights during search 77.16.110
Jails, rules and regulations, posting duty of 36.63.090
Licenses for public dances and dance halls 67.12.050
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
WAYHOUSEx—Cont.
Fomb entry and detainor, See FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER
Replevin (See also REPLIEVIN)
Replevin Ch. 7.64
POST MORTEMS (See HUMAN REMAINS, subtile Autopsies and post mortems)
POST OFFICE
Burglary, breaking and entering 9.19.010
Negotiable instruments, notice of dishonor, when deemed sufficient 62.01.106
POSTAGE
Purchase by public agencies, methods for payment of 42.24.035
POSTAGE STAMPS
Forfeiuy of, penalty 9.44.020
POSTAL SAVINGS
Abandoned accounts, escheat to state Ch. 63.-48
POSTHUMOUS CHILDREN
Considered as living for purposes of descent and distribution 11.02.005
Industrial insurance defined 51.32.005
definition of child 51.08.030
POSTING
Apanies act, identification number, posting of 15.60.030
Counties, notice of sale of county property 36.34.030
Elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters posting of installation permit 70.87.080
posting of operating permit 70.87.090
Fire forest protection regulations, posting in conveyances 76.04.300
Franchises on state highways, posting of notice of hearing on application for 47.44.010
Game and game fish regulation, posting of land not owned by person posting, penalty 77.16.190
Industrial insurance, elective adoption, notices 51.12.110
Jails, rules and regulations, posting duty of sheriff 36.63.090
Licenses for public dances and dance halls 67.12.050
Mining claims 78.08.060
Speed limit alterations, effective when posted 46.61.410, 46.61.415
Wayhouses for storage of agricultural commodities license, posting of 22.09.070
posting of rates and charges 22.09.240
schedule of rates 22.09.240
sign with words "Washington bonded warehouse" 22.09.230
POSTMASTER
Eligible to be member of legislature, when Const. Art. 2 § 14
POSTPONEMENTS
Arbitration hearing 7.04.070
refusal ground for vacation of award, when 7.04.160
Board of county commissioners, postpone of actions, when 36.32.130
Execution sales 6.24.040
Judicial sales 6.24.040
Mandamus proceedings 7.16.210
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POSTPONEMENTS—Cont.
Payments, mutual savings bank deposits authorized, when 30.56.020
business during 30.56.030
death during, separation, deemed trust funds 30.56.040
order of supervisor of banking for 30.56.020
Prohibition proceedings 7.16.320
Trials, costs, payment to adverse party as condition to granting 4.84.100

POUTTRY (See also AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING, subtitle Poultry)
Brands and marks Ch. 16.57
Weights and measures 19.94.400
Use tax exemption 82.12.030
Poultry disease diagnostic facilities
Milking stables, poultry not permitted in 15.36.020
Poultry inspection (See POUlTRY)
Townships 45.36.010, 45.36.020
Townships, See TOWNSHIPS, subtitle
POUNDS
Townships 45.36.010, 45.36.020
POWDER MAGAZINES (See also EXPLOSIVES)
Public nuisance, when 7.48.140
POWDER WORKS (See also EXPLOSIVES)
Industrial insurance, extrahazardous employment enumerated 51.12.010
POWDER WORKS—Cont.
Power facilities and resources—Cont.
Dams—Cont.
fishways—failure to provide, remove or abatement 75.20.060
impractical, providing of hatcheries or facilities in lieu of 75.20.090
interfering with or damaging 75.20.080
required 75.20.060
taking or destroying food fish at or near 75.20.070
insurance for, See INSURANCE, subtitle
Marine transportation insurance malicious mischief or injury to 9.61.030
navigable waters, restrictions 90.28.170
obstructing navigation, penalty 88.28.050
public utility districts, water rights in regard to 54.16.050
water districts, water rights, acquisition 57.08.010

EcoL, department of, power resources division 43.21.220
Electric power, emergency curtailment and/or rationing 43.21D.010-43.21D.910
Federal power commission, hydro-electric power project, construction license, effect of issuance to public utility district Ch. 54.40
Federal power projects, transfer of county property to state or United States 36.34.250, 36.34.260
Geothermal resources, See GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Irrigation districts
power in regard to 87.03.015
rate fixing 87.029.090
Joint operating agencies
advancements to agency by members, interest 43.52.391
appeals 43.52.360, 43.52.430
board of directors
auditor 43.52.375
executive committee 43.52.371
expenses and per diem 43.52.370
funds 43.52.375
members 43.52.370
officers 43.52.370
quorum 43.52.370
records 43.52.370
seal 43.52.370
treasurer 43.52.375
voting 43.52.370
bond issues
advertisement of 43.52.343
bidding 43.52.343
powers as to 43.52.341
sale of 43.52.343
cities, contracts and compacts with agency for electric energy or falling waters 43.52.410
dissolution 43.52.360
electric energy appropriation basis 43.52.380
member's preference to buy 43.52.380
plus 43.52.380
eminent domain powers 43.52.391
fiscal controls 43.52.375
formation
application for 43.52.360
authorized 43.52.360
order creating 43.52.360
publication of application 43.52.360
membership in 43.52.360
powers and duties 43.52.391
preservation of rights 43.52.450
public utility district, not to govern rates or services 43.52.450
public utility district properties, restriction on acquisitio
POWER FACILITIES AND RESOURCES

Thermal power plants, site location—Cont.

Transmission lines, easements or right of way

POWER OF ATTORNEY

Death of armed forces, merchant marines, etc., member executing

POWERS OF APPOINTMENT

Revocation of power

POWERS PROJECTS (See POWER FACILITIES AND RESOURCES)

Transmission authorized, when

PUBLIC OFFICERS

Real property

Probability

PROPERTY OF ATTORNEY—Cont.

Telegraph, by

PRACTICAL NURSES (See NURSES, subtitle Practical nurses)

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE (See also PROCESS; TRIALS; EXECUTIONS; JUDGMENTS; PLEADINGS; ATTACHMENTS; PARTIES; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; APPEALS; ATTORNEYS AT LAW; COSTS; EVIDENCE; WITNESSES; JURIES AND JURORS)

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

PRECEINT COMMITTEE ELECTION

Election of, term, vacancies 29.42.050

Eligibility 29.42.040

PRECEINTS (See also ELECTIONS, subtitle Precincts)

Judicial officers, inferior, exercise of powers in county, city, or precinct in which elected 2.28.090

Officers election, duties, terms, compensation provided by legislature Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)

Vacancies, how filled Const. Art. 11 § 6 (Amend. 52)

PREDATORS—Cont.

Cooperative programs to control 77.24.090

"Coyote-getters" devices authorized 9.41.185

Disposition of skins and specimens of employed hunters 76.24.060

Employment of hunters and trappers 77.24.050

Food fish and shellfish, bounty for predators 73.16.040

Game reserve hunting for, permits required 77.16.110

Hunting license exemption for predator hunting 77.32.010

Killing or removal by director, distribution of meat to state or charitable institutions 77.12.240

Misinformation as to taking of predatory bounty game 77.16.140

Persons who may kill and claim bounties 77.24.010

Rules and regulations as to bounty killing or taking 77.12.310

Seals and sea lions, bounty 75.16.040

United States fish and wildlife service authority and power not delegated against 77.24.070

cooperation of department of agriculture with 77.24.100

disposition of skins and specimens taken by hunters and trappers 77.24.120

expenditures for cooperation with 77.24.110

PREFABRICATED HOUSING (See HOUSING)

PREFERENCES (See also PRIORITY)

Banks, preferences of creditors prohibited 30.14.110

Bills of exchange, payment for honor, preference of party 62.01.174

Claims against contractors 18.27.040

Common carriers, unreasonable preferences prohibited 81.28.190

Department of general administration, purchasing division, goods produced by institutions 72.60.190

Insolvent corporations, recovery of Ch. 23.72 Lands acquired for access to timber and valuable materials on state lands, preference right to purchase by former owner upon disposition of property rights acquired 76.16.030

Mutual savings bank, preferences of creditors void 32.24.080

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

Savings and loan association, transfers for preference of creditors void 33.36.030

Vending stands in public buildings, preference right to blind persons to operate 74.16.310

Warehousemen and wharfingers, unreasonable preferences prohibited 81.94.070

Warehouses for storage of agricultural commodities, preferences prohibited 22.09.190

PREFERRED SHARES (See STOCKS AND SHARES, CORPORATIONS)

PREGNANCY

Birth certificates, See VITAL STATISTICS, subtitle Births and birth certificates

Fetal deaths, See FETAL DEATHS

Syphilis tests 70.24.090, 70.24.100

Termination of pregnancy, when deemed lawful 9.02.060

Unemployment compensation, effect on eligibility 50.20.030
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PREGNANCY

Unwed mothers, birth certificates for infants

PREJUDICE

Criminal actions, change of venue because of
10.25.070, 10.25.080
Damage, excessive prejudice, arrived at by,
new trial ground 4.76.020
Judges of superior courts, grounds for change
of venue 4.12.040
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Variance resulting in, effect 4.36.180
Warehouses for storage of agricultural com-
modities, prejudice prohibited 22.09.190

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND
COMMITMENT (See CRIMINAL PRO-
CEDURE, subtitle Preliminary examina-
tion and commitment)

PREMIUMS

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL IN-
SURANCE, subtitle Premiums
Insurance, See INSURANCE, subtitle Premiums

PREPAYMENT

Witness fees as prerequisite to compelling at-
tendance 5.36.010

PRESCRIPTIONS

Cannabis, See CONTROLLED SUBSTAN-
CES, UNIFORM ACT
Chiropractors not permitted to prescribe 18-
.25.030
Controlled substances, See CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
Cover or cap on every bottle or jar to meet
safety standards promulgated by state
board of pharmacy, exception 18.64.246
Crimes, prescribng or supplying drugs, medi-
cines for abortion 9.02.010
Dangerous drugs (See CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES, UNIFORM ACT)
Dentist may prescribe 18.32.320
Drugs, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES,
UNIFORM ACT
Intoxicating liquor, regulations 66.08.030
Labeling of, exception 18.64.246
Legends for containers, labeling requirements 69.41.050
Legends for legitimate medical purpose, defined 69.41-
.040
prohibited acts 69.41.020
unlawful acts, penalties 69.41.070
Marihuana, See CONTROLLED SUBSTAN-
CES, UNIFORM ACT
Midwifery licensees cannot prescribe 18.50-
.060
Narcotics
Forgerv 69.33.380
fraud or misrepresentation in obtaining 69-
.33.380
inspection of 69.33.370
labels 69.33.310
refilling prescription prohibited 69.33.270
requirements for sale by apothecary 69.33-
.070
unused portion, return of 69.33.280
Penalty for violations of pharmacy regulation 18.64.247
Pharmacist to keep record of 18.64.245
Physicians and surgeons, violation concerning,
unprofessional conduct 18.72.030
Podiatrist may prescribe 18.22.185
Poisons, caustic or corrosive poisons, exemp-
tion from regulations 69.36.010

PRESCRIPTIVE RIGHT

City or town sidewalk, use by abutting owner
not to result in 35.21.220
Public nuisance not to be legalized by 7.48.190

PRESENTMENT

Tort claims against cities and towns 4.96.020, Ch. 36.45
counties 4.96.020, Ch. 36.45
political subdivisions of the state 4.96.020
state 4.92.100, 4.92.110

PRESENTMENT FOR ACCEPTANCE (See NE-
GOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Accept-
ance; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Commercial paper; UNIFOR-
M COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Bank deposits and collections; UNIFOR-
M COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Letters of credit)

PRESENTMENT FOR PAYMENT (See NE-
GOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Pay-
ment; UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Commercial paper; UNIFOR-
M COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Bank deposits and collections; UNIFOR-
M COMMERCIAL CODE, subtitle Letters of credit)

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS (See also ELEC-
TIONS, subtitle Presidential electors)
Compensation and mileage
New resident voting, See ELECTIONS, subti-
ble New resident voting

PRESUMPTIONS

Criminal proceedings
Commission merchant licensee is acting as
such
Donation claims, ejectment and quieting title
requirements for sale by apothecary
laws, presumptions of

PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
Insurance policies, surrender of
PRESUMPTIONS--Cont.
PRINCIPAL AND AGENT

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
Contracts by agents, usurious, effect 19.52.030
Usurious contracts by agent, effect 19.52.030

PRINTING (See also PUBLIC PRINTER AND PRINTING)
Briefs
costs on appeal, as 4.88.260
rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Cities and towns, printing contracts 43.78.130-
43.78.150
County court, official paper Ch. 36.72
Revised code of Washington, publication and
sale, specifications 1.08.037-1.08.039
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

PRIORITIES
Accounts receivable, priority of assignment as
to creditors 63.16.020
Assessment liens for lowland filling 35.55.090,
35.56.100
Cargo handling liens 60.36.040
Chattel liens 60.08.030
Cities and towns

garbage collection and disposal systems 35-
21.150
sewerage system liens 35.67.200
Executions
attachment writ, priority where several
7.12.110
priority to redeem 6.24.170
Farm crop liens 60.12.030
First class cities, charter revision 35.22.190
Fiscally and delinquent, jury trials 59.12-
130
House trailer excise tax lien 82.50.110
Incorporated towns on United States land,
mineral lands 58.28.130
Insurance company liquidations claims 48.31-
160
priority, claims for compensation 48.31.280
Judgment liens 4.64.020
Landlord's lien for rent 60.72.010
Liens against businesses selling prepared foods
or drinks 60.34.050
Liens on boats and vessels 60.36.010
Liens on franchises, earnings, property of cer-
tain companies, receivers or assignees, payment
60.32.050
Logging liens 60.24.038
Mechanics' and materialmen's liens 60.04.050,
60.04.130
Mobile homes and house trailers excise taxes
82.50.110
Motor vehicle fund, Puget Sound reserve ac-
count, priority in the use of funds in 47-
60.380
Municipal local improvements, assessment
liens 35.50.010
Nursery stock liens 60.20.020, 60.20.050
Parties, proceeding to determine continuance of suit to determine 7.52.260
Default of party 7.52.030
distribution of proceeds from sale 7.52.220
lien creditors 7.52.170
proceedings on not to delay sale 7.52.240
security of creditor 7.52.230
Patients, county hospitals 36.62.100
Previous unfilled or unrecorded liens 60.04.050
Probate, no priority between real and personal
property of estate 11.56.015
Public assistance payments improperly re-
ceived 74.04.300
Public improvement contracts, tax liens 60.28-
040
Redemptions from execution sale 6.24.170
Secured transactions, persons who take priori-
ty over imperfectly secured interests 62A-
9-301
PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES

Cont. Revocation of parole—Cont. on-site hearing—Cont. new sentence, limitation 9.95.125 procedure, generally 9.95.124 record of hearing, to be maintained 9.95.124 representation by attorney 9.95.122 requirement 9.95.121 waiver 9.95.121 representation by attorney, indigency 9.95.122 subpoena power, authority to administer oaths 9.95.123
Sentence, duty in fixing duration of term of confinement 9.95.170 Sexual psychopaths, release, duties of parole board 71.06.091, 71.06.100 Social and health services, department of to furnish files and records as needed 9.95.170 Statements concerning convicted person to be furnished by sentencing judge and prose- cutor 9.95.015, 9.95.030-9.95.032 Suspended sentence, person under placed in charge of parole officer 9.92.060 PRISONS AND PRISONERS—See also PENITENTIARY, JAILS; REFORMATORY; DETAINERS, INTERSTATE Aliens committed to penitentiary, duty to notify immigration authorities 10.70.140 Arrested person, refusing permission to communicate with friends or attorney, penalty 9.33.020 Boarding rate, county prisoners 36.63.120 Cities and towns third class cities' use of prison labor 35.24.290 towns, use of prisoners on public works 35.27.370 unclassified cities, working of prisoners 35.30.010 Venerable disease treatment 70.24.030 Communications authorized persons to communicate with friends or attorney 9.33.020 unauthorized communications with prisoners 9.31.080 Constable, bringing to or taking from prisoner, penalty 9.31.080 Contracts with governmental units for detention of felons convicted in other states 72.68.040, 72.68.050, 72.68.075, 72.68.100 Convict-made goods, sale or keeping of prohibited, exceptions, penalty Ch. 19.20 Convicts contracts for convict labor prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 29 goods made by, keeping or sale of 19.20.060 juveniles not to be confined with 13.04.115 pistols delivery to prohibited 9.41.080 prohibited from owning or possessing 9.41.040 rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 3 sale or keeping of convict-made goods prohibited, exceptions, penalty Ch. 19.20 working for benefit of state authorized Const. Art. 2 § 29 County jails transfer of convicted felon to penitentiary pending appeal 36.63.255 County prisoners boarding allowance 36.63.120 confinement and commitment, sentence to labor, deemed as 36.63.220 desertion and nonsupport prisoners, working of 26.20.050 PRISONS AND PRISONERS—Cont. County prisoners—Cont. employment, procedure 36.28.100, 36.26.260 hair cropping, 36.33.130 regional jail camps 72.64.100 industrial insurance 72.64.065 rules and regulations 36.63.060 transfer to state jail, farms, or camps 36.63.250 working of 9.92.140, 26.20.050, 36.63.160, 36.13.170 Definitions 9.01.010 Detainer court not prohibited from ordering prisoner to trial 9.98.040 interstate agreement Ch. 9.100 loss of jurisdiction, dismissal, when 9.98.020 not applicable to mentally ill 9.98.030 procedure, escape, effect 9.98.010 Escape aiding and abetting 9.31.020 attempting 9.31.010 bribery, accepting or asking for bribe to permit or aid escape, penalty 9.31.040 concealing or harboring escaped prisoner, penalty 9.31.050 custodial school inmate, procuring or assisting escape, penalty 9.31.110 custodian permitting or assisting, penalty 9.31.030 elements of crime 9.31.010 "escape", defined 9.31.005 extradition 10.34.030 limitation of action against sheriff or officers 4.16.110 mental institution inmate, procuring or assisting escape, penalty 9.31.100 prisoner killed on retaking, justifiable homicide 9.48.160 pursuit and retaking any place in state authorized 10.34.020 recapture of prisoner, term 9.31.090 rescue of prisoner from lawful custody 9.31.060 retaking in foreign state, extradition 10.34.030 work release program participant, effect 72.65.070 Evidence, obtaining testimony 5.56.090 Federal prisoners, confinement in county jails 36.63.180 Federal prisoners from another state, generally 72.65.080, 72.65.100 Felons, See CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, subtitle Male felons Mental institution inmate, procuring or assisting escape, penalty 9.31.100 Narcotic addicts, treatment of 69.32.090 Officers and guards peace officers, powers and duties as 9.94.050 preventing from carrying out duties, penalty 9.94.030 Paroles, See PRISON TERMS AND PAROLES Penitentiary, See also PENITENTIARY transfer of convicted felon to penitentiary from county jail pending appeal 36.63.255 Possession of narcotic drug,s, liquor, weapons by prisoner, penalty 9.94.040 "Prison", defined as to criminal law 9.01.010 Prison riot defined 9.94.010 penalty 9.94.020 "Prisoner", defined as to criminal law 9.01.010 Protection of law extended to prisoners, re- dress of prisoner for injury 9.92.110 Receiving of prisoners by superintendent of penitentiary 9.95.020 Reformatory, See REFORMATORY Reimbursement of department for subsistence in leased facilities by work release participants 72.65.080 PRISONS AND PAROLES—Cont. Furloughs for prisoners—Cont. powers and duties of secretary 72.66.080 probation and parole officer may suspend furlough 72.66.090 reapplication when revocation or modific- ation 72.66.050 revocation or modification of plan 72.66.050 violation as resulting in revocation 72.66.090 rules and regulations 72.66.080, 72.66.090 sponsor 72.66.024 terms and conditions 72.66.026 time served requirement, minimum 72.66.016 transportation, clothing and funds for 72.66.070 willful failure to return, effect, penalty 72.66.080 Honor camps for state inmates 72.64.050 industrial insurance 72.64.065 Hostages, holding person as, penalty 9.94.030 Infectious or contagious diseases, removal 70.20.140, 70.20.150 Inmates, correctional institution, transfer of to institution for mentally ill 72.68.031 Insane convicts, transfer of 72.68.030 Inspection, state department of institutions 72.01.420 Interfering with prisoners 9.94.060 Jails, See JAILS Joint county jails, conditions and standards for prisoners 36.63.390 Labor and employment cities and towns third class 35.24.290 towns 35.27.370 unclassified 35.30.010 contracts for convict labor prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 29 penitentiary and reformatories, generally Ch. 72.64 state penitentiary inmates, compensation for 72.60.090 working for benefit of state authorized Const. Art. 2 § 29 Labor camps for state inmates 72.64.060-72.64.080 industrial insurance 72.64.065 Male felons, See CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, subtitle Male felons Mental institution inmate, procuring or assisting escape, penalty 9.31.100 Narcotic addicts, treatment of 69.32.090 Officers and guards peace officers, powers and duties as 9.94.050 preventing from carrying out duties, penalty 9.94.030
PRISONS AND PRISONERS—Cont.

Release
earnings, clothing, transportation, etc. upon release 72.02.100
weekly payments to certain released prisoners 72.02.100
Release on serving maximum term 9.95.100
Rescue from lawful custody, crime of 9.31.060
Special adult supervision programs, See SPECIAL ADULT SUPERVISION PROGRAMS
State, See PENITENTIARY; REFORMATORIES
Rescue from lawful custody, crime of

PRISONS AND PRISONERS—Cont.

Work release program—Cont.
earnings
deposit in personal fund of prisoner 72.65.110
disbursement from personal fund of prisoner 72.65.110
disposition of 72.65.050
exemption from legal process 72.65.050
employee benefits, privileges extended to participants 72.65.120
escapee, failure to return, penalty 72.65.070
failure to return, effect, penalty 72.65.070
fugitive, failure to return, penalty 72.65.070
housing participants, application of zoning laws 72.65.080
contracts for 72.65.080
penalty for failure to return 72.65.070
powers and duties of director of department of institutions 72.65.100
reaplication for participation 72.65.040
revocation 72.65.040
transportation, clothing, expenses of participants 72.65.090
Working of authorized for benefit of state Const. Art. 2 § 29
city jail prisoners 9.92.130, 9.92.140
contracts for prohibited Const. Art. 2 § 29
penitentiary prisoners 9.95.090

PRIVACY
Family court, protection 26.12.080
Interception, private communication 9.73.030–9.73.080
Invasion of Ch. 9.73
Untried indictments, informations or complaints Ch. 9.100

Venerial diseases, treatment of infected persons 70.24.030
Vocational education programs definitions 72.62.020
purpose 72.62.030
sale of products, etc. 72.62.030
crediting of proceeds 72.62.040
recouping of costs, etc. 72.62.032
trade advisory and apprenticeship committees 72.62.050
Western interstate corrections compact 72.70.010
Witnesses, testimony of prisoners, how obtained 5.56.090
Work release program acquisition of facilities for housing of work release participants 72.65.080
adoption of plan 72.65.040
agency, participants are not agents or employees of state 72.65.120
application of prisoners to participate, contents 72.65.030
approval of board of prison terms and paroles required 72.65.130
approval or denial of application of prisoner 72.65.040
authority of board of prison terms and paroles not impaired 72.65.130
contracts for housing participants 72.65.080
contracts with authorities for payment of expenses, housing of participants 72.65.130
contracts with persons for labor of participants prohibited 72.65.120
definitions 72.65.010
disposition of earnings of prisoners 72.65.050

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS
Attorney and client 5.60.060
Clergyman, confessions to 5.60.060
Consent to disclosure by witness 5.60.060
Husband and wife
criminal proceeding for crime committed against child where husband or wife parent or guardian, privilege does not apply 5.60.060
enforcement of support under uniform reciprocal enforcement of support act, privilege does not apply 26.21.170
nonsupport and desertion proceedings, privilege does not apply 26.20.071
Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitie Physicians
Libel, privileged communication as defense 9.58.070
Physician and patient 5.60.060
controlled substances, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT
controlled substances, criminal proceeding involving child's injuries, neglect or sexual abuse, privilege does not apply 5.60.060
criminal proceedings 10.52.020
Psychologists with client 18.83.110
Public assistance records 74.04.060
Public officers 5.60.060
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0 Supplemental proceedings 6.32.200

PRIVILEGES
Exclusive
invalid, when Const. Art. 12 § 2
prohibited Const. Art. 1 § 12

PRO TEMPORE
Judges of supreme court, appointment 2.04–2.04

PROBATE
Absence from state, proof of will where witness absent from state 11.20.040
Absence of executor of letters testamentary or of administration procedure 11.28.040
qualification of nonresident 11.28.040
Absentee distributees
agent for, appointment of 11.76.200
bond of agent 11.76.210
liability of agent 11.76.230
presumption of death 11.76.243
unclaimed estate
claim made after time limitation, procedure 11.76.245
claimants to 11.76.240
heirs as claimants 11.76.243
sale, escheat 11.76.220
unknown, procedure for locating 11.12.150
whereabouts unknown, procedure for locating 11.12.150
Absentee's estate
appointment of trustee 11.80.010
appraiser and inventory 11.80.020
bond of trustee 11.80.020
compensation of trustee 11.80.040
continuation of absentee's business 11.80.055
family allowance, community property applied to pay 11.80.050
final accounting 11.80.060, 11.80.110
final distribution 11.80.110
grounds and conditions for administration of 11.80.010
hearing of petition for administration 11.80.010
inventory and appraisement 11.80.020
Appendix A

PROBATE---Cont.

Actions and suits---Cont.

by personal representative—Cont.

conveyance by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery of property 11.48.140

embezzlement 11.48.060

payment of mutual savings bank deposit to widows, next of kin or creditor of deceased, action to recover 32.12.020

recovery of property 11.48.010, 11.48.090

trespass 11.48.010

claim not acted on, suit against executor or administrator on bond, also creditors and distributees 11.76.170

contract, by and against executor or administrator, authority to maintain 11.48.090

conveyances of decedent to defraud creditors, action to recover property 11.48.140

executors and administrators, authority to maintain 11.48.010

guardianship

guardian is proper party to sue or be sued on behalf of the incompetent 11.92.060

parties, joinder and substitution of 11.92.060

limitations of actions, suspended during time of special administration 11.32.050

personal representatives, authority to maintain 11.48.010

recovery of estate property, authority to maintain 11.48.010, 11.48.090

special administrator, by 11.32.030

substitution of personal representative as defendant 11.40.100

trespass, authority to maintain 11.48.010

Adjournments of sale of estate property 11.56.070

Adjudication of intestacy and heirship, application, contents necessary 11.28.110

Adjudication of intestacy and heirship, notice, contents, service or mailing 11.28.330

Administration with will annexed, See PROBATE, subtitle Letters of administration with will annexed

Administrator (See also PROBATE, subtitle Personal representative)
defined 11.02.005

included in definitions of personal representative 11.02.005

Administrador de bonis non, service without court intervention, when 11.28.280

Adopted child

adopted child included in descent and distribution 11.04.035

defined as issue 11.02.005

illegitimate child, acknowledgment by father, effect 11.04.081

inheritance rights of illegitimate children 11.04.081

Adoption, lawfuly adopted child not an heir of his natural parents for purposes of Title 11 RCW 11.04.085

Advancements

death of descendant advanced 11.04.041

defined 11.04.041

delivery of specific property to distributee before final decree, consideration of advancement 11.72.002

exceeding distributive share, no refund 11.04.041

how considered 11.04.041

less than distributive share 11.04.041

partial distribution prior to settlement conclusiveness 11.72.006

consideration of advancements 11.72.006

value, how determined 11.04.041
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PROBATE—Cont.

Affidavit for disposition of debts, instruments evidencing debt, obligations, stocks or choses in action 11.62.010

Affidavit for transfer of personal property, effect of, accountability 11.62.020

Agency

absentee distributee, appointment of agent for 11.76.200

bond of agent for absentee distributee 11.76.210

Allowance by court must precede payment of claims 11.76.140

Ancestral property, inheritance of by kindred of half blood 11.04.035

Annulment of will 11.24.040

Appeals to court of appeals or supreme court, authorized, manner 11.96.010

Application of act to property of persons who died before it takes effect 11.05.900

Application of chapter 117, laws of 1974 extraordinary session to wills, proceedings, guardians, accrued rights and pre-executors, recovery of property 32.12.090

Appointment of executors and administrators, See PROBATE, subtitle Executors and administrators

Appraisement, See PROBATE, subtitle Inventory and appraisement

Assets, default judgment as evidence of assets 11.48.160

Assignments

contract to purchase real estate by deceased vendee 11.56.210

deed held by decedent pursuant to contract purchase real estate 11.56.210

undivided estate 11.76.050

Attachment

judgment against executor or administrator, availability of 11.48.200

moneys in hands of executor or administrator 7.12.180

Attachment

foreign will 11.20.090

wills 11.12.020

Attorneys

bank attorney, probate fees disallowed to or to bank 11.36.010

contestant of incorrect account entitled to attorney's fees 11.76.070

fees 11.48.210

when acting as personal representative 11.48.210

Award in addition to homestead, See PROBATE, subtitle Family allowances

Award in lieu of homestead, See PROBATE, subtitle Family allowances

Banks

attorneys of, probate fees disallowed to or to bank 11.36.010

deposits of mutual savings banks, payment to foreign executor or administrator, notice, procedure 32.12.110

disqualified to act as executor or administrator when will be drawn by 11.36.010

payment to widow, next of kin or creditor, action by executor or administrator to recover 32.12.020

Bids and offers

offer of increased bid on estate property 11.36.110

deposit may be in the form of cash, money order, cashier's check or certified check 11.56.110

private sales of estate property 11.56.080

sealed bids, when received, notices 11.56.110

Bond or other security of personal representative, when not required 11.28.185
PROBATE—Cont.

Claims and debts against estate—Cont.

Claims and debts against estate—Cont. personal representative as claimant 11.40.140

presentation judgment claims 11.40.130

necessity of 11.40.080

notice to present 11.40.010

pending actions 11.40.100

personal representative's claims 11.40.140

time for 11.40.010

claims involving liability or casualty insurance 11.40.010

purchase of claims by personal representatives 11.48.080

rank and order of payment 11.76.110

rejection, notice by personal service 11.40.030

taxes

order of payment 11.76.110

priority of tax lien 82.32.240

time limitation for filing 11.40.010

claims involving liability or casualty insurance 11.40.011

uncollected debts, liability for 11.48.080

wages, order of payment 11.76.110

Clerks of court, powers of to fix dates of hearings 11.02.060

petition 11.02.060

Codicil defined 11.02.005

Community property agreements, death, to take effect upon 26.16.120

defined 26.16.030

intestate 11.04.015

personal property, disposal by will, limitation on either spouse's right to 26.16.030

subject to probate administration 11.02.070

surviving spouse entitled to letters testamentary 11.28.030

testamentary disposition limitation on either spouse's right to 26.16.030

Community property agreements 26.16.120

Compensation attorneys 11.48.210

personal representative 11.48.210

reduction of or denial of by court for failure to perform duties 11.48.210

Compromise, See PROBATE, subtilte Claims and debts against estate

Concealment of estate property, recovery procedure 11.48.070

Concurrence of guardianship estate property, recovery procedure 11.92.185

Construction of act 11.05.910

Contempt, surviving partners of decedent, failure to file bond 11.64.022

Contents of notice of nonintervention powers 11.68.040

Continuation of decedent's business 11.48.025

surviving partners, by, when 11.64.040

Contracts, performance of decedent's contracts 11.60.010

Contracts, suits by or against personal representatives, on authority to maintain 11.48.090

Contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, sale and conveyance (See also PROBATE, subtitle Conveyances)

Conveyance, effect, when 11.60.040

death of person entitled to conveyance, procedure 11.60.060

hearing 11.60.030

order directing 11.56.020, 11.60.010

order of court referred to in deed 11.60.040

petition for 11.60.020

service of notice 11.60.020

what passes, effect 11.60.040
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Contracts to purchase real estate by deceased vendee 11.56.180
assignment of contracts 11.56.210
rights and remedies of purchaser 11.56.210

Contributions
claims filed but not acted upon 11.76.170
debts and expenses, contribution between devisees and legatees 11.56.170
enforcement of 11.12.210
real property executed on for testator's debts, contribution of other legatees 11.12.200

Conveyances
administrator cannot convey unless directory powers in will 11.28.070
contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, sale and conveyance 11.60.010
executors and administrators, See PROBATE, subtile Executors and administrators
fraudulent by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery action 11.48.140
performance of decedent's contracts, including contracts for the conveyance of real property 11.60.010
recovery of guardianship property conveyed, procedure 11.92.185
recovery of property conveyed, procedure 11.48.070

Corporations, disqualified to act as executor or administrator 11.36.010

Costs
executors and administrators, costs for or against 4.84.150
partial allowance of claim, creditor liable for costs if does not collect greater 11.40.110
partial distribution prior to settlement when brought by other than personal representative 11.72.006
will contest 11.24.050
Court commissioners' power to hear and determine matters in 2.24.040

Creditors
executor or administrator as 11.40.140
fraudulent conveyance by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery action 11.48.140
liabilities to, special administrators 11.32.050
notice to 11.40.010, 11.40.150, 11.68.010
rejection of claim 11.40.030
personal representative as 11.40.140
settlement without administration, order of solvency, notice to creditors required 11.68.010
special administrators, liabilities to creditors 11.32.050
witnesses to wills 11.12.160

Creditors' claims
deceased incompetent's estate 11.88.150
Creditors' rights, application of chapter 117, laws of 1974 extraordinary session 11.02.090

Crimes
conviction of crime disqualifies executor or administrator 11.36.010
wills, delivery on death of testator, penalty for failure 11.20.010
Custodian of will, duty to deliver 11.20.010

Damages
agreement to answer for from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040
personal representative, not liable for without fault 11.48.030
proviso to pay damages of estate must be in writing to bind personal representatives 11.48.040

PAGE 1

PROBATE--Cont.

Death
absent distributee, presumption of death 11.76.243
devises and legatees before testator, effect 11.12.020
executor, letters of administration with will annexed on death of 11.28.060
guardian, procedure 11.88.120
performance of decedent's contracts, including contracts for conveyance of real property 11.60.010
real property contract vendor, probate procedure to effect conveyance 11.56.020, 11.60.010
simultaneous death, uniform act Ch. 11.05
vendor of contract to convey real property, probate procedure to effect conveyance 11.56.020, 11.60.010
witnesses to will, death of, proof of will 11.20.040

Debts
(See also PROBATE, subtile Claims and debts against estate)
appropriation of undevised portion to pay 11.56.150
award in lieu of homestead exempt from execution of 11.40.090
contribution between devisees and legatees to pay 11.56.170
discharge of in will, debt included in inventory 11.44.090
leases of estate property to pay 11.56.030
liability of devisees and legatees 11.56.160
mortgages of estate property to pay 11.56.020, 11.56.030, 11.56.150
partnership interests of decedent, payment for 11.64.090
priority 11.40.040
rank, claims allowed against estate 11.40.040
rejection, notice of, must inform creditor of time limit for suit to contest 11.40.030
sales of estate property to pay 11.56.030, 11.56.150
settlement of estate without administration, decree as to payment of debts 11.68.010
uncollected, liability for 11.48.080
Debts owed decedent, disposition of 11.62.010
Deceased incompetent's estate, administration of letters of administration or letters testamentary, petition for 11.88.150
Decrees, partial distribution prior to settlement 11.72.006
Deed to real estate held by deceased assignee of contract to convey real property, procedure 11.48.070
Definitions 11.02.005
Delivery of specific property to distributee before final decree, advancement, consideration of 11.72.002
bond to secure payment of debts, etc. 11.72.002
petition for 11.72.002
Descent and distribution
adoption
illegitimate child by father, effect 11.04.081
included as of the blood of an ancestor 11.04.035
advancements
death of descendant advanced 11.04.041
defined 11.04.041
exceeding distributive share 11.04.041
how considered 11.04.041
less than distributive share 11.04.041
value, how determined 11.04.041
children 11.04.015
community property 11.04.015
defined 26.16.030
limitation on either spouse's right to testamentary disposition 26.16.030
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PROBATE—Cont.
Executors and administrators—Cont.
proven and unproven wills. See PROBATE, subtitle Inventory and appraisement.

attachment
actions against, attachment allowed 11.48.010
money in hands of 7.12.180

banks
attorneys of, probate fees disallowed to or to bank 11.36.010
deposits, payment to widow, next of kin or creditor, action by executor or administrator to recover 32.12.020
disqualified to act as executor or administrator when will drawn by 11.36.010

bonds
former executor or administrator, action on bond 11.48.120
nonresidents 11.36.010
release of surety from bond

effective date, effect as to executors and administrators 19.72.130
notice, procedure 19.72.110
special administrators 11.32.020
business property, continuation of, during probate 11.48.025
civil procedure, sue in own name, when 11.48.020
claims, purchase of claims by 11.48.080
claims and debts against estate. See PROBATE, subtitle Claims and debts against estate.
collection of debts, duty to 11.48.010
compensation
expenses of management allowed to 11.48.050
how fixed 11.48.210
special administrators 11.32.030
compromise of claims, authority of executor or administrator 11.48.130
continuation of decedent's business 11.48.025
contracts, suits by or against executor or administrator on contracts, authority to maintain 11.48.090

conveyances
executor or administrator cannot convey unless directory powers in will 11.28.070
contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, sale and conveyance 11.60.010
fraudulent by decedent to defraud creditors, recovery action 11.48.140
transaction of property conveyed, procedure 11.48.070
corporations disqualified to act as executor or administrator in probate 11.36.010
costs for or against 4.84.150
creditors, settlement without administration, order of solvency, notice to creditors required 11.68.010
crime, conviction of crime involving moral turpitude disqualifies 11.36.010
damages
agreement to answer for from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040, 19.36.010
not liable for without fault 11.48.030
de nonis nor, appointment of 11.28.280
death of executor, letters of administration with will annexed on death of executor 11.28.060
debts
actions to collect 11.48.010
agreements to answer damages from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040, 19.36.010
promise to pay debts of estate must be in writing to bind executor or administrator 11.04.040, 19.36.010

PROBATE—Cont.
Executors and administrators—Cont.
debts
agreements to answer damages from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040, 19.36.010
promise to pay debts of estate must be in writing to bind executor or administrator 11.04.040, 19.36.010

execution sale, objections to confirmation
expenses of management allowed to 11.48.020
disqualified, effect 11.36.010
executor or administrator must
final report and petition for distribution accounting 11.76.060, 11.76.070
closing of estate 11.76.050
contents 11.76.030
filings of 11.76.030
hearing
continuance when account incorrect 11.76.060
notice of, publication 11.76.040
time and place 11.76.040
notice mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040
foreign, See PROBATE, subtitle Executors and administrators, nonresidents fraudulent conveyance by decedent, recovery action 11.48.140
insane persons disqualified to act as 11.36.010
inventory and appraisement (See also PROBATE, subtitle Inventory and appraisement)
investment in United States corporation bonds authorized 39.60.010
judicial sale, objections to confirmation by 6.24.100
letters of administration
oath of administrator 11.28.170
persons disqualified 11.36.010
persons entitled to 11.28.120
letters of administration with will annexed (See also PROBATE, subtitle Letters testamentary) absence from state procedure 11.28.040
qualification of nonresidents 11.28.040
action against for delinquencies 11.28.300
community property, surviving spouse entitled to letters 11.28.030
disqualification, powers of remaining executors 11.28.050
executor of executor, powers of 11.28.060
executor de son tort 11.48.180

liabilities
continuation of decedent's business, authority to incur 11.48.025
damages of estate, promise to pay by executor or administrator must be in writing 11.48.040
debts, promise to pay by executor or administrator must be in writing 11.48.040
executor de son tort 11.48.180
not liable for without fault 11.48.030
limitations of actions against mismanagement 4.16.110
tolled by death of one represented 4.16.200
lost will, restraint pending application to prove 11.20.010
management of property, right to 11.48.020
mentally ill person disqualified to act as executor or administrator in probate of will 11.36.010
minors disqualified to act as executor or administrator in probate 11.36.010
mutual savings bank deposits payment to foreign executor or administrator, notice, procedure 32.12.110
payment to widow, next of kin or creditor of deceased depositor, recovery 32.12.020
nonintervention powers, scope of 11.68.090
nonintervention wills obtaining orders not a waiver of nonintervention powers 11.68.010
order of solvency, dispensation with letters 11.68.010
nonresidents
bank or trust company deposits, payment to foreign administrator or executor 30.20.100
may serve as, bond, service of papers, appointment of 11.36.010
mutual savings banks deposits, payment to foreign administrator or executor 32.12.110
notice of appointment, to department of revenue 32.32.240
notice of appointment and pendency of probate mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
pendency of probate, notice of, mailed or personally served to heirs and distributees 11.28.237
personal representative includes 11.02.005
possession of property, right to 11.48.020
property of estate
business property, continuation of business 11.48.025
management of 11.48.020
recovery of 11.48.010
purchase of claims by 11.48.080
qualifications for letters and disqualification
convicts 11.36.010
corporations 11.36.010
infants and incompetents 11.36.010
nonresidents 11.36.010
real estate brokers and salesmen license, exemptions from 18.85.110
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EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS—CONT.

Real property sold by, limitation of actions to recover 416.070
Recognition of representative, new notice to credit 11.40.015
Rent, royalties, receipt by 11.48.020
Reports of 11.76.010
Reversal of judgment tolls limitation on actions 416.024
Revolving of letters of credit
Conviction of crime involving moral turpitude 11.36.010
Mentally ill 11.36.010
Savings and loan associations
Set-off 11.33.020

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS—CONT.

Settlement of estate, duty of 11.33.020
Solvency, order of, bond, when required 11.33.020
Trust companies 11.33.020
Survival of actions 11.33.020
Will contest, notice to 11.33.020

TAXABLE PERSON, DEFINED AS

Personal injury action survives 11.33.020

AWARD IN LIEU OF HOMESTEAD
Exemption of from debts 11.32.030
Guardian for minor children or incompetents of deceased, appointment of 11.52.014
Insurance, effect on 11.52.012
Minor children or incompetents of deceased, effect on 11.52.012
Notice 11.52.014
Other property, effect on 11.52.012
Separate property of deceased disposed of by will, not taken from 11.52.024
Time for filing 11.52.010
Vests title 11.52.012
Closure of estate 11.52.050
During probate and settlement of estate 11.52.040
Excluded from net estate 11.52.010
Finality of decree 11.52.024
Homestead
Awarding of to survivor 11.52.020
Exemption of from debts 11.52.024
Finality of decree awarding to survivor 11.52.024
Guardian ad litem for minor children or incompetents of deceased 11.52.014
Guardianship
Intermediate accounting, challenge for 11.92.050
Production of pretended heir 11.92.050
Proof of will destroyed by 11.92.050
Revocation of letters for 11.92.050
Settlement, citation of surety 11.92.056

FEES—CONT.
Attorneys 11.48.210
Collection by superior court clerk 11.8.020
Filing fees for county law library support 11.76.070
Regional law library support 11.76.070
Filing (See also PROBATE, subtitle Recording)
Inventory and appraisal of partnership interests of decedent 11.64.002
Filing of claim by creditor, failure to file 11.40.010
Final report and petition for distribution accounting
Attorney's fees to contestant of incorrect account 11.76.070
Continuance of hearing if incorrect 11.76.060
Liability of executor or administrator, judgment against 11.76.060
Objections to account 11.76.060
Closing of estate and discharge of personal representatives 11.76.050
Contents 11.76.030
Continuance when accounting of executor or administrator incorrect 11.76.060
Filing of 11.76.030
Hearing
Continuance when account incorrect 11.76.060
Notice of, publication 11.76.040
Procedure 11.76.050
Time and place 11.76.040
Liability of personal representative, judgment against 11.76.060
Liability of sureties, judgment against 11.76.060
Mortgage of estate property, order of 11.76.050
Notice mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040
Partition, order of 11.76.050
Sale of estate property, order of 11.76.050
Financial institution, deposit of distribution of 11.76.055
Foreign wills 11.76.090
11.20.100
FRAUD
Guardianship intermediate accounting, challenge for 11.92.050
Production of pretended heir 9.45.010
Proof of will destroyed by 11.20.070
Revocation of letters for 11.28.250
Wills, failing to deliver on death of testator 11.20.100
FRAUD, STATUTE OF
Agreement by executor or administrator to answer damages from own estate must be in writing 10.26.010
Promise to pay debts 11.48.040
Fraudulent conveyance by decedent, recovery actions 11.48.140
Funeral expenses, order of payment of claims for 11.76.110
Guards, application of chapter 117, laws of 1974 extraordinary session 11.02.080
Guardianship accounting
duty to make 11.92.040
Intermediate accounting
Fraud, challenge for 11.92.050
Hearing 11.92.050
Notice of hearing 11.92.050
Order approving 11.92.050
Petition for 11.92.050
Settlement, citation of surety 11.92.056
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guardian is proper party to sue or be sued

11.92.180 guardian is proper party to sue or be sued

powers and duties—Cont.

acquisition, recovery of property conveyed, procedure 11.92.185

right of property

duty of guardian to provide for

embezzlement, recovery procedure 11.92-.185

exchange of estate property

petition for, contents 11.92.100

purposes for 11.92.090

expenses of guardian 11.92.180

fees, attorneys 11.92.180

final report and petition for distribution, guardian for minors 11.76.080

fraud, intermediate accounting, challenge for fraud 11.92.050

guardian, defined 11.92.060

settlement of estate, termination other than by death 11.92.053

waiver of notice 11.88.040

incompetents, termination by death, rights of creditors against 11.88.140

investments

court order for 11.92.040

of estate 11.92.040

sale, lease, exchange or mortgage of property to make 11.92.090

jurisdiction, transfer of 11.88.130

lease of estate property

law governing 11.92.110

petition for contents 11.92.100

purposes for 11.92.090

liability, payment of claim against estate before allowance by court 11.92.035

mortgage of estate property

law governing 11.92.110

petition for contents 11.92.100

purposes for 11.92.090

petition

guardian ad litem appointed for minor children or incompetents 11.52.014

bank may act as guardian for estate of minor or mentally ill 11.36.010

banks not required to give 11.88.107

conditions of 11.88.100

dispensed with upon investment of assets 11.88.100

form of 11.88.100

laws applicable to 11.88.110

parent not required to give, when 11.88.100

reduction upon investment of assets 11.88.105

suits upon 11.88.100

testamentary guardian 11.88.080

trust companies not required to give 11.88.107

brokers fees

sale, exchange, mortgage or lease of real estate 11.92.125

care of ward, duty of guardian 11.92.040

claims and debts against estate

disbursement upon, duty of 11.92.035

bar of, statute of limitations applies 11.92.035

collection of debts, duty to make 11.92.040

compromise of, procedure 11.92.060

duty of guardian to pay after allowance by court 11.92.035

payment of, duty to make 11.92.040

presentation of 11.92.035

sale, lease or mortgage of property to pay 11.92.090

compensation of guardian 11.92.180

concealment of estate property, recovery procedure 11.92.185

contract, performance of contract 11.92.130

conveyances, recovery of property conveyed, procedure 11.92.185

court's powers to appoint 11.88.010

death of guardian, procedure 11.88.120

disbursements on behalf of incompetent, application for court order for 11.92.040
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Heirs—Cont.

PROBATE—Cont.

illegitimate children, from or by 11.04.081
posthumous children 11.02.005

Inheritance rights of slayers
construction of law 11.84.900
decedent, defined 11.84.010
property, defined 11.84.010
slayer, defined 11.84.010

Inheritance taxes (See also TAXATION, sub-
title Inheritance tax)
administration, tax without 83.24.010
allowable deductions
administration, tax without 83.24.035
determination of tax without administration
83.24.035
letters of administration, tax imposed without
83.24.035
bank or trust company deposits, payment to
foreign administrator or executor, consent of
department of revenue required as to payment of inheritance taxes 30-
20.100
decree of distribution withheld until tax
paid 83.44.110
determination of tax without 83.24.010, 83-
24.020
letters of administration, tax imposed without
83.24.010
sale of estate real property to pay 11.56.030
mortgage of estate property to pay 11.56-
030
sales of estate real property to pay 11.56.030
Insane, See PROBATE, subtitle Mentally ill

Instruments pre-executed, application of chapter 117,
laws of 1974 extraordinary session 11
.02.080
written, certain, nontestamentary, deemed to
be 11.02.090

Insurance

award in addition to homestead, insurance, effect on
11.52.022
award in lieu of homestead, effect on award
11.52.012

simultaneous death, effect on distribution
11.05.040, 11.05.050
slayer's interest in, disposition 11.84.100, 11.8-
4.110

Intestacy
decent and distribution, See PROBATE, subtitle
Mentally ill

Incompetents (See also PROBATE, subtitle
Mentally ill)
administration of deceased incompetent's estate
11.88.150
final report and petition for distribution, guardian ad litem 11.76.080
proof of will where witness incompetent to testify
11.20.040

Indians, proceedings do not apply to when
state assumed civil jurisdiction over 37.12-
060

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL IN-
surance, subtitle Courts; INDUSTRIAL
INSURANCE, subtitle Probate

Infants, See PROBATE, subtitle Children

Inheritance
descent, See PROBATE, subtitle Descent and
distribution
heirs, See PROBATE, subtitle Heirs
husband and wife, See PROBATE, subtitle
Husband and wife
PROBATE—Cont.
Letters of administration
annulment of 11.28.160
application, contents necessary 11.28.110
bond before issuance
form, not to fail for want of 11.28.230
new or additional 11.28.210
successive recoveries 11.28.230

cancellation of 11.28.160
deceased incompetent's estate 11.88.150
execution of judgment 6.04.070
form of 11.28.140
oath of personal administrator 11.28.170
oath of personal representative 11.28.170
persons disqualified
banks, when will be drawn by 11.36.010
corporations 11.36.010
incompetents 11.36.010
mentally ill 11.36.010
minors 11.36.010
trust companies, when will be drawn by 11.36.010
persons entitled to 11.28.120
failure to petition for letters within forty
days 11.28.120
waiver by 11.28.120
petition for time limit 11.28.120
proceedings in county where letters granted 11.16.070
reopened; hearings in court or chambers 11.28.260
reconvocation of
accounting and settlement 11.28.290
actions against former executor or admin-
istrator 11.28.300
administrator de bonis non appointed 11.28.280
appointment of successor 11.28.250
embezzlement, for 11.28.250
fraud, for 11.28.250
hearing 11.28.250
incompetency, for 11.28.250
order of 11.28.250
powers of remaining representatives 11.28.270
sale of property, cannot unless directory
powers in will 11.28.070
superior court, records to be kept 36.23.030
sureties
additional securities 11.28.190
examination of 11.28.190
limitation of action against 11.28.235
new or additional 11.28.210
person disqualified 11.28.220
Letters testamentary
bond before issuance
approval of 11.28.190
form, not to fail for want of 11.28.230
new or additional 11.28.210
successive recoveries upon 11.28.230
community property
surviving spouse entitled to letters 11.28.030
time limit for application 11.28.030
waiver by 11.28.030
deceased incompetent's estate 11.88.150
discovery of will, granting upon 11.28.150
execution of judgment 6.04.070
execution of letters 11.28.90
executors (See also PROBATE, subtitle Ex-
cutors and administrators; PROBATE,
surname Personal representatives) absent from state, procedure 11.28.040
action against for delinquencies 11.28.300
community property, surviving spouse entitled to letters 11.28.030
disqualification, powers of remaining exec-
utors 11.28.050
executor of executor, powers of 11.28.060
granted to 11.28.010
minors, disqualified 11.36.010
personal, procedure 11.28.040
oath 11.28.170
objections to 11.28.020
persons disqualified 11.36.010
refusal to act, effect 11.28.010
removal, powers of remaining executors 11.28.050
form of letters 11.28.090
personal administrators oath 11.28.170
persons disqualified
banks, when will be drawn by 11.36.010
conviction of a crime involving moral
turpitude 11.36.010

PROBATE—Cont.
Letters of administration with will annexed
persons disqualified
—Cont.
corporations 11.36.010
incompetents 11.36.010
mentally ill 11.36.010
minors 11.36.010
trust companies, when will be drawn by 11.36.010
pledge of property, cannot unless directory
powers in will 11.28.070
revocation of
accounting and settlement 11.28.290
actions against former personal representa-
tive 11.28.300
administrator de bonis non appointed 11.28.280
appointment of successor 11.28.250
embezzlement, for 11.28.250
fraud, for 11.28.250
hearing 11.28.250
incompetency, for 11.28.250
order of 11.28.250
powers of remaining representatives 11.28.270
superior courts, books to be kept 36.23.030
sureties
additional security 11.28.190
examination of 11.28.190
limitation of action against 11.28.235
new or additional 11.28.210
persons disqualified as 11.28.220
Letters testamentary and of administration
estate property not liable for debts unless
granted within six years 11.04.270
title to real property vests without issuance of 11.04.250
Liabilities
continuation of decedent's business, author-
ity to incur liabilities 11.48.025
executor de son tort 11.48.180
Life estates, generally 11.12.180
Limitations
actions against sureties 11.28.235
barred claims, effect 11.40.070
contest of admission or rejection of will 11.24.010
death, resignation or removal of personal
representative tolls limitation 11.40.150
debt liability, applying of real estate to pay
11.04.270
claims involving liability or casualty in-
surance 11.40.150
lapsed legacies or devises 11.12.120
petition for family support 11.52.010
rejected claim, suit upon 11.40.060
resignation or removal of executor or admin-
istrator tolls limitation 11.40.150
special administration, tolled during 11.32.050
sureties, action against 11.28.235
tolled by vacancy in administration 11.40.090
unclaimed estate, claim made after time
limitation, procedure 11.76.245
Locating unknown beneficiaries 11.12.150
Lost or destroyed will, proof 11.20.070, 11.20.080
Mail or personal service
claims, rejection of, notification 11.40.030
executor or administrator, notice of ap-
pointment of 11.28.237
pendency of probate proceedings 11.28.237
personal representative, notice of appoint-
ment of 11.28.237
sale of estate property, bids 11.56.110
Management, limitation of action against ex-
cutor or administrator for mismanage-
ment 4.16.110
Marriage of testator, effect on will 11.12.050
Mentally ill
award in lieu of homestead, guardian ad
litem appointed for incompetents of de-
ceased 11.52.014
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PROBATE—Cont. Mentally ill—Cont. award of homestead to survivor, guardian ad litem appointed for mentally ill of deceased 11.52.020 contest of admission or rejection of will 11.24.010 personal representative, mentally ill person acting as, disqualification 11.36.010 proof of will where witness mentally ill 11.20.040 Mistake, proof of 11.56.030 Monument expenses, payment of, personal mistakes 11.56.030 Mortgaged estate, redemption of 11.56.230 proofs of will and where witness mentally ill 11.56.030 Mortgaged estate, redemption of 11.56.230 Mortgage secured debts, order of claim for payment of 11.76.110 Mortgage secured debts, order of claim for payment of 11.76.110 Mortgaged estate, redemption of 11.56.220 Mortgages of estate property administrator cannot mortgage property 11.56.030 unless directory powers in will 11.28.070 court may order 11.56.010 court may order 11.56.010 debts and expenses 11.56.030, 11.56.150 appropriation of undistributed property 11.56.150 contribution between devisees and legatees 11.56.170 liability of devisees and legatees 11.56.160 sale of mortgaged estate 11.56.030, 11.56.037, 11.56.150 effect of mortgage on willed property 11.56.150 final report and petition for distribution, order of 11.56.010 guardianship mortgages of estate property 11.92.090, 11.92.100 mortgage estate of decedent 11.56.220 redemption of 11.56.220 sale of mortgaged estate if redemption in­expedient 11.56.240 sale or mortgage of property to effect redemption 11.56.230 partition, mortgage where not possible to partition 11.76.050 personal property how sales conducted 11.56.020 notices 11.56.020 purposes or grounds for 11.56.020 purposes for redemption of real property 11.56.020 reorganization of estate 11.56.020 pay legacy 11.56.140 payment of debts 11.56.020 redeem mortgaged estate 11.56.230 real property 11.56.040 and encumbrance, effect of 11.56.040 expenses of administration 11.56.030, 11.56.037 family support, for 11.56.030 inheritance taxes, to pay 11.56.030 PROBATE—Cont. Mortgages of estate property—Cont. real property—Cont. notices 11.56.030 order directing 11.56.040 pay legacy, for 11.56.140 payment of debts, for 11.56.030, 11.56.150 petition for sale, contents 11.56.030 procedure 11.56.040 purposes for 11.56.030 redemption of mortgaged estate, for 11.56.230 Mortgage, slayers, inheritance from victim prohibited 11.84.020 Negligence, revocation of letters for 11.28.250 Net estate claims involving liability or casualty insurance not a cloud or lien upon the title 11.40.011 defined 11.02.005 lien upon, claim involving liability or casualty insurance not 11.40.011 social security benefits, payment direct to survivors or department of institutions 11.66.010 Nonintervention powers application for 11.68.040 closing estate, notice, hearing, fees 11.68.100 completion of probate, declaration of 11.68.110 declaration of completion of probate contents 11.68.110 filing 11.68.110 form 11.68.110 notice, waiver of 11.68.110 estate, closing of alternative decrees 11.68.100 fees 11.68.100 hearing 11.68.100 notice 11.68.100 not deemed waived, when 11.68.120 notice of 11.68.040 contents 11.68.040 required 11.68.040 objections or restrictions 11.68.050 personal representative death, resignation or disablement 11.68.060 powers, scope of 11.68.090 presumption of necessity 11.68.090 restriction or removal 11.68.070 successor, to pay 11.68.060 solvency, order of, vacation or restriction 11.68.080 waived, not deemed to be, when 11.68.120 Nonintervention will, See PROBATE, sub­title Settlement without administration Nonresidents absentee distributee, See PROBATE, sub­title Absentee distributee absentee's estates, See PROBATE, sub­title Absentee's estates guardianship nonresident as guardian 11.88.020 removal of property of nonresident ward, requirements for, procedure 11.92.170 may serve as executor or administrator, bond, service of papers, appointment of 11.36.010 Notice of adjudication of testaty or intestacy and heirship, contents, service or mailing 11.28.330 Notice of nonintervention powers, contents of 11.68.040 Notice to creditors, filing with clerk of court 11.40.010 Notices application for partial distribution prior to final settlement 11.72.006 appointment of personal representative 11.28.237 notice to department of revenue 82.32.240 PROBATE—Cont. Notices—Cont. auction sales of estate property 11.56.060 community property, notice of third person applying to administer 11.28.030 continue a going business, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legatees, creditors 11.28.240 creditors, notice to 11.40.010, 11.40.030 decedent's conveyance agreement, notice of hearing on petition for performance of 11.60.020 destroyed wills, notice of probate 11.20.070 distribution, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 escheat, appearance of heirs, notice of tax commission 11.08.230 escheat property, probate 11.08.170 family allowance, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 filing of a declaration of completion, request for special notice by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 filing of accounts, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 final report and petition for distribution, notice mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040 guardianship sale of estate property 11.92.110 homestead award proceedings 11.52.020 homestead, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 lease of estate property 11.56.020, 11.56.030leases, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 mortgage of estate property 11.56.030 mortgaged property, notice of sale 11.56.240 mortgages, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 pendency of probate 11.28.237 personal representatives claim against the estate, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 petition for distribution, notices mailed 11.76.040 petition to borrow upon the credit of the estate, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 postponement of sales of real property 11.56.070 private sales of estate real property 11.56.080 proof of 11.16.082 rejection of claim against estate 11.40.030 notice must contain statement of time limitation for creditor to contest 11.40.030 removal of representative, notice to creditors 11.40.150 resale of estate real property 11.56.100 sales of estate property 11.56.020, 11.56.060 sales, petition for, request for notice of by heirs, devisees and legates, creditors 11.28.240 settlement without administration, order of solvency, notice to creditors 11.68.010 several executors or administrators considered as one for notice purposes 11.48.150
PROBATE—Cont. 
Notices—Cont. 

solvency order, request for notice of by heirs, devisees, legatees, creditors 11.28.
.240 
special notice of guardianship proceedings 11.92, 150 
notice of proceedings, request for by heirs, devisees and legatees, creditors, 
how given 11.28.240 
sureties on bond of executor or administr­
tor, notice of examination 11.28.190 
tax commission, notice of appointment of 
executor or administrator 82.32.240 
unknown beneficiary, locating of, giving 
notice 11.12.150 
waiver of 11.16.083 

Notices and citations 

Notices to creditors 
executor or administrator's notice to 11.40.
.010 
new notice by successor 11.40.150 
rejection of claim 11.40.030 
resignation of representative 11.40.150 
Nuncupative will, real property cannot be de­
ferred to or distributed by 11.12.025 

Oaths 
absentee distributee, agent for, oath 11.76.
,.210 
absentee's estates, trustee 11.80.020 
personal representative 11.28.170 

Objections 

final report, to 11.76.050 
petition for distribution 11.76.050 
Order of adjudication of testacy or intestacy 
and heirship, final decree of division, when 
11.28.340 
Orders 
enforcement of contribution among benefi­
ciaries 11.12.210 
jurisdiction and powers of courts as to 11.
.02030 
lease of estate property 11.56.045 
mortgage of estate property, order directing 
11.56.040 
replacement of records lost or destroyed 
11.48.060 
revocation of letters testamentary or of 
administration 11.28.250 

wills 11.20.020 
Partial distribution prior to final settlement 
advancements, consideration of 11.72.006 
costs 11.72.006 
decree of 11.72.006 
hearing 11.72.006 
costs when application by other than per­
personal representative 11.72.006 
notice of application for 11.72.006 
petition for 
by other than personal representative 11.
.72.006 
by personal representative 11.72.006 
procedure, bonds, etc. 11.72.006 
resistance to 11.72.006 
Partition, order of in hearing following final 
report and petition for distribution 11.76.
.050 
Partner, rights of estate of deceased partner 
25.04.420 

Partnership interests of decedent 
accounting by surviving partners 11.64.008 
contempt for failure to account 11.64.022 
procedure on failure to account 11.64.022 
proof of bond 11.48.022 
failure to file, contempt 11.64.022 
receiver, appointment of, if failure to file 
11.64.022 
requirement of, when 11.64.016 
continuation of business by surviving part­
ners, agreement with estate 11.64.040 
continuation of possession 11.64.008
PROBATE—Cont.
Personal representatives—Cont. damages
agreement to answer for from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040
not liable for loss without fault 11.48.030
de bonis non, appointment of 11.28.280
death of personal representative, new notice to creditors 11.40.150
debt
actions to collect 11.48.010
agreements to answer damages from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040
collection of, duty 11.48.010
proceedings to pay debts of estate must be in writing to bind personal representatives 11.48.040
uncollected, liability for 11.48.080
deceased personal representative
appointment of agents to serve 11.36.010
agents or their heirs, personal service for rejection of claims against 11.40.150
legal service for rejection of claims against 11.40.150
dependent personal representative
letters of administration with will annexed, inventory and appraisement 11.28.120
administration of deceased incompetent's estate, letters of administration or letters testamentary for 11.88.150
contest of admission or rejection of will 11.24.010
contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, petition for 11.60.020
family allowances 11.52.010, 11.80.050
final report and petition for distribution, See PROBATE, subtitle Final report and petition for distribution
trustees, special administrators and guardians
guardianship
compromise or settlement by guardian 11.92.060
lease of estate property, petition contents 11.92.100
mortality of estate property, petition contents 11.92.100
lapsed legacy or devise 11.12.140
lease of estate property 11.56.030
letters of administration, for 11.28.120
letters of administration with will annexed 11.28.130
mortgage of estate property 11.56.030
performance of decedent's contracts 11.60.020
sale of estate real property, contents 11.56.030
settlement, final report and petition for distribution 11.76.050
unknown beneficiary, locating 11.12.150
Pledge of property, administrator cannot pledge property unless directory powers in will 11.28.070
Postponements of sale of estate property 11.56.070
Power of attorney
dead, disability or incompetence, effect of 11.94.020
general provisions 11.94.010
Powers of courts as to 11.02.010
Preliminary clauses
absentee distributee, death of 11.76.243
pretermitted children, intestacy as to 11.12.090
slaves, presumption of death prior to decedent 11.84.030, 11.84.040
will execution 11.12.020
will revocation by subsequent marriage 11.12.050
Pretermitted children
intestacy as to 11.12.090
Process, power of courts to issue 11.02.030
Proof of wills, See PROBATE, subtitle Wills
Authority to exchange 11.56.005
award in addition to homestead, effect on 11.52.022
award in lieu of homestead, effect on award 11.52.012
business property, continuation of 11.48.025
coroner holding, disposition 36.24.130-36.24.150
descent and distribution, See PROBATE, subtitle Descent and distribution
discovered after final settlement, letters may issue 11.76.250
exchanges, procedure 11.56.005
institution inmates, See PROBATE, subtitle Escheats
management of 11.48.020
no priority between real and personal property in determining what portion of estate shall be sold, mortgaged or leased 11.56.015
PROBATE—Cont.
Property—Cont.
petition of personal representative for 11.56.035 possession of 11.48.020 sale of, See PROBATE, subtitle Sales of estate property settlement of estate, See PROBATE, subtitle Settlement
Rank and order of payment of claims against estate 11.76.110 Real and personal property, intestate 11.04-600 Real property (See also PROBATE, subtitle Sales of estate property; PROBATE, subtitle Mortgages of estate property) contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, procedure to effect conveyance 11.60.010 descent and distribution, See PROBATE, subtitle Descendent and distribution nuncupative wills, real estate cannot be devised by 11.12.025 performance of decedent’s contracts, including contracts for the conveyance of real property 11.60.010 Receiver, partnership interests of decedent, appointment of, when 11.64.022 Recording final report and petition for distribution 11.76.030 foreign will, record of probate 11.20.090 wills 11.20.050, 11.20.060 lost or destroyed will, judgment, establishing 11.20.070 Records lost or destroyed, replacement 5.48-060 Redemption guardianship, redemption of mortgaged property, sale, lease or mortgage to pay 11.92.090 mortgage of estate property to redeem mortgaged estate 11.56.230 mortgaged estate of decedent 11.56.220 Registered land, probate may direct sale of 65.12.590 Reminders and reversion estate for life, reversion implied 11.12.180 generally 11.12.180 Removal executors, See PROBATE, subtitle Executors and administrators guardian, See PROBATE, subtitle Guardianship Rest and profits absentee’s estate, rents applied to maintenance of 11.80.040 receipt by executor or administrator during probate 11.48.020 right of heirs and devisees to sue for on vesting of title 11.04.250 Report (See also PROBATE, subtitle Final report and petition for distribution) personal representatives, annual interim report 11.76.010 Representation, See PROBATE, subtitle Descent and distribution Resignation absentee’s estates, trustee 11.80.060 executors and administrators, See PROBATE, subtitle Executors and administrators
Resignation of personal representative accounting and settlement 11.28.290 action against former personal representative 11.28.300 administration by letters with will annexed 11.28.060 administrator de bonis non appointed 11.28.280

PROBATE—Cont.
Resignation of personal representative—Cont.
new notice to creditors, publication 11.40-150 Revival, prior will not revived by revocation of subsequent will 11.12.080 Revocation of letters accounting and settlement 11.28.290 actions against former executor or administrator 11.28.300 administrador de bonis non 11.28.280 appointment of successor 11.28.250 conviction of crime involving moral turpitude 11.36.010 embezzlement, for 11.28.250 failure to return inventory revokes letters 11.44.050 fraud, for 11.28.250 hearing 11.28.250 incompetency, for 11.28.250 lost will found 11.28.150 mentally ill 11.36.010 order of 11.28.250 power of remaining personal representatives 11.28.270 Revocation of will by subsequent will 11.12.040 Rule against perpetuities, See RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
Rules of construction, number and gender 11.02.005 Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 11.56.020 Safe deposit boxes, repository leases, effect of 11.04.250 Sale of real estate, negotiation permitted 11.56.020 Sale or lease of property, priority, no priority between real and personal property 11.56.015 Sales of registered land, probate court may direct sale of 65.12.590 Sales of estate property court may order 11.56.015 debts and expenses 11.56.030, 11.56.150 appropriation from undevised portion 11.56.150 contribution between devisees and legatees 11.56.170 liability of devisees and legatees 11.56.160 directed by will 11.56.250 final report and petition for distribution, order of sale 11.76.050 general administrator cannot sell unless directed powers in will 11.28.070 guardianship, law governing, notices 11.92.110 minimum price 11.56.090 sale by negotiation 11.56.090 mortgaged property 11.56.240 notices private sales 11.56.080 resale 11.56.100 sale by negotiation 11.56.100 personal property auction, may be at 11.56.020 how sales conducted 11.56.020 notices 11.56.020 purposes or grounds for 11.56.020 purposes for expenses of administration 11.56.020 obligations of estate 11.56.020 pay legacy, for 11.56.140 payment of debts 11.56.020 redeem mortgaged estate 11.56.230 real property adjournments of sale 11.56.070 appraisement 11.56.090 approval of sale 11.56.100 auction sales notices, publication 11.56.060

PROBATE—Cont.
Sales of estate property—Cont.
real property—Cont.
auction sales—Cont.
time and place 11.56.060 bids and offers offer of increased bid 11.56.110 private sales 11.56.080 sealed bids, when accepted, notices 11.56.110 brokers fee and closing costs 11.56.265 by negotiation 11.56.090 conveyance 11.56.120 effect 11.56.115 fraud as grounds for attack 11.56.115 contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, sale and conveyance 11.56.020, 11.60.010 contracts to purchase real estate by deceased vendee, assignment of contract 11.56.210 deed held by deceased vendee, assignment 11.56.210 rights and remedies of purchaser 11.56.210 expenses of administration, to pay 11.56-030 generally devised property sold before specifically devised property 11.56.050 inheritance taxes, to pay 11.56.030 mortgaged property 11.56.240 notices 11.56.030, 11.56.060 auction sales 11.56.060 postponements of sale 11.56.070 order directing 11.56.050 pay legacy, for 11.56.140 payment of debts, for 11.56.030, 11.56.150 performance of decedent’s contracts, including contracts for the conveyance of real property 11.60.010 petition for sale, contents 11.56.030 postponements 11.56.070 private sales bids and offers 11.56.080 minimum price 11.56.090 notice 11.56.080 time and place 11.56.080 purposes for 11.56.030 reappraisement 11.56.090 redeem mortgaged estate, for 11.56.230 resale 11.56.100 return of sale 11.56.100 support of family, for 11.56.030 time and place 11.56.060 recovery of, limitations of actions for 4.16-070 special administrator, by 11.32.030 unclaimed estate 11.76.220 will, directed by 11.56.250 Savings and loan association savings account, payment to widow, husband, next of kin 33.20.080 Service of process and papers claims against estate 11.40.010 claims involving insurance 11.40.011 guardianship, special notice of proceedings 11.92.150 proof of 11.16.082 waiver of 11.16.083 Set-off defendant executors and administrators, by 4.32.130 plaintiff executors and administrators, against 4.32.130 Settlement absentee beneficiaries agent for, appointment of 11.76.200 bond of agent 11.76.210 court retains jurisdiction 11.76.247
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PROBATE—Cont.
Settlement—Cont.
absentee distributors—Cont.
liability of agent 11.76.230
underbond, claim made after time limitation, procedure 11.76.245
claimants to 11.76.240
heirs as claimants 11.76.243
executor 11.76.220
annual report of personal representative contents 11.76.010
filing of 11.76.010
decedent's estate 11.88.150
discharge of executor or administrator closing estate, discharge upon 11.76.050
petition for in final report 11.76.030
discharge of personal representative, closing estate, discharge upon 11.76.050
distribution before settlement, See PROBATE, subtitle Distribution before settlement
final report and petition for distribution accounting
continuance of hearing if incorrect 11.76.060
liability of executor or administrator, judgment against 11.76.060
liability of sureties, judgment against 11.76.060
objections to 11.76.060
attorney's fees to contestant of incorrect account 11.76.070
closing of estate 11.76.050
contents 11.76.030
continuance when accounting of executor or administrator incorrect 11.76.060
filing of 11.76.030
hearing continuance when account incorrect 11.76.060
notice of, publication 11.76.040
procedure 11.76.050
time and place 11.76.040
mortgage of estate property, order of 11.76.050
notice mailed to heirs and distributees 11.76.040
petition for order of 11.76.050
sale of estate property, order of 11.76.050
incompetents, guardian ad litem 11.76.080
letters after final settlement 11.76.250
mortgage
distribution of estate under one thousand dollars to 11.76.090
distribution of estate to 11.76.095
guardian ad litem 11.76.080
receipts or canceled checks for payment of expenses by personal representative, necessity of 11.76.100
report of executor or administrator contents 11.76.100
filing of 11.76.010
hearing on 11.76.020
interim reports 11.76.010
notice of hearing, necessity 11.76.020
Settlement of estate of guardianship accounting
continuance of hearing if incorrect 11.92-.056
liability of guardian, judgment against 11.92.056
objections to 11.92.056
continuance of hearing when accounting of guardian is incorrect 11.92.056
hearing, continuance of when account is incorrect 11.92.056
liability of guardian, judgment against 11.92.056
liability of sureties, judgment against on guardian's bond 11.92.056

PROBATE—Cont.
Settlement without administration admission to probate 11.68.010
debts, order of solvency 11.68.010
nonintervention, presumption of 11.68.020
order of solvency inventory 11.68.010
notice to creditors required 11.68.010
solvency required 11.68.010
Signatures lost or destroyed will, signature on proof of 11.20.070
Simultaneous death, uniform act Ch. 11.05
Slayers, inheritance from victim prohibited 11.84.020
Small estates minors, distribution to 11.76.090
Social security benefits payment direct to survivors or department of institutions 11.66.010
Solvency, order of 11.68.010
vacation or restriction 11.68.080
Special administrators accounting by 11.32.060
actions and suits, by 11.32.030
appointment of, when 11.32.010
bond 11.32.020
compensation of 11.32.030
defined 11.02.005
family allowances, by 11.32.030
included in definition of personal representative 11.02.005
liabilities to creditors 11.32.050
liability of estate for obligations incurred by 11.32.040
power, limitations, when 11.32.030
powers and duties 11.32.030
sales by 11.32.030
succession by executor or administrator 11.32.040
term, restricted, when 11.32.030
Specific performance contracts to convey real property by deceased vendor, enforcement by 11.60.010
guardianship, contract to convey real property by mentally ill ward, performance of contract 11.92.130
performance of decedent's contracts 11.60.010
Statute of frauds, executor or administrator promise to pay damages from own estate must be in writing 11.48.040, 19.36.010
Statute of limitations, See PROBATE, subtitle Limitations
Stepchildren, inheritance by, no escheat 11.04.095
Succession, See PROBATE, subtitle Descent and distribution
Successor and successors, defined for certain purposes 11.62.010
Superior court, appellate jurisdiction of Const. Art. 4 § 4
Superior court, jurisdiction of Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Sureties additional security 11.28.190
examination of 11.28.190
limitation of action against 11.28.235
new or additional 11.28.190
persons disqualified 11.28.220
Surviving spouse (See also PROBATE, subtitle Inheritance taxes)
petition or waiver for general letters of administration or letters of administration with will annexed 11.28.131
Survivorship, See PROBATE, subtitle Descent and distribution
Taxes (See also PROBATE, subtitle Inheritance taxes)
duty to notify tax commission 82.32.240

PROBATE—Cont.
Taxes—Cont.
inheritance taxes, See PROBATE, subtitle Inheritance taxes
order of payment of claim for 11.76.110
priority of tax lien 82.32.240
Tenancies, See PROBATE, subtitle Descent and distribution
Testacy or intestacy and heirship adjudication, notice, contents, service or mailing 11.28.330
final decree of distribution, when 11.28.340
Time limitations, See PROBATE, subtitle Limitations
Trespass, actions by executors and administrators 11.48.010
Trust company attorney, probate fees disallowed to or to trust company 11.36.010
Trusts
devises or bequests to, validity 11.25.250
simultaneous death provisions in living trusts 11.05.050
testamentary trust, effective date of instrument creating for rule against perpetuity purposes 11.98.040
Unclaimed estate claim made after time limitation, procedure 11.76.245
claimants to 11.76.240
heirs as claimants 11.76.243
Undivided estate, See PROBATE, subtitle Partition
Value of estate, for appraisal and inheritance tax purposes 11.44.061
Venue Ch. 11.16
Wage claims order of payment of claims 11.76.110
payment 49.48.120
preferences on death of employer 49.56.020
Washington principal and income act application of chapter 11.104.900
apportionment of income 11.104.040
bond premium and discount 11.104.070
charges, defined 11.104.030
charges against income and principal 11.104.130
Corporate distribution 11.104.060
definitions 11.104.010
disposition of natural resources 11.104.090
duty of trustee as to receipts and expenditures 11.104.020
income apportionment of 11.104.040
charges against 11.104.130
defined 11.104.030
earned during administration of a decedent's estate 11.104.050
when right to arises 11.104.040
income beneficiary apportionment of income 11.104.040
defined 11.104.010
when right to income arises 11.104.040
inventory value, defined 11.104.010
other property subject to depletion 11.104.110
principal charges against 11.104.130
defined 11.104.030
remainder, defined 11.104.010
short title 11.104.910
timber 11.104.100
trade, business and farming operations 11.104.080
trustee defined 11.104.010
receipts and expenditures, duty of 11.104.020
underproductive property 11.104.120
when right to income arises 11.104.040
Waste, surviving partners committing, security required 11.04.016
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PROBATE—Cont.

Wills

absence of witness, proof of will 11.20.040
availability of witnesses, effect as evidence 11.20.020
annulment 11.24.040
application for probate 11.20.020
application of chapter 117, laws of 1974 extraordinary session 11.02.080
award in lieu of homestead, separate property of deceased disposed by will, award
not to be taken from 11.52.016
capacity to make codicils, will includes 11.02.005
community personal property, limitation on
either spouse's right to dispose by will 26.16.030
community property agreement 26.16.120
construction
intent of testator controls 11.12.230
"will" includes codicils 11.02.005
contest of admission or rejection
annulment of will 11.24.040
burden of proof 11.24.030
cost
assessment of 11.24.050
attorney's fees as part of 11.24.050
notice of citation to executor, administrator, and legateses to show why
petition should not be granted 11.24.020
petition for 11.24.010
rejection of probate 11.24.040

contribution
enforcement of 11.12.210
real property executed on for testator's debts, contribution by other legateses 11.12.200
conveyance of property bequeathed, agreement to convey does not revoke will 11.12.060
death of devisee or legatee before testator
absentee, procedure 11.12.130
lapse into residue, when 11.12.120
proof of survival, time limit 11.12.120
rights of issue 11.12.110
declaratory judgments 72.4.040
defined 11.02.005
delay by custodian on death of testator, penalty for failure 21.20.010
discovery of will, granting letters testamentary upon finding 11.28.150
divorce, subsequent divorce of testator revokes will as to the divorced spouse 11.12.050
cumbersome property
devisee takes subject to 11.12.070
do not effect a revocation 11.12.070
executors and administrators
delivery of will by executor, failure, penalty 11.20.010
reservation of during time lost or destroyed
will being proved 11.20.080
filing 11.20.050
foreign wills
admission, proof 11.20.090
laws applicable to 11.20.100
guardian appointed by 11.88.080
hearing, time for 11.20.020
homesteads, awarding to survivors, separate property of deceased disposed by will,
award not to be taken from 11.52.016
incompetency of witness, proof of will 11.20.040
intent of testator controls 11.12.230
interest 11.12.220
jurisdiction, property of nonresident decedent in more than one county 11.16.060

PROBATE—Cont.

Wills—Cont.
lapsed legacy or devise
absence of evidence 11.12.130
order of lapse 11.12.140
survival, proof of 11.12.120
legatee or devisee
whereabouts unknown, petition and notice, procedure 11.12.150
will, as, effect 11.12.160
letters of administration with will annexed, See PROBATE, subite Letters of administration with will annexed
letters testamentary, See PROBATE, subite Letters testamentary
lost or destroyed
discovery of will, granting letters testamentary upon finding 11.28.150
proof of, requisites for 11.20.070
replacement of recorded, filed or probated wills 5.48.060
restraint of executor or administrator of previous will 11.20.080
marriage, subsequent marriage of testator revokes will, rebuttal 11.12.050
mortgaged property
devisee takes subject to 11.12.070
does not effect a revocation 11.12.070
nonintervention, See PROBATE, subite Letters testamentary
nuncupative wills
proof 11.12.025
real estate cannot be devised by 11.12.025
requisites 11.12.025
order or decree 11.20.020
personal representatives (See also PROBATE, subite Personal representative)
restraint of during time lost or destroyed will being proved 11.20.080
real property
estate for life, reversion implied 11.12.180
estates acquired after will made 11.12.190
execution upon for payment of testator's debts, contribution required 11.12.200;
11.12.210
nuncupative will, cannot be devised by 11.12.025
what passes 11.12.170
recording 11.20.050
record as evidence 11.20.060
requisites 11.12.020
revocation
conveyance, agreement to convey bequeathed property does not revoke will 11.12.060
reduces revokes will as to divorced spouse 11.12.050
encumbrance, does not revoke will 11.12.070
how effected 11.12.040
partial 11.12.040
second will, does not revive first will 11.12.080
subsequent marriage of testator effects partial revocation of will, rebuttal 11.12.050
testimonial trusts 11.12.250
sales of estate proerty, when directed by testator 11.12.030
testimonial trusts
effective date of instrument creating for rule against perpetuities purposes 11.12.040
validity 11.12.250
testimony, record of 11.20.020
trusts, devises or bequests to, validity 11.12.250
PROCESS AND PAROLE—Cont.

Juvenile courts, special supervision programs, PROBATION AND PAROLE

Investigation to be conducted by department of institutions 9.95.200
Juvenile courts, special supervision programs, generally Ch. 13.06
Justices of the peace 9.95.200
Probation and parole 9.95.200
Permitted by court 9.95.200
Permission by court 9.95.200
Revocation of probation 9.95.230
Special adult supervision programs, See SPECIAL ADULT SUPERVISION PROGRAMS
Termination of probation and discharge of probationer 9.95.230

PROBATION COUNSELORS

Family court, duties concerning 26.12.070
Juvenile court
appointment of 13.07.040
definitions 13.07.010
qualifications of 13.07.040
state aid to counties
administered by department of social and health services 13.07.020
aid limited to six years 13.07.070
applications for aid 13.07.050
disbursement of funds 13.07.020, 13.07.030
payments of aid, withholding 13.07.060
purpose of aid 13.07.030
reports and accounting 13.07.060
Municipal courts, appointment of 35.20.230

PROCEEDINGS (See also TRIALS; SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEEDINGS)

Industrial insurance, See INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0

PROCEEDINGS, STAY OF (See STAY OF PROCEEDINGS)

PROCEEDINGS TO KEEP PEACE

Appeals
authorized 10.13.120
failure to prosecute appeal 10.13.140
procedure in superior court 10.13.130

Arrest of person complained of 10.13.030

Authority of justice 10.13.010

Complaints of threats to commit offense 10.13.020

Costs
frivolous complaint, paid by complainant 10.13.050
taxation and collection 10.13.110
Discharge of defendant, frivolous complaint 10.13.050
Examination of witnesses 10.13.040

Frivolous complaints 10.13.050

Offenses committed in presence of judge, custody to keep peace may be ordered without process 10.13.150

Security to keep peace authorized 10.13.060
failure to give, commitment 10.13.070
filed in superior court 10.13.080
forfeiture and remission 10.13.090

giving, discharge from jail 10.13.075
Surrender of principal by bail 10.13.100

PROCESS (See also SERVICE OF PROCESS; AID PAPERS; SUMMONS; SUBPOENAS; WARRANTS)

Abuse of process
contempt of court 7.20.010
instituting suit in another's name, penalty 9.62.020
Authentication by seal, how affixed 5.44.130
Combination of persons to resist process of court, penalty 9.69.010
Constables may serve 3.08.060
Contempt of court
abuse of process 7.20.010
disobedience or resistance to process of court, penalty Ch. 9.23
Courts, implied powers 2.28.150
Enforcement
power of courts to enforce 2.28.010
Fake or false process, serving, penalty 9.12.010
Forfeity of, penalty 9.44.020
Forms of
justice court 12.04.050
supreme court, for use in, promulgated by supreme court 2.04.180
Habeas corpus
amendments 7.36.240
defective, effect 7.36.240
issuance of 7.36.240
limitation on inquiry into 7.36.130
return 7.36.240
sealed 7.36.240
service 7.36.240
Sunday issuance and service 7.36.230
Joint debtors, against, after judgment, pleading component 4.68.050
Justice of the peace
failure to execute process, civil penalty 12.04.190
issuance in county 3.04.090
return of 12.04.070
failure to make or false, civil penalty 12.04.190
service of 12.04.050, 12.04.060
sheriff, duties 12.04.070
style of 12.04.050
subpoena, form of 12.04.201

Juvenile court, summons 13.04.070
Legislators privileged from, when Const. Art. 2 § 16
Lost or destroyed
replacement of probate records 5.48.060
substitution of copy authorized 5.48.010
Municipal courts 35.20.110
Out-of-state witnesses testifying in this state, examination from arrest and service of process 10.55.100
Personal property, taken under, penalty for taking from custody of public officer 9.31.070
Personal service of 4.28.080
Preventing or obstructing as riot 9.27.050
Preventing or resisting, penalty 9.11.020
Probate court, power to issue 11.02.030
Prohibition, power of superior court to issue writ of on Sunday 2.08.010
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Service of, See SERVICE OF PROCESS AND PAPERS
Sheriff, duty in regard to 36.28.010
State courts may have served on lands of United States Const. Art. 25 § 1
Style of Const. Art. 4 § 27
Subpoenas
arbitration proceedings 7.04.110
contempt, failure to attend 5.56.061
court commissioners power to issue 2.24.040
duces tecum, papers and books producible 5.56.030
fees, justices of the peace 3.16.070

PROCESS—Cont.

Subpoenas—Cont.
form of in justice of peace civil action 12.04.201
judicial council, of, 2.52.070
justices of the peace fees 3.16.070
form of 12.04.201
real estate brokers and salesmen licensing proceedings 18.85.360
referee's power to issue 4.68.060
supplemental proceedings 6.32.180
witnesses
failure to attend
contempt 5.56.061
liability and damages 5.56.061
issuance, by whom 5.56.020
service, how and by whom served 5.56.040
Summons
commencement of action by 4.28.010
complaint served with, when 4.28.060
contents 4.28.040
ejecution and quieting title actions, service by publication 7.28.100
fees, justices of the peace 3.16.070
form of 4.28.050
joint debtors, against, after judgment affidavit to accompany 4.68.030
contents 4.68.020
procedure 4.68.010
service of 4.68.020
judgment roll component, when 4.64.040
juvenile court 13.04.070
new parties 4.08.140
notice of, filing complaint required, when 4.28.060
requisites 4.28.030
service of 4.28.060
actions against state 4.92.020
commences action 4.28.010
domestic corporation without officer within state 4.28.090
how served 4.28.080
joint defendants 4.28.190
justice of the peace civil proceedings 12.04.020, 12.04.050
out of state parties 4.28.180
acts submitting to state jurisdiction 4.28.185
personal service 4.28.080
proof of service, how made 4.28.310
publication, by 4.28.110
contents 4.28.110
form of 4.28.110
right to appear, defend or reopen 4.28.200
unknown heirs 4.28.130, 4.28.140
when authorized 4.28.100
uniform enforcement of foreign judgments act 6.36.040
who may serve 4.28.070
Sunday, service on prohibited 9.76.030
Superior courts
authority of extends throughout state Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
execution, by sheriff 2.08.220
jurisdictional extent 2.08.210
territorial extent 2.08.210
territorial extent Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Supreme court 2.04.050
Urban renewal property, exemption from 35.28.100
Warrants, commitments
contempt before justice of the peace, for 3.28.070
justices of the peace, form 3.28.040
Warrants of arrest, issuance on indictment or information 10.31.010
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PROG. PLNG., Research functions, transferred to from planning and community agencies 43.41.900-43.41.980
Rules and regulations
Reports, documents, surveys, books, records, papers, files, etc., transferred from prior agencies to 43.41.910
Research functions, transferred to from planning and community agencies 43.41-050
Rights and duties, transferred to 43.41.950
Rules and regulations
Application of rules and regulations of prior agencies 43.41.910
State employees, mileage, moving and travel expenses 43.03.140
State employees, travel advances 43.03.210
State civil service law, exemptions, enumerated 41.06.075
State employees' retirement system, failure of employer to make contributions, duties of director 41.40.370
State officials, contact with or services for State purchasing advisory committee, membership 43.19.1902
State treasurer, new accounts outside of, approval of required, when, when prohibited 43.88.195
Tort claims against state
Authorization and payment of moneys from tort claims revolving fund, powers and duties concerning 4.92.160
Reimbursement of tort claims revolving fund, powers and duties concerning 4.92.170
Report to legislature 4.92.170
Rules and regulations 4.92.170
Truth in spending act legislative finding and intent 43.01.130
Operating expenditures report, preparation, distribution 43.01.140

PROHIBITION, WRIT OF
Affidavit, issued on 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Alternative writs
Contents 7.16.310, 7.16.320
Issued, when 7.16.320
Answer 7.16.320
Appeals 7.16.350
County board of adjustment 36.70.890
Application for by affidavit 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Costs
Execution for 7.16.320
Judgment for 7.16.320
Court of appeals, limitation on jurisdiction 26.09.020
Courts, jurisdiction to issue 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Damage
Execution for 7.16.320
Judgment for 7.16.320
Default writs prohibited 7.16.320
Definitions
Judgment 7.16.020
Mandamus provisions applicable 7.16.320
Motion 7.16.020
Order 7.16.020
Prohibition, defined 7.16.290
Determination of damages 7.16.320
Determination of issues of fact 7.16.320
Enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Examinations for damages and costs 7.16.320
Fines, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Form
Alternative writs 7.16.310, 7.16.320
Peremptory writs 7.16.310, 7.16.320
Grounds 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Hearings 7.16.320
Required 7.16.320
Time of 7.16.330
Holidays, issuance on 2.08.010

PROHIBITION, WRIT OF—Cont.
Issuance on nonjudicial days Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Judgments
Damas and costs, for 7.16.320
Peremptory 7.16.320
Justice courts, jurisdiction to issue prohibited 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Legal holidays, hearings applications and issuance 2.08.010, 2.28.100
Mandamus provisions applicable 7.16.320
Motions, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Nonjudicial days, writs may be served on 7.16.320
Notice of application 7.16.320
Orders, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Parties, designation of 7.16.010
Penalties, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Peremptory writs
Contents 7.16.310, 7.16.320
Issued, when 7.16.320
Judgments of 7.16.320
Police courts, jurisdiction to issue prohibited 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Returnable, when 7.16.330
Rules of practice 7.16.340
Service of writ 7.16.320
Show cause 7.16.320
Superior courts' power to issue Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Superior courts' power to issue 2.08.010
Supreme court jurisdiction as to 2.04.010
Verdict, certification of 7.16.320

PROHIBITION, WRIT OF—Cont.
Issuance on nonjudicial days Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Judgments
Damas and costs, for 7.16.320
Peremptory 7.16.320
Justice courts, jurisdiction to issue prohibited 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Legal holidays, hearings applications and issuance 2.08.010, 2.28.100
Mandamus provisions applicable 7.16.320
Motions, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Nonjudicial days, writs may be served on 7.16.320
Notice of application 7.16.320
Orders, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Parties, designation of 7.16.010
Penalties, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Peremptory writs
Contents 7.16.310, 7.16.320
Issued, when 7.16.320
Judgments of 7.16.320
Police courts, jurisdiction to issue prohibited 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Returnable, when 7.16.330
Rules of practice 7.16.340
Service of writ 7.16.320
Show cause 7.16.320
Superior courts' power to issue Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Superior courts' power to issue 2.08.010
Supreme court jurisdiction as to 2.04.010
Verdict, certification of 7.16.320

PROHIBITION, WRIT OF—Cont.
Issuance on nonjudicial days Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Judgments
Damas and costs, for 7.16.320
Peremptory 7.16.320
Justice courts, jurisdiction to issue prohibited 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Legal holidays, hearings applications and issuance 2.08.010, 2.28.100
Mandamus provisions applicable 7.16.320
Motions, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Nonjudicial days, writs may be served on 7.16.320
Notice of application 7.16.320
Orders, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Parties, designation of 7.16.010
Penalties, enforcement of writ 7.16.320
Peremptory writs
Contents 7.16.310, 7.16.320
Issued, when 7.16.320
Judgments of 7.16.320
Police courts, jurisdiction to issue prohibited 7.16.300, 7.16.320
Returnable, when 7.16.330
Rules of practice 7.16.340
Service of writ 7.16.320
Show cause 7.16.320
Superior courts' power to issue Const. Art. 4 § 6 (Amend. 28)
Superior courts' power to issue 2.08.010
Supreme court jurisdiction as to 2.04.010
Verdict, certification of 7.16.320

PROPERTY
Dissolution of marriage—Cont.
Legal separation, declaration of invalidity, modification of property disposition, grounds 26.09.010
Husband and wife, provision for disposition of property in dissolution of marriage, legal separation, or declaration of marriage 26.09.050
Industrial insurance
Employers, acquisition by state at execution 51.16.180
Sales, delinquency 51.16.180
Legal separation, disposition of property, factors 26.09.080
Lost and found, See LOST AND FOUND PROPERTY
Mourning destruction of property during state of emergency, penalty 43.06.230
Noxious weed control, duty of property owners to comply 17.10.140
Personal See PERSONAL PROPERTY
Personal property, property taxes, priority 84-60.010
Priority of tax liens 84.60.010
Property taxes, priority 84.60.010
Real See REAL PROPERTY
Real property
Abandoned vehicles on, impounding 46.52.119
Discrimination freedom from, rights enumerated 49.60.030
Unfair practices, block busting 49.60.223
Property taxes, priority 84.60.010
Survey recording (See also SURVEY RECORDING) generally Ch. 58.09
Rental, See LANDLORD AND TENANT
State of emergency, malicious destruction of property during, penalty 43.06.230
Survey recording (See also SURVEY RECORDING) generally Ch. 58.09
Transfer of property or contract for use for park and recreational purposes 39.33.060
Unclaimed, See LOST AND FOUND PROPERTY

PROPERTY TAX COMMITTEE
Created, membership, powers and duties 84-10.010

PROPERTY TAXES (See TAXATION, subtitle Property taxes)

PROPHYLACTIC VENDORS
Definitions 18.81.010
Inefficacious prophylactics
Sale of prohibited 18.81.060
Use and destruction 18.81.065
License
Expiration 18.81.040
Fees 18.81.040
Physicians and surgeons excepted 18.81.025
Refusal, revocation or suspension 18.81.050
Renewal 18.81.040
Required 18.81.020
Retail dealers, eligibility 18.81.035
Penalties for violations 18.81.070
Pharmacy board to enforce chapter 18.81.080

PROPORTIONAL REGISTRATION (See MOTOR VEHICLES, subtitle Reciprocal or proportional registration)

PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS
Advisory committee, to aid director of motor vehicles in regulation of 18.82.070
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PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS—Cont.

Agents for sale of courses

hearing on revocation of permit 18.82.060
permits, required 18.82.060
regular 18.82.060
Cancellation of enrollment

by student 18.82.060
refund of tuition 18.82.040
return of materials of course by student 18-82.040

Conduct of school 18.82.050

Contracts for tuition, negotiability limitations

on 18.82.090

Definitions

Negotiable instruments, tuition

Effective date

Employment services offered by, See EMPLOYEE AGENCIES

A class counties, private law practice prohibited

PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS—Cont.

Collection agencies

injunction to prevent violations of chapter, action of attorney general for 19.16.460
powers and duties concerning 19.16.470
Commercial feed law, prosecutions under brought by 15.53.904
Commercial fertilizer act, 1967, duty related to 15.54.470
Compensation Const. Art. 11 § 5

Condemnation proceedings, rights of way for counties, roads and bridges 36.85.010

Contempt of court, prosecuted by 7.20.060

Controlled substances, See CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, UNIFORM ACT

Coroner, acting as 36.16.030

Corruption in office, removable by legislature Const. Art. 4 § 9

Cost bills in felony cases, prosecuting attorney to examine 10.46.220

Counties, first class, private law practice 36-27.060

Counties, fourth class counties and above, private law practice prohibited, when 36-27.060

County canvassing board member 29.62.020

County commissioners, special attorneys, employment 36.32.200

County jails, examination of 36.63.110

County property, inventory by county commissioners, prosecution for noncompliance 36.32.225

County roads and bridges, dikes and diking districts, condemnation proceedings, duties 36.81.110

Crimes relating to schools and school districts, enforcement by Ch. 28A.87

Dairies and dairy products, prosecuting attorney to prosecute crimes relating to 15.32-.750

Death certificates 70.58.170, 70.58.180

Defined 36.27.005

Deputies appointment 36.27.040

authority 36.27.040

Diking and drainage improvement districts, duties 85.08.670

Disability of, procedure

Duty to attend and advise 10.27.070

Election to bring charges 47.08.100

Election to provide for Const. Art. 11 § 5

(Amend. 12)

Egg and egg product enforcement duty 69.24-400

Elections ballot titles prepared by 29.27.060

canvassing board member for bond issue elections 39.40.030

county canvassing board member 29.62.020

legislature to provide for Const. Art. 11 § 5

(Amend. 12)

Elector's affidavit, enumeration as 36.16.030

Elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters, injunction for operation without permit brought by 70.87.140

Eligibility for office

Employment services offered by, See EMPLOYEE AGENCIES

satisfaction of, procedure 19.31.210

Elections ballot titles prepared by 29.27.060

canvassing board member for bond issue elections 39.40.030

county canvassing board member 29.62.020

legislature to provide for Const. Art. 11 § 5

(Amend. 12)

Elector's affidavit, enumeration as 36.16.030

Elevators, escalators and dumbwaiters, injunction for operation without permit brought by 70.87.140

Eligibility for office 36.27.010

Employment services offered by, See EMPLOYEE AGENCIES

enforcement by 47.08.100

Employment services offered by, See EMPLOYEE AGENCIES

Enforcement duties of attorney general

in justice of the peace court 8.08.010

Emoluments, special, prohibitions 36.32.140

Employees, partners, agents, office sharers, registration of 26.24.030

Employment agency regulations, enforcement by 19.31.210
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PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS—Cont.

Nuisances, injunctions against places of prostitution, assignation or lewdness, duties concerning 7.48.060, 7.48.070
Offices, location 36.27.070
Official bond
amount 36.16.050
filing 36.16.060
Penalties, statutory, limitation of actions by 4.16.115
Pesticide application violations, duties 17.21-.320
Plating, subdivision and dedication of land, enforcement of 58.17.190
Poisons
custodial or corrosive poisons act, prosecution of violations 69.36.050
enforcement of law relating to 69.40.025
Preliminary examination and commitment duties 10.16.110
forfeiture of bail, action required by prosecuting attorney 10.16.190
informations, statement of prosecuting attorney if information not filed 10.16.110
Private law practice, prohibitions 2.48.200, 36.27.060
Public assistance, general assistance violations, prosecutions by 74.04.250
Quo warranto proceedings
annulment or vacation of patent, certificate or deed 7.56.150
escheats and forfeitures, recovery of 7.56-.120
information may be filed by, when 7.56.020
information requisites on ground of usurpation of office 7.56.040
judgments against corporations 7.56.110
Recall petition, fraudulent record of signatures sent to prosecuting attorney 29.82-120
Reciprocal enforcement of support act
enforcement of support orders, duties 26.21-.120
information furnished court by 26.21.112
prosecution of cause, duty 26.21.110
represent petitioner, duty 26.21.092
tracing respondent, duty 26.21.112
Removal for incompetency, corruption, etc.
Const. Art. 4 § 9
Rendition of accused persons act
investigation report 10.91.030
to investigate validity of affidavits and documents and ascertain identity and authority of designated agent 10.91.010
Report of abuse of mentally retarded, duties 26.21.64
Report of child abuse, duties Ch. 26.44
Restrictions on practice of law by 2.48.200
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
Salary schedule 36.17.020
Second class counties, private law practice prohibited, when 36.27.060
Securities act violations, referred to 21.20.410
Seed law—1969 act, enforcement, duty 15.49-.450
Sexual psychopaths, petition 71.06.020
Statements concerning convicted person to be furnished to board of prison terms and parolees 9.95.031
Subdivision plat filed without approval, duty of 58.16.090
Term Const. Art. 11 § 5
Third class counties, private law practice prohibited, when 36.27.060
Vehicle unfair practices act, enforcement 46-.70.220
Vital statistics, duty to enforce laws of 70.58-.050
Wage collection for aggrieved employee 49-.48.050

PROSECUTING ATTORNEYS—Cont.

Water rights, legal aid to supervisor of water resources 90.03.100
Writetaps 9.73.040-9.73.080

PROSECUTIONS—Cont.

Narcotics violations, double prosecution prohibited 69.33.420
Rules of court concerning, Rules Index Vol. 0
State of emergency
prosecution of persons sixteen years and over as adults who violate provisions of 43.06.260
violators of 43.06.260
State official delinquencies, prosecutions directed by state auditor 43.09.050
Unavoidable casualty or misfortune preventing, vacation or modification of superior court judgment or order 4.72.010
petition, by 4.72.030

PROSECUTOR TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION, BOARD ON (See TRAINING STANDARDS AND EDUCATION BOARDS)

PROSPECTING (See MINES AND MINING)

PROSPECTUS

Corporate, falsity in, penalty 9.24.050
Insurance advertising, organization of insurers, filing with commissioner 48.06.040
Mutual savings bank, falsity in 32.04.120

PROSTITUTION

Activities of prostitutes, publication of details 9.68.020
Admission of minor to place of, penalty 26.28.080
Cities and towns
first class cities, punishment of 35.22.280
second class cities, control of 35.23.440
third class cities, control of 35.24.290
towns, control and punishment of 35.27.370
Employment by houses of prostitution prohibited 26.28.070
First class cities, providing for punishment of 35.22.280
Minors
admission to prohibited, penalty 26.28.080
employment by houses of prostitution prohibited, penalty 26.28.070
Parent, spouse, or guardian permitting 9.79-.060
Pimping, penalty 9.79.060
Places of as nuisances
abatement 7.48.050, 7.48.240
declared to be 7.48.050
injunctions against 7.48.050-7.48.110
persons guilty of nuisance 7.48.240
Placing person in house of prostitution, penalty 9.79.050, 9.79.060
Practicing or soliciting, defined as vagrancy, penalty 9.87.010
Procuring or soliciting, penalty 9.79.060
Publication of details of actions of prostitutes, advertising for, penalty 9.68.020

PROTECTION

Life, liberty and property, entitled to Const. Art. 1 § 3
Persons engaged in dangerous employment Const. Art. 2 § 35
Public arms, provisions for safekeeping Const. Art. 10 § 4

PROTEST (See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS, subtitle Protest)

PROTHONOTARY

Attestation of court records for admission in evidence 5.44.010
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PROVOCATION
Assault, penalty 9.11.050
Breach of peace, penalty 9.11.050
Defense, dog bite cases 16.08.060
Provoking challenge for duel, penalty 9.30.030

PROXY (See also CORPORATIONS, subtitle Proxy voting)
Ballot of stockholders entitled to vote by 30.12.010
Bond issues of first class cities, issuance by proxy Ch. 35.36
Credit unions, proxy voting not allowed 31.12.160
Insurance holders of, examination of 48.03.020
members, domestic mutuals 48.09.150
Savings and loan association, voting by permitted 33.20.010
Trust company stockholders, right to vote by 30.12.010

PRUDENT MAN RULE
Investment of trust funds, by fiduciaries 30.24.020, 30.24.080

PRUNES
Standards for grades and classifications 15.17.110

PSYCHIATRIST (See also PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS)
Family court, aid to 26.12.170

PSYCHOLOGISTS—Cont.
Reexamination, fee 18.83.072
State board of psychological examiners' account created 18.83.051
fees deposited in 18.83.051
Unethical practice, defined 18.83.120

PSYCHOPATHS
Delinquents, See PSYCHOPATHS, subtitle Psychopathic delinquents
Psychopathic delinquents defined 71.06.010
deportation of aliens
authority 72.25.010
payment of expenses 72.25.030
hearing on petition generally 71.06.210
probate matters, as 71.06.220
hospitalization costs, by whom paid 71.06.260
jury trial 71.06.230
observation at state hospital, limitations 71.06.200
parole and discharge 71.06.240
petition court order for filing 71.06.160
who may file 71.06.150
preliminary hearing detention pending 71.06.180
generally 71.06.170
scope of inquiry 71.06.190
reciprocal exchange 72.25.020
state hospital for care of 71.06.250
Psychopathic personality, defined 71.06.010
Sex offense, defined 71.06.010
Sexual psychopaths—commitment
authority for 71.06.060
termination of 71.06.070
credit for time served in hospital 71.06.120
defined 71.06.010
deportation of aliens
authority 72.25.010
payment of expenses 72.25.030
detention in hospital for observation commitment or other disposition 71.06.060
general limitations 71.06.040
report of findings 71.06.050
discharge pursuant to conditional release 71.06.130
hospitalization costs, by whom paid 71.06.260
hospitalization for care of detention 71.06.140
examination, reports 71.06.140
transfer to corrections institution, when 71.06.140
jury trials, request for 71.06.070
petition in criminal proceeding acquittal on criminal charge, effect 71.06.030
filing by prosecuting attorney 71.06.020
preliminary hearing 71.06.040
post commitment procedures, release, further disposition 71.06.091
procedure 71.06.030
rights of defendant 71.06.080
reciprocal exchange 72.25.020
release 71.06.091
return of residents authority 72.25.010
payment of expenses 72.25.030
petition of commitment further disposition 71.06.091
hospital record to court 71.06.100
hospital record to parole board, when 71.06.100

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
Accounting
guardian for aid to families with dependent children grant 74.12.250
overpayments and debts due the state charge off as uncollectible 74.04.205
proceedings for collection, limitation 74.04.306
transfer to suspense account 74.04.305

Accounts 74.12.010
audit by state auditor 74.04.270

uniform accounting system 74.04.270

Advisory committees (See also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle State advisory committee; PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle County advisory committees)
child welfare and day care advisory committee
powers and duties 74.13.031

Age
aid to families with dependent children requirements 74.12.030
aid to the blind requirements 74.16.030
disability assistance, age requirements 74.10.020
false statement, penalty 74.08.100
old age assistance recipients 74.08.030
proof of 74.08.100

Agencies for children, expectant mothers, adult retarded, care and placement access, right of, for inspection of agencies 74.15.080
agency, defined 74.15.020
attorney general, injunction 74.15.140
child welfare and day care advisory committee, duties 74.15.030
constitution of existing licensing rules 74.15.160

Corporations, copies of articles of incorporation or changes thereto, filing with department 74.15.070
declaration of purpose 74.15.010
definitions 74.15.020
fire protection, powers and duties of state fire marshal 74.15.050
health protection, powers and duties of secretary of social and health services 74.15.060
injunction to enforce compliance, attorney general 74.15.140
licensing, applications 74.15.100
denial, revocation, suspension, procedure 74.15.130
foster family homes, issuance of license 74.15.040
generally 74.15.100
minimum requirements 74.15.030
provisional licenses 74.15.120
renewal 74.15.110
required 74.15.090
penalty for violations 74.15.150
powers and duties of director of department 74.15.030
religious organizations, application of chapter 74.15.170

Aging, state council on, See WASHINGTON STATE COUNCIL ON AGING

Aid to dependent children (See also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Support of dependent children)
applications for grants 74.08.050
child welfare services 74.13.031
dependent child, defined 74.12.010
defined 74.12.010
eligibility requirements 74.08.025, 74.12.030
guardian for grant, appointment of, accounting 74.12.250
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

Aid to dependent children—Cont.

Aid to families with dependent children

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

Aid to the blind

Assistance, defined

Applications for grants

Cash, maximum amount as permissible re-

source

Central operating fund 74.08.278

al allowance of all or portion of child's income
dependent child, defined

home conditions
evaluation of employability, when medical condition is alleged as basis for need, medical reports, etc. 74.09.075
evaluation of suitability of home in which dependent child lives 74.12.290
guardian for grant, appointment of, ac-

ounting 74.12.250

home conditions
aid not denied where absence of relatives or placement home 74.12.330

evaluation by department 74.12.290

placement of child with other relatives 74.12.310, 74.12.320

unsuitability of or continuation of grant until condition remedied 74.12.

300

payments to individual other than family where dependent unable to manage ade-

quately 74.12.250

protective payments 74.12.260, 74.12.270

work incentive program 74.23.005

Aid to persons attending high school, voca-

tional or technical training eligibility re-

quirements 74.08.047

Aid to the blind

eligibility

requirements 74.08.025, 74.16.030 standards 74.08.043

evaluation of employability 74.09.075

examination of applicant's eyes 74.16.040

home industries revolving fund 74.16.190

income allowable to personnel 74.04.005

preference to employment of blind persons in programs 74.04.017


tention of blindness program 74.16.170

resource allowable to 74.04.005

self-care, services to help attain 74.16.300

standards of assistance 74.08.040

state plan, authority of department to pro-

mulate rules and regulations to qualify for federal funds 74.04.057

vending stands in public buildings, prefer-

ence rights to operate 74.16.310

vocational training 74.16.181

eligibility for 74.16.183

Appeals 74.08.080

Applicant, defined 74.04.005

Applications for grants

approval or denial 74.08.060 forms 74.08.050

notice to applicant 74.08.060

perjury for falsification 74.08.055

verifications 74.08.055

where made 74.08.050

Assistance, defined 74.04.005

Assistance organization, annual reports, pen-

alty 74.04.330

Automobile, permissible resource 74.04.005

Blind, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtile

Aid to the blind

Bringing poor person into state as public charge, penalty 9.91.040

Budgetary basis, defined 74.04.005

Cash, maximum amount as permissible re-

source 74.04.005

Central operating fund 74.08.278

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

Child abuse, report of, records of child abuse, confidential and privileged, availability 26-

44.070

Child welfare agencies, See PUBLIC ASSIST-

ANCE, subtile Agencies, children, expectan-

t mothers, adult retarded, care and placement; WELFARE AGENCIES; MATERNITY HOMES

Child welfare services

accpetance of custody of children by de-

partment 74.13.031

child, defined 74.13.020

coordination with aid to families with de-

pendent children programs 74.12.280
day care 74.12.340

defined 74.13.020
department to provide, scope 74.13.031

juvenile court, duty of 74.13.031

program, purpose and scope 74.13.010

Children (See also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE,

subtile Aid to dependent children) juveniles committed to care of department of public assistance 13.04.095

Community work and training agreements with counties, cities, or municip-

al corporations 74.14.410

approval of programs by department 74.04-

430

assistance, wages in lieu of 74.04.410

denial of assistance because of refusing to work 74.04.420

misconduct, assistance may be denied be-

cause of 74.04.420

program, defined 74.04.390

refusing to work, assistance may be denied because of 74.04.420

rules and regulations 74.04.400

termination of agreements with state, federal government, or any agency thereof, counties, cities or municipal corpora-

tions 74.04.470

transportation, equipment, clothing, and tools furnished by governmental entity ordering work 74.04.440

unemployed employables assignment to work projects 74.04.410

employment at prevailing wage rate 74.04-

410

work not deemed employment under Title 50 74.04.460

work to serve public purpose, not to dis-

place regular workers 74.04.450

workmen's compensation, coverage by 74-

.430

Construction of words 74.04.005

Contempt, child support orders 74.20.200

Contributions, authority to accept 74.04.310

Conviction of crime, no payment during

quarters 74.04.200

Conviction of crime, no payment during imprisonment 74.08.290

Counts, See COUNTIES, subtile Assistance and relief

County officers, quarterly budget 74.04.120

County offices

administrator appointment 74.04.070

bond 74.04.080

employees 74.04.080

oaths, administering power 74.04.290

subpoena power 74.04.290

allocation of state and federal funds

basis 74.04.120, 74.04.210

case loads, basis for 74.04.120

general assistance funds, transfer to other case load categories 74.04.120

quarterly budget 74.04.120

standards of assistance, compliance with 74.04.005

defined 74.04.005

establishment 74.04.070

joint county administration 74.04.180

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

County offices—Cont.

standards of assistance, compliance with 74.04.200

Definitions 74.04.005

Department, See SOCIAL AND HEALTH

SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF, subtile Division of public assistance

Department child support, See PUBLIC AS-

SISTANCE, subtile Support of dependent children

Desertion, See DESERTION AND NON-

SUPPORT

Direct relief, defined 74.04.005

Disability assistance eligibility requirements 74.08.025, 74.10.020 exempted income 74.10.090 legal dependents of recipient part of need in determining amount of assistance 74.10.-

.030

purpose of chapter 74.10.100

restoration of recipient to health and inde-

pendence, services 74.10.070

state plan, authority of department to pro-

mulgate rules and regulations to qualify for federal funds 74.04.057

Earnings, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtile Income; PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, sub-

title Resources

Eligibility 74.08.025

aid to the blind, standards 74.08.043 food stamp program 74.04.505

general eligibility requirements 74.08.025

medical assistance 74.09.510

old age assistance additional requirements 74.08.030

standards 74.08.043

receipt of food stamps, not to effect 74.04-

.525

standards, generally 74.08.053

Employability, evaluation of when medical condition as basis for aid, medical reports 74.09.075

Employees, leaves of absence for educational purposes 74.04.480

Error in payments, recovery of payment im-

properly received, when 74.04.300

Evulation of employability, medical condi-

tion as basis for need, medical reports 74.09.075

Exemption of assistance from process 74.04-

.280, 74.08.210

Fair hearings 74.08.070

Federal aid assistance

allocations to counties 74.04.120

categories included in 74.04.005

defined 74.04.005

old age assistance moneys kept separate in general fund 74.08.375

Federal grants or funds acceptance and assent to federal require-

ments for 74.04.050 application for 74.04.050

construction in favor of qualification for 74.04.055

cooperation with federal laws to qualify for 74.04.050

director to administer 74.04.015

goods, commodities, and services, director to administer 74.04.015

programs covered by 74.04.050

rules and regulations of department to comply with requirements for 74.04.050

Federal law

acceptance of 74.08.380 to control if conflict 74.08.260

Federal social security disability program, state agencies authorized to enter into agreements 43.17.120

appointment of personnel 43.17.120
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

Federal surplus food

county assistance to needy persons, expenditures for as eligibility for 74.04.340
expenditures for 74.04.360
not construed as public assistance 74.04.350
receipt and distribution 74.04.380
receipt and using by uncuffed persons, penalty 74.04.385
selling, transferring, or disposing of by recipient prohibited, penalty 74.04.385
Food stamp program
authority to establish 74.04.500
disclosure of information, required 74.04.520
discrimination in determining eligibility prohibited 74.04.515
eligibility 74.04.505
receipt not to affect eligibility for other public assistance or care 74.04.525
relying on purchasing food stamps or food purchased with food stamps, penalty 89.120
rules and regulations, authority to establish 74.04.510

Fraud in obtaining aid and abetting 74.08.331
failure to reveal resources and income 74.04.300
false impersonation 74.08.331
false statements or representations 74.08.331
general assistance 74.04.250
farcery 74.08.331
penalty 74.04.300
real property disposal 74.08.331
recovery of payments, penalty 74.04.300
transfer of property to qualify 74.08.335, 74.08.338

Funerals
assets of parents or spouse of deceased as grounds for refusal to provide public assistance 74.08.120
assistance, when, lien for, termination 74.08.120
defined 74.08.120
liability of spouse or parents of minor child 74.08.120
minimum amount 74.08.120
minimum services 74.08.120

General assistance
applications for grants 74.08.050
defined 74.04.005
denial because of refusal to work 74.04.20
immediate assistance 74.04.250
resources not exempt per se 74.04.005
standards of assistance 74.08.040
sworn statement of need, penalty for violation 74.04.250
unemployable persons, defined 74.04.005
unemployed employable persons, defined 74.04.005
work relief wages in lieu of 74.04.410

General fund, old age assistance grants charged against 74.08.270
kept separate 74.08.375
Grant in aid, defined 74.04.005
Guardian for aid to families with dependent children granted 74.08.040
Guardians for persons incapable of self-care 74.08.280
Handicapped children, commitment, copy of commitment order transmitted to 26.40 .060

Hearings
appeal, procedure 74.08.070
examiners, oaths, administering power 74.04.290
judicial review 74.08.080
notice of hearing 74.08.070
procedure 74.08.070

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

Home
abandonment, effect 74.04.005
absence from, effect 74.04.005
ceiling value fixed by rule and regulation to qualify as permissible resource 74.04.005
defined 74.04.005
permissible resource 74.04.005

Home-maker home services
definitions 74.08.540
eligible persons 74.08.540
employment of public assistance recipients 74.08.540
legislative finding 74.08.530
program, department of social and health services to develop 74.08.550
public assistance recipients employment of 74.08.560

Hospitals, advisory committee on vendor rates
members, appointment, qualifications, term 74.32.120
meetings, expenses and per diem 74.32.120
powers and duties 74.32.130
vendor rates, defined 74.32.110

Household furnishings and personal clothing,
identicards, fee for recipients of 74.08.070
income
Indians
employment of public assistance recipients 74.08.080

Industrial insurance compensation, recipient receiving application 74.04.580
duty of director of department of labor and industries on receipt of lien and notice to withhold and deliver 74.04.500
hearing 74.04.570
lien 74.04.540
effective date 74.04.550
notices to withhold and deliver 74.04.540
notice to withhold and deliver, effective date 74.04.550
subrogation rights of department lien 74.04.530
notice to withhold and deliver 74.04.530
Institutional care, defined 74.04.005
Judicial review 74.08.080
Juvenile court
commitment of child to custody of department 13.04.095, 13.04.100
commitment of children to care of 13.04.095
reports of department to court as to financial condition of parents or guardian 13.04.100
support for children, duty of department to provide 13.04.100
Leaves of absence for employees for educational purposes 74.04.403
Legal aid, See LEGAL AID
Liens, payments improperly received, state has lien preference, when 74.04.300
Life insurance, permissible resource 74.04.005

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE—Cont.

Medical assistance
applicants, qualifications of 74.09.510
powers and duties of department of public assistance 74.09.520
private nursing care, covered 74.09.520
qualifications for 74.09.510
Medical assistance to the aged, See PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Medical Assistance
Medical care, See also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Medical Assistance
advisory committee on vendor rates
members, meetings, expenses and per diem 74.32.120
powers and duties 74.32.130
vendor rates, defined 74.32.110

Medical indigents
definitions 74.09.010
disability, medical evaluation 74.09.075
division, abolished, powers, duties and functions transferred to department of social and health services 43.02A.200
drugs and medical supplies, purchase of 74.09.120
employability, evaluation 74.09.075
hospital care, purchase of, rates 74.09.120
liens
enforcement of rights of recipient, authority to assert liens upon 74.09.180
filing with county auditor 74.09.184
form of lien, asserted through subrogation to recipients' rights 74.09.182
settlement between recipient and tortfeasor, effect on lien 74.09.186
time for taking effect 74.09.184

Medical indigents
definitions 74.09.010, 74.04.005
eligibility 74.09.070
medical screeners
appointment 74.09.050
supervision over 74.09.050
minimum standards and rules and regulations 74.09.130
nursing home services
purchase of, rates 74.09.120
to be provided 74.09.430
personnel
employment of 74.09.110
merit system coverage 74.09.150
physicians' services, purchase of, fees 74.09.120
purchase of medical services, care, supplies 74.09.120
purpose 74.09.020
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Unemployable persons, defined (RCW Index--p 708)

Vendor rates, advisory committee on charges, investigation 74.32.160
investigation powers 74.32.140
scope of 74.32.150
rate structure, factors to be considered 74-32.180
wages, recommendations 74.32.170
Vested interest in claims not conferred 74.08-340
Veterans, county, aid to indigent veterans and families Ch. 73.08
Vocational rehabilitation Ch. 28A.10
referrals under social security act, reimbursement for 74.04.640
Vocational rehabilitation and services to the handicapped, see VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Work incentive program aid to dependent children 74.23.005
assistance payments 74.23.070
training incentives 74.23.060
computation of assistance payable to recipients 74.23.070
department of public assistance authority 74.23.120
participation in and administration of 74.23.020
referral of applicable individuals to employment security 74.23.040
employment security department authority under act 74.23.120
referral from department of public assistance 74.23.040
employment security, participation in 74.23.020
employment security, placement of persons in employment 74.23.050
good cause for refusal of employment, defined 74.23.080
good cause for refusal to participate, defined 74.23.090
purpose 74.23.005
purposes 74.23.100
referral of appropriate individuals to employment security department 74.23.040
refusal of employment, good cause, defined 74.23.080
refusal to accept employment effect 74.23.110
procedure, effect 74.23.100
refusal to participate in employment, hearing and procedure 74.23.100
refusal to participate in training or program effect 74.23.110
hearing, procedure 74.23.100
refusal to participate in training or special work project

good cause, defined 74.23.090
procedure, effect 74.23.100
requirements of programs and projects 74.23.120
rules and regulations 74.23.120
social security act, compliance with 74.23-005
special work projects, limitations on 74.23-030
training incentives authorized 74.23.060
training programs, limitations 74.23.030
Work relief (See also PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, subtitle Community work and training) agreements with counties, cities and political subdivisions 74.04.410
approval of programs 74.04.430
defined 74.04.05

denial of general assistance because of refusing to work 74.04.420
expenditures to be for wages only 74.04.005

Work relief——Cont. Work relief, general assistance, wages in lieu of 74.04.010
misconduct, general assistance may be denied because of 74.04.420
refusing to work, general assistance may be denied because of 74.04.420
rules and regulations 74.04.400
transportation, equipment and clothing furnished by governmental entity ordering work 74.04.440
unemployed employables, assignment of 74.04.410

PUBLIC AUCTIONS (See AUCTIONS AND AUCTIONEERS)

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Bond threats, penalty 9.61.160
Counties
comprehensive plans, elements of 36.70.350
county commissioners, powers in regard to 36.32.120
Criminal trespass 9.83.080
Discrimination to deny public accommodations because of race, color, or creed, penalty 9.91.010
Doors swinging outwards 70.54.070
Earthquake resistance standards, generally Ch. 70.86
Malicious mischief or injury to, penalty 9.61.010
Service maintenance, minimum wages 39.12.020
Safety glazing materials Ch. 70.89
Surety insurance, violations 48.30.270

PUBLIC CAMPS (See also PARKS AND RECREATION)

Establishment and operation, generally 67.20.015

PUBLIC CARRIERS (See COMMON CARRIERS)

PUBLIC CONTRACTS (See CONTRACTS)

PUBLIC CONVEYANCES (See COMMON CARRIERS)

PUBLIC CORPORATIONS (See also MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS)

Actions against 4.08.120
Actions by in corporate name 4.08.110
Attachments, against, satisfaction of judgments 6.04.150
Cities and towns, See CITIES AND TOWNS
Confession of judgment by, who may confess for 4.60.020
Counties, See COUNTIES
Environmental policy, rules, regulations, adoption required 43.21C.120
Execution of judgments a lien 6.04.140
attachment, when 6.04.150
Federal grants and programs
transfer from local government 35.21.725
authority to receive and expend funds 35.21.735

PUBLIC CORPORATIONS—Cont. corporate powers, governmental control 35.21.745
declaration of public purpose 35.21.735
insolvency or dissolution 35.21.750
limitation on liability 35.21.730
tax exemption and immunity 35.21.755
territorial jurisdiction 35.21.740

PUBLIC CORPORATION—Cont. general assistance, wages in lieu of 74.04.010
misconduct, general assistance may be denied because of 74.04.420
refusing to work, general assistance may be denied because of 74.04.420
rules and regulations 74.04.400
transportation, equipment and clothing furnished by governmental entity ordering work 74.04.440
unemployed employables, assignment of 74.04.410
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PUBLIC CORPORATIONS—Cont.

Municipal corporations, See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
Person defined to include 1.16.080
School districts, See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

PUBLIC DEFENDER

Accused and indigent persons, representation of 36.26.070
Appeals 36.26.080
Appointment of other counsel at the option of the court 36.26.090
Assistant 36.26.060
Construction 36.26.900
County commissioners, powers and duties 36.26.060
Courts, appointment of other than public defender 36.26.090
Definitions 36.26.010
Duties 36.26.080
Election of county commissioners to establish 36.26.030
Expenditures by 36.26.050
Financing 36.26.050
Intercounty agreements 36.26.020
Powers and duties 36.26.050
Qualifications 36.26.040
Salary 36.26.060
Selection committee members 36.26.030
selection of public defender 36.26.030
Term 36.26.040

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE (See PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records)

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION (See PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records)

PUBLIC DISORDERS (See STATE OF EMERGENCY)

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES (See PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES)

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM (See RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS, subtitle Public employees retirement system)

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT—Cont.

Payroll deductions
accident and health insurance 41.04.020, 41.04.030
charity contributions 41.04.035, 41.04.036
health care services 41.04.020, 41.04.030
life insurance 41.04.020, 41.04.030
Pension plans for public employment 41.04-250
Retirement and pensions, See RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS
Retroactive date in collective bargaining agreements allowable, when 41.56.950
State. age restriction on employment 41.40.125
Tax deferred annuities for public employees 41.04.250
Veterans' preference in examinations (See also VETERANS, subtitle Employment preferences) generally, computation 41.04.010
veterans, defined 41.04.005
war, defined 41.04.005

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT OFFICES (See also UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION)

Providing for 50.12.180

PUBLIC FUNDS

Aeronautics account 82.42.090
Agricultural college permanent fund, investment in regents' revenue bonds 43.84.140
Aircraft search and rescue 14.04.236
Antitrust revolving fund created, contents 43.10.220
Expenditures by 43.10.220
Legislative finding and purpose 43.10.210
Capitol building construction account, Deschutes basin bond issue paid from 79-24.100
Cemetery districts 68.16.200-68.16.220
Central college fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State colleges of education
CITIES AND TOWNS
accident claims 35.31.050-35.31.070
assessment fund for compensation of eminent domain damages by city to be kept separate 8.12.480
bail forfeitures paid into 33.30.090
bicycle road fund 35.75.050
cemetery improvement fund 68.12.050-68.12.080
cities and towns under 20,000 35.37.010, 35.37.020
city property assessment redemption 35.44.130, 35.49.060
city road fund, fines for violations, motor vehicle fines paid into 46.68.050
city street fund
county road and bridge violations, fines paid into 36.82.210
established, use 47.24.040
illegal use of, procedure 47.08.100
money from certain fines and forfeitures for violations under Title 46 RCW to go into 46.68.050
road district taxes 35.02.140
taxes in annexed road districts 35.13.270
uncollected road district taxes 35.02.140
claims authority to create 35.21.085
transfer from insolvent funds 35.21.086
contingency fund, use, appropriation to meet, limitation 35.33.145
cumulative reserve annual levy for 35.21.080
application of budget law 35.21.080
authority to create 35.21.070
restrictions on spending 35.21.070

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.
current expense fund sale of unclaimed property 63.32.030
surplus from accident claim fund 35.31.070
third class cities 35.24.340
transfer of public utilities earning 35.27.310
current operating, unexpended appropriation 35.33.151
district health fund 70.46.080
emergency expenditures 35.32A.060
eminent domain by cities, advancement from general funds 8.12.250
employees' pension, investment of 35.39.040
equipment rental authority to create 35.21.088
credit for transfer of equipment, materials or supplies 35.21.088
establishment of fund in street department or other department of city 35.21.088
transfer of equipment, materials or supplies to 35.21.088
general fund
eminent domain compensation paid from, when 8.12.040, 8.12.220
firemen's relief and pension fund, payment of surplus to general fund 41.20-140
justice and inferior courts act of 1961, bail forfeitures paid into 33.30.090
policemen's relief and pension fund, payment of surplus into general fund 41.20-140
transfer to city property assessment redemption fund 35.49.060
voting machine custodian's salary paid from 29.33.140
local improvement, investment 35.55.150, 35.56.160
local improvement guarantee bondholders recourse to 35.45.080
creation of 35.45.070
generally Ch. 35.54
installment notes 35.45.150
mass public transportation state moneys, use of (effective June 30, 1981) 35.58.279
metropolitan park districts 35.61.210
motor vehicle excise tax (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.287
use of (tax expires June 30, 1981) 35.58.279
motor vehicle fund, purposes authorized for use 36.82.070
park systems, second and third class cities 35.23.510
payrolls authority to create 35.21.085
transfer from insolvent funds 35.21.086
pensions, investment of, limitations 35.39.040
police pension fund, sale of unclaimed property 63.32.030
public health pooling fund, generally Ch. 70.12
park systems, second and third class cities 35.23.510
public utilities, special fund for 35.92.100
reserve, third class cities 35.24.390
revenue bond fund, sewerage systems 35.67.120, 35.67.130, 35.67.160
revenues of municipal facilities or utilities, special funds 35.41.010, 35.41.050, 35.41.070
savings and loan associations, investment of funds in authorized 35.52.010
second class cities publicity 35.23.470-35.23.490
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PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

Cities and towns—Cont.  
second class cities—Cont.  
water improvement 35.23.540  
sewer systems 35.30.020  
sidewalk construction fund 35.68.040  
sinking, third class cities 35.24.380  
special improvement, third class cities 35- 
4.34.100  
special revolving fund, nonguaranteed 
bonds and warrants for local improvements 
35.48.010, 35.48.030-35.48.060  
state-wide city employees' retirement sys-
tem fund 84.34.100  
street fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subitile 
Cities and towns, city street fund  
third class cities  
current expenses 35.24.340  
local improvement guarantee 35.24.400  
reserve 35.24.390  
sinking funds 35.24.380  
special improvement 35.24.350  
water redemption 35.89.040-35.89.060  
City of any class, legal aid, appropriation of 
funds for 2.50.125  
Code city, legal aid, appropriation of funds for 
2.50.125  
Commercial waterway districts, construction 
warrant and interest fund 91.06.070  
Common school construction fund 
creation 28A.40.100  
sources 28A.40.100  
use 28A.40.100  
Community college bond retirement fund 
creation, use 28B.50.360  
sources 28B.50.370  
Community college capital improvements 
bond redemption fund of 1972 
created 28B.56.100  
tax receipts deposited in 28B.56.100  
use of funds from 28B.56.100  
Community college refunding bond retirement 
fund of 1974 28B.50.405  
Conservation futures fund 84.34.240  
Counties  
aricultural fair, revolving 36.37.040  
apportionment to school districts, manner 
of 28A.21.180  
apportionment to schools, kindergarten law 
not to affect 28A.35.020  
budget law, effect upon 68.16.200  
cemetery district fund 68.16.200  
central services fund 36.92.040  
circulating school library fund 27.16.020  
claims fund 36.33.065  
conservation futures fund 84.34.240  
county board of education, moneys of 
transferred 28A.21.160  
county current expense fund, allocations 
from, intermediate school district general 
expense fund, termination of county participation 
28A.21.180  
county equipment rental and revolving 
fund, equipment purchases 36.82.130  
county harbor development fund, disposition 
of rentals to 79.16.180  
county hospital fund, establishment 36.62- 
252  
county lands assessment 
creation 36.33.120  
levy amount 36.33.140  
purpose 36.33.130  
tax sales surplus 36.33.150  
county road fund  
bicycle paths, lanes, routes and roadways, 
expenditures for 36.75.240  
bicycle paths, use for, authorized 36.82- 
145  
bondees, payment of 36.82.080  
city streets  
bridges 36.75.200  
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PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

Counties—Cont.
legal aid, use of county funds for 2.50.120
metropolitan municipal corporations 35.58.430
motor vehicle fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS,
subtitle Counties, county road fund
parks and recreation fund, generally 36.68.070
Pierce county, Tacoma Narrows toll bridge
county aid fund
moneys in assigned to motor vehicle fund
47.56.276
tolls continued to repay moneys to 47.56.277
poor fund, township officer's violations 45.16.100
population as basis for allocations of 36.13.100
public health pooling fund, generally Ch. 70.12
real estate sales excise tax, one percent of
proceeds deposited in 28A.45.050
revolving fund for agricultural fair 36.37.040
river improvement fund 86.12.010
road fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle
Counties, county road fund
salary fund 36.33.060
fees paid to 36.16.150
sanitary garbage fund 55.12.010
state funds, auditor's certification 36.22.010
tax refund, investment in warrants 36.33.100
transferred to 36.33.100
trustee fund 70.30.010
utility conversion guarantee fund 36.88.460
County transportation authority
transfer of existing county, city funds to 36.57.080
transferring fund 36.57.060
Current expense funds, See PUBLIC FUNDS,
subtitle Counties, county road fund
Current state school fund (See also PUBLIC
FUNDS, subtitle Schools and school districts)
apportionment to school districts
adjustments to meet emergencies 28A.41.150
annual distribution according to weighted
enrollment 28A.41.130
apportionment factors to be based on
current figures 28A.41.055
part time students for 28A.41.140
reimbursement for transportation costs
28A.41.160
rules and regulations 28A.41.170
weighting schedule, determination 28A.41.140
appropriations for 28A.41.020
appropriations from 28A.41.020, 28A.41.050
certain federal proceeds applied to 28A.41.070
estimate for funds required for state appro-
priation to 28A.41.040
legislative appropriation for ensuing bienni-
um 28A.41.050
reimbursement to districts for nonpayment
of property taxes 28A.41.175
Defined for purposes of budget and account-
sing system 43.88.020
Deposits with treasurer required Const. Art. 11 § 15
Deposit interest fund, distribution of interest
43.85.241
deductions (See also DEPOSITARIES)
protection of public funds, generally Ch. 39.58
Disbursement
form and manner prescribed 42.24.080
local service area fund 36.68.510

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

Disincorporation of cities and towns, final ac-
counting of receiver 35.07.220
Eastern College fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS,
subtitle State colleges of education
Endowment care, See CEMETERIES, subtitle
Endowment care
Federal
grants—in aid to state for highway construc-
tion Ch. 47.04, Ch. 47.08, Ch. 47.10
surplus and donated food commodities re-
volving fund, school hot lunch program
funds for Ch. 28A.30
unemployment trust fund, generally 50.16.030
vocational rehabilitation for, state agency
receiving 43.20A.300
Federal aid facility relocation fund 47.44.090
Fire protection districts, See FIRE PROTEC-
TION DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Flood control districts, See FLOOD CON-
TROL, subtitle Districts
General assistance, allocation of state and
federal funds to counties, transfer to other
case load categories 74.04.120
General fund
apportionments and distribution from 82-
44.160
motor vehicle excise tax proceeds deposited in
82.44.110
Health districts, public health pooling fund,
generally Ch. 70.12
High school district fund, See PUBLIC
FUNDS, subtitle Schools and school dis-
tricts
Higher education, institutions of, bond re-
financing fund created, used, deposits 28B-
13.040
Horticultural district funds, fees deposited in
28B.30.618
FUND, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle
Washington State University tree fruit re-
search center, legal, for 28B.30.618
IRDW
PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

Investments—Cont.
current state funds—Cont.
investment of United States, state, coun-
yty, city and town, and school district
bonds 43.84.080
reserve to be set aside, operating expenses
of state treasurer, payment, limitation
43.84.090
fees, counseling, payable from earnings 43-
v.100
forest taxes, investment in obligations se-
cured by deferred forest taxes 84.32.100
higher education, capitol improvements,
1974 act 28B.13.060
highway construction bonds 47.10.050, 47-
10.190, 47.10.320, 47.10.450, 47.10.710
interfund loans 43.84.100, 43.84.110
motor vehicle fund investments in United
States securities, exemption of income
from reserve fund requirement 43.84.095
motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210
normal school permanent fund
investment of surplus moneys in 43.84-
041-43.84.061
permanent common school fund
authorized, restrictions Const. Art. 16 § 5
(Amend. 1)
investment of surplus moneys in 43.84-
041-43.84.061
state warrants 43.84.120
permanent funds, investment of
collection of interest, income and prin-
cipal or securities, disposition 43.84.051
degree of judgment and care in making
investments 43.84.061
disposition of securities purchased or held
43.84.041
generally 43.84.031-43.84.061
procedural policies in management 43.84-
061
public pension and retirement funds, au-
thorized investments Const. Art. 29 § 1
(Amend. 49)
regents' revenue bonds of Washington State
University and University of Washing-
ton, investment in 43.84.140
investment in regents' revenue bonds of
Washington State University 43.84-
140
investment of surplus moneys in 43.84-
041-43.84.061
state warrants, investment in 43.84.120
surplus moneys 43.84.170
United States corporation bonds 39.60.010
investment in regents' revenue bonds of
the University of Washington 43.84-
140
investment of surplus moneys in 43.84-
041-43.84.061
Washington State University tree fruit re-
search center, legal, for 28B.30.618
Irrigation districts, See IRRIGATION DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Judges' retirement fund
created, custody, auditing, depositary 2.12.
050
how constituted 2.12.060
interests 2.12.070
Justice court suspense fund
deposited to 3.62.020
transfers from to current expense fund 3.62.
.050
Law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' re-
tirement fund 41.26.070
Law enforcement officers' training fund Ch.
43.99
Legislature empowered to provide for ac-
counting Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
Liquor excise tax fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS,
subtitle State
Liquor revolving fund, see PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State

Milk, furnishing of free in schools, public funds used therefor 28A.31.020

Mississippi river bridge at Biggs Rapids, limitation of action for 4.16.080

penalty 40.16.020

Mosquito control districts 17.28.270, 17.28.280

Motor vehicle excise taxes apportionments and distributions from 82-44.150

Motor vehicle fund (See also PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State, motor vehicle road fund) audit of county road engineer, expenses paid from 36.80.080 bond issues for highway construction, use of motor vehicle fund in relation to Ch. 47.10 charge against funds in for payment on Astoria–Megler bridge 47.56.460

Columbia river bridge at Biggs Rapids, money used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.460

county road maintenance, payment of expenses of, charge against county allocation 36.75.250 created, use 46.68.070
created, use Const. Art. 2 § 40 (Amend. 18) fees collected for licensing horseless carriages to go into 46.16.310 fees for copies of maps, plans, etc., for bids on highways contracts to go into 47.28-060 fees for out-of-state commercial vehicles and combinations, permits to go into 46.16.160 fees for permits for erecting or maintaining signs under highway advertising control act of 1961 to go into 47.42.120 fees for reissuance of certificates of ownership and registration to go into 46.12.101 fees for special permits for logging trucks to carry excess weight to go into 46.44.047 fines for excess poundage on violation of motor vehicle gross weight limits to go into 46.44.045

fund reimbursed on sale of Lake Washington bridge bonds 47.56.285, 47.56.290

investment in United States securities, exemption of income from reserve fund requirement 43.84.095

local improvements and assessments against highway land paid from 79.44.160

Lopez Island–San Juan toll bridge, moneys used for from fund to be repaid 47.56-430

moneys accruing from fees of motor vehicle ownership or license registration to go into 46.68.020

moneys accruing from sale of vehicle licenses to go into 46.68.030 moneys from lease of unused highway lands to go into 47.12.125

moneys from sale of timber and other personal property on state highway lands to go into 47.12.140

moneys from transfer of highway land to United States, municipal subdivisions or public utilities to go into 47.12.080 moneys in motor vehicle fund to be used on Astoria–Megler bridge 47.56.649

moneys in Tacoma Narrows toll bridge county aid fund to be assigned to 47.56-276

moneys realized from sale of confiscated property on highway right of way to go into 47.32.060

moneys used from for Naches Pass tunnel project purposes to be repaid 47.56.630

Motor vehicle fund — Cont.

motor vehicle fuel tax fines, fees, and penalties paid into 82.36.420

motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.202, 82.36.410

motor vehicle transporters’ licensing, moneys from deposited to 46.76.030

motor vehicle use fuel tax, distribution to 82.40.290

payment to flood control districts 86.05.700

Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, preliminary surveys of, moneys for from motor vehicle fund, reimbursement 47.60.400

Puget Sound ferry operations account, motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.020

Puget Sound–Hood Canal bridging, moneys used for from fund to be repaid 47.56-360, 47.56.365

Puget Sound reserve account created, use 47.60.350

investment in funds in which same not required for specific purposes 47.60.390

motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.020, 82.40.290

pledge to levy taxes and to deposit in accounts 47.60.380

prior charge against funds in fixed, repayment 47.60.420

priority in the use of funds in 47.60.380

specific uses of enumerated 47.60.370

purposes authorized for use 46.82.070

reimbursement from Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system revenues authorized 47.60.160

sale, lease or license of highway lands to city or county, moneys from to go into 47.12.070

sale of highway lands to city or county, moneys from to go into 47.12.070

traffic devices on state highway routes through cities and towns or counties, funds in may be used for, reimbursement 47.36.060

warrants issued for acquisition of highway property in advance of programmed construction as prior charge on moneys in 47.12.240

Multi-purpose community centers, revenue bond fund 35.59.070

Municipal corporations (See also PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Counties; PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Cities and towns; PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle School districts and school districts) county treasurer, in the custody and control of, investment by county treasurer 36-29020

savings and loan associations, investment of funds in, authorized 33.52.010

Mutual savings banks deposit of public funds in, authorized 32-12-100

investments of public funds in, authorized 32.12.100

O.A.S.I. contributions fund 41.48.060

Permanently common school fund, see PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Schools and school districts

Permanent insurance fund, first class school districts 28A.59.185

Pilotage account 48.16.061

Plumbing certificate fund 18.106.130

Port districts, see PORT DISTRICTS, subtitle funds

Probation counselors, county probation services 13.07.020

Probation services, county, state aid 13.07.020

Puget Sound ferry operations account, motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.020

Puget Sound reserve account, motor vehicle fuel tax, distribution to 82.36.020

Real estate commission fund, disposition of fees into 18.85.220

Recreation improvements bond redemption fund 43.83C.090

Refunding bonds, 1974, legal investment for public funds 43.83F.060

Religious worship, appropriation for prohibited Const. Art. 1 § 11 (Amend. 4), Const. Art. 1 § 11 (Amend. 34)

Retirement and pension funds, investments, authorized investments Const. Art. 29 § 1 (Amend. 49)

Retirement system expense fund 41.40.080

Retirement system fund 41.40.080

Savings and loan association, investment of public funds in, authorized 33.52.010

Schools and school districts accumulated sick leave fund 28A.03.050

building fund, district bond issue proceeds deposited in 28A.51.070

common school construction fund authorized, use, disposition of interest Const. Art. 9 § 3 (Amend. 43)

creation 28A.40.100

interest from permanent common school fund deposited in Const. Art. 9 § 3 (Amend. 43)

interest from permanent common school fund deposited in 28A.40.100

sources Const. Art. 9 § 3 (Amend. 43)

sources 28A.40.100

uses Const. Art. 9 § 3 (Amend. 43)

uses 28A.40.100

county school fund real estate sales excise tax proceeds deposited in 28A.45.040, 28A.45.050

stock at large on public highway, impounded, proceeds of sale to county school fund 16.24.070

unclaimed property proceeds paid into 63.24.120

current school fund, superintendent’s fine for failure to enforce teaching of hygiene to go into 28A.9.110

current state school fund adjustments to meet emergencies 28A.41-150

allocation, minimum requirements 28A.41-210

apportionment from amount school districts entitled to 28A.41.130, 28A.41.140, 28A.41.160

annual apportionments by superintendent of public instruction 28A.41-130

annual distribution of funds according to percentage of maximum levy utilized 28A.41.130

annual distribution of funds according to weighted enrollment 28A.41.130, 28A.41.140, 28A.41.150, 28A.41.170

attendance, effective upon 28A.41.170
distribution by intermediate school district superintendent 28A.48.030

duty of superintendent of public instruction to make 28A.48.010

emergency advances, procedure 28A.48.010
Schools and school districts—Cont.

**PUBLIC FUNDS**—Cont.

Schools and school districts—Cont. current state school fund—Cont. apportionment from—Cont. estimate of amounts needed by superintendent of public instruction 28A-41.040 factors for based on current figures 28A.41.055 intermediate school districts to receive for districts 28A.48.010 monthly amount 28A.48.010 part time students 28A.41.140-28A.41.145 property valuation adjustment to state valuation level 28A.41.130 reduction of apportionment amount to adjusted valuation and assessed valuation difference 28A.41.130 rules and regulations concerning part time students and work training program, promulgation by superintendent of public instruction 28A.41.145 sources of 28A.41.020 work training programs 28A.41.145 appropriations from, duty of legislature 28A.41.050 appropriations to, duty of legislature 28A.41.050 estimate of apportionment demands certified to governor by superintendent of public instruction 28A.41.040 fines against school officials, employees, for failure to account for school property to go into 28A.87.130 fines for abuse of pupils by teachers to go into 28A.87.140 fines for disturbing school, school activities or meetings placed in 28A.87.060 kindergartens, apportionment for 28A.35.030 permanent common school fund interest deposited in 28A.41.020 pharmacy, penalties concerning, fines deposited in current state school fund 18.64.260 sources 28A.41.020, 28A.41.030 failure to pay over, penalty 28A.87.080 first class districts, permanent insurance fund, created, use 28A.59.185 general school fund bond issue proceeds deposited in 28A.51.070 directors' association dues paid from 28A.61.050 kindergarten costs paid from 28A.35.030 nursery schools, appropriation from 28A.34.010, 28A.34.040 payment of lunchroom expenses from 28A.58.136 high school district fund transfers from to reimburse high school district for nonhigh pupils 28A.44.095, 28A.44.100 higher educational fund, investment in obligations secured by deferred forest taxes 28A.41.040 intermediate school district current school fund, apportionment from by superintendent of intermediate school district 28A.48.030 intermediate school district institute fund costs from teachers' institutes, etc., from 28A.71.100 teacher certification fees paid into 28A.70.110 investments, deferred forest taxes, obligations secured by 84.32.100

State

access roads revolving fund 79.38.050 accident fund, moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210 accounting for 43.88.160 accounts located out of state treasury, limitation on 43.88.195 advance right of way revolving fund 47.12.244 appropriation for deposit to 47.12.244 expenditure without appropriation 47.12.244 federal funds, deposit in directly 47.12.244 reimbursement 47.12.246 aeronautics account 82.42.090 agency payroll revolving fund 42.16.011 agency vendor payment revolving fund creation, use 42.26.010 agricultural contingent receipts fund created 15.67.040 agriculture brand fund, proceeds from sale of horses, mules, asses running at large transferred to 16.13.070 feed and fertilizer fund abolished and moneys transferred to feed and fertilizer account of general fund 43.79.330 fertilizer, agricultural mineral and limes fund abolished and moneys transferred to 43.79.330 fertilizer, agricultural mineral and limes account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331 agriculture estray fund, horses, mules, asses running at large, sale of impounded animals proceeds to 16.13.070 aircraft search and rescue fund 14.04.236 alcoholism collections 70.96.140 allotment amendment, approval of expenditures by governor to 43.79.280 apportionment to school districts, manner Ch. 28A.41 apportionment to schools, kindergarten law not to affect 28A.35.020 arbitration of labor disputes 49.08.060 architects license account 18.08.240 athletic fund, boxing and wrestling contests 67.08.050 authority revolving fund established, use 47.60.180 proceeds from sale of bonds to go into 47.60.070 reimbursement of 47.60.190 authorized investments 43.84.150 "basic data fund" creation 43.21.140 transfer of funds from "stream gauging fund" to 43.21.141 building bond redemption fund, deposit of moneys received from management of east capitol site in 79.24.570 capitol building bond redemption fund created 79.24.240 proceeds from sale or lease of capitol building lands, payment into 79.24.240

**PUBLIC FUNDS**—Cont.

Schools and school districts—Cont. state school equalization fund, motor vehicle excise taxes, apportionment and distribution to 82.44.100 Scientific school permanent fund, investment in regents' revenue bonds 43.84.140 Sewer districts, See SEWER DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters Shorelands, acquisition of for highway purposes 47.12.020 Social and health services facilities bond redemption fund 43.83D.090
public funds---cont.

state----cont.
capitol building construction account

appropriations from 28A.41.020, 28A.41-050

claims against audited by state capitol committee 79.24.030

deschutes basin bond issue proceeds paid into 79.24.140

employment of assistants, etc., payment from 79.24.030

proceeds from sale of land or valuable materials paid into 79.24.060, 79.24-
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capitol building construction fund

abolished and moneys transferred to capitol building construction account of general fund 43.79.330

capitol purchase and development account, proceeds from sale of tidelands and shorelands paid into 79.24.580

deposit of moneys from state harbor rentals in 79.16.180

deposit of moneys received from management of east capitol site in 79.24.570

cemetery fund

abolished and moneys transferred to cemetery account of general fund 43.79-

330

certificates of authority, rates paid into 68.05.230

capitol building construction account of general fund 43.79.330

examination of endowment fund 68.05-

140

cerebral palsy 70.82.021, 70.82.022

C.E.P. & R.I. fund

abolished and moneys transferred to C.E.P. & R.I. account of general fund 43.79.201, 43.79.202

cigarette license fees 19.91.190

Columbia river gorge commission account 43.98.050

Columbia river gorge commission moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.420

commercial feed fund abolished and moneys transferred to commercial feed account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79-

331

commission merchants' fees, disposition of 43.82.090

commission merchants' fund abolished and moneys transferred to commission merchants' account of general fund 43.79-

331

common school building bond redemption fund of 1967, disbursements from authorized 28A.47.787

common school construction fund

common school plant facilities aid, allocation from 28A.47.801

creation 28A.40.100

interest from permanent common school fund deposited in 28A.40.100

sources 28A.40.100

use 28A.40.100

contingency fire suppression account 76.04-

510

crime victims compensation 7.68.090

current state school fund

appropriation from amount school districts entitled to Ch. 28A.41 duty of superintendent of public instruction to make 28A.48.010

estimate of amounts needed by superintendent of public instruction 28A-

41.040

factors for based on current figures 28A.41.055

school districts, to Ch. 28A.41
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PUBLIC FUNDS
PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.  
State—Cont.  
general fund—Cont.  
cemetery certificates of authority, rates paid into cemetery account 68.05.230  
medical assistance 70.92.021, 70.82.022  

C.E.P. & R.I. account, moneys transferred to, exception 43.79.201  
commercial automobile driver training school account established, use 46.82-150  
commercial feed account  
fees deposited in, use 15.33.9044  
moneys collected from brand registration under animal remedy act to go into 15.52.320  
moneys transferred to from commercial feed fund 43.79.330  
commission merchants' account  
created, moneys transferred to from commission merchants' fund 43.79-330  
community college capital improvements account, deposits in, use of funds from 28B.56.030  
confectioner's permit, disposition of moneys 69.20.040  
driver education account, renamed and centralized, use of funds transferred to from school education account 46.81.030  
electrical licenses account  
created, moneys transferred to from electrical licenses fund 43.79.330  
designation of 19.28.330  
electrician, various fees paid into 18.37-120  
elevators, escalators and dumbwaiter fees deposited in 70.87.210  
engineer and land surveyor fees, portion deposited in 18.43.150  
escheats, sale of property of deceased inmates of public institutions, deposited in 11.08.120  
escrow agent registration fees 18.44.080  
feed and fertilizer account  
created, moneys transferred to from feed and fertilizer fund 43.79.330  
moneys collected from brand registration under animal remedy act to go into 15.52.320  
fertilizer, agricultural mineral and lime account 15.44.580  
created, moneys transferred to from fertilizer, agricultural mineral and lime fund 43.79.330  
fines and forfeitures paid into 42.4.180  
fisheries department appropriations and claims paid from 75.08.240  
food processing act 69.07.120  
forest development account (See also PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State, general fund, forest development account)  
created, moneys transferred to from forest development fund 43.79.330, 76.12.030  
disposition of moneys derived from lease of land or sale of materials from tax foreclosure lands acquired by state 76.12.030  
tax foreclosure lands acquired, disposition of moneys derived from the sale of land or sale of materials 76.12.030  
general obligation bond retirement account 43.79.340  
grass seed burning research account 70-94.656  
harbor improvement account, created, moneys transferred to from harbor improvement fund 43.79.330  

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.  
State—Cont.  
general fund—Cont.  
horse racing money paid into 67.16.110  
horticultural inspection fees deposited in 17.24.130  
hospital commission account 70.39.170  
how constituted 43.79.010  
how funded 43.79.020  
licensing expenses paid from 43.79.020  
local license fees paid into 43.79.030  
licensing expenses paid from 43.79.020  
motor vehicle use tax revenues, deposited in 82.12.045  
state building construction account 43.83.092, 43.83.094  
state capitol historical association museum account, established, moneys deposited in, use 43.83.030  
state colleges of education moneys paid into for support of 43.79.180  
state institutional personnel, charges for quarters 72.01.282  
state park donations paid into 43.51.090  

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.  
State—Cont.  
general fund—Cont.  
payroll revolving fund, transfers to Ch. 42.16  
penitentiary revolving account, abolished 43.79.381  
proceeds from fines, penalties, forfeitures, collected by justice courts 10.82.070  
proceeds from sale of insurance code 48.02-180  
professional engineers' account, established, disposition of fees into 18.43-150  
public facilities construction loan and grant revolving account, created, authorized, investments, reports 43.31A-320  
public school building construction account  
created, moneys transferred to from real estate commission fund 43.79.330  

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.  
State—Cont.  
general fund—Cont.  
real estate commission account  
created, moneys transferred to from real estate commission fund 43.79.330  
disposition of fees in 18.85.220  
reclamation revolving account  
created, moneys transferred to from reclamation revolving fund 43.79-330  
fees paid into 90.16.090  
generally 89.04.115, 89.16.020-89.16-040  
reduction in expenditures for state officials and educational agencies 43.88-115  
sanitarians' licensing account, fees deposited in 18.90.040  
school apportionment from amount of apportionment 28A.48.010  
duty of superintendent of public instruction to make 28A.48.010  
seed account, created, moneys transferred to from seed fund 43.79.330  
state and local improvement revolving account  
appropriation to department of ecology 43.83A.900  
proceeds of recreation improvements bond issue deposited in 43.83C.030  
proceeds of social and health services facilities bond issue deposited in 43.83D.030  
proceeds of waste disposal facilities bond issue deposited in 43.83A.030  
proceeds of water supply facilities bond issue deposited in 43.83B.030  
state board of psychological examiners' account 18.83.051  
state building and higher education construction account 43.83.092, 43.83.094  
state building construction account 79-24.658  
state capitol historical association museum account, established, moneys deposited in, use 27.36.070  
state colleges of education moneys paid into for support of 43.79.180  
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PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

State—Cont.
general fund—Cont.
state parks and parkways account
created, moneys transferred to from state parks and parkways fund 43.79.330
disposal of park land, proceeds paid into 43.51.210
donations paid into 43.51.090
moneys from certain fines and forfeitures for violations under Title 46 RCW to go into 46.68.050
state parks fees, deposit of in 43.51.060
state school equalization fund, transfer of excess funds to state general fund 28A.46.010
state trade fair fund
transfer of surplus to general fund construction 43.31.833, 43.31.834
initial transfer 43.31.831
subsequent transfers 43.31.832
surplus moneys on filing and licensing fees of domestic and foreign corporations deposited into 23A.40.150
traffic safety education account
bail deposits, deposit of additional assessment 46.81.040
bail forfeitures paid into 46.81.030
created 46.81.060
expenses of administration paid from 46.81.060
fees, additional assessments paid into 46.81.060
transfer of certain state funds to 43.79.420
unclaimed property, proceeds of sale paid into 43.79.331
uninhabited and moneys transferred to

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.

State—Cont.
governor as state's agent to receive 43.79.331

PUBLIC FUNDS, subject to

State—Cont.
institutional building bond redemption fund 72.99.040
abolished and moneys transferred to institutional building construction account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
institutional industries revolving fund 72.60.240–72.60.270
investment reserve fund abolished and moneys transferred to investment reserve account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
investments, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Investments
investment of capital improvement general obligation bonds, 1973 issue, legal 43.83.124
juvenile correctional institution building bond redemption fund 72.19.100
juvenile correctional institution building construction fund moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.420
landowner contingency forest fire suppression account 76.04.515
law enforcement officers' and fire fighters' retirement fund 41.26.070
leasehold in lieu tax fund, created, disbursements and payments to political subdivisions and taxing districts 82.29.070
legal services revolving fund 43.10.150
Lewis river hatchery fund abolished and moneys transferred to Lewis river hatchery account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
liquor excise tax fund
apportionment and distribution to cities and counties 82.08.170
created 82.08.160
distribution to cities and towns and counties 82.08.170
liquor excise taxes paid into 82.08.160
liquor revolving fund
budget and accounting act, effect 66.08.170
creation 66.08.170
definition 66.04.010
distribution cities and towns 66.08.190, 66.08.210
counties 66.08.190, 66.08.200
state 66.08.190
University of Washington, Washington State University and department of health 66.08.180
proceeds from sale of illegal property 66.32.070
sales to class H licensees, separate account for part of 66.08.220
log patrol revolving fund
brand and mark registration fees, deposited in 76.36.160
debris removal account
authorized disbursements 76.42.040
established 76.42.040
transfers to 76.42.050
limitation 76.42.050
marketing act revolving fund
created 15.65.460
depositories for 15.65.470
mass transit trust moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.420
medical aid fund (See also INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, subtitle Funds)
moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210
Millersylvania Park current fund abolished and moneys transferred to Millersylvania Park current account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
State—Cont.
motor vehicle fund—Cont.
investment in United States securities, exemption of income from reserve fund requirement 43.84.095
license fees from motor vehicle dealers, salesman, and manufacturers 46.70-300
local improvements and assessments against highway land paid from 79-44.160
Lopez Island–San Juan toll bridge, money used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.430
moneys accruing from fees for certificates of ownership or license registration to go into 46.68.020
moneys from sale of vehicle licenses to go into 46.68.030
moneys from lease of unused highway lands to go into 47.12.125
moneys from sale of timber and other personality on state highway lands to go into 47.12.140
moneys from transfer of highway land to United States, municipal subdivisions or public utility, deposit of fees to go into 47.12.080
moneys in motor vehicle fund to be used on Astoria–Megler bridge 47.56.649
moneys in Tacoma Narrows toll bridge county aid fund to be assigned to 47-56.276
moneys realized from sale of confiscated property on highway right of way to go into 47.32.000
moneys used from for Naches Pass tunnel project purposes to be repaid 47.56.630
motor vehicle fuel importer use tax, proceeds credited to, distribution 42.37.190
motor vehicle fuel tax, fines, fees, and penalties paid into 42.36.420
motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 42.36.020, 42.36.410
motor vehicle fuel tax, proceeds from, distribution 42.40.290
moneys from sale of excess poundage on violation of motor vehicle gross weight limits to go into 46.44.045
fund reimbursed on sale of Lake Washington bridge bonds 47.56.285, 47.56-320
moneys from federal highway monies transferred for acquisition of highway property in advance of programmed construction to prior charge on moneys in 47.12.240
Puget Sound Capital account of general fund 47.60.010
Puget Sound Capital Construction Account 47.60.350
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, preliminary surveys of, moneys for from motor vehicle fund, reimbursement 47.60.040
Puget Sound ferry operations account, motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 47.32.020
Puget Sound–Hood Canal bridge, monies used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.360, 47.56.365
Puget Sound reserve account created, use for ferry acquisition 47.60.350
excess moneys paid into 47.36.030
Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system, preliminary surveys of, moneys for from motor vehicle fund, reimbursement 47.60.040
Puget Sound–Hood Canal bridge, monies used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.360, 47.56.365
Puget Sound reserve account created, use for ferry acquisition 47.60.350
excess moneys paid into 47.36.030
investment of funds in when same not required for specific purposes 47.60-390
motor vehicle fuel importer use tax proceeds, crediting to 82.37.190
motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds deposited in 82.36.020, 82.40.290

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
State—Cont.
motor vehicle fund—Cont.
Puget Sound reserve account—Cont.
pledge to levy taxes and to deposit in account tax fund 47.60.380
prior charge against funds in fixed, repayment 47.60.420
priority in the use of funds in 47.60.380
specific uses of enumerated 47.60.370
purposes authorized for use 36.82.070
reciprocal or proportional registration of vehicles, reciprocity identification plate fees deposited in 85.25.290
records of department, furnishing certified copies, fees, deposit in 46.01.250
reimbursement from Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge system revenues authorized 47.60.160
sale, lease or license of highway lands to city or county, moneys from to go into 47.12.070
second Lake Washington bridge, deficits paid from 47.56.287
state patrol highway account
motor vehicle licenses, certificates of ownership, registration, application fees collected by state patrol paid into 46.01.140
street expenditures by cities and towns examination expense paid from 35.76-050
toll facilities, liquidation of accounts, transfer of surplus to motor vehicle fund 47.56.242, 47.56.243
traffic devices on state highway routes through cities and towns or counties, funds in may be used for, reimbursement 47.36.060
urban arterial bond retirement account 47.26.406, 47.26.426
urban arterial trust account 47.26.080, 47.26.260
motor vehicle fuel importer use tax, proceeds deposited to 82.37.190
motor vehicle fuel tax, deposit of proceeds to 82.36.020
Vernita toll bridge, moneys used for from fund to be repaid 47.56.704
warrants issued for acquisition of highway property in advance of programmed construction as prior charge on moneys in 47.12.240
municipal revolving fund 43.09.282
mutual savings banks
deposit of public funds in authorized 32.12.100
investments of public funds in authorized 32.12.100
natural resources equipment fund 43.30.280
northwest nursery fund
created 15.69.020
depositories for 15.69.030
expenditures for, use 15.69.040
planting stock act moneys to go into 15-.14.130
nursery inspection fund abolished and moneys transferred to nursery inspection account of general fund 43.79.330
O.A.S.I. contribution fund 41.48.060
old age pension, horse racing funds paid into 47.16.110
options' account created 18.34.130
optometry account created, disposition of fees into 18.53.050
payment of administrative expenses from 18.54.140
oyster reserve fund, proceeds from sale or lease of oyster reserves paid into 79.20-.110
Parks and parkways account, disposition of proceeds in 43.98.020
parks and parkways fund abolished and permanent common school fund Const. applied exclusively to common schools apportionment by special act forbidden bonds, investment in Const. composition 28A.40.010 credit union unclaimed funds on liquidation enlarged authorized Const. Art. 9 § 2 alien land law, disposition of forfeited property 64.16.120 applied exclusively to common schools Const. Art. 9 § 2 apportionment by special act forbidden Const. Art. 2 § 28 banks and trust companies, liquidation and winding up dividends unclaimed deposited in 30.44.150, 30.44.180 personal property, proceeds deposited in 30.44.200 bonds, investment in Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 1) composition 28A.40.010 credit union unclaimed funds on liquidation escheat to 31.12.410 defalcation, fraud or mismanagement losses borne by state, interest 28A.40.020 enlargement authorized Const. Art. 9 § 3 game and game fish lands payment in lieu of property taxes 77.12.200 withdrawn from lease, payment of amount of lease into 77.12.360 income from, to be applied to common schools Const. Art. 9 § 2 interest in deposited in current state school fund 28A.41.020 used for current expenses Const. Art. 9 § 2 interest of deposited in common school construction fund 28A.40.100 investment, what securities Const. Art. 16 § 5 investment in bonds and securities of United States, state, county, cities and towns, and school districts, when authorized Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 1) investment in obligations secured by deferred forest taxes 64.32.100 investment of surplus moneys in 43.84.041–43.84.061 loans to private persons or corporations forbidden Const. Art. 16 § 5 prohibition against Const. Art. 16 § 5 (Amend. 1) losses from, how made good Const. Art. 9 § 5 permanent and irreducible Const. Art. 9 § 3 permanent and irreducible 28A.40.010 proceeds of lands and property reverting to state 28A.40.010 safe deposit box contents retained; unpaid, sale, proceeds deposited in 22.28.040 unclaimed after liquidation and winding up of bank or trust company, proceeds from sale deposited in 30.44.220 savings and loan associations not authorized investment of 33.52.010 permanent common school fund—Cont. sources of, from what derived Const. Art. 9 § 3 sources of, from what derived 28A.40.010 state lands acquired, lease and sale of, proceeds to go into 79.01.612 withdrawn for game purposes, payment of amount of lease into 77.12.360 petty cash account, advancement to agencies for deposit to 42.26.040 printing plant revolving fund audit by budget director 43.78.070 costs paid from 43.78.070 insurance paid from 43.78.070 salary of printer paid from 43.78.070 probation services transferred to general fund 43.79.420 professional engineers’ account established, disposition of fees into 18.43.150 public assistance, central operating fund 74.08.278 public school building account proceeds of 1959 bond issue deposited in 28A.47.590 proceeds of 1961 bond issue deposited in 28A.47.722 public school building bond redemption account created 28A.47.160 revenues from cigarette taxes paid into 28A.47.440 transfer of sales tax moneys to 28A.47.160 public school building bond redemption fund of 1955, excess revenues from war veterans’ compensation bond retirement fund paid into 28A.47.440 public schools building bond redemption fund of 1957 cigarette tax revenues deposited in 28A.47.480 created 28A.47.480 motor vehicle tax revenues deposited in 28A.47.480 public schools building bond redemption fund of 1959 cigarette tax revenues deposited in 28A.47.590 created 28A.47.590 public schools building bond redemption fund of 1961 cigarette tax revenues deposited in 28A.47.724 retail sales excise tax proceeds deposited in 28A.47.724 public schools building construction fund abolished and moneys transferred to public school building construction account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331 proceeds of 1949 bond issue paid into 28A.47.140 proceeds of 1955 bond issue deposited in 28A.47.425 proceeds of 1957 bond issue deposited in 28A.47.724 public service revolving fund common carriers, penalties collected for rebating, discounting, etc., paid into 81.28.220 costs of investigations and appraisals placed in 80.20.020, 81.20.020 created 80.01.080 expenses of commission paid from 80.01.080 fees paid into 80.01.080 garbage and refuse collection company fees deposited in 81.77.080 Puget Sound capital construction account created, use for ferry acquisition 47.60.505 Puget Sound ferry operations account, distribution of motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds to 82.36.020 Puget Sound pilotage fund abolished and moneys transferred to Puget Sound pilotage account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331 Puget Sound reserve account created, use for ferry acquisition 47.60.505 distribution of motor vehicle fuel tax proceeds to 82.36.020 investments of 47.60.390 motor vehicle use fuel tax proceeds paid to 82.40.290 priority in the use of funds in 47.60.380 specific uses for 47.60.370 real estate commission fund abolished and moneys transferred to real estate commission account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331 receipt and keeping of 43.88.160 receipt of state funds for construction of toll bridges authorized 43.86.130 reclamation revolving account, proceeds of land settlement sales 89.04.115 reclamation revolving account loans from 89.16.045 reclamation revolving fund abolished and moneys transferred to reclamation revolving account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331 reserve fund, moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210 resource management cost account 79.64.020 retirement system expense fund 41.40.080 moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210 retirement system fund 41.40.080 moneys in may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210 revolving funds accounting and reporting 43.88.190 appropriation not required 43.88.190 custody of state treasurer 43.88.190 qualification of fund as 43.88.190 safety and education, search and rescue, lost aircraft and airmen 41.04.236
PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
State—Cont.
sanitarians licensing account, fees deposited in 18.90.040
savings and loan associations, investment in 13.35.070, 13.35.2010
school funds, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Schools and school districts
search and rescue, lost aircraft and airmen
secretary of state's revolving fund, created, purpose 43.07.130
seed fund abolished and moneys transferred to seed account of general fund 43.79.
shooting grounds, withdrawal of state lands from lease and sale for shooting grounds
Ch. 77.40
state board of psychological examiners' account 18.83.051
state buildi g and higher education bond redemption fund 43.83.094
state buildi g construction bond redemption fund 72.971
state capitol vehicle parking account created 46.08.172
parking income and fines deposited in 46.08.172
state colleges of education, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State colleges of education
state fair fund created 46.08.172
state lottery fund 67.67.170
state patrol highway account
state treasurer's service fund
surplus, investment program demand deposits, limitation of 43.64.020
purpose 43.86A.010
state treasurer, power not otherwise limited 43.86A.040
state treasurer to implement 43.86A.050
time certificates, funds available, allocation 43.86A.030
PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
State—Cont.
surplus and donated food commodities revolving fund, school hot lunch program 28A.
surplus property purchase revolving fund 39.32.030
suspending fund created 43.79.350
disbursements 43.79.370
source 43.79.350
teachers' retirement expense fund 41.32.410
teachers' retirement fund 41.32.030
moneys may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210
teachers' retirement income fund 41.32.030
teachers' retirement pension reserve fund 41.32.030
moneys may be invested in motor vehicle fund warrants 47.12.210
timber tax funds 82.04.291
title insurers, See INSURANCE, subtitle Title insurers
toll bridge authority revolving fund established 47.60.180
toll bridge authority trust fund for revenues from sale of Puget Sound ferry and toll bridge systems created 47.60.150
excess in ferry revolving fund to go into 47.60.170
proceeds from sale of property by system to go into 47.60.130
toll bridge funds, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Toll bridge funds
toll bridge project funds, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Toll bridge project funds
tort claims account abolished, funds transferred to tort claims revolving fund and 4.92.131
prerequisites to payments from 4.92.130
tort claims revolving fund created 4.92.130
Payment from for obligations arising from actions against regents, trustees, officers, employees or agents of institutions of higher education or educational boards 28B.10.842
transfer of funds from tort claims account to 4.92.131
townships, river improvement, revenue, use for 45.12.100
traffic safety education account
bail deposits, deposit of additional assessment 46.81.040
bail forfeitures, paid into 46.81.030
created 46.81.060
expenses of administration paid from 46.81.060 fines, additional assessment paid into 46.81.030
juvenile agricultural driver's permit fees paid into 46.20.070
moneys from juvenile agricultural driving permits to go into 46.20.070
court payments to school districts appropriated from 46.81.060
treasurer's trust fund created 43.79A.020
distribution 43.79A.040
income 43.79A.040
management, income, distribution 43.79A.040
nonTreasury trust funds to be placed in, distribution 43.79A.020
purpose 43.79A.010
segregation and withdrawals of moneys in 43.79A.030
withdrawals and segregation of moneys in 43.79A.030
PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
State—Cont.
trust land purchase account 43.51.280
unanticipated revenues, state departments, board, or commissions, statement of need for expenditures from 43.79.270
compliance 43.79.282
governor's duties on approval 43.79.280
unemployment compensation administration fund, generally 50.16.020
unemployment compensation administrative contingency fund, generally 50.16.010, 50.16.020
unemployment compensation fund, generally 50.16.010, 50.16.020
United States vocational education fund abolished and moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
University of Washington, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle University of Washington
urban arterial trust account created 47.26.080
motor vehicle fuel tax, proceeds of deposited to 82.36.020
motor vehicle fuel use tax, proceeds deposited to 82.40.290
motor vehicle imp orters fuel tax, proceeds of deposited to 82.37.190
veterans' loan insurance funds Ch. 73.12
veterans' rehabilitation council fund abolished and moneys transferred to veterans' rehabilitation council account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
volunteer firemen's relief and pension fund, investment 41.24.030
war veterans' compensation bond retirement fund, excess revenues paid into public schools building bond redemption fund 28A.47.440
Washington state song proceeds moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.420
Washington State University, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle Washington State University
world fair fund 43.31.600
appropriation from 43.31.610
State agency for surveys and maps 58.24.040
State building refunding bond redemption fund 43.83F.040
State capital historical association museum trust fund, moneys transferred to state capital historical association museum account 27.36.070
State colleges
bond retirement funds
grants deposited in 28B.40.750
normal school fund revenues deposited in 28B.40.370
tuition fees deposited in 28B.40.370, 28B.40.750
capital projects accounts
normal school fund revenues deposited in 28B.40.370
tuition fees deposited in 28B.40.750
Central College fund, abolished and moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.300
Eastern College fund, abolished and moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.310
normal school permanent fund 43.79.160
State aid, probation services, counties 13.07.020
Western College fund, abolished and moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.320
State payroll revolving fund (See also PROGRAM PLANNING AND FISCAL MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF, subtitle Payroll procedure—state officers and employees) generally Ch. 42.16
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PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
Statement of receipts and expenditures to be published Const. Art. 7 § 7
Surplus and donated food commodities revolving fund, school hot lunch program funds for Ch. 28A.30
Teachers' retirement fund 41.32.030
Teachers' retirement pension reserve fund 41.32.030
Toll bridge funds
Fox Island toll bridge charge fund continued 47.56.278
Fox Island toll bridge operating fund continued, use 47.56.278
Fox Island toll bridge revenue bond fund appropriation to be deposited in 47.56.275
sums transferred to 47.56.278
Toll bridge project funds
construction fund 47.56.150
agreement on deposit of moneys in 47.56.190
transfer of moneys from for bond payments 47.56.170
disposition of earned interest on funds deposited 47.56.180
reserve funds authorized 47.56.170
agreement on deposit of moneys in 47.56.190
use of surplus funds in 47.56.170
transfer of moneys from for bond payment 47.56.170
Townships, river improvement, tax levy for 45.12.100
Treasurer, deposit with required Const. Art. 11 § 15
Unemployment compensation administration fund generally 50.16.050
University of Washington
University of Washington building account created 43.79.080
source 43.79.090
use of 43.79.090
University of Washington bond retirement fund created 28B.20.720
gifts and grants deposited in 28B.20.720
trustee fees deposited in 28B.15.210, 28B-20.720
University of Washington building account bond proceeds deposited in 28B.20.715
trustee fees deposited in 28B.15.210
University of Washington building fund abolished and moneys transferred to University of Washington building account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
University of Washington building fund abolished 43.79.073
moneys transferred to general fund 43.79.071
University of Washington medical and dental building and equipment fund abolished and moneys transferred to University of Washington medical and dental building and equipment account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
University permanent fund created 43.79.060
investment in regents' revenue bonds 43.84.140
source 43.79.060
Urban arterial bond retirement fund 47.26.406
Urban arterial trust account created 47.26.080

PUBLIC FUNDS—Cont.
Urban arterial trust account—Cont.
motor vehicle fuel excise tax, proceeds of deposited to 82.36.020
motor vehicle fuel importers tax, proceeds of deposited to 82.37.190
Using or making a profit out of, a felony Const. Art. 11 § 14
Veterans' loan insurance fund Ch. 73.12
Volunteer firemen's relief and pension fund, investment 41.24.030
Voter registration assistance account, established, distribution formula 29.07.230
Washington State University
agricultural college permanent fund, investment in regents' revenue bonds 43.84-140
agricultural permanent fund created 43.79.130
source 43.79.130
Morrill fund 28B.30.275
scientific permanent fund created 43.79.110
scientific school permanent fund, investment in regents' revenue bonds 43.84-140
State College of Washington building account, name changed to Washington State University building account 43.79-335
State College of Washington building fund abolished and moneys transferred to State College of Washington building account of general fund 43.79.330, 43.79.331
Washington State College fund sources 43.79.140
Washington State University bond retirement fund created 28B.30.740
fees deposited in 28B.15.310
grants deposited in 28B.30.740
tuition fees deposited in 28B.15.310, 28B-30.740
Washington State University building account bond proceeds deposited in 28B.30.730
fees deposited in 28B.15.310
tuition fees deposited in 28B.15.310
Washington state university tree fruit research center office—laboratory construction account 28B.30.610
1974 appropriation 28B.30.619
office—laboratory facilities bond redemption fund, created, use 28B.30.610
Waste disposal facilities bond redemption fund 43.83A.090
Water districts, See WATER DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Water pollution control facilities, bond redemption fund 90.50.040
Water supply facilities bond redemption fund 43.83B.090
Western College fund, See PUBLIC FUNDS, subtitle State colleges of education
PUBLIC HEALTH (See also HEALTH AND SAFETY)
Comprehensive community health centers 70.10.010—70.10.050
Cooperation with federal programs 70.01.010
Pesticide application 17.21.010
definitions 17.21.020
PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY (See HEALTH AND SAFETY)
PUBLIC HIGHWAYS (See HIGHWAYS; COUNTY ROADS AND BRIDGES)

PUBLIC HOSPITAL DISTRICTS (See also HOSPITALS, subtitle Public hospital districts)
Limitation of indebtedness prescribed 39.36-020
Surplus real and personal property appraisal of real property 70.44.061
approval of voters at election, when required to dispose of 70.44.061
authority to lease or sell 70.44.061
bids 70.44.061
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS (See LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS; PUBLIC WORKS)
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS (See INSTITUTIONS, STATE DEPARTMENT OF; STATE INSTITUTIONS)
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF (See SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION)
PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS
Conflict with Washington coordinate system 58.20.080
PUBLIC LANDS
Access roads for removal of valuable materials across roads revolving fund 79.38.050
acquisition of land and rights for 79.38.010
authorized 76.16.010
disposal of 79.38.020
disposition of moneys received from users 79.38.040
disposition of property rights acquired authority 76.16.030
educational purpose lands 76.16.030
notice to abutting owners 76.16.030
notice to former owners 76.16.030
purchase preference to former owners 76.16.030
sale or exchange 76.16.030
eminent domain powers and procedures 76.16.020
exchanges of rights for similar rights 79.38.020
payment for 76.16.040
permits for use of 79.38.040
purchase and construction agreements 79.38.020
use by valuable materials purchasers 79.38.030
Accretions
notice to upland owners of right to purchase 79.01.492
preference right of abutting upland owner to purchase 79.01.492
survey before sale 79.01.492
title belongs to state 79.01.492
Acquisition of access to timber and valuable materials, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Access roads for removal of valuable materials
Acquisition of for state highway purposes 47.12.040
Acquisition of real property by state or political subdivision, payment of local assessments 79.44.190
Administering funds, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Funds for managing and administering
Adverse possession against 7.28.090
Advertisements
harbor area lease sale 79.01.524
sale of land or valuable materials 79.01.184, 79.01.188
PUBLIC LANDS

Appeals to superior court and supreme court appeal of tideland and shoreland plats 79.01.444

generally 79.01.500

tideland or shoreland purchase, appeal from denial of valuable materials, appeal 79.01.332

easements or right of way over state land to remove valuable materials, appeal of damages caused by 79.36.290

improvements 79.01.136

platted tidelands and shorelands appeals from appraisals to superior court 79.01.444

duty of commissioner of public lands to make 79.01.440

filing 79.01.444

improvements 79.01.440

appraisal 79.01.456

record of contents of appraisals, contents 79.01.440

tidelands and shorelands for purposes of sale 79.01.452

valuable materials, sale at less than appraised price prohibited 79.01.124

Arid or semi-arid areas, see RECLAMATION DISTRICTS

Assessments (see also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Local improvements and assessments against)
county road improvement districts 36.88.360

diking districts 85.05.380, 85.05.390

drainage districts 85.06.350, 85.06.360

Attorney general, duty to represent the state in actions involving 79.01.736

Auctions

lease of land at public auction 79.01.244

sales must be at, exception 79.01.200

Beds of navigable waters

disclaimer of title to by state where patented Const. Art. 17 § 2

easements or right of way over 79.01.384–79.01.392

gravel, rock or sand removed for channel, harbor improvement or flood control for water–owned beds and shores of navigable rivers, use of removed materials by public bodies authorized 79.01.178

lease of authority 79.16.530

booming purposes, forfeiture for nonuse for 79.16.540

duration 79.16.540

fixing of rental 79.16.540

forfeiture

booming purposes, forfeiture for nonuse for 79.16.540

improvements, forfeiture for extending beyond limits 79.16.550

violations of lease or contract 79.16.560

improvements 79.16.550

United States permit required 79.16.550

oyster and clam growing purposes, for abandonment, application for other lands 79.01.592

application 79.01.572

authorized 79.01.568

boundary markers 79.01.580

deposit by applicant 79.01.572

duties of director of fisheries 79.01.576

maximum area 79.01.568

notice to director of fisheries 79.01.576

oysters, payment for value of 79.01.576

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Capitol building lands—Cont.
capitol building construction account—Cont.

Deschutes Basin bond issue—Cont.

proceeds paid into 79.24.140

employment of assistants, etc., payments from 79.24.030

proceeds from sale of land or valuable materials paid into 79.24.060, 79.24.085

revenue from lease of harbor lands 79.16.180

revenue from lease or sale of valuable minerals from tidelands, shorelands and beds of navigable waters 79.24.580

revenue from paid into capitol building construction account 79.24.087

revenue paid from capitol grant land paid into 79.24.087

Deschutes Basin project, bond issue, provisions relating to 79.24.100–79.24.160
designation of lands as 79.24.010

sale of land or valuable materials consent of natural resources board required 79.24.010

employment of assistants, payment of 79.24.030

manner of sales 79.24.010

proceeds from appropriation of 79.24.085

payment into capitol building construction account 79.24.060, 79.24.085, 79.24.580

use of 79.24.020

state building bond redemption fund, revenue from lease or sale of valuable minerals from tidelands, shorelands and beds of navigable waters 79.24.580

tideland or shoreland sale proceeds paid to capitol purchase and development account 79.24.580

revenue from valuable minerals paid to capitol building construction account 79.24.580

Christmas trees, cutting or removal, treble damages 79.40.070

Cities and towns, see CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Property

City lands, open space, farm and timber lands, acquisition for conservation purposes 84-34.200–84.34.240

Coal mining

leases application for 79.01.668

authorized 79.01.652

forfeiture, grounds 79.01.668

inspection of works and records 79.01.676

lease without option contract 79.01.672

maximum period 79.01.668

re-lease 79.01.692

report of lessee 79.01.668

royalties to state 79.01.668, 79.01.692

suspension of mining terminates lease 79.01.684

termination 79.01.684, 79.01.688

terms and conditions 79.01.668

timber, use of by lessee, right of state to remove or sell not impaired 79.01.680

valuable materials, right of state to remove or sell not impaired 79.01.680

waste prohibited 79.01.696

option contracts

application for 79.01.656

authorized 79.01.652

damages to surface owner or lessee 79.01.664

fee 79.01.656

holes and shafts, covering or fencing of 79.01.660
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PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Coal mining—Cont.
option contracts—Cont.
investigation of land 79.01.660 maximum area 79.01.656 rights of holder 79.01.660 timing; use of by holder 79.01.660
Colonization of land, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Land settlement
Commercial waterway districts, title vesting, when 91.04.200
Commissioner of public lands
abstracts of state lands maintained by 79.01.304 acquisition of public lands for highway purposes, commissioner's powers and duties relating to 47.12.020 acquisition of state lands for highway purposes, maps to be filed with commissioner 47.12.020 administrator of natural resources 43.30.050 assistant commissioner 79.01.056 attorney general to represent 79.01.736 biennial report to legislature 79.01.744 board of natural resources secretary 43.30.150 bonds 79.01.064 city or metropolitan park district parks or playgrounds, member of citizens committee to investigate and determine needs for tidelands and shorelands 79.08.080 commercial waterway districts, petition to form 91.04.210 duties of, to be prescribed by legislature Const. Art. 3 § 23 election Const. Art. 3 § 1 eminent domain against state lands filing; judgment with commissioner of public lands 8.28.010 service of process on 8.28.010 eminent domain by corporations, service on 8.20.020 employees 79.01.060 escheats conveyance of real property to claimant 11.08.270 fees 79.01.720, 79.01.724 jurisdiction and supervision over real property 11.08.220 land acquired by, management and control over 79.01.612 fees 79.01.720, 79.01.724 funds daily deposit of funds in state treasury 43.85.130 designation of depositaries 43.85.140 interest rate 43.85.160 statement of depositary 43.85.180 game and game fish held lands authority to grant rights of way for roads or utilities upon 77.12.210 sale or lease of land or materials, certificate filed with commissioner of public lands 77.12.210 game hunting, withdrawal of state lands from lease and sale for purposes of Ch. 77.40 land inspectors compensation 79.01.068 employment of 79.01.060 false statements by, penalty 79.01.072 oath 79.01.066 land settlement lands, sale 89.04.110, 89.04.115 local and other improvements and assessments against public lands, consent of commissioner to intention to make improvements 79.44.040 PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
Commissioner of public lands—Cont.
local and other improvements and assessments against state lands, tidelands and harbor area assessments, disapproval, effect 79.44.460 mistakes, recall of leases, contracts or deeds to correct 79.01.740 natural area preserves, duties concerning 79.70.050 natural resources board member 43.30.040 oath of office 43.01.020, 79.01.056 office may be abolished by legislature Const. Art. 3 § 25 (Amend. 31) powers and duties generally 43.12.010 powers and duties transferred to natural resources department 43.30.130 reclamation projects of state 89.16.080 reconsideration of official acts 79.01.740 records to be kept at state capitol Const. Art. 3 § 24 salary, amount of 43.03.010 regulated by legislature Const. Art. 3 § 23 school lands, data and information furnished to department of natural resources as to sale or lease of 79.01.094 state capitol committee, secretary of 43.34.015 state capitol committee member 43.34.010 state cut-over land, reclamation 89.16.090-89.16.110 state forestry board, record of proceedings maintained by land commissioner 76.12.155 state lands (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands) acquired lands, management and control over 79.01.612 state parks, withdrawal of public lands from sale, exchange for highway abutting lands, duties 43.51.110 subpoena power 79.01.704 succession to governorship Const. Art. 3 § 10 (Amend. 6) survey and map agency, advisory board, appointment 58.24.020 term of office 43.01.010 term of office Const. Art. 3 § 3 tidallands and shorelands in tidal rivers located by, finality of location 79.01.564 United States land office, appearance before 79.01.732 underground storage of natural gas lease of public lands for 80.40.060 notice of application for sent to 80.40.040 Washington State University real property, annual report as to 288.30.110 withdrawal of state land from lease for game purposes, powers and duties concerning 77.12.360 youth development and conservation committee, representation upon 43.51.520 Construction of public land act 79.01.900 Contempt, hearings 79.01.704 Contracts, recall to correct mistakes 79.01.740 Conveyance of real property by state or political subdivision, recording by grantor at time of delivery required, effect 65.08.095 County lands acquisition of for state highway purposes 47.12.040 eminent domain by cities against 8.12.030, 8.12.080 eminent domain by corporations 8.20.020, 8.20.110 eminent domain by state, service of notice 8.04.020 exchange of lands to block up holdings 76.12.050-76.12.065 exchange with intention to exercise recreation leasing potential 76.12.050 PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
County lands—Cont.
forest lands conveyance to state for forestry offices, etc. 76.12.040 deed of county tax foreclosure acquired lands to state 76.12.030 disposition of moneys derived from lease of land or sale of materials by state 76.12.035 reacquisition from federal government of lands acquired through tax foreclosure, advancements to counties from forest development account 76.12.035 reconvoyance to county from state authorized 76.12.070 game and game fish lands in counties, payments to counties in lieu of property taxes 77.12.200 homestead lands, See COUNTIES, subtitle Homesteads
open space, farm and timber lands, acquisition for conservation purposes 84.34.200-84.34.240 pest district special assessments against 17.12.080 tax title lands, See COUNTIES, subtitle Tax title lands underground storage of natural gas, lease of for 80.40.070 weeds, duty to destroy 17.04.180 Court review of actions 79.01.500 Crimes relating to buildings or shelters, malicious mischief 9.61.090 leases or contract holder damaging or removing timber or valuable materials, penalty 79.01.752 removal or damaging timber or valuable materials, larceny 79.01.748 trespass by cattle, horses, shee or goats, penalty 79.40.050, 74.40.060 Cut-over land, state, reclamation 89.16.090-89.16.110 Dedication public waterways 79.01.428 streets, laying out of on tidelands and shorelands, dedication to public use 79.01.428 waterways public use dedication 79.01.428 vacation of by replat 79.01.464, 79.01.476 Deeds issuance on full payment 79.01.220 recording with commissioner of public lands 79.01.220 reservation of mineral, oil and gas rights to the state 79.01.224 Defined 79.01.004 Department of natural resources outdoor recreational opportunity land, withdrawal procedure 79.08.055 reclamation projects of state 89.16.080 withdrawal of public lands, rescission, limitation on departments 79.08.056 withdrawal of state reforestation lands from lease for game purposes, powers and duties concerning 77.12.360 Disclaimer by state of title to unappropriated lands Const. Art. 26 § 2 Donation claims, extinguishment and quieting title actions as to 7.28.280 Easements or right of way over (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands) application for 79.36.290 beds of navigable waters, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Beds of navigable waters certificate of right of way, filing 79.36.290 damages caused by, appraisal 79.36.290 forfeiture for nuisance 79.36.290
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Easements or right of way over—Cont. 
shorelands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle 
Shorelands 
state lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle 
State lands 
tidelands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle 
Tidelands 
Eminent domain 
cities, against 8.12.030, 8.12.080 
commercial waterway districts 91.04.545 
corporations 8.20.020, 8.20.110 
notice by state 8.04.020 
Exchanges 
city and metropolitan park districts, ex-
changes of tidelands and shorelands 79.
.08.090 
consolidate or block up holdings, county, 
city and town, state or federal govern-
ment, exchanges between 76.12.050–76.
.12.065 
forest products marketing, exchange of 
lands to facilitate 79.08.180–79.08.200 
park and recreation purposes, duties of de-
partment of natural resources 79.08.109 
state lands 79.08.180–79.08.200 
state parks and recreation purposes 79.08.
.108 
University of Washington lands, exchange 
of granted lands for demonstration for-
est and experiment station land purposes 
79.08.070 
Exchanges of lands by counties, cities and 
towns, state and federal government to 
block up holdings 76.12.050–76.12.065 
Exchanges to obtain lands with commercial 
recreational leasing potential 76.12.050 
Federal, highway advertising control act of 
1961, application to federal forest areas 
and national monuments 47.42.020 
Federal reclamation areas, generally Ch.
.08.090 
Filings 
forfeitures—Cont. 
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 
on sale 79.01.212 
deed of sale of public lands 79.01.220 
easements or right-of-way certificate 79.36.
.290 
record of plats 79.01.436, 79.01.444 
right-of-way certificates 79.01.332 
tideland or shoreline separated from up-
land by navigable waters, filing of sur-
vey and plat by purchaser 79.01.488 
waterway excavation lien 79.16.460 
Filing rights reserved 
posting 79.01.244 
posting procedure 28B.30.325 
posting upon approval of department of game 
and game fish 28B.20.328, 72.01-
.460 
Flood control districts 
liability for benefits 86.09.526 
right of way across state lands 86.05.520, 
86.09.232 
territory includable 86.09.013, 86.09.016 
Forest and forest products, timber lands, 
funds from deposited to common school 
construction fund 28A.40.100 
Forest lands, state forest lands, See FORESTS 
AND FOREST PRODUCTS, subtitle 
State forest lands 
Forfeitures 
bond of purchaser to insure compliance 
with contract for sale of valuable mate-
rials 79.01.334 
crops from forfeited land or lease, sale of 
79.01.172 
deposit required for lease or purchase, for-
payor of 79.01.088 
easements or right of way for removal of 
valuable materials, forfeiture for nonuse 
79.36.290
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont. Harbor areas—Cont. sale of—Cont. applications for approval 79.01.084 filing 79.01.088 forms and instructions 79.01.084 conduct of sales 79.01.204 confirmation of sale 79.01.212 corporations qualified to purchase 79.01.088 deposits by bidders 79.01.204 deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088 fixing date of sale 79.01.184 hours of sale 79.01.196 lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution 79.01.188 memoranda of sale to purchaser 79.01.204 minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200 notice contents 79.01.184 persons qualified to purchase 79.01.088 places of sale 79.01.196 posting notice 79.01.184 procedure 79.01.184 proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188 public auction, sales must be at, exception 79.01.200 publication of notice 79.01.184 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceeds sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 tidewaters, control and regulation within 79.01.212 valuable materials, sale of advertising expenses 79.01.192 advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188 affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 79.01.212 conduct of sales 79.01.204 confirmation of sale 79.01.212 deposits by bidders 79.01.204 educational lands, sale of timber and stone by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200 fixing date of sale 79.01.184 hours of sale 79.01.196 lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution, duty of commissioner public lands 79.01.188 memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204 minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200 notice contents 79.01.184 places of sale 79.01.196 posting notice 79.01.184 procedure 79.01.184 proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188 public auction, sales must be at, exception 79.01.200 publication of notice 79.01.184 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 tidewaters, control and regulation within Const. Art. 15 § 1, Const. Art. 15 § 2, Const. Art. 15 § 3 valuable materials, sale of advertising expenses 79.01.192 advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188 affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 79.01.212 conduct of sales 79.01.204 confirmation of sale 79.01.212 deposits by bidders 79.01.204 educational lands, sale of timber and stone by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200 fixing date of sale 79.01.184 hours of sale 79.01.196 lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution, duty of commissioner public lands 79.01.188 memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204 minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200 notice contents 79.01.184 places of sale 79.01.196 posting notice 79.01.184 procedure 79.01.184 proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188 public auction, sales must be at, exception 79.01.200 publication of notice 79.01.184 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 tidewaters, control and regulation within Const. Art. 15 § 1, Const. Art. 15 § 2, Const. Art. 15 § 3 valuable materials, sale of advertising expenses 79.01.192 advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188 affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 79.01.212 conduct of sales 79.01.204 confirmation of sale 79.01.212 deposits by bidders 79.01.204 educational lands, sale of timber and stone by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200 fixing date of sale 79.01.184 hours of sale 79.01.196 lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution, duty of commissioner public lands 79.01.188 memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204 minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200 notice contents 79.01.184 places of sale 79.01.196 posting notice 79.01.184 procedure 79.01.184 proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188 public auction, sales must be at, exception 79.01.200 publication of notice 79.01.184 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 tidewaters, control and regulation within Const. Art. 15 § 1, Const. Art. 15 § 2, Const. Art. 15 § 3 valuable materials, sale of advertising expenses 79.01.192 advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188 affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 79.01.212 conduct of sales 79.01.204 confirmation of sale 79.01.212 deposits by bidders 79.01.204 educational lands, sale of timber and stone by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200 fixing date of sale 79.01.184 hours of sale 79.01.196 lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution, duty of commissioner public lands 79.01.188 memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204 minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200 notice contents 79.01.184 places of sale 79.01.196 posting notice 79.01.184 procedure 79.01.184 proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188 public auction, sales must be at, exception 79.01.200 publication of notice 79.01.184 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196 report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.208 tidewaters, control and regulation within Const. Art. 15 § 1, Const. Art. 15 § 2, Const. Art. 15 § 3
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
Plats and platting
shorelands, sale of after platting 79.01.484
state lands in cities, required before sale Const. Art. 16 § 4
limit on amount offered in one parcel Const. Art. 16 § 4
tidelands and shorelands
appraisal of platted land appeals from appraisal to superior court 79.01.444
duty of commissioner of public lands to make 79.01.440
filing 79.01.444
improvements 79.01.440
notice of filing 79.01.444
reappraisal 79.01.456
record book of appraisals, contents 79.01.440
first class tidelands and shorelands 79.01.428
plating required 79.01.428
preparation of plats 79.01.436
public waterways, establishment, dedication to public use, reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428
reappraisal upon replatting 79.01.456
record of plats contents 79.01.436
filing 79.01.436, 79.01.444
replating 79.01.456, 79.01.460
separation from upland owner by navigable waters, platting 79.01.488
streets, laying out of, dedication to public use 79.01.428
vacation by replat 79.01.456, 79.01.464, 79.01.476
Possessory rights of person claiming through United States law 16.12.110
Public lands, defined 79.01.004
Public waterway districts, eminent domain 91-08.150, 91.08.570
Publications, harbor area lease sale, publica­
tion of notice 79.01.524
Railroad bridges across navigable streams au­thorized 79.01.368, 79.01.376
Reclamation (See also RECLAMATION) public use in taking for Const. Art. 1 § 16 (Amend. 9)
state projects 89.16.080
Reclamation (Carey Act) Ch. 79.48
Reclamation districts, inclusion within 89.30-016, 89.30.019
Records
granted lands, examination of records in making selection by state 79.01.076
leases 79.01.268
plat 79.01.436
Recreational land, minimum water flows and levels, establishment by department of water resources 90.22.010
Reservation of mineral, oil and gas rights to the state 79.01.224
Rights of way
county roads and bridges 36.85.030, 36.85-040
diking districts, power 85.05.080
erection of toll bridges and related facilities, compensation 47.56.100, 47.56.110
River and harbor improvement districts, assess­ments 88.32.040
Rural development, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Land settlement
Sale of
advertising 79.01.184, 79.01.188
advertising expenses 79.01.192
contracts, misrepresentation or fraud, surrender of contract because of 79.01.240
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
hours of sale 79.01.196
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
Sale of—Cont.
lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution 79.01.188
minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200
notice contents 79.01.184
notice of sale 79.01.184
places of sale 79.01.196
posting of sale notice, county auditor with 79.01.184
procedure 79.01.184
proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188
publication of sale notice, department of natural resources, with 79.01.184
reoffering, re-advertising required 79.01.196
reservation in grant of right of easement or use for railroads or other facilities 79-36.260
state lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands
tidelands and shorelands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Tidelands; PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands
Sale or lease of land and valuable materials (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Valuable materials)
supervision and control of natural resources department over 79.01.094
School lands
adverse possession against 7.28.090
confirmation of prior sales for educational purposes by county commissioners Const. Art. 16 § 2
defined 79.01.004
eminent domain by counties against 8.12.030, 8.12.080
eminent domain by corporations, service of notice 8.20.020
included in state lands 79.01.004
lease of commercial leases, term 79.01.096
term of lease 79.01.096
local and other improvements and assessments against, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Local and other improvements and assessments against permanent common school fund, game and game fish lands, withdrawn from lease, payment of amount of lease into 77.12-360
sale of restrictions on Const. Art. 16 § 3
school district purchases of, maximum and minimum areas, preference right to purchase 79.01.096
sale of educational lands, board of natural resources to fix value 79.01.092
school house sites, acquisition of state school lands for 79.01.096
timber sales
authorized 79.12.232
cash deposit 79.12.236
contract provisions 79.12.234
procedure 79.12.232
timber sales from 79.01.200
Seashore conservation areas
accretions
notice to upland owner of right to purchase 79.01.492
preference right of abutting upland owner to purchase 79.01.492
survey before sale 79.01.492
title belongs to state 79.01.492
boundaries, lowering of water, effect as to crest 79.16.380
city or metropolitan park district parks or playgrounds, application for state tidelands or shorelands for 79.08.080
exchange of state tidelands or shorelands to provide for 79.08.080
grant of state tidelands and shorelands for 79.08.080
city streets, improvement of slopes 79.16.410
Columbia river to Peterson's Point, acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement 79.16.173
declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.170, 79.16.171
declared public recreation area 79.16.172
reserved for public use 79.16.172
Damon's Point to Queets, acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement 79.16.173
declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.160, 79.16.161
declared public recreation area 79.16.172
reserved for public use 79.16.172
ditches and drains, private construction 85-28.130, 85.28.140
drainage, private ditches and drains 85.28-130, 85.28.140
easements or right of way over
fishing and drainage districts 79.01.396-79.01.404
diking
fishing and drainage improvement districts 79.01.396-79.01.404
ditches and flumes 79.01.384-79.01.392
irrigation districts 79.01.396-79.01.404
irrigation purposes 79.01.396-79.01.404
removal of valuable materials application for 79.01.332
certificate of right-of-way, filing 79.01-332
damages caused by, appraisal 79.01.332
forfeiture for nonuse 79.01.336
lands sold or leased by state subject to 79.01.312
private easement subject to state and common users 79.01.316-79.01.328, 79.36.250
roads and streets by counties, cities and United States 79.01.340
telephone lines 79.01.384-79.01.392
transmission lines 79.01.384-79.01.392
utility pipe lines 79.01.384-79.01.392
water overflow 79.01.408
PUBLUC LANDS—Cont.

Shorelands—Cont.
easements or right of way over—Cont.
water pipe lines 79.01.384—79.01.392
wharves by counties 79.01.340
eminent domain by railroads or canal companies against $1.36.010
excavation of waterways through, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Waterways
first class
defined 79.01.028
plating required 79.01.428
public waterways, establishment, dedication to public use, reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428
streets, laying out of, dedication to public use 79.01.428
grant of use of to United States, limitations, gravel, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle lease of
lowering of waters, boundary of land purchased 79.01.028
wharves by counties
water pipe lines
streets, laying out of, dedication to public use
reservation of harbor area from sale applications for
mineral leases, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mineral prospecting leases upon leased land 79.01.428
rental or purchase of lands and materials for sale, keep­ing lists of lands and materials for sale, keep­­ing minimum price 79.01.428
appraisement of platted land
appeals from appraisal to superior court 79.01.444
duty of commissioner of public lands to make 79.01.440
filing 79.01.444
improvements 79.01.440
notice of filing 79.01.444
reappraisal 79.01.456
record book of appraisals, contents 79.01.440
first class shorelands 79.01.428
preparation of plans 79.01.436
reappraisal upon replatting 79.01.456
record of plans contents 79.01.436
filing 79.01.436, 79.01.444
replating 79.01.456, 79.01.460
sale after replatting 79.01.484
vacation by replat 79.01.456, 79.01.464, 79.01.476
public bridges across waterways and tile-lands and shorelands authorized 79.01.428
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands, sale of
Queets to Flatterby
acquisition of lands for purpose of expanding and improving 79.16.173
declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.130–79.16.150
declared public recreation area 79.16.172
reserved for public use 79.16.172
reclamation of tide and unsurveyed land, diking districts 85.05.510–85.05.550
rehabilitation districts, See IRRIGATION DISTRICTS, subtitle Rehabilitation districts
sale of
abutting or upland owner, award of preference right to purchase, time limit to exercise, expiration 79.01.496
abutting upland owner appeal from determination if conflicting applications to purchase 79.01.448
conflicting applications to purchase 79.01.448
preference right to purchase 79.01.448
time limit for applying to purchase 79.01.448
accretions
notice to upland owner of right to purchase 79.01.492
preference right of abutting upland owner to purchase 79.01.492
survey before sale 79.01.492
title belongs to state 79.01.492
advertising expenses 79.01.192
advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing upon sale 79.01.212
appeals to superior court and supreme court 79.01.500
application for purchase or lease of, notice, hearing 79.01.484
applications for
appraisement 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
PUBLUC LANDS—Cont.

Shorelands—Cont.
minerals, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands, valuable materials
mining contracts, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mining contracts
outdoor recreational opportunity land, withdrawal, procedure 79.08.055
ownership rights, construction of 79.01.471
plats and platting
appeal from determination if conflicting applications to purchase 79.01.448
preference right to purchase 79.01.448
time limit for applying to purchase 79.01.448
accretions
notice to upland owner of right to purchase 79.01.492
preference right of abutting upland owner to purchase 79.01.492
survey before sale 79.01.492
title belongs to state 79.01.492
advertising expenses 79.01.192
advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing upon sale 79.01.212
appeals to superior court and supreme court 79.01.500
application for purchase or lease of, notice, hearing 79.01.484
applications for
appraisement 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Shorelands—Cont.
sale of—Cont.
second class—Cont.
notice to abutting upland owner of right to purchase 79.01.480
plating of, sale after 79.01.484
preference right to purchase or lease by abutting upland owner 79.01.484
retention by state when in best public interest to do so 79.01.484
separated from upland owner by navigable waters, minimum price, survey and plating by purchaser, filing of 79.01.489
terms of payment 79.01.216
second class defined 79.01.032
lowering of waters, boundary of land purchased from state, how determined 79.16.380
sale of, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands, sale of stone. See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands, valuable materials timber. See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands, valuable materials valuable materials lease of, persons eligible to 79.01.088
sale of advertising expenses 79.01.192
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing 79.01.212
appeals to superior court and supreme court 79.01.500
applications for appraiser 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
appraisal, sale at less than appraisal prohibited 79.01.124
bill of sale 79.01.232
Columbia river materials, agreements with Oregon by commissioner of public lands 79.01.124
court of sales 79.01.204
corpus delicti qualified to purchase 79.01.088
deposits by bidders 79.01.204
deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
direct sale permitted, when 79.01.200
educational lands, sale by timber and stone by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200
fixing date of sale 79.01.194
hours of sale 79.01.196
lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, duty of commissioner of public lands 79.01.200
materials under two thousand dollars in value 79.01.200
memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204
minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200
notice contents 79.01.184
notice of sale 79.01.184
persons qualified to purchase 79.01.088
places of sale 79.01.196
posting of notice 79.01.184
procedure 79.01.184
proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188
public auction or sealed bids required 79.01.200
publication of sale notice 79.01.184
readvertisement of land not sold 79.01.208

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

valuable materials—Cont.
sale of—Cont.
reoffering, re-advertising required 79.01.196
report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.204
road material, sale to counties, cities and towns, disposition of proceeds 79.01.214
sale proceeds paid to capitol purchase and development account 79.24.580
separate from land, when allowed 79.01.124
water overflow rights for power plants, reservoirs, etc. 79.01.408
waterways, reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428
withdrawal for outdoor recreational use, state parks and recreation concurrence required before withdrawal order can be rescinded 79.08.056
Shorelines, shoreline management act of 1971, See SHORELINE MANAGEMENT ACT OF 1971
Southwest Washington Fair, conveyance to Lewis county 36.90.070
State building bond redemption fund (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Capitol building lands)
revenue from lease or sale of valuable minerals from tidelands, shorelands, and beds of navigable waters 79.24.580
State forest lands (See also FOREST AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES, subtitle Forest lands)
cut-over land, state, reclamation 89.16.090–89.16.110
State lands
abstracts of state lands maintained by land commissioner 79.01.304
access roads to state timber Ch. 76.16
acquired lands
appraisals and inspections by commissioner of public lands 79.01.612
lease and sale of, proceeds to common school fund 79.01.612
management and control over in commissioner of public lands 79.01.612
urban property, rental and management of 79.01.612
acquisition by United States
cessation of state jurisdiction, reverter 37.04.020
consent of state given 37.04.010
previous cessions of jurisdiction saved 37.04.040
purposes 37.04.010
reserved jurisdiction of state 37.04.030
acquisition of for commercial recreation leasing potential purposes 79.08.180
acquisition of for highway purposes 47.12–020
adverse possession against 7.28.090
affidavits, fraud or collusion in sale, effect of filing 79.01.212
appraisals
date of sale of land limited by time of appraisal 79.01.116
easement or right of way for removal of valuable materials, damages caused by, appraisal 79.01.332, 79.36.290
granted lands, appraisal by board of natural resources 79.01.116
granted lands to be selected by state 79.01.076
improvements 79.01.136
land subject to sale or lease, inspection or appraisement 79.01.092
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

State lands—Cont.
auctions
lease of land at public auction 79.01.244
leases, highest bidder to receive 79.01.252
valuable material sales, sealed bids required, exception 79.01.200
capitol building lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Capitol building lands
sale proceeds paid to capitol purchase and development account 79.24.580
separate from land, when allowed 79.01.124
coal mining leases
application 79.01.668
authorized 79.01.652
duration 79.01.668
forfeiture, grounds 79.01.668
inspection of works and records 79.01.676
lease without option contract 79.01.672
maximum period 79.01.668
re-lease 79.01.692
report of lessee 79.01.668
royalties to state 79.01.668
suspension of mining terminates lease 79.01.684
termination 79.01.684, 79.01.688
terms and conditions 79.01.668
timber, use of by lessee, right of state to remove or sell not impaired 79.01.680
valuable materials, right of state to remove or sell not impaired 79.01.680
waste prohibited 79.01.696
option contracts
application for 79.01.656
authorized 79.01.652
damages to surface owner or lessee, payment 79.01.664
fee 79.01.656
holes and shafts, covering or fencing of 79.01.660
investigation of land 79.01.660
maximum area 79.01.656
rights of holder 79.01.660
timber, use of by holder 79.01.660
college or university, leasing granted lands which it has improved, purchase authorized, purposes, procedures 79.01.770–79.01.7749.01.774
county improvements for flood control causing river to change course, title and interest of state in abandoned channel granted to improving county 86.12.034
crimes relating to lessee or contract holder damaging or removing timber or valuable materials, penalty 79.01.752
removal or damaging timber or valuable materials, larceny 79.01.748
trespass by cattle, horses, sheep or goats, penalty 79.40.050, 79.40.060
crops from forfeited land or lease, sale of 79.01.172
cut-over land, state, reclamation 89.16.090–89.16.110
deeds
issuance on full payment 79.01.220
recording with commissioner of public lands 79.01.220
reservation of mineral, oil and gas rights to the state 79.01.224
defined 79.01.004
deposits
bidders 79.01.204
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PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.
deposits—Cont.
sale or lease of state lands, deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
destroying native flora on state lands or on or adjoining highways and parks unlawful 47.40.070, 47.40.080
easements or right of way over diking and drainage districts 79.01.396–79.01.404
diking and drainage improvement districts 79.01.396–79.01.404
ditches and dunes 79.01.384–79.01.392
forfeture for nonuse 79.36.290
highway commission for 47.12.020
irrigation districts 79.01.396–79.01.404
irrigation purposes 79.01.396–79.01.404
orders of utilities and transportation commission as to 79.36.280
removal of valuable materials
application for 79.01.332, 79.36.290
certificate of right-of-way, filing 79.01.332, 79.36.290
damages caused by appraisal 79.01.332, 79.36.290
determination and payment 79.36.230
forfeiture for nonuse 79.01.336
lands sold or leased by state subject to 79.01.312, 79.36.230
orders of utilities and transportation commission as to 79.01.328
private easements subject to state and common user 79.01.316–79.01.328, 79.36.240–79.36.280
reservation in grants or leases of right of easement or use for railroads or other facilities 79.36.260
rules and regulations by utilities and transportation commission as to 79.36.270
roads and streets by counties, cities and United States 79.01.340
rules and regulations by utilities and transportation commission as to 79.01.324
telephone lines 79.01.384–79.01.392
transmission lines 79.01.384–79.01.392
utility pipe lines 79.01.384–79.01.392
water overflow 79.01.408
water pipe lines 79.01.384–79.01.392
wharves by counties 79.01.340
educational lands
sale of timber and stone by sealed bids, except 79.01.200
value fixed by board of natural resources 79.01.092
eminent domain by cities against 8.12.030, 8.12.080
eminent domain by corporations against, service on appropriation of 8.20.020
exchanges
city and metropolitan park districts, exchanges of tidelands and shorelands 79.08.090
consolidate or block up holdings
county, city and town, state or federal government, exchanges between 76.12.050–76.12.065
forest product marketing, exchange of lands to facilitate 79.08.180–79.08.200
state lands 79.08.180–79.08.200
obtain land with commercial recreation leasing potential 76.12.050
county, city, and town, state or federal government, exchanges between 76.12.050
state parks and recreation purposes 79.08.108
PUBLIC LANDS
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.
forfeiture of
filed reclamation projects, state lands within Ch. 89.12
filings
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing upon sale 79.01.212
applications for purchase or lease 79.01.088
improvements, limit on value of 79.01.092
lease of state land 79.01.092
plats of urban or suburban lands 79.01.100
firewood on state lands, removal for personal use authorized Ch. 76.20
fishing rights reserved
posting procedure 28B.30.325, 79.01.244
posting upon approval of department of game and game fish 28B.20.328, 72.01.460, 79.01.244
forest lands (See also FOREST AND FOREST PRODUCTS, subtitle State forest lands)
easements or right of way over 79.01.388, 79.01.392
income from, deposit to common school construction fund 28A.40.100
record of maintained by commissioner, contents 76.12.155
forestry, lands other than forest lands acquired by foreclosure, etc., sale of, procedure Ch. 76.01
forests, See FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS
forfeiture
bond of purchaser to insure compliance with contract for sale of valuable materials 79.01.134
contract of sale, nonpayment as reason for 79.01.228
crops from forfeited land or lease, sale of 79.01.172
deposit for sale or lease of state lands 79.01.088
easement or right of way for removal of valuable materials, forfeiture for nonuse 79.36.290
easement or right of way forfeiture for nonuse 79.01.336
improvements, forfeiture for not making 79.01.216
leases, forfeiture of renewal deposit, new lease, appraisal of improvements 79.01.280
leases for nonpayment of rent, extension of time 79.01.268
game and game fish lands, See GAME AND GAME FISH, subtitle Lands
game hunting lands, withdrawal of state lands from lease and sale for shooting grounds Ch. 77.40
general contingency forest fire suppression account 76.04.210
granted lands
appraisal by board of natural resources before sale or lease 79.01.116
duty of commissioner of public lands, duties, adoption of standards 79.01.301
grazing fees
79.28.060
improvement of grazing ranges, agreements 79.28.070, 79.28.080
indemnity or lieu lands 79.28.040, 79.28.050
permits 79.28.050
sale for development as irrigated agricultural land, exceptions, adoption of standards 79.01.301
grazing leases
79.01.296, 79.01.300
harbor areas, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Harbor areas
highway lands, acquisition and disposition of, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Acquisition and disposition of property for hunting and fishing rights reserved
posting 79.01.244
posting procedure 28B.30.325
posting upon approval of department of game and game fish 28B.20.328, 72.01.460, 79.01.244
improvements
appraisal by commissioner of public lands 79.01.136
damages and waste as to valuable materials, deduction from value of improvements 79.01.136
defined 79.01.036

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.
government, exchanges between 79.01.340, 79.01.392
granted lands—Cont.
local improvements and assessments against, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Local improvements and assessments against
maximum and minimum areas subject to sale or lease 79.01.096
reclamation (Carey Act) Ch. 79.48
relinquishment on failure or rejection 79.01.080
restrictions on sale Const. Art. 16 § 1 for educational purposes Const. Art. 16 § 2, Const. Art. 16 § 3
selection of by state classifications 79.01.076
considerations in selecting 79.01.076
duty of commissioner of public lands to make 79.01.080
examination of records 79.01.076
inspections and appraisals 79.01.076
reports as to 79.01.076
share crop leasing authorized, disposition of crops, procedures 79.12.570–79.12.630
sustained yield plans
areas embraced by 79.56.010
bond of purchaser 79.60.090
cooperative agreements, assignment of contract, approval required 79.60.080
contracts for logging, conditions 79.60.070
cutting limitations 79.60.030
deposit by purchaser 79.60.090
easement over state land during agreement 79.60.080
establishment of units 79.60.020
sale agreements, price, conditions 79.60.050, 79.60.060
expenses of administration 79.60.070
reservation from sale 79.56.010
timber sales
authorized 79.12.232
cash deposit 79.12.236
contract provision 79.12.234
procedure 79.12.232
gravel, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands, valuable materials
grazing fees
79.28.060
improvement of grazing ranges, agreements 79.28.070, 79.28.080
indemnity or lieu lands 79.28.040, 79.28.050
permits 79.28.050
sale for development as irrigated agricultural land, exceptions, adoption of standards 79.01.301
grazing leases
79.01.296, 79.01.300
harbor areas, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Harbor areas
highway lands, acquisition and disposition of, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Acquisition and disposition of property for hunting and fishing rights reserved
posting 79.01.244
posting procedure 28B.30.325
posting upon approval of department of game and game fish 28B.20.328, 72.01.460, 79.01.244
improvements
appraisal by commissioner of public lands 79.01.136
damages and waste as to valuable materials, deduction from value of improvements 79.01.136
defined 79.01.036
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PUBLICATIONS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.

improvement—Cont.
deposit of purchaser to cover value, payment to improvement owner 79.01.148
diking and drainage, apportionment of costs, benefit to 85.08.370, 85.08.375
encouragement to make 79.01.216
forfeiture of contract for purchase for failure to make 79.01.216
improver's preference right to lease 79.01.272
limitation of value of fixed by commissioner of public lands 79.01.092
owned by state, payment to purchaser 79.01.148
possession after termination of lease 79.01.148
removal after termination of lease, time limit 79.01.140
removal or sale of upon termination of lease 79.01.288
reversion of unremov ed or unauthorized improvements to state 79.01.144
right to make by purchaser 79.01.216
value, how determined 79.01.136
right for irrigation as improvement, right of lessee to receive value of 79.01.284
institution of higher learning, leasing granted lands which it has improved, purchase authorized, purposes, procedures 79.01.770-79.01.774
institutional lands included in state lands 79.01.004
irrigation (Carey Act) Ch. 79.48
irrigation districts, inclusion within 87.03-025
Lake Union shorelands, transfer of certain lands to University of Washington 288.20.370
lands other than forest lands acquired by foreclosure, etc., sale of, procedure Ch. 76.01
lease of
agricultural lands, minimum price per acre 79.01.244
agricultural leases in lieu of grazing leases 79.01.296
agriculture department director, by 15.04-090
appeals to superior court and supreme court 79.01.500
applications for appraiser of 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
approval of lease by commissioner of public lands 79.01.268
assignment of lease 79.01.292
authority of commissioner of public lands to lease at public auctions 79.01.244
bidding procedure, evaluation of public use in accepting the best bid 79.01.244
closing lands, hearing, notice 72.01.460
coal mining, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands, coal mining
commercial, business, residential or recreation leases, term 79.01.092
corporations qualified to lease 79.01.088
county auditor's duties transferred to county treasurer 79.08.170
court review of actions 79.01.500
depots requisitioned, forfeiture 79.01.088
division into two or more leases, request for, fee 79.01.236
duration 79.01.244
economic analysis, procedure, criteria 79.01-095
educational lands, value fixed by board of natural resources 79.01.092

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.

levy of—Cont.
filings
applications for purchase or lease 79.01.088
improvements, limitation on value of 79.01.092
lease of state lands 79.01.092
forfeiture for failure to pay rent, extension of time 79.01.268
forfeiture of renewal deposit, new lease, appraisal of improvements 79.01.280
granted lands
appraisal by board of natural resources 79.01.116
maximum and minimum areas subject to sale or lease 79.01.096
time limitations upon 79.01.096
grazing leases 79.01.296, 79.01.300
hearing on application for closure by lessee 72.01.460
highest bidder to receive 79.01.252
hunting and fishing rights reserved
posting 79.01.244
posting procedure 288.20.325
posting upon approval of department of game and fish 288.20.328,
72.01.460, 79.01.244
improvements
appraisal by commissioner of public lands 79.01.136
assignment 79.01.292
damages and waste as to valuable materials, deduction from value of improvements 79.01.136
deposit of purchaser to cover value, payment to improvement owner 79.01.148
improver's preference right to lease 79.01.272
limitation of value of fixed by commissioner of public lands 79.01.092
owned by state, payment by purchaser 79.01.148
possession after termination of lease 79.01.140
removal or sale of upon termination of lease 79.01.140
reversion of unremov ed or unauthorized improvements to state 79.01.144
subpoena power of witnesses to determine value 79.01.152
water right for irrigation as improvement, right of lessee to receive value of 79.01.284
improver's preference right to lease 79.01.272
inspection and appraisement, report to commissioner of public lands 79.01.248
mustache or fraud, surrender of lease because of 79.01.240
notice to pay rent 79.01.268
oil and gas, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oil and gas leases
persons qualified to lease 79.01.088
posting of lists by county auditor 79.01.252
posting lease upon leased land, procedure, conditions for issuance, payment of damages 79.01.624
record of leases 79.01.268
rejection of lease by commissioner of public lands 79.01.255
renewal of leases 79.01.276
rental amounts, fixed by department of natural resources 79.01.092
rental payments, to whom made 79.01.256
reservation in lease of right of easement or use for railroads or other facilities 79.36.260
reservation of leased land from sale during lease period 79.01.300
return of county auditor making lease 79.01.260
share crop leasing authorized, disposition of crops, procedures 79.12.570-79.12-630
time and place for offering of 79.01.248
vacated plats, streets, alleys and public places, preference right of purchase of lease by abutting owners 79.01.098
value of fixed by department of natural resources 79.01.092
watershed of city or town, purchase or condemnation by city or town allowed 79.01.128
lessee or contract holder damaging or removing timber or valuable materials, penalty 79.01.752
limit on amount sold in one parcel Cont. Art. 16 § 4
local and other improvements and assessments against, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Local and other improvements and assessments against
management and administration, multiple use concept, compliance with local ordinances, when 79.68.110
concept to be utilized, when 79.68.010
conferring with other agencies, public hearings authorized 79.68.100
department to periodically adjust acreages under sustained yield management program 79.68.040
department's existing authority and powers preserved 79.68.900
existing withdrawals for state park and state game purposes preserved 79.68.910
fostering use of aquatic environment, limitation 79.68.088
land use data bank, contents, source, consultants authorized, use 79.68.120
"multiple use", defined 79.68.020
multiple use land resource allocation plan, adoption, factors considered 79.68.090
multiple uses compatible with financial obligations of trust management, other uses permitted, when 79.05.108
public lands identified and withdrawn from conflicting uses, effect, limitation 79.68.060
scope of department's authorized activities 79.68.070
"sustained yield plans", defined 79.68.030
maps, plats and surveys, filed with commissioner, record and index 79.01.708
material removed for channel or harbor improvement, or flood control, use for public purpose 79.01.178
mineral prospecting leases
application for 79.01.620, 79.01.624
authorized 79.01.616
damages payment to lessee of land condition precedent to receiving 79.01.624
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State lands—Cont.

mineral prospecting leases—Cont.

damages payment to owner of land condition precedent to receiving 79.01.616 disposition of other materials by state 79.01.650
entrance of premises by state 79.01.649 fee 79.01.620
income from deposits to common school construction fund 28A.40.100 investigation and report 79.01.620, 79.01.624
leased land, prospecting lease upon, procedures, conditions to issuance, payment of damages 79.01.624
maximum acreage 79.01.616 preference right to new lease 79.01.632 qualifications for 79.01.616
rejection and forfeiture 79.01.620 rental fees 79.01.620
rules and regulations 79.01.618
surface rights owner, lessee’s rights and duties as to 79.01.633
termination of lease for default 79.01.634
terms and conditions 79.01.628
 timber, use of permitted 79.01.628, 79.01.650
mineral rights
conveyance or relinquishment to United States 79.08.110
reservation to the state 79.01.224
minerals, See PUBLIC LANDS, subitite
State lands, valuable materials
mining contracts
applications for 79.01.636
authorized 79.01.616
conditions 79.01.636, 79.01.644
consolidation of contracts 79.01.648
conversion of lease to, rights upon 79.01.628, 79.01.632
damages payment to owner of land condition precedent to receiving 79.01.616
damages payment to owner or lessee of land condition precedent to receiving 79.01.636
development work 79.01.636
disposition of other materials by state 79.01.650
form of contract 79.01.640
issuance procedure 79.01.636
maximum acreage 79.01.616
property and records, examination 79.01.649
prospecting period 79.01.636
qualifications for 79.01.616
renewal 79.01.644
rental payments to state 79.01.644, 79.01.636
right of entry by state 79.01.649
royalty payments to state 79.01.628, 79.01.636, 79.01.644
termination of contract for default 79.01.634, 79.01.636
who may obtain 79.01.636
mistake or fraud, surrender of contract or lease because of 79.01.240
natural area preserves
definitions 79.70.020
natural resources, department of, powers of 79.70.030, 79.70.040
purpose 79.70.010
Washington state natural preserves advisory committee, created, members, vacancies, qualifications 79.050
natural resources equipment fund 43.30.280
normal school lands included in state lands 79.01.004
notices
 parks and recreation, withdrawal of public lands from lease or sale 79.08.065

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

State lands—Cont.

notices—Cont.
purchaser, duty to give notice to of overdue payments 79.01.228
rent payment 79.01.268
oil and gas (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subitite Oil and gas leases) reservation of oil and gas rights to the state 79.01.224
outdoor recreational opportunity land, withdrawal
limitations on 79.08.056
procedure 79.08.055
withdrawal of public lands from lease or sale 79.08.065
oyster reserves (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subitite Oyster reserves)
acquisition of for highway purposes 47.12.020
easements or right of way over 79.01.384–79.01.392
parks and recreation (See also PARKS AND RECREATION, subitite State Parks)
exchange of lands for 79.08.108
exchange of state lands for 79.08.109
rental payments 79.08.104
state trust lands withdrawn for park purposes, sale to parks and recreation commission, terms, procedure 43.51.270
timber removal, consent required 79.08.106
trust land purchase account 43.51.280
use of public lands for park purposes
authority, approval of board of regents, when 79.08.102
hearing, notice, procedure 79.08.065
withdrawal of public lands from lease or sale, authority, approval of board of regents, when 79.08.102
plats and platting
cities, plat required in before sale Const. Art. 16 § 4
filing plats of urban or suburban lands 79.01.100
limit on amount in one parcel Const. Art. 16 § 4
urban or suburban land, duty of department to make before sale, exemption from certain local governmental requirements 79.01.100
vacation
by commissioner of public lands 79.01.104
by petition 79.01.108
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subitite State lands, sale of
railroad right of way over
appraisal 79.01.352
certificate of easement for 79.01.364
grant of 79.01.344
improvements 79.01.356, 79.01.360
procedure 79.01.348
width and extent 79.01.344
railroads, reservation in grant or lease of right of easement or use for railroads 79.36.260
range lands, federal funds for protection and management of forests and range lands 76.01.040, 76.01.050
real property, land conveyed to aliens, ownership of 64.14.030
real property acquired and managed by state agencies, services and facilities of department of natural resources available to 43.30.260
reclamation (Carey Act) Ch. 79.48
records of leases 79.01.268

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

State lands—Cont.

removal of valuable materials by highway commission 47.12.020
reports
granted lands, reports as to selection 79.01.076
inspection and appraisement of land to be sold or leased 79.01.092
sale proceedings, reports sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.204
sale of advertising expenses 79.01.192
advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
appeal to superior court or supreme court 79.01.500
applications for appraisal 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
assessments paid by state added to purchase price 79.01.728, 79.44.095
contracts
assignment of 79.01.292
division into two or more, request for, fee 79.01.236
execution 79.01.228
extension of time for payments under 79.01.228
forfeiture for nonpayment 79.01.228
form 79.01.228
improvements, forfeiture for not making 79.01.216
notice to purchaser of overdue payments 79.01.228
reservation of mineral, oil and gas rights to the state 79.01.224
taxes and assessments 79.01.228
corporations qualified to purchase 79.01.088
county auditor’s duties transferred to county treasurer 79.08.170
court review of actions 79.01.500
date of sale limited by time of appraisal 79.01.116
deed
issuance on full payment 79.01.220
recording 79.01.220
reservation of mineral, oil and gas rights to the state 79.01.224
deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
education lands, value fixed by department of natural resources 79.01.092
filing
applications for purchase or lease 79.01.088
improvements, limit on value of 79.01.092
lease of state land 79.01.092
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
granted lands
appraisal by board of natural resources 79.01.16
maximum and minimum areas subject to sale 79.01.096
hours of sale 79.01.196
improvements
appraisal by commissioner of public lands 79.01.136
damages and waste as to valuable materials, deduction from value of improvements 79.01.136
deposit of purchaser to cover value, payment to improvement owner 79.01.148
encouragement to make 79.01.216
extent and character prescribed by commissioner of public lands 79.01.216
forfeiture of contract to purchase for failure to make 79.01.216
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.
sale of—Cont.

improvements—Cont.

owner by state, payment by purchaser .01 .148
reversion of unremoved or unauthorized improvements to state .01 .144
right to make by purchaser .01 .216
subpoena power of witnesses to determine value .01 .152
value of, how determined .01 .136
improvement, limitation of value of fixed by commissioner of public lands .01 .092
improver's preference right to lease after inspection and appraisement .01 .332
reports to lists of lands and materials for sale .01 .96
interest on deferred payment .01 .020
minimum price is appraised value .01 .200
mistake or fraud, surrender of contract 
notice contents .01 .184
persons qualified to purchase .01 .088
places of sale .01 .96
possession after termination of lease .01 .140
posting of notice of sale .01 .184
procedure .01 .184
proof of publication of notice of sale .01 .184
public auction, sales must be at .01 .200
publication of sale notice .01 .184
quantity of state land that may be sold in one parcel as acreage Const. .16 § 4

rental amounts fixed by department of natural resources .01 .092
reoffering, re-advertising required .01 .196
reservation in grant of right of easement or use for railroads or other facilities .36 .260
survey to determine area subject to .01 .120
terms of payment .01 .216
vacated plats, streets, alleys and public places, preference right of purchase by abutting owners .01 .108
value fixed by department of natural resources .01 .092
watershed of city or town, purchase or condemnation by city or town allowed .01 .128
school district leasing granted lands which it has improved, purchase authorized, purposes, procedure .01 .770-.01 .774
school lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle School lands

schoollands (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands)
acquisition of for highway purposes .12 .020
lease of, restriction .01 .470
sale of, public entities only .01 .470
state lands, lands included in .01 .004
state parks on state lands other than trust lands, rent free .01 .240
trust lands, market value .01 .1068
stone. See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands, valuable materials

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
State lands—Cont.
tidelands (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Tidelands)
acquisition of for highway purposes .12 .020
lease of, restriction .01 .470
sale of, public entities only .01 .470
timber (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State lands, valuable materials)
classification of land as reforestation land after timber removal, duty of natural resources department to protect and reforest .01 .164
damages caused by removal, appraisal .01 .332
easements or right of way causing damage to timber, determination and payment .36 .230
educational lands, sale of timber .01 .200
forest products marketing, exchange of lands to facilitate .08 .180-.08 .200
installation sales .01 .132
lump sum sale
authorized .01 .132
defined .01 .133
parks and recreation, timber removal, consent required .08 .106
removal, subject to regulations as to manner .01 .160
sale of at sealed bids from educational lands .01 .200
scale sale
authorized .01 .132
defined .01 .133
subpoena power of witnesses to determine value .01 .152
treble damages for removal or manufacturing into articles .01 .756
when must be sold separate from land .01 .124
timber sales from state granted lands and school lands authorized .12 .232

trespass

cattle, horses, sheep, or goats, penalty .40 .050, .40 .060

Christmas trees, cutting or removal, treble damages .40 .070
prosecution of trespassers .01 .760
removal or damaging timber or valuable materials, larceny .01 .748

trust lands, economic analysis, requirement, criteria .01 .095

United States

mineral rights, conveyance or relinquishment to United States .08 .110

national defense, lease of land to for .08 .120

University of Washington lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle University of Washington lands

urban or suburban lands, platting by department, exemption from certain local governmental requirements .01 .100
vacation of plats, streets, alleys and public places by commissioner of public lands .01 .104
by petition
preference right of purchase by abutting owners .01 .108
procedure .01 .108

valuable materials

coal mining lease, right of state to remove valuable materials not impaired .01 .108

froths from forfeited land or lease, sale of .01 .172

defined .01 .038

PUBLIC LANDS

State lands—Cont.

valuable materials—Cont.
educational lands, sale of timber and stone by sealed bids .01 .200
inspection and offering for sale without application or deposit allowed .01 .168
removal by highway commission .12 .020
sale of advertising expenses .01 .192
advertising of .01 .184, .01 .188
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of filing .01 .212
appeal to superior court and supreme court .01 .300
applications for

appraisal .01 .084

filing .01 .088
forms and instructions .01 .084
appraisal, sale at less than appraisal prohibited .01 .124
appraisal by commissioner of public lands required .01 .116
bill of sale .01 .232
Columbia river materials, agreements with Oregon by commissioner of public lands .01 .124
court of sales .01 .204
confirmation of sale .01 .212
contracts for sale of rock, gravel, etc., payment on royalty basis, bond of purchaser, forfeiture for noncompliance .01 .134
corporations, qualified to purchase .01 .088
court review of actions .01 .500
date of sale limited by time of appraisal .01 .116
deposits by bidders .01 .204
deposits required, forfeitures .01 .088
fixing date of sale .01 .184
hours of sale .01 .196
inspection and report .01 .124
lists of lands and materials for sale, keeping of, distribution, duty of commissioner of public lands .01 .188
materials under two thousand dollars in value .01 .200
memorandum of sale to purchaser .01 .204
minimum price is appraised value .01 .200
notice contents .01 .184
notice of sale .01 .184
persons qualified to purchase .01 .132
places of sale .01 .196
procedure .01 .184
proof of publication of notice of sale .01 .188
public auction or sealed bids required .01 .200
publication of sale notice .01 .184
re-advertisement of land not sold .01 .208
reoffering, re-advertising required .01 .196
report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands .01 .204
road material, sale to counties, cities and towns, disposition of proceeds .01 .176
separate from land

cash purchase price required .01 .132
installment purchases, when permitted, procedure .01 .132
removal, time limitation upon .01 .132
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PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

State lands—Cont. valuable materials—Cont. sale of—Cont. separate from land—Cont. timber 79.01.124 when allowed 79.01.124 classification of land as reforestation land after timber removed, duty of natural resources department to protect and reforest 79.01.164 educational lands 79.01.200 installment sales 79.01.132 removal, sales subject to regulations as to manner 79.01.160 when must be sold separate from land 79.01.124 watershed purchase by city or town, purchase of valuable materials 79.01.128 subpoena power of witnesses to determine value 79.01.152 timber classification of land as reforestation land after timber removal, duty of natural resources department to protect and reforest 79.01.164 educational lands, sale of timber by sealed bids 79.01.200 removal, sales subject to regulations as to manner 79.01.160 valuable minerals educational lands, sale of timber and stone by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200 sale of advertising of 79.01.184 direct sale, when permitted 79.01.200 notice contents 79.01.184 notice of sale 79.01.184 persons qualified to purchase 79.01.088 posting of notice 79.01.184 public auction or sealed bids required, exception 79.01.200 publication of sale notice 79.01.184 separate from land extensions of time, interest 79.01.132 lump sum 79.01.132 defined 79.01.133 maximum term of lease 79.01.132 removal, time limitations upon 79.01.132 scale sales 79.01.132 defined 79.01.133 Washington State University lands (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Washington State University lands) included in state lands 79.01.004 waste improvements, damages and waste as to valuable materials, deduction from value of improvements 79.01.136 prosecution of persons committing 79.01.760 water overflow rights for power plants, reservoirs, etc. 79.01.408 waterways lease of, restriction 79.01.470 leasing rights, construction of 79.01.471 public ownership rights, construction of 79.01.471 sale of, public entities only 79.01.470 weeds, duty to destroy 17.04.180 State lands within federal reclamation projects, generally Ch. 89.12 Stone. See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Valuable materials Streets and alleys dedication to public use 79.01.428

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Streets and alleys—Cont. platting of tidelands and shorelands, dedication to public use 79.01.428 vacation of by replat 79.01.464, 79.01.476 Subpoena power of commissioner of public lands and board of natural resources 79.01.704 Sustained yield plans areas embraced by 79.56.010 cooperative agreements assignment of contract, approval required bond of purchaser 79.60.090 contracts for logging, conditions 79.60.070 cutting limitation 79.60.030 deposit by purchaser 79.60.090 easement over state land during agreement 79.60.040 establishment of units 79.60.020 sale agreements, price, conditions 79.60.050, 79.60.060 expenses of administration 79.60.070 reservation from sale 79.56.010 sale of timber 79.56.010 Tidelands accretions notice to upland owner of right to purchase 79.01.492 survey before sales 79.01.492 title belongs to state 79.01.492 acquisition of for highway purposes 47.12.020 city or metropolitan park district parks or playgrounds application for state tidelands or shorelands for 79.08.080 citizen committee to investigate, determine needs 79.08.080 director of conservation to assist 79.08.100 exchange of state tidelands or shorelands to provide for 79.08.090 grant of state tidelands or shorelands for 79.08.080 city streets, improvements of slopes 79.16.410 Columbia river to Peterson's Point acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement of 79.16.173 declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.170, 79.16.171 declared public recreation area 79.16.172 reserved for public use 79.16.172 Damon's Point to Quets acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement 79.16.173 declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.160, 79.16.161 declared public recreation area 79.16.172 reserved for public use 79.16.172 ditches and drains, private construction 85.28.130, 85.28.140 drainage, private ditches and drains 85.28.130, 85.28.140 easements or right of way over diking and drainage districts 79.01.396-79.01.404 diking and drainage improvement districts 79.01.396-79.01.404 ditches and fumers 79.01.384-79.01.392 irrigation districts 79.01.396-79.01.404 irrigation purposes 79.01.396-79.01.404 removal of valuable materials application for easement 79.01.332 certificate of right-of-way, filing 79.01.332 damages caused by, appraisal 79.01.332 forfeiture for nonuse 79.01.336

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Tidelands—Cont. easements or right of way over—Cont. removal of valuable materials—Cont. lands sold or leased by state subject to 79.01.312 private easement subject to state and common users 79.01.316-79.01.328, 79.36.250 roads and streets by counties, cities and United States 79.01.340 telephone lines 79.01.384-79.01.392 transmission lines 79.01.548 utility pipe lines 79.01.384-79.01.392 water overflow 79.01.408 water pipe lines 79.01.384-79.01.392 wharves by counties 79.01.340 eminent domain by public or canal companies against 81.36.010 excavation of waterways through, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Waterways first class defined 79.01.020 plating required 79.01.428 public waterways, establishment, dedication to public use, reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428 streets, laying out of, dedication to public use 79.01.428 grant of use of to United States, limitations, revocation 79.01.591-79.01.608 gravel, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Tidelands, valuable materials improvements distrait or sale of improvements for taxes, time limitation 79.01.716 unauthorized, use fee 79.01.471 lease of (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mineral prospecting leases; PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oil and gas leases) application for appraiserment 79.01.084 filing 79.01.088 forms and instructions 79.01.084 assignment of lease 79.01.292 authority of commissioner of public lands to lease 79.01.504 booming purposes 79.01.536, 79.01.540 corporations qualified to lease 79.01.088 deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088 division into two or more, request for, fee 79.01.236 failure to purchase or re-lease, procedure, payment of appraised improvements to former lessee 79.01.548 improvements, distrait or sale of improvements for taxes, time limitation 79.01.716 leasing rights, construction of 79.01.471 mistake or fraud, surrender of lease because of 79.01.240 oil and gas, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oil and gas leases oyster reserves authorized 79.20.090 inspection and report by director of fisheries 79.20.100 Jefferson county oyster land reserves 79.20.150-79.20.180 state oyster reserve fund, proceeds paid into 79.20.110 persons qualified to lease 79.01.088 prospecting lease upon leased land 79.01.624 re-lease, failure to purchase or re-lease, procedure, payment of appraised improvements to former lessee 79.01.548 rentals, disposition of capital construction account 79.16.180 cities and towns to receive 79.16.180
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
Tidelands—Cont.
lease of --Cont.
rentals, disposition of --Cont.
counties, harbor development fund 79-16.180
harbor development funds 79.16.180
port districts to receive, when 79.16.180
recession 79.01.470
waterways, reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428
local and other improvements and assessments against
PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Local and other improvements and assessments against
mineral prospecting leases, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mineral prospecting leases
minerals, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Tidelands, valuable materials
mining contracts, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Mining contracts
outdoor recreational opportunity land
approval of parks and recreation commission before withdrawal order recorded 79.08.055
withdrawal, procedure 79.08.055
ownership of beds and shores of navigable waters asserted 79.08.056
oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Oyster lands
public bridges across waterways and tidelands authorized 79.01.372
purchase, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Tidelands, sale of
Quests to Flattery
acquisition of lands for expansion and improvement of 79.16.173
declared public highway, reservation from sale or lease 79.16.130–79.16.150
declared public recreation area 79.16.172
reserved for public use 79.16.172
reclamation of tide and unsurveyed land, diking districts 85.05.520, 85.05.540, 85.05.550
recreational use and taking of fish and shellfish, reservation of areas from sale or lease for purposes of 79.16.175, 79.16.176
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Tidelands—Cont.
valuable materials, sale of—Cont.
conduct of sales 79.01.204
confirmation of sales 79.01.212
corporations qualified to purchase 79.01.088
deposits by bidders 79.01.204
deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
educational lands, sale of timber and
stone by sealed bids 79.01.200
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
hours of sale 79.01.196
inspection and report 79.01.124
lists of lands and materials for sale, keep­ing of, distribution, duty of commis­sioner of public lands 79.01.188
materials under two thousand dollars in
value 79.01.200
memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204
minimum price is appraised value 79.01.200
notice contents 79.01.184
paid to capital purchase and development
account 79.24.580
paid to state building bond redemption
fund 79.24.580
persons qualified to purchase 79.01.088
places of sale 79.01.196
posting of notice 79.01.184
procedure 79.01.184
proof of publication of notice of sale
79.01.188
public auction or sealed bids required,
exception 79.01.200
publication of sale notice 79.01.184
readvertisement of land not sold 79.01.208
readvertising required 79.01.196
report of sale proceedings sent to com­missioner of public lands 79.01.204
road material, sale to counties, cities and
towns, disposition of proceeds 79.01.176
separate from land, when allowed 79.01.124
water overfall rights for power plants, res­ervoirs, etc. 79.01.408
Timber (See also PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle
Valuable materials)
and Columbia access to, See PUBLIC
LANDS, subtitle Access roads for re­moval of valuable materials
coal mining lessee, use of by, right of state
lands retained not impaired 79.01.680
coal mining option contract holder, use of
by 79.01.660
damages caused by removal, appraisal
79.01.332
easement or right of way over state land
causing damage to timber, determina­tion and payment 79.36.230
forest products marketing, exchange of
lands to facilitate 79.08.180-79.08.200
may be sold, how Const. Art. 16 § 3
mining prospect lessee, use of timber per­mitted 79.01.628
oil and gas leases
removal after sale, fire protection rules to
be complied with 79.14.150
rights of way, payment for by lessee 79.
park and recreation land, timber removal,
cost permitted 79.08.106
sale of on state lands Const. Art. 16 § 3
sales from state granted lands and school
lands 79.12.232
treble damages for removal or manufacture
into articles 79.01.756, 79.01.760
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
Trespass
prosecution of trespassers 79.01.760
removal or damaging timber or valuable
materials, larceny 79.01.748
Tidelands
economic analysis required, criteria 79.01.095
state trust lands withdrawn for park pur­poses, sale to parks and recreation com­ mission, terms, procedure 43.51.270
use of, rules and regulations governing, en­forcement, penalty Ch. 43.30
Unappropriated subject to control of United
States Const. Art. 26 § 2
Underground storage of natural gas, lease of
public lands for 80.40.060
Undeveloped lands, settlement for rural de­velopment, generally Ch. 89.04
Unincorporated towns on See TOWNSITES
United States
acquisition from state
cession of state jurisdiction, reverter 37.
.04.020
consent of state given 37.04.010
previous cessions of jurisdiction saved 37.04.040
purposes 37.04.010
reserved jurisdiction of state 37.04.030
bridges or trestles over navigable waters of
the United States, approval required 79.
.01.380
forest lands
exchanges of lands to block up holdings
76.12.050-76.12.065
exchanges to obtain lands with commercial
recreational leasing potential 76.
.12.050
reacquisition from federal government of
lands transferred through tax foreclo­sure, advancements to counties from
forest development account 76.12.035
grant of use of tidelands and shorelands to
United States, limitations, reversion 79.
.01.596-79.01.688
granted lands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle
State lands
lands claimed through land laws of United
States deemed in possession of person
claiming for herd law purposes 16.12.110
national defense, lease of land to for 79.
.08.120
state mineral rights, conveyance or relinqu­ishment to United States 79.08.110
title in lands patented by United States dis­claimed by Const. Art. 17 § 2
weeds, duty to destroy 17.04.170, 17.08.140
United States reclamation areas
location within
assessments 89.12.090
generally Ch. 89.12
sale 89.12.100
University of Washington lands
demonstration forest and experiment sta­tion, exchange of granted lands for other
lands for purposes of 79.08.070
economic analysis required, criteria
79.01.095
eminent domain by railroads and canal
companies against 81.36.010
included in state lands 79.01.004
outdoor recreational opportunity land,
withdrawal of trust land, procedures
79.08.055
sale of
advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
legislative or board of regents consent re­quired for 79.01.096
notice contents 79.01.184
notice of sale 79.01.184
PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.
University of Washington lands—Cont.
sale of—Cont.
posting notice of sale 79.01.184
procedure 79.01.184
publication of sale notice 79.01.184
University of Washington bond retirement
fund, income from granted lands depos­ited in 28B.20.721
valuable materials, sale
of advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
notice contents 79.01.184
notice of sale 79.01.184
posting of notice of sale 79.01.184
procedure 79.01.184
publication of sale notice 79.01.184
Valuable materials (See also PUBLIC
LANDS, subtitle Shorelands; PUBLIC
LANDS, subtitle Tidelands; PUBLIC
LANDS, subtitle Beds of navigable
waters; PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Public
lands; PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle State
lands)
access roads for removal of valuable mate­rials, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Ac­cess roads for removal of valuable mate­rials
coal mining lessee, right of state to remove
or sell timber on leased land not im­paired 79.01.680
counties, sale of, timber and mineral rights
36.34.010
defined 79.01.038
material removed for channel or harbor im­provement, or flood control, use for public
purpose 79.01.178
sale of
advertising expenses 79.01.192
advertising of 79.01.184, 79.01.188
affidavit of fraud or collusion, effect of
filing 79.01.212
appeals to superior court and supreme
court 79.01.500
applications for
appraisal 79.01.084
filing 79.01.088
forms and instructions 79.01.084
appraisal, sale at less than appraisal pro­hibited 79.01.124
appraisal by commissioner of public
lands required 79.01.116
Columbia river water materials, agree­ments with Oregon 79.01.124
conduct of sales 79.01.204
confirmation of sale 79.01.212
contracts for sale of rock, gravel, etc., pay­ment in royalty basis, bond of
purchaser, forfeiture for noncompli­ance 79.01.134
 corporations qualified to purchase 79.01.088
counts, timber and mineral rights 36.34.
.010
date of sale limited by time of appraisal
79.01.116
deposits by bidders 79.01.204
deposits required, forfeiture 79.01.088
educational lands, sale of timber and stone
by sealed bids, exception 79.01.200
fixing date of sale 79.01.184
hours of sale 79.01.196
inspection and report 14.14.124
lists of lands and materials for sale, keep­ing of, distribution, duty of commis­sioner of public lands 79.01.188
materials under two thousand dollars in
value 79.01.200
memorandum of sale to purchaser 79.01.204
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PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Valuable materials—Cont.
sale of—Cont.

maximum price is appraised value 79.01.120
notice contents 79.01.184
notice of sale 79.01.184
persons qualified to purchase 79.01.088
places of sale 79.01.196
posting of notice 79.01.184
procedure 79.01.184
proof of publication of notice of sale 79.01.188
public auction or sealed bids required, exception 79.01.200
publication of sale notice 79.01.184
readvertisement of land not sold 79.01.208
removal from shorelands, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Shorelands, easements or right of way over, removal of valuable materials
reoffering, readvertising required 79.01.196
report of sale proceedings sent to commissioner of public lands 79.01.204
road materials, sale to counties, cities and towns, disposition of proceeds 79.01.176
separate from land
cash purchase price required 79.01.132
extension of time, interest 79.01.132
installment purchases, when permitted, procedure 79.01.132
removal, time limitation upon 79.01.132
timber 79.01.124
when allowed 79.01.124
state lands, how Const. Art. 16 § 3
stone Const. Art. 16 § 3
timber Const. Art. 16 § 3
educational lands 79.01.200
installment sales 79.01.132
jump sum sale 79.01.132
defined 79.01.133
scale sale
authorized 79.01.132
defined 79.01.133
when must be sold separate from land 79.01.124
watershed purchase by city or town, purchase of valuable materials 79.01.128
Veterans, land settlement, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Land settlement
Washington State University lands economic analysis, requirement, criteria 79.01.095
lease of, hunting and fishing rights reserved, posting procedure 28B.30.325
sharecrop leasing authorized 79.12.570
Waste, prosecution of persons committing 79.01.760
Water rights acquisition by United States, See WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS, subtitle United States water rights
Waters and waterways, See PUBLIC LANDS, subtitle Waterways
Waterways
city streets, improvement of slopes 79.16.410
Day Island waterway, vacation, planting, and sale as tidelands 79.16.325, 79.16.326
dedication to public use 79.01.428
dedication upon replat 79.01.460
excavation through state tidelands and shorelands
application of intention, effect 79.16.470
appraiser of tidelands to be filled 79.16.520
authorization 79.16.430
bond of contractor 79.16.430
bulkhead specifications 79.16.490

PUBLIC LANDS—Cont.

Waterways—Cont.
excavation through state tidelands and shorelands—Cont.
certificate of cost, issuance, filing 79.16.460
contract requisites 79.16.440, 79.16.450
costs apportioned to lands benefited 79.16.500
dischARGE of lien 79.16.460
extension of time for 79.16.450
filing of lien 79.16.460
harbor line commission must approve contract 79.16.440
lien upon adjacent tidelands and shorelands 79.16.430, 79.16.460
public use, waterways open for 79.16.510
publication of application, effect 79.16.470
right of way granted 79.16.480
tide gates and locks
acquisition by state, valuation, right of eminent domain 79.16.510
toll charges for use 79.16.510
Lake Washington shorelands selected for waterway use 79.16.406
lease of
leasing rights, construction of 79.01.471
restriction 79.01.470
permits for use of 79.16.190
port districts permits issued by for use of, disposition of rentals 79.16.190
public bridges across waterways authorized 79.01.372
public ownership rights, construction of 79.01.471
reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428
sale of, public entities only 79.01.470
shorelands of second class selected for public use as waterway 79.16.400
tidelands and shorelands, establishment of public waterways, dedication to public use, reservation from lease and sale 79.01.428
unauthorized improvements, use fee 79.01.471
vacation of, grounds for, procedure 79.01.472
vacation of by replat 79.01.464, 79.01.476

PUBLIC LIBRARIES (See LIBRARIES, subtitle Public libraries)
PUBLIC LIVESTOCK MARKETS (See LIVESTOCK MARKETS)

PUBLIC MARKETS

Cities and towns, acquisition and operation of 35.92.040
PUBLIC MEETINGS (See MEETINGS AND ASSEMBLIES, subtitle Public)

PUBLIC MONEY (See PUBLIC FUNDS)

PUBLIC NUISANCES (See NUISANCES, subtitle Public nuisances)

PUBLIC OFFICE

Women not excluded from holding 49.12.200

PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

Abolishment of offices, legislature may abolish certain offices Const. Art. 3 § 25 (Amend. 31)
Code of ethics for public officials—Cont. 

Article 11 § 16 

Persons holding elective office 

35(16) 

The Code of Ethics for Public Officials is a legal document that outlines the ethical standards and responsibilities for public officials. It includes provisions on conflict of interest, disclosure of financial interests, and limitations on gifts and hospitality. The Code aims to ensure that public officials act in the best interest of the public and maintain public trust.

The Code is enforced by various state agencies and boards, which are responsible for investigating and enforcing violations of the Code. Violations can result in penalties such as fines, removal from office, or imprisonment. The Code is a critical component of maintaining the integrity of public office and ensuring that public officials act with integrity and transparency.

However, the Code also has limitations and exceptions. For example, the Code does not apply to certain positions, such as those in the armed forces or those who serve in certain capacities as a result of their election or appointment. Additionally, the Code may not apply to certain types of transactions or activities, such as those that are clearly exempt under federal law.

Despite these limitations, the Code serves as a crucial framework for guiding the ethical conduct of public officials and fostering public confidence in government.
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES  
---Cont.

Disclosure—Campaign financing—Lobbying—Records—Cont.---Cont.
writing, defined 42.17.020
District officers
duties, term, compensation, legislation to
prescribe Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
election to legislature to provide for Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
biennial Const. Art. 6 § 8
duty of legislature to provide for election
Const. Art. 11 § 5 (Amend. 12)
time of Const. Art. 6 § 8
call of Const. Art. 1 § 33 (Amend. 8)

Election officers, See ELECTIONS, subtitle Officers
Election officers, retirement and civil service
rights preserved 40.14.120
Eligibility to hold public office 42.04.020, 42.04.021
Eligibility to hold public office Const. Art. 2
§ 14
religious qualification not to be required
Const. Art. 1 § 11 (Amend. 34)
Embezzlement by 9.54.010, 9.54.010

Employment preferences for veterans, See VETERANS, subtitle Employment preferences
Execution sales, purchase by prohibited, justice
compensation procedure 12.24.180
Executive conflict of interest act
administrative procedure act, application to
penalties of agency 42.18.270
advisory commission members, exemption from
acts, extent 42.18.330
agency, defined 42.18.030
agency head, defined 42.18.040
duties under act 42.18.230
enforced by act 42.18.260
filings, copies of findings and decisions in
enforcement proceedings with governor 42.18.310
assist, defined 42.18.050
attorney general, enforcement, civil penalty
42.18.300
board members, exemption, extent 42.18.290
bribes
accepting 42.18.200
including persons to give 42.18.210
civil action to enforce by attorney general
42.18.290
commission members
exemption from act, extent of exemption
42.18.330
extent of exemption 42.18.330
compensation
defined 42.18.060
prohibited and permitted, exceptions 42.18.190
compensation, sharing, effect as violation
involving transaction with the state 42.18.190
county compensation, effect 42.18.190
crime relating to 42.18.160, 42.18.170, 42.18.190, 42.18.200, 42.18.210, 42.18.220
persons other than state employees 42.18.230
rules and regulations of the governor, exceptions 42.18.240
definitions
agency 42.18.030
agency head 42.18.040
assist 42.18.050
compensation 42.18.060
construction of definitions 42.18.020
head of agency 42.18.040
intermittent state employees 42.18.070
participate 42.18.080
person 42.18.090

PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES  
---Cont.
Executive conflict of interest act---Cont.
definitions---Cont.
regular state employee 42.18.100
responsibility 42.18.110
state action 42.18.120
state employee 42.18.130
thing of economic value 42.18.140
transaction involving the state 42.18.150
disqualification, employee to disqualify
himself from participating in a transaction
involving the state, when 42.18.160
donation, gift, favor, or favor, of thing of
economic value, effect 42.18.200
enforcement
agency head, by 42.18.260
civil action in superior court 42.18.290
civil penalty, amount 42.18.300
duty of governor 42.18.240
filing copies of findings and decisions
therein with governor 42.18.310
filing of findings and decisions with governor 42.18.310
head of agency, by 42.18.260
limitation on actions 42.18.320
exceptions, by rule and regulation of the governor
42.18.290
exemptions 42.18.330
limited exemption 42.18.190
exemptions from act, activities not covered
hereunder 42.18.190
federal compensation, effect 42.18.190
filings, findings and decisions of head of
government, in office of governor 42.18.310
former state employees, prohibited activities
42.18.220
governor
cancellation or rescission of state action
when, 42.18.270
investigations 42.18.240
powers and duties under act 42.18.240
rules and regulations respecting 42.18.240
suspension of operation of disqualification
requirements, when 42.18.160
head of agency
defined 42.18.040
duties under act 42.18.250
enforcement of act 42.18.260
filing of copies of findings and decisions in
enforcement proceedings with governor 42.18.310
horse racing commission 67.16.160
intermittent state employees, defined 42.18.070
investigations by governor 42.18.240
judicial officers and employees, not included
within definition of state employees for
purposes of this act 42.18.130
legislative officers and employees, not included
within the definition of state employee
for purposes of this act 42.18.130
limitation on actions 42.18.320
municipality, compensation from, effect
42.18.190
notice, administrative penalties, notice of
hearing 42.18.270
partnership, effect upon act 42.18.170
penalties
agency action 42.18.270
civil penalty 42.18.300
limitation on actions 42.18.320
persons, violations by persons other than
state employees 42.18.230
prohibited activities 42.18.160
public officers 42.18.160
purpose 42.18.010
regular state employees
definition 42.18.100

PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES  
---Cont.
Executive conflict of interest act---Cont.
regular state employees---Cont.
exemptions, extent of exemption 42.18.190
rules and regulations, promulgation by
governor 42.18.240
secretary of state, filing of governor's sus­
pension of disqualification requirement
with 42.18.160
state employee
defined 42.18.130
former state employee, limitations on ac­
tivities of 42.18.220
thing of economic value
bribes, inducing person to give 42.18.210
county compensation, effect 42.18.190
favor, accepting, effect 42.18.200
federal compensation, effect 42.18.190
gifts 42.18.200
governmental pay, receipt from other
governmental units, effect 42.18.190
gratuity, receipt of 42.18.200
municipal compensation, effect 42.18.190
receipt of, prohibited, exceptions 42.18.190
transaction involving the state
cancellation or rescission of state action,
by governor, when 42.18.280
compensation, sharing, effect 42.18.170
defined 42.18.150
disqualifications, employee to do so
42.18.160
former state employee, prohibited activities
42.18.220
partnership, effect of on violation 42.18.170
permitted activities 42.18.180
prohibited activities 42.18.170
prohibition where employee has "sub­
stantial economic interest" 42.18.160
suspension of requirement by governor,
when, filing 42.18.160
travel expenses, application of act to 42.18.190
United States, compensation from, effect
42.18.190
violations 42.18.160, 42.18.170, 42.18.190, 42.18.210
favor 42.18.200
former state employees 42.18.220
gift 42.18.200
gratuity 42.18.200
investigations by the governor 42.18.240
limitation on actions 42.18.320, 42.20.010
rules and regulation of the governor
42.18.240
Washington national guard, included in
definition of intermittent state employee,
when 42.18.070
Expense accounts, presenting false claim to
public officer, penalty 9.45.050
Expenses and per diem, See EXPENSES
AND PER DIEM
Extra compensation prohibited Const. Art. 2
§ 25 (Amend. 35)
Extradition agent 10.34.030
False personification of public officer, penalty
9.34.020
Fees
cost bill may include 4.84.090
excessive, extortion, penalty 9.33.040
Forgery of office (See also FORFEITURE
OF OFFICE)
conviction of felony or malfeasance 9.92.120
Former state employees, prohibited activities,
under executive conflict of interest act 42.18.220
Graft, influencing, penalty 9.18.110
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PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES—Cont.

Habeas corpus. Immunity from civil liability for obeying order 7.36.180

Health care programs and insurance for state employees and officials contributions by state agencies 41.05.050 costs deemed additional compensation 41.05.070 definitions 41.05.010 department of general administration to make services available 41.05.060 director of personnel duties 41.05.030 disabled state employees, continuation of participation 41.05.080 employees' insurance board 41.05.020 health care plans 41.05.020 retired state employees, continuation of participation 41.05.080 state employees insurance fund 41.05.040 Health regulations by state board of health, duty to enforce 43.20.020 Holidays, enumeration of 1.16.050 Homicide committed by, justifiable 2.20.020

Housing authority projects, interest in 42.22.070 Judicial (See also JUDGES)

Interstate compact on juveniles, responsibilities 41.05.030

Legislators, disqualification of for certain civil officers removable by legislature Const. 4.16.080

Local, may be member of legislature Const. 4.16.010

Magistrates, defined 2.20.010

PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES—Cont.

Military leaves of absence for militia 38.40.060 national guard 38.40.060 Militia, See MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS, subtitle Officers Misappropriation of public funds embezzlement 9.54.010 limitation of action against 4.16.080 Municipal corporations, eligibility to hold office 42.04.020, 42.04.021 Municipal employees, code of ethics Ch. 42.23 National guard, See MILITIA AND MILITARY AFFAIRS, subtitle Officers Officer, defined 11.06.05 Obstructing as riot 9.27.050 Official bonds (See also BONDS, subtitle Official) payment of premiums 48.28.040 Oppression by, penalty 9.33.020 Paves, use or acceptance, by, forbidden Const. Art. 2 § 39 Payroll deductions accident and health insurance 41.04.020, 41.04.030 charity contributions 41.04.036 health care services 41.04.030 life insurance 41.04.020, 41.04.030 United Fund contributions 41.04.035, 41.04.036

Pensions, See RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS

Per diem, see EXPENSES AND PER DIEM Personal property in charge of under process, taking from, penalty 9.31.070 Planning and community affairs agency, divisions of planning, program management, population and research divisions, transfer to office of program planning and fiscal management 43.10.900 Presenting false claim to, penalty 9.45.050 Prisoners under custody of, powers and duties as to, See PRISONERS AND PRISONERS

Privileged communications 5.60.060 Probation officers 9.92.060 Public works contractor's bond, liability for public officer failing to take 39.08.015

Quo warranto proceedings judgments of ouster or forfeiture 7.56.100 subject to information, when 7.56.010 Recall, See ELIMINATION, subtitle Recall Refusing to make arrest or aid officer 9.69.030 Refusing to receive person into custody 9.69.020 Religious qualification not to be required Const. Art. § 5

Removal, of, joint resolution of legislature Const. Art. § 4

Resignation to whom made 42.12.020 vacancy in office caused by 41.12.010 Resisting by force, penalty 9.18.090 Resisting or obstructing 9.18.090, 9.69.040, 9.69.060

Retirement, See RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS

Salaries and wages (See also SALARIES AND WAGES authorized deductions from salary, enumerated 41.04.230

Schools and school districts eligibility to hold office 42.04.020, 42.04.021 employment of, powers of directors 28A.58.100 leaves of absence 28A.58.100 sick-leave, transfer of accumulated, policy 28A.58.100

PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES—Cont.

Signatures, forgery of, penalty 9.44.050 State abolition of certain offices, power granted legislature Const. Art. 3 § 25 (Amend. 31) actions against, defense by state 4.92.060, 4.92.070 advance payment of travel expenses advance warrants, issuance, limitations 43.03.170 advances, construction 43.03.200 authorized 43.03.150 budget director to prescribe rules and regulations 43.03.210 default in repayment of unexpended advance 43.03.180 department, defined 43.03.160 itemized travel expense vouchers, submission 43.03.180 lien until proper accounting or repayment of advance 43.03.190 repayment of unexpended advance 43.03.180 rules and regulations, adoption by budget director 43.03.210 vouchers, itemized, submission of 43.03.180 warrants for advance, issuance, limitation 43.03.170

aeronautics commission employees subject to state civil service law 14.04.040 age restriction on employment 41.40.125 apple advertising commission code, officers and employees to enforce 15.24.180 assistant director of highways for state aid, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Assistant director of highways for state aid attorneys, employment by other than attorney general 43.10.067 bureau of statistics, agriculture and immigration, state officers to furnish information to 43.07.070 civil defense, See CIVIL DEFENSE, subtitle Employees classes and number of positions for agency fixed by budget director, exceptions 43.88.160 compensation not to be changed during term, nor extra granted Const. Art. 2 § 25 (Amend. 31) daily remittance of moneys to state treasury 43.01.050 director of highways, See HIGHWAYS, subtitle Director of election to be quadrennial Const. Art. 6 § 8 contested, legislature to decide Const. Art. § 4 employee training authorized 43.88.160 employees' suggestion awards amounts of awards 41.60.040 definitions 41.60.010 determination of award 41.60.030 effective date 41.60.010 employee suggestion awards board defined 41.60.010 duties 41.60.020 membership 41.60.020 rules and regulations 41.60.020 expenses of administration 41.60.050 fiscal support for awards and expenses 41.60.060 funds, disbursements 41.60.070 pay and classification plans, review of, exceptions 43.88.160 vouchers for payment of awards and expenses 43.60.060 employment applications, disclosure of race or religion prohibited, penalty 43.04.100, 43.01.110
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--- Cont.

State --- Cont.
executive conflict of interest, See PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, subtitle Executive conflict of interest act
expenses and per diem
lieutenant governor when acting governor, per diem 43.03.020
maximum amount 43.03.050
moving expenses 43.03.110
former state employees, prohibited activities 42.18.220
health care programs and insurance for state employees and officials
contributions by state agencies 41.05.050, 41.06.370
costs deemed additional compensation 41.05.070
definitions 41.05.010
department of general administration to make services available 41.05.060
director of personnel duties 41.05.030
disabled state employees, continuation of participation 41.05.080
employees' insurance board 41.05.020
health care plans 41.05.020
retired state employees, continuation of participation 41.05.080
state employees insurance fund 41.05.040
highway commission, See HIGHWAY COMMISSION
housing costs for state offices and departments 43.01.090
impeachment, who liable to Const. Art. 5 § 2
information to be furnished to governor in writing by Const. Art. 3 § 5
insurance for while passengers or crew members of nonscheduled aircraft flight 43.01.120
jury duty, exempt from 2.36.080
jury list, omission from 2.36.080
mileage
amount 43.03.110
procedure 43.03.140
rules and regulations concerning 43.03.140
militia, exemption from service 38.44.030
moneys collected
daily remittance to state treasury 43.01.050
liability of officers on bond for noncompliance 43.01.070
statement as to source of funds 43.01.050
statement of claims against 43.01.070
state committee on salaries 43.03.028
travel expenses for prospective employees 43.03.130
procedures 43.03.140
trustees of state institutions, appointment of Const. Art. 13 § 1
use of passes prohibited Const. Art. 12 § 20
vacations
accrual 43.01.040
amount entitled to 43.01.040
computation of 43.01.040
extension for deferred leave 43.01.040
part time employees 43.01.040
rules and regulations 43.01.043
severance of employment, effect 43.01.041
transfers, effect upon 43.01.040
State colleges, See STATE COLLEGES OF EDUCATION, subtitle Faculty members and employees
Statements as to subversive activities, answers subject to perjury 9.81.110
Subversive activities
conviction of bars holding of state or municipal subdivision office 9.81.040
discharge of subversive persons 9.81.090
oath required as to membership in subversive organization 9.81.070
exceptions, when 9.81.080
testimony as to subversive activities, answers subject to perjury 9.81.070
subversive person ineligible for state or municipal subdivision employment 9.81.060
Superior court, public officers and employees, unfair labor practices, appeal from hearing of labor and industries department 41.56.190
Supreme court, jurisdiction as to state officers, writs 2.04.010
Treasurer, public moneys to be deposited with Const. Art. 11 § 15
Uniformed personnel
arbitration panel
determination by, basis for 41.56.460
findings and determinations 41.56.450
hearings 41.56.450

PUBLIC PRINTER AND PRINTING

--- Cont.

Uniformed personnel --- Cont.
arbitration panel --- Cont.
powers and duties 41.56.450
refusal to submit to procedures, superior court, invoking jurisdiction of, contempt 41.56.480
rights of parties 41.56.470
findings 41.56.440
hearings 41.56.440
impasse, defined 41.56.440
negotiations 41.56.440
strikes by, declaration 41.56.430
strikes prohibited, fines 41.56.490
violations, fines 41.56.490
United States, militia service, exemption from 38.44.030
University of Washington, See UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, subtitle Faculty members and employees
Urban renewal projects, interest in 35.81.180
Usurpation of office
Venue of actions against 4.12.020
Veterans, defined 41.04.005
Veterans' preference in examinations, generally, computation 41.04.010
war, defined 41.04.005
Violations, persons other than state employees 42.18.230
Washington State University, See WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY, subtitle Faculty members and employees

PUBLIC OFFICES (See OFFICE HOURS; PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES)

PUBLIC PENSION COMMISSION (See RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS, subtitle Public pension commission)

PUBLIC PLACES
Consuming liquor in, penalty 66.44.100
Definition for purpose of intoxicating liquor law 66.04.010
not to include certain parks 66.04.011
Discrimination
generally, See DISCRIMINATION unfair practices 49.60.215
Discrimination to deny public accommodations because of race, color, or creed, penalty 9.91.010
Intoxication in, penalty 66.44.110
Minor, treating to intoxicating liquor in 66.44.300
Parks, certain, not included as public places for purpose of intoxicating liquor law 66.04.011
Unfair discrimination practices 49.60.215

PUBLIC POLICY
Against, agreements indemnifying for negligence, construction and maintenance involving real property 4.24.115
Cities and towns, metropolitan municipal corporations 35.58.010
Unsusceptible contracts, protection of citizen, statement of policy 19.52.005

PUBLIC PRINTER AND PRINTING
Appointment by governor 43.78.010
Bills for certification by state printer 43.78.080
contents 43.78.050
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Cont.
Bills for—Cont.
itemized statement 43.78.050
Bond 43.78.020
Charges based on actual costs 43.78.080, 43.78.100
City and town printing contracts for outside of state work, labor requirements 43.78.150
must be done within state, exception 43.78-130, 43.78.140
Classes of printing
session laws 43.78.080
specifications 43.78.080
County contract, official paper Ch. 36.72
County printing contracts for outside of state work, labor requirements 43.78.150
must be done within state, exception 43.78-130, 43.78.140
Delivery to authority ordering
Farming out printing, when permitted, costs 43.78.110
duties concerning 43.78.030
Legislative journals
delivery to state law librarian 40.04.030
duties concerning 43.78.030
printing specifications 43.78.080
Legislative printing
duties concerning 43.78.030
printing specifications 43.78.080
session laws, specifications prescribed by statute law committee 43.78.080
Member of commission on supreme court reports 2.32.160
Port district printing contracts for outside of state work, labor requirements 43.78.150
must be done within state, exception 43.78-130, 43.78.140
Printing and duplicating committee, state printer a member 43.77.010
Private printing, when permitted 43.78.030
costs 43.78.110
Public documents, duties concerning 40.04.020
Reprinting, standing type for 43.78.090
Requisitions for 43.78.040
School district printing contracts for outside of state work, labor requirements 43.78.150
must be done within state, exception 43.78-130, 43.78.140
Session laws
delivery to state law librarian 40.04.030
duties concerning 43.78.030
printing specifications, prescribed by statute law committee 43.78.080
Specifications for printing 43.78.080
Standing type 43.78.090
State beef commission, exemption to members of the legislature, the legislative committees and legislative staff upon request 43.19.1917
State purchasing advisory committee creation, membership 43.19.1902
powers and duties 43.19.1904
PUBLIC PURCHASES Certificate of off-shore items used, requirements of Ch. 39.25
Counties competitive bids 36.32.240
emergencies 36.32.270
County purchasing department Ch. 36.32
Federal property bids by state or political subdivision 39.32-070
political subdivision, direct purchase authorized 39.32.070, 39.32.090
state, direct purchase authorized 39.32.070
Federal surplus property general administration division of purchasing acquisition of surplus property authorized 39.32.020
care and custody over 39.32.035
eligible institutions, defined 39.32.010
purchase procedures 39.32.035, 39.32.040
requisitions by political subdivision 39.32.040
rules and regulations 39.32.060
surplus property purchase revolving fund 39.32.030, 39.32.035, 39.32.050
State purchasing
acceptance of gifts or benefits prohibited, penalties 43.19.1937
bids bond of bidder 43.19.1915
competitive bids, sealed bids, required, exceptions 43.19.1906
letting of contract 43.19.1911
lowest bidder 43.19.1911
notices 43.19.1908
rejection grounds 43.19.1913
solicitation 43.19.1908
violations concerning, penalty 43.19.1939
central stores, central stores revolving fund 43.19.1923
compliance by state officers, employees, etc., required 43.19.200
data processing equipment, leasing, exception, when 43.19.1901
division of purchasing, powers and duties as to 43.19.190
central stores advance payments of agencies to 43.19.1925
central stores revolving fund 43.19-1923, 43.19.1927
combined purchases 43.19.1925
exchange of property between agencies 43.19.1921
repair and maintenance of equipment 43.19.1921
warehouses, establishment and maintenance 43.19.1921
emergency purchases by state officers, etc. 43.19.200
estimates, required of state officers, etc. 43.19-1900
insurance procurement 43.19.1935
leasing, included in definition of purchasing 43.19.1901
official bonds procurement 43.19.1935
purchasing, defined 43.19.1901
records of state purchases shall be available to members of the legislature, the legislative committee and legislative staff upon request 43.19.1917
State purchasing advisory committee creation, membership 43.19.1902
powers and duties 43.19.1904
PUBLIC RECORDS (See RECORDS AND DOCUMENTS)
PUBLIC REPORTS (See REPORTS)
PUBLIC SAFETY (See HEALTH AND SAFETY)
PUBLIC SCHOOLS (See SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS)
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION (See UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION)
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES (See also PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANIES; TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES, subtitle Public service companies)
Electrical apparatus use and construction rules, violation of, penalty 19.29.050
Public utility districts acquisition of electrical utilities, taxation 54.28.120
condemnation or purchase of power facilities 54.04.100
PUBLIC STADIUMS (See STADIUM AND CONVENTION CENTER FACILITIES)
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS Cities and towns acquisition and operation of facilities 35.92.060
authority to contract for transportation services, with whom 39.33.050
authority to enter into agreements to furnish bus service beyond territorial boundaries 39.34.085
city limits, extension beyond, limitations 35.84.060
financing appropriation of funds for referendum 35.95.030
collection of tax, billing 35.95.050
contracts and leases for operation and maintenance 35.95.050
declaration of purpose 35.95.010
definitions 35.95.020
funds derived from taxes, restrictions on classification, etc. 35.95.060
levy and collection of taxes, appropriation and use 35.95.040
purchase of leased systems, price 35.95-070
referendum appropriation of funds for referendum 35.95.030
authorized 35.95.090
rights not impaired 35.95.080
tax appropriation and use of 35.95.040
billing 35.95.050
collection of tax 35.95.040
funds derived from, restrictions on classification, etc. 35.95.060
levy of 35.95.040
sale and use tax for public transportation needs 82.14.045
Cities—Optional municipal code application of general law 35A.81.010
motor vehicle tax exemptions 35A.81.010
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS—Cont.
State purchasing—Cont.
superintendent of purchasing, appointment, personnel 43.19.180
powers and duties 43.19.190
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS—Cont.
State purchasing—Cont.
superintendent of purchasing, appointment, personnel 43.19.180
powers and duties 43.19.190
PUBLIC TRANSIT ROUTE SYSTEMS
PUBLIC UTILITIES (See also ELECTRICAL APPARATUS USE AND CONSTRUCTION; ICE COMPANIES; TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES, subtitle Public service companies; WATER COMPANIES; WATER SUPPLY)
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

Public waterway districts, findings of for eminent domain 91.08.150

PUBLIC UTILITIES—See also CITIES AND TOWNS, subtitle Electrical utilities; UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION; TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES

Accidents
investigations and examinations by commission 80.04.460
notice to commission 80.04.460

Accounts
depreciation and retirement accounts 80.04-.350
merchandise accounts to be kept separate 80.04.270

Acquisition of property, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subline Transfers of property

Actions
conclusiveness of order or rule of commission in actions between private parties and public service companies 80.04.410
findings of commission prima facie correct 80.04.430
intervention by commission where rule or order involved, notice to commission, judgment void if not notified 80.04.420
overcharges, court procedure 80.04.240
recovery of penalties, disposition to general fund 80.04.470
summary proceedings in superior court
appeals to supreme court or court of appeals that decisions therein are correct

Budgets of expenditures
recovery of penalties, disposition to general fund 80.04.470

CITIES AND TOWNS

Sales and use taxes for 82.14.045
Urban public transportation systems, defined 47.04.082
Use of motor vehicle funds and local street and road funds for 47.04.083

PUBLIC USE

Judicial question Const. Art. 1 § 16 (Amend. 9)
Property not to be taken for without compensation Const. Art. 1 § 16 (Amend. 9)
Public waterway districts, findings of for eminent domain 91.08.150

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.

Appraisal—Cont.

order of commission not subject to review 80.20.050
Assignment of property, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subline Transfers of property
Budgets of expenditures
authority of commission to regulate and control 80.04.300
emergency expenditures 80.04.330
examinations by commission 80.04.310
filing of 80.04.300
investigation by commission 80.04.310
objection or rejection by commission 80.04-310
orders of commission as to 80.04.310
publication by commission, withholding of 80.04.320
rejected items, effect 80.04.330
rules and regulations of commission as to 80.04.320
supplementary budgets 80.04.300

CITIES AND TOWNS

acquisition or construction election 35.92.070
procedure for 35.92.070
when unnecessary to submit to voters 35.92.070

bond issues
bondholder's recourse 35.92.160
facsimile signature 35.92.080
funding and refunding
generally 35.92.110
not general obligations 35.92.120
general indebtedness, pledge of revenue for payment of 35.92.080
refunding by single issues 35.92.130
refunding with general obligation funding bonds Ch. 39.52
revenue, lien against 35.92.100
terms of 35.92.150
budget, annual exemption from expenditure limitations of 35.2A.070

cities in class A county west of Cascades, support of cities, towns, counties and taxing district in which facilities located 35.21.422

construction, under park drives and boulevards 35.21.190
franchises and privileges, commission government 35.17.220
funds, special fund for 35.92.100, 35.92.140
gas, electricity, and other power facilities, acquisition and operation 35.92.050
generating facilities located in another county 35.21.420-35.21.450
leasing of
authority 35.94.010
execution 35.94.030
procedure 35.94.020
lighting, heating, fuel, and power facilities, acquisition and operation 35.92.050
rates and charges
costs, expense, interest 35.41.090
municipal revenue bond act, effect 35.41-.080

sale of
authority 35.94.010
execution of 35.94.030
procedure 35.94.020
school children of employees, attendance in school district, financing 28A.58.220
surplus property, disposal 35.94.040
third class cities 35.24.410-35.24.430
towns, earnings to current expense fund, when 35.27.510
warrants, payment out of special fund 35.92.100

Complaints
commission may make 80.04.110
copy, service of at 80.04.110
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Complaints—Cont.

- damages, no dismissal because of lack of
  80.04.110
- count of complaints or grievances 80.04.110
- public service company against another
  public service company 80.04.110
- who may make 80.04.110
- Construction, release or waiver of rights, pen-
 alties, or forfeiture, title not construed as
  80.04.480
- Contractors' registration, exemption from
  80.04.480
- Contractors, highway commission may contract
  with public utility without advertising, bid
  or performance bond 47.01.210
- Copies of orders, rules and regulations, etc.
  admissibility in evidence 80.04.450
  fees for 80.04.450
  publication 80.04.450
- Counties
  - comprehensive plans, elements of 36.70.350
  electric franchises and rights of way on
  county roads 80.32.010
- Crimes relating to (See also PUBLIC UTILI-
  TIES, subtitle Violations) explosives, endangering life and property
  70.74.270
- Damages, liability of public service companies
  to persons or corporations affected by viola-
  tion of law, order, or rule 80.04.440
- Definitions 80.04.010
- Discrimination, messages from other compa-
  nies 80.36.200
- Disposition of property, See PUBLIC UTILI-
  TIES, subtitle Transfers of property
- Districts, See PUBLIC UTILITY DIS-
  TRICTS.
- Earnings, excess of reasonable return, con-
  sideration in fixing rates 80.04.360
- Ecology, department of, duties as to 43.21.220,
  45.21.230
- Elections, public utility district commissioners
  54.12.010
- Electric, inter-utility agreements authorized
  Ch. 54.48
  - underground, conversion to or installation
    in cities and towns Ch. 35.96
  - counties 36.88.410–36.88.480
  Electric company, defined 80.04.010
- Electric franchises and rights of way
  in cities and towns
  - referendum upon granting of 80.32.040
  - transmission line construction and main-
    tenance along city streets
    application for 80.32.010
    authority for 80.32.010
    - eminent domain to acquire property for
      80.32.060
      - right of entry for 80.32.070
      - terms and conditions 80.32.010
      - county roads
        - restoration of county road for travel
          80.32.070
    - transmission line construction and main-
      tenance along
    - application for 80.32.010
    - authority for 80.32.010
    - eminent domain to acquire property for
      80.32.060
    - hearings 80.32.010
    - notice 80.32.010
    - right of entry for 80.32.070
    - terms and conditions 80.32.010
    - eminent domain
      - duties of electrical companies exercising
        80.32.080
- public service company, company exer-
  cising right of eminent domain deemed to be
  80.32.080

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Electric franchises and rights of way—Cont.
eminent domain—Cont.
- right of 80.32.060
- sale or lease of plant and franchises permit-
  ted 80.32.050
- Electric plant, defined 80.04.010
- Electric companies, commodities supplied, commission may or-
  der improvement in 80.28.030
- complaints
  - twenty-five or more consumers must make
    complaint as to rates and
    charges 80.04.110
  - who may make 80.04.110
  - duties as to rates, services and facilities 80.
    28.010
  - eminent domain
    - duties of electrical companies which exer-
      cise powers of 80.32.080
    - private sales of power permitted 80.32.080
    - right of 80.32.060
    - sale of power for public uses 80.32.080–
      80.32.100
    - sale of power outside municipality 80.32.
      080
    - fees, gross operating revenue based fees, de-
      crease of for 80.24.010
    - meters
      - approval of 80.28.150
      - inspection and marking of 80.28.150
      - testing apparatus to be furnished by
        80.28.160
      - testing at request of consumer, charges
        80.28.170, 80.28.180
      - rates and charges
        - changes
          - filing of 80.28.060
          - notice of 80.28.060
          - publication of 80.28.060
          - commission to fix reasonable and com-
            pensatory rates 80.28.020
          - complaints, who may make 80.04.110
          - discrimination prohibited 80.28.100
          - existing contracts, effect upon
            80.28.120
          - published and filed rates to be charged,
            exceptions 80.28.080
          - reasonableness 80.28.010
          - schedule of
            changes 80.28.060
            - filing and publishing of 80.28.050
            - sliding scale of charges 80.28.070
            - repairs, improvements, or additions may
              be ordered by commission 80.28.130
          - service
            - commission may order improvement in
              80.28.040
            - furnishing of upon unreasonable notice
              required 80.28.110
            - unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.
              28.090
    - Electrical utilities
      - apparatus use and construction rules, viola-
        tion of, penalty 19.29.050
      - inspection certificate required before con-
        necting service 19.28.210
      - public policy against the duplication of
        electric lines and services Ch. 54.48
      - safe wiring label, connection permitted if
        affixed 19.28.210
    - Eminent domain
      - electric franchises and rights of way, right
        of 80.32.060
      - gas companies 80.28.220
      - Employees, state employees' retirement sys-
        tem, public utility service credit 41.40.160
      - Evidence, orders, rules and regulations, etc.,
        admissibility and evidence 80.04.450
      - Examinations
        - accidents by commission 80.04.460

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Examinations—Cont.
- budgets of expenditures by commission 80.
  04.310
- Excise taxes, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise
taxes
- Expenditures, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subti-
  ble Budgets of expenditures
- Explosives
  - damages by 70.74.280
  - endangering life and property, unlawful 70.
    74.270
- Fees
  - gross operating revenue based amount of fees 80.24.010
  - decrease of for electrical, gas, water, tele-
    phone, telegraph and irrigation compa-
    nies 80.24.010
  - disposition to public service revolving fund
    80.24.040
  - failure to pay, penalty, disposition of fine
    80.24.050
  - fees to approximate regulation costs 80.
    24.020, 80.24.030
  - fines and penalties for failure to pay, dispo-
    sition 80.24.050
  - records of costs, fees based upon 80.24.
    030
  - statement as to, filing 80.24.010
- public service companies, corporate fees, de-
  ductions 23A.40.080
- Filing affiliated interests, filing of contract or ar-
  rangement with commission 80.16.020
- budgets of expenditures 80.04.300
- gross operating revenue statement 80.24.010
  telephone and telegraph companies, rates
  and charges 80.36.100
- Flood control districts, improvements crossing,
  procedure 80.06.510, 86.09.229
- Franchises
  - disposal without authority void 80.12.030
  - transfer without authority prohibited 80.12.
    020
- Franchises within annexed areas, continuation of
  35.13.280
- Gas companies (See also TRANSPORTA-
  TION COMPANIES, subtitle Gas and oil
  pipeline transporters)
  - certificate of public convenience and neces-
    sity appeals 80.28.190
  - application for 80.28.190
  - authority of commission to grant 80.28.
    190
  - fees 80.28.190
  - hearing 80.28.190
  - notice to existing holders 80.28.190
  - procedures 80.28.190
  - request for 80.28.190
  - required 80.28.190
  - sale of, fee 80.28.190
  - transferability, fees 80.28.190
  - violations, penalty 80.28.190
  - commodities supplied, commission may or-
    der improvement in 80.28.030
  - complaints
    - twenty-five or more consumers must make
      complaint as to rates and
      charges 80.04.110
    - who may make 80.04.110
    - defined 80.04.110
    - duties as to rates, services and facilities 80.
      28.010
    - eminent domain
      - disposition of property acquired 80.28.230
      - right of 80.28.220
    - excise tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise
taxes
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PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Gas companies—Cont.
fees (See also PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Fees)
certificate of public convenience and necessity
rates and charges
changes in
filing of 80.28.060
notice of 80.28.060
publication of 80.28.060
commission to fix reasonable and compensatory rates 80.28.020
complaints, who may make 80.04.110
discrimination prohibited 80.28.100
existing contracts, effect upon 80.28.120
published and filed rates to be charged, exceptions 80.28.080
reasonableness 80.28.010
refusal on gas purchased, passing on to consumers 80.28.070
schedule of changes 80.28.060
filing and publishing of 80.28.050
sliding scale of charges 80.28.070
repairs, improvements, or additions may be ordered by commission 80.28.130
safety rules for transporters of gas by pipeline
ceiling penalty for violation 80.28.212
criminal penalty for violation 80.28.210
service commission may order improvement in 80.28.040
furnishing of upon reasonable notice required 80.28.110
unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.28.090
underground storage of natural gas, See OIL AND GAS, subtitle Underground storage of natural gas
Gas company, defined 80.04.010
Gas plant, defined 80.04.010
Hearings
findings of commission 80.04.120
increase of rates and charges, burden of proof 80.04.130
joinder of complaints or grievances 80.04.110
notice 80.04.110
order of commission 80.04.120
practice and procedure 80.04.110
record of proceedings 80.04.120
service of order 80.04.120
time and place 80.04.110
transcript of testimony 80.04.120
Highways
utilities on interstate highways
removal and relocation contributions and advances to federal aid utility relocation fund 47.44.100
federal—aid facility relocation fund created 47.44.090
money, authorized uses, limitations 47.44.110
legislative finding 47.44.080
reimbursement for removal and relocation costs 47.44.120, 47.44.130
Inspections 43.22.050
Intervention by commission where rule or order involved, judgment void if not notified 80.04.420

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Investigations
accidents by commission 80.04.460
budgets of expenditures by commission 80.04.310
costs of assessed to public service companies 80.20.020
collection 80.20.030
disposition to public service revolving fund 80.20.020
interest on unpaid cost assessment 80.20.030
limitation upon 80.20.020
payment of 80.20.020
frequency limitations upon making 80.20.060
necessity of, conclusiveness of commission's determination of necessity 80.20.040
order of commission not subject to review 80.20.050
Irrigation companies, fees, gross operating revenue based, decrease of fees for 80.24.010
Lease of property, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Transfers of property
Municipal utilities (See also PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Cities and towns)
safety regulations, municipal utilities, not subject to jurisdiction of commission 80.04.500
street railways not affected 81.04.490
telephone, gas, electrical, water utilities, including safety, not affected 80.04.500
Natural gas, underground storage, See OIL AND GAS, subtitle Underground storage of natural gas
Natural gas companies, powers and duties as to underground storage of natural gas 80.010-80.40.070
Notices, accidents to commission 80.04.460
Orders
admissibility and evidence 80.04.450
fees for copies of 80.04.450
following hearing 80.04.120
effective date 80.04.120
extension of time 80.04.120
service of 80.04.120
joint action, apportionment of costs 80.04.140
liability of public service companies to persons or corporations affected by violation of order 80.04.440
public service company complaining against another public service company, power of commission to make order to correct abuse if any 80.04.110
publication 80.04.450
suspension of rate or charge changes 80.04.130
Penalties, cumulative 80.04.480
Pesticide application, application of chapter to public utilities 17.21.220
Pesticide applicator control law, application to 17.21.220
Property transfers, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Transfers of property
Public service companies
accidents investigations and examinations 80.04.460
notice to commission 80.04.460
accounts
access of commission to 80.04.090
depreciation and retirement accounts 80.04.350
forms 80.04.090
merchandise accounts to be kept separate 80.04.270
out-of-state records and accounts, power of commission to require production of 80.04.100

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Public service companies—Cont.
actions
conclusiveness of order or rule of commission in actions between private parties and public service companies 80.04.410
findings of commission prima facie correct 80.04.430
intervention by commission where rule or order involved, notice to commission, judgment void if not notified 80.04.420
affiliated interests
approval of dealings with affiliated interests required 80.16.020
contracts or arrangements with approval considerations 80.16.020
approval of commission required 80.16.020
filing copy with commission 80.16.020
definitions 80.16.010
payments to control of commission over continuing 80.16.050
court review of orders 80.16.090
disallowed 80.16.070
enforcement of orders as to by superior court 80.16.080
nonapproved 80.16.060
proof of reasonableness, what constitutes 80.16.040
reasonableness must be proved 80.16.030
summary orders as to nonapproved or disallowed payments 80.16.060, 80.16.070
appraisal
costs of collection 80.20.030
disposition to public service revolving fund 80.20.020
interest on unpaid cost assessment 80.20.030
limitation upon 80.20.020
payment of 80.20.020
frequency limitation upon making 80.20.060
necessity of, conclusiveness of commission's determination of necessity 80.20.040
order of commission not subject to review 80.20.050
baskets of expenditures
authority of commission to regulate and control 80.04.300
emergency expenditures 80.04.330
filing of 80.04.300
publication by commission, withholding of 80.04.320
rejected items, effect 80.04.330
supplementary budgets 80.04.300
cancellation, acquisition, of franchise or permit for operation of public service business in territory incorporated into city or town 35.02.160
complaints
commission may make 80.04.110
copy, service of 80.04.110
damages, no dismissal because of lack of 80.04.110
joinder of complaints or grievances 80.04.110
public service company against another public service company 80.04.410
who may make 80.04.110
who may serve 80.04.110
damages, liability of public service company to persons or corporations affected by violations of law, order, or rule 80.04.440
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PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Public service companies—Cont.
defined 80.04.010
defined as to
affiliated interests 80.16.010
investigations 80.20.010
securities regulations 80.08.010
transfers of property 80.12.020
earnings, excess of reasonable returns, consideration in fixing rates 80.04.360
electrical companies, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Electrical companies
taxes
fees
corporate fees, deductions 23A.40.080
deduction from amount paid to commission from corporate license fees 23A-40.080
gross operating revenue based amount of fees 80.24.010
decrease of for electrical, gas, water, telephone, telegraph and irrigation companies 80.24.010
disposition 80.24.040
fees and penalties for failure to pay, disposition 80.24.050
failure to pay, penalty 80.24.050
fees to approximate regulation costs 80.24.020
finances and penalties for failure to pay deposited in public service revolving fund 80.24.050
reports of costs, fees based upon 80.24.030
statement as to, filing 80.24.010
franchises
disposal without authorization void 80.12.030
transfer without authorization prohibited 80.12.020
gas companies, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Gas companies
hearings
joinder of complaints or grievances 80.04.110
notice 80.04.110
practice and procedure 80.04.110
time and place 80.04.110
investigations
costs of
assessed to public service companies 80.20.020
collection 80.20.030
disposition to public service revolving fund 80.20.020
interest on unpaid cost assessment 80.20.030
limitation upon 80.20.020
payment of 80.20.020
frequency limitations upon making 80.20.060
necessity of, conclusion of commission's determination of necessity 80.20.040
order of commission not subject to review 80.20.050
orders, public service company complaining against another public service company, power of commission to make order to correct abuse if any 80.04.110
public utility districts
acquisition of electrical utilities, taxation 54.24.120
condemnation or purchase of power facilities 54.04.100
rates and charges
changes
filing of 80.04.130
hearing upon 80.04.130
increase of, burden of proof 80.04.130
suspension until hearing 80.04.130
earnings in excess of reasonable return, consideration in fixing rates 80.04.360, electrical companies, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Electrical companies, gas companies, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Gas companies
merchandising capital or expenses not to be considered in determining 80.04.270
payments to affiliated interests not to be allowed in determining if nonapproved or disapproved 80.16.060, 80.16.070
sufficiently remunerative, consent required before any change in 80.04.150
water companies, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Water companies
records and documents
access of commission to 80.04.090
forms 80.04.090
out-of-state records and accounts, power of commission to require production of 80.04.100
reports
annual to commission 80.04.080
filing 80.04.080
period of report 80.04.080
monthly, periodical or special 80.04.080
securities
acquisition of securities of other public service companies void without authorization 80.12.050
assumption of liability for securities of other companies without permission void 80.08.130
authority of commission to regulate 80.08.020
capitalization of franchises or merger contracts prohibited 80.08.080
control over by state 80.08.020
fees
disposition to public service revolving fund 80.08.070
schedule 80.08.070
issuance
application for authority 80.08.040
authority 80.08.030
hearing upon 80.08.040
investigation by commission 80.08.040
joint agreement with commissions of other states to approve 80.08.040
order granting permission for 80.08.040
purposes for which authorized 80.08.030
review of decision or order of commission as to 80.08.040
unauthorized or nonconforming issues void 80.08.100, 80.08.105
proceeds from issue accounting for disposition 80.08.090
limitations on uses 80.08.050
short term notes 80.08.060
unauthorized or nonconforming issues void 80.08.100, 80.08.105
violations, penalty 80.08.110, 80.08.120
stock, employees
purchase or sale of stock in other corporations prohibited 80.04.280
sale to 80.04.290
transfers of property
acquisition of property of other public service companies 80.12.040
capital stocks and bonds of other public service companies, acquisition void without authorization 80.12.040
disposal without authorization void 80.12.030
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Public service companies—Cont.
Rates and charges—Cont.
filing of 80.04.130
hearing upon 80.04.130
increase of, burden of proof 80.04.130
suspension during hearing 80.04.130
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Public service companies—Cont.
transfer of property—Cont.
franchises
dispensation without authorization void 80.12.030
transfer without authorization prohibited 80.12.020
prohibited without authorization of commission 80.12.020
rules and regulations of commission as to 80.12.050
violations, penalty 80.12.060
valuation
costs of
assessed to public service companies 80.20.020
collection 80.20.030
disposition to public service revolving fund 80.20.020
interest on unpaid cost assessment 80.20.030
frequency limitations upon making 80.20.060
necessity of, conclusiveness of commission's determination of necessity 80.20.040
order of commission not subject to review of 80.20.050
orders, rules or requirements of commission 80.04.380, 80.04.385
water companies, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Water companies
Public utility districts
commissioners
qualifications 54.12.010
terms 54.12.010
dissolution 54.08.080
Public utility excise tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes
Railroads
jurisdiction of public offense committed on Const. Art. 1 § 22 (Amend. 10)
public utility tax, railroad business, defined 82.16.010
Rates and charges
changes
filing of 80.04.130
hearing upon 80.04.130
increase of, burden of proof 80.04.130
sufficiently remunerative charges, consent required before any change in 80.04.130
suspension until hearing 80.04.130
complaints, who may make 80.04.110
earnings in excess of reasonable return, consideration in fixing rates 80.04.360
merchandising capital or expenses not be considered in determining 80.04.270
overcharges
court procedure in actions upon 80.04.240
refund of 80.04.230
reparations 80.04.220
Payments to affiliated interests not to be allowed in determining if nonapproved or disapproved 80.16.060, 80.16.070
unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.36.170
valuation of public service company property for purposes of ascertaining 80.04.250
Records and documents
access of commission to 80.04.090
forms 80.04.090
out-of-state records and accounts, power of commission to require production of 80.04.100
Regulatory fees, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Fees
PUBLIC UTILITIES

PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Release or waiver of rights, penalties, or forfeitures, title not construed as 80.04.480
Repair equipment for motor vehicle maximum height requirement rules to apply to 46.44.020
motor vehicle maximum length requirements, when not to apply to 46.44.030
Reparations for overcharges 80.04.220
Reports
annual to commission 80.04.080
filing 80.04.080
period of report 80.04.080
monthly, periodical or special 80.04.080
Rules and regulations
admissibility and evidence 80.04.450
fees for copies of 80.04.450
liability of public service companies to persons or corporations affected by violation of rule or regulation 80.04.440
publication 80.04.450
Safety regulations, gas pipe line transporters, penalty for violation 80.28.210
Safety rules, gas transporters, civil penalty for violation 80.28.212
Sale of property, See PUBLIC UTILITIES, Stock--Cont.
Stock--Cont.
acquisition of securities of other public service companies void without authorization 80.12.040
assumption of liability for securities of other companies without permission void 80.08.130
authority of commission to regulate 80.08.270
authorization of franchises or merger contracts prohibited 80.08.080
control over by state 80.08.020
fees disposed of to public service revolving fund 80.08.070
schedule 80.08.070
issuance
application for authority to issue 80.08.040
authority 80.08.030
hearing upon 80.08.040
investigation by commission 80.08.040
joint agreement with commissions of other states to approve 80.08.040
order granting permission for 80.08.040
purposes for which authorized 80.08.030
review of decision or order of commission as to 80.08.040
unauthorized or nonconforming issues void 80.08.100, 80.08.105
violations, penalty 80.08.110, 80.08.120
proceeds from issue accounting for disposition 80.08.090
limitations on uses 80.08.050
short term notes 80.08.060
unauthorized or nonconforming issues void 80.08.100, 80.08.105
violations, penalty 80.08.110, 80.08.120
Service
construction 80.04.010
defined 80.04.010
furnished to all upon reasonable notice 80.04.010
reasonableness 80.28.010
Special permits for oversize and overweight movements 46.44.090-46.44.092
Stock (See also PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Securities; PUBLIC UTILITIES, subtitle Dividends)
customers, sale to 80.04.290
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.
Stock—Cont.
employees
purchase or sale of stock in other corporations
organization deduction from salary of payments for prohibited 80.04.280
during working hours prohibited 80.04-280
requiring prohibited 80.04.280
sale to 80.04.290
Tariff changes
filing of 80.04.130
hearing of 80.04.130
increase of, burden of proof 80.04.130
suspension until hearing 80.04.130
Taxation (See also TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes)
leasehold income tax, valuation of leasehold estates in operating properties 82.29.080
Telegraph, underground, conversion to or installation
in cities and towns Ch. 35.96
counties 36.88.410-36.88.480
Telegraph companies
contracts or agreements
effect of act upon existing 80.36.270
with other companies, etc., must be filed with commission 80.36.150
county roads franchises along 36.53.010
use of right of way authorized 80.36.040
deemed 80.04.010
discrimination
messages from other companies 80.36.220
must receive and transmit for any person 80.36.220
electrical installations
excepted from chapter 19.28.370
excepted from regulations 19.28.370
eminent domain
extent of appropriation 80.36.030
public granted lands, eminent domain must be used to obtain right of way 80.36.040
right of 80.36.010
employees, exemption from jury and militia duty 2.36.120
exchange areas, commission to prescribe, procedure 80.36.230, 80.36.240
excise tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise taxes
facilities
condition and sufficiency of 80.36.080, 80.36.090
repairs and betterments, commission may order 80.36.260
fees, gross operating revenue based, decrease of for 80.24.010
filing rates and charges 80.36.100
highways, use of rights of way authorized 80.36.040
public granted lands, when eminent domain must be used 80.36.120
joint rates and charges 80.36.120
longer distance charge must be greater than shorter distance charge 80.36.190
published rates shall be charged, exceptions 80.36.130
reasonableness 80.36.080
schedule of filing 80.36.100
joint rates 80.36.100, 80.36.120
notice of filing and open to inspection 80.36.100
posting 80.36.100
public inspection 80.36.100
right of entry 80.36.020, 80.36.030
services
authority of commission over services and practices 80.36.140
furnished to all upon reasonable notice 80.36.090
standard of services furnished 80.36.080
streets, use of rights of way authorized 80.36.040
consent of city, when needed 80.36.040
unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.36-170
Telegraph line, defined 80.04.010
Telephone, underground, conversion to or installation
in cities and towns Ch. 35.96
counties 36.88.410-36.88.480
Telephone companies
coin-box receptacles, operating with slugs, penalty 9.45.180
complaints twenty-five or more consumers must make complaint as to rates and charges 80.04.110
who may make 80.04.110
connections between lines of different companies, commission may order 80.36.160
contracts or agreements
effect of act upon existing 80.36.270
with other companies, etc., must be filed with commission 80.36.150
county roads and bridges
franchises along 36.55.010
use of rights of way authorized 80.36.040
public granted lands, when eminent domain must be used 80.36.040
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PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.

Telephone companies—Cont.
directories, notice to yield line for emergency, 80.36.200, 80.36.220
messages, receive and transmit for any person, 80.36.220
electrical installations, excepted from regulations, 19.28.370
emergencies, yielding line for, Ch. 70.85
enforcement of law, as defined, 70.85
extent of appropriation, 80.36.030
governmental grants, right of way upon, 80.36.040
right of 80.36.010
exchange areas, commission to prescribe, procedure 80.36.230, 80.36.240
excise tax, See TAXATION, subtitle Excise
facilities
condition and sufficiency of, 80.36.080, 80.36.090
repairs and betterments, commission may order, 80.36.260
fees, gross operating revenue based, increase of, 80.36.240
highways, use of rights of way, authorized, 80.36.040
public granted lands, when eminent domain must be used, 80.36.040
inspection of telephone lines by industrial port district toll facilities, 80.36.040
party lines, yielding for emergency Ch., 70.85
malicious mischief or injury to lines, penalty, 9.61.010
messages
interference with, penalty, 9.61.010
interstate 80.36.250
messages from other companies, discrimination prohibited, 80.36.200, 80.36.220
order of sending 80.36.210
party lines, yielding for emergency Ch. 70.85
port district toll facilities, construction and maintenance of lines along 53.34.010
preferences, unreasonable prohibited 80.36.170
property
damaging or injuring, penalty 80.36.060, 80.36.070
punitive damages for injuring 80.36.060
underwater cable, damaging by ships or vessels, notice of cable location condition precedent to recovery of damages 80.36.070
railroads
right of entry upon right of way 80.36.030
use of rights of way authorized 80.36.040
right of telephone company to use, penalty for refusal 80.36.050
railroads not to discriminate between as to facilities 80.36.040
rates and charges
authority of commission to fix 80.36.140
changes
authority of commission as to 80.36.110
filing 80.36.110
notice of 80.36.110
complaints, who may make 80.40.110
discrimination prohibited 80.36.180
interstate rates complaints 80.36.250
joint rates and charges 80.36.120
longer distance charge must be greater than shorter distance charge 80.36.190
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.

Telephone companies—Cont.
rates and charges—Cont.
published rates shall be charged, exceptions 80.36.130
reasonableness 80.36.080
schedule of
filing 80.36.100
joint rates 80.36.100, 80.36.120
notice of filing and open to inspection 80.36.100
posting 80.36.100
public inspection of 80.36.100
unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.36.170
right of entry 80.36.020, 80.36.030
routing of messages over joint company connections, commission may order 80.36.160
services
authority of commission over services and practices 80.36.140
obtaining by fraud, penalty 9.45.240
standard of services furnished 80.36.080
streets, use of rights of way authorized, 80.36.040
consent of city, when needed 80.36.040
public granted lands, when eminent domain must be used 80.36.040
unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.36.170
Telephone company, defined
80.04.010
Towns, earnings to current expense fund, when 35.27.510
Transfer of highway lands to 47.12.080
Transfers of property
acquisition of property of other public service companies 80.12.060
capital stocks and bonds of other public service companies, acquisition void without authority 80.12.040
disposal without authorization void 80.12.030
franchises, transfer without authority prohibited 80.12.020
prohibited without authorization of commission 80.12.020
rules and regulations of commission as to 80.12.050
violations, penalty 80.12.060
Use tax exemptions 82.12.030
Valuation
costs of
assessed to public service companies 80.20.020
collection 80.20.030
disposition to public service revolving fund 80.20.050
interest on unpaid cost assessments 80.20.030
limitation upon 80.20.020
payment of 80.20.020
frequency limitation upon making 80.20.060
necessity of, conclusiveness of commission's order of commission not subject to review 80.20.050
valuation of public service company property for purposes of ascertaining rates and charges 80.4.025
Violations
actions to recover penalties, disposition to state general fund 80.4.040
gas pipeline transporters, violation of safety rules 80.28.210
litigation of penalties 80.4.040
orders, rules or requirements of commission corporations other than public service companies, penalties 80.4.387, 80.4.390
PUBLIC UTILITIES—Cont.

Telephone companies—Cont.
orders, rules or requirements of commission—Cont.
public service companies, penalty 80.04.380, 80.04.385
penalty 80.04.405
public service revolving fund, penalties deposited in 80.04.405
recover of penalties 80.04.405
safety rules for transporters of gas by pipe line, civil penalty for violation 80.28.210
securities 80.08.120, 80.08.120
transfers of property 80.12.060, 81.12.060
Water companies
commodities supplied, commission may order improvement in 80.28.030
complaints
twenty-five or more consumers must make complaint as to rates and charges 80.04.110
who may make 80.04.110
defined 80.04.010
duties as to rates, services and facilities 80.28.010
fees, gross operating revenue based fees, decrease of for 80.24.010
meters
inspection and sealing of 80.28.140
testing apparatus to be furnished by commission 80.28.160
testing at request of consumer, charges 80.28.170, 80.28.180
public utility excise tax 82.16.020
rates and charges
changes of
filing of 80.28.060
notice of 80.28.060
publication of 80.28.060
commission to fix reasonable and compensatory rates 80.28.020
complaints, who may make 80.4.110
discrimination prohibited 80.28.100
existing contracts, effect upon 80.28.120
published and filed rates to be charged, exceptions 80.28.080
reasonableness 80.28.010
schedule of
changes 80.28.060
filing and publishing of 80.28.050
sliding scale of charges 80.28.070
repairs, improvements, or additions may be ordered by commission 80.28.130
service
commission may order improvement in 80.28.040
furnishing of upon reasonable notice required 80.28.110
unreasonable preferences prohibited 80.28.090
water systems exempted from definition 80.04.010
Water system
defined 80.04.010
exemption of small systems from definition of water company 80.04.010
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION (See UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION)
PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS
Acquisition of property 54.16.010
Agreements and contracts, authority 54.16.090
Annexation
procedure for 54.32.010
taxation of former districts 54.32.010
Assessment collection, county treasurer 36.29.160
**PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS**

**Assessments, certificates of delinquency** paragraph 54.24.230, 54.24.240
- At large districts 54.40.060, 54.40.070
- Authorization for 54.04.020
- Bids, electrical facility construction or improvement 54.04.080 to 54.04.085
- Bids and bidding 54.04.080
- Bond issues. See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters.

**Cities and towns**
- Electrical distribution equipment, acquisition from 35.92.054
- Joint powers with 35.92.054
- Restrictions on power facilities 54.04.080
- Tax on revenue 54.28.070
- Claims against 54.16.110
- Classification of first class districts Ch. 54.40
- Columbia river hydroelectric projects, grant back of easements to former owners 54.16.220

**Commissioners**
- At large districts 54.40.070
- Compensation and salaries 54.12.080
- Election, term 54.12.010
- How chosen 54.12.010
- Manager, appointment and duties 54.16.100
- Nominations for 54.12.010
- Number 54.12.010
- Oaths and affirmations 54.12.100
- Planning powers 54.04.120
- Powers
  - County commissioners 54.04.120
  - Insurance for officials and employees 54.16.095
  - Planning commission 54.04.120
  - Quorum 54.12.010, 54.12.090
  - Resolutions of 54.12.090
  - Salaries and wages 54.12.080
  - Terms of office 54.12.010
  - Vacancies 54.12.010
- Condemnation proceedings 54.20.010
- Consolidation procedure for 54.32.010
- Taxation of former districts 54.32.010
- Construction projects
  - Counties and other taxing districts, financial burden on 54.36.070
  - Special fund for 54.24.030, 54.24.040
  - Construction projects, increased financial burden due to construction 54.36.070
  - County-wide districts, acquisition of distribution properties 54.32.040
- Definitions 54.04.010
- Dissolution, generally Ch. 53.48, 54.08.080
- Election of department of, duties as to 43.21.220, 43.21.230
- Elections
  - Expenses 54.12.010
  - First class districts, 54.40.040, 54.40.050
  - Classification as 54.40.040, 54.40.050
  - First commissioners 54.12.010
  - Formation 54.08.010, 54.08.060
  - New district 54.08.041
  - General purpose 54.04.060
  - Nominating petitions required 29.21.060
- Electric revenue bonds, mutual savings banks, investment in 32.20.070
- Electrical power for facilities
  - Construction or improvement appeals 54.04.085

**PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS**

**Assessments, certificates of delinquency** paragraph 54.24.085
- Contract proposals 54.04.085
- Defined 54.04.080
- Duty to furnish power 54.04.100
- Planning in regard to 54.04.120
- Public service commissions, condemnation or purchase 54.04.100
- Restrictions on use in cities and towns 54.04.120
- Wholesale power rates and charges 54.04.100
- Sale to districts 54.04.100
- Electricity
  - Rate designations 54.12.010
  - Privilege tax Ch. 54.12
  - whipping for sale 54.16.040
  - Transmission 54.16.060
- Eminent domain
  - Power of 54.16.020
  - Proceedings 54.20.010
  - Federal surplus property acquisition, See FEDERAL SURPLUS PROPERTY
  - Financing, See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters
  - First class districts
    - Division into at large districts 54.40.070
    - Appointment of new commissioners 54.16.070
- Fiscal matters
  - Assessments, certificates of delinquency 54.24.230, 54.24.240
  - Bond issues (See also PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters, revenue obligations)
  - Electric revenue bonds, investment in by 32.20.070
  - Mutual savings banks 32.20.070
- Financial burden due to construction 54.36.070
- General provisions for 54.24.030
- Local improvement guaranty fund, See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters, revenue obligations
- Local improvement guaranty fund-1941 act
- Purchase for sale 54.16.040
- Sale or delivery 54.24.070
- Special fund for 54.24.030, 54.24.040
- Security for funds 54.24.010
- Taxation
  - Annexed areas 54.32.010
  - Anticipation warrants 54.16.080
  - Consolidated districts 54.32.010
  - Levy and collection of 54.16.080
  - Municipal taxes
    - Gross revenue 54.28.070
  - Use for school districts 54.28.090
  - Privilege tax
  - Cities and towns imposition on revenue 54.28.070
  - Computation 54.28.040
  - Definitions 54.28.010, 54.28.011
  - Distribution 54.28.020
  - Imposition 54.28.020
  - Interest 54.28.060
  - Limitation on 54.28.120
  - Property acquired from public service companies 54.28.120
  - Rates 54.28.020
- Revenue obligations
  - Authority 54.24.020
  - Contract under previous law 54.24.040
  - Covenants for bondholders 54.24.050
- Special fund for 54.24.030
- Funding and refunding 54.24.090
- Investments and securities 54.24.120
- Local improvement guaranty fund, See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters, bond issues
- Local improvement guaranty fund, See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS, subtitile Fiscal matters, bond issues
- Formation
  - Election
  - Expenses 54.12.010
  - First class districts 54.40.050
  - First commissioners 54.12.010
  - Hearings 54.08.010
  - Petition for 54.08.010
Officers and employees—Cont.
group employee insurance, providing for
pensions and retirement benefits when pri-
ivate utility acquired 54.04.130–54.04.160
retirement income policies, providing for
Pensions and retirement, See PUBLIC UTILITY
DISTRICTS, subtitle Officers and employees
Plans and planning
acquisition of property 54.24.018
resources and utility development 54.16.010
Powers
acquisition, construction, or operation of
sewage system, within same service area,
certain districts in fifth class counties 54.16.180
advancement of funds for surveys, plans,
investigations for studies 54.16.090
contracting indebtedness 54.16.070
contracts, power to make 54.16.090
electric energy 54.16.040, 54.16.060
electrical power facilities, condemnation of
54.16.100
eminent domain 54.16.020
electrical power facilities 54.04.100
financial, See PUBLIC UTILITY DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
insurance, liability of officials and employ-
ees, may be purchased 54.16.095
joint exercise of 54.16.200
Plan and surveys 54.16.010
plans and surveys 54.16.010
sale or lease of property 54.16.180
sue and be sued 54.16.110
taxation, levy and collection 54.16.080
technical and professional assistance, au-
thority 54.16.090
water and irrigation works 54.16.030
water rights 54.16.050
water systems, sale and conveyance of 54-
.16.180
Privilege tax (See also PUBLIC UTILITY DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters)
generally Ch. 54.28
Property
may be transferred by water district 57.42-
.010
water districts, transfer from
hearing, notice, decree 57.42.030
requirements for 54.42.020
Revenue obligations (See also PUBLIC UTILITY DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters)
defined 54.04.010
School districts, construction pupils, effect Ch.
54.36
Sewer revenue bonds, mutual savings banks,
investment in 32.20.070
State power commission, powers and duties as
privacy to construction 43.21.260
Surveys and plans 54.16.010
Taxation, See PUBLIC UTILITY DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Treasurer of district 54.24.010
Unemployment compensation for employees
50.04.200
Utilities
restrictions on invading other municipal
 corporations 54.04.030
restrictions on use within cities and towns 54.04.040
aoth validity of, questioning 54.08.050
Water districts, restrictions on utility opera-
tions 54.04.030
Water revenue bonds, mutual savings banks,
investment in 32.20.070

PUBLIC WATERWAY DISTRICTS—Cont.
Water rights, powers in regard to acquisition
and use 54.16.050
Waterworks
eminent domain for 54.16.020
general power to furnish 54.16.030
plans and surveys for 54.16.010
Work and materials
bidding procedure 54.04.080
deposit with contract 54.04.080
emergency purchases 54.04.070
minimum wages 54.04.090
when contract necessary 54.04.070
PUBLIC WAREHOUSES (See WARE-
HOUSES)

PUBLIC WATERWAY DISTRICTS
Accessible lands, defined 91.08.020
Assessments, See PUBLIC WATERWAY
DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Authority for 91.08.010
Board
county commissioners designated as 91.08-
.010
eminent domain powers 91.08.100
powers and duties 91.08.090
Bond issues, See PUBLIC WATERWAY
DISTRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Construction
bidding procedure 91.08.530
claims for 91.08.530
contractor's bond 91.08.530
installment payments 91.08.540
Counts, funds transferred to 91.08.610
Eminent domain
appeal from 91.08.580
general right of 91.08.100
judicial appeals 91.08.250
procedure for utilizing 91.08.120–91.08.260
public lands 91.08.570
Filling material, purchase of 91.08.600
Fiscal matters
assessments
invalidity of 91.08.520
procedure appeal 91.08.580
generally, 91.08.270–91.08.380
payment 91.08.390, 91.08.400–91.08.460
public lands 91.08.575
satisfying judgment as payment 91.08.590
bond issues, procedure generally 91.08.465,
91.08.480–91.08.510
funds
surplus transferred to county road fund
91.08.610
unclaimed, disposal of 91.08.620
warrants
generally 91.08.550
payment 91.08.560
Formation
discharge of proceedings 91.08.030
hearing
findings 91.08.080
generally 91.08.080
notice 91.08.070
order for 91.08.070
order from 91.08.080
petition
amending 91.08.070
cost bond 91.08.060
generally 91.08.030
Improvement, See PUBLIC WATERWAY
DISTRICTS, subtitle Construction
Laws regarding, enforcement of 91.08.650
Public highways, bridges for, costs 91.08.110
Public lands
assessment of 91.08.575
eminent domain 91.08.150, 91.08.170
Purposes for 91.08.010
Railroads, bridges for, costs 91.08.110

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS—Cont.
Formation—Cont.
procedure, generally 54.08.010
validation, questioning 54.08.050
Formation of new district 54.08.070
Funds, See PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS,
subtitle Fiscal matters
Granting of franchise 54.12.080
Hydroelectric power
eminent domain for 54.16.020
federal power commission license, first class
utility districts 54.16.170
plans and surveys for 54.24.018
privilege tax Ch. 54.28
Improvements, See also PUBLIC UTILITY
DISTRICTS, subtitle Local utility districts
apportionment of cost 54.16.170
plans for 54.24.018
lndebtedness, See PUBLIC UTILITY DIS-
TRICTS, subtitle Fiscal matters
Interlocal cooperation, See INTERLOCAL
COOPERATION
Irrigation
eminent domain for 54.16.020
general power to furnish 54.16.030
plans and surveys for 54.16.010
Irrigation districts, restrictions on utility oper-
ations 54.04.030
Joint operating agencies, See JOINT OPERA-
TING AGENCIES
Joint powers
cities and towns 35.92.054
other districts 54.16.200
Joint undertakings with cities over one hun-
dred and fifty thousand 35.92.280–35.92-
.310
Local utility districts (See also LOCAL
UTILITY DISTRICTS)
assessment rolls 54.16.160
assessments, segregation of 54.16.165
authority for 54.16.120
procedure to establish
financing 54.16.130
hearing 54.16.140
petition signed by majority of landowners
54.16.150
resolution or petition 54.16.130, 54.16.140
Manager, appointment and duties 54.16.100
Municipal corporations
designation as 54.04.020
restrictions on using 54.04.030
Nuclear, thermal power facilities, joint develop-
ment
additional powers granted pursuant to
chapter 54.44.020
agreements
authority for 54.44.020
conformity to applicable law 54.44.060
bonds, revenue, authority to issue 54.44.040
declaration of public purpose 54.44.010, 54-
.44.040
depositories 54.44.050
disbursement of public funds 54.44.050
liability of city, joint operating agency, or
public utility district, extent, limitations
54.44.030
liberal construction 54.44.900
percentage of ownership 54.44.020
taxes 54.44.020
Officers and employees
annuity contracts, providing for
54.04.050
benefits when private utility acquired
admission to district's plan 54.04.140
agreements and contracts for 54.04.150
continuance of 54.04.130
continuance of pension plan 54.04.160
collective bargaining rights of employees 54.04.170, 54.04.180
employee benefits, district may continue to
pay premiums after employee retires 54-
.04.055
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PUBLIC WATERWAY DISTRICTS

PUBLIC WORKS—Cont.
Service of process, fees for 91.08.640

PUBLIC WORKS
A class counties, competitive bids 36.32.240
Alien employees, prohibition Ch. 39.20
Apprentices, effect of apprenticeship agreements 39.12.021
Arbitration, required when 39.04.120
Arbitration of disputes as to prevailing wage rate 39.12.060
Art, works of, acquisition for public buildings, declaration of policy 43.46.090
Bids and bidding agreement made outside state no defense to criminal action for suppression of competitive bidding 9.18.150
cities and towns, public works 35.23.352
exclusion to prevent competitive bidding on public works 9.18.130
counties, competitive bidding 36.32.240
invitations for proposals, requirements of 39.04.120
penalty, criminal 9.18.140
suppression of competitive bidding on public works, penalty 9.18.120
violations by municipal officers, penalties 39.30.020
Bond for injunction, determination of amount 7.40.085
Bond of contractor actions on, notices condition precedent to 39.08.010
amount 39.08.030
conditions 39.08.010, 39.08.030
contracts under two thousand dollars, exception 39.08.010
filing 39.08.010
liability for public officer failing to take 39.08.015
notices condition to actions on 39.08.030, 39.08.065
required 39.08.010
Certificate of off-shore items used, requirement Ch. 39.25
Change order, when issued 39.04.120
Contractor’s bond, notices condition precedent to action on 39.08.030
Contractors, labor and material liens 60.28.130
Contracts application of RCW 39.04.120, 39.04.130
bond of contractor actions on, notices condition precedent to 39.08.010, 39.08.065
amount 39.08.030
attorneys fees 39.08.030
conditions 39.08.010, 39.08.030
contracts under two thousand dollars, exception 39.08.010
filing 39.08.010
liability for public officer failing to take bond 39.08.015
notices condition to actions on 39.08.030, 39.08.065
required 39.08.010
Publication

PUBLIC WORKS—Cont.
Contracts—Cont.
petroleum products, price increases, adjustments permitted 39.04.140
provision for arbitration 39.12.060
resident employment requirements to be written into contract 39.16.030
Cost accounts and records contents 39.04.070
engineer’s certificate 39.04.080
false statement relating 39.04.110
filing 39.04.080
penalty for falsification 39.04.110
public record 39.04.100
publication of 39.04.090
States, See COUNTIES, subtitle Public works and purchases
County roads and bridges, construction estimates 36.40.020
Delay due to litigation arbitration 60.28.080
bond for injunction 7.40.085
contract termination 60.28.080
payment of costs 60.28.080
Definitions 39.04.010
Emergency public works Ch. 39.28
construction of act 39.28.030
definitions 39.28.010
powers conferred on municipalities 39.28.020
Eminent domain by counties for public works of state or United States, See EMINENT DOMAIN
Employees alien employment, prohibition Ch. 39.20
bordering states, residents of 39.16.005
civil penalty for violation of resident employees requirement 39.16.030
criminal penalty for violation of resident employees requirement 39.16.040
residency, bordering state 39.16.005
residency, enforcement of percentage specified, wages 39.16.005
resident employees required 39.16.020
Estimates of cost contents 39.04.050
filing 39.04.020
public record 39.04.100
publication of 39.04.020, 39.04.090
supplemental 39.04.040, 39.04.060
Federal loans and grants for public works, acceptance of authorized 39.28.040
Filings bond of contractor 39.08.010
contracts under two thousand dollars, exception 39.08.010
certificate of contractor as to hourly wage paid 39.12.040
cost accounts and records 39.04.080
estimate of cost 39.04.020, 39.04.040
notice of claim against contractor’s bond 39.08.030
plans and specifications 39.04.020
Highway commission may expend highway funds to cooperate in 47.08.070
Injunctions, bond for 7.40.085
Liens (See also LIENS, subtitle Public works) release of money reserved to pay laborers and suppliers 60.28.010
reservations of money earned by contractor on estimates to assure payment of labor and supplies furnished 60.28.010
trust funds for payment of, retention of money due contractor paid into 60.28.010
Notices claim against contractor’s bond, time limit for filing 39.08.030
delivery of materials and supplies, notice to contractor required 39.08.065

PUBLIC WORKS—Cont.
Personnel service contracts compliance, expenditure of funds prohibited, penalty 39.29.020
effective date 39.29.020
exemptions, certain fruit and agricultural commissions 39.29.030
filing, exemptions, review 39.29.010
fruit and agricultural commissions, exempt 39.29.030
Plans and specifications execution of work according to 39.04.040
filing of 39.04.020
public record 39.04.100
supplemental 39.04.040
Public buildings art, works of, acquisition for, declaration of policy 43.46.090
handicap symbol, design, display 70.92A.060
provisions for handicapped approval of administrative authority before contract award 70.92.050
buildings to which applicable 70.92.020, 70.92A.020
enforcement, responsibility for 70.92.060, 70.92A.050
remodeling or rehabilitation of existing buildings, application to 70.92.040, 70.92A.040
specifications and plans for public buildings, provision for handicapped persons 70.92.010, 70.92A.010
standards to be adopted, exception, enforcement of higher standards, when 70.92.030, 70.92A.030
works of art acquisition procedure 43.19.455
required percentage of construction costs 43.17.200
Public hospital districts, material and labor, bid proposal security 70.44.140
Public utility districts, wages of contractor 54.04.090
Publication cost accounts and records 39.04.090
estimates of cost 39.04.020, 39.04.090
work description 39.04.020
Rebate of wages, penalty 49.52.090
Resident employees, percentage specified 39.16.005
Resident employees requirements 39.16.020
Schools and school districts buildings and plants, state aid, modifiable basic or standard plans for school building construction 28A.47.710, 28A.47.748
common school plant facilities aid, modifiable basic plans for school building construction 28A.47.809
State institutions, generally 72.01.110, 72.01.120
Wages apprentices, effect of agreements 39.12.021
certificate of contractor as to, penalty for falsification 39.12.040, 39.12.050
certificate of department of labor and industries as to, contract to state minimum hourly rate 39.12.030
definitions 39.12.010
determination of prevailing wage rates to be made by department of labor and industries 39.12.015
falsification of statement relating to, penalties 39.12.050
minimum amount 39.12.020
nonpayment or underpayment 39.12.050
payment from moneys due contractor 60.28.020, 60.28.050
prevailing rate 39.16.005
defined 39.12.010
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PUBLICATION OF LEGAL NOTICES — Cont.
Reforestation property taxes, notice of hearing on classification of lands 84.28.020
Sale deposit box contents, disposition on nonpayment of rent 22.28.040
Sale of port district property 53.25.120, 53.25- .140, 53.25.180
Sanitary districts, formation 55.04.020
Separation agreements 26.09.070
Sewer districts
election method 56.24.080
formation 56.04.030
labor and material contracts 56.08.070
local improvement districts, formation 56- .20.020
petition method 56.24.130
sale of unnecessary property 56.08.080
State capital building construction contracts 79.24.060
State fruit commission rules, regulations and orders 15.28.300
State parks, disposal of land not needed for public purposes, notice 43.51.210
Sundays, omission, legality 65.16.100
Underground storage of natural gas, application for 80.40.040
Water distribution districts, formation 87.60- .040
Water districts
annexation 57.24.020, 57.24.080
formation 57.04.030
labor and material contracts 57.08.050
sale of unnecessary property 57.08.015
Waterway excavation through state tidelands and shorelands, publication of application for 79.6.470
Weather modification, notice of intention 43-.37.140
Wheat commission act, under 15 .63.070
PUBLICATIQN, SERVICE OF PROCESS
Unknown heirs and claimants 4.28.140, 4.28- .130
PUBLICATIONS — Cont.
County roads and bridges, information concerning daily labor 36.77.070
Court of appeals, opinions of 2.06.040
Crimes, inciting commission of, penalty 9.05-. .150
Election laws by secretary of state 29.04.060
Erotic materials
compliance, distributor, etc., not to deprive retailer, etc., of services because of 9.68-. .090
distribution to minors, penalty 9.68.050–9.68.120
False report of court proceedings, contempt, penalty 9.23.010
Franchises, withdrawing, because of compliance with erotic material law, unlawful 9.68.090
Game and game fish
bag limit changes 77.12.160
notice of change or shortening of seasons 77.12.160
private publication of game laws prohibited 77.16.200
Game commission, rules and regulations 77-. .12.050
Game laws, private publication prohibited 77-. .16.200
Indebtedness, proposed law authorizing state to contract Const. Art. 8 § 3
Insurance 48.02.180
Libel, See LIBEL AND SLANDER
Liberty of, guaranteed Const. Art. 1 § 5
Livestock market information and records available to 16.65.430
Measures referred to the people Const. Art. 2 § 1 (Amend. 7)
Minor, obscene materials, distribution to, penalty, 9.68.050–9.68.120
Noxious weeds, duty of county auditors and city clerks to publish notice of 43.23.030
Obscene materials
comic books, licenses required to sell, fees, prohibited acts, penalty, etc. Ch. 19.18
injunction against Ch. 7.42
penalty, limitations Ch. 9.68
Public lands, sale of land or valuable materials, exception 79.01.184
Receipts and expenditures of public money Const. Art. 7 § 7
Revised code of Washington, See REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON
State parks and recreation, publication of recreational and historical literature 43.51.050
Supreme court opinions Const. Art. 4 § 21
PUBLICITY BOARD
Cities and towns, second class cities, administration of publicity funds 35.23.480
PUGET SOUND
Pilotage on waters, See WATERCRAFT AND SHIPPING, subtitle Pilotage
PUGET SOUND FERRY AND TOLL BRIDGE SYSTEM (See also TOLL BRIDGE AUTHORITY)
Acquisition of property by eminent domain, condemnation 47.60.020
where existing contracts, procedure 47.60-. .030
Alternative methods of transportation 47.60-. .510
Bond issues for financing
additional revenue, refunding bonds authorized—1961 act—Cont.
charge against funds in Puget Sound revenue account to secure bonds, repayment 47.60.420
continued imposition of taxes pledged 47.60.430
ferry improvement fund created upon issuance of bonds 47.60.410
amount issued, determining 47.60.080
authorized by resolution 47.60.060
resolution to fix disposition of proceeds 47.60.070
bondholders may compel performance on bonds 47.60.110
bonds, form, date, maturity, interest rate, negotiability, signatures on 47.60.060
bonds as legal investment for state moneys 47.60.100
bonds as obligations 47.60.060
disposition of proceeds from sale of bonds 47.60.070, 47.60.170
interim bonds authorized 47.60.060
proximity limitation as protection to existing bonds 47.60.120
refunding bonds authorized 47.60.113
additional refunding of bonds authorized—1961 act 47.60.400
bonds as obligations 47.60.114
exchange and sale, disposition of proceeds from sale, issuance, form, etc. 47.60.114, 47.60.115, 47.60.124
refunding of bonds 47.60.113
sale of bonds 47.60.090
Claims for damages by 47.60.250
payment of claims 47.60.260
procedure, time limitations 47.60.250
venue of actions, enforcement of judgment, limitations on 47.60.270
Consent to liability
claims for damages, procedure requisites 47.60.250
payment of claims 47.60.260
venue of actions, enforcement of judgment, limitations on 47.60.270
liability for damage to property or persons in operation of ferry or ferry terminal 47.60.220, 47.60.230
liability when person other than shipper or passenger 47.60.240
liability for injuries to seamen occurring upon system vessels, venue of actions 47.60.210
liability of toll bridge authority as common carrier 47.60.270
liability of toll bridge authority not liability of state 47.60.200
Contracts for operation of ferry systems, authority owned or not, authorized 47.60.010
Credit permits for vehicular passage on toll facilities 47.56.247
cash deposit or bond requirement 47.56.248
Cross sound transportation plan 47.60.520
Disposition of revenue collected 47.60.150–47.60.170
Employees
employee seniority rights 47.65.080
federal social security act benefits for 47.64-. .060
health and welfare benefits for 47.64.040
industrial insurance law benefits for 47.64-. .070
labor disputes with system, arbitration of 47.64.030, 47.64.040
labor relations with system 47.64.030
rights secured though other party operates ferry, ferry system 47.64.090
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state employees' retirement act benefits for 47.60.050, 47.65.060
employees' contributions for 47.65.060, 47.65.063

Employees' retirement, See PUGET SOUND FERRY AND TOLL BRIDGE SYSTEM, subtitle Employees.

Evaluation of alternatives 47.60.510
Existing state franchises protected 47.60.120
Ferries no smoking areas authorized 47.56.730
smoking, prohibited, certain areas 47.56.730
Ferry service at Tacoma Narrows acts done ratified 47.60.260
continued operation of authorized 47.56.261
Ferry service between Port Townsend and Keeloo operation authorized, when 47.60.282
purposes 47.60.283
Ferry service from Lummi Island to Orcas Island authorized 47.60.280
Ferry system, toll bridges, roadways and facilities authorized 47.60.010
Ferry vessels, acquisition under 1970 act capital construction account created, use 47.60.050
excess moneys paid into 47.60.360
legislative finding 47.60.500
Ferry vessels, acquisition under urban mass transportation act of 1964 agreement with federal administrator authorized 47.61.010
appropriation 47.61.120
bond issue to provide state matching funds amount 47.61.020
authorized 47.61.020
bonds to reflect terms and conditions of grant agreement 47.61.080
conditions for issuance 47.61.020
denominations 47.61.050
highway bond retirement fund 47.61.100
issuance and sale 47.61.020
legal investment for state funds 47.61.050
motor vehicle fuel excise taxes pledged 47.61.070
motor vehicle fund, use of 47.61.090
negotiability 47.61.040
not general obligation 47.61.070
payment of bonds 47.61.070, 47.61.090, 47.61.100
prior redemption, use of excess funds for 47.61.110
proceeds, deposit and use 47.61.060
registration 47.61.040
sale, manner of 47.61.050
signatures 47.61.040
terms and conditions 47.61.030

Funds. See PUGET SOUND FERRY AND TOLL BRIDGE SYSTEM, subtitle System funds.

Granting of franchises on system facilities authorized 47.56.250
Hovercraft use, comprehensive plan to include 47.56.045
Improvement of acquired facilities authorized, financing 47.60.050
Interim revenue warrants for financing authorized, as obligation, revenues available for payment of, interest on 47.60.122
issue of revenue refunding bonds to redeem 47.60.010
47.60.124
laws applicable to 47.60.126
Leases and contracts for concessions and space on ferries, wharves, docks, etc., validation of 47.60.140
Liability. See PUGET SOUND FERRY AND TOLL BRIDGE SYSTEM, subtitle Consent to liability

PUGET SD. FERRY SYSTEM—Cont.

Liquidation of accounts upon lifting tolls 47.56.242
Marine employee commission, See MARINE EMPLOYEE COMMISSION
Minimum annual debt service to be met 47.60.440
tolls and charges to be revised upon failure 47.60.440
Operating name "Washington State Ferries" 47.60.015
Party operating ferry, ferry system by rent, lease or charter bound by chapter 47.64 RCW 47.64.090
Permits, leases or licenses to governmental entities for use of toll facilities authorized 47.56.253
Preliminary surveys, financing and reimbursement of 47.60.040
Prior negotiations and bids validated 47.60.030
Proximity of other crossings fixed 47.60.120
Puget Sound ferry operations account created 47.60.530
transfer of excess funds 47.60.540
use 47.60.530
Puget Sound reserve account, excess paid to Puget Sound capital construction account 47.60.360
Rental, lease or charter of system property authorized 47.60.130
Sale of property authorized upon notice and bid execution, delivery of deed 47.56.254
execution, delivery of deed 47.56.255
sale of unneeded property to governmental entities, execution, delivery of deed 47.56.252
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
upon notice and bid, execution, delivery of deed 47.56.254, 47.56.255
disposition of moneys received 47.56.257
Sale of system property authorized, procedure 47.60.130
Satisfaction of valid claims 47.56.242
Schedule of charges, determining 47.60.150
review of 47.60.290-47.60.320, 47.60.440, 47.60.450
State ferries no smoking areas authorized 47.60.017
periodic reviews to be made 47.60.300
review of tariffs and charges on authorized, purpose 47.60.290, 47.60.440
local expression sought, local advisory committees formed 47.60.110
minimum annual debt service to be met 47.60.440
tolls and charges to be revised upon failure 47.60.450
scope of review 47.60.300
tolls, stabilization, changes 47.60.325
System accounts
Puget Sound reserve account created, use 47.60.350
investment of funds in when same not required for specific purposes 47.60.390
pledge to levy taxes and to deposit in account tax funds 47.60.380
priority in the use of funds in 47.60.380
specific uses of enumerated 47.60.370
System as revenue producing, self-liquidating 47.60.140, 47.60.440
System funds
authority revolving fund 47.60.180
ferrys revolving fund 47.60.170
ferry improvement fund 47.60.410
Save of system property authorized, procedure 47.60.130
System may be financed for operating in combination or as separate units 47.60.130

PUGET SD. FERRY SYSTEM—Cont.

System report on plans, progress and financing 47.60.470
Toll bridge authority as common carrier under system 47.60.220
Transfer of surplus sums to motor vehicle fund 47.56.243

PUNISHMENT (See also FINES; FORFEITURES; CRIMES; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE)

Bribery and corrupt solicitation, how punished Const. Art. 2 § 30
Capital cases, scruples against death penalty, grounds for challenge of juror 10.49.050
Commitment to reformatory, when 9.92.050
Contempt, criminal, criminal act constituting contempt at same time may be punished as a crime also 9.92.040
fines 7.20.020
imprisonment 7.20.020
imprisonment until act performed 7.20.110
indictment or information, under, considerations 7.20.120
Justice courts, laws applicable 7.20.140
sentence 7.20.090
Conviction necessary before punishment 10.01.050
Court to fix, not jury 10.61.050
Cruel, not to be inflicted Const. Art. 1 § 14
Death penalty Ch. 10.70
reprieve, governor's power to grant 10.01.120
Felonies commitment to reformatory, when 9.92.050
when punishment not fixed by statute 9.92-010
Form of sentence to penitentiary 10.64.060
Gross misdemeanor, when punishment not fixed by statute 9.92.020
Habitual criminals 9.92.090
prevention of procrastination 9.92.100
limitations on justices of the peace 3.20.040
Misdemeanor when punishment not fixed by statute 9.92.030
Prevention of procrastination 9.92.100
Recognizance to keep peace breach of conditions 10.64.070
term of 10.64.070
Reformatory, commitment to 9.92.050
Repeaters 9.92.090
Solitary confinement, limitation 10.64.060
Sterilization of criminals 9.92.100
Washington habitual traffic offenders act. See MOTOR VEHICLES

PUNISHMENT POWER

Court commissioners 2.24.040
Courts 2.28.020, 7.20.020
Justices of the peace 3.28.060
Referees 4.48.000

PUPILS (See also SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS)

Force against used by teacher, when justified 9.11.040
Hearing defects, state otologist to correct 70.50.010, 70.50.020

PURCHASE MONEY

Insurance, investments in purchase money mortgages generally 48.13.110
valuation of 48.12.200
Mechanics' liens, use of legal processes 60.04.150
Partition proceedings, purchase money on sale of property security for 7.52.290
QUALIFICATIONS

PURCHASE MONEY
PURCHASE MONEY--Cont.

Partition proceedings, purchase money on
sale of property---Cont.
terms to be directed by court 7.52.280

PURCHASERS (See also GOOD FAITH

PURCHASER; VENDOR AND VEND­
EE)

Actions affecting title to real property in fed­
eral court, filing notice of, effect of notice
to subsequent purchaser, cancellation of
notice procedure 4.28.325
Bulk sales law
priorities of payment 63.08.050
statement from vendor 63.08.020, 63.08.050
Community property, protected by record title
26. 16.095
Counties
purchasing agent, duties 36.32.260
purchasing department 36.32.240
Defined as to recording act 65.08.060
Execution sale
joint personal property 6.04. 120
partnership property 6.04. 120
Motor vehicles
certificate of license and ownership, reissue
of to purchaser or transferee, fees 46.12. 1 01

PURCHASES (See also PUBLIC PUR­
CHASES)

Beer
foreign 66.24.270
out-of-state beer 66.24.270
restrictions 66.28.070
Cemetery districts, joinder with other agencies
in collective buying authorized 68. 1 6. 1 12
Cities of third or fourth class, joint purchasing
with other public agencies authorized 35.24.274
Conditional sales contracts for purchase of
real and personal property by cities and
towns, metropolitan park districts, coun­
ties, and library districts authorized, in­
debtedness limitations 39.30.010
County property, inventory of county com­
missioners to include 36.32.2 10
inventory by board of commissioners to in­
clude 36.32.2 1 3
County purchases
competitive bids 36.32.240
contract awarding, procedure, bid deposits,
contractor's bond 36.32.250
county hospitals, competitive bids 36.32.240
emergencies 36.32.270
fuel, restriction on purchase of out-of-state
proposed public works, notification of
county planning commission 36.70.520
purchasing department 36.32.240
Diking or drainage district commissioners, au­
thority 85.07. 1 70
Executors and administrators, purchase of
claims by 1 1 .48.080
Federal surplus property, See PUBLIC PUR­
CHASES
Fire protection districts, work or materials,
contracts and bids for 52. 12. 1 10
Intoxicating liquor, prohibition, for other per­
sons, exception 66.28.050
Magazines, periodicals, p�blicatio!ls, postage,
subscriptions by public agenctes, methOd
for payment of 42.24.035
Personal representatives, purchase of claims
by 1 1 .48.080
State parks, acquisition of land 43.5 1 .040
State purchasing
acceptance of gifts or beneifts prohibited,
penalties 43. 1 9 . 1 937

PURCHASES---Cont.
State purchasing---Cont.
bids
bond of bidder 43. 1 9. 1 9 1 5
competitive bids, sealed bids, required,
exceptions 43. 1 9.1906
letting of contract 43. 1 9. 1 9 1 1
lowest bidder 43. 1 9. 1 9 l l
notices 43. 1 9 . 1 908
rejection grounds 43. 1 9. 1 9 1 3
solicitation 43. 19. 1908
violations concerning, penalty 43. 19. 1 939
central stores, central stores revolving fund
43. 1 9. 1 923
compliance by state officers, employees,
etc., required 43. 1 9.200
data processing equipment, leasing, except­
ion, when 43. 1 9. 1 901
division of purchasing, powers and duties as
to 43. 1 9 . 1 90
central stores
advance payments of agencies to 43. 1 9. 1 925
central stores revolving fund 43 . 1 9. 1 923, 43. 1 9.1927
combined purchases 43. 1 9. 1 925
exchange of property between agencies
43. 1 9 . 1 92 1
repair and maintenance of equipment
43. 1 9. 1 921
warehouses, establishment and mainte­
nance 43. 1 9. 1 92 1
list of institution-made goods 72.60.220
preferences to goods produced by institu­
tions 72.60. 190
emergency purchases by state officers, etc.
43. 1 9.200
estimates, required of state officers, etc. 43. 1 9.200
insurance procurement 43. 1 9. 1 935
leasing, included in definition of purchasing
43. 19. 1901
official bonds procurement 43 . 19.1935
purchasing, defined 43. 19 . 1 901
records of state purchases shall be available
to members of the legislature, the legis­
lative committees and legislative staff
upon request 43. 1 9. 1 9 1 7
state purchasing advisory committee
creation, membership 43. 1 9 . 1 902
powers and duties 43. 1 9. 1904
supervisor of purchasing, appointment, per­
sonnel 43. 1 9. 1 80
powers and duties 43. 1 9. 1 90

PURCHASING AGENT

A class counties, duties 36.32.260

PURSUIT
Fugitive
extradition 10.34.030
retaking in foreign state 10.34.030
Pursuit and retaking of fugitive any place in
state authorized 10.34.020
Retaking of fugitive in foreign state or territo­
ry, extradition proceedings 10.34.030
Uniform act on fresh pursuit Ch. 10.89

PUYALLUP INDIANS (See also REAL
PROPERTY, subtitle Puyallup Indians)

Real property
acknowledgment before judge 64.20.020
manner of conveyance 64.20.020
right of alienation 64.20.01 0
effective date 64.20.025

PYRAMID SELLING (See CHAIN DIS­
TRIBUTOR SCHEMES)

PYROTECHNICS (See FIREWORKS)

QUALIFICATIONS
Appraisers 6. 12. 1 80
Cemetery board members 68.05.050
Civil service commissiOns
city firemen 4 1 .08.030
city _eolice 4 l . l 2.030
sheriffs, employees 4 l . l 4.030
County hospital board of trustees 36.62 . 1 40
Court commissioners 2.24.0 10
Dental examining board 1 8.32.035
Department of fisheries director 75.08.014
Department of game, director 77.04.020
Department of general administration, savings
and loan associations supervisor 43. 1 9. 1 00
Department o f institutions, supervisor o f adult
corrections 72.02.030
Drugless healing license 1 8.36.040
Electrical board of appeals, members 1 9.28.270
Engineering and architecture division, super­
visor 43. 1 9.450
English language qualification of voter Const.
Art. 6 § I (Amend. 5)
Executors and administrators, See QUALIFI­
CATIONS, subtitle Personal representa­
tives
Fire protection districts, commissioners 52.12.010
Fish marketing associations, membership 24.36.250
Food fish and shell1ish licenses 75.28.020
Foreign corporations, transacting business
without qualifying, penalty 23A.32. 1 90
Game commission members 77.04.040
Guardians 1 1 .88.020
Highway commission
members 47.01 .030
Highways, construction and maintenance of
by contract, qualification of sureties under
contractor's bond 47.28. l l0
Industrial safety and health division, labor
and industries, mine inspectors 43.22. 170
Insurance
adjusters, license
generally 48.17.070
specific 48. 17. 1 50, 48.17.280, 48. 17.380
advisory organizations, rates 48. 19.330
mutual insurers 48.09.010, 48.09.08 1
directors 48.09. 1 60
reciprocal insurers 48. 10.070
title insurers 48.29.020
Insurance agents, brokers 48. 1 7. 1 50
Intermediate school district boards of educa­
tion members 28A.21 .050
Intermediate school district superintendents
28A.2 1 .080
Irrigation districts, officers, directors and em­
ployees, districts with two hundred thou­
sand acres 87.03.045
Judges of municipal court 35.20. 170
Judges of supreme and superior courts Const.
Art 4 § 1 7
Judicial district reporters 2.32. 1 80
Jurors 12.1 2.030
Justice of the peace, civil procedure 1 2 . 1 2.030
Members of legislature Const. Art 2 § 7
each house to be judge of Const. Art. 2 § 8
Mental health division supervisor 72.06.030
Municipal court judges 35.20. 170
Mutual savings banks trustees 32.16.010
Narcotic licenses 69.33.250
Notary public 42.28.010
Osteopathy and surgery, licenses 1 8.57.020
Personal representatives, letters and disqualification for
convict 1 1 .36.010
corporations 1 1 .36.010
infants and incompetents 1 1 .36.01 0
nonresidents 1 1 .36.01 0
Pesticide applicator
applicators' license 17.2 1 .090
.

.
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